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A hybrid landscape optimization/simulation model called SafeD (Simulation and

analysis of forests with pisodic Disturbances) was built to address the needs of forest

management planning in the Applegate River Watershed, southwestern Oregon (the

Apple gate Project).

There are two goals of the Applegate Project: 1) search for forest policies and

practices that achieve goals set for the watershed; and 2) simulate forest condition over

time (in the context of possible stochastic disturbances) considering the effects of

different forest policies and practices.

The SafeD model implements a four-stage process to guide management of the

forested landscape to achieve specified goals over a planning horizon (40 years). The

first stage develops stand prescriptions, for each recognized forest stand type and

condition, which are designed to achieve specific stand goals. The second stage selects

the prescription for each stand. The selection of prescriptions is accomplished using a

heuristic programming technique, called the Great Deluge Algorithm, which is designed

to find the "optimal" prescriptions that satisfy goals at the landscape level. In stage three

the episodic disturbance processes are initiated. The episodic disturbances includes fire

and insect attacks with weather patterns providing the stochastic element. Fire is spread

using the FARSITE fire spread model with fine-resolution landscape data (25 meters x 25

meters). Insect attacks occur during drought periods in stands with excess basal area.

Stage four is the re-analysis and re-selection of stand prescriptions (for the remaining

time in the planning period) to accommodate for disturbances in stage three.

A sample application of the SafeD model is presented here. Two landscape

scenarios were developed. The first scenario contains two landscape goals. One goal is



to produce the greatest amount of big trees (>.= 15" DBH) across the landscape. The

second goal is actually a sub-watershed equivalent roaded acre (ERA) constraint. The

second scenario presents a grow-only strategy to encapsulate the idea of leaving a

landscape unmanaged. The results show several interesting conclusions which may have

implications for forest management practices in the Applegate River Watershed. First, in

order to maximize the number of big trees across the watershed timber harvesting will

need to occur. Second, the effects of episodic insect disturbance negate the need for as

much timber harvesting as would be projected without accounting for such disturbances.

And third, fire plays a significantly less role, in regards to tree mortality, than insects

will.
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The SafeD model: Incorporating Episodic Disturbances and Heuristic
Programming into Forest Management Planning in the Applegate River Watershed,

Southwestern Oregon

INTRODUCTION

Introduction and Project Strategy

This thesis presents my contribution and research for the Applegate River

Watershed Forest Simulation Project (hereafter called the Applegate Project). The

objective of the Applegate Project is to develop a forest landscape simulation model to

use in evaluating the potential effects of different policies and forest management

practices over time to achieve goals for the forest of the Applegate River Watershed in

the context of possible stochastic events. The resulting model has been named SafeD

(imu1ation and analysis of forests with episodic Disturbances).

A strategy was implemented to break the development of the SafeD model into

more manageable pieces. Stand level and landscape level goals were identified and serve

as the logical spatial scales which will be used in this paper. Stand level refers to

working at the scale of an individual stand and includes decisions on how to identify

stands, how to classify stands, how to grow stands, and how to harvest stands. The stand

level work done for the Applegate Project was completed by other team members.

Landscape level refers to working at the scale of the area of interest (the 493,000 acre

Applegate River Watershed). Decisions made at the landscape level are more complex to

describe and model but they are essential to study because they look at the interactions of

stands between each other and their role in a larger spatial context. There is some

overlap between the stand and landscape level work and I will highlight that which is

necessary to understand the work I completed at the landscape level. See Wedin (1999)

for a more thorough overview of the stand level work completed for the Applegate

Project.
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My contribution to the Applegate Project was initially structured to provide

Geographic Information System (GIS) support. That was later expanded to include

undertaking the modeling effort and the development of the SafeD model. This thesis

paper will focus on the modeling effort and the SafeD model. The GIS component of the

Applegate Project, while an important and critical component, became secondary in the

work I completed for the project. To this end, the GIS work I completed for the project

will only be mentioned briefly and as needed.

Science Team

The Applegate Project consists of a collaborative science team represented by

various disciplines. Team members include: Dr. Jim Agee, Univ. of Washington,

College of Forest Resources; Bernie Bahro, USFS R5, Fire and Fuels Specialist; Don and

Ellen Goheen, USFS R6, Insect and Pathology Specialist; Dr. Norm Johnson, OSU, Dept.

of Forest Resources; Debbie Johnson, OSU, Research Forest; Jim Kayser, Biometrician;

Dr. Chris Maguire, OSU, Dept. of Forest Science; Dr. John Sessions, OSU, Dept. of

Forest Engineering; Heidi Wedin, OSU, graduate student in Dept. of Forest Resources;

and myself.

Study Area Conditions and Management Guidelines

The Applegate River watershed is located in southwestern Oregon (Figure 1-1).

The watershed is approximately 493,000 acres and drains into the Rogue River. Forest

Service (FS) and Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands comprise nearly two-thirds

of the ownership and contain almost 80% of the forested lands. The watershed's 325,000

acres of federal lands were designated an Adaptive Management Area (AMA) in 1994

with the signing of the Northwest Forest Plan (USDA FS and USD1 BLM, 1994). The

Applegate AMA includes several allocations within its boundaries (Figure 1-2): Matrix,

Riparian Reserves, and two Late-Successional Reserves (LSR). The remaining one-third

of the watershed is in private ownership (mostly non-industrial) and the Red Buttes



Wilderness (federal land not in the Applegate AMA). The private lands generally occupy

the valleys and lower elevations.

N

iit
A 4

Figure 1-1: Applegate River Watershed locator
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Figure 1-2: Northwest Forest Plan land allocations

An ecosystem health assessment of the Applegate AMA (USD1 BLM and USDA

FS, 1994) found the following:

Increased risk of insect attack because of high stand densities.

A younger and denser stand make-up than pre-European settlement.

Stocking that exceeds carrying capacity over much of watershed.

Increased risk of fire because of increased fuel-loading and stand conditions.

The BLM (USD1 BLM and USDA FS, 1994), in a joint effort with other federal

agencies within the watershed, sponsored the above ecosystem health assessment. The

final report outlined some general management goals which included:

I-
,



Reduce stand densities (of both merchantable and non-merchantable trees)

and shrubs by thinning or prescribed fire.

Protect and restore riparian areas and late-successional habitat.

Increase the number of larger, older trees.

Promote, maintain, and restore shade intolerant species in designated Plant

Association Groups (PAG's).

Additionally, the Standards and Guidelines for Management of Habitat for Late-

Successional and Old-Growth Forest Related Species Within the Range of the Northern

Spotted Owl (USDA FS and USD1 BLM, 1994) provided for the production of wood

commodities as a general management goal in the matrix allocation (but not necessarily

an exclusive goal); harvest is also allowed in the LSR's to meet ecological objectives.

Problem Definition and Modeling Justification

The broad goal stated earlier to provide the Applegate Partnership with a model to

simulate forest change over time and to find forest policies that would help the Applegate

Partnership achieve its goals was very challenging. There are two distinct components

within that goal: 1) search for forest policies and practices that achieve goals set for the

watershed; and 2) simulate forest condition over time (in the context of possible

stochastic disturbances) considering the effects of different forest policies and practices.

Searching for forest policies and practices that achieve goals has its roots in classical

forest planning; whereas simulating forest condition over time falls under the arena of

classical landscape simulations. Both will be discussed in the Literature Review section.

The Applegate Project attempts to bridge these two approaches by combining the spatial

simulation of forest development on a large landscape, including stochastic disturbances,

with the search for management actions that achieve multiple goals.

5



This problem involves the interaction of a variety of factors and processes, such as

forest growth and yield, succession, management actions, and stochastic disturbances.

There are various spatial and temporal scales at work which make the task more complex.

By defining these complex processes and their interactions logically and

mathematically, landscape simulation models make it possible to examine assumptions

about landscape change explicitly (Mladenoff and He, 1999). Perhaps Mladenoff and He

(1999) stated the most compelling justification for landscape simulation models:

. modeling allows us to deduce results that otherwise cannot be
investigated due to their complexity, such as landscape change over long
time periods and the ecological ramifications of large disturbances, or
diverse management regimes. (p. 125)



LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The overall objective of the Applegate Project is to create a forest landscape

simulation model to use in evaluating the potential effects of different policies and forest

management practices over time to achieve goals for the forest of the Applegate River

Watershed in the context of possible stochastic events. My ability to meet this objective

requires a tool that can, 1) help evaluate the effects of different management policies and

practices and 2) enable me to search for ways to achieve the goals set for the watershed.

These policies and practices often span large temporal and spatial scales making

assessment particularly complex. Simulation models are often the only way to assess

such scenarios that cannot be tested under real-world conditions. Additionally,

optimization methods are commonly used to determine policies and practices that achieve

goals for landscapes. Thus, this literature review will first concentrate on the

development of landscape simulation models and approaches, and particularly those that

include stochastic elements (generally those which include natural disturbances). Then,

methodologies used in forest management planning at the landscape level will be

reviewed (landscape optimization). Lastly, I will review and characterize two landscape

simulation models and a hybrid landscape simulation/optimization model.

It should be noted that anywhere the words "landscape simulation" or "simulation

model" are seen in this thesis the intent is really "forest landscape simulation model". I

may also use the terms "landscape optimization" or "optimization model". . . again the

intent is really "forested landscape optimization". This literature review and any

discussion in this thesis are in reference to a forested landscape.

Landscape Analysis Modeling

I am using the term "landscape analysis" to encompass the idea of analyzing a large

forested landscape for an assessment, strategic planning, or other purpose. The central

theme of this literature review is to distinguish between "classical" landscape simulation

models and "classical" landscape optimization models; both of which fall under

7
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Figure 2-1: Hierarchical chart of landscape analysis

It is important to understand this structure because, as I will discuss, the SafeD

model is a hybrid simulation/optimization model. Classical landscape simulation models

typically show forest change over time as a function of known biological relationships

and human activities that occur on the land. These relationships can be either spatial or

non-spatial (distributional). Missing from classical simulation models is the ability to

"search" for alternatives regarding what activities to place on the land (e.g. harvest,

prescribe fire, hands-off) given a goal to reach. This ability to have a goal and search for

ways to achieve that goal is encapsulated in classical forest optimization models.

However, optimization models typically simplify biological relationships and do not

address stochastic elements - everything must be programmed a priori. It is my goal in

this literature review to demonstrate how these two approaches (simulation vs.

optimization) differ and to suggest that the SafeD model is an improvement in landscape

analysis modeling because it incorporates elements from both approaches.

In the course of this literature review I will compare and evaluate three antecedent

simulation and optimization models. To accomplish this a framework for comparison

S

landscape analysis. I am also using the term classical to imply a traditional way or

method of doing something. Figure 2-1 shows a hierarchical chart of these elements as I

wish for them to be understood in the context of this literature review.

"ClassicaI'
landscape

optimization

Hybrids:
simulation!
optimization



should first be established. I have chosen to look at two general components of any type

of landscape analysis model: spatial data and desirable model characteristics.

Spatial Data and Desirable Model Characteristics

The "spatial data" components are those attributes that are related to the storage

and use of spatial data. Study area size is used to help evaluate if models are working at

the same scale. It may be unfair to compare a model that works on small landscapes (less

than 1,000 acres) with one that works on large landscapes (over 100,000 acres). Data

structure is the fundamental way in which the spatial data is stored and accessed for use.

Vector (or polygon) format means that spatiality is maintained through lookup tables;

raster format means that spatiality is inherent to the location of the data (as if on a grid).

Related to the scale issue is that of resolution. By resolution I am referring to the size of

the minimum mapping unit (MMU). In a raster model the MMU is often the size of each

grid pixel (and the MMU size is uniform) whereas in a polygon model the MMU size

may vary because polygons are seldom exactly the same size. By placing these attributes

in the spatial data component I am not implying that they are unimportant- just that I

have chosen not to evaluate them in a more critical manner as I will for the attributes in

the desirable model characteristics component.

11 have determined seven desirable model characteristics which I feel will allow me

to evaluate whether or not a particular model would be suitable to address the needs of

the Applegate Project. These seven characteristics and the need for each are:

1. Recognize economical and ecological components: The Applegate Partnership

has indicated to the science team that they wish the model to have the ability to

evaluate both these components. An economical component is necessary because

there are real economic considerations the Partnership wishes to evaluate with

different management scenarios. As well, the ecological component is necessary

for the Partnership to assess the ecological effects of particular management

scenarios.

9
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Optimize multiple goals: The Applegate Partnership has indicated they wish to

have the ability to set multiple landscape goals. Achievement of all goals is not

necessarily a "hard goal"; but the ability to try and reach multiple goals and

evaluate tradeoffs with different emphasis on goal-attainment is desired.

Represent forest management activities: Again, the Applegate Partnership has

expressed the desire to evaluate the tradeoffs associated with active management,

including timber harvest. Timber harvesting does occur within the Applegate

Watershed and current regulations (both federal and state) allow for continuing

harvesting.

Represent stochastic elements: Episodic disturbances are believed to play a

major role in tree mortality within the watershed. The driving forces for these

episodic disturbance events are stochastic in nature, for example drought. The

ability to represent these stochastic elements will enhance any simulation model

for the project.

Represent fire - spatially explicit: Fire has played a very important historical

role in the Applegate Watershed. Neglecting fire and its effect would seriously

skew and distort any simulation model for the watershed. Spatially explicit refers

to the ability for a model to locate where an event occurs and allows for the

spatial movement of events across the landscape. This is in contrast to a

distributional approach in which events and/or their effects are spread on a

"distributional" basis throughout some spatial unit.

Represent insects - spatially explicit: As with fire, mortality from insects has

had a significant effect on the current forests of the Applegate Watershed. The

current stand densities in the Applegate Watershed have high potential for future

insect attacks. The ability to account for the occurrence and severity of insect

attacks, in a spatially explicit manner, will greatly enhance any model applied to

the watershed.

Repeated simulations to assess variability: Any stochastic landscape model

should have the ability to run multiple times to assess variability. If a model was

completely deterministic then multiple runs would be unnecessary; each run

would be the same. On the other hand, stochastic models should have elements



that are different for each run. Having the ability to make multiple runs holding

certain landscape parameters constant and allowing the stochastic elements to

change gives a range of results that can form the basis for statistical analysis

including variation and average conditions.

Classical Landscape Simulation and Modeling Approaches

Many landscape simulation models are considered to lie within an area of ecology

called landscape ecology (Mladenoff and Baker, 1999). Landscape ecology can be

broadly described as the study of ecological phenomena on large land areas. Golley

(1993) suggested that landscape ecology, as applied in North America, derives its

theoretical framework from ecosystem and community ecology, and its applied

methodologies from environmental management. The development of classical

landscape simulation modeling has its roots in forest ecology at a spatial scale and

resolution fitting to the technology available at the time. Developments in this

technology rapidly expanded starting in the early 1980's and correspondingly, so did

landscape modeling. Mladenoff and Baker (1999) attribute two factors to the increasing

scale and resolution of landscape modeling; availability of 30-meter resolution Landsat

Thematic Mapper (TM) data and the rise of powerful small workstations with GIS

software.

However, many of the simulation models developed in the early 1980's were still

not spatially explicit and instead relied on distribution approaches (the distribution of

land area among classes of landscape phenomena) (Miadenoff and Baker, 1999). This

may be attributed to the lag time generally associated with the availability of new

technology and the ability to use that technology. Kessells' (1979) gradient fire model

was an exceptional model for the time in that it used spatially estimated vegetation and

fuels data to simulate spatial fire patterns and post-fire succession.

A further development that helped propel landscape modeling was the introduction

of mathematical and physical theories about properties of arrays of cells (Miadenoff and

Baker, 1999). These theories and mathematical properties were around prior to the

11
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1980's, but again, the proliferation of desktop computers gave landscape modelers the

necessary tool to explore and use this information. Mladenoff and Baker (1999) discuss

the properties of cellular automata and percolation modeling and how these components

were incorporated into landscape simulation models.

Miadenoff and Baker (1999) give a concise review of early disturbance models

which I will summarize here. Many of the initial fire disturbance models were developed

to predict and understand fire behavior (for suppression) and were empirically based

(Van Wagner, 1969; Rothermel, 1972). Fire disturbance models eventually made their

way into forest management models (Kessell, 1979). Ecological research on forest

disturbances were important for providing a framework for later ecological-based

landscape simulation models. These disturbances include fire (Van Wagner, 1978;

Johnson, 1992) and windthrow (Runkle, 1982; Frelich and Lorimer, 1991).

Classical Landscape Optimization

Early Forest Management and Planning Models

There has historically been a very close association between forest planning models

and growth and yield models (Iverson and Aiston, 1986). Miadenoff and Baker (1999)

state that some distinction of scale can be made which differentiate larger scale, strategic

planning or regional timber-supply models, and smaller scale, growth and yield models.

One of the best known forest management models is FORPLAN of the US Forest Service

(Iverson and Alston, 1986). However, early versions of models like FORPLAN were

often too simple and were criticized for lacking ecological dynamics and variability, or

spatial considerations (Johnson, 1992). Early models using Geographic Information

Systems (GIS) were more of a decision-making software than models in a strict sense,

and were not very ecologically driven (Miadenoff and Baker, 1999). As well, early GIS

forest planning models typically did not consider natural disturbance rates or variability,

or spatial interactions in their planning algorithms (Johnson and Scheurman, 1977;

Hoganson and Burke, 1997).



Landscape Optimization Approaches

Strategic forest planning primarily has been focused on setting the level of timber

harvest and the scheduling of timber harvest activities. Harvest levels based on

controlling the volume harvested, the area cut, or both volume and area, have historically

been calculated using simple formulas. Optimization models have recently become more

pervasive in both private and public forest planning. Optimization models work on the

principle that they attempt to maximize or minimize some quantity (usually called the

objective function or objective) subject to reaching policy goals, and given certain choices

for management that are allowed for individual parts of the forest or the entire forest.

Policy goals are commonly formulated as constraints in an optimization model.

Examples of objectives are to maximize timber harvest, maximize present net value

(PNV), or minimize cost. Examples of policy goals are to maintain a non-declining yield

of timber harvest over time, attain some distribution of acres among age-classes or seral

stages, or to limit the rate of harvest in different portions of the forest (Davis and

Johnson, 1987).

Policy goals are increasingly more complex and difficult to model. As a result,

optimization models have been reformulated as "goal programs" (Sessions et al., 1999).

In goal programming, constraints that were modeled as absolutes are transformed to

allow for under- or over-achievement with an associated penalty value. The objective is

generally to minimize the total penalty values. This formulation allows for recognition

that it may be necessary in the short-term (or smaller spatial scale) to sacrifice and accept

inferior values for some constraints in the course of achieving an overall better value in

the long-term (or larger spatial scale). Additionally, it instills a sense of "fairness" to the

model from often conflicting constraints given for various components of the model. For

example, it might be desired to improve the habitat of species X, which is met by having

eight snags per acre. At the same time, another goal may be to minimize the entire

number of snags across the landscape. By allowing policy goals to be target values rather

than absolutes, a solution might be found where six snags per acre can be created across

the landscape and the overall number of snags is close to being minimized; neither goal

was absolutely reached but each sacrificed a little in an acceptable compromise.

Additionally, by adjusting the target values (or weights) an analyst is able to explore the

13
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solution space. Policy goals are often modified as the tradeoffs surface from these

adjustments.

Strategic planning systems based on forest-level optimization models have two

main components: 1) the model formulation and 2) the solution technique (Sessions et al.,

1999). I will discuss model formulation next and solution technique will be discussed

later in the literature review because it plays a more significant role in my contribution to

the Applegate Project.

Model Formulation

Model I and Model II:

Model I and Model H are terms used to label the two fundamentally different

model formulations for optimizing forested landscapes (Johnson and Scheurman, 1977;

Davis and Johnson, 1987). The main difference is in defining the decision variables for

management activities and the way in which future (regenerated) stands are handled

(Johnson and Scheurman, 1977). Model I defines decision variables that follow the life

history of a stand over all planning periods. In Model II a stand may pass through several

decision variables as stands are regenerated, grow, and die (Davis and Johnson, 1987).

A problem formulated as Model I can be formulated as Model II and vice versa.

However, there are certain strengths and weaknesses of each that should be noted. The

power of Model H comes from the ability to merge acres of like characteristics from

across the planning area as they are regeneration harvested (Sessions et al., 1999). Fewer

decision activities (thus fewer decision variables) are needed as acres are merged, but at

the cost of losing some spatial definition in the management of future stands (Sessions et

al., 1999). When such merging is not acceptable, Model I is usually a preferable

formulation (Sessions et al., 1999).



Model III.

Boychuk and Martell (1996) used the term Model ifi to describe a generalized

version of Model II whereby the stands pass through decision variables for reasons other

than harvest, such as natural disturbances. An early example of Model ifi is seen in Reed

and Enrico's model (1986) in which the expected burned area (from a wildfire) was

subtracted from each age class in each time period, and added along with the cutover area

to the youngest age class in the following period. Although Reed and Enrico (1986)

described their model as stochastic, they actually used a "mean value" approach - the

random proportion burned was replaced with its expected value (Boychuk and Martell,

1996). This approach has been found to have some problems. Hofet al. (1988) noted

that attempting to use a mean value approach to a problem in a stochastic system leads to

a high probability for infeasible solutions. Boychuk and Martell (1996) went on to

compare the results of a stochastic programming problem (SPP) and the corresponding

mean value problem when fire risk is considered in forest planning analysis. In the SPP

formulation they represented stochastic fire loss by a discrete two-point probability

distribution that yielded the desired mean and coefficient of variation. They compared

only the first period solution and found that the mean value solution gave a good

approximation to the SPP, but consistently over-harvested under some conditions

(Boychuk and Martell, 1996).

Recent Landscape Analysis Models

Introduction

The threads of development from landscape ecology, disturbance models, forest

management and planning models, new technology, and the cross-over of theories from

mathematics have all interacted to arrive at the present state of landscape analysis

modeling. There has also been a trend towards simulation models that are multi-scale

and multi-process (Mladenoff and Baker, 1999). There are those with a narrow focus

such as FARSITE (Finney, 1998) which uses grid-cell input data, a vector format to
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model the spreading fire front, exogenous climate drivers that control fire spread, and a

spotting routine that is stochastic and leapfrogs local dynamics.

Some models have incorporated non-spatial fire effects into forest planning

approaches that seek management actions that achieve multiple goals (Reed and Enrico,

1986; Boychuk and Martell, 1996). Other models such as LANDIS (Mladenoff and He,

1999) have emphasized the ability to be spatially explicit while including stochastic

elements and forest succession. And lastly, models such as SAFE FOREST (Sessions et

al., 1999) have attempted to combine the spatial simulation of forest development on a

large landscape, including wildfire disturbance and effects, with the search for

management actions that achieve multiple goals. These multi-scale, multi-process

models all have their groundwork based on earlier simulation models but interact in a

spatially explicit format that is not simply neighborhood-based (Mladenoff and Baker,

1999).

Landscape Analysis Models

The SafeD model developed in this thesis is not without predecessors. Many

simulation and optimization models have laid the groundwork for the work I completed.

As I stated in the Literature Review introduction, it is my goal to distinguish between

classical simulation models and classical optimization models and to suggest that a

hybrid simulation/optimization model (such as SafeD) is an improvement - The two

previous sections discussed classical simulation and optimization models. However, to

further illustrate how a hybrid simulation/optimization model is an improvement in

landscape analysis modeling I have chosen three antecedent analysis models to evaluate.

The first two models, LANDIS and CLAMS, are forest simulation models - but not in a

strict classical sense. The last model, SAFE FOREST, is a hybrid simulation/optimization

model and is the most closely related to the SafeD model. I have chosen not to review

any early simulation or optimization models that would be considered "classical" because

landscape analysis modeling has progressed rapidly in recent years and I wish to evaluate

models that are comparable to the SafeD model. This is not to dismiss their importance

or role in landscape analysis modeling.



The LANDIS Model:

The LANDIS model by Mladenoff and He (1999) was designed to address the

following needs:

Simulate large landscapes that are heterogeneous in terms of site conditions and

initial vegetation conditions at the tree species level.

Simulate interaction of dominant forest disturbance regimes. - .fire, windthrow,

and harvesting, with species-level forest succession.

Adapt to range of possible scales and map input-data of varied resolution.

Include spatially explicit ecological interaction, and mechanistic realism, while

having modest input parameter needs. (p. 125)

The above needs are requirements for most forest landscape models and Mladenoff

and He (1999) state they cannot all be optimized within a single model. The needs are

framed by temporal and spatial scale, data availability, and parameter information for the

area being modeled (Mladenoff and He, 1999).

The application of the model I reviewed was designed to look at how a regional

landscape would recover from its current condition if natural successional processes

operated, both with and without fire and wind disturbances (Mladenoff and He, 1999).

The LANDIS model used a 10-year time step (over a 500 year planning horizon) to

model a 3.7 million acre landscape in a transitional zone between boreal forest and

temperate forest in northwestern Wisconsin (Mladenoff and He, 1999). A grid data

structure was used with a grid-cell resolution of 200 meters x 200 meters.

Forest succession, seeding dynamics, and natural disturbances were the main

components of the LANDIS model. LANDIS was designed as a tool to study species-

level responses and changes in forest landscape pattern with varied natural and

anthropogenic disturbances. These included stochastic fire and windthrow disturbances

that moved on a cell-by-cell probability which the authors called spatially explicit

(Mladenoff and He, 1999). In other words, the fire and windthrow events (once decided

when and where they will happen or start) could move and spread across the landscape

subject to behavior constraints and probabilities based on an individual cells' attributes.
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Multiple simulations were run to assess the variability of conditions on the

landscape, both with and without stochastic disturbances. With its ability to incorporate

natural stochastic disturbances the LANDIS model "serves as a useful baseline against

which to assess various landscape management or other change scenarios" (Mladenoff

and He, 1999).

The 'LAMS Model:

The Coastal Landscape Analysis and Modeling Study (CLAMS) project is a current

effort to answer the question, "how [will] the current variety of land uses and forest

policies in the [Oregon] Coast Range ... affect biological diversity, watershed processes,

and economic and social outcomes" (Bettinger et al., 2000a). The CLAMS model

incorporates strategic goals (aggregate harvest levels across large areas, multiple owners,

and long periods) and tactical considerations (e.g., clearcut size limits, historical patch

size distributions) (Bettinger et al., 2000a). The total study area is the Coast Range of

Oregon (about 5 million acres) but the model runs independently for six "megasheds"

just over 800,000 acres each.

The CLAMS model has its framework rooted in a raster data structure with Landsat

TM data and digital elevation models (DEM) utilized in the preparation of model data

input (Bettinger et al., 2000a). However, once the data is entered into the model it is used

in a polygon format and spatial relationships are maintained through lookup tables.

Stochastic disturbances such as fire, windthrow, drought, and insect outbreaks are

currently not considered (Bettinger et al., 2000a).

The CLAMS model is a more detailed look at future conditions if current policies

and practices were left in place. The level of spatial detail in the CLAMS model is

remarkable for the size of the landscape being modeled.

The SAFE FOREST Model:

Authorized by Congressional funds in 1993 the Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project

(SNEP, 1996) was created. The primary goal for the SNEP team was:



[to undertake] a scientific review of the remaining old growth in the
national forests of the Sierra Nevada in California, and for a study of the
entire Sierra Nevada ecosystem. (Johnson et al., 1998)

The project was an attempt to combine the spatial simulation of forest development

on a large landscape, including wildfire disturbance and effects, with the search for

management actions that achieve multiple goals. Many members of the scientific team

for the Applegate Project were involved with the SNEP work and many ideas and

methods have found their way from SNEP to the Applegate Project. For example,

episodic disturbances, particularly fire, were identified as key elements in the shaping of

the modern landscape within the Sierra. In fact, the effects and role of fire played such a

large part in the development of the landscape simulation model that the model itself was

dubbed "Simulation and Analysis of Fire Effects on FOREST" (SAFE FOREST)

(Sessions et al., 1999).

The SAFE FOREST model used a vector data structure in which spatial

relationships were kept through lookup tables. The main "modeling units" were called

LSOG (Late Successional Old Growth) which were areas judged to be relatively uniform

in type and distribution of vegetation patches (Johnson et al., 1998). The model was used

on a 1 million acre landscape centered in the Eldorado National Forest and intermingled

lands. Sessions et al. (1999) outlines a four-stage procedure for the SAFE FOREST

model:

Find the set of activities (management actions) that best meets the goals for areas

of late successional emphasis.

Find the set of activities that best meets the goals for the rest of forest.

Simulate the fires across the landscape for the planning periods based on

randomly selected weather.

Adjust the schedule of activities, outputs, and effects following the fires. (p. 237)

Five goals were identified and specified in hierarchical fashion (high-to-low): 1)

Increase the general extent and complexity of late-successional forests; 2) Reduce the

potential for high-severity fire; 3) Restore riparian areas and watersheds; 4) Reintroduce

historical ecosystem processes; and 5) Provide sustainable, cost-effective timber harvest
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volume. The model search for management actions was designed such that achievement

of a higher-order goal would not be compromised by attempts to achieve a lower-order

goal (Sessions et al., 1999). Other considerations such as wildlife, silvicultural methods,

and goal alternatives were also incorporated into the study (Johnson et al., 1998).

Following assignment of activities in stages one and two, fire was placed upon the

landscape based on historical probabilities within each LSOG polygon (Sessions et al.,

1999). Stochastic weather and wind patterns were used to determine fire spread.

The effects of fire were then estimated using the vegetation structure and

composition at the time of the fire along with various topographic variables (Sessions et

al., 1999). This is a partial spatial approach. The fire itself was not spread in a spatially

explicit manner but the location of the fire within LSOG polygons and the use of

probabilities allowed for a "spatial generalization" of the spread and extent of a fire. It

should be noted that the SAFE FOREST partial spatial approach to spreading fire was a

significant leap in incorporating fire disturbance processes into landscape analysis

modeling. Multiple simulations were made to help assess the variability of wildfires

through time (Sessions et al., 1999).

Summary of Antecedent Models

Table 2-1 shows a comparison matrix for the spatial data and desirable model

characteristics of the three reviewed here. A]] three models recognize ecological

components and represent forest management activities. Only the SAFE FOREST model

has the ability to optimize multiple goals; which is an objective for the Applegate project.

There is a great disparity in the ability to represent stochastic elements which is the other

objective for the Applegate project. Both the LANDIS and SAFE FOREST model have

stochastic elements, however they are limited to representing fire disturbance only. Both

models ignore insects. The CLAMS model has no stochastic elements. Because there

are no stochastic elements the CLAMS model has no need to undertake repeated

simulations whereas the LANDIS and SAFE FOREST do.



Study area
size

1.5 million
acres

Data structure raster vector vector

Resolution 200 meter x
(MMU) 200 meter

Recognize
economical

and
ecological

Optimize
multiple

goals

Represent
forest

management
activities

Represent
stochastic
elements

Represent
FIRE-

Spatially
Explicit

Represent
iNSECTS -

Spatially
Explicit

Repeated
simulations to

assess
variability

ecological

no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

5 million
acres with 8

"megasheds"

1 million
acres

varies varies

both both

no yes

yes yes

no yes

no "partial"

no no

no yes

Table 2-1: Comparison matrix for recent landscape analysis models
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Solution Techniques

Introduction

As I discussed earlier, there are two main components to strategic planning systems

based on forest-level optimization: 1) the model formulation and 2) the solution

technique (Sessions et al., 1999). Model formulation has been discussed. Solution

technique refers to the particular mathematical technique used to solve a problem. I will

discuss three broad classes of problem-solving techniques: linear programming, non-

linear programming, and heuristics

Linear, Tnteger, and Mixed-Integer Programming

Linear programming is a class of problem-solving methods used for problems

which are linear with respect to the relationships between the decision variables. Linear

programming (LP) techniques can be used to find the mathematically optimal solution

(Davis and Johnson, 1987). An optimal solution is the solution that gives the maximum

or minimum value for the objective function given the constraints. Harvest scheduling

models, such as FORPLAN (Johnson et al., 1980), rely on linear programming

techniques. However, large landscape simulations frequently have constraints expressed

in terms of maintaining a certain unit of area in a specific cover type and requires

decisions variables to be binary (zero or one). Traditional linear programming of these

types of problems is very difficult (Bettinger et al., 1997) and may require alternative

techniques such as integer or mixed-integer programming.

Linear programming can find the optimal solution for a model whose variables are

continuous. When decision variables are formulated as 0-1 variables the solution

technique is called integer programming (IF) or mixed-integer programming (MW) when

both binary and continuous variables are present; both of which are considered extensions

of LP (Hof and Joyce, 1992). For example, a harvest scheduling problem may be

formulated such that the decision variables for a harvest unit are 0 (don't cut) or 1 (cut)

for each period in the planning horizon. Often the spatial relationship between units is

important and IF and MW allow optimal solutions to be found when there are spatial
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constraints (Hof et al., 1994). LP, IP, and MIP are useful techniques and many examples

can be found of their application in forestry (Hof and Joyce, 1992; Hof et al., 1994; Davis

and Johnson, 1987; Hoganson and Rose, 1984; Daust and Nelson, 1993; O'Hara et al.,

1989; Clements et al., 1990). As with LP techniques, both IP and MW techniques fail for

problems where the decision variables are too many or are non-linearly related.

Nonlinear Programming

Linear, integer, and mixed-integer programming are suitable for problems where

the decision variables have linear properties (i.e., plus or minus, + -). When operators

other than these are present the problem is considered nonlinear (such as products,

powers, and logarithms). Nonlinear problem solving techniques have practical size

limitations on the decision variables and problems with convergence on local optimums.

Currently a class of problem-solving methods called heuristics is being used to solve

nonlinear forest management problems.

Heuristics

Zanakis and Evans (1981) trace the word heuristic from the Greek word

"heuriskein" meaning "to discover". In landscape modeling the term heuristic is used to

define a procedure to reduce search in problem-solving activities (Reeves, 1993).

Reducing search in problem-solving is a goal in landscape modeling driven by limited

computational capability and limited time; which can be related to the large number of

choices generally associated with landscape problems. Because the ideal behind reducing

search is to avoid looking at every possible problem solution (and thereby know the

absolute optimal), a heuristic can only be considered to be "searching" for the optimal

solution. This concept has led Reeves (1993 p6) to define heuristic as "a technique which

seeks good (i.e. near-optima!) solutions at a reasonable computational cost without being

able to guarantee either feasibility or optimality, or even in many cases to state how close

to optimality a particular feasible solution is". The utilization of heuristic programming



techniques may allow the integration of complex, and often non-linear relationships

found in forest simulation models.

Taxonomy of Heuristic Methods:

There is a confusing array of references to heuristic techniques and classification in

the published literature. There appears to be general consensus in the implementation of

various heuristics but little recognition of an orderly schema of techniques. Perhaps that

is because there are many variations and hybrids that defy orderly classification. In my

search of forestry related literature regarding heuristics I have found a few discrete

differences between techniques that will serve to bring some order (Figures 2-2 and 2-3).

To begin with, heuristics are a class of problem-solving methods. As discussed

earlier other classes include linear programming, integer programming, and mixed-

integer programming. The next level down are paradigms. The three main paradigms

found in forestry related heuristics are evolutionary algorithms, neighborhood search, and

non-neighborhood search. These paradigms describes the fundamental difference in the

search strategies. Evolutionary algorithms can be described as those whose search

methods attempt to model natural selection and population genetics. Neighborhood

search techniques employ a searching strategy that involves a defined "neighborhood"

while non-neighborhood search strategies use some other search strategy.

A closer look at the neighborhood search paradigm reveals many variations and

hybridizations on the theme of a neighborhood. I have chosen to illustrate one variation

through afilter that describes the extent of the neighborhood (Figure 2-3). Extensive

neighborhoods are those that involve looking at many other solution states before making

a decision to move from one state to another. Simple neighborhoods usually only look at

one or a few solution states before making a decision to move. Other filters that can be

used in evaluating neighborhood searches (or even non-neighborhood searches and

evolutionary algorithms) are whether or not a memory or acceptance criterion is

employed. Memory is the idea that a solution remembers where it has been and using

that knowledge in some decision-making process that determines how to move from one

solution state to another. Acceptance criteria techniques are those that use an acceptance
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criteria (or a single criterion) as the major factor for deciding the quality of a move.

Filters are difficult to classify in a orderly fashion because most are used in a mix-and-

match hybridization fashion that suits the modeler. For each of the three paradigms

above there are many techniques which fall under each. Simulated annealing, the great

deluge algorithm, and tabu search are three such techniques that have been used in

forestry applications with success.

'lass HEURISTICS

Figure 2-2: Hierarchical chart of heuristics
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Figure 2-3: Sample classification of Neighborhood Search techniques

Simulated Annealing:

Annealing is a natural process in which the internal elements of a cooling body

rearrange their order from a high-energy state to a low-energy state. In the high-energy

state the elements of a system are molten and move freely. As the system is cooled,

mobility is lost. If the system cools slowly (annealed), the elements crystallize into a

stable state of minimal energy. If the system cools quickly (quenched), the elements

harden into an unstable arrangement (Lockwood and Moore, 1993).

Simulated annealing (SA) is a heuristic programming technique that tries to mimic

the annealing process described above. An SA algorithm tentatively alters the

arrangement of elements in a system, evaluates the change in the objective function

value, and then conditionally accepts or rejects the new arrangement (Dowsland, 1993).

A "temperature" and "temperature reduction factor" are used in the SA process to

evaluate the change (i.e., describe the energy state) in the objective function. New

arrangements that improve the objective function are always accepted. Arrangements

that worsen the objective function (analogous to adding energy to the system) are further

evaluated by an additional acceptance criterion. In the early stages of the annealing

process the acceptance criterion is less stringent and allows the system to accept
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arrangements that worsen the objective function more frequently. As the algorithm

reaches later stages the acceptance criterion becomes more stringent until, at some point,

arrangements that worsen the objective function are no longer accepted (Dowsland,

1993). The acceptance criterion prevents the objective function from "greedily"

converging on the closest local minima or maxima (Lockwood and Moore, 1993).

Example of the use of SA for forestry applications can be found in Murray and Church

(1995), Lockwood and Moore (1993), and Nelson and Liu (1994).

Great Deluge Algorithm:

The great deluge algorithm (GDA) is a recently developed variant on the above

simulated annealing method for solving discrete combinatorial problems. The GDA was

introduced by Gunter Dueck (1993) and proved superior to similar neighborhood search

algorithms in solving a 442-city and 532-city Traveling Salesman Problem. The form of

the GDA as presented by Dueck (1993) consisted of using a single parameter in the

determination of whether or not to keep an inferior intermediate solution. The use of one

parameter rather than two, as in a simulated annealing algorithm, is believed to de-

sensitize the algorithm thus leading to equally good results even when parameter

estimation and formulation is poor.

The GDA derives it name from the conceptual framework on which the algorithm

works. If a problem were constructed such that the objective is to find the highest

elevation in a fictitious country then the GDA would be one of maximization. The

algorithm would start at some unknown location in the country and then it would "rain

without end". The algorithm then walks around in this country trying to "keep its feet

dry". However, the algorithm will tolerate water up to its ankles and so is allowed to

walk in some inundated areas with the hope that there is dry land nearby. The water

continues to rise and thus the dry land and acceptable ankle-deep water diminishes until

the algorithm finally finds the "highest point" - determined by the fact that there is no

more land left to walk around in without water going past the ankles.



Tabu Search:

Tabu search is a heuristic programming technique that employs a "memory" while

aggressively exploring the solution space of an optimization problem. Exploration of the

solution space is accomplished by making "moves" in the system, where a move is

defined as the change in value of any one of the problem variables (Vo1, 1993). A move

may improve or diminish the quality of the objective function (same idea as a new

arrangement as discussed in SA). A tabu search algorithm may contain a short- and long-

term memory to help the algorithm intensify and diversify. Intensification is the ability

to look around a particular area within a solution space without being confounded by

non-improving moves (Vo1, 1993). This is accomplished by a short-term memory list

which restricts certain moves after the algorithm has made the move repeatedly. This

prevents local cycling whereby the algorithm continuously finds a local minima or

maxima (Glover and Laguna, 1993). Diversification is the ability to look in a completely

new area of a solution space (Bettinger, 1998). This is accomplished by a long-term

memory list which penalizes often-selected arrangements and forces the selection of new

arrangements, which may allow the algorithm to search into unexplored regions of the

solution space (VoF, 1993). Forestry applications of tabu search can be found in

problems that address the scheduling of timber harvest subject to adjacency requirements

(Murray and Church, 1995), and to harvest scheduling while meeting spatial goals for big

game (Bettinger et al., 1997).

Summary and Conclusions

Strategic forest planning has primarily focused on setting the level of timber

harvest and the scheduling of timber harvest activities. The SNEP and CLAMS projects

are two studies that have included the traditional analysis and scheduling of timber

harvest activities while also including the ability to model other policy goals, formulated

as constraints. The LANDIS model is a spatially explicit and stochastic model that

simulates forest landscape change over long time periods and over large, heterogeneous

landscapes. The SAFE FOREST model also included stochastic wildfire but its spatial

explicitness was limited to the size of its large modeling polygons.
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As policy goals have become more complex, new programming techniques have

been employed to solve landscape problems. Linear programming, integer programming,

and mixed-integer programming are difficult to use for solving landscape-level spatial

problems; either as a result of computational limitations or because of the complexity of

the problem formulation (e.g., large number of choices or nonlinear operators) (Bettinger,

1998). Heuristic programming techniques have been found to be effective in solving

optimization problems and their use in forestry applications is becoming more common

(Lockwood and Moore, 1993; Murray and Church, 1995; Nelson and Liu, 1994). In

particular, the Great Deluge Algorithm has been shown to be effective in evaluating a

landscape problem with spatial constraints (Bettinger et al., 2000b).

With this literature review I hope to have demonstrated the three main drivers that

have led me to develop the SafeD model. First is the need for a hybrid

simulation/optimization model. The Applegate Partnership has expressed this need with

two of their goals: 1) to simulate forest change over time and 2) to achieve goals set for

the watershed. Second is the need to use heuristics solution techniques to solve our

landscape problem. The number of decision variables associated with our problem and

the need for spatial constraints make the use of traditional linear and non-linear

programming problematic, if not impossible at this time. Finally, I have shown that an

evaluation of recent landscape models reveals limitations in their ability to address the

needs of the Applegate Project (see Table 2-1). The three models reviewed show at least

one "deficiency" in the desirable model characteristics rows. Therefore, I have set out to

build the SafeD model to both address the needs of the Applegate Partnership and to have

all the desirable model characteristics shown in the matrix.



BROAD OBJECTIVE

The broad objective is to develop a landscape simulation model for the Applegate

Partnership, land management agencies, and others to use in evaluating the potential

effects of different policies and forest management practices to achieve goals set for the

Applegate Watershed. These goals may include: 1) limiting insect and windthrow

hazard, 2) limiting catastrophic fire hazard, 3) enhancing wildlife habitat, 4) improving

fish habitat, and 5) providing for economic returns through timber harvest. In meeting

these goals there may be a set of landscape sub-goals such as ensuring X number of snags

are left on every 40 acres, maximizing even-flow of timber, maximizing present net

value, maximizing wildlife habitat, or a combination of these. The actual goals used at

the landscape level for the Applegate Project will be discussed in the Methods section of

this thesis. There will be three main components of the overall simulation model

(SafeD): 1) a stand prescription model (PREMO), 2) a disturbance model (which includes

a fire model called FARSITE, an insect model, and a windthrow model), and 3) a

landscape optimization model

The above objective describes the final product desired (the SafeD model),

however, there is a more subtle sub-objective that should be noted. Since the project will

be done in a compartmentalized fashion the "bringing together" of all pieces will be an

goal in itself. Management of the spatial data in a GIS, the stand prescription model, the

fire model, the insect and windthrow models, and the landscape model all need to be

integrated in the final step.
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RESEARCH DESIGN

A four-stage process was developed to guide management of the landscape to

achieve specified goals over a planning horizon (40 years). The first stage is the

development of stand prescriptions, for each recognized forest stand type and condition,

which are designed to achieve specific stand goals. The second stage is the selection and

implementation of the prescription for each stand and to start the temporal "changing" of

the landscape. The selection of prescriptions will be accomplished using heuristic

programming techniques designed to find the "optimal" prescription that satisfies those

goals at the landscape level - some of which have a spatial nature to them. In stage three

the episodic disturbance processes are initiated. The episodic disturbances will include

fire, insect attacks, and windthrow. Disturbance models will be stochastic and spatially

explicit. Stage four is the re-analysis and re-selection of stand prescriptions (for the

remaining time in the planning period) to accommodate for disturbances in stage three.

Results from the final landscape model can be compared to simulations of the

landscape using other management approaches such as growth without active

management or treatment of stands in accordance with current policies (based on

ownership).
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DATA AND COMPUTER RESOURCES

There are three broad classes of data that are utilized in the Applegate Project: 1)

GIS spatial and tabular data, 2) stand and plot data, and 3) model-generated data. The

spatial data originated in both raster and vector format but the SafeD model uses only

raster data (thus vector data is converted through GIS to raster before use). This spatial

data originated from a variety of sources with the main source being a database

commissioned by the Applegate Partnership and put together by Interrain Pacific (now

called EcoTrust), a Portland, Oregon company. The database is a compilation of spatial

data within the Applegate River Watershed and I made only minimal efforts to verify the

accuracy. See Table 5-1 for a description and brief explanation of the spatial data used.

Table 5-1: Spatial data used for the Applegate Project

Associated with the spatial data are tabular data describing various attributes of the

spatial data. The stand and plot data consist of tabular information that describes the

biometric variables measured during plot exams by both the USDA Forest Service and
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Aspect CD 0-3 59 degrees
Cellid Derived Unique ID for every 25 meter cell
Elev CD In meters
Firehist Derived Areas of previous fire history (as known)
Minor CD 6thfield watersheds
Owner CD Land ownership
Pag Derived Plant Association Group
Stage Derived Initial structural stage
Slope CD In degrees
Strbuf Derived 150-300 ft buffers around streams located on fed land
Treelist Derived Identifying lookup values to reference initial stand data
Veg Derived Initial vegetation classification
1. Data name is the name used in the SafeD model.
2. CD is the Applegate Watershed data produced by Interrain Pacific. Derived means that it was

produced through GIS by either modifying data on the above CD or through unique rules and
methods developed by the Applegate science team.

Alloc CD Fed. land allocations (e.g. Matrix, LSR) I



Items in a TREELIST

Table 5.2: Example of items and codes found in a treelist

Finally, when the model is run, we generate a number of intermediate data files.

Some of these files will be needed later in the model, some will be needed for post-

evaluation or analysis, and some can be discarded after use. In general, these intermediate

data files are made in text format or stored in computer-coded arrays for later use.

A Gateway computer with a 18 GigaByte (GB) internal hard drive was purchased

and used for the Applegate Project. The operating system is Windows NT, Version 4.01

running on a Pentium ifi Xeon 550 MHz CPU. All the model development, data storage,

and data management was done on this machine. Both spatial and tabular data were

stored on the hard drives and backed-up on a regular basis to a 4mm DAT tape.

Incremental backups occurred daily and full backups were done on a weekly basis.

The GIS work was completed using Arclnfo v.7.2. The SafeD model itself was

written in the C and C++ language (using Microsoft's Visual C++ v.5.0).
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the USD1 Bureau of Land Management (sources of original plot data). This data was

originally handled by science team member Kayser. My project deals only with the

ending "treelist" that result from an analysis of plot data. A treelist is a list of records for

a stand in which every record represents some tree or portion of a tree (on a per acre

basis) and all the necessary biometrics for that specific record (Table 5-2),

If "Status"
is snag or
dwd - code
for
condition

Old plot 0= Snag Unique Unique
# - not = Live code for code for
used by 2 = Dwd species species
SafeD



THE SAFED MODEL

General

The goal of the Applegate Project is to develop a landscape simulation model for

the Applegate Partnership, land management agencies, and others, to use in evaluating

the potential effects of different policies and forest management practices over time to

achieve goals for the forest of the Applegate River Watershed in the context of possible

stochastic events. The project is designed to incorporate guidelines set for AMA's. A

key feature of AMA's is to:

provide for development and demonstration of monitoring protocols and
new approaches to land management that integrate economic and
ecological objectives based on credible development programs and
watershed and landscape analysis.... [The guiding technical objective] is
scientific and technical innovation and experimentation.... [such as the]
design and testing of effects of forest management activities at the
landscape level. (USDA Forest Service and USD1 Bureau of Land
Management., 1994, p. D 2-4)

There are three main components to the overall simulation model - a stand

prescription optimization model, a landscape optimization model, and disturbance

models (which includes fire, insect, and windthrow models). The overall simulation

model is the model I am describing in this thesis, the SafeD model (jmulation and

nalysis of forests with episodic Disturbances). As I will describe in more detail the three

main components of the SafeD model are not necessarily embedded within the SafeD

model code itself. In other words, there are external models that the SafeD model is

dependent on. Handling the input and output of data from these external models is

accomplished by the SafeD model. The SafeD model is also responsible for all the

landscape optimization (to be discussed). The important point to remember is that the

SafeD model accomplishes many processes within itself but is dependent upon other

external models for some data and processes.
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A four-stage process is used to test the impact of different management approaches

on the landscape over the planning horizon (40 years). See Figures 6-1 and 6-2 for a

flowchart of the following:

Stage one is the preparation of stand data and the development of stand prescriptions,

for each recognized forest stand type and condition, which are keyed to different

emphasis of the overall goals.

Stage two is the selection of a prescription for each stand based on the goals

established for the watershed. The selection of prescriptions is accomplished using

heuristic programming techniques designed to find a "near-optimal" spatial pattern

that satisfies landscape goals.

Stage three is the initiation of the episodic disturbance processes. This includes a

stochastic fire model, an insect model, and a windthrow model that are spatially

explicit.

Stage four is the adjustment of the stand prescription to accommodate for the effects

of disturbances in stage three and re-optimize at the stand and landscape level.
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Figure 6-1: Flowchart of SafeD modeling stages
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Stage One

Vegetation classes and structural stages for the watershed have been developed

using Landsat TM satellite imagery captured in August, 1993. Thirteen vegetation

classes and fifteen structural stages are recognized within the watershed (Appendix A).

Each combination of a vegetation class and structural stage could occur within three area-

types identified on the landscape: normal, thinned, and fuel break. The three area-types

were developed to address the fact that the Landsat image was taken in 1993 and

activities have occurred on the landscape since that time. Data was obtained indicating

that these activities included some thinning and fuel breaks. We were able to spatially

identify many areas where a post-1993 thinning or fuel break was present.

Additionally, seven Plant Association Groups (PAGs) were developed by Agee

(1999) to help determine the successional pathways. Each stand was assigned a PAG

based on geology, elevation , precipitation, slope, and aspect. Appendix B shows the

rules for PAG assignment:

An important component within the SafeD model is the identification of what is a

"stand". The science team for the Applegate Project decided to break with traditional

stand delineation (spatially defining polygons with similar vegetative or other attributes)

and instead used each pixel from the classified Landsat TM imagery as the stand unit.

That is, each 25m. X 25m. pixel is a stand in the SafeD model. "Stand type" refers to the

unique combination of vegetation classification, structural stage classification, and area

type. There are nine forested vegetation classes (and four non-forest classes), eleven

forested structural stage classes (and four non-forest classes), and three area types. For

the initial conditions in the Applegate Watershed there is a potential for 297 (9 * * 3)

unique stand types.

The first stage of the modeling process is the development of stand prescriptions

that integrates growth, mortality, and achievement of stand goals. This is done for each

of the unique stand types in the watershed. Project member Wedin (1999) developed the

stand prescription optimization model. Wedin used the growth relationships found in the

Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS)(Dixon and Johnson, 1995) as the foundation for a

new stand prescription generator called PREMO (PREscription generator under Multiple

Objectives) (Wedin, 1999). Periodic insect, wind, and root disease mortality are
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incorporated into PREMO. Relationships on decay of snags and down wood comes from

Mellen and Ager's (1998) coarse woody debris model.

PREMO is designed to take stand data, represented by a list of live trees, dead

trees, and down woody debris (called a treelist - see Data section), and create multiple

prescriptions for the stand in response to emphases on goals that might be used to guide

the management of the stand. A prescription, as I use in the context of the SafeD model,

is a series of treelists (for a single stand type) that reflect the actual dynamic condition of

the stand over the entire planning horizon. This is not the same as a "silvicultural

prescription" which contains very specific information regarding how and when to treat a

stand over the planning horizon. A prescription for the SafeD model is simply the ending

series of treelist with the assumption that all the silvicultural activities (or none) have

taken place and that growth and mortality is accounted for.

Five potential stand goals came out of discussions with the Applegate Partnership

and others: 1) limiting fire hazard; 2) limiting insect and wind-throw hazard; 3)

enhancing wildlife habitat; 4) improving fish habitat; and 5) providing a supply of timber

in a cost-efficient manner. The tools for manipulating stand condition in order to achieve

goals are growth, tree harvest, and snag creation. Measurements of goal attainment are

based on stand variables as calculated by investigating the modeled residual tree list

(standing live and dead trees, and down wood) or the modeled harvest treelist. Wedin

uses the RLS-PATH optimization algorithm (Yoshimoto et al., 1990) to find prescription

alternatives for each stand for each goal. More information on the stand prescription

optimization model can be found in Wedin (1999).

The science team developed a unique approach to account for stand mortality by

designing PREMO to function within the context of a larger landscape simulation model

(i.e. the SafeD model). The mortality equations normally used by FVS were left out of

PREMO and new periodic mortality equations were developed for PREMO to account

for periodic insect, wind, and root disease. However, a larger percentage of stand

mortality will occur episodically with the mortality occurring outside of PREMO (within

the SafeD model). The SafeD model is designed to track stand mortality aiid thus can be

used to evaluate whether or not the idea of representing stand mortality by episodic

events is feasible.
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The idea behind stage one and the use of PREMO is important enough to re-

illustrate. Let's start with isolating a single stand type within the Applegate study area.

Again, for this project the stands were identified as 25 meter pixels. Two or multiple

adjacent pixels could be identical stand types but they are modeled and tracked as

separate entities. Now assume that the stand selected is of Red fir vegetation class, falls

into the structural stage class of 15" - 21" DBH with> 60% canopy closure, and the

area has not been modified since the 1993 Landsat image was taken (normal area type).

These three components identify unique stand types within the watershed. There are

many 25 meter pixels across the landscape that have these same components, and

therefore, are considered as being identical stand types.

The Red fir stand type just described has a treelist associated with it that provides a

description of the current stand in detail. We can manage that stand by allowing growth,

tree harvest, and snag creation. The question is, "What do we do to the stand?"

However, that can only be asked after answering the question, "What do you want the

stand to look like at the end of the planning horizon?" And the latter question is what is

used to identify a stand goal. If the stand goal is to create a stand that limits fire hazard,

then what we are really saying is, "I want a stand that exists in such a condition that if a

fire were to come through it, the adverse effects to the stand would be limited." Of

course parameters and equations would need to be in place to measure the effects to the

stand from the fire.

Now that we have identified a single stand goal for the Red fir stand type we can

look at ways to treat the stand (or not treat the stand) to achieve the goal. And that is one

of the functions of PREMO. PREMO tries to produce an "optimal" treatment (which

results in a prescription) for a stand that takes into consideration the existing stand

condition, the management activities available, and the desired ending stand condition.

However, PREMO has to be pre-programmed with equations and functions for each

desired stand goal. There are currently 19 stand goals available from PREMO:
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Reducefirerisk
Reduce insect risk
Enhance fish habitat
Enhance wildlife habitat - complex structure
Enhance wildlife habitat - simple structure
Maximize PNV
Reduce fire and insect risk, and maximize PNV
Enhance fish and wildlife (complex) habitat, and maximize PNV
All goals with emphasis on maximize PNV
Grow only

11 - 19. Same as first nine except harvest not allowed until 3' period (called Timing
Choices)

In stage one we generate prescriptions for each unique stand type identified for all

of the stand goals. Continuing with the Red fir example, PREMO will generate 19

different prescriptions for that stand type; each of which is optimized for a particular

stand goal. The next question to ask is, "Which prescription do I actually select to

implement?" and that is addressed in stage two. Again, see Wedin (1999) for a detailed

explanation of how PREMO works in stage one.

The PREMO runs are made prior to the simulation runs. The SafeD model expects

the prescriptions files to be available at run-time. The SafeD model is programmed to

execute the PREMO runs in real-time as well (meaning PREMO is executed during the

simulation run). This generally proves inefficient because multiple simulation runs are

made and the PREMO runs are only needed once to create the prescriptions for the initial

conditions (which do not change). If any changes to the PREMO code are made then

new PREMO runs are made.

Stage Two

Introduction

Stage two is a three-phase process which completes the selection of specific

prescriptions for each stand and is the core of the optimization part of the SafeD model.

The prescriptions developed by PREMO in stage one are optimized at the stand level

based on stand goals. The idea of stage two is to optimize the selection of specific stand



prescriptions based on landscape goals. The three phases to accomplish this are: I)

define the landscape goals, 2) define an objective function that measures attainment of

the landscape goal and any constraining functions, and 3) develop a heuristic to

maximize (or minimize) for the objective function.

Phase one of stage two - Define the landscape goals

Potential landscape goals include the same five stand goals but applied at the

landscape scale (limiting fire hazard, limiting insect and wind-throw hazard, enhancing

wildlife habitat, improving fish habitat, and providing a positive PNV). Other potential

landscape goals are spatial in nature. Examples include ensuring X number of snags are

left on every 40 acres or maximizing even-flow of timber in area Y while improving fish

habitat in area Z. The original idea behind the Applegate Project was to give the

Applegate Partnership an opportunity to define the landscape goals and for the project

science team to develop some landscape goals as well. However, because of difficulties

encountered in the model development there was not enough time to coordinate with the

Applegate Partnership and establish a well-defined set of landscape goals they wish to

model. This left the process of defining the landscape goals to the science team.

The science team chose two landscape goals:

Big Trees - Maximize the number of big trees (>30" DBH) across a managed

landscape.

ERA Constraint - Limit each 6thfield sub-watershed to an Equivalent Roaded

Acre threshold (ERA - to be discussed in phase two).

Two scenarios were developed to encapsulate the above landscape goals (first

scenario) and provide for an alternative landscape "goal" of leaving a landscape

unmanaged (second scenario). These two scenarios serve as the modeling alternatives

that will be referenced throughout this thesis (scenarios will always be capitalized in

remaining text; landscape and stand goals will not):

Grow Only - No management activities allowed in any stand.

Big Trees - Incorporate the big trees and ERA constraint goals.
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The landscape goals are applied to a spatial sub-set of the entire Applegate

Watershed. I call this sub-set the "eligible" or "modeled" landscape. The modeled

landscape is a result of identifying those cells for which the SafeD model will keep track

of.

For the Grow Only scenario the Red Buttes Wilderness and all non-forested areas

are the only areas not modeled.

The modeled landscape for the Big Trees scenario are those forested cells that:

Are in a LSR with an initial stand quadratic mean diameter breast height
(QMDBH) <= 15"
Are on federal lands in identified stream buffers with an initial stand QMDBH
<= 15"
Are not in the Red Buttes Wilderness

The Grow Only scenario was chosen for its use as a "baseline" to measure other

scenarios against. The ideal of having a big tree goal on the landscape was positively

received during several discussions with the Applegate Partnership. The ERA constraint

goal was incorporated to allow me an opportunity to work with a multiple-goal scenario.

ERA thresholds were also discussed with the Applegate Partnership although no formal

guidelines or parameterization came from them.

Phase two of stage two - Define objective function and constraint functions

The Grow Only scenario does not require any objective function because no

decisions need to be made; the landscape is left alone to grow. The big trees goal in the

Big Trees scenario is formulated as a Model I nonlinear integer problem (see Literature

Review) where decision choices are represented by binary integer (0-1) variables. In this

case, the fundamental choice is whether or not to assign a particular stand prescription to

a stand. The objective function is to maximize the number of big trees across the

managed landscape. The objective function is formulated as:



maximize:

Ym q
t=1 k=1 f=lrk,t,Jxk,J

period
total number of periods
stand (note: stands are 25 m. x 25 m.)
total number of eligible stands
prescription
total number of potential prescriptions
total number of big trees (>= 30" DBH) in stand k in period t from

prescription j
Xk, = 0-1 variable indicating prescriptionj is assigned to stand k

subject to:

INPUT CONSTRAINT

>J=lXk,j=1 Vk

POLICY CONSTRAINT (sub-watershed disturbance)

A normalized numerical coefficient called the Equivalent Roaded Acre (ERA) will

be used to track overall land disturbance within each 6th field sub-watershed

(approximately 2,200 acres each). A road surface is considered to be the most extreme

type of disturbance in terms of increasing or concentrating water flows and sediment

production (Carlson and Christiansen, 1993). A road is given an ERA coefficient of 1.0.

Other types of disturbance are equated to a road surface by ERA coefficients reflecting

their relative level of disturbance. ERA coefficients are decayed over time to reflect

recovery.
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The ERA constraint function is formulated as:

lERAk ERA_Threshold Vt,w
p

where:

period
sub-watershed
stand in sub-watershed w
total stands in sub-watershed w
ERA value for stand k in period t
ERA threshold for period t
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Phase three of stage two - Develop heuristic to maximize the objective function

A heuristic optimization algorithm was developed to select the prescriptions for

each stand for the entire planning horizon to achieve the Big Trees landscape goal.

Heuristic programming is a broad term used here to describe a method of solving large,

multi-variable, combinatorial optimization problems. Simulated annealing, the great

deluge algorithm, genetic algorithms, and tabu search are examples of heuristic

algorithms (often just called heuristics). Heuristics find optimal or near-optimal solutions

through various processes that allow the algorithm to employ a search or sampling

strategy of the possible solutions. Some unique elements of heuristics include: 1) they

do not look at all the possible solutions; 2) they may have some sort of "memory" which

prevent the algorithm from continuously looking in one "area" for a solution; 3) they tend

to have a set of rules that allows the algorithm to accept inferior solutions, to avoid being

trapped in local optima, with the idea that it may lead to a better solution; and 4) they are

not guaranteed to find the mathematically optimal solution, in fact they may not find a

feasible solution at all (see discussion on heuristics in Literature Review).

I chose to use the Great Deluge Algorithm (GDA) as described by Dueck (1993).

The GDA requires only one acceptance criteria parameter which makes it easier to

implement than other similar techniques. As described in the literature review the GDA

t
w

=
=

k =

p =
ERAk =

ERA_Threshold =
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rests on the notion that given a starting value, inferior solution values are acceptable

subject to an increasing "level". The difference between the level and the best solution

value ever found decreases as the algorithm progresses by a single parameter called

"rain". This idea works for both minimization and maximization problems.

The solution given by the GDA heuristic will be a near-optimal solution to the

underlying landscape question "Which prescription do I choose for each stand (from the

available set of prescription alternatives developed by PREMO) that optimizes the

landscape given a set of landscape goals." Figure 6-3 shows a flowchart for a generalized

version of the GDA heuristic used.
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Figure 6-3: Flowchart of the Great Deluge Algorithm used by SafeD
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Only the Big Trees scenario required a problem-solving heuristic. The Grow Only

scenario had no decision variables; the landscape is left alone to grow without any

management actions. The computer code written for the GDA heuristic is embedded

within several functions of the overall SafeD model code. The entire code can be seen in

Appendix F. A rough description of the GDA implemented for the Big Trees scenario

follows:

A completely random solution is generated. A solution is defined

as the allocation of a stand prescription to each stand on the managed

landscape. The Big Trees scenario had 2,289,823 stands that were eligible

for management (353,491 acres). There were 19 different stand

prescriptions that could be assigned to any single stand (see stage one). A

random solution is generated by randomly assigning one of the 19

available prescriptions to each of the stands. Once that is completed the

solution is evaluated to ensure it is feasible - in other words, it does not

violate any constraint. The only constraint imposed for the Big Trees

scenario was a sub-watershed ERA threshold. The SafeD model

calculates an ERA value for each of the 218 sub-watersheds in the

Applegate River Watershed. If any one of those sub-watersheds has an

ERA value higher than the allowed threshold value the entire random

solution is discarded and another generated. This process continues until a

feasible random solution is obtained for the starting point.

Once there is a valid initial solution the initial objective value

(OV) is calculated. For the Big Trees scenario the OV is the total sum of

all trees greater than or equal to 30" DBH on the managed landscape

across the entire planning horizon. This value is initially calculated by

looking at each stand, finding the appropriate treelist and summing the

number of eligible trees. After the initial OV is calculated two key

variables are set. First is the best objective value (BOy). Since the initial

OV is the only one found it is also set as the BOy. Next set is the



LEVEL. The LEVEL is the allowable value below (for a maximization

problem) which a new OV cannot drop. The initial OV, the BOV, and the

LEVEL are now set and the GDA algorithm is ready to enter into a

problem-solving iteration (looping) process.

The first step (or top) in the GDA loop is to make a "move". A

move constitutes some change or deviation in the state of the solution. I

chose to make neighborhood moves by randomly selecting one of the

stands in the current solution and assigning a new random stand

prescription allocation. The only restrictions in place for the move is that I

can't pick the same stand twice in a row and I can't reassign the same

prescription (with over 2 million stands to randomly chose from the first

restriction was really unnecessary). The solution in place before making a

move is always stored in case the move proves to violate any constraints.

After the move is made the move solution is evaluated to see if does

violate the ERA threshold constraint. If it does violate the ERA threshold

constraint, the move is rejected, the stored pre-move solution is returned,

and the next ioop is executed. if the move does not violate the ERA

threshold constraint the move objective value (MOV) is calculated using

the objective function described earlier.

At this point the GDA has changed the solution from its previous

state and the critical question is to decide whether or not to accept the

move and continue the looping process or reject the move and continue the

looping process. First the GDA asks, "Is the MOV better than the current

BOV (better meaning a higher number) ?" If so, the current configuration

of the solution is saved, the BOV is reset to the value of MOV, and the

LEVEL is increased by the rain parameter. The rain parameter is a

constant value determined through a trial-and-error process (see Dueck,

1993). A check is made to see if the GDA looping threshold has been

reached. The looping threshold is another value determined through a

trial-and-error process. If so, the GDA ends; if not, the GDA returns to

the top of the loop and picks another random stand to evaluate for a move.
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However, if the MOV is not better than the current BOV the GDA asks,

"Is the MOV better than the current LEVEL value?". If so, the current

configuration of the solution is saved and the LEVEL is increased by the

rain parameter. Notice that the BOV is not reset this time. A check is

made to see if the GDA looping threshold has been reached. If so, the

GDA ends; if not, the GDA returns to the top of the ioop. Lastly, if the

MOV was not better than the current LEVEL value, the move is rejected,

the stored pre-move solution is returned, and the GDA checks the looping

threshold and continues as described above.

This marks the end of the three main phases of stage two. Once the GDA is

completed and a solution is found the SafeD model needs to run through some internal C

code to account for the solution variables found, This is a programming process and

basically entails the storing of specific values for each stand within the computer's

memory. Most of this data is related to information obtained from treelist which are

stored on the computer's hard drive. Storing the information in memory allows the

SafeD model to access the data faster and thus run faster in stages three and four.

Stage Three

Introduction

Stage three begins the movement from period to period for each period in the

planning horizon. The Applegate Project was originally designed to be a 100-year

planning horizon with twenty 5-year periods. Due to computer processing time

limitations, this was later reduced to a 40-year planning horizon with eight 5-year

periods. The programming implementation permits an unlimited number of 5-year

periods - as long as certain stand and parameter data are available. Stage three is the core

of the simulation part of the SafeD model. There are five main parts to stage three with

many components to each part:
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Determine weather
Adjust fuel loads
Apply insect disturbance
Apply fire disturbance
Hazard analysis

Before I begin the discussion on the five parts of stage three I need to clarify some

details about how the SafeD model stores and handles data for the landscape. The

concepts I describe next are important for understanding the processes that occur in stage

three. The words cell and pixel are often used interchangeably they refer to the same

thing. A structure which can be visualized by a series of "cells" or "pixels" in row and

column format is called either a grid- or raster-based structure, as seen in Figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-4: Example of a grid or raster structure

Each cell (or pixel) has the same dimensions (length and width). A landscape, such

as the Applegate Watershed, can be broken up into cells by superimposing this grid. I

have already discussed that the stands for the Applegate Project are 25 m. x 25 m. pixels.

All of the landscape attributes stored within the SafeD model originates from data that is

raster-based. I am using the term landscape attribute to refer to any attribute, either

assigned or calculated, for each individual stand (or pixel in this case). Every cell for the

Applegate Watershed has landscape attribute information stored in the SafeD model.

Some of the landscape attributes do not change over the planning horizon (slope, aspect,

elevation, PAG, etc.); and others change each simulation period (debris pools, fuel

models, basal area, etc.). A complete list of the landscape attributes used within the

SafeD model, a brief description of each, and the data source can be seen in Table 6-1.

Co'
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Table 6-1: Landscape attributes used by the SafeD model
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Cellid Unique value to identify each cell GIS

Treelist Lookup value to associate with treelist data GIS

Elevation Stored in meters GIS

Aspect 0 - 360 degrees GIS

Slope Stored in percent GIS

Goal Lookup value to identify stand goal SafeD generated

Owner Code for ownership GIS

PAG Plant Association Group value GIS

Allocation Federal land allocation - n/a to private lands GIS

Sub-watershed Identification of 6th field sub-watersheds GIS

Hold Lookup value to identify stand goal SafeD generated

Buffer 0-1 value to identify federal lands in stream buffers GIS

Fire History 0-1 value to identify areas with know fire history GIS

Initial Vegetation Code indicating initial vegetation (1-13) GIS

Initial Structural Stage Code indicating initial structural stage (1-15) GIS

Duff Debris pool PREMO & SafeD

Litter Debris pool PREMO & SafeD

Class25 Debris pool PREMO & SafeD

Classi Debris pool PREMO & SafeD

Class3 Debris pool PREMO & SafeD

Class6 Debris pool PREMO & SafeD

Class 12 Debris pooi PREMO & SafcD

ClassOverl2 Debris pool PREMO & SafeD

Fuel Model Code to indicate fuel model SafeD generated

ERA Equivalent Roaded Acre value SafeD generated

Flame Height To store current periods flame height calculation FARSITE

Basal Stand basal area PREMO

Closure Stand canopy closure PREMO

CBD Stand crown bulk density PREMO

HLC Stand Height to Live Crown PREMO

Stand Height Stand Height PREMO

Big Trees Number of big trees (>= 30" DBH) in the stand PREMO

Vegcode Single code for both veg. class and structural stage PREMO

CF Harvest Cubic feet of harvest from the stand PREMO

Source*:
GIS - data originated in a GIS system through various processes.
SafeD generated - data was generated internally within the SafeD model.
PREMO & SafeD - combination of data generated within PREMO and modified by the SafeD model.
FARSITE - third party program that generates fire information.
PREMO - data originated through the growth and yield process in PREMO.



Determine weather

Weather is a stochastic variable within the SafeD model. The science team chose

to use precipitation data obtained from a weather station in Medford, Oregon (just outside

the Applegate Watershed to the east). The variation in precipitation was calculated from

this data and three weather patterns were categorized: Wet, Moderate, and Drought.

Within the drought-type pattern two levels exist: Mild and Severe. The weather pattern is

currently used for two purposes: 1) the insects and, 2) fire disturbances (the weather role

will be discussed in upcoming sections for these disturbances). Determining the weather

pattern for any given period was based on a probability matrix and a random number

generator.

The probability matrix for 5-year weather patterns in the Applegate Watershed is:

Wet 10%
Moderate 65%
Drought 25% (two levels of drought - see below)

A random number generator is used with the SafeD model. I will briefly describe

the process here because random numbers are used a few more times within the SafeD

model and I feel it is important to clarify how they work. The ideal behind probabilities

and random numbers is to generate a number between 0 and 1, which can correspond to

probability values of 0% to 100% (which if divided by 100 is 0 to 1). Task the C

language to generate a random number then compare that random number against the

probability matrix to determine the weather pattern. If it was determined to be a drought

period I would check what the weather pattern was during the previous period (which is

stored in memory). If the previous period was also a drought period the current period

was considered a severe drought; otherwise it was a mild drought. Only one severe

drought period was allowed per 100-years. If a severe drought already occurred and the

random number generator was calling for another one, I would cycle with new random

numbers until either a wet or moderate weather pattern was found.
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Adjust fuel loads

One of the experimental ideas the science team wanted to try in the Applegate

Project was the calculation of fuel loads and the classification of each stand into fuel

models based on current treelist data and fuel loads during each simulation period. We

call this process "dynamic fuel modeling" to reflect the ideal that the fuel loads are

changing each period because of stochastic disturbances, tree growth, tree and snag

decay, and harvest which we cannot determine a priori. Science team members Agee

(1999) and Bahro (personal comm.., various dates 1998-2000) developed the rules and

processes for our dynamic fuel modeling; I was responsible for implementing their rules

and processes into the SafeD model. To that end, I cannot discuss in detail the

background or particulars in the development of dynamic fuel modeling. However, I will

address what I implemented into the SafeD model. There are two components that I will

be discussing in this section. The first is the accumulation and decay of debris pools into

fuel loads. Second is the categorization of fuel loads into fuel models. It should be

noted that much of the work done by the Applegate Project science team for dynamic fuel

modeling was based on methodology from the Fire and Fuels Extension to the Forest

Vegetation Simulator (FVS) by Beukema et al. (1998).

Most biomass from above-ground sources can be collected into debris pools as that

material falls to the ground. Debris pools are diameter size categories for classification

of this material. The SafeD model tracks the amount of material falling into each debris

pool as well as account for decay of material already in the pools.

Iritialization of debris pools for each stand really occurs once at the end of stage

two - before the SafeD model enters stage three. Initialization is not related to the

allocation of stand prescriptions; it is an independent process that happens regardless of

what management actions are decided upon. The science team chose to initialize the

debris pools based on the vegetation classification of each stand. Table 6-2 shows the

initial values for each debris pool in each vegetation category in tons/acre.
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Tab'e 6-2: Initial debris pooi loadings (in tons/acre)

The science team then divided these debris pools into three fuel load categories: 1-

hour, 10-hour, and 100-hour fuels. Not all the pools were used to categorize the fuel

loads. Of the eight pools listed only four are needed to make the fuel loads:

1- hour Litter + 0 - .25"
10-hour = .25 - 1"
100-hour I - 3"

These three fuel load categories along with topographic and vegetation data are

then used to assign a particular fuel model to each stand. A fuel model is a stylized and

simplified description of fuel for a mathematical fire behavior model. The properties that

Duff Litter 0- .25" .25- 1" 1 -3" 3 -6" 6- 12" > 12"

Barren

Not needed
Water
Shrub

GrassfForbs

Red fir 30 .7 .7 2.6 3.6 5 4 5

Mixed conifer
<3000' 5 2.5 .2 .8 1.2 1 1

White fir 30 .6 .8 2.7 2.7 4.5 5 7

Pine 5 2.5 .2 .8 1.2 1 1

Closed cone
pine

5 2.6 .3 .3 .4 1 2 3

Deciduous
hardwood 2.3 1 .3 2.4 5 1 2 2

Conifer
hardwood 5 2.5 .2 .8 1.2 1 1 1

Evergreen
hardwood 3.7 1.8 .3 1.6 3.1 1 1.5 1.5

Mixedconifer
> 3000

10 1.4 .9 2.1 3.8 3 9.5 9.5



IF Vegetation is Barren, Water, Shrub, Grass/forbs
Barren FM99
Water FM 98
GrasslForhs FM 1
Shrub

<3000' FM4
> 3000' FM 19

ELSE IF stand QMDBH < 5" or (stand QMDBH < 8.9" and canopy closure <60%)
>3000' FM5
<3000'

vegetation is Pine FM 2
vegetation is Deciduous hardwood FM 17
others FM 6

ELSE IF vegetation is deciduous hardwood that has <60% canopy closure or a stand
QMDBH of 5 - 8.9" and > 60% canopy closure FM 6

ELSE IF 1-hour fuel load <= 1.5
10-hour< 1 FM 18
10-hour I - 4.5 FM 8
10-hour> 4.5 FM 11

ELSE IF 1-hour fuel load 1.5 - 2.5
10-hour < 1 FM 20
10-hour 1 - 1.9

100-hour <= 1 FM 2
others FM 23

10-hour 2-6 FM 31
10-hour> 6 FM32

ELSE
10-hour < 1 FM 9
10-hour 1-3

100-hour < 3.5 FM 16
others FM 10

10-hour>3 .. FM12

Table 6-3: Fuel Model (FM) classification matrix
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define fuel models include load and surface-area-to-volume ratio for each class (live and

dead), fuel bed depth, and moisture of extinction (Anderson, 1982). Fuel model codes

are standardized within the fire modeling community such that a fuel model 8 means

something whether you are in the Pacific Northwest or Florida. Table 6-3 shows the fuel

model (FM) classification matrix used for the SafeD model:
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I have discussed two processes regarding dynamic fuel modeling: the initialization

of debris pools and classification into fuel loads for the initial vegetation on the landscape

(time 0 - start of the simulation - stage two); and the classification of fuel loads into fuel

models regardless of the period. This brings me back to the dynamic fuel modeling

processes that occur in stage three. There are basically three steps to the dynamic fuel

modeling process that occur at the beginning of every period. Those three steps are: 1)

decay debris pools, 2) add new contributions to debris pools, and 3) reclassify debris

pools into fuel loads and those fuel loads into new fuel models.

Decay rates for the debris pools were established by Agee (1999) and implemented

in the SafeD model as follows:

Duff and litter poois
> Every period (5-years), decay 2% of litter
> Decay 3% of duff for each year
) Take 16% of remaining litter and move it to duff

Remaining debris pools

Pool diameter size Rate
0 -.25" decay 12% per year
.25-1" decay 12%peryear
1 - 3" decay 9% per year

> 3-6" decay l.5%peryear
6-12" decay 1.5% peryear
>12" decay 1.5%peryear

At the start of a period the SafeD model goes to each of the stands and decays the

debris pools associated with the stand. This is done on a stand-by-stand basis. Once the

decay step is completed, new net contributions to the debris pools are added. Net

contributions to debris pools are a function of stand composition, structure, growth,

mortality, and harvest. This information is actually calculated inside the PREMO

program back in stage one as part of the prescription development. I will not address the

calculations of net contributions in this thesis because if falls outside the scope of work I

completed; I simply used the output data from PREMO (see Wedin, l999). In essence,

the SafeD model goes through the entire landscape on a stand-by-stand basis and
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determines which PREMO output data is needed for the stand. The SafeD model stores

the new net contributions for each stand in that period and now each stand has updated

debris pool information - decay and new contributions are accounted for. The final step

in the dynamic fuel modeling process is the recalculation of fuel loads based on the new

debris pools and the further classification into fuel models as previously described.

During each simulation period there are two types of episodic disturbances that the

SafeD model incorporates: insects and fire. The two components of stage three that I

have just discussed (determine weather and adjust fuel loads) must occur every period

before any type of episodic disturbance. Their function is to prepare and "update" the

landscape attributes stored within the SafeD model such that when an episodic

disturbance occurs the landscape attributes are current.

Apply insect disturbance

Another experimental idea the science team wished to try in the Applegate Project

was that of having a stochastic insect disturbance regime which is spatial in nature. The

rules for insect disturbance were based on expert advice and the intent was not to provide

a precise set of triggers and impacts, but to simulate expected losses over the long run.

Science team member Agee (1999) provided the research and rules for the insect

disturbances.

The SafeD model embeds episodic mortality from insects in stochastic drought-

related pulses. That is, only during drought periods is there episodic insect mortality.

The rules for insect disturbances have two components: a basal area threshold is met and

triggered; then a severity is applied. Three separate insect keys were developed:

Key Example of insects
Douglas-fir (Douglas-fir beetle, flatheaded borer)
True fir (fir engraver)
Pines (pine engraver, western and mountain pine beetle)

If a simulation period is assigned a wet or moderate weather pattern at the

beginning of stage three then there is no insect mortality and the SafeD model skips the

whole insect disturbance processes. Otherwise, both mild drought and severe drought

weather patterns will trigger an insect disturbance. If a drought-type period is
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encountered the SafeD model goes through the landscape on a stand-by-stand basis and

determines if basal area thresholds are exceeded; if so, then severity (mortality) rules are

applied. The basal area thresholds are a function of the stand PAG and which of the three

insect keys is being evaluated (all three keys are evaluated - one at a time). Severity is

applied to the individual treelist associated with the stand being evaluated. The insect

disturbance rules for the three insect keys are shown in Appendix C.

Once the severity is applied to all the stands for each of the three insect keys the

SafeD model runs through the landscape and re-calculates new stand level data for each

of the stands hit by insects. Stand level data are single values for particular attributes

which describe the stand as a whole. For example, a stand may have hundreds of

individual trees, each having their own basal area; when pulled together as a stand those

individual basal areas are collapsed into a single basal area value. PREMO calculates

and outputs stand level data back in stage one (and the SafeD model reads and stores that

data in stage one as well), but the SafeD model needs to make new calculations for each

stand that encounters an episodic disturbance during the simulation periods. New stand

level data that are calculated include: basal area, canopy cover, vegetation classification,

structural stage, height, height to live crown, and crown bulk density. The particular

methods used to calculate these values will not be addressed in this thesis. The origin of

the equations used are embedded in the PREMO program (see Wedin, 1999).

Apply fire disturbance

The last episodic disturbance event that occurs every period is fire. Wildfire has

played a significant role on the vegetative development in the watershed. The intent of

the Applegate Project is to project past wildfire statistics into parameters that can be used

for future wildfire simulations. Fire spread was accomplished using an external program

called FARSITE (Finney, 1998). Science team members Agee and Bahro have provided

the fire expertise for the project (this includes compiling past wildfire statistics and

setting all the parameterization of data for input into FARSITE). The fire disturbance

portion of the SafeD model is significant. My role in terms of this thesis is the

preparation of data for input into Farsite and the execution of processes developed by the

science team. I will detail that information generated specifically by the SafeD model
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Figure 6-5: General flowchart of fire disturbance processes

Past Wildfire Statistics:
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and I will attempt to make brief discussions on the rest. Figure 6-5 shows a general flow

of the processes that occur within the SafeD model for the episodic fire disturbance:

We have data on all wildfire activity since 1916 within the watershed boundaries.

We also have data for wildfires on state and BLM lands that surround the watershed since

1960. Lastly, we have data on wildfires in the Rogue River and Klamath National Forest

since 1960 and 1970 respectively (these two forests are in the proximity of the Applegate

Watershed). Statistics assembled by Agee (1999) on all the historical data shows

considerable variation in acres burned and number of fires, even when time periods and

areas are standardized (Table 6-4) The highest variation is in acres burned per 5-year

period, with lower variation in the number of fires per 5-year period.

Prepare
FARSITE inputs

(landscape
attributes,

parameterization
files, ignition

points)

Suspend
SafeD and

execute
FAR SITE

Read and
store

EARS ITE
output

Apply First

H Order Fire
Effects

H Model
(FOFEM)

Recalculate
current stand

data/



Table 6-4: Historical fire statistics

Seven fire size classes were evaluated for further statistics. These seven c'asses

are:

A =0-0.25 acres
B =025lOacres
C =l0l00acres
D =l00-300acres
E =300l000acres
F = 1000 3000 acres
G =>3000 acres

Using these fire size classes the science team looked at the size distribution and the

area burned. Figures 6-6 and 6-7 show those results (note: not all the areas from Table

6-4 are included).
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1 expressed as a ratio of the highest to lowest area burned in a 5-yr period
2 10-acre and larger fires only
3 expressed per 500,000 acres (approx. size of the Applegate Watershed)

iation
acres
med by

iods'

Variation
in number
of fires by
5-yr
periods1'2

Percent of
fires larger
than 10
acres

Percent
area burned
>10
acres/year

Mean area
burned per
5-yr
period

lSx 2x 3.6 95 3,499

13x 2.4x 3.5 -- 485

67x -- -- -- 24,357
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Figure 6-6: Size distribution of historical wildfires
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Figure 6-7: Area burned distribution of historical wildfires

The above information led to parameters which describe a "Base-Case Fire"

scenario for each 5-year period. The Base-Case Fire is an attempt to parameterize past

fire activity for describing the "best" scenario one could hope for in the future. In other

o Applegate

0 State/BLM

O Rogue River N.F.
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words, if simulations calculate fire statistics (over time) that mimic the Base-Case Fire

scenario then this could be suggestive of a landscape that is encountering fire (and

effects) similar to the historical data. The Base-Case Fire can then be used as a

comparative against actual fire simulations within the SafeD model during the entire

planning horizon. Parameters derived from the Base-Case Fire were used by science

team members Agee and Bahro to calibrate input variables to the fire spread model

FARSITE.

Introduction to FARSITE:
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FARSITE (Fire Area Simulator) is a two-dimensional deterministic fire growth (or

spread) model developed by Mark Finney, now of the U.S. Forest Service Fire Science

Laboratory in Missoula, MT.. The Farsite model incorporates existing fire behavior

models of surface fire spread, crown fire spread, spotting, point-source fire acceleration,

and fuel moisture (Finney, 1998). A vector propagation technique for fire perimeter

expansion that controls for both space and time resolution of fire growth is built into the

FARSITE model. Vector fire perimeters (polygons) are produced at specified time

intervals. The vertices of these polygons contain information on the fire's spread rate and

intensity, which are interpolated to produce raster maps of fire behavior (Finney, 1998).

FARSITE Inputs:

The version of FARSITE used for this project is a DOS-based version that the

SafeD model calls up. However, a number of spatial landscape attributes (in grid

structure), an ignition location file, and other parameterization files must be created and

ready for FARS1TE to use each period. A list of significant input attributes and files is

seen below in Table 6-5 (this is not an exhaustive list of FARS1TE inputs):



Table 6-5: List of major inputs to the FARSITE model

SafeD-Generated Inputs.

Only three items needed by FARS1TE are generated specifically by the SafeD

model each period (Fuel model, Ignition Locations, and the Date and Time File). The

rest are either generated by PREMO or are constants developed through GIS or by the

science team. I will first discuss the three inputs which the SafeD model is specifically

responsible for.

Fuel Model

Fuel models provide the physical description of the surface fuel complex that is

used to determine surface fire behavior. Inherent to fuel models are loadings (weight) by

size class and dead or live categories, ratios of surface area to volume, and bulk depth

(Finney, 1998).

Ignition Locations

FARSITE is used only once per 5-year period. The challenge the science team

faced was to calibrate the past wildfire statistics into meaningful attributes that can be

used to parameterize FARSITE inputs. In the case of ignition point locations a strategy

was developed to allow the simulation of 5-year's worth of fires within a single run of
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Landscape attribute
Landscape metric (in vector format)

SafeD
SafeD

Parameterization file SafeD
Canopy Cover Landscape attribute PREMO
Crown Height Landscape attribute

Landscape attribute
PREMO
PREMOHeight to Live Crown

Crown Bulk Density Landscape attribute PREMO
Elevation Landscape attribute Constant - GIS
Slope Landscape attribute Constant - GIS
Aspect Landscape attribute Constant - GIS
Weather Info Parameterization file Constant - science team
Wind Info Parameterization file Constant - science team
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FARS1TE. There are three components to this strategy: 1) determine how many fires

there will be during the 5-year period, 2) determine how long they will burn, and 3)

determine where the individual ignition points will be. The second component (how long

they bum) will be discussed later when I detail information on the Date and Time File.

The initial idea to determine how many fire ignition points there are per 5-year

period was to allow a range based on the weather pattern determined for that period

(Agee, 1999). That ideal was later superceded by having a single range of ignition points

regardless of the weather pattern (Bahro, personal comm., Oct. 1999). For my thesis

work the range was determined as 5 - 15 ignition points per 5-year period. The actual

number is selected by the SafeD model with a random number generator. It should be

noted that ignition points are x,y coordinates (for each point) that FARSITE uses as the

source of an individual fire. Within the SafeD model each cell (or stand or pixel) has an

x,y value associated with the center-point of the cell. When I refer to a "point" in this

discussion I am making an abstraction of a cell as a point represented by its center x,y

coordinates.

Once the number of ignition points is determined, the next step is to allocate those

ignition points on the landscape. A sequence of rules were developed to help guide the

selection of each ignition point. For each of the n ignition points determined in a given

period all of the below rules must be checked before the ignition point is accepted. A

brief description of these rules is as follows:

A probability is assigned for the likelihood of an ignition point occurring in areas

with no previous fire history.

Ignition points can not be located in water.

Probabilities are assigned to the likelihood of ignition points occurring within

certain elevation bands as a function of the weather pattern.

Ignition points can not be located within one mile of landscape border.

1) A probability is assigned for the likelihood of an ignition point occurring in areas with
no previous fire history:

Table 6-1 at the beginning of the Stage Three section shows an input landscape

attribute called "fire history". The fire history attribute is a simple 0-1 variable (for each



elevation bands as a function of the weather pattern:

For each of the three main weather patterns (wet, moderate, drought) a probability

matrix is used to determine the likelihood of ignition point locations within certain

elevation bands (Bahro, personal comm., June 1999). Table 6-6 shows this matrix:
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cell) indicating whether or not we have data indicating the occurrence of previous fire

activity within the cell. That information stems from the Past Wildfire Statistics section

earlier. During the ignition point selecting process the fire history attribute is evaluated

to determine if there has been previous fire activity in the cell (value 1) or not (value 0).

If there has not been previous fire activity within the cell there is only a 60% chance that

the cell is allowed to be selected. A 60% chance was determined through a trial-and-

enor process by the science team that produced a reasonable allocation of fire ignition

locations within and outside of "fire history" polygons. Random numbers are used to

compare against the given probability.

2) Ignitionpoints can not be located in water:

A simple check is made to determine if the ignition point is being selected from

water on the landscape. Several input landscape attribute themes have information

regarding the presence or absence of water.

3 Probabilities are assi ned to the likelihood of i'nition soints occurrin within certain



Table 6-6: Ignition-Elevation probability matrix

The elevation at each potential ignition point is evaluated against this matrix to

determine if the point is acceptable. Once again random numbers are used to compare

against the given probability.

4) Ignition points can not be located within one mile of landscape border:

The final check for any potential ignition point is to ensure that the point is not

located within one linear mile of the landscape edge. This is to give room for the fire to

spread in any direction without immediately running off the landscape - where there is no

data available. The one mile buffer is a value I determined from trial and error. The

SafeD model allows for this distance to be modified.

Date and Time Information

The Date and Time file is a text file that sets some timing and resolution parameters

for FARS1TE to use. Included in this file is information on:

Date and time of fire start and fire end
Times tep
Distance resolution
Perimeter resolution
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,ation Band Probability

3,000 feet 10%
1,500 3,000 feet 15%
0-1,S00feet 75%

FE

>= 3,000 feet 15%
1,500-3,000 feet 35%
0-1,500feet 50%

>= 3,000 feet 10%
1,500-3,000 feet 45%
01,S00feet 45%



Date and time of fire start and fire end:

The science team chose to use the number of ignition points and the burning

duration as the controllers in trying to mimic a Base-Case Fire. This is because these are

two user-inputs to the FARSITE program. I have already discussed the strategy behind

the number of ignition points. The burning duration is the second controller which

specifies a starting date and time for the fires and a ending date and time. The date is

important as another stochastic element (see Weather and Wind Files sections later).

Agee (1999) calibrated the initial rules for determining how long fires would burn

as a function of the weather pattern assigned to the period. These rules were later

modified by science team member Bahro (personal comm., April, 1999) as shown in

Table 6-7.

Table 6-7: Fire duration times

Timestep:

FARSITE uses the timestep and spread rate of the fire to compute the distance

traveled by fire at the vertices of the fire edge (recall that FARSITE uses a vector model

of fire growth) (Finney, 1998). The timestep can be viewed as the maximum amount of

time that landscape and environmental conditions are assumed constant so that fire

growth can be projected. A timestep of 4 hours was found to satisfy our need for speedy

computation without greatly affecting the precision or capabilities of FARS1TE.

Distance resolution:

Distance resolution is the maximum horizontal spread distance allowed before new

information from the landscape is required. It is the resolution in the radial spread

direction. The distance resolution is also used by FARS1TE to dynamically adjust the

timestep to achieve a specified level of spatial detail. For example, assume a hypothetical
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rn Duration
Wet 24 hours
Moderate 48 hours
Drought-type 96 hours
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fire in which the timestep is four hours and the distance resolution is 200 meters. If after

two hours the fire has burned in a radial distance of 201 meters then FARS1TE will

automatically reset the current timestep instead of waiting for the original four hours to

complete. We used a distance resolution of 200 meters (eight 25 meter cells in a radial

distance).

4) Perimeter resolution:

Perimeter resolution is the maximum distance allowed between vertices of the fire

polygon (Finney, 1998). This value is related to the level of detail wanted to describe the

outer perimeter of fires. A larger perimeter resolution results in coarser fire polygons.

We used a perimeter resolution of 200 meters.

PREMO-Generated Inputs:

There are four landscape attributes needed by FARSITE which are generated by

PREMO in stage one and stored for use during the simulation by SafeD: canopy cover,

crown height, height to live crown, and crown bulk density (Table 6-8). Because the

calculation of these attributes is done in PREMO I will not discuss how they are

generated (see Wedin, 1999).



Table 6-8: PREMO-generated inputs to the FARSITE model

GIS-Generated Inputs:

There are three landscape attributes which I call constant (they don't change) and

are generated through GIS processes before the simulation starts: elevation, slope, and

aspect (Table 6-9). They are stored within the SafeD model during stage one and used

whenever appropriate.

Elevation

Slope

Aspect

ge in

Used for adiabatic adjustment of temperature and humidity from the
reference elevation input with the weather stream.
Used for computing direct effects on fire spread, and along with Aspect,
for determining the angle of incident solar radiation (along with latitude,
date, and time of day) and transforming spread rates and directions from
the surface to horizontal coordinates.
See slope.

* Source: This is a modification of Table 1 found in Finney, 1998.

Table 6-9: GIS-generated inputs to the FARSITE model
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Usage in F-
Canopy Cover

Used to determine an average shading of the surface fuels that affects
fuel moisture calculations. It also helps determine the wind reduction
factor that decreased wind speed from the reference velocity of the input
stream (6. 1 m above the vegetation) to a level that affects the surface
fire.

Crown Height

Affects the relative positioning of a logarithmic wind profile that is
extended above the tel-rain. Along with canopy cover, this influences
the wind reduction factor, the starting position of embers lofted by
torching trees, and the trajectory of embers descending through the wind
profile.

Height to Live Crown Used only with the surface fire intensity and foliar moisture content to
determine the threshold for transition to crown fire.

Crown Bulk Density Used to determine the threshold for achieving active crown fire.

* Source: This is a modification of Table 1 found in Finney, 1998.

Landscape Attribute:
Constant GIS-

enerated



Science Team Generated Inputs.

There are five parameterization files that are needed by FARSITE and are created

prior to the start of a simulation by the science team. These five files are also constant

throughout the simulation although the possibility exists for them to be dynamically

changed during the simulation. All five files are simple ASCII text files which can be

created with any text/word processor.

Weather Information
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The weather file consists of daily observations of minimum and maximum

temperature and humidity, and of precipitation at a specified elevation (example in Table

6-10). Science team member Bahro produced the weather file we used from weather data

collected within and around the Applegate Watershed. The dates were confined to a

range from August 15t11 to September 13th In theory FARSITE will accept a weather

(and wind file) with information for every day of the year. The science team felt that it

was important to restrict the weather and wind dates to the August-September timeframe

to help attain fires that mimic the Base Case Fire scenario (Agee, 1999). The SafeD

model does have a stochastic element built into the date selecting process. A random

number generator selects (for a single run of FARSITE during a given simulation period)

the actual starting date (confined to the above timeframe). Additionally, three weather

files and three wind files were created; one for each of the three main weather patterns

(wet, moderate, drought). The weather and wind files used depends on the weather

pattern assigned to the simulation period.

The weather file data is used to generalize a diurnal weather pattern for a

designated portion of the landscape so that dead woody fuel moistures can be calculated

(Finney, 1998). Adiabatic adjustment from the input elevations to any cell on the

landscape determines the local temperature and humidity (Finney, 1998).



Table 6-10: Example of information found in a weather file

Wind kformation

The wind file consists of observations of wind speed, wind direction, and cloud

cover (example in Table 6-11). As with the weather file, the wind file data is assumed to

apply uniformly to the landscape. Wind inputs are required to reflect "open" conditions

at 6.1 meters above the top of the vegetation (Finney, 1998). Wind speed is assumed to

be parallel to the terrain and for forested terrain the open wind speed is reduced locally by

the canopy cover landscape metric (Finney, 1998). Science team member Bahro

developed the wind file used in the simulation.

Table 6-11: Example of information found in a wind file

FARSITE Execution:
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I have discussed the fire spread model FARS1TE and all the significant inputs to

run the model. FARS1TE is an external DOS-based program that must be called up by

the SafeD model to run. That is accomplished by sending an "execution" statement to the

computer which temporarily suspends the SafeD model and starts the FARS1TE model.

However, before that is initiated all the necessary landscape metrics, parameterization

files, and the ignition point locations must be created and in the format required by

FARS1TE.

8 15 0 500 1300 51 65 88 28 3500
8 16 0 400 1300 53 67 91 26 3500
8 17 0 500 1300 56 57 82 25 3500

8 15 200 - 2 159 0
8 15 2200 7 29 0
8 16 400 7 162 0

Relative
Hour Temperature Humidity

Month Da PPT AM PM Mm Max Max Mm Elevation

Wind
Hour- Open Wind Direction Cloud Cover

Month Da Minute Speed (mph) (degrees Az) (percent)



FARSITE has the capability to output a number of landscape raster files that

describe fire spread parameters. These output files include:

Time of arrival
Fireline intensity
Flamelength
Rate of spread
Heat per unit area
Crown - No crown
Spread direction

Of these seven outputs only the flamelength output is utilized by the SafeD model.

The flamelength is used to apply specific mortality rates to the individual treelist

associated with stands affected by fire. The other six outputs describe other

characteristics associated with a fire and they are being considered for inclusion in future

work of the SafeD model (they may be helpful in the parameterization of future inputs).

First Order Fire Effects Model.

The First Order Fire Effects Model (FOFEM) is a model that quantifies the direct

or immediate consequences of fire (Reinhardt et al., 1997). These consequences include:

tree mortality, fuel consumption, mineral soil exposure, and smoke. The science team

chose to use the FOFEM to quantify tree mortality as a result of flamelength.

FOFEM mortality tables were developed that describe a mortality rate for specific

species with specific diameters given a specific flamelength. Those tables can be seen in

Appendix D. This information is related to the treelist associated with any stand at the

time a fire occurs on it. The process works like this:

A fire occurs during a simulation period. FARSITE outputs a flamelength grid

specifying the actual flamelength associated with those cells in which fire

occurred.

That information is read into the SafeD model which in turn identifies which

treelist is associated with each cell affected by fire. Those treelists are "gathered"

up to have FOFEM applied to them. A treelist will typically have multiple
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species of trees associated with it. Each species has different fire mortality rates

associated with it

Once #2 above is determined the SafeD model goes through each individual

record in the treelist and applies a specific mortality rate as a function of the

species, diameter, and flamelength (as seen in Appendix D).

The mortality records calculated are appended to the end of the treelist and given

a code to indicate the record is now a snag.

Recalculate Current Stand Data:

Once the FOFEM effects are applied to all the stands affected by fire during the

simulation period the SafeD model runs through the landscape and re-calculates new

stand level data for each of those stands. This is the same process as described at the end

of the Apply Insect Disturbance section.

This ends the processes that occur in stage three of the SafeD modeling strategy.

The science team developed rules to include a wind-throw episodic disturbance but I

have not included that into the SafeD model at this time. Wind-throw generally occurs in

the higher elevations and the mortality is relatively insignificant compared to insects and

fire. Future work on the Safe model could include wind-throw disturbance.

Hazard Analysis

The SafeD model incorporates two hazard analyses - insect hazard and flame

hazard. However, at this time the hazard analyses are not used for any processes or

evaluations that occur within the SafeD model. They were an experimental idea for the

project to which significant time was devoted to developing code to accomplish them.

The analyses are done at specific times during stage three and the outputs are used for

mapping purposes only. Appendix E details the hazard analysis processes. Future work

on the SafeD model should include looking at the hazard analysis during each period and

adjusting activities to mitigate areas that are at high risk.



Stage Four

Stage four is the "adjustment stage". The flowchart seen back in Figure 6-1 lists

the three main components of stage four as:

Use PREMO to develop new prescriptions for all stands affected by disturbances

in stage three.

Adjust activities on the landscape to account for effects of disturbances in stage

three.

Return to stage three for the next period until end of planning horizon.

The original idea behind stage four was to track all the stands that were affected by

episodic disturbances during the period (either insect and/or fire) and track which 6'

field sub-watershed those stands were in. Then PREMO would generate a new array of

prescriptions for each effected. Landscape goals, at the sub-watershed level, would be

developed (or given) for which a new heuristic would be used to chose the allocation of

prescriptions to the effected stands. However, time did not allow me to implement this

strategy into the SafeD model.

Stage four has been simplified to the following steps:

Determine which stands were hit by either insects, fire, or both.

Let PREMO generate a new prescription for each stand that reflects the current

prescription already assigned to the stand (i.e., it has the same stand goal and

timing-choice assignment as discussed in the Stage One section).

Store the new prescription information for each stand and return to the beginning

of stage three for the next period.

The modified strategy for stage four is a simple "prescription in - prescription out".

Any stand on the landscape hit by an episodic disturbance during the period is tracked.

At the end of the period all the stands hit are evaluated to find the number of new unique

stand prescriptions that need to be re-generated. The variables that describe a new unique

stand prescription are: the current stand prescription; which insects affected the stand, if

any; and the flame length associated with the fire that hit the stand, if any. All three of
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these variables must be identical for separate stands to receive an identical new

prescription. PREMO is then used to generate a single prescription for each unique stand

combination that has the same stand prescription allocation and timing-choice assigned

prior to the disturbance.

Once the period representing the end of the planning horizon has been reached the

simulation component of the SafeD model is complete. The SafeD model will calculate

landscape variables such as acres per vegetation and structural stage class, how many

acres were effected by disturbances in each period, the level of harvest, and a few others

that will be discussed in the Sample Application section.

The SafeD Software Program

The SafeD model was written in the C and C++ language. Appendix F is a print-

out of the full code used for this thesis. The over 12,000 lines of code are written in a

hierarchical structure that starts from a function called Main. The Main function is the

controller function which calls up other controlling functions that are specific to the tasks

needed. I started the coding process in November 1998 and finished in January 2000.

The code is a DOS-Windows based program with no user interface at this time. Any

modifications or changes to variables must be accomplished within the un-compiled code

and then recompiled before executing the program.



SAMPLE APPLICATION

The results I will discuss are an example of an application of the SafeD model for

the Applegate River Watershed. The purpose of this example is two-fold:

To exercise the SafeD model to see how it works.
To begin to understand the relationships modeled for the Applegate River
Watershed.

Understanding these two purposes is very important to understanding the results

found in this section. In the Literature Review I discussed the limitations of other

landscape models to address the goals set for the Applegate Project. This led to the idea

of developing a hybrid optimization/simulation model (i.e. the SafeD model). But the

processes and steps to build such a model were not in place - the science team needed to

develop them as the model itself was developed. In the end there was an amount of

uncertainty as to whether or not the SafeD model would function as designed. In other

words, could the model do what it was designed to do? This sample application will

demonstrate how the SafeD model functions.

The second purpose of this example is to begin to understand the relationships

modeled. Those relationships, for example, may pertain to the growth and yield

functions, the episodic disturbances, or the optimization process. To understand these

relationships there must be an application such as the example I will discuss in this

section.

I will use the term "simulation run" to express the notion of executing the SafeD

model from start to finish. I will also frequently use the word "cell" to reference a stand

in the discussion on landscape optimization.

One of the Desirable Model Characteristics shown in Table 2-1 is the ability for a

model to have repeated simulations to assess variability. Repeated simulations are

appropriate if there are some stochastic or probabilistic elements to the model. The

episodic disturbances in the SafeD model are driven by stochastic weather patterns.

Also, the FARSITE fire spread model has a stochastic element that determines the

torching behavior of fires. The SafeD model has the capability to produce "repeat

simulations" whereby non-stochastic elements can be re-used by the model for n
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simulations - and allow the stochastic elements to change. The resulting data can then be

used to assess variability. The results I will discuss in this thesis are the product of a

single "typical" run of the SafeD model. I actually made five simulation runs of both the

Grow Only and Big Trees scenario. However, this was in part a testing process. I needed

to ensure that the model itself worked as expected. The science team as a whole is

responsible for assessing the variability of the outputs and, as I have discussed, the

science team has not had that opportunity.

Prescription Generation (stage one)

The initial landscape on the Applegate Watershed is broken into 133 unique stand

types based on vegetation classification, structural stage classification, and area type (see

discussion in Stage One of The SafeD Model). These 133 unique stand types exist

regardless if the model is run for the Grow Only or Big Trees landscape goal. It takes

PREMO 37 minutes to generate 19 prescriptions for each of the 133 unique stands. A

total of 2,527 prescription files are generated and stored in this time.

Initial runs of PREMO (using a variety of prescription choices) showed stand basal

areas that were much higher than expected. I tried to determine why that was happening

but was unsuccessful. It is likely that there was not enough periodic mortality occurring

within PREMO. Yet this was consistent with a strategy the science team was trying to

accomplish in testing whether or not stand mortality could be better represented by

episodic disturbance events. Without the episodic mortality occurring (in the SafeD

model) the periodic mortality (in PREMO) is expected to be somewhat low. However,

the cause-and-effect links have not all been determined and I was skeptical of leaving

such high stand basal areas. To compensate I increased the periodic mortality rate inside

PREMO.

The mortality increase I specified in PREMO greatly affected the number of big

trees. The mortality functions I used selects (i.e. kills) trees in a descending order of tree

diameter - starting with the tallest tree in a treelist. 67% of the mortality from the

PREMO function I used comes from trees greater than 20" DBH and the remaining

mortality occurs in trees less than 20" but greater than 8" DBH. This did have some
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desirable results (stand basal areas were reduced to a more expected level) but the effect

on the number of big trees was greater than desired.

Landscape Optimization (stage two)

The Modeled Landscape

I described earlier the idea of the "modeled" or "eligible" landscape in regards to

the two scenarios demonstrated in this thesis. This modeled landscape is really a function

of how I chose to store, track, and count information regarding the scenario being

modeled. For the Grow Only scenario the Red Buttes Wilderness and all non-forested

areas are the only areas not modeled. There were a total of 2,637,289 cells that were

modeled (407,131 acres). The modeled landscape for the Big Trees scenario was

developed using different rules (see discussion in Stage Two of The SafeD Model). The

result was 2,289,823 eligible cells for 353,491 acres. For the analysis of the Big Trees

scenario II could have chosen to track information for those acres that were included in

the Grow Only scenario but not the Big Trees scenario (407,131 353,491 = 53,640

acres). This capability was not programmed into the SafeD model but should be included

in future work.

The Great Deluge Algorithm (GDA)

The GDA was used only for the Big Trees scenario. The problem was solved ten

times during the development process. The rain amount, the looping threshold, and other

move strategies were tried during this process with similar results. I used a single run of

the GDA as the basis for the remaining simulation work. Note that the remaining

discussion on the GDA is based on this single run (again, which was similar to the

previous 10 developmental runs).

The GDA found a solution for the Big Trees scenario in 8 hours. A rain amount of

0.001 was found to be effective during the GDA development. A looping threshold of

29,767,699 feasible moves was set through a trial-and-error process. Feasible means that

the move does not violate any constraint; it may or may not be a better move. This works



out to a potential for each eligible cell to move 13 times. In terms of computer

processing time there are an average of 1,033 moves evaluated every second.

The solution found by the GDA for the Big Trees scenario is spatially and

temporally feasible with regards to the big trees goal and ERA constraint. However, I

cannot guarantee any level of optimality for the solution found. Several factors stand in

the way of obtaining andlor measuring the success of the GDA:

A lack of independent solutions.

Recognition that the GDA parameters need more calibration.

Uncertainty that Objective Function is sufficient for the problem size.

Uncertainty with input stand data.

A lack of independent solutions.

I ran and documented only one solution of the GDA for this thesis. Statistical

inference methods which can be used to validate heuristic solutions require multiple

solutions. Because the landscape optimization portion of the SafeD model is only one

component of the overall SafeD model I chose not to spend additional time in obtaining

multiple solutions. Future work on the SafeD model should include processes to obtain

multiple solutions and use statistical inference to describe the optimality of the solution.

Recognition that the GDA parameters need more calibration:

The rain amount, looping threshold, and move strategy I used for the GDA were

satisfactory but not necessarily the best. At the end of the 8-hour run the GDA was still

occasionally finding improving solutions. I noticed the same phenomenon during the

developmental runs. This could indicate that I need to increase the looping threshold

(which determines when the GDA will stop). I did try varying the rain amount and

varying the move strategies during the developmental runs but saw no significant

improvement. The cause-and-effect linkages between all the parameters are difficult to

interpret so I would anticipate that the searching strategies could be improved.
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Uncertainty that Objective Function is sufficient for the problem size.'

The formulation of the Objective Function may not be sensitive enough to measure

significant changes in the Objective Value (OV) as the result of a move on the landscape.

The OV is a straight calculation of the number of big trees across the managed landscape

during all time periods. A move constitutes changing the prescription allocation of one

stand. To evaluate a move the Objective Function subtracts out the number of big trees

associated with the pre-move prescription for the stand and adds in the new big trees for

the new prescription. Because the stands are so small (25 rn. x 25 m. = 0.15 acres) the

number of big trees in each stand is very small as well. However, the number of big trees

across the landscape is very large. II is possible that the GDA is continuously accepting

inferior moves because making any move changes the OV so minutely (either positively

or negatively) that it is always above the GDA threshold LEVEL for acceptance. This

could also be a precision problem in that the number of decimal places used in the

Objective Function is insufficient. There is another way to illustrate this problem. There

are 2,289,823 stands in the solution with each having 19 potential prescriptions

allocations. I am taking one stand and changing it to one new prescription. I see this

with an analogy of dropping one drop of oil in a swimming pool and asking "can you

detect the oil?".

Uncertainty with input stand data:

For the Big Trees scenario the GDA required data from PREMO regarding the

number of big trees associated with all the prescriptions. I have already discussed that

the big trees data from PREMO is questionable. The way in which the data is biased will

influence the GDA results. If all the prescriptions are equally biased then perhaps the

relative proportion of big trees with the current data is good enough to use. It is more

likely that some prescriptions will have a far greater number of big trees and some

prescriptions will have far less than the prescriptions I used for this simulation. Without

further investigation into the PREMO calibration, conclusions should be seen as

tentative.
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There were no ERA thresholds placed on the Grow Only scenario. As mentioned

in the ERA discussion (in Stage Two of The SafeD Model), ERA values account for

vegetation alteration that could affect soil erosion andlor peak flows caused by

management activities and fire - and there are no management activities in the Grow

Only scenario.

For the Big Trees scenario various ERA thresholds were tried. During the

development process I tried two strategies: 1) keep a constant ERA threshold for all sub-

watersheds over all time periods, and 2) have a ERA threshold vary with each period but

applied equally to all sub-watersheds. There was no guideline predicating which strategy

I should use so for the final simulation run I chose the latter strategy. My decision was

based on the fact that I felt this strategy better represented the idea of allowing more

activity to occur in the earlier periods than in the latter periods. Given the current

conditions of the watershed (overstocked, high densities), heavier activities may need to

occur in the earlier periods to reduce current fire hazards and to achieve the big trees

stand goal.

The ERA threshold values I used were based on trial-and-error. I used ERA values

from the SNEP project (SNEP, 1996) and Carlson and Christiansen (1993) to establish a

rough starting point. During the development of the GDA I would lower the ERA

threshold values to find the lowest threshold values (per period) that allowed the GDA to

find solutions. Once the GDA started having a difficult time finding solutions with a set

of ERA thresholds I stopped lowering the values (Table 7-1). The solution found does

not violate the ERA threshold in any period for any sub-watershed



Table 7-1: ERA thresholds used for the Big Trees scenario

Prescription Allocation

This section describes the allocation of stand prescription choices during stage two

of the simulation process. The Grow Only scenario had no management choices. The

Big Trees scenario tried to allocate prescriptions across the landscape to maximize the

number of big trees (>= 30" DBH) over the entire planning horizon on those stands

eligible for management. Recall from the discussion in Stage One that there are 19

prescription choices for each stand:

I. Reduce fire risk
Reduce insect risk
Enhance fish habitat
Enhance wildlife habitat - complex structure
Enhance wildlife habitat - simple structure
Maximize PNV
Reduce fire and insect risk, and maximize PNV
Enhance fish and wildlife (complex) habitat, and maximize PNV
All goals with emphasis on maximize PNV
Grow only

11 - 19. Same as first nine except harvest not allowed until 3rd period
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ERA Threshold (for
each sub-watershed)

Period 1 0.12
Period 2 0.12
Period 3 0.12
Period 4 0.12
Period 5 0.12
Period 6 0.10
Period 7 0.09
Period 8 0.09
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Figure 7-1: Prescription allocation for the Big Trees scenario
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The GDA has the ability to implicitly consider a large number of prescription

allocation combinations across the managed landscape; limited by the looping threshold.

The Big Trees scenario demonstrated in this thesis consists of over 2.2 million stands

(353,491 acres) with 19 prescription choices for each stand. The number of unique

prescription combinations that are possible to allocate can be expressed as: X

where:
X = the number of prescription choices (19)
Y = the number of unique stands (2,289,823)

The GDA allocated the prescriptions as seen in Figure 7-1 (prescriptions 11-19 are

grouped with its corresponding 1-9 value):
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There was an almost even allocation of prescriptions 1 through 9 across the

landscape. The grow only prescription allocation is larger because it includes acreage for

those forested areas that were not in the eligible landscape (e.g. the Red Buttes

Wilderness). The non-forest acreage (71,552) remains constant for either scenario.

There are two possibilities which may explain the results demonstrated. First, the

method which I used to track and graph the prescriptions combined two equivalent

prescriptions which differed only in their timing choice. For example, the "reduce fire

risk" prescription shown in Figure 7-1 is actually a combination of the acres associated

with a reduce fire risk - timing choice 0 (harvest allowed starting immediately) with the

reduce fire risk - timing choice 3 (harvest allowed starting in 3 periods). It may be that

by breaking and tracking the prescriptions and their timing choice separately (for each of

the stand goals) that a more informative reflection of the allocation can be seen.

Secondly, the apparent even allocation of prescriptions may be a product of the

randomization processes that occurred within the GDA. An initial feasible random

solution is generated by the computer at the start of the GDA. There are no constraints

on the randomness. The computer language used to code the SafeD model (C and C++)

bases its random number generator on a even-distribution. Given that, one would expect

every stand prescription to be equally represented in the initial random solution. The

objective of the GDA was to search the "neighborhood" of this initial solution. The GDA

accomplished this searching by randomly changing the prescription allocation of a single

stand (called a "move"). The GDA process I used made only 29,767,699 moves. On

average this allowed each stand in the solution to be moved 13 times. I cannot assure that

happened. It may be that a great number of stands were never evaluated for a move. Of

the 29 million moves that were made the new prescriptions evaluated were still based on

a even-distribution random number generator.

The two possibilities just discussed and the uncertainties associated with the GDA

make interpretation of the prescription allocation difficult. Visual examination of the

prescription allocation revealed no obvious spatial correlation.



Number of Big Trees

The number of big trees per period was calculated for both scenarios before and

after the actual simulation part of the model. The before-simulation calculation

represents the big trees that are anticipated on the landscape given no episodic

disturbances (Table 7-2). This value was calculated in the Objective Function and is the

optimized value from the optimization part of the SafeD model in stage two. The after-

simulation calculation represents the actual big trees found on the landscape after all

episodic disturbances (in stage three) are accounted for (Table 7-3).

Table 7-2: Number of big trees before-simulation

Table 7-3: Number of big trees after-simulation
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Grow Only Scenario
Total Per-Acre

Big Trees Scenario
Total Per-Acre

Period 1 1,244,286 1,078,513
Period 2 726,171 871,672
Period 3 415,453 768,810
Period 4 252,352 511,887
Period 5 176,376 317,953
Period 6 123,648 284,984
Period 7 95,577 253,853
Period 8 84,382 244,375

Grow Only Scenario
Total Per-Acre

Big Trees Scenario
Total Per-Acre

Period 1 1,244,286 1,078,513
Period 2 726,612 871 ,587
Period 3 416,374 768,885
Period 4 235,916 498,023
Period 5 156,999 269,517
Period 6 110,320 273,074
Period 7 85,964 221,834
Period 8 183,562

1.02
0.62
0.43
0.30
0.23
0.21

2.17
1.45
0.90
0.81
0.72
0.69

3.06
1.78
1.02
0.58
0.39
0.27
0.21

3.05
2.47
2.18
1.41

0.76
0.77
0.63
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The Grow Only scenario did not actively manage for big trees but the information

is useful as a comparison. The values shown are the total number of big trees, per period,

within the modeled landscape only. The modeled landscape acreages are different for the

two scenarios (see earlier discussion in The Modeled Landscape section) so the values

are normalized to a per-acre value. Values for each period are calculated after growth for

the period but before the occurrence of any episodic disturbance. Therefore the values in

period 1 do not change for the before and after-simulation calculations.

In period 1 the number of big trees per-acre is nearly identical for the two

scenarios. This would make sense because at period 1 there has been only 5-years of

growth and the two scenarios are fairly similar in their modeled landscape. For the

remaining periods the Big Trees scenario has a greater number of big trees per-acre than

the Grow Only scenario. The main difference is the Big Trees scenario allocated

prescriptions across the landscape that include timber harvesting and the Grow Only

scenario did not. Without greater evaluation of the cause-and-effects of all the processes

within the SafeD model I think a simple correlation can be made in regard to timber

harvesting and the number of big trees: timber harvesting (as implemented within the

PREMO prescriptions) increases the number of big trees because the growing space is

allocated to fewer trees. PREMO does have restrictions on the level of harvest and rules

regarding the silvicultural methods used (e.g., whether the harvest comes from "below"

or "above"; and which species) (see Wedin, 1999).

The notion that timber harvest increases the number of big trees is not unusual.

Assuming that a harvest is not a clear-cut (clear-cuts were not allowed by PREMO) then

the stand will experience an "opening-up" effect. In general this allows for greater

diameter growth of the residual stand. This is in contrast to an young, unmanaged stand

(i.e. grow only) where the stand components may be forced to compete in a vertical

nature because there isn't enough room to grow in a horizontal nature. This tends to lead

to less diameter growth.

The big trees results illustrate the PREMO mis-calibration that I discussed earlier.

The number of big trees drops from over 1.2 million to just over 84,000 in the before-

simulation, Grow Only scenario. This is not expected. I would expect that given an un-

managed landscape the number of big trees would increase. However, as I already



mentioned, I believe I adjusted the PREMO mortality function to such a degree that too

many big trees died. An examination of all the big trees results show a substantial

decrease in the number of big trees over the 40-year planning horizon. However,

relatively speaking, the Big Trees scenario did seem to produce a greater number of big

trees per-acre in both the before- and after-simulation analysis.

Harvest Levels

The Big Trees scenario does allow timber harvest to occur. Timber harvesting is

not the goal of the Big Trees scenario - rather timber harvesting occurs as a by-product of

the landscape optimization which is driven by the landscape goal to produce big trees

across the landscape. The Grow Only scenario precludes timber harvest on the modeled

landscape. This scenario was developed to serve as a baseline in comparing what

happens to a landscape in which management activities are allowed to take place versus a

landscape that is left unmanaged.

All of the prescriptions developed by PREMO in stage one use timber harvesting as

an activity to achieve their respective stand goals (except for the grow only stand

prescription) (Wedin, 1999). Therefore, for the Big Trees scenario, all of the

prescriptions selected (described above in the Prescription Allocation section) have

harvest levels associated with them. Those levels are tracked by the SafeD model

(Figures 7-2 and 7-3). As with the big trees results there are two occasions when I

evaluate the harvest levels: 1) before-simulation, and 2) after-simulation. The before-

simulation values represent the predicted level of harvest given no episodic disturbances.

The after-simulation values are the levels after episodic disturbances occurred on the

landscape and after management activities were adjusted to account for the effects of

those disturbances.
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Figure 7-2: Before-simulation harvest levels in the Big Trees scenario
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Figure 7-3: After-simulation harvest levels in the Big Trees scenario
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The before-simulation results (Figure 7-2) show a significant harvest increase in

period 4. This could probably be attributed to the prescription timing choices. Each

prescription generated by PREMO in stage one has two timing choices for harvest

activities: 1) harvest could occur immediately in period 1, or 2) harvest is not allowed for

an additional 3 periods (i.e., period 4). The SafeD model currently does not track the

prescription allocation by these two timing choices so I cannot determine the effect that

the timing choice is having on the harvest levels.

The after-simulation result (i.e., episodic disturbance occurred) shows a rather

different picture in terms of harvest levels. To understand something of what may be

going on I must first restate that the only difference between the before- and after-

simulation is that episodic disturbances and their effects have occurred. The two episodic

disturbances included in the SafeD model are fire and insects. Fire occurs every period

regardless of the weather pattern and insects occur only during periods with a drought-

type weather pattern. As I will discuss in the results of the landscape simulation (stage

three) there is a mild drought in period 3 and a severe drought in period 4, Any

differences that are seen between the before- and after-simulation harvest level results are

related to effects and adjustments caused by these episodic disturbances.

The before- and after-simulation harvest level values for periods 1, 2, and 3 will

reflect only the fire disturbance. Episodic insect disturbance did occur in period 3 but

harvest levels are calculated from PREMO after growth (for the period) and before any

episodic disturbance. Therefore, the effects of any episodic disturbance in a given period

will not be displayed until the lollowing period. The fires encountered in periods 1, 2,

and 3 were insignificant in size and this is reflected in the relatively unchanged before-

and after-simulation harvest levels.

The after-simulation period 4 harvest level is significantly less than the before-

simulation value. The before-simulation harvest level for period 4 is roughly 275 million

cubic feet (MMCF). The after-simulation harvest level for period 4 drops to only 80

MMCF - a decrease of 195 MMCF. Recall that values displayed for period 4 reflect

episodic disturbances that occurred in period 3. It is the occurrence of the first episodic

insect disturbance event in period 3 that contributes to this dramatic decrease in harvest
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levels. A severe drought occurs in period 4 and again a significant decrease in harvest

levels are seen in period 5. There is no accounting for salvage harvest that occurs after an

episodic disturbance. if there were the after-simulation harvest levels would be higher.

The total acres affected by insects is so high (see tables in the following Landscape

Simulation section), especially compared to the acres affected by fire, that it leaves little

doubt about the cause-and-effect relationship between episodic insect disturbance and

harvest levels in the Big Trees scenario: mortality caused by insect disturbance is going

to greatly reduce harvest levels. Without accounting for episodic insect disturbance

within the watershed any projections of harvest levels may be incorrect. Keep in mind

that this is only one landscape goal evaluation (Big Trees scenario) and that other

landscape scenarios may be developed which have alternative conclusions.

Landscape Simulation (stage three)

The simulation component of the SafeD model begins in stage three of the overall

modeling strategy. Once a solution for a particular scenario is found in stage two that

solution is stored and available for re-use in subsequent simulation runs.

To make a fair comparison of the results between the two scenarios all the

stochastic elements (that SafeD generates) were held constant for each scenario. Those

elements include:

The weather (influences insect and fire disturbances)
The number of fire ignition points per period (influences fire disturbance only)
The location of those ignition points (influences fire disturbance only)
The time and dates of fire burn (influences fire disturbance only)



Table 7-4 shows the weather pattern used for all simulation runs.

Table 7-4: Weather pattern used for both scenarios

Three statistics are compiled for each episodic disturbance that occurs during the

simulation: 1) the acres affected by the disturbance, 2) the number of big trees killed by

the disturbance (normalized to a per-acre value), and 3) the stand basal area (sq. ft.) that

is killed by the disturbance (reflects all size classes). The episodic disturbances were not

spatially limited to the landscape eligible for management (i.e., the modeled landscape) -

they could occur in both managed and unmanaged areas.

Insects

The episodic insect disturbance is triggered by drought-type weather patterns.

Only periods 3 and 4 are drought-type for the simulation runs. There are 15 years of

growth before the first insect disturbance in period 3. The average number of big trees

per-acre killed was much higher in both periods for the Big Trees scenario (Table 7-5)

than the Grow Only scenario. This is probably due to there being more big trees

available in the Big Trees scenario during both periods (Table 7-3) However, the basal

area killed is nearly identical for both scenarios in both periods. There are over 8,000

more acres affected by insects in the Grow Only scenario during periods 3 and 4.
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Period 1 Moderate
Period 2 Moderate
Period 3 Mild Drought
Period 4 Severe Drought
Period 5 Moderate
Period 6 Wet
Period 7 Moderate
Period 8 Moderate
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Table 7-5: Insect mortality statistics

In the Grow Only scenario stands (which were initially considered overstocked -
see Introduction) accumulate their basal area from the smaller diameter classes because

of the lack of growing space to create larger diameter trees. This would help explain the

lower number of big trees killed - there are less available. On the other hand, the Big

Trees scenario tried to manage the landscape so that there were big trees and thus, more

should be available during insect disturbance.

The stand basal area killed in periods 3 and 4 support a priori expectations. Period

3, which had a mild drought weather pattern, had roughly 10 sq.ft,/acre of basal area

killed within each scenario. Referring to the modeling rules for thresholds and severity

(Appendix C), this value "appears" consistent with the desired mortality (that is, the

severity level applied per the rules). Period 4, a severe drought period, had roughly 18

sq.ft./acre of basal area killed within each scenario. Again, this appears consistent with

the rules developed by the science team. Data needed to calculate actual harvest volume

loss due to insects is currently not tracked by the SafeD model.

The forested acres effected by insects in both period 3 and 4 in both scenarios

indicates that insects will play a major role in stand mortality. For the Grow Only

scenario over 98% of the forested landscape is affected by insects. For the Big Trees

scenario 96% of the forested landscape is affected in periods 3 and 4.

The rules for insect disturbance were developed to simulate expected losses over

the long run (Agee, 1999). As to whether or not the implementation of these rules

behaved in their predicted way I cannot determine. The science team members

responsible for the insect modeling rules have not had a chance to thoroughly study these

results. The implementation of the rules needs more review by the science team.

Acres
affected

iario
#ofbig

trees
killed

(per-acre)

Stand
basal area

killed
(sf/acre)

Acres
affected

#ofbig
trees
killed

(per-acre)

Stand
basal area

killed
(sf/acre.)

.09 9.8 405,660 .19 10

.05 17 404,293 .22 18



Fire

The number of fire ignition points and their location were constant for the two

landscape scenarios and for the five simulation runs for each scenario (Table 7-6).

However, each period within a simulation had different ignition points and locations.

Table 7-6: Number of ignition points for both scenarios

Fires occurred every period regardless of the weather pattern. The weather

determined the wind, weather, and fuel moisture file FARSITE used (see discussion in

Stage Three of The SafeD Model). Table 7-7 shows the fire statistics.

Table 7-7: Fire mortality statistics
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ly Scenario
# of big Stand

trees basal area
Acres killed killed

affected (per-acre) (sf/acre.)

# of big Stand
trees basal area

Acres killed killed
affected (per-acre) (sf/acre.)

570 .27 115 1,028 .36 130
.26 161 490 .33 167
08 168 1842 19 170
.03 147 521 .05 144
02 146 91 01 176
01 122 85 02 132
01 132 67 01 134

113 01 134 116 03 137

Period 1 14
Period 2 6

Period 3 13

Period 4 10
Period 5 14

Period 6 12

Period 7 8

Period 8 6

Period 5
Period 6
Period 7
Period 8
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Only during period 3 did fires in both scenarios approach the Base-Case Fire mean

area burned of 2,158 acres (the historical average). Otherwise the average acres burned

per period in both scenarios fell below historic values. The fires were larger in the Big

Trees scenario for periods 1,3, and 8.

The number of big trees killed (per-acre) was higher for the Big Trees scenario in

all but periods 5 and 7. In period 5 the Grow Only scenario killed .02 big trees per-acre

compared to .01 for the Big Trees scenario; and both were even at .01 big trees killed

during period 7.

The average stand basal area killed was higher in all but period 4 in the Big Trees

scenario. The greatest difference was in period 5 with the Grow Only scenario losing 146

sq. ft. of basal area compared to 176 sq. ft. in the Big Trees scenario.

The number of big trees killed by fire decreases significantly in both scenarios

during periods 3 and 4. This corresponds with a significant drop in the PREMO

calculation of big trees regardless of episodic disturbance (Table 7-2). Additionally,

periods 3 and 4 are the two drought-type periods and encounter insect disturbance before

the fires.

Evaluating the effectiveness of the episodic fire disturbance is based on two things:

Are the resulting fires and their associated flame lengths reasonable?
Do the fires approach the Base-Case Fire scenario (i.e., the historical record)?

Are the resulting fires and their associated flame lengths reasonable:

The flame lengths associated with all the fires (in all periods) for all the simulation

runs made for this thesis were evaluated for "reasonableness". I used informal

guidelines (Bahro, personal comm., Feb 2000) because no formal protocol has been

established by the science team. In essence, I checked the flame length of each stand hit

by a fire to see if it exceeded a threshold. The threshold, established at 20 feet, was used

only to see if there were large number of stands that were exceeding that value, If a few

stands exceeded the threshold there is not much of a concern because it is possible for

flame lengths to reach that value. However, if I encountered many stands in many fires

that were exceeding the threshold a flag was set to indicate that maybe the fire spread

model was not operating properly or the inputs were not reasonable. There were no



incidences of the threshold being exceeded to a great extent in any fire during all the

simulation runs.

Do the fires approach the Base-Case Fire scenario:

The Base-Case Fire is an attempt to parameterize past fire activity for describing

the "best" scenario one could hope for in the future. The average acreage burned for a 5-

year period in the Base-Case Fire scenario is 2,158 acres. That value is approached only

in period 3 for both the Grow Only and Big Trees scenario. Period 3 had a mild drought

weather pattern.

The reason for the disparity between the anticipated Base-Case Fire scenario and

the results for these simulations is unclear at this time. The science team has not had the

opportunity to complete an evaluation of the input fire parameters. This should be

included in future work.

New Prescriptions

The number of new prescriptions needed for the Big Trees scenario is significantly

greater than the Grow Only scenario for all periods except period 5 (Table 7-8). Period 8

is not shown because new prescriptions are not generated after period 8 - the simulation

ends. The heterogeneity or homogeneity of the stand types affected by the episodic

disturbance greatly affects the number of new prescriptions needed. In the Grow Only

scenario there was only one stand prescription assigned to all the initial stands - grow

only. The Big Trees scenario had a suite of 19 different prescriptions that were allocated

across the landscape. Because the current prescription is one of the three variables that

identify a new unique stand prescription I expected an increase in the number of new

prescriptions needed for the Big Trees scenario.

The number of new prescriptions needed in periods 3 and 4 for the Big Trees

scenario is significant. On the average PREMO can generate prescriptions at the rate of

5,000 per hour for prescriptions needing at least five periods worth of data. This

translates into an approximate 4-hour process for PREMO to generate a single

prescription for each of the new unique stand prescriptions needed in periods 3 and 4 for

the Big Trees scenario.
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Table 7-8: New prescriptions needed as a result of episodic disturbances
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124 91 22
92 115 85 2
106 111 67 11

n/a n/a n/a n/a

570 242 1,028 2
504 199 490

415,886 2,415 407,502 2(
414,638 2,336 404,814 ic

Big Trees 3cenario
Total Total

acres hit # of new acres hit #ofnew
by insects prescriptions by insects prescriptions
and fire needed and fire needed

Period 4
Period 5
Period 6
Period 7
Period 8



DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

At the beginning of the Sample Application section I outlined two purposes for the

application I have discussed:

To exercise the SafeD model to see how it works.
To begin to understand the relationships modeled for the Applegate River
Watershed.

These two purposes were in context for the goal of the Applegate Project:

"To develop a forest landscape simulation model to use in evaluating the
potential effects of different policies and forest management practices over
time to achieve goals for the forest of the Applegate River Watershed in
the context of possible stochastic events."

The sample application of the SafeD model demonstrates the development of a

hybrid optimization/simulation model. It also demonstrates the need for further

calibration and parameterization. However, that should not overshadow the

accomplishment in creating the SafeD model.

The four-stage process designed for the SafeD model was a mixture of traditional

modeling techniques and traditional strategic forest planning with some innovative

strategies to overcome deficiencies or short-comings identified in these traditional

methods. Stage one incorporates the widely-used FVS growth and yield model, but

without the standard mortality equations, in a new prescription generator called PREMO.

Stage two uses a heuristic programming technique, the Great Deluge Algorithm, to find a

solution for a large landscape problem. Stages three and four incorporate the stochastic

nature of episodic disturbances with processes for fire and insect disturbance events -

then account for their effects and allowing management to react.
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General Notes on SafeD Processes

Stand Delineation

The science team chose to break with traditional stand delineation (spatially

defining polygons with similar vegetative or other attributes) and instead used each pixel

from a classified Landsat TM image as a stand unit. This strategy was developed in part

to allow the SafeD model to track the episodic fire disturbance at a fine-resolution (25 m.

x 25 m.) and account for the effects of fires to specific stands. This is in contrast to

applying fire disturbance effects to larger spatial units on a distribution approach (e.g.,

see discussion on the SAFE FOREST model in the Literature Review). This strategy has

some drawbacks which should be addressed.

Allowing each 25 meter pixel to represent a stand is difficult to implement from a

tactical standpoint. It is unlikely that if one stand is different from its surrounding stands

(for this example we assume the surrounding stands are identical) that the single stand

would actually be treated or managed uniquely. But this must be weighed with the fact

that it is possible for this single stand to react differently to episodic disturbances such as

fire or insects. After running the simulations presented in this thesis I have come to two

seemingly contradictory conclusions about the stand delineation strategy we used: 1) that

the use of 25 meter pixels as stands may be ineffective for use when confronted with a

large landscape-level problem, and 2) that the use of 25 meter pixels as stands enhances

the ability to account for the effects of episodic disturbances.

I have discussed the results of the GDA heuristic I used to solve the landscape

problem associated with the Big Trees scenario. By using 25 meter pixels as stands the

problem has over 2.2 million decision variables for the stands alone. The potential

number of unique combinations of stands to prescriptions is 1922 millionS The GDA

evaluated only 29 million of those combinations. After running these simulations I am

left with the feeling that another approach to stand delineation may be more suitable in

regards to solving a landscape-level problem. The CLAMS project (Bettinger et al.,

2000a) is using a strategy that aggregates Landsat TM pixels into larger basic simulation

units (BSU) based on vegetation, stand structure, and other attributes. These BSU's are
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then combined (using unique intersections of an additional set of attributes) to form even

larger management "parcels". These parcels serve as the management decision unit.

However, the attributes of the individual BSU's that make up a parcel are maintained and

tracked during the simulation. I feel a similar strategy that aggregates data for

management decisions but maintains finer resolution data for episodic disturbances may

prove useful for the SafeD model in future work.

However, the use of 25 meter pixels as stands was essential to our efforts to apply

episodic disturbance on the landscape. The FARS1TE fire spread model will accept input

landscape data at any resolution (i.e., the size of the pixels). By delineating stands at 25

meters we were able to provide a detailed description of the fuel model and other

necessary attributes for FARSITE at the pixel level. These attributes reflected the stand

more accurately in that they were not calculated as a percentage of some larger stand unit.

Future efforts on the SafeD model should explore other options for stand

delineation. I would hesitate to state that using 25 meter pixels as stand units is

impossible; I have shown that it can be done. I would only suggest that the usefulness of

maintaining such fine-resolution stand data may prove futile with large landscape

problems.

Variability Assessment

The results seen in this thesis are from a single simulation run of both the Grow

Only scenario and the Big Trees scenario. I did make five simulations runs of each but

not all the data was maintained because they were done while I was finishing "checking-

out" that the model worked. The issues surrounding variability of the results are

important. Trends can be seen with multiple simulations that may not appear with a

single simulation. Future work on the SafeD model should incorporate a more thorough

variability assessment.



Prescription Generation (stage one)

PREMO

There are some limitations and considerations in regards to PREMO; both in the

theory behind PREMO achieving stand optimality and in the implementation of PREMO

with regards to this thesis. See Wedin (1999) for her discussion on the theory of PREMO

and its ability to achieve stand optimality. This thesis is concerned with the

implementation of PREMO.

PREMO was designed to generate a suite of goal-oriented optimized prescriptions

for the Applegate River Watershed. It has an automated approach in that the goals are

pre-programmed, the growth and yield equations are pre-programmed (for known

vegetation in the watershed), and the optimization search procedures are also pre-

programmed. This is a departure from traditional prescription generation in which a

modeler works with a growth and yield model and through manual trial-and-error to

develop good prescriptions. The PREMO approach has two distinct advantages: 1) it has

the ability to develop "optimal" prescriptions if a stand goal has been identified and

variables are in place to measure attainment of optimality; and 2) it has the ability to

create these new prescriptions "on-the-fly" during a simulation - they do not have to be

created a priori.

The SafeD model takes full-advantage of PREMO. The suite of prescriptions

generated by PREMO in stage one are optimized for specific stand goals for each of the

existing stands on the watershed. Having this suite of prescriptions to explore allows the

landscape optimization component of the SafeD model to work effectively. PREMO can

generate the prescriptions for the initial landscape in only 37 minutes - that's over 2,500

prescriptions. Any change in the weights or variables used within PREMO can be

accomplished with minimal effect on the total simulation time. If traditional methods are

used to generate optimal prescriptions it would not be unreasonable to expect delays of

days or even weeks to incorporate such changes. However, future work on the SafeD

model should include making the PREMO model more efficient.
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The ability for PREMO to generate on-the-fly prescriptions proved crucial to the

development of the SafeD model. The behavior, extent, and effect of stochastic episodic

disturbances cannot be predicted.. The idea of trying to develop a suite of prescriptions a

priori that would account for any episodic disturbance, in any period, for any

combination of disturbance type and severity is unreasonable for the spatial resolution we

are using for the Applegate Project. For example, ultimately there were over 43,000 new

prescriptions needed for the Big Trees scenario over the entire planning horizon (see

Table 7-8). It would have been nearly impossible for the science team to predict which

new prescriptions were needed during the simulation. Therefore, a suite of millions of

prescriptions would be needed. In the end, only the 43,000 were used. The time and

effort saved by not creating a suite of millions of prescriptions should certainly be

considered a benefit.

The issues surrounding my discussion on mortality in PREMO are unresolved.

Future work should also include ensuring that PREMO behaves in a predictable way.

Landscape Optimization (stage two)

The landscape optimization (stage two) required the use of a heuristic technique to

obtain a solution to the landscape problem presented. The large number of integer

variables and the complexity of the evaluation procedures make locating an optimal

solution with traditional mathematical programming techniques (e.g., integer

programming) a computationally difficult process. A comparison of the heuristic

algorithm used for this thesis with other algorithms is not presented because no existing

algorithm uses the same evaluation procedures for the landscape goal presented in this

thesis.

I have demonstrated the use of the Great Deluge Algorithm in obtaining a solution

for a large landscape in which the problem is to simultaneously meet a landscape goal

subject to a spatial constraint. I ensure that the land management activities are

compatible with the landscape goal by always staying in the feasible region of possible

solutions.
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Future work should incorporate processes to address the deficiencies I noted

regarding the ability to measure the success of the landscape optimization. This includes:

1) obtaining multiple solutions, 2) more effort on calibration, 3) ensuring the Objective

Function is sufficient for the problem, and 3) ensure the quality of the input stand data.

Landscape Simulation (stage three and four)

Episodic Disturbances (stage three)

Stage three of the SafeD model is the landscape simulation. The unique

contribution of the SafeD model is the incorporation of episodic disturbances (insects and

fire). Furthermore, the spatial resolution used (25 m. x 25 m.) to initiate, distribute, and

track the episodic disturbances (and effects) demonstrates an improved strategy over

traditional methods of applying disturbance effects on a distributional approach.

The results seen from the simulations presented in this thesis present three

interesting conclusions which may have significant implications for forest management

practices and polices in the Applegate River Watershed. First, this thesis has shown that

to achieve a landscape goal of maximizing the number of big trees across the landscape

timber harvesting will need to occur. The Grow Only scenario had significantly less big

trees than the Big Trees scenario (which included timber harvesting) both in the before-

and after-simulation analysis. Secondly, the effects of episodic insect disturbance is

going to negate the need for as much timber harvesting that would be projected without

accounting for such disturbances. And third, fire is going to play a significantly less role,

in regards to tree mortality, than insects will.

The first conclusion, that timber harvest needs to occur to achieve a landscape goal

of big trees, is somewhat expected. There are currently high stand densities in the

watershed. Those densities must be reduced to achieve diameter growth. Therefore, the

forests in the watershed need to be managed. Management can come from one of two

ways: I) timber harvesting, or 2) episodic disturbances. If we ignore episodic

disturbances for the moment, then the results seen in this thesis demonstrate that

management with timber harvesting will produce more big trees than a "hands-off'
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approach. However, if we consider episodic disturbances then the other two conclusions

I stated come into play.

The second conclusion, that episodic insect disturbance is going to negate the need

for timber harvesting in the Big Trees scenario, is seen in Figures 7-2 and 7-3. The after-

simulation harvest levels dropped significantly in the periods following the first episodic

insect disturbance (period 3). However, there are still more big trees in the Big Trees

scenario, which allowed timber harvesting, than in the Grow Only scenario. The

occurrence of the episodic insects in periods 3 and 4 greatly reduced the harvest levels. It

should be noted that the SafeD model has no salvage prescription to account for those

trees killed by insects and harvested while they are still useful (that capability would

increase the harvest level values).

The third conclusion, that fire is going to play a significantly less role in tree

mortality, is seen by comparing Tables 7-5 and 7-7. In either scenario the fires affected

less than 5,000 total acres during the entire 40-year planning horizon. The insects

affected over 400,000 acres during each of the two periods they occurred. This is a

significant finding. Current management policies in the watershed are directed towards

fire reduction. These results are showing that fire is insignificant compared to the

mortality insects will cause.

Future work to the SafeD model should include more evaluation of the episodic

disturbance processes. There are two questions that should be addressed: 1) are the

episodic disturbances doing what we want them to do in regards to mortality; and 2) is

this method of representing mortality through episodic disturbances really a viable

alternative?

Re-Optimization (stage four)

I discussed a modified strategy that we chose for stage four at the end of the

discussion in The SafeD model. In essence, the idea of re-optimizing the selection of

stand prescriptions proved too complicated for implementation at this time. The simpler

strategy used for this thesis makes an assumption that should be addressed in future work;

that the same prescription allocation should be prescribed to a stand after the occurrence
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of any episodic disturbance on that stand. It may be more useful to evaluate the stand

from a different view and consider "now that this stand has been affected by an episodic

disturbance, what do I want to do to it in relation to other management considerations?"



CONCLUDING REMARKS

The goal of developing a forest landscape simulation model to use in evaluating the

potential effects of different policies and forest management practices over time while

achieving goals for the forest in the context of stochastic events has been met with the

SafeD model. However, the SafeD model is in its infancy and this thesis presents only a

single application - revealing some accomplishments and deficiencies in both the ideas

behind the model and the parameters and processes used within the model.

The focus of this thesis has been to highlight my contribution to the Applegate

Project: the development of a hybrid landscape optimization/simulation model that

incorporates episodic disturbance at a fine-resolution - the SafeD model. This is an

original contribution to the landscape modeling field. Traditional landscape optimization

and landscape simulation models have worked on parallel tracks, often in isolation of one

another. The SAFE FOREST model (Sessions, 1999) is the predecessor to the SafeD

model in bridging the gap between optimization and simulation models. The

optimization component (stage two) of the SafeD model is an improvement in traditional

landscape optimization for two reasons: 1) the linkage to the simulation component of

the model, and 2) the use of heuristic programming techniques to solve a large landscape

problem. Furthermore, the SafeD model is an improvement over traditional landscape

simulation models for two reasons: 1) the maintenance of fine spatial resolution, and 2)

the incorporation of episodic disturbances, particularly insects. Additionally, by

maintaining a fine-resolution of data we are able to use the well-documented and widely-

used fire spread model called FARSITE (Finney, 1998).

In the Literature Review section I showed three antecedent landscape models in a

comparison matrix. Table 9-1 shows the same matrix with the addition of the SafeD

model. Although there is more work to do in testing and development of the SafeD

model it does meet the goals laid out in the matrix. Success of the SafeD model should

be judged on the successful completion in meeting these goals. In this regard I feel the

development and sample application of the SafeD model has been a success.
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493,000
acres

25 meter x
25 meter

Table 9-1: Comparison matrix for recent landscape analysis models and SafeD
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Study area
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1 million
acres
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acres with 8
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Data structure vector raster vector
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200 meter x
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varies
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Appendix A: Vegetation and Structural Stage Classification

Table 1: Acres in each vegetation - structural stage class
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Red fir
Mixed
conifer
<3000

White
fir Pine

Closed
cone
pine

Decidu
ous
hardwo

Conifer
hardwood

Evergree

hardwood>

Mixed
conifer

3000
Totals

7,168 7,168

1,565 1,565

30,345 30,345

32,473 32,473

571 1,087 1,952 906 4,568 4,928 7,808 1662 23,482

1,083 3,710 373 5,374 18,560 1,588 3,816 34,504

438 369 807

781 1,298 10,352 20,493 14,253 883 350 48,410

8,842 15,054 7,122 50,879 17772 8,022 107,691

1,710 13 1,070 4,354 3,685 2,416 72 1,797 15,117

3,193 30,330 4,732 3,401 39,803 5,522 27,924 114,905

850 660 2,594 928 644 5,676

( 3,199 318 4,776 6,311 3,870 18,474

1,934 3,971 12,494 144 27,569 46,112

21 342 5,571 5,934

Totals 7,168 1,565 30,345 32,473 11,457 47,106 27,306 36,932 1,648 44,643 137,150 33,645 81,225



Appendix B: Plant Association Group (PAG) Assignment Rules

Plant Association Groups (PAGs)
Douglas-fir/Dry
Douglas-fir/Wet
White fir/Dry
White fir/Wet
Redfir
Jeffrey pine
Pine/oak

Codes used:
Ppt = precipitation in inches
Elevation = values in feet
Slope = values in %
Aspect = values in degrees

Rules for Assigning PAGs to Each Stand

PAG
Geology serpentine Jeffrey pine
Other Continue

1. Elevation 2000
Slope 15% Pine/oak
Slope > 15% . Continue to 3

Aspect 135-225 . Pine/oak
Aspect other . Douglas-fir/Dry

4. Elevation > 2000 and 2500
SA. Ppt 35 . Pine/oak
5B. Ppt. >35

Ppt ( 40 . Douglas-fir/Dry
Ppt. > 40. Douglas-fir/Wet

7. Elevation > 2500 and 3500
Ppt 40 . Douglas-fir/Dry
Ppt >40

Aspect 1-45 and 3 16-360 White fir/Dry
Aspect Other

bA. Aspect 226-315 and 46-135 Douglas-fir/Wet
lOB. Aspect 136-225. Douglas-fir/Dry
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11. Elevation > 3500 and 4000
Aspect 27 1-360 and 1-90
Aspect 91-270

13. Elevation > 4000 and 4500
Ppt. 45
Ppt. >45

Aspect 136-225.
Aspect 46-135 and 226-315
Aspect 3 16-360 and 1-45

16. Elevation >4SOOand5000
17A. Ppt 50

Aspect 136-225.
Aspect 91-135 and 226-270
Aspect 27 1-360 and 1-90

17B. Ppt >50
Aspect 136-225.
Aspect 46-135 and 226-315
Aspect 3 16-360 and 1-45

Douglas-fir/Wet
White fir/Dry

Douglas-fir/Wet

Douglas-fir/Wet
White fir/Dry
White fir/Wet

Douglas-fir/Wet
White fir/Dry
White fir/Wet

White fir/Dry
White fir/Wet
Red fir

20. Elevation > 5000 and 5500
21A. Ppt 50

Aspect 158-202. . Douglas-fir/Wet
Aspect 136-157 and 203-225 White fir/Dry
Aspect 226-360 and 1-135 White fir-Wet

21B. Ppt >S0and60
Aspect 46-3 15 . White fir/Wet

Aspect 3 16-360 and 1-45 . Red fir

21C. Ppt>60

Aspect 27 1-360 and 1-90. Red fir

Aspect 9 1-270 . White fir/Wet

25. Elevation > 5500 and 6000
26A. Ppt 60

Aspect 136-225. . White fir/Wet
Aspect 1-135 and 226-360 Red fir

26B. Ppt >60 Red fir

28. Elevation >6000. Red fir
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Red fir series.
Mild drought:
Severe drought:

White fir series:
Mild drought:
Severe drought:

Douglas-fir series:
Mild drought:
Severe drought:

Pine/Oak:
Mild drought:
Severe drought:

Appendix C: Insect Disturbance Rules

DOUGLAS-FIR KEY

Thresholds of basal area (ba) per PAG

White fir/dry and Douglas-fir/wet: > 250 sq ft/ac.
Douglas-fir/dry: > 120 sq ft/ac.
Pine/Oak: > 80 sq ft/ac.

Severity (applied to treelist)

Mild drought: 10% of ba of Douglas-fir killed (>10" DBH)
Severe drought: 20% of ba of Douglas-fir killed (>10" DBH)

TRUE FIR KEY

Thresholds of basal area (ba) per PAG

Red fir or White fir/wet: > 250 sq ft/ac.
White fir/dry: > 120 sq ft/ac.
Douglas-fir (wet or dry): any
Pine/Oak: any

Severity (applied to treelist)

10% of ba of White and Red fir killed (all sizes)
20% of ba of White and Red fir killed (all sizes)

10% of ba of White fir killed (all sizes)
20% of ba of White fir killed (all sizes)

20% of ba of White fir killed (all sizes)
40% of ha of White fir killed (all sizes)

40% of ha of White fir killed (all sizes)
60% of ha of White fir killed (all sizes)
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PINES KEY

Thresholds of basal area (ba) per PAG

Jeffrey pine and Pine/Oak:
Douglas-fir/dry and White fir/dry:
Douglas-fir/wet, White fir/wet, and Red fir:

Severity (applied to treelist)

> 8Osqft/ac.
> 120 sq ft/ac.
> 180 sq ftlac.
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Mild drought: 10% of ba of all pines killed, largest first
Severe drought: 30% of ba of all pines killed, largest first



Appendix D: FOFEM Tables

Each of the six tables below represent the FOFEM mortality index used for the

particular species indicated. The columns are broken into two foot flamelength intervals.

The rows are DBH intervals. The table value is a percentage such that a value of0.65

means that 65% of the trees-per-acre are killed.

Table 2: Oregon white oak
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2 4

Flamelerigth Category
6 8 10 12 14 16

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 0.85 0.95 1 1 1 1 1 1

6 0.75 0.95 1 1 1 1 1 1

8 0.65 0.85 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 0.45 0.7 0.95 1 1 1 1 1

12 0.4 0.65 0.9 1 1 1 1 1

14 0.35 0.6 0.8 1 1 1 1 1

16 0.3 0.55 0.75 1 1 1 1 1

18 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.95 1 1 1 1

20 0.2 0.45 0.65 0.85 1 1 1 1I 22 0.2 0.4 0.65 0.85 0.95 1 1 1

24 0.2 0.35 0.55 0.85 0.95 1 1 1

26 0.2 0.3 0.55 0.75 0.95 1 1 1

28 0.15 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.95 1 1 1

30 0.1 0.25 0.45 0.75 0.9 1 1 1

32 0.1 0.25 0.45 0.75 0.9 1 1 1

34 0.1 0.25 0.45 0.65 0.85 1 1 1

36 0.1 0.2 0.35 0.65 0.8 1 1 1

38 0.1 0.2 035 0.55 0.75 1 1 1

40 0.1 0.2 0.35 0.55 0.75 0.9 1 1



Table 3: Douglas fir
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2 4

Flarnelerigth Category
6 8 10 12 14 16

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 0.6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

6 0.5 0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1

8 0.3 0.6 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 0.3 0.3 0.9 1 1 1 1 1

12 0.2 0.2 0.8 1 1 1 1 1

14 0.1 0.1 0.6 1 1 1 1 1

16 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.9 1 1 1 1

' 18 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
20 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
22 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
24 0 0 0.1 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
26 0 0 0.1 0.4 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9
28 0 0 0 0.3 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9
30 0 0 0 0.2 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9
32 0 0 0 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.9
34 0 0 0 0.1 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8

36 0 0 0 0.1 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8
38 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.8

40 0 0 0 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.8



Flamelength Category

Table 4: Other hardwoods
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 0.95 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

6 0.75 0.95 1 1 1 1 1 1

8 0.7 0.95 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 0.7 0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1

12 0.6 0.85 1 1 1 1 1 1

14 0.6 0.8 0.95 1 1 1 1 1

16 0.55 0.75 0.95 1 1 1 1 1

18 0.5 0.65 0.9 1 1 1 1 1

20 0.5 0.65 0.85 1 1 1 1 1

22 0.4 0.65 0.85 1 1 1 1 1

24 0.4 0.65 0.85 1 1 1 1 1

26 0.35 0.65 0.85 0.95 1 1 1 1

28 0.3 0.65 0.85 0.95 1 1 1 1

30 0.3 0.65 0.85 0.95 1 1 1 1

32 0.25 0.4 0.55 0.9 1 1 1 1

34 0.25 0.4 0.55 0.8 1 1 1 1

36 0.25 0.35 0.55 0.8 1 1 1 1

38 0.25 0.3 0.45 0.7 1 1 1 1

40 0.25 0.3 0.45 0.65 0.95 1 1 1



Flamelength Category

Table 5: Ponderosa pine
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 0.7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

6 0.6 0.6 1 1 1 1 1 1

8 0.4 0.4 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 0.3 0.3 0.7 1 1 1 1 1

12 0.2 0.2 0.3 1 1 1 1 1

14 0.2 0.2 0.2 1 1 1 1 1

16 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.8 1 1 1 1

18 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 1 1 1 1

20 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 1 1 1 1

22 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
24 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
26 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9
28 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.9
30 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.9 0.9 0.9
32 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.9 0.9 0.9
34 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.8 0.9 0.9
36 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.8 0.9 0.9
38 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.7 0.8 0.8
40 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0.8 0.8



Flamelength Category

Table 6: Sugar pine
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 0.7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

6 0.7 0.7 1 1 1 1 1 1

8 0.6 0.6 0.9 1 1 1 1 1

10 0.6 0.6 0.7 1 1 1 1 1

12 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 1

14 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.9 1 1 1 1

16 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.7 1 1 1 1

18 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 1 1 1 1

20 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.9 1 1 1

22 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.8 1 1 1

24 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.6 1 1 1

26 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.9 1 1

28 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.9 1 1

30 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.8 1 1

32 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.7 1 1

34 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.9 1

36 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.9 1

38 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.8 1

40 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.8 1



Table 7: White fir
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2 4

Flamelength Category
6 8 10 12 14 16

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 0.7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

6 0.6 0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1

8 0.5 0.6 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 0.4 0.4 0.9 1 1 1 1 1

12 0.4 0.4 0.7 1 1 1 1 1

14 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.9 1 1 1 1

16 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.8 1 1 1 1

18 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.7 1 1 1 1

20 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.9 1 1 1I 22 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.8 1 1 1

24 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.9 1 1

26 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.9 1 1

28 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.9
30 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.8 0.9 0.9
32 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.9
34 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.9 0.9

36 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.9
38 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 0.8 0.9

40 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.9



Appendix E: Hazard Analysis

There are two separate hazard analyses which are then combined to form a single

overall episodic disturbance hazard analysis for the watershed. Both occur at specific

times during stage three of the modeling process.

The insect hazard analysis is a simple look at the landscape to determine if

individual stands would be affected by insects if the current simulation period was a

drought type period. Regardless of what the weather pattern actually is for the current

simulation period the insect hazard analysis assumes there is drought type weather; it's a

"what if' scenario. It is a Yes-No analysis and no attempt is made to calculate actual

severity. The rules for determining whether or not a stand is hit by insects are found in

the section titled Apply Insect Disturbance. This analysis is done on a stand-by-stand

basis. Once completed the SafeD model stores a 0-1 variable indicating whether or not

each particular stand is susceptible to insect mortality.

The flame hazard analysis is a more complicated look at the landscape involving

the calculation of a flame height for each stand under the assumption that a theoretical

fire has occurred in the stand. An external program called FLAMMAP is used for this

analysis. FLAMMAP is a raster-based program that takes particular landscape attributes

and weather stream information to calculate a flame height for each pixel; in our case

each pixel is a stand. FLAMMAP is a recently developed program written by the same

developer of FARSITE (Finney, 1999). Our use of FLAMMAP is on an experimental

basis. The science team felt comfortable using FLAMMAP at this time because of

related work completed by Finney and the Fire Science Laboratory (see previous Apply

Fire Disturbance section). Future work on the SafeD model should incorporate better

documentation on FLAMMAP as it becomes available.

What is important to understand about our flame hazard analysis (in relation to my

thesis) is how the SafeD model prepares the input data for FLAMMAP. FLAMMAP

needs five landscape attribute grids and several parameterization and weather stream files

to work. The five landscape attribute grids are: fuel model, canopy closure, height to

live crown, crown bulk density, and stand height. This information is currently stored

within the SafeD model and it must be exported to an external ASCII file that the
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FLAMMAP program can read. The parameterization files are some "setup" files that

FLAMMAP looks for to calibrate itself. These files include information about where

files are to be stored and read; what type of output files are wanted from FLAMMAP;

and where the weather stream files are located.

In any given simulation period the flame hazard analysis is started by having the

SafeD model export the current five landscape attribute grids to the hard drive of the

computer and create the needed parameterization files for FLAMMAP. The SafeD

model then "calls up" FLAMMAP. Upon completion FLAMMAP will create a

landscape grid that represents the potential flame height for each cell. The SafeD model

reads that information in and temporarily stores it. Flame height is an important indicator

of the potential effects a fire will have on a stand. Flame height can be related through

the First Order Fire Effects Model (FOFEM) to obtain tree mortality (as discussed in the

Apply Fire Disturbance section). The flame hazard analysis is completed by dividing the

calculated flame height into four hazard categories: Low, 0-4 feet; Moderate, 4-8 feet;

High, 8-12 feet; Extreme,> 12 feet.

The last step of the overall hazard analysis is the combining of the insect and fire

hazard analyses. This actually occurs outside of the SafeD model. As I described above,

both the insect and fire hazard analyses output data to the hard drive during each

simulation period. At the end of the entire simulation I combine the two analyses from

each period into a single insect-fire hazard rating through a GIS. It should be noted that

we are currently using these analyses for mapping purposes only. This is why the

combining process is done after the entire simulation and outside of the SafeD model - it

saves computing time.



Appendix F: The SafeD Model Code
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MAIN .CPP

Start of the BIG program to r*m SafeD, which will:
Call up Premo(heidi's prescription generator) and get prescriptions
Pick and optimize prescription selection
Initiate episodic disturbances
React to disturbances
[eventually: Re-optimize stand prescriptions and prescription selection]

-- Coding started 20 Now, 1998 David Graetz

#include ostdio ho
#include estdlib.h,
#include cstrong.h>
#include 'itime,h>
#include cmath.h>
#include globals.h //to hold global DEFINES, etc.
#include main.h I/external functions called up within main))
#include datah //Hold the prototypes for various structures
/ **********************************************************************************************

ulong NATLN; II A global variable to hold the NextAvaiableTreeListNumber
mt WEAThER; II To pass along what the weather status is for a period
mt SimWeather[NPJ; II To held the weather status for entire simulation

//A global array to use for toggling whether to run certain portions at ditferent period )l=yes, O=no( Can oniy
have 4 periods with 1
mt EvaluatelhisPeriod[NP); I/see Evaluateferiods)) in misccpp

mt UniqueMinor EMAX_SUBWATERSHEDS]
mt USE;
Watersheds
I*************************************************************************************
/ main

/ SafeD PROGRAM

/ ******

/ *************************************************************************************
/ *************************************************************************************
mt main))

// A couple of variables to hold temporary names of files
char run_flammap[250J=, run_farsite[25O]=;
ulong FirstTreelistThisperiod;

// End of variable defining
//Seed the random number generator
srand)tizse (NULL));

II

//Ensure that all the needed directories are made
*ifdef MARE_DIRECTORIES
MakeDirectcries));
exit (0)

fendif
//

EvaluatePerioda(EvaluateThjsperiod) ; //Fill up the EvaluatemisPeriod array

//Set the grid environment scope for amls - This must be done after Evaluateperiodsi.)
EnvScope )EvaluatelhisPeriod)

WeatherStatus(Simweather); //Fill up the SimWeather array with weather
type

/ / 1=

Wet, 2=Ncderate, 3= Drought, 4 = Severe Drought
DeleteOldStuff((
\outputs\prescription\zsodeled\* directory before each run

StartTreeDamageFile ()
opened later in program in append mode

*ifdef FRAMEWORK_PROJECT
CopyExecutables ()
lendif

//

//*** ALWAYS NEED Ml

/'To hold the ID's for all the different sub-watersheds
:The number it Unique Sub-

//Clean up the

''Create a new file that can be

i fdef NEW_LANDSCAPE_FILES
Initia1Fi1es; 'Get the initial GIS
files ready for perf
exit(1(; I/for testing
Sendif I/Be sure to
set the correct global environment #define

)Iifdef FREQUTCY_ANALYSIS / / toggle which ones and always exit after
TizsingChoiceFrequencyO;
exit (1)

#endif
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CreateMainpata 0;
arrays

RERUN_SIN, otherwise

Pickfrescriptions ()ii

7*********************************************************************
//* 0* ALWAYS NEED

i/Fill up the global UniqueMinor(] array and get the global USW value
USM CountSubWatersheds)UniqueMiracr)

//WARNING - Use the below function ONLY when I need to COMPLETELY redo initial prescriptions see globals.h)
i f dci INITIAL_PREMO
//InitialPremo(); i/Run StandOptexe for all the
goals, for all the initial stands
CreatelortedPremoginaryFile 0;
exit(S); i/for testing
#endif
I************************************************************************************************************

''
/1*5* ALWAYS NEED
i/Get the initial fuel model and fuel loadings
InitialFuelController 0;
//Also initialize background ERA values for everyone
InitialEraValues0;ii
I**************************************************************************************************************
i/Determine or reload the prescriptions to use
#ifdef OPTIMIZE i/and I don't want to use default Goal*9,
HoldeD
PickPrescriptiens (GOAL_TO_USE); //see below for goal meanings

1 * Even-flow of timber by sub-watershed wi full range of activities allowed in LSFY5 and Riparian reserves
2 = Grow Only
3 = The Finney-Effect bricks" - for FRAFIEMORK only
4 = RcA - of the Framework alternatives

*elae
ReuseWestFrescription(GOAL_TO_USE)
Aendif
iiexit)O)y //for testing - if goal maps and stuff are needed be sure to run
OutputPreSimAnalysisData))
i **************************************************************************************************************

ii********************************************************************************** ***rrr * ************************

#1fdef ALL_GOALS_BIGTREES
//Do an analysis and see what the Big Trees values are if using one solid goat assignment across landscape (for all
10 goals)
//NOTE; neede to have the "InitOptbin" file create for the landscape goal, so PickProscription() needs to have
been run for goal
OutputPotentialBigTreesAllStandGosls 0
#endif
*******************************************************************************************************************

ii
//* *0 ALWAYS NEED

ii Fill up the Data.5)) arrays with Premo data
FilllnitialPreiuooata)g);

//exit(l)
ii

DoubleCheckvegcodes))

/ /**************************************************************
ii Redo the }ILC and ISO measurements
RedoHlcCbd0;
//*******-I.******************************************************

/ **************************************************************************************************************
i/BESO FOR ANALYSIS AND MAPS TO SHOW WHAT IS HAPPENING or HAPPENED SEFORE ENTERING SIMULATION PERIODS
ifndef RERUN_SOW
if) OutputPreSimAnalysisData)) == FALIE)

//Wake the initial Data * structure

//REMEMBER; The Data.Goal and DataHold arrays get filled here if Adefine

ii they will be picked and inputted into the Data. arrays in

//period 0 indicates an initial run,
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'-

#1fdef OWNERSHIP_ANALYSIS //must be after CreateMainData - needs info
from that
QwnershipsyNiner(IJSW, tJniqueMinor);
exit (1)

#endif



Bailout)52)
*endif
//exit(0); //for testing

//goto END;

I/Set the variable NATLN (Next Available Tree List Number) at this point and updated throughout program
NATLN = FIRST.AVAILABLE_TREELIST;

/!

II All the above needs to take place before period 1 occurs.

II

for )period*J. ;periode=NP;periodcc)

/ ***********************************************************************************************
// It is assumed, that when Safep enters Period 1, that there has been 5 yrs of growth
// and harvest in Promo. Promo works by taking a Time 0 treelist, harvesting )if at all) right
// away and then growing forward 5 years (and accounting for periodic mortality) . So SafeD will
// assume that the Premo values stored for period 1 are values that represent activity and growth.
/ ***********************************************************************************************

I/print some stuff to screen
StartPeriodlnfo (period)

I/Get the weather to pass on
WEATHER = SimWeather(period-l);

I/set weather to 3 while developing
I/WEATHER = 3;

//Delete the stuff(if any) in the Slodified directory before ANY disturbance
DeleteHodified(

//Adjust the fuel loadings for decay and new fuel leading contributions - and then calculate new fuel
model

AdjustFuelftuffForGrowth period)

II Start Episodic Disturbances

1/ At period 1, this means there has been Syrs ilperiod) of harvest and growth (i.e.
management) before 1st disturbance

//

FirstTreelistThisPeriod NATLN;

I/Send Out a file to show where the potential Bug problems are this period (assuming a drought year)
NapfotentialBugs (period);

/ ********************First disturbance to occur will be insects ***********************
#ifdef USE BUGS

if( ApplylnseotDisturbance)period, WEATHER, FirstTreelistThisPeriod) FALSE
Bailout ( 76)

#endif

NOTE; The insects did some damage and their effects to HLC, STANDHEIGHT, CBD, and CLOSURE
were recalculated - but we do not have anything to update their effects to the fuel loadings
thus the FuelModels are not changing. - This is OS according to Bernie l6FebOO

//Output landscape data for Fla*rsnap and Farsite for this period (FUEL, HEIGHT, BLC, CAN, and CLOSURE)
if) OutputCurrenttandsoapeData(period( == FALSE)

Bailout (50);

//Output some random fuel loads and fuel model for evaluation
OutputFueltoadsModel (period)

/ ************************Prepare and run FLANMA*****************************************************
if) Preparerlammap)period,WEATUER( == FALSE)

Bailout (0)

#ifdef 3JSE_FLRSBSAP / *******RUN FLA1fNAF and output the results to . . \outputs\\per*\ flammap.asc
if)EvaluateThisPeriod[period.-1] TRUE)

sprintf(rUn_flarsrsap, '%s%s%d\\per%d\\runflammap.bat",PREFTX,TNPUJS,GOAL_TC_USE,period);
ayatem(run_flammap;;
CleanlndSave (period, FLSAN{RP,ACTUAL);
InOutFiammapResults (period, ACTUAL);

Bendif

/ ========================Prepare and run FAP,SIT*****************************************************
if) FrepareFarsite(period,WEATHER) FALSE

Bailout(l(

#ifdef USE_FARSITE / *******RUN FARSITE - apply the effects and update data
sprintf(run_farsite, %s%s%d\\per%d\ \runfarsite.bat' PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_To_USE,period)
system(run_farsite);
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data
if) period ! NP

I/Don't do on last period)
NanagetlewPremowuns )FiratTreelistThisPeriod, period)

I/A double check to make sure vegcodes are OH before outputting
DoubleCheokVegoodes

I/Output the curront VEGCODES for 015 mapping
if)EvaluateThisPeriod(period-l] TRUE

Outputvegcodes (period)

EndPeriodlnfo (period)
I//end of for)period=l;period<=NP;periodcc)

1/

I-

II

//

I/ANALYSIS AND NAPS TO SHOW WNAT HAPPENED AFTER THE SIMULATION
if) CutputPostfimAnaiysisData(( == FALSE)

Bailout (52

return TRUE;
(I/end rain program

MAIN

II Variable and functions called or used in main))

I/variables to use within main))
jut period;

//define in StandOptStuff.cpp
extern void InitialPremo (void);
extern void FilllnitialPremoData(int per);
extern void CreateSortedPremosinaryFile )void);
extern mt ManagewewPremoRuns)ulong FTL, mt Per);

I/defined in Readflata.cpp
extern mt CreateMainData(vojd(;

//defjned jn PrepareFarsite.cpp
extern mt PrepareFarsite(int period, mt weather);
extern void InitialFiles(void);

I/defined in PreparePlammap.cpp
extern jut PreparePlaxmap(int period, mt weather)
extern void InOutFlmmaapReults)int p. mt Statue);

I/defined in ArclnfoController, cpp -- These are not called up anymore
extern void VeotorResults)int p)
extern vojd VegCodeMapping)lnt status);

//defjned jn FiraEffaets.cpp
extern mt ApplypireDisturbanoe)jnt perjod, ulong FTTP);
extern void DoubleCheekvegcodes (void);

I/defined in Misc.cpp
extern void MakeDirectories void);
extern void EnvScope(int Evalifif]);
extern mt CcuntSubWatersheds)int UM[));
extern vojd StartPeriodlnfo)int p);
extern void EndPeriodlnfo)int p);
extern void DeleteOldStu±±)void);
extern mt WeatherStatus)int Weather[NP]);
extern jut EvaluatePeriods)int Eval[NP]);
extern void Bailout(int ErrorNumber);
extern void CleanSndSave(int Per, mt Program, jnt Status);
extern void DeleteModjfjed(vojd)
oxtern void CopyExecutabies(vojd);
extern void StartTreeDamageFile)void);

//defined in goal_controller.cpp
extern void PickPrscriptions(int goal);
extern void ReuseBestPrescription)int goal);

//defjned in OutputData,opp

END OF PEMIOD RUNS
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CleanAndSave (period, FARSITE,ACTUAL);
ApplyFireDisturbance (period, FirstTreelistThisPeriod( //stuff in COuntpireHjt)) oorrmented

out - double check before running for real
#endif I/use_f arsite

I/After all the disturbances, figure out which stands were hit - nake new Pramo runs - and input the new



extern mt OutputCurrentLandscapeData)int Per);
extern mt OutputPre5imAnalysisData(vcid)
extern mt OutputPostSimAnalysisData)vcid)
extern void TimingChoiceFrequency (void)
extern void OwnershipByNinor)int USW, mt UniqueMincr[])
extern void OutputFuelLoadsNedel)int Pert;
extern void OutputPotentialBigTreesAllstandGcals (void)
extern void OutputVegcodes(int Per);

I/defined in Insects.cpp
extern mt ApplylnsectOisturbance)int Per, mt Weather, ulong FTTP);
extern void HapPotentialBugs(int Per);

I/defined in CornmonDisturbance.cpp
extern void StartPtrTpinfo)etruct PTR_TFP *ptr info, ulong FirstTreelist);

I/define in FuelEra.cpp
extern void InitialFuelController)vcid);
extern void AdjuetFuelStuffForGrowth)jnt Actualfer);

I/define in Erastuff.cpp
extern void InitialfraValues)void)

I/defined in StandData.cpp
extern void RedoHlcCbd)void);

GtOBAI,t 99

/ **********************************************************************************************************

II Common Macros and #detine for any project
/ **********************************************************************************************************

I/Make sure only one * PROTECT' ie need below - will tell which * Globals.h file to use
#def inc APPLEGATEPROSECT
I I define FRANEWORK_PROIECT

II

/I

I/Miseeilaneoue DO NOT CHANGE
typedef unsigned short uehort;
typedef unsigned long ulong;
#define FALSE
*deline TRUE
#define REAL
#define FAKE
#define PREDICTED
(e.g. InputFlammap))
deIine ACTUAL

#deflne REUSE
#define LAST
define FLAEWAP
FLAMMAI*

define FARSITE
FARSITE
#define SAFED
#define SNAPS
#define SWAP2
#define FILE_TYPE

/ ******ALWAYS USE THE BEST GOAL-HOLD
#ifndef OPTIMIZE
#de fine USE_BEST_GOAL_HOLD
in ReadData.cpp)
#endif

0

2

0

1

0

1

1

2

3

2

2

I/used as a toggle when inputting some data

toggle to indicate stuff for

I I toggle to indicate stuff for

II for general SAFED stuff
II toggle for a one-swap move
II toggle for a two-swap move

// 1 = Asciipiles, 2 BINARY flies
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FOUND IF NOT ACTUALLY OPTIMIZING ON THIS RUN

//Only to read in a previous goal and hold solution found (used

/ ******DIFFERENT ANALYSIS TO RUN BEFORE SIMULATIONS - called up in main.cpp and have an exit(l) statement after

/ /***OO TOGGLE switches to indicate whether cr not to use certain parts of code (comment or uncotonent as needed)
I /#define NEW_LANDSCAPE_FILES //when changes have been made to original GIS data - will call up Arclnfo
and create new
//#def Inc MANE_DIRECTORIES //for a new project using a new DRIVE PREFIX only
/ / define SAVE_FOR_RERUN /use to save certain large files if RERUN_SIH i5 going
to be used
*def Inc RERUN_SIM //use if this is simulation run is Identical to
previous run and want coIarison
//#define OPTIMIZE I/Otherwise, Goal defaults to 9 and Hold defaults tO
//#define SNITIAL_PREMO //Run PREMO br all the initial stands

// These toggles should almost always be on when running full, actual simulations
#def Inc CREATE_TREE_INDEX //Toggle for the CreateTreelndex function call in ReadData.cpp
de fine USE_BUGS
#de fine USE_FLASEIAP //Whether or not to actually run PLSSAP each period
de fine USE_FANS ITE ''Whether or not to actually run FARSITE each period
#de fIne END_PERIOD_PREMO I/Whether or not to actually run FREMO at end of period

/ ******Switches to use for PRE or POST-SIMULATION ANALYSIS - will control what data gets outputted - rosy not need
all these
#define ACRES_HARVEST
#define MAP_GOALS



/****e Another prefix for filenames
#(ifdef TARUSEARCH
#define O?TFREFIX "T"
(elif defined(DELUGE)
#define OPTFREFIX "D'
#else
#define OPTFREFIX 'A"
#endif

/**** for any heuristic
#def (no FIRST_SWAP1CHANCE .50

/750% chance of making a one-swap move during second 1/3 of DelugeLoops
#define 8ECOND_SWAP1CHANCE .25

/725% chance of making a one-swap move
$defino PRINT_LOOPS 2000

#If (GOAL_TO_USE == 1)
#dofine BASE_And (double) 1

7/Adjustment to the Baseline, determined in GetsaselineVTO))
#else
define BASE_ADO )double)l.5

#endif

/***** Some stuff for TARU aearch
#define FENALTY1 1000000
solution or is TARP
#define TABULOOF 200
#define TLONG 15
TabuLong before getting a penalty in Short
#define TSHORT 11

come back into solution in the short term
#define LT_PENALTY 6

enter TLONG times

//Tag on to TabuSearch files

//Tag on to Deluge files

//Tag on to Simulated Annealing files
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7 / *clefine FREQUENCY_ANALYSIS 7/to evaluate harvest timing choices from prescriptions
/*define OWNERSHIP_ANALYSIS 7/to see what the S ownership is by 6th field subwatershed

*de fine ALL_GOALS_BIGTREES //to see SigTrees for one landscape goai for each of
the atand goals applied only

/7 Goal variables
#define APPLE ERR
*define GROW_ONLY
*define SURREY_EFFECT I/The finney bricks
*define RX6 4

I/bAnns rules to mimic alternative 6 of the Framework stuff
*define GOAL_TO_USE GROW_ONLY) I/which of the landscape goals to run - see main.cpp
for values

/°°°°° Set a little error checker for conflicts with the above #defines - will print up on debug window in
compiler
*if defined(RERUN_SIM) 66 defined)OPTIMIZE)
#error ERROR: Can't have RERUN_SIR and SAVE_GOAL_HOLD defined at the same time
#endif

*if defined)RERUN SIN) && defined)SAVE_FGR_RERUN)
#error ERROR: Can't have RERUN_SIN and SAVE_FOR_RERUN defined at the same tine
Bendif

*if defined)RERUN_51M) && defined)PREDICTEDFLAOGIAP)
terror ERROR: Can't have RERUN_SIN and PREDICTED_FLANNAP defined at the same time
#endif

#if defined(APPLEGATE_PROJECT) && GOAL_TO_USE == F]INNEY_EFFECT
#error ERROR: The Applegate project does not have rules sot up to apply the Finney Effect
#endif

#if defined(APPLEGATE_PRO,IECT) && GOAL_TOJJSE == Rx6
#error ERROR: The Applegate project does not have rules set up to apply the RX6 landscape goal
#endif

//Staaod Goal globals
%def ins SG_FIRE
#define SO_INSECTS 1

%define SG_FISH
define SO_WILDLIFE_S 3

*defino SO_WILDLIFE_C 4

#define SG_PNV
#define SG_COMBO1
#define SG_COMBO2 0

#define SC_COMBO_ALL 8

#define SG_GROWONLY 9

/5**** Switched for which heuristic I want to use
#define DELUGE
//#define ANNEAL

7/penalty assigned when current 'mo"e" is already in

7/Number of iterations to run the tabu search
/Nurcber of times a move can enter

::Nmther of iterations a move can't

i/Penalty assigned to Short because move has

*******Stuff for The Great Deluge
#if (GOAL_TO_USE == 1)
#define LOOP_FACTOR 13

7/Multiplied by 9 of cells in solution-control how many deluge loops



/ ******Stuff for Simulating Annealing
*if)GOAL_TO.JJSE == 1)
*de fine INITIAL_TEMP
(ide fine LOOPS_AT_ONE_TEMP
*define COOLIN PATE
(idefine MIN_TEMP
(ide fine DELTA_FACTOR
(idefine PENALTY
#else I/default
(ide fine INITIAL_TEMP
(idef ins LOOPS_AT_ONE_TEMP
(ide fine COOLING_RATE
(ide fine MIN_TEMP

(ide fine DELTkFACTOR
(idefine PENALTY
*endif

paths that are used throughout the SateD program

\\mode1\\inputs\\goa1*
*\\**odel\\inputs\ (Constant

\\model\ \inputs\ \Comonlnitiai
treeindex. tot
InitialTreeindex. txt

\\model\\stsndopt\\Preruo\\Debug\\Prerto.exe
\\model\\farsite\\farsite\\Osbug\\farsite.000
\\model\\flan'map\ \flammap\ \Debug\ \flammap. exe
\model\ Oaf CD per *

\\model\ \Rerunflata\\gosl*
\\model\\amls*

\ \model\\outputs\\goal
\\model\\outputs\\vector_out
\\mode1\\,outputo\\raster_out

\\model\\outputs\\Errors
\\model\\outputs\\final_maps"

\\model\\outputs\\3eneraloata*

\\model\\outputs\\PreSimData\\goal
\\rnodel\\outputs\\PostSimData\\goal"

\\model\\outputs\\Deluge\ \goal*
\\Rodel\\outputs\\Stsndpata\\Initial*
\\model\\outputs\\StandDsta\ \Modeled*

\\model\\outputs\\prescriptions\\initial
'\\model\\outputs\\prescriptions\\roodeled
\\rnodel\\outputs\\prescriptions\\ToModify
\\model\\outputs\\prescriptions\\Modified

/ *****************************************************************************************
II Some DEBUG toggles that can be used to turn on/off prantf Statements
/ *****************************************************************************************
(ide fine DEBUG COUNTCELLID
(ide fine DSBUG_VEGCODES
(ide fine DEBUG_MAINDATA
(ide fine DSBUG_IGPOINTS
(ide fine DEBUG_FLANLAYERS
(ide fine DEBUG_FLAOg4APENVT
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*define RAIN (double) .001

I/The RAIN amount to use
*else
*def ins LOOP FRCTOR 10

#de fine RAIN (double) .01

#endi f

/ ****** Corrmon Math values & Expansion values
#de fine DG2RD 0017453292 // P1 / 180

Degree to Radians
Edefine RD200 57.29577951 II 180 / P0

Radians to Degrees
define M2FT 3.28084 II Meters to feet

#def ins FT2M .3048 II Feet to Meters
define P1 3.141592653599

#define BASAL_CON STENT (P1 I (i144) //Formula for BA Is (P1 * D-squared) / 4
* 144)

- this replaces all but 0-squared
(idefine TONS 2000 I/lbs per ton
(ide tine FUEL_LOAD_REP 10 I/value to * real fuel loadings to
fit ushort and not lose precision
(idefine BASAL EXP 10 //Expansion value for Basal area to
fit ushort
#define DENSITY_EXP 100 I/Expansion value for
CBDensity to fit ushort
(ide fine BIGTREES_EXP 10 I/Expansion value for BigTrees to
fit ushort
(idefine ERA_REP 100 / IExpansion value for Era
to fit ushort
(idefine RIG_TREE_SIZE 30 I/In INCES, size of big tress we
are evaluating

/ *****************************************************************************************
II The directory
/ *******
#define INPUTS
Edefine Constantlnput
#define Commonlnitial
Edefine TREE_INDEX
#define IT_INDEX

lde fine PremoProgName
*define FarsiteName
de fine FlaxnaapNasne

*define FarsiteOutputl
lde f Inc RerunDir

*define AmiDir

#define OUTPUTS
Edefine VectorOutDir
#define RasterOutDir
#define Errorpjr
#define MapDir
#define GeneralpataDir
8detine PreSimOutputDir
#define PostSimOutputDir
#define OutputDelugeDir
#define InitjalStandDatapir
#define ModeledStandDatapir
#define InitisiPrespir
Edefine ModeledPresDir
#dsfine P_ToModDir
Edefine P_Modflir

1000000000
200

.99

1000

10

50000000000
250

.980
500000

10



#define DEBUG_COUNTSUB
*define DEBUG DELUGE
(define DEBUG_OBIVALUES
#define DEBUG_DECREASESHORT
*define DEBUG_DELUGEGOAL1
#define DEBUG_MAINGOAL2
#define DEBUG_INITIAL_GOAL2
#def inn DEBUG_FILLVALUESTOOPTIMIZE
#define DEBUG_LeA

/************************************************************************************************************
ii This must be last because many of the macros in the below file require #clefines from above
I************************************************************************************************************
Bi fdet APPLEGATE_PROJECT
#include Applegate_Globals h
Edit detined)FRAREWORK_PROJECT)
#include Franework_Globals h
Eendif

AP?LEGSTE_GLCBALS. H

I**********************************************************************************************************
II Specific macros and Odefines for the APPLEGATE project
I**********************************************************************************************************
Edefine MAIN_USER 'applegate i/pass this to any AWLs so they can set proper
variables
Ecletine SHORT_MARE "apple i/mostly used in PrepareFarsite)) and
PrepareFlammap - for misc, tiles used by those programs
Edefine PREFIX "g //Used to set the beginning directory path
for sprintf() calls
Edef ice PREMO_TOGGLE 1

II Uncomment the environment to use
Edefine WHOLE_RUN
//*detine LITTLE_RUN
//*detine COMPARE_RUN
//*define TINY_RUN
II
//For output .aso files to use in Arolnfn
Edetine CELLSIZE 25
METERS
Edetine NODATA -9999

//cell-dependent math conversions
Edetine ACREEQ )CELLSIzE * CELL/3IZE * 00024'7)

//Misc variables to use with the original GIl layers
Edef inc IN_BUFFER 100
(Fed lands only) for DataBuffer).]
#define IIUOLDFIRE 100
Data. FireHistoryLI

/ /MUST BE IN

//The equivalent acres in one cell
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//Whether or not a cell is in the Fed stream buffers

//Rhether or not a cell is in an old fire polygon, for

*******Variable for the Subwatershed RP,A threshold - can vary for each period
#define INITIAL_TRYS 5 //How xany times to use the below ERA
threshold values before failing

Edetine NODATAFLAG 65000 //indicates input data theme had a NODATA value in this
cell, but there

/ /was a valid
Cellid. 65000 works as long as no theme data is suppose

/ / to have that
value.
Edetine NONFOREST 209 i/Easier way to track - this is the flag for
non-forest types

/ Also, because
my treelist values may be ow than 000ATAFLAG 65000)

/ /give it the
209 flag which already gets nothing done to it in PROMO
Edefine FIRST_AVAILABLE_TREELIST 210
Edetine FUEL_FLAG 559

//For loops, etc
Edefine NP S / 'Number of Periods
*detine YIP 5 //Years In Period
Edefine GOALS 10 //0 of stand goals (in PRF.NO) that we can
have
Edefine HOLDNO 2 //How many "NoldFor" periods we have to
evaluate from prescription generator
Edefine LARDSCAFE_GOALS 2 ,' /The number of landscape goals programmed in - used in
making directories for new projects
Edefine MAX SUBWATERSNEDS 221 //The max number of Unique 6th-field Subwatersheds (use Max value
a 1 to handle NODATA in GIS)
Edef inc WATER BODY 220 ,' /10 assigned to water bodies in the subwatershed GIl
coverage
Edef ice VEGCLASSES 13 / / The number of original Vegetation Classes from
initial classification
Edefine STAGES 15 7/The number of original Seral Stage Classes
from initial classification
Edefine FILES 12 7/The number of input landscape files - leave
at 12 (don't need PRULE used in Framework stuff)



#define PER1_ERA 12

#dcfinc PER2_ERA 12

#define PER3_ERA 12

#define PER4_ERA 12
#define PER5_EF.A 12

4defi.ne FER6_ERA 10

define PER7_ERA 9

#detine FEES_ERA 9

IlCodes to use when calling up FiliPremoData after a disturbance - have no meaning, only for checking
#define FIRE 9997
#define BUGS 9999

I/Codes to use when evaluating OWNERSHIP - those codes were used in Finalown.own_code of GIS data
*define OWN_PNI 33 //Private Non-Industrial
#define OWN_Fl 36 '/Private Industrial
*definc OWN_ELM 69 I/Bureau 00 Land Management
*define OWN_USFS 76 //TJS Forest Servico
#define OWN_STATE 89 //State Lands
*define OWN_MISC 124 / /Miscel].aneous owner

//Codes to use when evaluating LAND ALLOCATION - the codes were used in Finalown,lond_code of GIS date
#def Inc ALLOC_NF 0 //Non-Federal and Private lands
Edefine ALLOC_RESERVE 41 I/Federal Late Successional Reselves
#deflne ALLOC_WILU 51 I/Federal Wilderness
#define ALLOC_MATRIX 71 I/Federal Matrix lands

I/GIg Codes for Plant Association Groups
#define PAG_DFDRY 1

creating the Pag layer
#define PAG_DFWET 2

#define PAG_JEFFFINE 3

#define PAG_REDFIR 4

#deflne FAG_PINEOAX 5

#def Inc PAG_WFDRY 6

#define PAG_WFWET 7

#define FAG_WATER S

#define FAG_BARREN 9

//GIS Codcs for intial vegetation classification
*define GIS_BARREN 1

Sdefine GIS_WATER 2

4define 015_SHRUB 3

#define GIS_GRASS 4
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II is really 0.25 or something like that i.e. divided by EP.A_EXF

I/There must be at least the same number as Number of Periods

//These are the Values generated in 010 when

lIThe Is really for the Framework - but I need the PISTILS to be defined within the code. ignore for the Applegate
Sif GAL_TO_USE == FINNEY_EFFNCT
#define PRULE 2 //which Prescription RULS grid to use Ocr
the run l=JoPcn's, 2=FinneyEffect
Selse
#define PRULE 1

#endif
II

II CODES SPECIFIC FOR ACTUAL TREELIST DATA
II

#define TOTALSP 10 //The number of treelist species codes there
ate
#define NO_TALL_TREES 5 //The musher of tallest trees to use as a group to
average out and get the stand.height

/ICodes for species within Treelist
#define BLACKOFX 0

#define DOUGFIR I

#define ICEDAR 2

#define SPINE 3

#define MADROISE 4

#define PPINE 5

#define RFIR 6

$define SPINE 7

define TSNOAK 8

6define WFIR 9

//Status codes within Treelist
define SNAG
#define LIVE I

define DM0 2

//Prerno codes for VegClassification PC is Peg Class
#define PC_CM 1

#define VC_DH 2

#define PC_EN 3

*define VC_MF 4

$define VC_WC 5

define VC_OPEN 6

#define PC_PINE 7

Sdefine VC_RF 8

#define VC_WF 9

#define VC_MC3 10

/ ******Variables for EvaluateThisperiod.. - put them In chronological order
#define PER1 1 //aotual year is (Syr X .....i.e. 5 for
this one
#def inc PER2 4



*define PER3 6

*define PER4 8

#if( PEW4 s NP)
#error ERROR Can't have a higher evaluation period than the Number <C Periods (NP) in the simulation
#endi f

#ifdef WHOLE_RUN
#defirie ENVT 'whole"
*define ROWS 2497
*define COLUWHS 3071
#define XLL 445525
#define YLL 4639800
#define UNIQUE 3191999
MaCinc FXLL 445525.000000
#define F_YLL 4638800.000000
#define MOC
to make a linear mile Mile Of Cells = MOC

#endi f

#ifdef LITTLE_RUN
#define ENVT 1itt1e
#define ROWS 945
#define COL1.J000 976

#de±ine XL,L, 496385
#define YLL 4653248
#define UNIQUE 467878
#define F_XLL 496385.906250
#de±ine F_YI.,I., 4653248.000000
#define MOC
WHOlE_RUN- lowering because this teat area is too small
#endi S

6ifdef COMPARE_RUN
#define ENVT "compare"
*define ROWS 264
#define COLUI8S 363
#define UL 479753
#define YLL 4646797
#define UNIQUE 95832
#define F_XLL 479753.851912
#detine F_YLL, 4646797.395176
#define NOC
WHOLE_RUN- lowering because this test area is too small
#endif

#iSde± TINY_RUN
#define ENVT "tiny"
#define ROWS 12
#define COLUWHS 12
#define XLL 488517
#define YLL 4653108
#define UNIQUE 144
8define F_XLL 488517.851912
#define F_YLL 4653108.391176
#define MOC
WHOLE_RUN- lowering because this test area is too small
*endif

WI SC . C PP

/* This Hisc.cpp code will hold Misoell<neous functions used by variouS other
pieces of the SafeD program. They are here heoause at the time of
construction I did not think they fit anywhere more speoifio

*inolude <stdio.h>
#inolude sstdlib,h>
#include estring.h>
#include <direct .h'
#include etjme.h>
iinclude "globals.h"
#include "data.h"

//functions used in Misc.cpp
void MakeDirectories(void);
void Bailout)irit ErrorNursber);
void EnvScope)int Eval[NP]);
mt CountSubWatersheds)int UM[J);
void StartPeriodlrifo)int p);
void EndPeriodlrifo)int p);
void DeleteOldSluf S (void);
void DeletelnitialStu±f (void)
mt WeatherStatus mt Weather [NP]
mt EvaluatePeriods(int Eval[NPH;
void CleanAndSave)int Per, mt Program, mt Status);
mt FillSubEraValues mt SubEra [1
void DeleteModified(void);
void DeleteToModify (void);
void CopyExecutables (void);
void PrintToStat(int Line, ulong Value);

(5280 * FT2H / CELLSIZS( I/The number of oells it takes

30 I/see 6define MOC in *ifdef

I/see #define MOC in #ifdef

I/see 6define MOC in #ifdef
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void StartTreeDamageFile (void)

//Global to use for printing Out total # of subwstorshod
extern mt POW;

I/defined in Flamrnapstuff.cpp - used here again to make sure th*t file is delet*d
extern void DeleteFar(int p);

I*******************************************************************************************************
void PrintToftat(int Line, ulong Value)
I *******************************************************************************************************

This function will print various STATistic information to a file called . . . \presirodata\goal3\Stats tat
The file will be created on first call, otherwise appended to. See switch statement below for
what gets printed out.

FILE *OUT.

char Temp[300];
II End of variable defining

I/Always create the correct file name
sprintf)Temp, "%s%s%d\\stats.txt",PREFIX,Posttimcutputpir,GOAL_TO_USE)

//Open the file in the correct mode
if) Line == 1

OUT = fopen)Temmp, "w");
else

OUT = fopen)Terr, 'as");

switch) Line)

case 1:
fprintf OUT, "TOTAL CELLS: flu \t\t%.2lf acres\n',Value, (double) Value * ACREEQ);
break;

case 2:
fprintf (OUT, "FORESTED CELLS: flu \t\t%.21f acres\n',Value, (double) Value * ACREEQ);
break;

case 3:
fprintf (OUT, "CELLS IN SOLUTION: flu \t"t%.21t *cres\n',Value, (double) Value * ACREEQ(;
break;

case 4:
fprintf)OUT, TOTAL SUNWATERSHED:
fprintf)OUT, "SUEWATERSHEDS IN SOLUTION
break;

fprintf (OUT, "ACRES HIT BY FIRE:
break;

\t'5t'5t%d\n' P5W)
\t':t':t%lu':n',Value);

\t\t\t%.21f':n',(double)Value * ACREEQ);

fprintf (OUT, ACRES HIT BY INSECTS: \t\t'5t%.21t\n", double) Value * ACREEQ);
break;

default:
fprint±)OUT, "No ideal what I'm printing - sending bad Line value to PrintToStat ' sn");

close I OUT)

/ /end FrintToltat

I*******************************************************************************************************
void StartTreeDamageFile (void)
I*******************************************************************************************************

This function will create a new file for every simulation, which can get opened in Append* mode during
each simulation and will contain data relating to how many/much trees are affected by either fire or
insects during given periods.

FILE °OUT;
char Temp)300];

End of variable defining
//Always create the correct file name
sprintf(Temp, "%s%s\\goal%d\'5TreeDamage. Ext. PREFIX,GeneralDataDir,GOAL_TO_USE)

//Then just open and close the file to create it for later use - this will delete any old copies
OUT * fopen)Temp, "w");
fclose(OTJT)

3 / / end StartTreeta*mmageFile

I***************************************************************************************
void Bailuut)int ErrerNum*ber(
/***************************************************************************************

//Thjs function will create a text file with a error message before exiting
//the program because of some error condition

char ErrorNessage [2503;
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case 5:

case 6;



FILE *WriteOut.
char filenmse[l00]

sprintf(filename, "%s%s\\Error,txt" PREFIX Erroroir);

7/Open up the Error.txt file
Writeput fopen(filename, "w" / Inc error checking

3-n

printf("Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in CELLID.asc':n");
break;

sprintf(ErrcrMessage, Something wrong with the X and Y origins in CELLID.asc\n");
printf("Something wrong with the X and I origins in CELLID.asc\n")

break;
sprintf(ErrorMessage, %s, wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in

printf)Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in TRRRLIST,asc'sn");
break;

sprintf(ErrorMessage, "%s", "Something wrong with the X and Y origins in TREELIST,asc'sn");
printf)"Something wrong with the X and S origins in TREELIST.ase\n");

break;
sprintf(ErrorMessage, "%s" "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns

printf ("Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in OWNER, ascin');
break;

sprintf(ErrorMessage, "%s", "Something wrong with the X and S origins in OSOSER.asc':n')
printf("Something wrong with the X and Y origins in OWNER.asc\n");

break;
sprintf(ErrorMessage, 55", "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in
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printf ("Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in ASPECT,asc\n")
break;

Case 9: sprintf(ErrerMessage, "%s", "Something wrong with the X and Y origins in ASPECT.asc':n"
printf ("Something wrong with the X and I origins in ASPECT2E . asc\n")

break;
case 10: sprintf)ErrorMessage, "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in SLOFE,asc")

printf(LAomething wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in SLOFE,asc\n");
break;

case 11: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "is", "Something :orong with the X and S origins in SLOFE.asc':n");
printf("Something wrong with the X andY origins in SLOPE2S,aso\n");

break;
case 12: sprintf(Errorxessage, %s, "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in ELEV,asc")

printf)"Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in ELSV,asc\n");
break;

case 13; sprintf(ErrorMessage, is, "Something wrong with the X and S origins in ELEV,asc\n");
printf)"Something wrong with the X and I origins in ELEV,asc\n")

break;
case 14: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "%s", "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in MINORaso");

printf("Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in MINOR,asc\n");
break;

case 15: sprintf(ErrorMessage, %s, "Something wrong with the X and Y origins in MINOR.asc\n")
printf)"Something wrong with the x andy origins in NINOR,asc\n");

break;
case 16: sprintS ErrorMessage, is, "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in ALLOC.asc");

printf"Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in ALLOC.ase\n")
break;

case 17: sprintf)ErrorMessage, 95,, "Something wrong with the X and Y origins in AllOC,aso\n")
printf)"Something wrong with the X andY origins in ALLOC.aso\n");

break;
case 18; sprintf(ErrorMessage, "%s", "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in

STRBUF. asc");
printS "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in STRBUF - asc\n"

break;
case 19: sprintf(ErrorMessage, is, "Something wrong with the X and Y origins in STRBUF,aso\n)

printf "Something wrong with the X and S origins in STREUF . asc\n")
break;

case 20: sprintf(Errornessage, "is", "There appears to be no treelist available for an IndexNo - see
screerr)

break;
ease 21: sprintt(ErrorMessage, "is", "NOT READY FOR THAT TYPE OF DISTURBANCE in FillPrsmoData() \n")

printf("NOT READY FOR THAT TYPE OF DISTJP.BAS9CE in FillFremoDataU\n");
break;

case 22: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "is", "While updating Data,° arrays after disturbance )Fillpremopata), New
Treelist # and Old Treelist don't match and they should!");

printf("Wloile updating Data.5 arrays after disturbance, New Treelist and Old Treelist 9 don't
match - arid they should!');

break;
case 23: sprintt(ErrorMessage, "is", 'periods not matching while inputing V_.txt or SD5) file\n");

I/Get the appropriate ErrorMessage to write out
switch) ErrorNuinber)

case 0: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "Something wrong in preparing FLAPOSAP files");
printf(Something wrong in preparing FLASOSAP files\n")

break;
CaSe 1: sprintf(ErrorMessage, %s" Something wrong in preparing FARSITE files);

printf) "Something wrong in preparing FARSITE files\n"
break;

case 2: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns
CELLID.asc");

case 3:

case 4:
TREELIST.asc");

case 5:

case 6:
OWNER asc"

case 7:

case
ASPECT,asc");
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printf("Periods not matching while inputing V_*_*.txt or 5D*) file\n');
break;

case 24; sprintf(ErrorMessage, "is" "Could not create and fill the AllCFHarvast array in
Optirsize.cpp\n")

printf("Could not create and fill the AllCFHarvest array in Optirnizecpp\n");
break;

case 25: sprintf(Errorldessage, "%s" "Something wrong in generating an initial random solution for this
goal\n)

printf I Something wrong in generating an initial random solution for this gcal\n'

break;
case 26: sprintf(ErrorMessage, is, 'Could not find an answer using Tabulearch for Goal

*%d",GLEL_TO_USE(;
printf)"Could not find a nanswor using Tabufearch for Goal #%d",GOALTC_USE);

break;
case 27: sprintf(ErrorMessage, %s.., ;jfl:3 not input the solution for this goal - see screen);

break;
case 28: sprintflErrorWesssge, "is", WARNING Pot set up to handle more than %d HoldFor

values yet\n",HOLDNO);
printf WARNING Not set up to handle more than Sd HoldFor values yet\fl",NOLPNO)

break;
case 29: sprintf(Errorl4essage, "is" "Something wrong in decreasing TabuShort")

printf "Something wrong in decreasing Tabufhort
break;

case 30: sprintf(Errori4essage, '%s", "Something wrong trying to print the Periodic Values from :;TO");
printf "something wrong trying to print the Periodic Values from VTO")

break;
casS 31: sprintf(ErrorMessage, '%s", Mismatch of data while trying to Input a Solution);

printf ("Mismatch 01 data while trying to Input a Solution);
break;

ease 32: sprintf(Errorpessage, is 'While updating Data,Treetist )Updatetata)) in
FireEffects.cpp( ,. Old and 140w Treelist S's do not match - and they should

printf(U'Ihile updating Data.Treelist in FireEffects, Old and lOew Treelist f's do not
match.. ,asod they should!");

break;
case 33: sprintf(Error1lassage, "%s", "In FOFEM)) received a model species rodeo 9, which is invalid');

printf("In FOFEM)) .received a model species code, 9, which is invalid');
break;

case 34: sprintf{ErrorMessage, "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in VFGasc")
printf(Sumething wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in VEG,asc\n");

break;
ease 35: sprintf(ErrorWessage, "%s", "Something wrong with the X and I origins in VEG,asc\n");

printt(Something wrong with the X and I origins in VSG.asc\n")
break;

case 36: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "is", "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in STAGE,asc")
printf("Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in STAGE.aso\n");

break;
case 37: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "%s', 'Something wrong :oith the X and I origins in STAGE.asc\n")

printt("Something wrong with the X and I origins in STAGEasn\n")
break;

case 38: sprintt(ErrorMessage, %s, "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in
CLOSURE,ase");

printf("Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in CIOSUREasc\n");
break;

case 39: sprintf(ErrerMessage, ks, "Something wrong with the X and I origins in CLOSUREaso\n');
printf("Something wrong with the X and I origins in CIOStJRE.asc\n");

break;
case 45: sprintf)ErrorMessage, "ks', "Looping is net set up in InitialStandOpt() to handle more than 2

MoidRors");
printf ("Looping is not set up in InitialStandOpt)) to handle more than 2 HoldFors")
break;

case 41: sprintf(ErrcrMessage, "%s", "PAVING TROUBLES FINIDING A TREELIST-GOAL-HOID combo in the
ValueToOptimize array")

printf("MAVIMO TROUBLES FINIDING A TREEIIST-OOAL-HOLD combo in the ValueToOptimize array\n");
break;
case 42: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "%s", "Something wrong ;:'ith the number of Rows and Columns in FLAPthIAP.fml

or FLSdSE.ASC");

printf)"Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in FLSd1APfml or FLAME.ASC\n")
break;

case 43: sprintf)Errorl4essage, "%s, "Something wrong with the X and I origins in FLAMMAPtml or
FL.M85,ASC\n");

printf)"Eomething wrong with the x andy origins in FLAMMAP,fml or FLAMEASC\n");
break;

case 44: sprintf)ErrorMessage, '%s', "Could not find an answer using GreatDeluge or Annealing for Goal
GOAL_TO_USE);

printf)"Could not find an answer using GreatDeluge or Annealingfor Goat #%d",50AL_TO_USE);
break;

case 45: sprintf)Errorilessage, "Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in GOAL,ass');
printf)"Sorsething wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in GOAL,asc\n');

break;
case 46: sprintf(Errorpesssge, is,, "Something wrong with the X and I origins in GOAL,asc\n")

printf)"Somethinq wrong with the X andY origins in GOAL.ssc\n');
break;

case 47: sprintf)ErrerMessage, 'Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in MOID ass');
printf)"Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in NOLD,asc\n")

break;
ease 48: sprintf)ErrorPessage, "%s", "Something wrong with the X and I origins in MOLD.asc\n')

printf("Eomsthing wrong with the X andY origins in NCLD.asc\n');
break;



case 62: sprintS
valid(FillvalueTogptimize((

printS
break;

case 63: sprintf
NOEFOREST vegcode\n'(;

printf
vegcode\n"(; break;

case 64; sprintf
FREED values\n"(

printf
break;
case 65: sprintf

PREMO values\n"(;
printf
break:

case 66: sprintf
printf

case 67: sprintS
printf

case 68: sprintf
see #def One FILES\n'(;

printf
FILES\n); break;

case 69: sprintf
fi1e\n

("Could not create and fill the AllBigTrees array in Optimize.cpp\n');
break;

(ErrorMessage, %s !fl Landscape Goal value in globals.h is not

("The Landscape Goal value in globals,h is not valid! (FillValueToOptimize(H\n");

(ErrorMessage, '%s', "In OutputForestoistribution() a cell has NONFOREST treelist but not

('In Outputporestpistribution(! a cell has NONFOREST treelist but not NONFOREST

(ErrorNessage, '%s", 'In OutputForestDistribution() problems figuring a VegCode from

("In OutputForestDistribution() problems figuring a VegCode from PRESIO values\n")

(ErrorMessage, "Sc", 'on OutputForestDistribution(! problems figuring a StageCode from

("In OutputForestflistribution( problems figuring a StageCode from PREPIO values\n")

(ErrorMessage, "%s", 'Problem opening the current binary file\n');
("Problem opening the current binary file\n');

break;
(EtrorMessage, %s, Problems generating in the MakeLink(} function - undetermined\n'(;
("Problems generating in the MakeLink() Sunc tion-undetermined\n"(;

break;
(ErrorMessage, %s !I4o set up to handle more than X number of input landscape files -

("Not set up to handle core than X number of input landscape files - see *define

(ErrerMessage, 'Ss', 'ROWS and COLUMNS wrong in binary file - undetermined which

printS (ROWS and COLUPPJS wrong in binary file - undetermined which file\n");
break;

case 70: sprintS (ErrorMessage, "%s", "XLL and YLL wrong in binary film - undetermined which tile\n'(;
printS (XLL and YLL wrung in binary file - undetermined which file\n");

break;
case 71: sprintS (ErrorMessage, "%s", "BYTEORDER wrong in binary file - undetermined which file\n"

print S ("BITEORDER wrong in binary file - undetermined which file\n")
break;

case 72: sprintS (ErrorMessage, "%s", "There are more than 4 periods marked as TRUE in
EvaluateThisPeriod[J\n'(;

printS ("There are more than 4 periods marked as TRUE in EvaluateThisperiod[J\n');
break;

case 73: sprintS (Error]8essage, "65", "Problems in FillAvgInitialGoal6\n');
printS (Prob1ems in FillAvglnitialGoali

break;
case 74; sprintS ErrorMessage, "%s", "In GetSumBigTrees(} - encountered a duplicate Treelist value

should not!\n");
printS "In GetSumsigTrees) - encountered a duplicate Treelist value - should not!\n");

break;
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case 49: sprintf(ErrerMessage, '%s' Have a BASAL, CLOSURE, or CR0 input value ever 655 in a Sfl_5,, txt
fi1e\n(

printf(Have a BASAL CLOSURE, or CBD input value over 655 in a SD_*_*_,txt file\n'(
break;

case 50: sprintf(Errorxessage, '%s' "Something wrong while trying to create new Flarsmap and Farsite
input data\n"

printf('Semething wrong while making new Flsrmuap and Farsite input data br next period\n');
break;
case 51: sprintf(ErrcrMessage, %s In Goal° .cpp. EligibleCell and AllocOK do NOT match - something

wrong\n");
printf('In Goal*,cpp, EligibleCell and Al].00OK do NOT match - something wrong\n';;

break;
case 52: sprintf(ErrorMessage, '%s' Something wrong while trying to output Analysis data\n"

printf('Something wrong while trying to output Analysis data\n"h
break;

case 53: sprintf(ErrorMessage, '%s', 'Car;'t harvest where there is a treelist of NONFOREST!H\n")
printf(Can't harvest o;here there is a treelist of NONFOREST! !\n');

break;
case 54: sprintf(ErrorMessage, '65' 'Cata.Vegcede has a cede for water and the fuel model is NOT 98\n')

printf(Data.Vegcode has a code for water and the fuel model is NOT 98 -- ognitionPoints\n");
break;

case 55: sprintf(ErtorNessage, '%s' Something wrong with the number of Rows and Columns in
FIREHIST.asc"(;

printf("Sorrething wrong ;cith the number of Rows and Columns in FIREHIST,asc\n')
break;

case 56: sprintf(Errorxessage, '%s' Something wrong with the X and S origins in FIREHIST.asc\n")
printf('Scmething wrong with the X and S origins in FIREHIST.asc\n'

break;
case 57; sprintf(ErrcrMessage, '%s' 'Something wrong trying to Run and Fill data with predicted

printf('Something wrong trying to Run and Fill data with predicted FLAEMAP\n');
break;

case 58; sprintf(ErrcrMessage, '%s' Something wrong trying to output the PredictedFlaraxapFT values\n'(
printf('Something wrong trying to output the PredictedFlsmmapFT values\n')

break;
case 59: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "%s', Appears to be a mismatch between 'leg and Stage in 1st four

categories\n'(;
printf("Appears to be a mismatch between Veg and Stage in 1st four categories\n")

break;
case 60: sprintf(ErrcrMescage, '%s', 'In InputPremotata there is a treelist of 229 mod IS NOT water,

barren, etc.\n");
printf("In InputPremopata there is a treelist of 209 and IS NOT water, barren, etc.\n");

break;
case 61: sprintf(ErrorMessage, 'Could not create and fill the AllfigTrees array in

Optimize,cpp\n'(;
printf
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ease 75: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "%s", "Coulmb't find a \Ke'j\ during bsearch() in FillPremotata() or
FillValueToOptimize C) or IflpUtNewPremoStandoata

printf("Couldn't find a \"Key\" during bsearch{) in FillPremuData() or FillvalueTcoptirsizeC) ur
InputNewPremoStandData() \n" break;

case 76: sprinttCErrorMessage, "%s' 113g Went wrung in the ApplylnsectDisturbance routine\n')
printf("Something went wrong in the ApplvinsectDisturbance routine\n");
break;

case 77: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "is" ARNING ... Count and Record du nut match when determining Tutal,
insect, or fire uccurances\n')

printf)"WARNING. - .Cuunt and Recurd du nut catch when determining Total, insect, ur fire
occurances\n") ; break;

case 78: sprinttCErrorMessage, "is" "In FillValueToOptimize there is a mismatch of RecordNu and POT *
NP!

printfVln FillValueToOptimize there is a mismatch of RecordNo and POT * NP
break;

case 79: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "is', "In FillValueTcOptirnize there is a mismatch of ITL and count

printf "In FillvalueToOptimize there is a mismatch of TL and count \n' C;
break;

case 80: sprintS (ErrorMessage, "is", "Couldn't find a \Key\' during bsearch() GetfaselineVTO!j,
AdiustvaluesSwap*
InitialSolutionGoall GetfursBigTrees, FallSEra_PValues C) OutputBigTreesC) CalculateSumPeriudEra C)

printf("Couldn't find a \"Key\" during bsearch)) letsaselinevTO)) or Adiustgaluesswap*(),
InitialSolutionGoall)) ,GetfursBigTrees, Fill_SEraPValues) OutputBigTrees)) ,CalculmteSumPeriudEra)) \n

break;
case 81: sprintf)ErrorMessage, %s "There are mcre subwatersheds than the global variable

MAX_SUBWATERSHEDS\n'
printS "There are mute subwatersheds than the global variable NAX_SUBWATERSHEDS\n

break;

case 82: sprintf)ErrorMessage, '%s" Problems determining the eligible cells in
DeterminesligibleCells C)

printf(Problerns determining the eligible cells in DeterrsineEligibleCells\n");
break;
case 83: sprintf)ErrorMessage, "is", 'Problems filling the solution during FillSolutionl.)-rsaybe a goal

not defined! \n"

printf)'Problems filling the solution during FillSolution-maybe a goal nut defined!\n')
break;
case 84: sprintf)ErrorMessage, $ 5;:gg there are f sub-watersheds after

CountSolutionwatersheds)) \n')
printf)"Showing there are 0 sub-watersheds after CountSolutionwatersheds))\n); break;

case 85: sprintf)ErrorMessage, %s Mismatch with the #of total or cells or #of Solo-watersheds in
Fill_SEra)) or Fill PerValues))\n")

printf("Mismatch with the *of total or cells or *of Sub-watersheds in Fill_SEra)) or
Fill_PerVaJ.ues ) \n" ; break;

case 86: sprintf(ErrorMessage, $%=$ "In CalculateSurnPeriod8ra)) there was a problern\no);
printt("In CalculateSumPeriodEra)) there was a problem\n") ; break;

case 87: sprintf(ErrorMessage, "is", "X random initial solutions failed - try changing the Subkra[1
values\n")

printf("%d random initial solutcona failed - try changing the SubEra[] values\n'INITIAL_TRYI);
break;
case 88: sprintS ErrorMessage "is", "Couldn t find a \ 'Key\" during bsearch C) in CcrnpareEral4inor ( \n")

printtVCouldn't find a \"Key\" during bsearch() in CempareEraMinor)) \n"); break;
case 89: eprintf)Errormessage, "is" "Wo eligible cells found for this goal - something :orong\n")

printS C" \a\a\a\a\a\a\allo eligible cells- something wrong! ! ! \n') ; break;
case 90: sprintS (ErrorMessage, "is" The number of unique combinations of variables for

Apply[Insect) [Firel [Totaijoisturbance do not rnatch!\n")
printf)"\a\aThe number of unique combinations of variables for

ApplyLlnsect) [FireJ [Total)Disturbance do not match! \n"
;

break;
case 91: sprintf)ErrorMessage, "is", "Cellids and or Treelist values not matching in UpdateDataTreelist()

or UpdateDatakithNewStanduata)) \n"
printt)"\a\aCellids and or Treelist values not matching in UpdateoataTreelist)) or

UpdateDataWithNew5tandData\n") ; break;
case 92: sprintt)Errorgessage, "is", "Showing Dougtir as TRUE with Pag series that should be

FALSE)AppJ.ylnsectSeverityC\n")
printf)"\a\aShowing DougFir as TRUE with Pag series that should be

FALSE (ApplylnsectSeverity) \n") ; break;
case 93: sprintf)ErrorMessage, %s, "Received an invalid Fag value in one of the Insect Mortality

functions\n")
printfC"\a\aReceived an invalid Pag value in one of the Insect Mortality functions\n"!;

break;
case 94: sprintf)ErrorMessage, "is", "P±llSubfrayalues failed - probably have more than periods defined

than it knows how to fill\n")
printf("\a\aFillSubfravalues failed - prcbably have core than periods defined than it knows how

to fill\n" break;
case 95: sprintfCsrrorMessage, 'is", "Couldn't find a \"Key\" during bsearch)) in

UpdateDataWithNewStandData\n');
printf)'Couldn't find a \'Key\' during bsearch)) in UpdateDatawitbifewStandoataM\n');

break;
case 96: sprintS (Errorgessage, 'Records and RecordsNeeded not matching while creating new Premo

Stand Data mv structures\n")
printf)"Records and Recordsgeeded not matching while creating new Premo Stand Data mv

structures\n") ; break;
case 97: sprintf)Errorgessage, 'Mismatch of numbers when counting and filling data for Alllnfo)] or

UniqueLiet [J \n");

printf("Mismatch of numbers when counting and filling data for Allmnfo[1 or UniqueList[1\n");
break;
case 98; eprintf)ErrorMossage, is', 'Couldn't find an initial treelist in the Treelndex.txt file during

Initial FuelEra stuff\n")
printf("Couldn't find an initial treelist in the Treelndelc.tIct file during Initial FuelEra

stuff\n") break;
case 99: sprintf)ErrorMeasage, 'is", "Record count not matching when trying to fill up TP,EELIST RECORDS

stuff\n")

printf)"Record count not matching when trying to fill up TREELIST_RECORDS stuff\n')
break;
case 100; sprintf)Errorgessage, "is", "Got an unrecognizable VegClass during InitalizeFuelLoadings))\n");



printf Got an unrecognizable Veqllass during InitalizeFuelLoadings \n break;
case 101: sprintf(ErrorMessage, 'Os' 'Couldn't find a \"Key\' during bsearch() in

LoadlnitialpuelModels ( ) \n");
printf("Couldn't find a \Key\" during boearch() in LoadlnitialFuelModels()\n");

break;
case 102: sprintf(ErrorMezsage, 55, Found a mismatch of NONFOREST fuel models during a Period run of

FuelDecaySzzdContribution()\n")
printf("Found a mismatch of NONFOREST fuel models during a Period run of

FuelDecayPz*dContribution( ) \n"); break;
case 103: sprintf(ErrorMessage, '55", "In CalculateSumperiodira() s Cellid is showing up whooe parent

Subwateshed was not in S_Era[j\n");
printf("In CalculateSumPeriodEra)) a Cellid is showing up :chose parent Subwateshed was not in

S_Era[] \n"); break;
case 104: sprintf(Errorxessage, 'Os' The CS.11axGoal and CS.Goal values do not match for a SG_FIRE cell

- and they should\n"(
printf("The CS.MaxGoal and CS.Goal values do not match for a SO FIRE cell - and they

ahculd\n"); break;
case 105: sprintf(ErrorMessage, !!%5!! !fl current stand goal assignment got reselected during a

neigborhood search - should not! \n");
printf("The Current stand goal assigrwrtent got reselected during a neigborhood search - should

not\n"); break;
case 106: sprjntf(ErrorMessage, "The Current MoveObj value is not matching what was calculated

earlier in Testobj[), they should!\n');
printfYThe currOnt Moveobj value is not matching what was calculated earlier in TestObj[],

they should!\n"); break;

default: sprintf(ErrorMeaaage, 'Os' "Not sure what the heck the problem is!'!;
break;

//write out the ErrorMessage
fprintf(WriteOut, "Os" ,ErrorMessage)

//close the file
fclose(Writeout)

I/Now exit the program
exit (0);

(//end of Bailout

/ ***************************************************************************************
void Fnvfcope(int Eval[NP])

***************************************************************************************

/*Thjs function is to make a text file called . . .\model\outputs\final_maps\envt.txt that will
ccntain five lines - see below.

#ifdef ELTA

********************************APPLEGAT********************************************************************
6 i fde f APPLEGATE PROJECT
S if !defined(WHCLE_RUN) && !defined(CONPARE_RUN) ft defined(TINY_RUN) && !defined(LITTLE_RUN)

printf( 'Environment scope not properly defined in Applegate_Globals .h ... bailing\n"
exit (0)

Sendi t
#ifdef WHOLE_RUN

sprintf (output, "%s',ENVT);
printf("\n\t\t\ **********USING THE ENTIRE APPLEGATE EIJVIRONHEN*******

#endif

#ifdef LITTLE_RUN
sprintf (output, "%s",ENVT);
printf(\n\t\t\t***0*0000 USING THE LITTLE APPLEGATE ENVIRONNF,N***********

#endif

#ifdef COMPARE RIJN
sprintf(output, "%a",ENVT(;
printf("\n\t\t\ t***0000** USING THE COMPARE ENVIRONMENT **********

#endif

#itdef TINY_RUN
sprintf(output, "%s',ENVT);
printt("\n\t\t\ **********USING THE TINY RNVIRC)NHENT **********\n\n\n'!;

Sendif
Sendif //#ifdef APPLEGATE

/ /OOOOOOOO**OOcc*c***OOO555*5 FRAMEWORK *******************************************************************
S ifdef FP.PdSEWORK_PRO.JECT
Sif defined(ELTA(

printf("ivironznent scope not properly defined in Framewurk_Globals.h... bsiling\n");
exit (0)

*endif
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FILE °Openwrite;
mt r, Count, a;
char Temp(150];
mt SubEra(NP(;
char output[l0};
II end of :'arible defining



sprintf(output, %s',ENVT);printf(\n\t\t\* USING THE ELDORADO-TAHOE HF. LNVIRONMNMT °\n\n\n");
endit

#endif //))ifdef FRB4EWORK_PRO3ECT

I-
/I

II
I/Create and open the file
sprintf (Temp. "%s%s\\Envt.txt",PREFIX,Maptjr)
OpenWrite = fopen(Temp, "w);

/ **************LINE ******************
fprintf(OpenWrite'%s\n,output);
the arnie to use

Create and write Out info to the file

I/open in write mode

,','put in the 'environment code for

/ **************LINE ******************
I/NEW: 5 Nov: Add in a second line that is used as a toggle for the AML in determining if it should
I/create new ASCII files or new BINARY files for the initial landscape data
if (FILE_TYPE ** 1)

fprintf(OpenWrite, 'l\n'); //create ASCII files
else

tprintt(OpenWrite, '2\n") //oreate BINARY files

/ **************LINE ******************
I/Third line will now have the GOAL_TO_USE in this file instead of the old way of putting in a separte goal.txt
file
fprintf )OpenWrits, '%d\n" GOAL_TO_USE):

/ **************LINE 400000000******c**
I/Now add in a line that has four values - each representing a period that we want to evaluate/map etc.. These
I/values are from the Eval[] array passed in to this function
count=O;
for (r=O; roNP;

if(Eval[rJ == TRUE)

Couclt+*;

if(comt , 4)
Bailout(72)

else
fprintf)Openwrite, "%d 're].);

fprintf(Openwrite, \n"( I/Hew line because
Arclnfo needs it

/ **************LINE ******************
II The fifth line will have all the period ERA thresholds on the same line separated by at least a apace
I/Set and error checker because this isn't set up for more than 8 periods right now
if)NP > B

printf)'Wiil also need to change stuff in the EnvSoope)) function to handle more than S periods\n);

//first initialize the SubEra array
for(a=O; a<NP;a**)

SubEra[a] = 0;

//using the globais.h define PER1,2,3,4_ERA put the threshold in the Subfra[1 array
SubEraLOJ = PERt_ERA;
SubErail] = FER2_ERA;
SubEraL2] PER3_ERA;

SubErat3] = PER4_ERA;
SubEraL4] = PEAS_EPA;

SubEra[5] = PEWS_ERA;

SubEraLi] = PER7_ERA;
SubEraL7] = PEWS_EPA;

for (r=0; reNP; c-s-.)

fprintf (OpenWrite, ' %d SubEra[r]);
fprintf (OpenWrite, \n" //New line because
Arclnto needs it

I/Close the file
tclose(OpenWrite);

(//end vScope

/ ******************************************************************************************
mt WeatherStatus ) mt Weather [NP])
/ ***************************************************************************************

//Fiiia up the Weather[] array with codes to use for Weather Type;
II 1 Wet, 2 * Moderate, 3 = Mild Drought, 4 = Severe Drought
II Will always ouput these codes to . . \pert\weather.txt tile so I can reenter the same
II weather pattern if I am Re-Running a simulation

I/NOTE: added do loop to make sure there was at least one drought period during a simulation

mt a;
char WeatherFile[l50];
sprintf(WeatherFile, '%s%s%d\\pert\\weather,txt" PREFIX, INPUTS,GDAL_TO_USS);
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II End of variable defining

I/First, initialize the array - regardless if RERTJN_SIM
for asS; aCEP; c++)

Weather[a] = 0;

*ifndef RERUN_ElM

mt md, Current, Continue, PreviousNeather, HadSevere- FALSE, AtLeastOneDrought;
FILE WriteOut

I/Now fill up the array. If there are Two drought periods in a row then it is a SEVERE drought on the
//second occurance, and that can happen only ONCE during the entire simulation
do

//Reset this fur each do loop try
Previousweather FALSE;
AtLeastOneprought = FALSE;

tor(a=0;aeNP;a*-.-)

4 periods

chance of a wet period

do

md = rand)) % 100 r 1)

/ /printf 'RED in NeatherStatus is %d\n" md)

if md 0= 25)
that it IS a drought period

Current = 3;
else if (md c 25 1%, rod < 90)

Current = 2;
chance of a moderate period

else

row == SEVERE drought, but can only occur once;

SEVERE - ok, accept

code to indicate a severe drought

*endif

//otheTwise, pick another weather for this period
Continue = FALSE;

I/previous period was not a drought, so this is ok, accept

Neatherla] '- Current;
Continue = TRUE;
PreviousNeather = Current;

else
I/Is a Moderate or Wet year, accept and get next period

Weather Cal = Current;
Previousweather = Current;
Continue = TRIJE;

)while(Continue == FALSE);

C//end fsr(a=0;aoNP;a**)
)while(AtLeastOneDroughr == FALSE);

//Now write the current schedule out to a text tile to use if the next simulgtion run is a RERUN_SIN
WriteOut = fopen(WeatherFile, "w") ; //no error checking

for(a=0; a<NP;a+-.-)

fprintf (WriteOut, %d\n' Weather al

fclose (WriteOut);

Current = 1; //tS%

I/If this is a drought, then see f previous period was also a drought
if) Current 3)

//Set the toggle to exit the big do loop - drought must be in 1st

it) a 0 4

AtLeastlneDrought = TRUE;

it) PreviousNeather == 3)

if(HadSevsre-= FALSE)

Wecther[cJ = 4;
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//YeS, 2 droughts in a

//thiS is first

/ 'Nec

Continue TRUE;

FreviousNeather = Current;
HadSevere = TRUE;

II a 29% chance

//65%



*ifdef RERUN_SIM
FILE ReadIn;

I/open the weather file, read in the weather and store them in Weather[]
Readln fopen)Weatherfile, r

;
I/no error checking

for )a=0 ; aSEP; a++)

fscanfCReadln, "Ed, &Weather[a]);

fclose)Readln);
#endi fi

return TRUE;

I/end WeatherStatus

/ ***************************************************************************************
mt Evaluateperieds(int Eval[NP])
/ ***************************************************************************************

I/This function will look at the four define PER1,2,3,4 variables and set an appropriate
//flag of value '1' in the Eval[J array - which is used Lhrughut prograw to deterwine
//whether or not to do things. Mostly used for the periods will be mapped.

mt a;

I/first initialize the incoming array
for a=0; a5NP ass)

EvalEa] = 0;

//using #define PER1,2,3,4 put a flag in the Eval[] array
EVa1LPER1-li 1;

Eval[PE52-fl = 1;
Eval[PER3-lJ = 1;
Eval[PER4-l] = 1;

for aO; a5NP; ass)

mt a;

//

if)Eval[a] == 1)
printf(Persod Ed year Ed) will be evaluated\n',a-sl, a...l)*E

*7

return TRUE;
/ /end EvaluatePeriods

/ ***************************************************************************************
mt FillSubEraThresholds{int SubEra[J
/ ***************************************************************************************

This function will fill the incoming SobErs array with the thresholds defined in globals.h
When checking the subwatershed ERA threshold constraint during the landscape optimization,
this will allow a higher threshold in earlier periods and the ability to change that
threshold as time goes on.

End of variable defining

7/Set and error checker because this isn't set up for more than S periods right now
if(NP e S

return FALSE;

7/first initialize the incoming array
for (a= 0; acM?; a**)

SubEra[a] = 0;

7/using the globals.h *define PER1,2,3,4_EP,P. put the threshold in the SubEra[] array
OubEra[0] = PEEl_ERA;
SubErati] = FEEl_ERA;
OubEra[2] = PEIS3 ERA;
SubEra(31 = PER4_ERA;
SubEra[4] FEES_ERA;
SubEratS] = PER6_ERA;
SubEra(6] PER7_SRA;
SubEra(7] PER8_ERA;

return TRUE;
)//end FiJ.iSubEravalues

/ ***************************************************************************************
mt CountSubwatersheds(int tiME])
/ ***************************************************************************************

7/need correct array notation
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Whenever called up, it does 2 things,
Fills the global UN)) array with Subhatershed 's

Returns the number of unique subwatershecls

This function works without using the structures that are seen later in the program because
it is done so early - just after reading the data into the Data.* arrays. However,
the above global array and the return value )set to tTSW in main)) are useable by all
other functions,

mt b,c,next,there;
ushort ptrminor;
mt *ptrUxn; //ptr_um is pointer to UN[]

/1 End of variable defining

printfV*** Going to count up the total * of sub-watersheds there are, this number will include hIS slivers and
water bodies ***\).

//Initialize the Uniquekinor[[ array.
for) c=O ; c<MAXSUBWATERSHEDS; c)

t54[c] 0;

7/pick out the unique numbers in DataMinor
next 0;

for)c0;c'sUMIQUE;o**)

there = 10
ptrjsinor=&Data.Minor [ci

if(ptr_rsinor == 0)
break; //assumes Data.Minor was initialized with C's and there

are
,','no actual Minor sub-watershed values of 0

f or )b=0 ; b'sMAX_EUBWATEREHEDS ; boo

ptr_um = fuwIb]
if) (*ptr minor) == (*ptrum)

there 1;

break; //means the value is already in the Unigueilinor[) array

if)there == 0)

tJN(next[ = 5ptr_minor;
next**;

if [next > MAX_EUBWATEREHEDE)
Bailout)Bt)

printf['H! There were %d UNIQUE sub-watersheds found... HOWEVER, they may not all be in the solution\n',next);

return next;

7/end of CountSubwatersheds

void StartPeriodlnfo(int p1
I***************************************************************************************

7/A little screen notice that the period has starte and everything has checked out OK

puts)' \n\n\t\***************************************************************
puts)' \t\t
printf)\t\t PERIOD Ed is starting - Euckle UP /t "\n",p;;
puts)\t\t
puts)' \t\*****************************************************************

I***************************************************************************************
void Endperiudlnfo)int p)
I***************************************************************************************

I/A little screen notice that the period has ended and everything has checked out
7/OR and program is continuing on to next period

puts) '\n\n\t\***************************************************************;
puts) \t\t***
printf( PERIOD %d has ended - continuing \t ***\p[;
puts I to next period if applicable.
puts(\t\t***
puts('\t\***************************************************************
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void Deleteoldftuff (void)

/*This will simply delete everything out of the \outputo\prescriptiono\modeled\* directory
so only new prescription data for this run of Safe) will be in there. /

char DeleteoldPrescriptinns)250];
char DeleteOldStandpata[2501
char JunkFile[3001;

I/Make the Junkl'ile which screen outputs can be redirected to
sprintf)JunkFile, "%s%s\\Tunk.txt"PREFIXErrotDjr)

I/Make the strings for the system call
sprintf(DeleteoldPrescriptions, "dcl %s%s\,\*.txt c %s"FREFIXmtodeledpresDir,JunkFile);
sprintf(DeletedldStandpata "dcl %5%5\\* txt > %s" PREFIXModeledftandDataflirJunkFile)

puts)"
printf (Getting ready to delete all the files currently in- ---\ \outputs\\prescriptions\\modeled\ \* \n")
printf("and those in... \\outputs\\StandData\\modeicd\\"\n)
puts)

system(DeleteoldPrescriptinns)
system(TDeleteOldStandpata)
(I/end of Deleteold.Stuff

I***************************************************************************
void Deletelnitialttuff)voi.d)
I***************************************************************************************

/*This will simply delete everything out of the \outputs\prescriptions\initial\* directory
so only new prescription data (for this run of Safe) will be in there. I

char Deleteoldfrescriptions[250];
char DeleteOldStandflata)250);
char JunkFile(300)

I/Make the Jurakfjle which screen outputs can be redireoted to
sprintf)JunkFjle. "%s%s\\Junk. txt" ,PREFIX,Srrorpir)

I/Make the strings for the system call
sprintf(DeleteOldpreseriptions del Zs%s\\*.txt o %s",PREFIX,Initialpresoir,JunkFile);
sprintf(DeleteoldftancWata, del %s%s\\*.txt c %s",PRSFIXInitialStandDatapir,JunkFile);

puts)
printf("Getting ready to delete all the files currently in: - .\\outputs\\prescriptions\\Initial\,\,*\n);
printf)"and those in...\\outputs\\StandData\\Initial\\*\n);
puts)

systems)Deleteoldprescriptjons);
system )DeleteoldStandpata)
(//end of DeletelnitialStuff

/ ***************************************************************************************
void CleanAndfave(int Per, mt Programs, mt Status)
/ ***************************************************************************************

/* This function will be called up after running FLANSIAP and FARSITE to clean up files and
save those that are necessary.

l2Nov: Not actually doing any saving yet

I/Files that will potentially be used
char DelBlcFile(256];
char DelCbdFile[256];
char DelHeightFile[256];
char DelFuelFile[256(
char flelClosureFile[256];

I/Create the appropriate filenames
sprintt)DelBlcFile, "del %s%s%d\\per%d\\blc.asc" ,P?.SFIXINPUTS,GOAL.TO_USE.Per)
sprintS )DelCbdPile. "del %s%s%d\\per%d\\cbdasc ,PRSFIX,INPUTSGCALTO_jJSEPer)
sprintS )DelHeightFile, "del %s%s%d\\per%d\\height.asc",PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE,Per)
sprintS )DelFuelFile, "del %s%s%d\\per%d\\fuel.asc ,PRSFIX, INPUPSGOALTO._USSPer)
sprintf)DelClosureFjle, "del %s%s%d\\per%d\\olosure.asc" PREFIX, ImSPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE, Per)

//During simulation period - delete the landscape ASCII files aftsr Flammap uses Farsite will use the
"layers.fsr" binary file)
if)Program FLANMAP && Status == ACTUAL)

system)DelBleFile);
system)DelCbdFi.le)

system(DelHeightFile)
systems(DelFuelFile)
system(DelClosureFile)
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I/Call up the Deletefar() function after PARSITE is finished for an ACTUAL run - the Layers far file is a binary
//file created by 'inney's program and has all the landscape data - it is huge and we don't need except during
I/the period.
if (Program FARSITE && Status ACTUAL)

DeleteFar(Per)

if)EvaluateThisferiod[Per-l] == FALSE)

(I/end CleenAndSave

/ ***************************************************************************************
void DeleteModified(void(
/ ***************************************************************************************

/°This will simply delete everything out of the \outputs\prescriptiuns\Modified\ directory
so only new treelist data during a period will be in there.

char DeleteMod[256J

sprintf(DeleteNod, "del %s%s\\*,txt,PREFIXP_ModDir);

puts) "\n

printf)"Oetting ready to delete all the files currently in ... \\model\\outputs\\prescriptions\\Modified\\.txt\n");
puts)

system (DeleteMod)

(I/end of DeleteModified

/ ***************************************************************************************
void DeleteToModify (void)
/ ***************************************************************************************

/*ThjS will simply delete everything out of the \outputs\prescriptions\ToModify\* directory
so only new treelist data during a period will be in there.

char Delete[256];

sprintf(Delete, "dcl %s%s\\*.txt,PF.EFIX,p_ToModDir);

puts)" In

prir*tt)"Getting ready to delete all the files currently in \\model\\outputs::prescriptions\\ToNodify\\*.txt\n)
puts)"

system(Delete(;

(//end of DeleteToModify

/ ***************************************************************************************
void MakeDirectories (void)
/ ***************************************************************************************

This function is designed to check and make sure that all the directories that are going to
be used throughout the program exist already and if they don't exist then to create them
otherwise, if the program tries to write a file out to a non-existent directory it bails

char TestDir(250]
mt a,b;
II End of variable defining

//Always change to the appropriate DRIVE because I think some of these calls won't work across drive letters?
sprintf(TestDir, "%s",PREFIX); I/This directucy has to be roads by hand for
this code to work
..chdir(Testflir);

//First make the main MODEL directory
sprintf(TestDir, "%s\\Model",PREFIX)
if) _chdir(TestDir(

(Testflir
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system(DelElcFile); //moving these here to see if it
stops Farsite from stalling

system(DelCbdFile)
system(DelHeightFile)
system(DelFuelFile)
system(Delticsurefile)



/ *
II Fiske 11 the directories under MODEL
/ ********************************************************************************************************
sprintf(TestDir, %s\\Model\\amls PREFIX);
If) chdir(TestDjr)

_rnkdir)TestDir);

sprintf)Testflir, *%s\\Model\\tarsite PREFIX)
if) _chdir)Testflir)

mkdir )TestDir);

sprintf)TestDir, *%s\\Model\\tlassrnap PREFIX);
if) _chdir)TestDir)

_..mkdir(TestDir)

printf(TestDir, %s\\Mode1\\inputs PREFIX);
if) _chdir(TestDir)

_mkdjr)Testoir);

sprintf)TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs* PREFIX);
if) _chdir)TestDir)

_mkdir)TestDir);

sprintf(TestDir, "%s\\Model\\RerunData ,PREFIX)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

mkdir(Testflir);

sprintf(TestDir, %s\\Model\\Safefl PREFIX);
if) _chdir)TestDir)

_mkdir)TestDir);

sprintf)TestDir, %s\\Model\\stendopt PREFIX);
if) _chdir(TestDir)

_mkdir)TestDir)

/ ********************************************************************************************************
// Flake directories Under Model\\arn.Ls
/ ********************************************************************************************************

sprintf(TestDir, '%s\\Mode1\\m1a\\inIc PREFIX);
if) _chdir(TestDir)

_rnkdir)TestDir);

/ ********************************************************************************************************
// Make directories Under Model\\farsite
/ ********************************************************************************************************

sprintf(TestDir, "%s\\Model\\farsite\\Larsite PREFIX);
if) _chdir(TestDir)

_mkdir)TestDir);

sprintf)Testflir, %s\\Nodel\\farsite\\tarsite\\Debug PREFIX)
if) _chdir)Testpir)

_mkdir)TestDir);

/ ********************************************************************************************************
// Make directories under Mcdel\\Ilasusap
/ ********************************************************************************************************

sprintf)TestDir, *%s\\NUde1\\I1a;aP\\f1a.;;aP*FRRFIX)
if) _chdir)TestDir)

_mkdir)TestDir);

sprintf)TestDjr %s\\Nodel\\flarraap\\fJarrsaap\\Debug PREFIX)
it) _chdir)TestDir)

_mkdir)TestDir);

/ ********************************************************************************************************
II Make directories under Model\\inputS
/********************************************************************************************************

sprintf)TestDir, '%s\\Model\\inputs\\Constant FREFIX)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

_mkdir)TestDir);

sprintf)TestDir, %s\\Model\\inputs\\Constant\\info PREFIX);
if) _chdir(TestDir)

_mkdir)TestDir);

sprintf)TestDir, %s\\Model\\inputs\\Coissonlnitiai .PREFIX);
if) _chdir)TestDir)

mkdir)TestDir);

sprintf)TestDir, %s\\Medel\\inputs\\Corssionlnitial\\inIo PREFIX);
if) _chdir)TestDir)

..mkdir)TestDir);

// For the goals under inputs
for (a=1; a<=LlDSCAPE_GOALS; a++)

sprjntf)Testpir, %s\\Mode1\\jnputs\\goal%d,FREpIX,a)
if( _chdir)TestDir)

_mkdir(TestDir);
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I/For the periods under each goal
for (b=O ;b*=MP; bcc)

sprintf)TestDir, %s\\Model\\inputs\\gool%cl\\oer%d PRRFIXa,b)
if) _chdir)TestDir)

_rnkdir )TestDir)

sprintf(TestDir, %s\\Model\\inputs\\goal%d\\por%d\\j.nfo ,PREFIX,a,b)
if) ohdir(TestDir)

jridjr Testtir);

// Make directories under Modol\\outputs
/ ********************************************************************************************************

II DELUGE
spriritf(TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\Deluge PREFIX)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

.jrikdir)TestDir)

II For the goals under Deluge
far )a=l ac=LSNDSCAPEGOALS;a++)

printf(TestDjr, %s\\Model\\outputs\\Delugo\\goal%d PREFIXa)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

_rnkdir)TestDir);

II ERRORS
sprintf(TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\Errors PREFIX);
if( _chdir)TestDir)

_rnkdir(TestDir);

// FINAL_MAPS -

Eprintf)TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\tjnalmaps,PREFIX)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

_rnkdir(TestDir);

sprintf)TestDir, "%s\\Model\\outputs\\final_maps\\PlotFiles,PREFIX)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

jnkdir(Testtir);

sprintf(TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\tinal_rnaps\\info,PREFIX)
if) _ehdir(TestDir)

_mkdir(TestDir);

II DeneralData
sprintf(TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\GenerolDoto PREFIX);
iS( _chdir(TestDir)

_mkdir(TestDir)

II For the goals under Generaltata
for) aol aooLNDSCAFE_GOALS; a**)

sprintf)TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\GeneralData\\goal%d",PREFIXa)
if) _chdir(Testpir)

.jricdir(TestDir)

II PERIOD(S)
II For the goals under outputs
for (a=l; ae=LPNOSCAFE_GOALS; 5cc

sprintf)TestDir, %s\\Model\soutputs\\goal%d PREFIXa);
if) _chdir)TestDir)

_rnkdir)Testpir)

I/For the periods under each goal
for )b0;bc=NP;b-.--.-)

sprintf)TestDir, Ss\\Model\\outputo\\gcald\\per%d PREFIXab);
if) _chdir)Testpir)

_mkdir)Testpir)

sprintf)Testoir, %s\\llodel\\outputo\\goal%d\\per%d\\inlo PREFIXab)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

..Jnkdir)TestDir)

// POSTSIMDATA
sprintf)Testoir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\PostSir*Oata PREFIX);
if) _chdir(Testpir)

.jricdir(TestDir)

// For the goals under PostSimDsta
for (a=l; a*=LANDSCAPE GOALS; ar-c)

sprintf(Testpir %s\\Model\\outputs\\PcetlimData\\goal%d"FREFIXa)
if) _chdir(TestDir)
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_mkdir(TestDir);

sprintS (TestDir, %s\\Model\\cutputs\\PostSimoata\\gcal%d\\into PREFIX a)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

jskdir (TestOir);

// FRESIRDATA
sprintf(Testpir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\preljmlata ,PREFIX)
if) _chdir)TestDir)

_rnkdir (TestDir(;

// For the goals under FreSitcOata
for a*l; acLfND5CAPE_COALS a**)

sprintf(TestDir, "%s\\Model\\outputs\\PreSinoata\\goal%d,PREFIXa)
if( _chdir(TestDir)

_rrkdir (TestDir);

sprintS )TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\PrelimData\\goal%d\\into PREFIX a)
if) _chdir(Testflir)

_mkdir(TestDir)

/1 PRESCRIPTIOMS
sprintf(TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\Prescriptions PREFIX);
it) _chdir)TestDir)

_mkdir)TestDir)

sprintf)TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\Prescriptjons\\Injtjal*,pREFIX);
if) _chdir(TestDir)

_rnkdir)Testpir);

sprintf(TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\Prescriptions\\Modeled*,PREFIX)
If) _chdir(TestDir)

_Rkdir)TestDir(;

sprintf(TestDir, "%s\\ModeJ.\\outputs\\Prescriptions\\Modified, PREFIX)
if) _chdir)TestDir)

_mkdir(TestDir);

sprintf)TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\Prescriptions\\Top1od±fy*,PREFIX)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

.jekdir)TestDir)

// RASTER OUT --
sprintf(TestDir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\raster_out PREFIX);
if) _chdlr)TestDir)

_rnkdir)TestDlr)

sprintf)TestDir, %S\\Model\\outputs\\rasterout\\info PREFIX)
if) ehdir)TestDir)

_mkdir)TestDir)

/1 STAJfDDATA
sprintt)TestDir, '%S\\MOdel\\outputs\\StandData PREFIX);
if) _chdir)Testflir)

_mkdir(Testpir)

spriotf(Testpir, '%s\\Model\\outputs\\Standtata\\Initial',PREFIX)
if) _chdir(Testrjir)

_rnkdir)TestDir)

sprintf)Testnir, %s\\Model\\outputs\\Standtata\\Initial\\binaryPREFIX)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

_rskdir(TestDir)

sprintf(Testflir, *%s\\Model\\cUtpUts\\Standtata\\Modsled PREFIX);
if) _chdir(TestDir)

mkdir(TestDir)

// VECTOR_OUT
sprintf(TestDir, %s\\Mode1\\outputs\\veotorout*PREFIX)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

..pkdir(TestDir);

sprintS (TestDir, %S\\Model\\outputs\\vectorout\\InfoPREFIX)
if) _chdir(TestDir)

_mkdir(TestDir)

/ ********************************************************************************************************
Make directories under Model\\RerunData

/ ********************************************************************************************************
// For the goals under RerunData
for) a=l ; a<=LAISDSCAFE_GQALS; a**)

sprintf(Testflir, %s\\Model\\ReranDatagoal%d FRSFIX, a);
if) _chdir)TestDir)

_rrkdir(TestDir)
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/ *

/1 Moke directories under Nodel\\SafeD
I

C

sprintf(Testbir, "%s\\Model\\SafeD\\safep' PREFIX)
if) _chdir(Testtir)

_rnkdir)Testpir) a

sprintf(TestDir, "%s\\Model\\Safet\\SafeD\\Oebug" PREFIX);
if) _chdjr(Testpir)

_..mkdir(TestDir)

/ ********************************************************************************************************
II Make directories under Model\\otandopt
/ ********************************************************************************************************

sprintf(TestDir, %s\\Model\\standopt\\Prexe' PREFIX);
if) ,..chdir(TestDir)

_..rskdir(TestDir)

sprintflrestDir, "%s\\Nodel\\standopt\\Prexo\\Debug" PREFIX);
if] _chdir)TestDjr]

...mkdir(Testtir)

/ lend MakeDirecteries

/ ********************************************************************************************************
void CopyExecutables void)
/********************************************************************************************************

I/Copy some executables from their debug directory in the Applegate directories over to the Framework
char KillFile[256]
char CopyFile[256]
char JunkFile(300]

I/Make the JunkFile which screen outputs can he redirected to
sprintt(IurdsFile, '%s%s\\Junk,txt,PREFIX,Errorpii-)

I/The PREMO executable
sprintf]KillFile, del %s%s s %sThPREFIXPremoProgName,JunkFi]e);
sprintf]CopyFile, copy g;%s %s%s > %s PremoprogName,PREFIX,PremoProgName,JurakFile)
system]CopyFile)

//The FLA8AF executable
sprintf(KillFile, 'dcl %s%s > %s",PREFIX,Flammaphame,JunkFile);
sprintf(CopyFile, copy g;%s %s%s s %s"Flar.maapMame,PREFIX,FlamasapName,lunkFile);
system]CopyFile)

//The FARSITE executable
//sprintf(KillFile, "del %s%s r %s",PREFIX,Farsitehame,Junkpile);
//sprintf(CopyFile, 'copy g;%s %s%s > %s",Farsitehame,PREFIX,FarsiteNarne,JunkFile)
//system(CopyFile)

/ lend CopyExecutables

DATA H

18 Aug 99 - I made this header file to store the definition for several variables
that were being used by all the * .cpp tales. Rather than put these at top of each
tile I can update these right here, only once and they will all have the new definition

I/in Misc,cpp
extern void Bailout(int ErrorNsn*ber);
void PrintTogtat(int Line, ulong Value)

//in mgsort.cpp
extern mt mgeort(void *data, mt size, mt seize, mt 1, mt k, mt )°compare)

(conet void °keyl, const void °key2)

I/Sn array to use for toggling whether to run certain portions at different period )1=yes, lno)
extern mt EvaluateThisPeriod)NP]; I/YES for periods ? see roisc.cpp)

//defined in ReadData.cpp
extern struct Main{

ulong Cellid[UNIQUE] ; II Values for entire
Applegate watershed

ushort OridRosz[UNIQUE];

ushort GridColursn[TJNIQUE];
ulong Treelist [UNIQUE];
ushort Elev[UNIQUE[; II in meters
ushort Aspect [UNIQUE];
ushort Slope [UNIQUE);
ushort Goal [UNIQUE);
ushort Owner[UNIQUE);
ushort Pag]UNIQUE[;
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Get calculated within SateD
ushort InitialDuff [UNIQUE];

divided by TONS - convert back by
ushort InitialL.itter[UNIQUE[;

FUEL_LOAD_EXP to make ushort)
ushort InitialClass2f [UNIQUE];
ushort InitialClassl[UNIQUE]
ushort InitialClass3 [UNIQUE];
ushort InitialClassf [UNIQUE];
ushort InitialClasel2 [UNIQUE];
ushort InitialClassOverl2 [UNIQUE];
ushort InitialFuelModel [UNIQUE]
ushort InitialEra[UNIQUE]
ushort FuelModel[UNIQUE[ [NP];
ushort Duff [UNIQUE[ [NP];

FUELLOAD_EXP
ushort Flame [UNIQUE];

length interval from a FARSITE run

//Data that will come trcrn Prernc
ushort Basal [UNIQUE[ [NP];

value
ushort Closure [UNIQUE] [NP]
ushort CBDensity[UNIQUE] [NP];
ushort HLC [UNIQUE] [NP];
ushort StandHeight]UNIQUE] [NP]
ushort BigTrees [UNIQUE] [NP];
uShort Era]UNIQUE] [NP];

get REAL value
ushort Vegcode[UNIQUE] [NP];
float CFHarvest[UNIQUE[ [NP];
ushort Litter [UNIQUE] [NP];

divided (I) by TONS -- Prerno * by TONI
ushort Class25 [UNIQUE] [NP]

big to fit in ushort. Convert
ushort Classl[JNIQUE[ [NP]
ushort Clas3 [UNIQUE] [NP]
ushort Classf [UNIQUE] [NP]
ushort Classl2 [UNIQUE] [NP];
ushort ClassOverl2 [UNIQUE] [Ni]

Data;

extern mt link[ROWS[ [3];

struc t PREMO_RECORD

I/Key data
ulong Treelist;
ushort Goal;
ushort Hold;
ushort Period;

I/Regular attribute data
ushort Basal;
ushort Closure;
ushort Density;
ushort HeightCrown;
ushort StandHeight;
float Rev;
ushort BigTrees;
uShort Vegcode;
float Harvest;

/ /Fuel loading stuff
ushort Litter;
ushort Class2B;
ushort Classl;
ushort Class3;
ushort Classi;
ushort Classl2;
ushort ClassOverll;

struc t PTR_PREMO_RECORD

struct PREMO RECORD CurrentlD;
ulong Records;
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ushort Alloc [UNIQUE]; Does NOT include an
allocation for stream buffers - use Data.Buffer

ushort Minor[UNIQUEJ
ushort Hold[UNIQUE[;
ushort Buffer [UNIQUE]; Stream buffets on FED land

only! NODATAFLAG = noBuff, 100 = in Buffer
ushort PireHistory[UNIQUE]; Old fire perimeters

NODATAFLAC = not in, 100 = in old polygon
ushort InitialVeg[UNIQUE[;
ushort Initialltage[UNIQUEj;
ushort PRule [UNIQUE]

/ / These initial Fuel Loadings will be

/ / multiplying by TONS when using. [also using

/ / Divided by TONI - and multiply by

/ Will hold the current flame

/ / converting. . divide by 10 to get WElL

/ Truncating to closest integer
converting., divide by 100 to get REAL value

II Truncating to closest integer
/ / Truncating to closest integer

1/ converting., divide by 10 to get REAL value
II converting.., divide by 100 to

/7 All thoso fuel loadings will be

when it Outputted and some are too

/ / when needed back to TONS.



5 truc t TREELIST_RECORD

ushort Plot;
ushort Status;
float l'pa;

ushort Model;
ushort Report;
float Obh;

float Height;
float Ratio;
ushort Condition;

I/These may get calculated, but there should be one for each line in a treelist record
float Basal;
float CaropyWidth;
float Hic;

struct GPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALU

//Key data
ulong Treelist;
ushort Goal;
ushcrt Hold;

//ettribute data
ushort Value[NF];

other Float/Double data
float BigTrses [NP];
ushort Rev[NP];
ushort CFHarvest [NP];

struct SOLUTION //Holds data on an individual cell basis

I/Key data
ushort Minor;
ulong Cellid;
ulong Treelist;
ushort Goal;
ushort Hold;
ushort InitialEra;
ushort MaxGoal;

allowed to be chosen for a cell
ushort PericdEra]NP]

have correct values for given solution

struct P_INFO

ulong Treelist;
ushort Goal;
ushort Hold;

I;

Struct ERA

I/Key data
ushort Minor;

//attribute data
ulong Count;
ulong SurslnitialEra;
ulong SumPeriodEra [NP]

I;

a truc t TREELIST_FOR_PR4O

ulong OldTreelist;
ushort Goal;
ushort Hold;
ulong NewTreelist;

a truct HIT_BY_DISTURB

//Key data
ulong Treelist;
ushort Goal;
oshort Hold;

ushort Fag;

ushort DougFir;
ushort TrueFir;
ushort Pine;

//Holds data on a Prescription basis neglects individual cell variation

//This will have rounded values if using sigTrees or

''For the framework - this is the Highest stand goal number

/ /These get updated as heuris tb is running and at end should

Hnot really used - gets fillod in FillS_Era

I/These 4 are only used for INSECTS

ushort Interval; //Phis is 0 only when used for FIRS

//regular attribute data
ulong Cellid;
ulong NewTreelist;

/ / Holds data on a SUSNATERSHED basis
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float
ushort

values 1-9
ushort
ushort
ushort
float

9;

5 truct INITIAL_FUELS

double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double

actually define a
double
double

double BO[21][8];
double DF921}98];
double HW[211[8];
double PP[21][S1;
double SP[21][8];
double RF[2l] 191;

9;

struct NEW_STAND_DATA

ulong Treelist;
float Basal;
ushort VegClass;

values 1-9
usbort Qmd;

ushort CoverClass;
ushort Closure;
ushort Density;
ushort HeightCrown;
ushort StandHeight;

Basal;
VegClass;

Qmd;
CoverClass;
Closure;
HeightCrown;

Duff;
Litter;
Class2l;
C lass 1;

ClassI;
Class6All;
ClassfPartl;
Class6fart2;
Classl2;
ClassOverl2;
HouriFuels;

fuel model
HourlOFuels;
HourlOOFuels;

/ Part or All of these may Got used at any time, depending on what's needed

/ /These 3 are part of our Veg-ltructural classification

/ / values 0-6
/ / 0 is <60%, 1 j5 so 60%

'The ¼ canopy closure

//These 1 are part of our Veg-Structural classification

,',' values 0-6
0 i-s <60%, 1 is 0° 60%

/,'The ¼ canopy closure

,','These are the different 'pools" of wood to use

0

.25 - 1"

// 3 - 6' total <I parti and Part2
3 6" from: crown lift, harvest crowns, background breakage
3 6" from: stump to dwd
6 12"

Over 12"
,'These are groupings that Jim and Bernio use to
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9;

struct UNIQUE_INSECT

/ / Key data

ulong Treelist;
ushort Goal;
ushort Hold;
ushort Pag;

ushort DougFir;
ushort TrueFir;
ushort Pine;

/ regular attribute data
ulong NeaTreelist;

struc t UNIQUE_FIRE
//Key data
ulong Treelist;
ushort Goal;
ushort Hold;
ushort Interval;

/ regular attribute data
ulong NewTreelist;

9;

s true t FOFEM MATRIX

float BigTreesPZilled; / "These are used post-disturbance to track how much damage is
actually happening

float BasalAreaKilled;

struct STAND_CLASS //This is used a temporary holder of data to pass in to certain functions from
anywhere

ulong Treelist;
ushort Goal;
ushort Hold;

double MC_Duff; "parallel' variables for when stand is NC s 3000'
double NC_Litter;



double MC_Class25
double HC_Classl;
double MC_Class3;
double MC_Class6All;
double MCClass6Partl;
double MC_Class6Part2
double MC_Classl2;
double MC_ClassOverl2;
double MC_IiourlFuels;
double MC_HourlOFuels;
double HC_HourlOOFuels

float Basal;
ushort VegClass; I/These 3 are part of cur Veg-Structural classification

values 1-9
ushort Qmd; II values 0-6
ushort CeverClaaa; // 0 is <60%, 1 is c 60%

ushort Closure; //The 6 canopy closure
ushort FuelMsdel;
ushort MC_FuelModel;

true t CURRENT_ERAS

etruet OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE 5ptr_csv;
float NetEra[NP];
float CurrentEra;
mt Cell;
mt NeedsDecay;

FREHCS'DUEI" CFP

/ ************************************************************************************************************
// This PremoStuff.cpp file will hold the functions, etc. that ere used in conjuncti<n with
II Heidi's Stand Optimizer program P55MG).
/ ************************************************************************************************************

#include ostdio.ho
#include 'sstdlib.hs
#inc1ude 'sstring.hs
#include 'stime.ho
#include omath.hs
*include "globals.h"
#include "data.h"

,','These functions will control stuff for Time 0 - for the initial Fremo runs
void CreateTreelndex(void)
void Initislpremo(void)
void FilllnitialprernoData(int per);
void CopyStandOpt(int Treelist, mt Goal, mt Hold)
void CreateSortedPremoBinaryFile)void)
mt LookAtPrernoRecords(const void 5ptrl, const void *ptr2,i;

i/These functions will control stuff for post-disturbance Premo runs (i.e. starting Time period 1)
mt ManageNewPremoRcms(ulong FTh, mt Per);
mt CountTotalHit(ulong FTL);
mt FillHitListporfremo( struct HIT_BY_DISTURB HitList[J , ulong FTL
mt FillporPremo) struct TREELIST_FOR_PREIIO FP[] , struet HIT_BY_DISTURB HitList[1 , mt Count);
void HakeNewPremoRuns) struet TREELIST_FOR_PREOIO FPEJ , mt Count, mt ActualPer)
void CreatePostDisturbanceStandDataftructure) struct TREELIST_FOP._PRENO FP[J , mt Count, mt ActualPer,struct
PTR_PREHO_RECORD *ptr info)
void InputNewFremoStandpata) struct FTR_FREMO_REC0RD *ptr info, mt Actualper, ulong FTC, mt HitCount);
mt CompareHitListForNewPremo)const void *ptrl, const void 5ptr2)
mt CountUniqueNewpremoHits(struct HIT_BY_DISTURB HitList[] , mt Count);

;';'In Hisc.cpp

extern void DeletelnitialStuff(void);

/ / in StandData.epp
extern void NewStandHLC( struct STAND_CLASS *Stand

;'/A couple of globals to use for figuring out number of InctiallreeList and Potential prescriptioss
ulong ITL;

End of function definctionc

mt ManageNewPremoRuns)ulong FTC, mt Per)

This fi.motion will control how end-of-period Pr emo runs are handled. The same strategy as that used
for the individual disturbances will be employed. Also, the same strategy used to fill up the
Data. * [I arrays with initial Premo data will also be employed. Basioally

Figure out all the cells hit by any disturbance
Figure Out UNIQUE combinations of variables that will affect how many Premo calls to make (this will

;';'to hold the cell array position value
;'/defaults to FALSE, check for TRUE when needed
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vary, see NOTE: in code after FillHitLietForprero(( is called up.
Store info on those unique combinations and call up Premo appropriately
Create storage for all Stand Data created by Premo
Fill the storage up appropriately
Finally, transfer that data back into the Data. * [] arrays

NOTE: keep in mind that there will be Mfdti treelist in the \moditied\ directory that do NOT Set
sent to Premo. They may have been modified once by an early disturbance and then (assume that
only one cell had that particular treelist) lets say another disturbance in the same period hits
the same cell. The updates will be done to the already modified treelist and a NSW treelist will
be generated - thus, the old one is no longer a factor in thie period unless another stand was also
using it and was NOT hit by another disturbance) . In any case, this is all tracked but the result may
be an apparant loss of treelist being used for new Premo calls, but that is not the case.

mt aSS, HitCount, Records, Unique, Uniqsze2;

struct FTR_PREMO_RECORD ptr info
struct PTR_PREMO_RECORD Sdlnfo;
'I

//will point to the 'Sdlnfo" structure - for the memset & function calls

End of variable defining

//First count how many different stands were hit this period
NitCount CountTotalHit(FTL)

//If there are no cells getting hit by any disturbances, then just return back to main
if) HitCount == FALSE

printS) There were NO cells effected by disturbances this period - that is odd
return TRUE;

//create an array of structures on the free Store to hold info on all the different cells
street NIT_BY_DISTURB )*HitList) new struct HIT BY DISTURR[Hitiount);
if) NitList == NULL

printf("Problems allocating memory for HitList)) with Sd records\n',HitCount(;

I/Initialize
rnemset) NitList, 0, sizeof)struct HIT_BY_DISTURB; 0 HitCount

I/Fill up the array of HitList structures
Records = FillNitListForPremo)N±tlist, FTL)
if (Records (= HitCount)

Sailout(77)

NOTE: At this time, we are considering not re-optimizing the landscape prescription selection after a period is
over. The
current strategy is to just re-use the current GILL-HILt assignment for each cell. That has a HUGS effect on the
next
part - Sorting and Identifying unique combinations of cells that need new PRENO runs. By not re-optimizing at the
landscape
level we can sort and identify unique combinations in Ha.tLcot[) by Treelist - Goal - Hold.
In the future, if stand re-optimization takes place, new Compare0, CountUnique*, and Fillo type functions will have

be developed to correctly account for new strategy (e.g. sort and get unique Treelist-Interval combination only I

//sort those records by: Treelist-Goal-Nold
printf("\nGetting ready to sort the stands by Treelist-Goal-Hold this will take awhile for %lu
cells\n\n" , NitCount)

//Sort HitList by Treelist-Goal-Hold-Flarne
mgsort( )void*)HitList,

/ /base

record

HitCount,
I/Count of records

sizeof) struct HIT_By_DISTURB),

0, HitCount-1,
//current division ) always: 0, Count-1

CompareHitListForNewfremo
I/compare function

I/Count up how many of those records in HitList are actually unique combinations of Treelist-loal-Hold
//REMEER: Hay have to develop new function if landscape reoptimization occurs at end of each period
Unique = CuuntUniqueNewPremoHite(HitList,Hitiount(
printf("HiThere were actually Sd unique records that will each require a PRENO run'sn',Uniqsze(;

//Create an array of structures to hold data pertaining to each unique T-G-H combination
struct TREELIST....FOR_PREMO (ForPremo) = new struot TREELIST_FIR_PRF.MO[Unique];
if) Forfremo == NULL

printf)"Problems allocating memory for Forpremof) with Sd records\n',Unique(
I / Initialize
memset) Forpremo, 0, sizeof)struct TREELIST_POR_f'REND) * Unique);

//Fill up the array of ForPremo structures and make sure seine of records processed
Unique2 = FillForPremo)ForPremo, HitLiet, HitCount)
if(Unique2 )= Unique)
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Bailout(90)

I/Send ForPremo off to have the Premc runs made
#1fda f END_PERIOD_PREMO
MakeNewpremckuns(ForPremo, Unique, Per)
#endi f

I/Initialize a structure that will hold data pertaining to the new Stand Data 'mv' structure that will get create
ptr_in±o = &SdInf 0;
rnemset(ptr_irifo, 0, sizeof)struct PTR_PRSMOROCORD!

I/Create a sorted structure to hold all the new StandData
CreatePostDisturbanceStandpataStructure(ForPremo,Unique, Per,ptr_info)

I/Input all the new Stand Data into the Data. *)) arrays
InputNewPrernostandData)ptr_info,Per, FTL, HitCount)

I/Now that we are done with the Stand Data mv)) memory block delete it!
delete () ptr_info->CurrentfD;

//and delete other stuff on free store
delete H Hithjst;
delete [I ForPrerso;

return TRUE;

4//end ManageNewPremoRuns

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void InputNewPremoStandpata) struct PTR_PRENO_RECORD 5ptr info, mt Actualper, ulcng FTh, mt HitCount)
I******************************************************************************************************************

This function will essentially work the same way as FilllnitialPremoData)) does except in deciding which CELLS to
fill -

Use same strategy as in CountTotalHit!! to determine if a DSta.* 4 cell got hit. IF SO then
Grab the current Treelist, Goal, and Hold, of that cell and make a "key' -
Use that key to search the sorted array of 'mv' structures and find the match
Once a match is found, fill up the appropriate Data. * [4 arrays with data from the catching key!

The mv structure should have been sorted in CreatePostflisturhance5tandDataStructure)) before getting here

mt a,y;
mt Count, ArrayPer;

//structures
struct FREMO_RECORD Key;
struct PREMO_RECORD 5ptr_record;
struct PREMO_RECORD *Inv;

II End of variable defining

puts) "\n
printi 4' Updating the Data.5)] )) arrays with new data from the prescription optimizer *******\n')
puts)" **************************************************************************

I/Reassign ptr_info-cCurrentlD to the new pointer In', so it's easier to write and access
mv ptr_infc-cCurrentSD;

I/Start going through the Data. *[] arrays and find those that were hit by a disturbance this period
Count 0;
for(a=0 ;a0UNIQUE; a-.-.)

if) Dat,a,Cellid[a[ ** FALSE //done looking
through arrays

break;

if) Data.Treelist[a[ >* FTL //This cell W.AS

hit by something

I/Start to make some of the 'Key" for this cell to use in looking for the correct record in the
array of mv structures

Key.Treelist = DataTreelist[a];
Key,Goal Dsts.Goal)a);
Key.Hold = Data.Hold[a[;

//make another loop to account for the period
//555 IMPORTANT note this starts filling in data for the FOLLOWING period - not this period!
for)y=ActualPer*l ya=NP;yoo)

I/Finish off the key with the actual search period
Hey.Perind = )ushort)y;

I/Make the Arrayeer variable
ArrayPer = y-l;
I/Now use bSearchto find the matching record in the array of Premolnv structures
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>Vegcode * 500;

>Vegcocie;

>Vegcode;

returned above

ptr_record = (struct PREMO_RECORD*)bsearch)
&Key,
(void *[Inv
sleet) ptr_infc->Reccrds

sizeof ( stract PREMO_RECORD)
LookAtPremoRecords

if(ptr_record == NULL)
Eailout)75)

I/Check to see if the Vegcode value is Mixed Conifer - if so it must be broken into s
or a 3000'

if) [int) )ptr_record-sVegcode / itt )
== Vt_Mt

if) Data.Elev[a] o= (3COCFT2M)
//Its over 3,000 ft

Data.Vegcode[a] [ArrayPer)
I/This will give it ll**
else

Data.Vegcode[a] [ArrayPer) =

I/Leave as is

else
Data.Vegccde [a] [Arrayfer[
I/Leave as is

//Fill in the rest of Data.*{] arrays with the data accessible from the pointer

I/Everyone should already have
Data.Basal [a] [ArrayPer[

Data.Closure[a] [ArrayPer)
Data.CBDensity[a] [ArrayPer]
Data.HLC[a[ [ArrayPer[
Data.Standheight[a] [ArrayPer)
Data - HigTrees [a] [ArrayPer[

Data.CtHarvest [a] [Arrayter]

Data.Litter[a] [Arrayper]
Data.Class25 [a] [ArrOyPer[
Data Classi [a] [Arrayfer[
Data.Class3 [a] [Arrayfer]
Data.Classf [a] [ArrayPer[
Data.Classl2 [a] [ArrayPor[
Data.ClasaOverl2 [a] [Arrayfer[

[I/end for(y*0

Count+*;

)//end if(Data.Treeliat
[I/end fcr)a=0

the proper type
= ptr_record->Basal;
ptr_record-sClcsure;
ptr_reccrd->Density;

ptrrecord->Heighttrown;
ptr_record->ttandNeight;

ptr_record->BigTrees;
ptr_record->Harvest;

= ptr.record->Litter;
- ptr_record->Class2t;
= ptr_record-sClassl;

ptrrecord->Class3;
= ptrrecord->Classf;

ptr_record->Classl2;
ptrrecord->Classoverl2;

ptr_record-

ptr_record-

ptr_record-
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//Error check that the correct number of cells updated - same checker is in ManageNewrremcRuns))
if (Count )= MitCount)

Bailout (77)

/ lend InputNewpremoStandData

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void CreatepostDisturbmncestar*dOataotructure)struct TREELIOT_FOR_PREMO FP[[, mt Count, mt ActualPer, atruct
PTR_PREMO_RECORD *ptr_info)

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function will pretty much do the same thing as was done in the CreateSortedPreme0inaryfile))
function that was used at Time 0. Basically, read and store all the data for all the new

.txt files that were just created after the Premo runs at the end of a period. Then sort
that data appropriately so that another function can go through the Data.5[[ arrays and find
those cells that were hit by disturbance(s) this period and then find their new stand data.

17 FEB 00 - adding modification to stand HLC and CEO calculations here because it is easier to have
the mv]] structure below just have the correct values now rather than waiting.

REMEMBER: at period NP, thiS will Create '0' RecordeNeeded and thus will be skipped - Oh, back in main)) this
function does NOT get called on last period anyways, dub.

FILE *Dataln.

char Temp[256];

ulong RecordsNeeded, Record, Treelist;
ushort goal. Hold;
mt a,y,r=0;
mt Dataperiod;
double RealBasal, RealClosure, Rea10ED, Eea1HLC, RealHeight, RealRev, RealBigTrees, Harvest;
ushort VegCode;
double RealLj.tter, RealClaaa25, RealClassl, RealClass3, RealClassf, Realtlassll, RealClassoverl2;
double LoadFactor;
double ModCbd;
struct OTAND_CLASE StandClass;



struct STAND CLASS *ptr_stand;
ushort TempCode;
mt TeispVeg, TempDiarn, TerspCover;
II End of variable defining

I/Determine the actual # of records
//NOTE May need to change below if re-optimizing at stand level to include records for oath GOAL and HOLD comb.
also
Recordsbeeded Count * (NP-ActualPer);

if(RecordsNeeded FALSE)

i/Create an array of structures on the free store to hold these
Struct FRENO_RECORD (*1mw) = new struct PRENO_RECORD[RecordsNeeded];
if) Iou == NULL

printf)"Froblerss allocating memory for Inv[] with flu elements\nU,RecordsNeeded*sizeof(PREMORECORDH;

//Initialise
memset) low, 0, sizeof)struct PRENO RECORD) RecordsNeeded

Start pumping data ants the srrsyo f Inv[) structures **********************

//Set the L,oadFactor that will be used to convert the incoming FuelLoadings which are in LEg) to TONS but
//keeping some precision by multiplying by FUEL_LOAD_EXF
LoadFactor = TONS * FUEL_LOAD_ENS;

Record=O
for (a=O; acCount a4-4-( //for each record in the
SF structure

//Get the treelist, goal, and hold to be used
Treelist = FP)a] NewTreelist;
Goal = FP[s) Goal;
Hold = FP)aJ Hold;

i/Start by opening the Oorrect SD___ .txt file ONCE - always in the "\oaodeled\" directory at end of
period

sprintf(Temp, "%s%s\\SD_%d_%d_%d. txt" ,FREFIX,NodeledStandDataDir,Treelist,Goal, Hold);
Dataln = fopen)Tersp, "r");
if )Dataln == NULL)

fprintf)stderr, "opening of Es failed: %s\n',Temsp, strerror)errno));

//The SD_*_*_* .txt files will have a line of data for the incoming treelist at and it is NOT needed.
//SafeD works by assuming the the 2nd period listed is after Harvest activities and 5-yr growth
fscanf (DetaIn, "%d %lf %lf Elf Elf Elf %lf %lf %hu %lf %lf Elf Elf Elf %lf Elf %lf' , &DataPerisd,

&RealBasal
&R*alClosure, &Rea10ED, &Rea1HLC, &RealHeight, &ReslRev, &RealBigTrees, &VegCsde, EHarvest,
&RealLitter, &RealClass25, &RealClsssl, &RealClass3, &RealClassE, &ReslClassl2,

&RealClassDverl2);

//Now scan in all the data ONCE and store in the array of by structures
//I assume that the SD_*_*_* have Period "ActualPer" -a 1 on line 2
for )y=ActualPer+1 ; ys=NP; y*+)

I/First, scan in the lines from SD* - this current period data is 'over' and we don't need this
fscanf)Dataln, "Ed Elf Elf Elf Elf Elf Elf Elf %hu %lf Elf %lf Elf Elf Elf %lf Elf",

&DataPeriod, &RealBasal,
&RealCbosure, &ROa1CBD, &Rea1HLC, &ReslHeight, &RealRev, &RealsigTrees, &VegCsd*,

&Harveet,
&RelLitter, &RealClasslS, &RealClassl, &RealClassi, &RealClassf, &RealClasslb,

&RealClassOverl2) a

if)DataPeriod )*

printf)'problsm with period values in the FREMO files for flu %ham
%hu\n" ,Treelist,Goal,Held);

getcharO; //mn*Re program pause here

//Check and make sure values that eventually will be converted to USHORT are OK in terms OS
65535 thingy!

if)RealBasal 0= ROa10ED >= 655
I

RealBigTreeso 6553 II RealLitter 0= 6EE3'TONS
RealClass2E 0= 65535T0NS

i

RealCiassi 0= 6553TONS
I I

RealClass3 0= 5553*Uff5
Re*lClassf 0= E553TONS ReslClassl2 0= 65E3*TONS

I I

RealClassOvsrl2 0* 6553'TONS)

printf)"Guilty is: Tree Ed Goal Ed and Hold Ed\n', Treelist, Goal, Hold);
Bailout)49)

Inv)Record).Treelist = )ulong)Treelist;
Inv[Record] Goal = )ushert)Go*l;
Inv[Record] Hold )ushcrt)Hold;
Inv[Record] Period )ushort)v;

//This is the next period!
Inv)Record].Sasal = )ushort; )fboor)RealBsssl BASAL_EXP));
Inv[Record] Closure = )Ushort) )floor)RealClosurej(;
Inv[Record] St*ndNeight = )ushort) )floor(RealHeight * bE));
Inv[Record] Rev * )float)RealRev;
Inv[Record] .BigTrees )ushort) )floor)RealfigTrees * EIGTREES_EXP);
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Inv[Record] .Vegcode = Vegcode;

Inv]Record] Harvest = float)Harvest * )float)ACREEQ;

I/The incoming fuel loads are in LBS - convert to TINS but keep some precision by multiplying

/ **********************************************************************************
II Below is the Bernie 'tweak for C9D l?FebOO
/ **********************************************************************************
MgdCbd = RedOCBD * RealClosure * ACREEQ)

if) ModCbd < .30
ModCbd = 30;

else if(ModCbd 0 0

ModCbd = 0;

I/Store the kg per ml data in the mv)) structure
Inv]Recordj Density * (ushort) (floor (ModCbd*DEN0ITY_EXP)

/ **********************************************************************************
II Call up the new Stand HLC function 17Feb05
II Use the method employed in StandDataController))
/**********************************************************************************
I/Initialize StandCIass and its pointer
ptr_stand * &ftandllass;
memset(ptr_stand, I, sizeof(struct STSND_CLASS)

I/Fill some items in ptr_stand-*- before sending off 2SFeb, why do this?
ptr_stand->Closure = Inv[Reoord) Closure;

Templode Inv[Record] .Vegcode; //The actual 3 or digit

I/NOTE: This TempCode Pres*o value DIES NOT have the modified MC vegclass to distinguish

I/NC o 3000 and MC > 3000. HOWEVER, this is OK for here because the NewStandELC() function

I/give the same HLC either way.

//extract the digits out
TezspCover = TempCode%lt; I/last digit

for determining stage (is closure, <=60% or o 60%
TempDiaza = ( )TerspCode-Templover(%l0S ) / 10; I/next to last digit also for determining

stage (is the Q group)

TempVeg = (TernpCode-TempCode%l00( I 100; / / 1st digit for determining
VegCode

I/Put those values in ptr_stand-c
ptr_stand-ovegclass ushort ) TerspVeg;

ptr_stand-eQmd = )ushort)TersçDiam;
ptr_stand->CoverClass = )ushort)TempCover;

II NEW HL.0 stuff
NewStandNtC(ptr_stand;
Liv (Record] .HeightCrown * (ushort) (floor (ptr_stsnd-sHeightCrown * .5));

Recordee; I/BE SURE t< increment
this counter up

(I/end for(y=0;y-*NP;y-<-<(

fclose)DatIn)
(I/end for(a = 0; a c Count; a**)

if (Record )= RecordsNeeded)
Bailout ( 96)

I/Sort the current mv Structures by Treelist-Goal-Hold-Pericd
qsort( )void(mnv,

/ /base
(size_t)RecordsNeeded,

I/count of records
siseof) struct PREMO RECORD
I/size of each record
LookAtPremoRecords

//compare function

I/Tell ptr_info where the memory is that holds this Liv)) stuff and how many records there are
ptr_info->CurrentSD = mv; ,/although Inu is an array of structures, by itself it
points to the memory block
ptr_info->Records = RecOrdsNeeded;

I/NOTE: Don't delete the mv]] structures here, they will be used in another function

(I/end CreatePostDisturbancestandDataStructure
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by FUEL_LDAD_EXP
Inv(Record3 Litter (ushort) (RealLitter/Losdpactor)
Inv(Record( ,Class2l (ushort) (RealClass25/Loadpactcr(
Inv[RecordJ .Classl (ushort) (RealClassl/Losdpactor(
Inv(Record] .Clsss3 (ushort) (RealCla003lLoadFactor)
InvERecord) .ClassG (ushort) (RealClassE/Loadpactcr)
Inv[Record] .Classl2 (<short) (RealClassl2/Loadfactor)
Inv[Recordj Classpverl2 )ushort) F.ealllasslverl2/L,oadpactor);

code from PREMO

between

will



void MakeNewPremukuns( struct TRBBLIST FOR EMEND F?)), mt count, mt Actualper)
I*********************************************************************************************

II Make Premo runs fur those treelist hit by some type of disturbance this past period

FILE 5OpenBatch
char Batch(250J, Parameters[250], JunkFile)256J, RunPremo)256);

mt a;

I/For timing stuff
clock_t Start, Finish;
double Duration;

II

printf)'\n\n The FP structures as
for (a=O; account; a**)

printf)'FP[%dJ; Treelist; %lu\tdoal;

FP[a] Interval);

I/Start the overall clock
Start clock));

End of variable defining

MakeNewPremnRuns sees it

%hu\tHuld; %hu\tlnter'zal; %hu\n",a,FP)a( Treelist,
FF[aJ Goal, FP)aJ Hold,
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I/Make the JunkFile which screen outputs can be redirected to
sprintf)JunkFile, '%s%s\\3uflk.txt" ,PREFIX,ErrorDir)

/130 through the F? structures and make Premo calls for all needed records
for (a0; account; arc) //for
each record in the F? structures

Preen wants the following inforrnaticn passed in as a parameter for each call

The full pathname of the Premo program itself
The current period
Treelist number
Goal number
Hold number

*1

I/Create a batch file to use to call up Premo
sprintf)Batch, %s%s%d'\per%d\\Preraubat' ,PREFIX,DUTPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE,ActualPer)

I/Create the argument line that will get inputted into the above batch file
sprintf(Parameters, '%s%s %d %lu %hu %hu Sd',

PREFIX, Premoprogpame,
ActualPer,
FP)a) .NewTreelist,
FP)a] Goal,
FP)aJ Hold,
PP,EMO_TOGGLE);

I/Open the batch file and write out the Par5meters line and then close the file
OpenRatch = fopen(Batch, "st

if) OpenBatch == NULL)
fprintf(stderr, 'Opening of %s failed; %s\n", Batch, strerror)errno)

fprintf )OpenBatch, '%s\n", Parsmeters)
fclose(OpenRatch);

I/Fill the Runpremo array with the Batch file name and the screen uutput redirection file name
sprintf)Runprerno, '%s c %a\n',Batch, IonkFile);

//tIming infc iccal to this loop
I/clock_b Start, Finish;
I/double Duraticn;

II Call up PREMO and run it with the above bat file
//Start = clock));
system)RunPremc);
I/Finish = clock));
//Duration * ) )dcuble) (Finish-Start) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC
IIprintf)'That prescription took %.11f seccnds"\n", Duration

//end of for)a=O.

Finish = clock));
Duration = ) (double) (Finish-Start) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC
printf (**All of those prescription tuck %.21f seconds" \n", Duration
printf flfl!);

for (a=O; adO;
printf('\a); //an alarm to tell it's finished



/ /end MakeMewPremoRuns

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt FiliForprerso] struct TREELIST_FOR_PREMO FP[] struct HIT_BY_DISTURB HitList[J mt Count]
/ *********************************************************************************************

i/Go through HitList[] again and find those actual Unique combinations of Treelist-Goal-Hold counted earlier
i/and this time fill up the F? structure
mt a, b, Unique;
ulong EvalTreelist;
ushort EvalGoal, EvaiHold;

//

Unique * 0;
b 0;

reset because above it left
for(a=0;asCount;)
loop

if)b == Count)
incremental method, b will

break;

Uniquewa;
as do ethers because a gets

//Set the initial
EvalTreelist
Eva lGoal

EvaiHold

ii

//Fill up [titList
Count = 0;
for]a=0;a5tJHIQUE; a**)

arrays

if) Data.Cellid(a) FALSE
break;

if] Data.Treelist[a] 5= FTL

HitList [Count] .Treelist

HitList[Count] Goal
HitList [Count] . Hold

End of variable defining

loop with value of Count

reach end first but a doesn't know that

reset in other loop

Eval° variables

HitList[aJ .Treelist;
HitList[a] Coal;
HitList[aJ Hold;

End of variable defining

//This must be

i/a will get increment by other

/ 'because of weird

;/first one always counts
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//done look.ng through

= Data.Treelist]aC
= Data,Goal[a];
= Data.Hold[a]

//Insert those values in the array of FP Structures
FP[Unique-l) .NewTreelist = EvalTreelist;
FP[Unique-l] Goal * EvalGoal;
FP[Unique-l] Hold EvalHnld;

//sine HitList is already sorted, start at next record and lock downward until no longer a match
for(b=a-*l;b'*Count;)

it) HitList[b] .Treelist == EvalTreelist &&
HitList[b] Goal == EvalGoal ii
HitList[bJ Hold == EvaiHold

b**;
//Then look at neat record

else

I/Set the "a" variable to where is because this is the next unique match
a =
break;

)//end for)ba*l;bcCount;bcs)
1//end for(a=O;asCount;a**)

return Unique;

1//end FillForpremo

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt FillbitListForPremo( struct HIT_BY_HISTURE HitList[] , ulong STL
/ *********************************************************************************************

Use the same rules as in the CountTotalHjt() funotion to determine whether or not a cell was
hjt by AMY type of disturbance this period.

NOTE: The array of HitList structures are type HIT_BY_DISTURB which is a structure type
developed to hold data after individual disturbances. It became apparent that I could just
re-use this structure type to hold information for all the cells at the end of a period. Just
be aware how certain members are being used.

Treelist: Normally would hold an OLD treelist value but in this case holds the updated and current treelist value

mt a, Count;



arrays

HitLi.st[Count) .Cellid Data.Cellida);

Countoc;

return Count;

(I/end FillHittistporpremo

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt CountTotalHit(ulong FTL)
/ *********************************************************************************************

After all the disturbances in a period - the best way to see if a cell has been hit by ANY
type of disturbance is to look through the entire Data.* [] arrays and count how many have
a current Treelist value ,= to the FirstTreelist value used in the period.

RENEMBER: this works because the Treelist value is updated right after each disturbsnce

mt a, CountS;
// End of variable defining

for (a=O; a5UNIQUE; ass)

if) Data.cellid(a] == FALSE
//done looking throughbreak;

if) Data,Treelist[a) cc FTL
Ccunt**;

return Count;
) / /end CountTotalHit

/ *********************************************************************************************
void Initialpremo(void(
/ *********************************************************************************************

/* This function has TWO roles one is to create a RUNSTANDOPT.BAT file for EVERY stand cell) that
needs to be optimized. Second, once that .bat file is created this function will call up Heidi's program
(currently called Premo.exe) and pass the arguments from the .bat tile to it.

FILE *Index, *Qpenpatch.
char TreeFileRame[2OS)=", Garbage)200J="",Temp)256J,Temp2[256],,7unkFile[256J;
mt SoanStatus,IndexNo,count, ctr, goal, HoldPeriods;

GOALS numbers as used in PREMC are:
S=Fire, l=Insects, 2*Fish,

Wildlife-complex, 4=Wildlite-simple,
5cPNV, 6"Fire,Insects,PNV 7cFish,Wildlife,PNV f=All,PNV

9=GrcwOnly
15 = Non-forest(no goal associated) - only seen at end of simulation when outputting a goal value to map

//For Time information
//olook_t Start, Finish;
//double Duration;

II End of variable defining

//First, delete the old prescriptions in the . . . \initial\ directories
DeletelnitisiStuff C)

//Make the JunkFile which screen outputs can be redirected to
sprintf(JunkFile, "%s%s\\Junk.txt",PREFIX,Srroruir)

II I will assume that the treelist index.txt file is completely filled with valid stands and files
sprintf (Temp. "%s%s%d\\perg\\%s' PREFIX, INPU'rS,GOAL_TO_USE,TREE._IWDEX);
Index = fopen)Temp, "rU);

if (Index HULL)
fprintf(stderr, 'opening of %s failed: %s\n", Temp. s trerror

II First go through the file and COUNT the number of files
count = 5;
while ( (ScanStatus=f scanf (Index, "%d" , &IndexNo) ) =EOF)

count = **ceunt;

II Rewind the file pointer so it is back at the beginning of the tile
rewind(Index(;
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// Now create a string that will be thrown into each runstandopt.bat file during the looping
II and then execute the .bat file for each stand
for(ctr = 0; ctr c count; ctrs-+) i/for each treelist

fscanf(Index, %d ,&IndexNo) //Scan the index no

printf('Working on Treelist %d\n",IndexNo);

for goal=O; goal<GCALS; goalow /,' for each goal

//Get a quick error if I change the # of HoldFor periods and I forget to fix this code
if(NOLDNC > 2)

Bailout 40

for)HoldPeriods=0;Holdferiods<4;HoldPeriods*=3) i/for the two Hold 'for' periods

//Instead of running PRENO for GrowOnly prescriptions with multiple 'hold' values,
just

//copy the files from the hold==O stuff into new files
if goal == 9 && Holdfcriods > 0

Copyttandtpt )tndexNo, goal,Holdteriods);
continue; i/next

iteration of the for(HoldPeriods. . .) loop

sprintf)Temp, '%s%s 0 %d %d %d %d\n",PREFIX,PrercoProgName, IndexNo, goal,
HoldPeriods, PREMO_TOGGLE)

sprintf)Temp2, 'tsfs%d\\perO\\Premo.bat' PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_T0_USE)

//Open the PremoBatchFile and put in cormsand line
OpenBatch = fopen)Temp2,w');
if (OpenBatch NULL)

fprintf(stderr, "opening of %s.bat failed: %s\n", Texp2 ,strerror(errno));
fprintf(Openuatch, '%s\n', Temp);
fclose(OpenBatch)

//Refill Temp with the batch file name and the screen output redirection
sprintf(Ternp, 'ks w %s',Tercp2,JunkFile);

i': Call up PROMO and run it with the above .bat file
//Start = clock));
system(Temp)
i/Finish = clock));
//Duration = ) double) (Finish-Start) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC
//printf(**Thxt prescription took %.21f seconds**\n, Duration

0//end of for)floldPeriods.
)//end of for)goal.
//end of for)ctr.

fclose(rndex)

for (ctr=0; ctr<l0 ; ctri.i.)

printf(\a"); //an alarm

I//end of InitialStandOpt

/ *********************************************************************************************
void CopyStandOpt)int Treelist, mt Goal, mt Hold)

/This function will copy over those PRESCRIPTION, VEGCODE, and STAND DATA files that were
generated for a Grow Only goal with a hold value of 0. Any addition hold values are redundant
because hold refers to how many periods to "hold" before allowing cutting and in the Grow Only
there is no cutting - thus they will be the same. At this time, I still need the files to
exist on the hard drive with the unique name.

char CopyPres[300];
char CopyStand[300];
char JunkFile[300];

i/Make the JunkFile which screen outputs can be redirected to
sprintf)JunkFile, "%s%s\\Junk.txt",PREFIX,ErrcrGir);

if(Treelist == NONFOREST) //do nothing
return;

if(Treelist < NONFOREST) /,'copy stuff from/to the NITIAL directory

sprintf(CopyPres, "copy %s%a\\P_%d_%d_0. txt fsfs\\P_Bd_%d_fd. txt 0

PREFIX, InitialPrespir,Treelist,Goal,

PREFIX, InitialPresDir,Treelist,00al,Ncld,JunkFile);
sprintf(CopyStand, "copy %s%s',,',,SD_%d_%d_O.txt ts%s\\SD_Ed_%d...%d.txt

PREFIX, InitialStandDataDir, Treeliat, Goal,

PREFIX, InitjalStandDatapir, Treelist, GoaJ.,HcJ.d,JunkFile)



if(*ptr_treelist == 0)

break;
there are no treelist values of

if(*ptr_treelist == NONFOREST)
continue;

Continue on to next

for (b=0;b<NumberTreelist;b**(

ptr_utl = &UniqueTreeList[b];
if) (*ptr_treelist( == )*ptrutl)

there = 1;
break;

array

if (there == 0)

UniqueTreetist [next] *ptrtreelist;

//assumes Data.Treelist was initialized with S's and

//don't put these in the file -

//utl stands for UniqueTreeList

I/means the value is already in the UniqueTreeList[]

I/Now create a TREEINDEX.txt file to be placed in the /inputs/pero directory so that the Fremoltuff.cpp
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else //copy stuff from/to the MODELED
directory

sprintf(Copypres, copy %s%s\\P_%d_%d.Q.txt %s%s\\P%d_%d_%d.txt o
PREFIXNodeledPresDir, Treelist,Goal,

PREFIXModeledPresDir,Treelist,Coal,Nold,JimkFile(

sprintf(Copystand, copy %s%s\\SD_%d%d_t.txt %s%s\\SD_%d_%d_%d. txt 0
PREFIX,ModeledStandpatapirTreelist,Goal,

PREFIX,NodeledftandDataDjr,TreelistGoalHold,JmkFjle)

I/now execute those system calls
system(Copyfres);
system(CopyStand);

[I/end CopyStandopt

I*********************************************************************************************
void CreateTreelndex(void)
I*********************************************************************************************

II This function is to look at Data.Treelist and make a list of
II all the unique treejjst values that occur. I will then take each of those unique values and
II look for them in the Initialtreeindex.txt and create a new text file which contains ONLY these
// index numbers for treelist values that were found in Data.Treelist

mt bcnext there;
ulong *ptrutl;
FILE *Naster *Current
mt ScanStatus, IndesNo, Found;
char TreeFileName[256],Temp[256[,Temp2[256];
ulong *ptrtreelist;
mt NmeberTreelist = 0;
II End of variable defining

I/First, count the total number of values in Data.Treelist
for (c=O; cCUNIQJE; c-*+)

ptr_treelist * &Data.Treelixt[c];
if(*ptrtreelist = 0 &h *ptrtreelist = NONFOREST)

NumberTreelist**;

Ilprintf('\nThere are %d values not necessarily unique) in Data.Treelist\n\n',NomberTreelist);

I/Create and initialize the UniqueTreeList() array en the free store
ulong (*UniqueTreeList( = new ulong[NumberTreelist]
if(UniqueTreeList ** NULL)

printf(*Problerss allocating memory for UniqueTreeList with %lu elements\nNomberTreelist);

memset(UniqueTreel.ist, 0, sizeof(UniqueTreeList(0J) 'NumberTreelist)

I/Then, pick out the unique numbers in DtTreelist
next * 0;
for (c=0; cStONIQIJE; cee)

there = 0;
ptr_treelist=&DataTreelist[c)



// functions can open that file and run Premo for these initial treelist.
sprintf(Temp, '%s%s\\%s' PREFIX, Constantlnput, IT INDEX)
sprintf(Terr2, "%s%s%d\\pert\\%s' PREFIX, INPUTS,dOAL_TO_USE,TREE_INDEX(

Master fopen(Temp, "r"
Current fopen(Temp2,

if (Master == NULL Current NULL)
fprintt(stderr, 'Opening of Es or Es failed: %s\n",Terup,Tercp2,strerror(errno));

I/Now look through the UniqueTreeList[] array and for each of the values in it, find the file location
I/from the InitialTreeindex.txt and send both that file direttory and the unigue tree list value to a new
I/text file called Treeindex.txt (placed in the Impute/peril directory

for(c0;ccnext;c**)

Found = 0;
while ((Scanftatus=fscanf (Master, "Ed Es' ilndexNo,TreelileName( ( =EOF)

if (IndesNo (int(UniqueTreetist[o](

fprintt)Current,'%d\n",IndexNo);

Found *
rewind (Master)
break;

(//end of while

if (Found == 0)

prcotf)"There appears to be no treelist available fcr IndexHo; Ed - Bailing
out) \n,UnigueTreeList Ic)

Bailout (20)

(//end of for(csO;canext;c-.--.-(

[close (Naster)
[close (Current)

I/delete stuff on free store
delete [1 UniqueTreeList;

//Set the global variable ITL so the value of next
ITL next;

//end of CreateTreelndex function

/*********************************************************************************************
void CreateSortedprernogjnaryFile (void)
/*********************************************************************************************

This function will create a sorted binary file that contains all the SD_5__ tat
data for the current landscape. This file only needs to be created when PP,EMO has been
ran on the initial files (i.e. after a change in PREMO coding) The resulting binary tile
can then be read in later during Filllnitialpreruooata(( -

*1

FILE *Index, 5Dataln, BinOut, 5ileaderOut;
char Ternp[256);
mt ScanStatus,Treelist,count, NonForestCcunt RealCount, ctr, goal, HoldPeriods;
mt y;
ulong RecordsNeecled, Record;
jot Dataperiod;
double RealBasal, RealClosure, Rea1CBD, Rea1HLC, Realbeight, RealRev, RealBigTrees, Harvest;
ushort VegCode;
double RealLitter, RealClass25, Realllasul, RealClass3, RealClass6, RealClassl2, RealClaSSOverl2;
double LoadFactor;
II End of variable defining

I/Figure Out how many records there are going to be
//I will assume that the treelist index.txt file is corcpletely filled with valid stands and files
sprintf(Temp, '%s%s%d\\perO\\%s",PREFIX,INPUTS,gOALTOtISE,TREE INDEX)
Index = fopen(Temp, 'r"
if Index == NULL)

fprintf(stderr, opening of Es failed: %s\n", Tercp, strerror(errnc((

I) First go through the file and COUNT the number of files
count = 0;
NonForestCountst;
while ((Scanttatus=fscanf(tndex, "%d",&Treelist(( !=EOF(

if) Treeljst == NONFOREST)
NonForestCount**;

Count = **cOunt;

RealCount = count - NonForestCount;
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7/pri.ntf(There are %d files in the treeindex.txt file but only Sd are Forest type\nceuntRealCount);

7/ Rewind the file pointer so it is back at the beginning of the file
rewind ( Index)

7/Determine the actual * of records
RecordsNeeded = RealCount OPALS * HOLONO * tSP; 7/Use RealCount because records for NONFOREST are not
needed

7/Create an array of structures on the free store to hold these
struct PREMO_RECORD (*Inv) new etruct PREMO_RECORD[RecordsNeeded(;
if) mv NULL

printf(Problems allocating memory for mv)) with Slu elements\nRecordsNeeded*sizeof)PREISO_RECORD));
7/Initialize
memset) mv, C, sizeof(struct PREMO_RECORD) * Recordslieeded

Start pumping data into the array of Inv[] structures **********************

7/Set the Loadpactor that will be used to convert the inoorning FuelLoadings (which are in LBS) to TONS but
7/keeping some precision by multiplying by FUSL_LCAD_EXP
LoadFactor = TONS * FLJEL_LOAD_Exp;

Record=O;

tor)ctr=O;ctrecourlt;ctr**) 7/for all the treciost
listed in the treeindex.tt file

fscanf(Index, %d&Treeljst); 7/loan the actual treelist number

if(Treeljst !SONFOREST) 7/no need to do these
Continue;

for(goal=O;goalGOALS;geal----) 7/for each goal

7/Set a *juiok error if I change the of Hoidfor periods and I forget to fix this code
±f(HOLDNO > 2)

Bailout (40

for(HoldPerjoda=S;Holdperiodse4;Holdperjods+=3) I/for the two Hold for periods

7/Start by opening the correct SD___ - txt file ONCE
sprintf (Temp.

%s%s\\SD_%d_%d_%d.txt, PREFIX Initialftandoataoir,Treelist,goal,Hoidferiods)
Dataln = fcpen)Temp, 'r");
if )Dataln == NULL)

fprintf(stderr, opening of %s failed; %s\n,Temp, strerrorierrno))

7/The SD_*_** .txt fibs will have a line of data for the incoming treelist at and it
is NOT needed.

7/SafeD works by assuming the the 1st period is after Harvest activities and 5-yr
growth

fecanf(Oataln, "Sd 61f %lf 6Sf Slf Sit Sit %lf Shu 615 6Sf 615 61f 61f 6Sf 515 %lf
&Dataperiod, &RealBasal,

&RealCbcsure, &ReaSC2O, &Rea1HLC, &RealNeight, &Realkev &RealBigTrees,
&VegCede, &Narvest,

&Realtitter, &RealClass25, lRealClasel, &RealClaes3, &RealClass6,
&RealClassl2, &RealClaasDverl2)

7/Now scan in all the data ONCE and store in the array of Inv structures
/ /0 assume that the SD*** have Period 1 on line 2
for)y=O;yoNP;y-**)

%lf %lf, &DataPermod, &RealBasal,

&RealBi.gTrees, &VegCode &Harvest,

&RealClassl2 &RealClassOverl2);

are OR in terms of 65535 thingy

RealLitter > 6553 *TPNS
I

5= 6553TON5

RealClassOverll 0= 6553T0N5)

Treelist, goal, HoldPeriods,y*l);

7/First, scan in the lines from SD
fscanf(Dataln Sd 615 Sit 915 %lf 615 615 61f Shu %lf %lf %lf %lf 515 %lf

&RealCloaure, &Rea1CBO, &Rea1HLC, &RealHeight, &RealRev,

&Realtitter, &ReaiClassl5, &RealClassl, &RealClassl, &ReaiClasst,

if(OataPeriod y*l)
printf(problem with period values in the PREMO files\n)

7/Check and make sure values that eventually will be converted to USFIORT

if)RealBasal >= 6661
I

Rea1CBO 0= 6 RealsigTrees > 6553 I

RealClass25 > 6553°TONS RealClassl 0= 6553 *TONS
I I

RealClassl

RealClassS >= 65535T0NS RealClassl2 0* 65S3TCNS

printf(cluilty is; Tree Sd Ooal Sd and Hold Sd in period %d\n',

Bailout (49)
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Inv:Recordj Closure =

(ushort) )floor(RealClosure)
Inv[Recordj Density ushort) (floor(RealCBD *

DENSITI_EX?))
Inv[Reccrd] .HeightCrcon = ushort) (floor(Rea1HLC r

0.5))
Inv[Reeord( Standheight = ushort) (floor(RealHeight

* 0.5));

Inv[Reeord] Rev = (float)RealRev;
Inv)Record[ .RigTrees =

(ushort) (floor(RealBigTrees * BIGTREES_.Exp)
Inv:Record) .Vegcode = VegCode;
Inv:Recora) Harvest float)Harvest;

I/The incoming fuel loads are in LBS - convert to TONS but keep some
precision by multiplying by F1JEL_LCADEXP

Inv)Record] Litter
(ushort) )Realhitter/LoadFactor)

Inv[Rrcord] .Class25
)ushort) (RealClass25/LoadFactor)

Inv[Record) Classl
(ushort) )RealClassl/Loadpactor)

Inv:Record) ClassO
(ushort) (RealClassS/Loadpactor)

Inv)Record] Class6
(ushort) (RealClassf/Loadpactor)

mv [Record) .Classl2
(ushort) (RealClassll/LoadFactor)

mv[Record) . ClassOverl2
(ushort) (RealClassOverll/LoadFactor)

Record*-*; //SB
SURE to increment this counter up

I//end for (y=0;yoNP;y*,(

fclose)Dataln)
(I/end for(Holdperiods=0

1//end for(goal=0;goal<OOALS;goal-co)
1//end for(ctr = 0; ctr o count; ctr4-4-)

fclose (Index);

/ ******Sort the array by Treelist-Goal-Hcld-Elev-Period and prepare to write out the results
qsort) (void*) mv,

/ /base
(size_t) RecordsNeeded,

//count of records
sizeof( struct PREMO_RECORD
//size of each record
LookAtPremoRecords

I/compare function

//Create the output Binary file and header file
sprintf(Temp, '%s%s\\Binary\\%s_Premc.bin"PRRFIX,InitialstandDataGir,ENVT)
BinOut = 0 open(Temp, "wb");

sprintf)Temp, "%s%s\\Binary\\%s_Premo.hdr" PREFIX, InitialftandDataDir,RNVT)
HeaderOut = fopen)Temp, "w');

//Write Out the header data -- need to know how many records there are
fprintf(HeaderOut, %lu\n ,RecordsNeeded(

I/And now write out all the records in the array of In'; structure
fwrite(Inv, sizeot(PREMO_RECORD( ,RecordsNeeded,BinOut)

fclose)BinOut);
Iclose (Headerout);

delete LI mv;
1//end CreatesortedPremosinaryFile

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt LookAtPremoRecords(const void *ptrl otnst void *ptr2)
/ *********************************************************************************************

//Just to typecast them since we aren't actually passing in pointers
struct FRENO_RECORD *eleml.
struct PREHO_RECORD *ele;;.J;
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//Just in case
if(Rea1CRD < 0

Rea1CBD 0;

Inv[Record] Treelist (ulong) Preelist;

Inv[Recorcl] Goal (ushort) goal;
Inv[Recor*1J Hold )ushort Holdferiods;
Inv[RecorclJ Period )ushort)y;
InvRecord[ Basal )ushort) flccr(RealBasal



deal = (struct PRO RECORD 5)ptrl
eleml = (struct PREHO_RECORD *)ptr2;

if( elemi-sTreelist .s eleml->Treelirt
I/First sort by Treelist

return -1;
i( eleml-cTreelist , elem2-,Treelist

return 1;

/ /Then by Coal

if( eleml-cGoal c ele2-sGoa1

return - 1

if) eleml-eG'oal e elem2-eboal
return 1;

else
//Then by Hold

if) elernl-eHold e elern2->Hold

return -1;
if) elerni-eHuld > elem2-eHold

return 1;

//Then by Periud

if) eleinl->Period < elem2->Period

return -1;
If eleml-cperjod elem2->Period

return 1;
else

return 0;
//FINISHED!

)//end Period
I//end Hold

(1/end Goal

I/end LookAtPrernoRecord

I*********************************************************************************************
void FilllnitialPrernoData jot per
I*********************************************************************************************

This function will be celled up only at period 0, which is before main))
starts into the NP period loop. This function needs to COMPLETELY fill up the
Data. * array for all NP periods with the inrtial data derived from the prescription generator.

Filling in the initial data will be done by using the sorted binary file created during
CreatefortedPrernoBinaryFile

/ ITO variables
FILE *3mb, *Header;
char Temp[256);

//structures
struct PREMO_RECORD Key;
struct PREMO_RECORD *ptr record

//pointers
ulong 5ptr_treelist;
ushort ptr_goal, 5ptr_hold, *ptrelev, *ptr..ve300de;

mt x,y, count;
ulong RecordNo;

//For Time information
clock_t Start, Finish;
double Duration;

// End of variable defining

Start = clock;

printf "\n\n

pri.ntf)"\t\t555 Filling the Data.* arrays with Binary data from PREMO ***\n)

I/Create and Open the Header and actual Binary file with PP.EMO data in it
sprintf)Temp, "%s%s\\Binary\\%sPremo.bin' PREFIX InitialhtandDataDir,ENVT)
Binln = fopen(Temp, 'rb');

sprintf (Temp. "%s%s\\Binary\\%sPremo.hdr' PREFIX, InitialhtandDataDir,ENVT)
Headerin fopen(Temp, 'r);

//Get the Number of records that are listed in the header file
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fscanf(Readerin, %1u,&RecordNo);

I/Create art array of structures on the tree store to hold these records
struct PREMO_RECORD 5Premolnv) = new otruct FERNS RECORD[RecordNo)
if) Prernolnv == NULL

printf(Problems allocating memory for Preaolnv[) with %luelemsnts\nRecordNo*sizeof)PREMO_RECOP.D));

Illnitialize a Couple of things
mersset( Premolnv, 0, sizeof(struct PREMO RECORD) * RecordNo
memset( fRey, 0, sizeof) struct PREMO_RECORD)

I/New just read in the binary data the same way it was written out in CreatelortedFremcginar-yFile))
fread(Premolnv, sizeof)PREMO_RECORD) RecordNo,BinIn);

I/close up the files
fclose(Binln);
fclese Headerin);

//Go one-by-one through the Data. * stands and get the Treelist-goal-hold-Period and then use that as
I/a key to do a binary search on the Prernolnv structures and find the correct data
//I assume that all Data. arrays are tilled and that the first Data.Treelist element
//has a value in it - if I hit a Data.Treelist == 0 then there are no more to do on landscape
for(count=0;countcUNIQUE;count**) I/go one-by-one through DataTreelist[]

//Set the primary pointers to the Data* arrays
ptr_treelist = &Data.Treelist[countj
ptr_goal &DataGoal[countj;
ptr_hold = &Data.Hold[count];
ptr_elev = &DataElsv[countj;
ptr_vegcode = &Data.vegccde[ccuntj [I)

I/Set a break it we get a treelist == I . . . signals the end of data in the Data*)J arrays
if) 5ptr_treelist == FALSE

break;

//If this cell is NONFOREST then make some adjustments to fuel models and fill Data.Vegcode[J (I with
NONFOREST

if(5ptr_treelist == NONFOREST)

I/NOTE; the NONFOREST DataInitialpuelModel)] and Data.FuelModcl[) H were filled up back in the
function

yet

although I have

//Set all Data.Vegcode values to NONFOREST
f or C mat ; xONP; moo

°ptr.vegcode = NONFOREST;
ptr_vegcode**;

continue; //ehsuld Continue next iteration of big
for(count=0;countsUMIQUE. . .) loop

I//end if(°ptr_treelist == NONFOREST)

II End of what to do if the initial trealist is NONFOREST

else if( °ptr_vegcode 0) / This treelist-goal combination has NOT been inputted

//All the
Vegcodes should be S at beginning of simulation

//Start to make some of the 'Key for this cell to use in looking for the correct
//record in the array of Premolnv structures
ReyTreelist = (ulong) ptr_treeliet;
Key.Goal = )ushcrt)°ptr_goal;
Eey.Hold = )uohcrt)5ptr_hold;

//make another loop to account for the period
for (y=0 ;y<NP;y++

Rey.Period = )ushort)y;

//printf)'Key; %lu %hu %hu %hu %hu\n'Key.Treelist,Key.Gcal,Key.Hold,Key.Period);

//Now use bsearch to find the matching record in the array of Premclnv structures
ptr record (Otruct PREIIO_RECORD)bsearch)

fRey
(void *)PremoInV
(size_t(RccordNo,
sizeof( struct FERNS_RECORD),
LookAtPremoflecords

if(ptr_record == NULL)
Bailout (75 C
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//L,oadlnitialFuelMcdelsdaodLcads I am not going to double-check here that it was done

//ran test to make sure.

//Assign a goal of 13 to indicate this is GROW-ONLY non-forest)
=ptr_gsal = 10;



'Vegoode + 000;

sVegcode;

sVegcode;

data\n);

returned above

else

I/Everyone should already have the proper
CreatesortedfremoBinaryFile (C

Data.Basal[count] [y]
Deta.Closure[count] [y]
Data.CBDonsity[count] [y]

Data.HLC[sount] fyi
Data.StandHoight[oount] (y]
Data eigTrees[count] fyi
Data.CtHarvest [Count] [y]

type - converted back in

= ptr_record-cBssal;
= ptr_record->Closure;
ptr_record_oDensity;

ptr_record-cHeightCrown;
ptr_record->StandHeight;

ptr_record-oBigorees;
ptrrecord-oHarvest;

ptr_record-

ptr_record-

ptr_record-
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I/Check to see it the Vegcode value is Mixed Conifer - if so it must be broken into 0

or 3000
if (ont) (ptr_reoord->Vegcode / 100 == 5

I/Fuel Loads were also properly converted back in CreateSortedPremosinarypile(.]
Data.Litter[count] [yJ = ptr_record-clitter;
Data.Class2S [count] [y] = ptr_record->Class25;
Data.Classl]count] [y] = ptr_record->Classl;
Dats.ClassS [count] [yl = ptr_record-cClass3;
Data.Class6]count] ]y] = ptr_record->Class6;
Data.Classl2[count] ]y] ptr_record-oCiassi2;
Data.ClassOverl2[couot] [yf ptr_record->Classlverl2;

[I/end for(y0;y<NP;y**)
3//end of If] *ptrvegcode 0)

3//end for]count=0;counteUMIQUE;count---)

//delete any arrays on free store
delete I] Premolnv;

Finish = clock]];
Duration = [double] (Finish-Start) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC
printf]'\t\tTo fill the Data* arrays with PREMO stand data took %21f seconds\n" Duration
printf

3//end of FiliPremoData

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt CorrpareHitListForpewPremo]csnst void °ptrl, const void *ptr2[
I*********************************************************************************************

I/Just to typecast them since we arent actually passing in pointers
struct HIT_BY_DISTURB *eleml;
struct HIT_BY_DISTURB *elem2;

eleml = (struct HITBY_DISTURB 5)ptrl;
demO = (struct HIT_BY_DISTtPB °)ptrl;

if] eleml-cTreelist e elern2->Treelist
I/First sort by Treelist

return -1;
if] elemi--eTreelist s alem2->Traelist

return 1;
else

I/Then by Coal

it) elerni-oGoal < elem2-oOoal

return -1;
if) elemi-oGoal o elem2->Goal

return 1;
else

I/Then by Hold

if] elexel-cHold c eleml-obold

return-i;
if] elemi-uMold e elexe2-oHold

return 1;

if] *ptr clew c (3000*FT2M)

I/Its over 3000 ft
Data.Vegcode]count] [y]

I/This will give it 10*5
else

Data.Vegoode[oount] [y]
I/Leave as is

DatsVegcode[count] [y[
//Leave as is

if(DataVegcode]count] ]y] c 1061
printf (Cot a SAD vegcode value during fill date with initoal PRKMO

I/Fill in the reSt of Data* [1 arrays with the data accessible from the pointer



mt a,b,lJnique;
ulong valTreelist;
ushort EvalGoal, Evaikold;
1/

Unique * 0;
b = 0;
for(a=0;acCount;
loop

if(b == Count)
incremental method, b will reach end first but a doesn't know that

break;

Unique**;
as do others because a gets reset in other loop

/ / first one always counts

I/Set the initial Eval* variables
EvalTreelist = HitList[a].Treelist;
Evalpoal = HitList[a[ Goal;
EvaiHold = HitList[a] Hold;

//sine HItList is already sorted, start at next record and look downward until no longer a match
for)b=arl;bsCount;)

if) HitList[b] ,Treelist FlvalTrselist If,

HitList[b] Goal == EvalGoal If,
Hitlist[b[ Hold == HvalHold

b**;
//look at next record

else

else

return 0;
//FINISHED)

}//end Hold
)//end Goal

) / / end CorspareHittistPorNewPremo

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt CountuniqueNewPremoHits(struot HIT_HY_DIOTURB HitList[J, mt Count)
/ *********************************************************************************************

//Go through HitList[] and find how many actual Unique combinations of Treelist-Goal-Hold

end of variable defining

I/Set the
a = b;
break;

I//end for(b*asl;bcCcunt;baa)
I//end fcr(a=0;aeCount;a*-i-)

return Unique;
/ /end CountUniqueNewpremoHits

READDATA, UP?

/1 This READDATA.cpp file is to hold the functions used to populate the DATA structure.
II This structure has arrays that hold a bunch of input data themes.

II There is also a link[] [] array created that is the array used to 'link' any input data into the
/1 the arrays in DATA by means of a row/column search and linkage.

include sstdio.he
include sstdlib,he
include sstring.he
include smath,he
include stime.he
*lnclude "globalsh"

//OK, see if I can make a structure called Data" to store the maindata.
I/Using a structure to keep memory usage down be cause only the Cellid and
//Treelist needs to be ulong)4bytes each element) and the others can be ushort.
I/I could just declare each one Separately but I want some practice with structures)

struct Rain]
ulong Cellid[UNIQUE]; II Values for entire

Applegate watershed
ushort GridRow[UNIQUE];
ushort GridColumn[UNIQUE]
ulong Treelist [UNIQUE];

ushort Elev[UNIQTJE]; // in meters
ushort Axpeot [UNIQUE];
ushort Slope [UNIQUE];
ushort Goal [UNIQUE];
ushort Qwner(UNIQUE];

I/a will get increment by other

/ ,'because of weird

variable to where is because this is the next unique match
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7/Get calculated within SateD
ushort InitialDuff [UNIQUE]

divided by TONS - convert back by
ushort InitialLitter [UNIQUE];

FUEL_LOAD_EXP to make ushort)
ushort InitialClass25 [UNIQUE];
ushort TnitialClasgl [UNIQUE];
ushort InitialClass3 [UNIQUE];
ushort TnitialCla6 ]UNIQUE[;
ushort InitialClassl2 [UNIQUE]
ughort InitialClassOverl2 [UNIQUE];
ushort InitialFuelModel)UNIQUE]
ushort InitialEra]UNIQUE[;
ushort FuelNodel ]UNIQUE] ]NP[;
ushort Duff ]UNIQUEJ NP];

FUEL_LOAD_EX?
ushort Flame [UNIQUE];

length interval from a PAESITE run

7/Data that will come from Prerso
ushort Basal [UNIQUE] ]NP];

value
ushort Closure ]UNIQUE] ]NP];
usbort CBoensity[UNIQUE[ [NP];

ushort HLC[UNIQUE[ ]NP];
usbort StandHeight]UNIQUE] [NP[;
ushort BigTrees [UNIQUE] ]NP];
ushort Era ]UNIQUE] [NP];

get REAL value
ushort Vegoode[UMIQUE[ ]NP];
float CFBarvest [UNIQUE] [NP];
ushort Litter [UNIQUE] [NP];

divided (I] by TONS -- Premo by TONS
ushort Class25]UNIQUE] [NP];

big to fit in ushort. Convert
ushort Classl [UNIQUE] [NP];

ushort Class3 [UNIQUE] [NP]
ushort Class6[UNIQUE[ [NP];
ushort Classl2 [UNIQUE] ]NP]
ushort ClassOverl2 [UNIQUE] ]NP]

Data;

7/functions used in ReadData.cpp
mt CreateMainData(void);
mt AsciiReadCell (void);
7/mt AsciiReadData)void);
mt Maketink (void);
mt BinaryReadData)void);
long CheckHeader)int File);
void ResdGoalNoldFound(int Goal]

7/defined in StandOptstuff.cpp
extern void CreateTreelndex [void);

//defined in Misc.cpp
extern void Eailout)int ErrorNumber);
extern void PrintToStat)iht, ulong Value);

jot CreateMainData (void)

/ /Por Ascii reading

/ /both binary and ascii ways can use this
/ /For Binary reading

#i fdef USE_BEST_GOAL_HOLD
printf)'\n\n********Creating and initializing the main Dsts.*][ arrays
printf)" ********Will be using GOAL and HOLD values f run previous simulation.

printf)\n\n********Creating and initializing the man Data.*][ arrays
*endi f

jot r,s;
7/For Time information
oluok_t Start, Finish;
deuble Duration;

/ / These initial Fuel Loadings will be

/7 rcultiplying by TONS when using. (also using

\n');
fl*\fl\n);
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ushort Pag[UNIQUE];
ushort Alice [UNIQUE]; Does NOT include an

allocation for stream buffers - use Data.Buufer
ushort Minor ]UNIQUE[;
ushort Hoid[UNIQUE[
ushort Buffer]UNIQtIEJ; / / Stream buffers on FED land

only NODATAFLAG = noBuff, 100 in Butter
ushort FireHistory[UNIQUE[ Old fire perimeters

NODATAFLAG = not in, 100 in old polygon
ushort InitialVeg [UNIQUE];
ushort Initia].Stage [UNIQUE];
ushort PRule [UNIQUE];

7/Array to hold the linkage' for filling up the arrays in the Data structure
mt link]ROBS] [3];

7/Divided by TONI and multiply by

/ /Will hold the current fl*me

/7 converting.. .divide by 10 to get REAL

/7 Truncating to closest integer
/7 converting. - divide by 100 to get REAL value

/7 Truncating to closest integer
/ Truncating to closest integer

/ / converting. . - divide by 10 to get REAL value
/,/ converting. . divide by 100 to

/7

/7
All these fuel loadings will be

7/ when it outputted and sonic are too

/7 when needed back to TONI.



seconds**\n, Duration
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i/Initialise all the arrays of the Data, *
for )r=O ; r<UNIQIJE; r**)

Data.Cellid(r]
Data.GridRow[r]
flata.GridColusnn]r]
Data.Treelist]rj
Data.Elev[rJ
Data.Aspect[r]
Data.Slope[r]

Date.Owner(r]
Data.Pag[rj

Data.Alloc[r)
Data.Minor[r]
Data.Buffer(r]
Data.FireHistory(r]
Data.InitialVeg[r]
Dsta.InitialStage(r]
Data.Flarne[r]
Data.Goal[rJ

PickPrescription - defaults to 9 Growlnly)
Data.Nold]rJ

available to cut in period 1)

Isata.Initialfluff[rJ
Data.Initialtitter[r]
Data.InitialClaas25rr)
Data.InitialClassl]r]
Data.InitialClass3[r]
Data.InitialClass6]r]
Data.InitialClassl2[r]
Data.InitialClassoverl2)r) = 0;
Data.InitialFuelModel[r) =

Data.InitialEra]r]
Data.PRule Er]

for s=0; ssNP; s-*-*)

prescription is selected

Data.Veg*ode]r) Es]
Data,CFllarvest[r) Is]
Data.Basal]r] [5]
Data.Closure[r) [s]

canopy closure
Data.FuelModel[r] [s]
Data.CBDensity[r) [s]
Data.HLC[r] Es]
Data Standlleight[r] [s)
Data. BigTrees Er] Es]

Data.Era[rJ [a]
Data.Duft)r) Es)
Data.Litter[r) Es]

Data.Class25ErE Es]
Data.Classl]r] Es]

Data.Class3ErE LeE
Data.Class6[r] Es]

Data.Classl2[r] Es]
DataClassOverl2[rE Es]

arrays Wi Os or other data

0;

= 0;

= 0;
= 0;

= 0;
0;

0;

= 0;

I;

0;

0;

= 0;
= 0;

= 0;

= 0;
= 0;

9; i/Goal will get a 'real value in

= 0; //s5rse with Hold - defaults to 0

= I;
= I;
= I;

= I;

= I;

= I;
= I;

0;

I;

i/These all will get filled after

= I;
= 0;

0;

0; / /rerser*ber: the ED_*_*_* .txt file DOES have

= I;

I;

I;

= I;
= I;

= 0;

0;

= 0;

= 0;

printf)" Finished initializing, now to start filling in with data

Start * clock));

i/NEW; Nov 99. Call up funetions to read either ASCII or BINARY files (use #define FILE_TYPE toggle)

#if (FILE_TYPE == 1)
//Resd in the ASCII files

puts(Un\n************************WARNING WARNING WARNING **************************
puts ********

puts ********ASCII reading method has not been corspletely updated yet - will not inpu******
putsVssss* the Slope, Aspect and Pag files - BAILING NOW and see AsoiiReadpata()
puts) *******

puts)" ***************************************************************************************

exitU)

//call up these routines to fill the Dsta.5[] and link]]]] arrays
if) AscijReadCell()
I if)MakeLink))

C i/if) AseliReadData))

Finish = olock;
Duration double) (Finish-Start) / CLOCKS_PER....SEC
printf(\n**Reading the initial data in ASCII format took %.2lf



if)TernpCellid[r-l] [c-li = CellidNO)

Data.Cellid[cellJ = ulong)TempCellid[r-l][c-l);
DataGridRow[oell] = (ushort)r;

//original grid row
DataGridCcl*esntcellJ = ushort)c;

//original oIlmen row
cell-**;

//The CELLID value
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*else
//Read in the

BINARY files
//call up these routines to fill the Data.* [1 and link)] [I array
if) BinaryReadpata))

Finish = clock));
Duration * (double) (Finish-Start) I CLOCKS_PER_SEC
printf(\n**Rsading the onitial data in BINARY format took %.21f seoonds**\n, Duration

#endif I/if )FILE_TYPE1)

/ ******************TREEINIJEX Creation
I/Create the Treelndex.txt file now, because too many other things rely on it
ifdef CREATE_TREE_INDEX

CreateTreelndex)); //undefine & create new file with just 1 or 2 values when running test on
PREMO
#endif
/ ******************************************************************

return TRUE;

i//end of CreateMainData

/ ************************************************************************************
I************************************************************************************
II Start of functions to handle importing th data in BINARY format
I************************************************************************************
I************************************************************************************
I***************************************************************
mt BinaryReadpata (void)
/***********************************************************

FILE *BIN;
char InFile[l5OJ=
mt r,c;
ulong cell;
long CellidND; //hold the returned Ncoata value
from Checkijeader)) for Cellid - it is reused
long ND; //hold other returned NoData values
from CheckHeader))
mt FileNo;
float Rawvalue;

//Create a temporary array to store the input Cellid binary data, which has data for every cell
float (*TeCe1lid) [COLUNDSJ = new float)RORfj [COLUIISSJ //RDIJS*COLUIISS is how many elements are in the

initial grid/binary file
if )Tempcellid NULL)

printt("There was NOT enough memory for TempCellid with flu elements\n",ROWS°COLUNDS);

//Initialize the TernpCellid array
for)r=O;rOROMS;r**)

for (c=O; c000LIJWNS; car)
TempCellid(r][c] = 0;

//Check the header data associated with this binary file and got the returned NODATA value
CellidND Cheo}cHeader(0);

1/******read in every element of the Cellid data and store in the TernpCellid array
sprintf)InFile, %s%s\\cellid_%s.bin' ,PREFIK,Constantlnput,FNVT)
BIN * fopen)InFile, rh);
if) fread)TenpCellid,sizeof(TempCellid) ,RDWO*CDLUNDS,BIN) != RONS*COLUNNS) //TempCellid is only a pointer

Bailout ) 66)

else
printf )**Binary file %s OK**\n,InFile);

fclose)BIN);

//Using the same criteria as reading in the old ASCII files, (i.e. checking for NODATA) fill the actual
//tlata.Cellid)i array with only these values needing tracked and fill Data.GridRow[J with
//the original ROW cell number and the Data.GridColumn]J with original COLUMN cell.
cell 0;

for )r=l; re=ROWS; r++)

for )c=l ; c<=COLUIIMS; c++)



default:

I/Call up the MakeLink() to create the link[] [] array used throughout this program
if) MakeLink(( FALSE)

Sailout(67(

Loop through and read in the Input Landscape files. This is being done one file at a time so
only one Templriput has to be created. The TerspCellid[J [) created above will act as the
template for reading in the current landscape file.

I/Create a temporary array to store the input binary data, :chich has data for every cell
I/NOTE: These input binary files are generated by Arclnfo as FLOATing nmsbers so use that as type and typecast
later as needed
float (5Tempinput)(COLtINNS] = new float[RORS) [COLUMNS] //ROWS°COLUIINS i5 how many elements are in the initial
binary file
if (Tempinput NULL)

printf('There was HOT enough memory for Tempinput with %lu elements\n',ROWS°COLUNNS);

for) FileNo=l; FileNos=FILES; FileNo**)

/°1 am going to hard-wire codes to use for REQUIRED input landscape files:
1 Treelist
2 Elevation
3 Aspect
4 Slope
5 Ownership
6 Plant Association Group
'2 Allocation (for federal lands)

Minor (sub-watersheds)
9 Suffer (stream buffers on federal lands)
10 Fire History
11 InitialVeg
12 InitialStage
13 Prescription Rule allocation for Framework only

There will be Switch statements both below and in th CheokHeader() function so if new required files are added
be sure to modify code in both places.

switch(FilePIo(

case 1:
sprintf(InFile, '%s%s\\treelist_%s.bin',PREFIX,Cornrsonlnitial, ENVT(
break:

sprintf(InFile, "%s%s\\elev_%s bin', PREFIX, Constantlnput, LNVT)
break;

sprintf)InFile, "%s%s\\aspect_%s.bin",PREFIX,Constantlnput,ENVT)
break;

sprintf(InFile, '%s%s\\slope_6s.bin",PREFIX,Constantlnput,ENVT)
break:

sprir:tf)InFile, "%s%s\\owner%s.bin' PREFOX,Consrantlnput, ENVT);
break;

sprintf)InFile, "%s%s\\pag_%s.bin',PREFIX,Constantlnpur,ENVT)
break;

sprintf]InFile, %s%s\\alloo_%s.bin',PREFoX,ConsrantInpur,tNVT);
break;

sprintf)InFile, "%s%s\\minsr_%s.bin',PREFIX,ConstantlnputENVT)
break;

sprintf)InFile, %s%s\\srrbuf%s,bin' ,PREFOXConstantlnput,ENVT)
break;

sprintf(InFile, %s%s\\fjrehist_%s,bin' ,PREFIX,Constantlnput,ENVTj i
break;

sprintf(TnFile, "%s%s\\veg_%s.bin" PREFIX, Coemonlnitial,ENVT)
break;

sprintf(InFile, '%s%s\\stsge_%s.birP',PREFIXCos'monlnitial,ENVT)
break;

sprintf(TnFile, %s%s\\rule%d%u.bin" , PP.EFIX,Constantlnput,PRULE,ENV'r)
break;

Eailout(68(
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case 2:

case 3:

case 4:

case 5:

case 6:

case 1:

case 8:

case 9:

case 10:

case 11:

case 12:

case 13:



I/Initialize and Re-Initialize the Teanpinput array to prepare and hold new data
for (r=O; reROWS; rn-n)

for cO; c<CCLUMNS c-n-n)

Terspinput[r][c[ = 0;

I/Check the header data associated with thin binary tile - program will bail if header file is bad
ND CheckHeader(FileNo);

********read in every element of the current binary data and store in the Ternpinput array
RIN = fopen[InFile, rb);
if) fread(TepInput,sizeof[TepInput),RONs*cQLtpg4s,gIN) RONS*COLUNDS) //Tempinput is only a pointer)

Bailout ) 66)

fclose(BIN);

Use the same criteria as reading in the original Ccllid.bin file. If there was a valid value in the Tomptellid
Spot
then input data from the same Spot from Tempinput. Also, check the current value in Ter*pinput and if it has
a NoData value (according to its .hdr file) then put a NODATAFLAG in the spot(beraune mont nodata will be -9999 and
mose of these are ushort which cant handle that value).

cell = 0; //keep track of which array element to fill
for (r=l ;r<=RO5Jf; r-s-s(

for )c=l; cs=COLUMNS; c-n-n)

if)Tempcellid[r-l] (c-li )= CellidND) I/The original Cellid - if not Nopata, then

//firnt grab the raw float value
Rawvalue Tempinput[r-l[ [c-li;

I/Now switch to the appropriate file so data can be placed properly and conversion

switch[FileNo)

case 1:
if)RawValue == ND)

Notata for this tile in this spot, put NONFOREST value in
Data.Treelist[cell[ )ulong)NONFOREST;

else
//Rasjvalue is good, just convert to correct type and put in right spot

Data.Treelist[cell[ = )ulong)Rawvalue;
break;

case 2:
if)RawValue == ND)

Noflata ter this tile in this spot, put NODATAFLAG in
Data.Elev[cell] )ushorf;NODATAFLAG;

else
//Rawvalue is good, just convert to correct type and put in right spot

Data.Elev[cell[ = ushort)Rawvalue;
break;

case 3;
if)RawValue ND)

Notats for this file in this spot, put NODATAFLAG in

Data.Aspect[cell[ )ushcrt[NODATAFLAG;
else

//Rawvalue is good, just convert to correct type and put in right spct
Data.Aspect[cellj = (ushort)Rawvalue;

break;
case 4:

at )RawValue == ND)
NoData tor this file in this spot, put NODATAFLAG in

Data.Slope[cell[ = )ushort[NODATAFLAG;
else

//Rawvalue is good, just convert to correct type and put in right spot
DataSlope[cell[ = )ushort)Rswvslue;

break;
case 5:

if[Rawvalue = ND)
NoData tor this file in this spot, put NODATAFLAG in

Data.Dwner[Cell[ = [ushert[NDDATAFLAC;

//Rawvalue is good, just Convert to correct type and put in right spot
Data.Dwner[cell) = [ushcrt)RawValue;

break;
case 6:

if)Rawvalue == ND)
NoData for this file in this spot, put NODATAFLAG in

Data.Pag[cell[ = )ushort)NODATAFLAG;
else

//RawValue is good, just convert to correct type and put in right spot
Data.Fag[cell[ )ushort)RawValue;

break;
case 7;

//There is

I/There is

//There is

//There is

//There is

//There is
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if[Rawvaloe '= ND) //There is
NoData for this tile in this spot, put NODATAFLAG in

Data.Alloc [cell) = )ushort ) NODATAFLAG;

else
//Rawvalue is good, just convert to correct type and put in right spot

Data.A110c [cell) = (ushort)Rawvalue;
break;

grab it

made



case B;
if)RawValue ND)

FfoData for this file in this spot, put NODATAFLAG in
DataMincr [cell] = (ushort)NODATAFLAG;

else
IIRawValue is good, just ccnvert tc ccrrect type and put in right spot

Data.Mincr [cell] = )ushort) RawValue;
break;

if)Rawvalue ND)

NoData for this file in this spot, put NODATAFLAG in
Data Buffer[cell[ )ushort)NODATAFLAG;

else
//Rawvalue is good, just cOnvert to correct type and put in right spot

DataBuffer[cell] = )ushort)RawValue;
break;

case 13:
if)Rawvalue == ND)

Nopata for this file in this spot, put NODATAFLAG in
DataFirel-Iistory[cell[ = ushort)NODATAFL,AG;

//Rawvalue is good, just convert ts csrrect type and put in right spot
Data. FireHistory[cell] = (ushort)RawValue;

break;
case 11:

if(RawValue == ND)
NoData for this file in this spot, put NODATAFLAG in

DataTnitialveg[cell] = )ushurt)NODATAFL,AG;

//Rawvalue is good, just convert to ccrrect type and put in right spot
Data.InitialVeg[cell[ ushortRawvalue;

break;
case 12:

if)RawValue == ND)
NoData tot- this file in this spot, put NODATAFL,AG in

Data.Initialstage[cell[ (ushort)NODATAFLAG;

//RawValue is good, just convert to correct type and put in right spot
DataInitialttage[cell[ = (ushort)RawValue;

break;
case 13;

if)Rawvalue == ND)
Nopata for this file in this spot. put NODATAFLAG in

tataPRule[csll[ = ushort)NDDATAFLAG;

//Rawvalue is good, just convert to correct type and put in right spot
Data.PRule[cell[ )ushort)RawValue;

break;

default:
BailOut)6B)

I//end switch

:'/increnent array position counter
oell**;

)//end if)TempCellid[r-l[ [c-l) Ce111dND)

)//end for(r=l;r's='ROWS;r++)

printf(**Binary file %s has been inputted and is Q1f**\nInFile);

)/Iend for(FileNe=O;FileNc's=FIL,ES;FileNo**)

//Delete the TernpCellid and Tempinput arrays free free store since they is no longer needed
delete [I TerrpCellid;
delete [[ Tempinput;

return TRUE;
) //end RinaryReadData

I *****************************************************************************************************
void ReadGoalHoldfound(int Goal)
I*****************************************************************************************************

This function is to read in the binary files for a GOAL-HOLD solution
ft-sm a previous simulation run, and reenter those values into DataCoal[[ & DataRold)] -
These binary files were generated in BinaryiaveGoalHold, found in 'goal controller.cpp.

For GROW_ONLY goal, just skip this function because the Goal-Hold values default to 9-0
during initialization in CreateNainpataH

FILE °BIN;
char GoalInFile[256[
char IBoldInFile[256]

//There is

:':'There is

//There is

//There is

//There is

//There is
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ushort *ptr goal;
ushort *ptr hold

II End of variable defining

printf **Reading binary GOAL and HOLD values from previous simulation. \n'

if Goal GROW_ONLY)

I/Make the correct output file names
sprintf)GoalInFile, '%s%s%d\\%s_%s_goal;hin" ,FREFIX,RerunDir,00AL_TO_USE,OFTPREFIX, ENVT)
sprintf)HoldInFile, "%s%s%d\\8s_%s_hold;bin' ,PREFIX,RerunDir,t4OAL_TO_USE,OPTPREFIX,ENVT);

I/Now read them back in
ptr_goal = &Data;Goal[0J;
ptr_hcld = &Data,Hold[0]

BIN = fopen(GoalInFile, 'rb)
if) BIN NULL

printf)THERE IS NO OLD GOAL FILE FOR THIS LANDSCAPE - BAILING! in);
fread)ptr_goal,sizeof)Data,Goal[0]) ,UIIIQUE,BIN)
fclose BIN);

BIN = fopen)HoldInFile, "rb')
if) BIN == NULL

printf(THERE IS NO OLD HOLD FILE FOR THIS LANDSCAPE - BAILING! in'
fread(ptr_hold,sizeof)Data,Hold[O) ) ,UIIIQUE,BIN)
fclose)BIN)

I/end ReadGoalHoldpound

I ************************************************************************************
long CheckHeader(int File)
I ************************************************************************************

Input code values VFile") and what data they are referring to:

0 Cellid
1 Treelist
2 Elevation
3 Aspect
4 Slope
5 Ownership
6 Flant Association Group
7 Allocation for federal lands)
8 Minor sub-watersheds)
9 Buffer )stremm buffers on federal lands
10 Fire History
11 Initialveg
12 InitialStage
13 Prescription Rule allocation for Framework only

FILE *IN;
char HeaderFile[lS0];
char garbage[13];
char ByteOrder[l0);
mt Row, Column;
long Nodata;
double xll, yll, junk;

//Get the appropriate file to check
switch)File)

case 0:

case 1,

case 2:

case 3:

case 4:

case 5:

case 6:

case 7:

case 8:

case 9:

case 10:

case 11:

case 12;

sprintf)HeaderFile, "%s%s\\cellid_%s,hdr",PREFIX,Constantlnput,ENVT)

sprintf)HeaderFile, "%s%s\\treelist_%s;hdr",PREFIX,Commonlnitial,ENVT)

sprintf(HeaderFile, "%s%s\\elev_%s,hdr" PREFIX, Constantlnpat, ENVT)

sprintf(HeaderFile, "%S%s\\aspect_%s,hdr" PREFIX, Constantlnpot,ENVT)

sprintf(HeaderFile, "%s%s\\slope_%s.hdr" PREFIX, Constantlnput,ENVT)

sprintf(HeaderFile, '%s%s\\owner_%s;hdr" PREFIX, Constantlnput,ENVT)

sprintf(HeaderFile, '%s%s\\pag_%s,hdr" ,PREFIX,Constantlnput,ENVT)

sprintf)HeaderFile, '%s%s\\alloc_%s,hdr', PREFIX, Constanflnput,ENVT)

sprintf)HeaderFile, %s%s\\minor_%s,hdr',PREFIX,ConstantInput,ENVT)

sprintf)HeaderFile, '%s%s\\otrbuf_%s,hdr' ,PREFIX,Constantlnput,ENVT)

sprintf)HeaderFile, %s%s\\firehist_%shdr',PREFIX,ConstantInput,amvT)

sprintf)HeaderFile, %s%s\\veg%s.hdr' ,PREFIX,00mmonlnitial,EN1JT)

break;

break;

break;

break;

break;

break;

break;

break;

break;

break;

break;

break;
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sprixltf(HeaderFile, tsts\\st5ge%s.hdr,PREFIX,Cummcnlnitial,ENI'T) ; break;
case 13:

sprintf(HeadsrFile, %s%s\\rule%d%s.hdr,PREFIX,Constantlnput,PRULEEN\TT) break;

default
Bailout) 68

IN = fopen(HeaderFile, "r);

if IN == NULL)
printf(*Problem opening HeaderFile %s\n",HeaderFile);

I/Now scan in the header data and verify that it is OK
fscanf(IN, Os %d Os Sd Os %lf Os Sit Os %lf Os Old Os Os',

garbage, &Column, garbage, 10.0w, garbage, Lxii, garbage, &yll,
garbage, &junk, garbage, &Ncdata, garbage, ByteOrder);

I/Check the number of Rows and Columns for this data
it(Column 1= COLUMNS II Row != ROWS)

Bailout) 69

I/Check the grid origin for this data
If) (int) (xli) != XLL int) yll) ILL)

Bailout (70)

I/Check to make sure the ByteOrder is correct
if(strcmp(strlwr(ByteOrder(, lsbfiret))
which it should be!

Bailout (71)

f close C IN)

I/write Out a little Oil line
printf('lleader file Os is OK\n',HeaderFiie);

I/When finished, return the current Nodata value so it can be used during input into the Data. * arrays
return Nodata;
)//end CheckHeadsr

I************************************************************************************
I ************************************************************************************
// Function used regardless of whether BINARY or ASCII method used
I************************************************************************************
I ************************************************************************************
/ ***************************************************************
mt NakeLink(void(
I***************************************************************

II Create and fill the lINK array for later use

This function can be used whether the data was read in ASCII or BINARY format because
it uses the values found in Data,Gridrow, which is populated by either method

mt r,c,Start,MowMar*y;
jot *ptr link'
ushort *ptr_gridrow;

jot ctr;
ulong NumberCellid, *ptrcellid:
II End of variable defining

//Initialize the LINK array - with row numbers 1-N and S's -- see below for more
ptr_link = &link[0J[O];
for)r=1;rcROWS*l; re's)

*ptr link *

ptr_link++:
for) c=l; cc2; C++)

*ptr_ljnk = 0;
ptr_l ink+e;

I/Fill the array called Link, which has 3 columns: The first
I/represents the original ROW number and the second has its starting row position
I/in any of the Data. * arrays (not the array subsoript)and the third column is how
I/many values are going into the Data. * arrays for that row.
I/The link array will have spaces for ALL
I/rows, regardless if data actually gets put in (will have l's if nodata for the whole row).

Start = 0;
for(r=l;r<=ROWS;r's's)

ptr_gridrow = &Data.Gridpow[Startj
ptr_link = &3ink[r-1) [1);

I/convert to lowercase and test against lsbfirst' -
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if(*ptrgrjow == (ushort)r)

*ptr link )Start-cl);

HowNafly = 1;

do

ptr_gridrow**
HcwNany*-*

while ) *ptrgridrow == )ushort)r

Start = Start * )HowMany-l);
(ptr,link*-1) = )HowiSany-l);

I/count the number of values in the CELLID column
for(ctr=O;ctrotJNIQUE; ctrc*)

ptr_cellid=&Data. Cellid[ctr]
jf(*ptrcelljd = 0)

NumberCellid = ctr*l;

printf(There are %lu unique cellids\n,NuetherCellid);
printf("First CELLID is: %lu and the last CELLID is: lu\n',Data.Cellid)0J,

Data.Celljd)NurjcerCellid-l]

//Call up the PriutToStat)) function to fill up with the total cell count info.
PrintTogtat (1, (ulong)NumberCellid)

return TRUE;
)/Iend of MakeLink))

II

I-

/I Start of functions to handle importing the data in ASCII format
I-

II

I***************************************************************
mt AsciiReadCell (void)
I***************************************************************

FILE °READ CELL'
char garbage[13];
mt Row, Column;

long mt TestValuw,Nodata;
ulong ConvertTest, cell;
double xli, yll, Junk;
char Ternp[150];

//Open the cellid.asc file antS check validity
sprintf(Temp, %s%s\\cellid_%s,asc' ,PREFIX,Constantlnput,ENVT)

READ CELL = fopen(Temp, 'c');

if (READ CELL NULL)
fprintf(stdwrr, 'opening of %s failed: %S\n", Temp, strerror(errnc));

else
*ifdef DEBUG_DPEN1

printf("File: Ps opened with no problems in mode READ!\n",Temp);
*endif

fscanf (READ_CELL, 'Pa Pd Ps Pd is Pif is %lf %s %lf %s %ld",
garbage, &Column, garbage, &ROw, garbage, &xll,

garbage, &yll,

garbage, &junk, garbage, &Ecdata);

//Do some error checking and bail if input data is not correct
if)Column == COLUNUS && Row == ROWS)

printf 'ROWS and columns for CELLID. Soc are CK\n'
else

Bailout 2)

//Do some error checking and bail if input data is not correct
if) Sloor)xll) == XLL && flcor)vll) == 'iLL)

priotf)"X andy origin for CELLID.asc are
else

Bailout (3
II Enter CELLID data into the maindata array

4) ifdef DEBUG_STRLJCT

//print out the above to see if initialized correctly
printf("Cellid\tRow\tColumn\tTlist\tUr*it\r*"(
for (r=0 ; rOUNIQUE; r-.--.-)



*endit

I/Fill the DataCelljd with valid CELLID values and Oata.GridRow with the
//original ROW tell number and the Data.GridColumn with original CCLUPS cell.
cell C;

for)r=l; ro=RCWS; r-*+)

Cor c1 ; c<COLUNES ; c++

fscanf (READ_CELL, "%ld" &Testvalue)
if(TestValue ) Nodata]

ConvertTest = ]ulong)Testvalue;
Data.Cellid]cell] ConvertTegt; //The CELLID value
Data.Gridgow]cell) = (ushort]r; I/original grid

row
DataGridColumn[cell] (ushort]c; //original column row
cellee;

# ifdef DEBUG_STRUCT
I/print cut the above to see if filled correctly
printf("Cellid\tRow\tColumn\tTlist\tUnit\n')
for(r=C ;roUNIQUE; roe

prjntf('%lu\f%hu\t%hu\t%hu\t%hu\n',Data,Cellid]r],DatadridRow[r(,
Data.GridColucm[rJ,DataTreelist]r][O],Data.Unit]r]);

*endif

fclose (READ CELL);

return TRUE;
}//end of AsciiReadCell

FJELSTUFF CpP

// For FIdEL stuff
void InitialFuelController void)
ulong CoumtLandsoape(void);
ulong FillAllInfo(str-uct P_INFO AllInfo[] H
mt CornpareAlllnfcTreeljst(const void ptrl conSt vood 'ptrl);
ulong CountUniqueAlllnfoTree)struct P_INFO AllInfo[J ulong Count);
u].ong FillFuelswithTreelist)struot P_INFO Alllnfo[] ulong Count, struct INITIAL_FUELS Fuels]])
void InitialFuelLoad(atruct INITIAL_FUELS Fuels]], ulnng Count);
void InitializeFuelLcadings(struot INITIAL_FUELS Fue].s[], mt Ctr);
void Determinelnitialpuefl4odel)struct INITIAL_FUELS Fuels]), ulong Count);
void LeadlnitialFuelModelsAndkosds(struct INITIAL_FUELS Fuels]], ulong Count);
void AdjustFuelStufCporGrowth]int Aotualper]
void FuelDecayAndContribution)int Actualper);
void CaloulateAndFill5jni}'uslModel(jnf ActualPer)
void DoubleCheckFuels (void);

void CountTreelistRecords)int NowMany[] , char Filenarne[]
void FillTreelistRecords (char Filename]] , struct TREELIST_RECORD Snags H. struct TRRELIST_RECOBD Live)]

struot TREELIST_RSCORD Owd[], mt HowMany[]);
mt CoiepareFueleForTree].ist)const void *ptrl, const void *ptr2]

I/DeS mined in StandData.cpp
extern void CalculatelndividualhasalCanopywidth)struct TREELIST RECORD Records[], mt NoRecords);
extern void Calcu].ateStandClaesitication)struct TREELIST_RECORD Records]], jot NoRecords, struct ITAN]J CLASS
'Stand)

II

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void AdjustFuelStuffForGrowth mt ActoalPer)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************
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printf)"%lu\t%hu\t%hu\t%hu\t%hu\n" ,Data.Cellid[r] ,Data.OridRow]r],
Data.dridColuann]r3,Data.Treelist]r])O],Datatjnit(rJ);

)#inolude cstdio.h>
#inc].ude ostdlib.h>
include cstring.h>
#include otime.h,-
inClude cmath.h>

*include "globals h' I/to hold global DEFINES, etc..
#include 'data.h"
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This may prove to be a time-hog but for now this function will operate on a cell-by-cell basis. The reason is
that, in
theory, I feel it may be very difficult to track all the potential different fuel loadings by' groups' of cells
that
have identical loadings and other parameters such as elevation, canopy closure, Qmd, etc.) that sre all used to
differentiate into fuel models

I/For Time information
clockt Start, Finish;
double Duration;

ii End of variable defining

Start = clock));

printf("Going to calculate fuel decay and contribution (';n')

//First, Decay axd add on the Net Fuel Loading contributions to each cell
FuelDecayAxdContribution)Aotualper);

i/Now go through and recalculate fuel models for every cell
CalculateSxdFillSimpuelNodel )AotualPer)

Finish = clock));
Duration = ) (double) (Finish-Start) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC
printf("\n\nit took %.2lf seconds to run FuelDecayAndcontribution)) & CalculatejuodFilllimFuelModelU\n', Duration

printf

9//end AdjustFuelStuffForprowth

I ******************************************************************************************************************

void CalculateAndFillSimFuelModel)int ActualPer)
*******************************************************************************************************************

At this point, the fuel loadings should have been adjusted for the current period by FuelDecayAndcontribution))
It is
now simply a matter of going to each cell and determining the fuel model using the rules Jim & Bernie developed for
Reclassificaiton of Fuel Nodel after the First Period" as seen in Jim's Sept. 17, 1999 documentation.

inS a;
inS ArrayPer;
mt TempCode, Tempcover, Terspoiam, TempVeg;
mt Houripuels, Hourlfpuels, HourlSSFuels;
Ii End of variable defining

//Set the ArrayPer variable
ArrayPer = ActualPer - 1;

for)a=0; a5UNIQUE; a-.-.)

if)Data.Cellid[a] ** FALSE
) 7/No more to check

break;

if(Data.Treeliet[a] ** NONFORE.ST(
continue;

//Go on to next cell - already double checked in FueloecayAndContribution()

i/Break apart Data.Vsgoode to identify the pieces because that is a piece the fuel model matrix needs
//REMEPIBER: The TempCode could have 5 or 11 for TempVeg
TempCode = Data.Vegcode[a] [ArrayPer]; I/The actual 3 or 4 digit code from PREMO
Tempcover = TempCode%1S; 7/last digit

for determining stage ( 0 is <= 60%, 1 is > 60%
TempDiam ) )TempCode-TempCover)%lOO ) / 10; I/next to last digit also for determining stage (is the

Q1W group)
TempVeg = )TempCode-Teropcode%l00) / 100; //lot or 1st two digits for

determining VegCode

i/Now go through the classification matrix
if( Temppiam == 0 ( TempDiam 5*1 ii Te.spcover == 0)

if) Data.Elev[a] , )3QQ5*p=55;

Data.FuelModel[a] [ArrayPer] = 5;

else

if(Te.rp'Jeg UI_PINE]
Data.FuelNodel[a] [ArrayPer] = 2;

else if[TempVeg == 'IC_PH]
Data.FuelModelfa] [Arrayfer[ = 17;

else
Data.SuelNodel[a] [Arrayoer] = 6;

else if) Temp'/eg == 'ICON && ]TempCover == 0 TempDiam <= 1 00 TempCover == 1)
Data.FuelModel[aJ (ArrayPer] = 6;

else



else

else

if) HouritFuels 0 1 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP
Data.Fuelslodel]aJ [ArrayPer] = 9,

else if) HourlOFuels o 3 FUEL LOAD_EXP

if) HourlOOFuels <= 3,5 * FUEL_LOAD_EN?
Data.?uelllodel]a[ [Arrayper] = 16;

else
Data.?uelModel[a) [Arrayper[ = 10;

Data.FuelNodel[a] ]Arrayper) = 12;

C//end of main else for the class, matrix

3//end Eor(a=O

I/end CalculateAndFjllSjmpuelModel

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void FuelDecayAndCcntribution (jot AotualPer)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function will take care of decay existing fuel loads and then adding on the Wet Contribution of fuel loads to
get
a new fuel load, for each cell.

Because all Fuel Loading values are stored as modified ushort )to maintain some precision) all Data, * values need
to be first
divided by FUEL_LOAD_EXp and then multiplied by TONS before Decaying! The Afterpecay* AD') values can then be
reversed
[divide by TONS and multiply by FUEL_LOAD_EXP) and directly added to the values in Data. "fuel load
elass [] ]ArrayPer] . I will
use a new variable called FACTOR that will do the equivalent.

The decay rates are a combination of those found in Table 4.6 of
Fire and fuels Extension: Model Description - HorSing Draft", by EISA Technologies Ltd )Beukema et al.) - Feb 16,

1999.
Also, Jim Agee updated the DUFF and LITTER decay rates in his writeup [dated Sept 17,1999) in Section 6. Additions
to Fire and
Fuels Extension (FFE) of Ft'S.

mt a;
mt ArrayPer, ArrayPrev?er;
mt AD_Duff, AD_Litter, AD_Class25, AD_Classl, AD_Clasel, AD_Classf, AD_Classl2, AD_ClassOverl2; I/AD Ia "After
Decay"
jOt FACTOR, Movebitter;
II End of variable defining
//printf)"Here in FuelnecaylmdContribution for period %d\n" ,Actual?er!

I/Set the FACTOR variable so it's not always recalculated
FACTOR = TONS / FUEL_LOAD_EX?;
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I/Create the 1,10,100 hour variables to reduce computation and ease of seeing what's going on
MourlFuels = Data.Litter]a) [ArrayPer) * Data.Class25[a] [ArrayPer)
HourlOFuels = Data.Classl[a[ [Arrayper]
HourlOOFuels Data.Classi [a] [Arrayper)

//RE9mER: The Data. "fuel load"]]]] values are modified oshort - must expand Jima variables
by FUL_LOAD_EXP to match

//Also: Jim's values are in TONI
if) HouriFuels 0= 1.5 * FUEL_LCAD_EXP

if) HourlOFuels * FUELLOADEX?
Data.FuelModel[a] ]Arrayper 18;

else if! HourliFuels < 4.5 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP
Data.FuelModel]a] ]Arrayeer[ 8;

Data.FuelModel]a] ]ArrayPer[ = 11,

else it) HourlFuels 0= 2.5 * FUEL_LOAD_EN?

it) HourlOFuels * FUEL_LOAD_EN?
Data.FuelModel[s) [ArrayFer) 23;

else it) HourlOFuels o 2 * FUEL_LDAD_EXP

it) HourlOSFuels c= 1 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP
Data.FuelModel]a) [ArrayPer] = 2;

else
Data.Fuelwodelfa] [ArrayPer] 23;

else if) HourlOFuels o' FUEL_LOAD_EX?
Data.FuelMOdel[a] ]Array?er] = 31;

else
Data.FuelModel(a] [ArrayPer) 32;



I/Set the variables for ease of figuring out what array spots to use
Arrayper = ActualPer - 1;
ArrayPrevPer ArrayFer - 1;

//Go one-by-one through the Data. * array
tor)a=O;aCUNIQUE; a++)

if)Data.Cellid[a] == FALSE ) I/No gore to check
break;

if )Data.Treelist[a] == NONFOREST)

I/Do a quick check and make sure Fuel Models are OK
if) Data.FuelModel[a) [ArrayFer) == 99 OataFuelModel[a) )ArrayPer] == 98

I

Data.FuelModel[a[ [Arrayper[ == 4 Dara.FuelModel[aJ [ArrayPer] 19 II
Data.FuelModel[aJ [Arrayfer] 1)

8)

else
Bailout ( 102)

Continue; ,/Go on to next cell

Fuels

of the fuel load.

way

YIP) );

pow(88, YIP)

YIP)

pow).985, YIP)

YIP) );

if) Actualper 1)

printf)*InitialpuelLoadings )in LBS-ACRE) In');
printf ) %d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n" Data. Initialpuff [a] *FACTOR,Data InitialLitter[a] *FACTOR,

Data.TnitialClassl5[a]*FACTOR, DataInitialClas5l[a]*FACTOR, DataInitialClass3[a]*FACTOR,
Data. InitialClass6 (a] 5FACTOR,

Data.InitialClassll[a]*FACTOR, Data.InitialClassOverl2[a]5fACTOR)

I/In period 1, the actual fuel loads to decay are really those found in the Init±al* arrays
AD_Class25 = int)) Data,InitialClassl5[a]*FACTOR) pow).88,

AD_Classi )int)) (Oata.Initialclassl[a]*FACTOR) * pow).88, YIP) U
AD_Class3 (int)) )Cata.InitialClaSS3[a]*FACTOR) * powU9l, YIP) );

AD_Class6 = )int) )Data.InitialClassi[a[*FACTOR) * pow(.985, YIP)
AD_Classll = )int} ) )DataInitialClassll[a)*FACTOR) pow).995,

YIP)
AD_ClassOverl2 = )int) )DataInitialClassOverll[a[*FACTOR) * pow).985, YIP) );

I/The duff & litter are handled a bit differently per Jim Ages. His rules:
II 1) Take 2% of incoming litter and vaporize it - this really means the 'esasting'

litter - the 2% is for all 5 Years
AD_Litter = int) ) )DataInitjalLitter[a]*FACTOR) * 98 );
II 2) Then take 1/6 of total litter and move it to duff
Movetitter = )int) AD Litter * 16666);
AD_Duff = MoveLitter;
AD_Litter = AD_Litter - HoveLitter;
II 3) Decay duff at 3% a year - REMEMBER to 'plus-add" this on
AD_Duff *= (int)) )Data.Initialpuff[a[*FACTOR) * powL97,YIP)

Ilprintf("AfterDecay values for period l\n')
//printf)"%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\f%d\t%d\t%d\n',AD Duff, AD_Litter, AD_Class2S, AD_Classl, AD_Class3, AD_C1ass6,
9D_Classl2, AD_ClassOverl2)

else

//For all other periods, the actual loads to decay are those from the previous period
AD_Classl5 = (jot)) )Data.Class25[a] [ArrayPrevPer]*FACTOR(

AD_Clasal

AD_Class3

AD_Class 6

AD_Classl2

AD_C las cOver 12

)int) ) )Data.Classl[a[ [Arrayprevper]*FACTOR)

)int) ) )Data.Class3[a][ArrayPrevper]*FACTOR)

)int) ) )Data.ClassG[a] [ArrayPrevPer]*FACTOR)

= )int) ( )Data.Classll[aJ [ArrayPrevPer]*FACTOR)

(int) ) )Data.ClassOverl2[a[ [ArrayPrevPer]5FACTOR)
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Decay

The AD_5 variables will be reset after each cell and they represent the current ACTUAL value

NOTE; All these variables Set factored out to LBS-ACRE to help not lose precision.
NOTE is not clear if existing duff should be decayed first then litter stuff added on. The

Jim's notes specified to wove litter to duff first, then decay but wording was a bit confusing.

* pow) 88 YIP)

* pow) 91 YIP)

* pow) 985

* pow) 985

//The duff & litter are handled a bit differently per Jim Agee. His rules:
II 1) Take 2% of incoming litter and vaporize it - this really means the "excstong

litter - the 2% is for all 5 Years
AD_Litter = (int) )DataLitter[a] [Arrayfrevperl*FACTOR) * .98

II 2) Then take 1/6 of total litter and move t to duff
MoveLitter = (int) )AD_Litfer 18888);



FACTOR);

FACTOR);

FACTOR);

FACTOR);

FACTOR);

FACTOR);

II

printf) \n\n
printf)" Initializing Fuel Loadings
printf)"

Data.Classl5 [a] [ArrayPer]

Data.Classl [a] [ArrayPer]

Data.Class3 [a] [ArrayPer]

DataClass6 [a] [ArrayFer]

Data.Classl2 [a] [ArrayPer]

Data.ClassOverii[a] [ArrayPer] = (ushort(DataClassOverl2[a] lArrayPerl * )AD_ClassOverl2 / FACTOR);

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void InitialFuelCcntrcller (void)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

ulong ForestCells, SecondPorestCount;
ulong Unique, SecondUnique;

AD_Duff = MoveLitter;
AD_Litter = AD_Litter - NoveLitter;
// 3) Decay duff at 3% a year - REMEMBER to plus-add this on
AD_Duff s= (int) (DataOuff[a[]ArrayPrevPer[*FACTOR( * pow(97,fIP) );

)//end else if)Actualper == 1)

print) "ADd those fuel loadings to add on are
printf(%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n DataDuff [a] [ArrayPer]*FACTCRData.Litter[a] [Arrayeer]*FACTCR,

Data.Class25[a] [Arrayper)*FACTOP, OataClassl[a] [ArrayPer]*FACTOR, Data.Class3[a] )Array?er]*FACTOR
DataClass6[a] [ArrayPer] °FACTOR,

Data.Classl2[a] [ArrayPer]*FACTOR, Oats.ClassOverl2[aJ [ArrayPer]*FACTOR)

/ ********************************************************************************************************

/1 Add Net Contributions
/ ********************************************************************************************************

I/The AD_° variables now have the current After Decay fuel load values in LbS-ACRE. These should be
converted

I/back to the modified ushort TONS-ACRE and then added on the current modified ushort TONS-ACRE values
that

//are stored in the current periods net contribution Oats fuel Load]] [1 as they were calculated in
Premo;

//REMEMBER: there are no HEN net contributions to Duff from Premo - it was all handled in above decay
from litter

Data.Duff[a] [Arrayper] = (ushort) AD_Duff / FACTOR);
Data.Litter]a] [ArrayPer] = )ushort)Data.Litter[a] [ArrayPer) * )AO_Litter /

End of variable defining

= )uahort)Data.Class25[a] [ArrayPer]

)ushort)Dafa.Classl[a[ [ArrayPer]

= (ushort)DataClass3[a)[ArrayPer]

= (ushort)Data.Class6[a) [ArrayPer]

= (ushort)Data.Classt2]a)]ArrayFer]

a (AD_Class2S /

a (AD_Classl /

s )AC_Classl /

s )AD_Ctassf /

* )AD_Classl2 /
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ForestCells = CountLandscape)(;
printfflThere are %lu forested cells on this landscape (probably more than in a Solution!)\n'ForestCells);

//Send data out to stattxt file
PrintToStat)2, )ulong)ForestCells);

I/Allocate an array of P_INFO structures to hold each ForestCells combination of Treelist-Gosi-Nold
strucf P_INFO)AllInfo) new struct P_INFO[ForestCellsl
if)AllInfo NULL

printf)'Problerns allocating memory for AllInfo[] with %lu reoords\nForestCells);
//Initialize
memset)AllInfo, 0, sizeof) struct P INFO) * ForestCells

//Fill up AllInfo with the Treelist Goal Hold for all those cells that are forested
SecondForestCount FillAllInfo]AllInfo)
if) SecondporestCount 1= ForestCells

BailouE (97);

I/Sort those records in AllInfo - use mgaort because there may be aloE of records
mgsort[ ]void*)AllInfo, / /base

ForestCells, //count of

printfVaesulting in these FinalFueltoadings in modified TONS-ACRE (divide by 10 to get real value) Note some
precision loss: \n");

printf)'%hu\t%hu\t%hu\t%hu\t%hu\t%hu\t%hu\t%hu\n\n Data.Duff[a) [Arrayeer] Data.Latter[a] [ArrayPer]
Data.Class25[a] [ArrayPer] Data.Classl]a[ [Arrayfer], Data.Class3 [a] [ArrayPer]

DataClassf[a] [ArrayPer],
Oata.Classl2[a] [ArrsyFer] DataClassoverl2[a] ]ArrayPer])

)//end for)a0

//end FuelDecayAndContibution

records
siZeof] struct P_INFO), //size of each record
0, ForestCells-1, / /current division

always: 0, count-i
CompareAlllnfoTreelist //compare function



IINCTE At Time 0 - the Goal & Hold do not matter for the initialization of the FUEL LOADINGS - only different
treelist

I/New go through and count th Unique Treelist in Alllnto
Unique = CountUniqueAlllzsfoTree)AllInfo, ForestCells)
printf("There were actually %lu UNIQUE Treeliat for the forested oells\n' Unique);

I/Create a structure to hold new Fuel Loading information for those unique Treelist
struct INITIAL_FUELS(5Fuels) = new atruot INITIAL_FUELS[Unique]
if (Fuels == NULL

printf("Problerss allocating memory for Fuels[ with %tu reoords\n' Unique);
I/Initialize
memset(Fuels, 0, sizeof(struct INITIAL_FUELS) Unique

I/New fill up the Fuels structures
Secondunique = FillFuelsWithTreelist)AllInfo, ForestCeljs, fuels);
if(SecondUnique )= Unique

Bailout(97)

I/Can delete the Alllnfo structures now they are broken down into Unique records
delete H AllInfo;

I/Get the initial (i.e. default) fuel loadings that will be used for the entire landscape
InitialFuelLoad)Fuels, Unique);

I/Now with those fuel loadings, get the initial fuel model aosignment at Time 0 - REMENBER not used, stands need
to grow to Per 1 first!
DetermjnelnjtialpuelNodel (Fuels, Unique)

I/Finally, go through the Data. [1 arrays and load in the actual initial fuel model
LoadlnitialfuelModelaBndLoads)Fuels, Unique);

//Delete stuff on free store
delete (1 Fuels;

I/Go through and make sure everyone has fuel loads and model
DoublecheckFuels 0;
printf("
printf 0 Finished with initial fuels and Starting to initialize Background ERA values \n')
printf("

(//end InitialFuelcontroller

/******************************************************************************************************************
void LoadlnitialpuelModelspndLoads)struot INITIAL_FUELS Fuels)), ulong Count)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function will fill up the Initialpuelmodel(.I and the Intial fuel loading arrays e.g. InitialDuff,
InitialLitter, etc(
with the data currently stored in Fuels.
5/

mt a,b;
struct INITIAL_FUELS Key;
struct INITIAL_FUELS *ptr record;
//

I/Go through all of Data. So sod load up the fuel model appropriately
for(a=0; aoUNIQUE;a*-.-(

ifi)Data.Cellid[aJ == FALSE
) I/no more cells to check

break

I/Always reinitialize the key to make sure no junk in it
meznset(&Key, 0, sizeof)struot INITIAL_FUELS)

if) Data.Treelist[a] NONFOREST

the same)

End of variable defining
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//Assign a new fuel model baaed on Jim I*gee's paper Reclassification of Fuel Nodel after the

if(Data.Initialveg[a( == GIS...BARREN) //BARREN - both should be

if)Data.InitialStage[a) = GIS_BARREN)
Bailout)l9)

else

Data.InitialpuelNndel[a( 99;

//Smd all of this cell's FuelNodeiM [0 should be 99
for)b=O;boNP;b**)

Data.FuelModel[a) [b) = 99;

else if(Data.Initialveg[a[ == GIS WATER) I/WATER - both should be

First Period'

the Same)



stand

else

if (Data. Initialttage[a] CIt_WATER)
Bail>ut(59)

else

Data.InitialFuelModel[a] 90;

//Ar,d all f this cell's FuelNodel[] [3 should be 90
For b=O boNE hoc)

Data.FuelNcdel[a3 3bJ = 90;

else if 3Data.InitialVeg[a] CIt_SHRUB) //SHRIll - both should be
the same

if(Dats.Initislltsee[a] = GIS_SHRUB)
Bailout ) 59)

if) Data.Elev[a) c //check elevation

else

Bailout ) 60)

C//end if3Data.Treelist NGNTOREST
else //Use the Treelist value to make a key and look for that key-oTreelist in the Fuels

structure and populate with that

//Always reinitialize the key to make sure no junk in it
memset3&Key, 0, sizecf)struct INITIAL_FUELS)

//Make the key
Key,Treelist = Data,Treelist[a];

/ /160w do a bsearch for that key on the Fuels structure
i/MOTE: The Fuels structure should already be Sorted by treelist because it was created from

another treelist-sorted structure
ptr_record = )struct INITIAL_FUELS*)bsearch)

&Key,
(void *)FuelS
(Size_I) Count

sizeof) struct INITIAl_FUELS),
CornpareFuelsForTreelist

if(ptr_record == NULL
Bailout)l0l)

//

// First enter the fuel loads determined earlier
I/REGARDLESS - always load in the Initial Fuel loadings at this point for all FOREST cells
//NOTE: the fuel loading data in ptr record-> is already in correct units
//

if) (ptr_record-oJegClass DC_MO) 00 )Data.Elev)a] c (3OOIFT2M)) 3 i/tee if a DC_MO type

else

Data.InitaalFuelNodel[aj 4;

i/And all f thos cell's FuelSlodel[] [1
5cr )b=0;bcNP;b*-c)

DataFuelModel[aJ [b] 4;

Data.InitialFuelModel)al = l9

i/And all of this cell's FuelModel[[ 3] should be 19
for )b=0;bcNP;bcc)

late .FuelModel(a) fb) = 19;

else if(Datalnitialveg)aI GIl_GRASS) //GEASS/FORBS - both
should be the seme)

if(Data.Initialltage[a] != ITS_GRASS)
Bailout 09)

else

Data,InatjalFuel]lodel[a3 = 1;

i/And all of this cell's FuellOodel[[ H should be 1
tor)b=0;b<NP;bcc)

Data FuelMcdel)a[ )b[ 1;

Data. InitialDuft [a]

Data, Initialtitter [a]
Data. InatialClass25 [a]
Data. InitialClassl (a]
Data. InitialClass3 [a)
Data, lnitialClass0 [a]
Data. InitialClassl2 [a]
Data. InitialolassOverll [a]

should be 4

(ushort)ptr_record-cMC_Duf 0;
(ushort(ptr_record->MC_Litter;

= (ushort)ptr_record-cMC_ClasslS;
(ushcrt)ptr_record->MC_tlassl;

= (uahort)ptr_record-cSlC_ClassT;
(ushort)ptr_reccrd->MC_Claas6All;

= (ushort(ptr_record-cMC_Claaal2;
)ushort ) ptr_record->140_Classdverl2;
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//
// Then load the fuel model calculated earlier
//

if] ptr_reeord->VsgClass == vt_Nc

I/If dcv a 3110' then need to check the NcFuelModel
if] Dsta.Elev[a] a (3fff*5p5f)

I/Check fur the FUEL_FLAG
if] ptr_record-ONC_FuelModel FUEL_FLAG

Data.InitialfuelModel[a[ = ptr_record-cMC_FuelModel;
else

Data.InitiallmuelNodel[a[ = 5.

else

return 3;
1/lend CornpareFuelsForTreelist

Data. InitialDuf f [a]

Data. InitialLitter[a]
Data. InitialClass2l [a]
Data. InitialClasal [a]

Data. InitislClass3 [a]
Data. InitialClaaaf [a]
Data. Initialclassl2 [a]
Data. InitialClassQverl2 ]a]

= (ushsrt)ptr_reccrd-mDuff;
= (ushort]ptr_reccrd-oLitter;
= (ushort)ptr_record-m-Claaa2l;
= (ushort)ptr_reccrd-'clsssl;
= (ushort (ptr_record-oClass3;
= (ushortjptr_reccrd-eClsssCAll;
= (ushort)ptr_record->Classl2;

= (ushort(ptr_record-cClasstverl2;

/ / Check fur the FUEL FLAG
if] ptr_record-cNC_FuelModel 1= FUEL_FLAG

Data. InitialfuelNodel [a[ = ptr_record-cMC_FuelModel;
else

if ptr_record-ovegClass == VC_PINE
DataInitislFuslModel]a[ = 2;

else If] ptr_reccrd-cvegClass == VC_DH
DataInitialFuelMcdel]a[ = 17

Data.InitialFuelMcdel]a} = 6;

Il/end if VegClass VC_MC
else

//First just check for the FUEL....FLAG
if] ptr_record->FuelMcdel != FUEL_FLAG

Data. InjtjalFuel3lodel[a] = ptr_recurd-m-FuelModel;
else

If] Data.Elev[a] a (3l0tFT2M)
Dats.InitjalFuelNodel]a] 5;

else

if ( ptr_cecord-m-Vegclass == Vt_FINE
Data.InitlalFuelNudel]a] = 2;

else if] ptr_recerd-svegClass == cc_OH
Data.InItIalFuelNudel]a] = 17;

else
Data.InitialFuelNodel[s[ = 6;

I//end vegclass vt_Nc

I//end ELSE treelist NONFOREST

I//end for(a=O .

1//end LoadlnitialFuelModelsAndLoads

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt CornparepuelsForTreelist(const void *ptrl, conot void *ptr2)
/ *********************************************************************************************

//Just to typecast them since we aren't actually passing in pointers
struct INITIAL_FUELS *eleml;
strUCt INITISL_FtJELS *elsmn2;

elersi = struct INITIAL_FUELS *)ptrl;
elern2 = (struct INITIAL_FUELS *)ptr2;

if I eleml->Treelist a elems2-sTreelist
//Corspare by Treelist

return -1;
if] elerni-aTreelist u elem2-oTrsslist

return 1;
else

m'/FINISHED
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void DeterminelnitialFuell4odel(struct INITIAL_FUELS Fuels)), ulong Count)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

The initial fuel model assignment is a bit un-necessary anymore. Originally, Jim and Bernie developed a matrix
using the VegClass and Structural Stage to determine the initial fuel model at Time 0. They later developed
a new classification of fuel models for after the fiirt period that was based on fuel loadings (stuff in
the struct Fuels)] ) . However, we dont really need a fuel model at Time 0 because that is the start of the
simulation. What really happens is that we enter Time 1 and Premo spits Out growth and yield data for a period
of 5 yrs after the initial period. That means there has been harvest and growth and this all occurs PRIOR to
initiating a fire in Time 1. 50 fuel models for after Time 0 will get calculated later. Regardless, this function
is something of a check so we can see what the initial fuel assignment is given the current landscape.

This will use the same rules Jim & Bernie developed for 'Reclassificaiton of Fuel Model after the First Period' as
seen in Jim's Sept. 17, 1999 documentation. This is different than original plan to use the GIS matrix mentioned
earlier.
*1

mt a;

II

I/The Fuels structure should already be sorted by treelist because it was created from another treelist-sorted
structure
/ / for (a=0 ; account; arc)
// printf)'%lu\n,Fuels[a].Treelist);
I/The Fuels structure should have the necessary information now to actually determine the fuel Model per Jim Ages's
rules
for )a=0 ; as (signed) Count; arc)

//Jim has a weird rule at first, and the only way I can figure out how to handle it without going through
the entire

//Data. ]) array and recalculating the the below IF statements is to set a 'flag for this condition. So
when

//it cumes time to fill up Data. 5]] if I get the FUEL_FLAG I know to make another calculation based on
elevation

if) Fuels(s) .Qmd == 0 (Fuels[a] .Qrsd <= 1 ii Fuels)a) Closure 60)

Fuels(s) .FuelModel * FUEL FLAG;

if) Fuels(s) .VegClass ** VU MC)
Fuels[a) .MC_FuelModel = FUEL_FLAG;

else if)Fuels[s].VegClass ** VU_PH && )Fuels)a] Closure 60 H )Fuels)aJ.Qmd <=1 55 Fuela[a] Closure 0=
60)

Fuels[a).FuslModel = 6; //Don't need a MC_fuelMcdel because it had to be VC_DH to get
this

else

I/This should take care of EVERYTHING else that doesn't get coded out above

//REMEER: The Fuels H values are modifa.ed ushort - must expand Sims variables by
FUEL_LOAD_EXP to match

I/Also; Jim's values are in TONS
I/Use the 1,10, & 111 hour fuel loadings
if) Fuels[a].HourlFuels 0= 1.5 * FUEL_LOAO_EXP

if) Fuels[a].HourlOFuels c 1 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP
Fuels[a].FuelHodel = 16;

else if) Fuels[a) .HourlOFuels < 4.5 * fu5 LOAD EXF
Fuels[a].FuelModel = 6;

Fuela[a].FuelModel = 11;

else if) Fuels(s) .Hourlpuels 0= 2.5 * FUEL_LOAD_EXF

if) Fuels[a] .NourlfFuels c 1 FUEL_LOAD_EXP
Fuels[aJFuelModel = 21;

else if) Fuels (a] .HourlOFuels c 2 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP

if) Fuels[a) .HourloOFuels c= 1 FUEL_LOAD_EXP
Fuels[a) .FuelModel = 2;

else
Fuels)aJFuelModel = 23;

else if) fuels[a] .Hourllpuels o= 6 = FUEL_LOAD_EXP
Fuels]a].FuelModel = 31;

else
Fuels[a] .FuelModel = 32;

else

End of variable defining

if) Fuels)a].HcurlSpuel* o 1 * FLJEL_LOAD_EXP
Fuels]a].FuelModel = 9;

else if) Fuels[a].Hourllpuels o= 3 * FLJEL_LOAD_EXP

11) Fuels]aJ.Hourlffpuels 0= 3.5 = FUEL_LOAD_EXP
Fuels[a) .FuelNodel 16;
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else

else

else
Fuels[] .FuelMcdel = 10;

Fuels[aJ FuelModel = 12;

I/Now check and see if thas is a VCMC and if su alsu ptpulate the MC_° stuff
if ( Fuels [a] . VegClass == Vt_MO

I/Use the 110, & 100 hour fuel loadings
if) Fuels [a] .MC_HourlFuels 0° 1.5 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP

if) Fuels[s] .MC_MouclOFuels 0 1 * FUEL,_IQAD_EXP

Fuels[a] .MC_FuelMtdel = 18;
else if) Fuels[aJ.MC_HourllFuels 0 4.5 * FUEL,_IOAD_EXP

Fuels[a] .MC_FuelMtdel 8;

else
Fuels [a] .MC_FuelMtdel = 11;

else if) Fuels[a[.MC_HourlFuels 0= 2.5 * FUEL,_IOAD_EXP

if) Fuels[s] .MC_HourllFuels 0 1 * FUE1_1OAD_EXF
Fuols[aI MC FuolMde1 = 20;

else if) Fuels[s[ .MC_Hourl0Fuels o 2 * FUEL_LOAO_EXF

if) Fuels[a[ .MC_HourlOOFuels 0= 1 FUE1_LOAD_OXP
Fuels[a] .MC_FuelMOdel = 2;

else
Fuels [a] .MC_FuelMOdel = 23;

else if) Fuels [a] .MC_HlurllFuels 0= 6 * FUEL.LOAD_EXP

Fuels[a[ MC_FuelModel = 01;
else

Fuels[a] MC_FuelModel = 02;

else

if) Fuels[a[ .MC_MourllFuols < 1 FUE1_1OAD_EXF
Fuels[a] .MC_FuelModel = 0;

else if] Fuels[a].MC_MourllFuels 0 3 FUEI_LOAD_EXF

if; Fuels[a] .MC_HourlOOFuels 0= 3.5 * FUEL_LOAD_EXF
Fuels [a] .MO_FuelModel = 16;

else
Fuels]a] MO_FuelModel = 10;

Fuols[a] .MCFuo1MI.del = 12;

[//end if) Fuels[a].VegClass == VCMC

[I/end of the main ELSE statement

//printf( Just got FuelModel %hu snd MC_FuelModel %hu\n" Fuels [a] . FuelModel, Fuels [a] .MC_FuelMcdel[;

[I/end for(a=0

[//end DetermineFuelModel

/ **************************************************************************************************************
void InitislFuelLoad(struct IMITIAL FUELS Fuels]), ulung Ccunt)
/ **************************************************************************************************************

jut a, b, Found;
FILE °Open;
char Temp[250J, ActualFjle]250];
mt HowManyL3];
ulong Treelist, TestTree;
mt SnagCount, LiveCount, DwdCount;
struct STAND_CLASS Stsndclsss;
struct STAND_CLASS *ptr stand
II End of variable defining

/ /0cr a=O ; as [signed) Ccunt;

II printf)'Fuels[%d]:\t%lu\t%hu\t%hu\n",a,Fuels[a[.Treelist, Fuels[aJ.Gosl, Fuels[s[Hold[;

I/Grab the Treelist for each of the records in the UI. structures
for(a=O;ae)signed)Count;a**)

I/Initialize the HowMsny stray
or C boO; b<3 ; b-s-s

HowMany[b] 0;

I/Initialize StsndClass and its pointer
ptr_stand = &StandClass;
memset(ptr_stand, 0, sizeof(struct STAND.CLASS) C;

//Since this is period 0 use all the CRISINAL trsslist fils. Because there were
//many more initial treelist created than we use, the treelist 4 has to be used
//to index the particular file we Want. This is the same msthtd that PromO uses.
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Treelist = Fuels[a] Treelist;

I/Create a string to hold the name of the InitialTreeindex.txt filename
sprintf(Tee, %s%s\\%s' PREFIX,Ccnstantlnput, IT_INDEX)

I/Open the Treeindex.txt file
Open = topen)Ternp, r);
if (Open == NULL

tprintf(stderr, Opening of Es failed: %s\n Temp. strerror)errno)

I/Scroll through the IntialTrecirciex and find the current treelist and its actual file pathname
Found FALSE;
while) fscanf(Open, %lu %s,&TestTree, Actualtile) = fOE

if) Testpree == Treelist) /;Have the match

//printf)Found %s\n,ActualFile)
Found = TRUE;
break;

)//end while....

I/Test to make sure the file was found
if) Found == FALSE

Bailout(9E)

I/Close the open file
iclose (Open)

//Count how many SNAGS-LIVE-OdD records there are in the treeliot
CountTreelistRecords )NowNany, Actualfile)

I/Allocate free store memory for each of 3 types of TREELIOT_RECORD structures
struet TREELIST_RECORD )*SnegReccrds) = new struct TREELIST_RECORD]HowMany(O]];
struct TREELIST_RECORD (°LiveRecerds) new struct TREELIST_REOORD)HowHany[l)(;
struct TREELIST_RECORD )*DwdRecords) = new struct TREELIST_RECORD[HowNany[2(];

if(SnagRecords == NULL)
printf)Problems allocating memory for BnagReccrds[J with %d records\n,HowMany[O));

if(LiveRecorde == NULL)
printf)Problems allocating memory for LiveReccrds[) with Ed records\n,HowMany[lJ);

if(DwdReccrds == NULL)
printf(Problems allocating memory for Dwddeccrds[J with %d records\n,HowMany[2[);

/ / Initialize
raemaet) SnagRecords, 0, sizeof)struct TREELIST_RECORD) * Howwany)0))
memset) L,iveRecords, 0, sizeof)struct TREELIST_RECORD) * HowMany[l[)

aemaet) DwdRecords, 0, sizeof)struct TREELIST_RECORD) * Howwany[2])

I/Send off Records to get filled with the treeliat data and verify numbers
FillTreelistRecords)ActualFile, tnagReccrds, LiveReccrds, DwdEecords, HowMany)

I/Set some counters for how many records are in each type
SnagCount HowMany]0];
LiveCount = HowHany[l(;
DwdCount = HowMany[2];

//Get the BASAL AREA and CANOPY WIDTH for the LiveRcccrds
CalculatelndividualBasalCanopydidth)LiveReccrds, LiveCount)

//Get the three items we use incur Veg-Structural classification
CalculateltandClassification)L,iveRecords, LiveCount, ptr_stand)

//Put the values now found in StandClass into Fuels
Fuels ta] Basal = ptr stand-cEaseS;
Fuels[a] .VegClass = ptr_stand-cVegClass;
Fuels [a].Qmd = ptrstand->Qmd;
Fuels [a] .CoverClass = ptr_stand->CoverClass;
Fuels [a] Closure = ptr_stand->Closure;
//printf)"%s has classification %hu%hu%hu and Basal %2f\n" ,ActualEile, Euels[a] ,VegClass, Euels]a] .Qmd,

Fuels[aJ .CoverClass, Fuelsia] Basal)

I/Now send data off to initialize the Fuel Loadings
EnitializeFuelLoadings)Euels, a);

//Delete stuff on free store
delete F] SnagRecords;
delete ]] LiveRecords;
delete F] DwdRecords;

}//end for(a=O

F I/end EnitialFuelLoad

I******************************************************************************************************************

void rnitializeFuelLoadings)struct INITIAL_fUELS fuels)], mt Ctr)
I******************************************************************************************************************

As far as I can tell, these are the default values that Jim Agee wants to use instead of Table 4.2 of
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Fire and Fuels Extension: Bedel Description - Working Draft, by ESSA Technologies Ltd (Beukexa et al.) - Feb 16,
1999.

Jim's version is dated 7-27-99 and he labels as Table 4.2 as well. This is in his section of the writeup
he did (dated Sept 17,1999) in Section 6. Additions to Fire and Fuels Extension (FFE) of F'JS.

NOTE: There was no documentation on what to do with VC_OPEN . That classificaition is a strange one that I
believe
Lou Beers and Heidi put in PremO without discussing what it meant. It 240,8 NOT part of our original veg
classification
scheme and thus Jim Agee did not know to code that one out. For now, I will assume that 'JO_OPEN is a product of
those young stands (probably down in the valleys) that have a mix component so I will use Dli values for it"
5/

ushort VegClass;

/1 End of variable defining

I/Grab the Vegclass associated with current stand. It wax calculated earlier in CalculateStandClassitication
VegClass Fuels [Ctr] .VegClass:

/ *************Assign default fuel loadrugs depending upon instial vegclass

if)VegClaaa == VC_,MC)
/15

Fuels LCtr) BC_Duff
Fuels ECtri BC_Litter
Fuels[CtrJ .MC_Class2S
Fuels [Ctr] .MC_Claool

Fuels [CtrC .MC_Class3
Fuels ICtri .MC_Class8All
Fuela[Ctr] .MC_Class6Partl
Fuels[CtrJ .MC_Claas8Part2
Fuels [Ctr] .MC_Classl2
Fuels[Ctr} .MC_Classcverl2

I/Parallel variables fr MC > 3000'

= 10.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP:
= 1 . 4 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP

0.9 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
= 2.1 * FrJEL LOAD EXP;

3.8 * FTJEL_LOAD_EXP:
= 3.0 * FUEL_L0A03,,EXF;

3.0 * FUEL_LDAD_EXP:

9.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
= 95 * FUEL LOAD_,EXP;
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else if) VegClass == VC_DH

Fuels[Ctr] Duff = 2.3 * FUEL,,LOAD_EXP;
Fuela[Ctr] Litter * 1.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels ICtri .Class25 0.3 * FUEL LOAD EX?'
Fuels LCtr] .Classl * 2.4 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels [Ctr] .Clasa3 = 5.0 * FUELLOAD_EXP;
Fuels [CtrJ .Class6All * 1.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels[Ctr] .Classfpartl * 1.0 * FUEL,,,LOAD_EXP;

Fuels LCtrJ .Classfpart2
Fuels[Ctr] ,Clasal2 = 2.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels [CtrJ .ClassOverl2

else if) VegClass == VC_EH

* 2.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;

//3

Fuels[Ctr] Duff - 37 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels ICtri Litter = 1.8 * FUEL LOAD EXP;
Fuels [Ctr] .Class25 * 0.3 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels tCtr] .Classl = 1.6 * FUEL_LOAD_EXF;
Fuels [Ctr] .Class3 = 3.1 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP:
Fuels (CtrJ .ClassfAll = 1.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXF:
Fuels [CtrJ .Class6partl = 1.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP:
Fuels(Ctr] .Classfpart2
Fuels ECtri .Classl2 = 1.5 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels (Ctr] .ClassOverl2

else if) VegClass ** VCKP

= 1.5 * FUEL_LOAD_EXF;

//4

Fuels [Ctr] Duff 5.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels [Ctr] Litter * 2.6 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels [Ctr] .Class2S * 0.3 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels [Ctr] .Classl = 0.3 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels ECtri .Class3 0.4 * FUEL_LOAD_EXF:
Fuels [Ctr] .Class6All * 1.0 * FUEL_LOAD_tX?;
Fuels (Ctr] .ClassfPartl = 1.8 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels (Ctr] .Class6Part2
Fuels [Ctr] .Classl2 * 2.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EX?;
Fuels (Ctr .ClassOverl2 3.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;

if) VegClass ** VCSH
I I

'JegClass == VC_MC
I I

VegClass VC_PINE
//1,5,7

Fuels [Ctr] Duff 50 * FUEL LOAD EX?;
Fuels [Ctr] Litter = 2.5 * FUEL_LOAD_ZXP;
Fuels [CtrJ .Claaa25 * 0,2 * FtJEL_LOAD_EXP;

Fuels (Ctr] .Classl = 0.8 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuela[Ctr] .Clasa3 = 1.2 * FUEL_LOAD_,EXF;
Fuels (Ctr] .Class6All * 1.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels[Ctr] .Claaa6fartl * 10 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels(CtrJ .Class6Part2
Fuels [Ctr) .Classl2 = 110 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
Fuels (Ctr] .ClassOverl2 = 1.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;



else if( VegClass VC_RF

else

Fuels Ctr] Duff
Fuels [Ctr] Litter
Fuels tCtr) .Class25

Fuels [DIr] .Classl

Fuels[Ctr] .Class3
Fuels [Ctr] .Class6All

Fuels [Ctr] .Class6partl
Fuels [Ctr] Classfpart2
Fuels [Ctr] .Classl2
Fuels [Ctr] .ClassOverl2

else if] VegClass == VC_WF

Fuels [Ctr] Duff
Fuels [CtrJ Litter
Fuels [Ctr] .Class25

Fuels [CtrJ .Classl

Fuels ]Ctr] .Class3
Fuels [Ctr] .Class6All

Fuels ]Ctr] .Class6partl
Fuels [Ctr] .Class6part2

Fuels ]Ctr] .Classl2
Fuels [Ctr] ,ClassOverl2

else if C
VegClass == VC_OPEN

VC_DH so the program wouldn't bail

Fuels [Ctr] Duff
Fuels [Ctr] Litter
Fuels[Ctr] .Class25
Fuels [Ctr] .Classl
Fuels [Ctr] .ClassO
Fuels [Ctr] .Class6All
Fuels [Ctr] .Clss6Part1
Fuels ]Ctr] .Class6Fart2
Fuels [Ctr] Classl2

Fuels[Ctr] .ClassOverl2

Bailout (100)

//Now group up the needed components to sake the 110, and 100 hour fuel loadings
Fuels (Ctr] .HourlFuels = Fuels [Ctr] Litter * Fuels[Ctr] .CJ.ass2l;
Fuels (Ctr] .HourllFuels = Fuels [Ctr] .Classl;
Fuels (Ctr] .Hour100Fuels = Fuels [Ctr] .Clasc3;

//Make the parallel groups for when MC
if(VegClass == VC_MC) //Farallel variables for MC o 3000' //5

Fuels [Ctr] .MC_HourlFuels = Fuols[Ctr[.MC_Litter a Fuels[Ctr].MC_Class2S;
Fuels [Ctr] .MC_Hourl0Fuels = Fuels[Ctr[ ,MC_Classl;
Fuels [Ctr] .MC_Hour100Fuels * Fuelc[Ctr[ ,MC_Class3;

/ /End InitializeFuelLoadings

/ *****************************************************************************************************************
void FillTreelistRecords[char Filename)], struot TREELI0T_EECORD fnags[], struct TREELIST_RECORD Love)],

Otruct TR55LIST_RECORD Dwd[], mt HowMaoy]])*************************************************

FILE *IN;

ushort Testplot, TestStatus;
mt SnagCount, LiveCount, DwdCount
II

//Open up the filename passed in
IN fopen(Filename, "r);

//8

= 300 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
= 07 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;

07 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
2.6 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;

= 3 6 * FUEL.LOAD_EXP
-

0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
= C .0 * FOJEL_LOAD_EXE;

= 4.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
= 5.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXE;

/ /9

= 30.0 * FUEL LOAD EXP;
= 0.6 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;

0.8 FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
= 2.7 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;

2.7 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
- 45 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
= 45 * FUEL LOAD EXP;

= 50 * FUEL_LOAD_EXp;
= 7.0 * FUEL_LOAD_5XP;

//John did not have this coded in PREMO - I put same values as

= 2.3 * FUEL_LOAO_EXP;
= 1.0 * FUEL_LOADEXP;
- 03 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
= 2.4 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;

5.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;
* 1.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;

1.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXF;

= 2.0 * FTJEL_LOAD_EXP;
= 2.0 * FUEL_LOAD_EXP;

End of variable defining -

fnagCount = 0;
LiveCount = 0;
DwdCount = 0;
while) fscanf(IH, "%hu %hu ,&TestPlot, &TsstStatuS) = 005

if(TestStatus == SHAG) I/Put everything in Snags

Snags(SnagCount].Plct = TestPlct;
Snags[SnagCount] ,Sttus = TestStatus;

//Scan the rest in
fscanf(IH, "%f %hu %hu Sf Sf Si %ha' ,&Snags[SnagCount] .Tpa,&Snags[OnagCount[ Model,

&Snags ]SnagCount] .Report,
&Onags[fnagCount] Obh, &Snags[SnagCount) Height &fnags[fnagCount[ Ratio,

&Snags [SnagCount] .Condition);

SnagCount-.--.-;

else if)TestStatus == LIVE) //Put everything in Live
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Live[LiveCountJ Plot = TestPlot;

Live[LiveCount] Status = Testftatus;

I/Scan the rest in
fscanf)IM, %f Ohu Ohu Of Of %f.' ,&Live[LiveCount] .Tpa, &r,±v*[LiveCount] Model,

&Live (LiveCount] Report,
&Live[LiveCount} .Dbh, &Liwe[LiveCountJ Hoight, &Love)LiveCountj Ratio);

LiveCount**;

else i/Put everything in Dwd

Dwd[DwdCount] .Plt = Testplot;
Dwd[DwdCount] Status = 'restStatus;

I/Scan the rest in
fscanf)IN, "Of Ohu Ohu Of Of Of Ohu",&Dwd[DwdCount] .Tpa,&Dwd[Dwdtount] Model,

&Dwd[DwdCount] .Report,
ipwd[DwdCountJ .Dbh, &Dwd[DwdCount) .Neight,&tOd[Dwdtount] Ratio,

&Dwd[DwdCount] Condition);

DwdCount++;

I//end while

fclose(IN)

i/Error check how many records just went into the different *Records structures
if(SnagCount HowMany[O])

printt)'Mumber of Snagkecords not matching between ExtractTreelist & FiliRecorda ... bailintj\n");
Bailout))

if)LiveCount * MowMany[l])

printf)'Mumber of LiveRecords not matching between Extractpreelist & FillReoords bailing\n");
Bailout) 99)

if(DwdCount HOwMany[2])

printf)"Mumber of Dwdecords not matching between ExtractTreelist & FillReoords. .bail±ng\n");
Bailout ) 99)

(//end Filikecords

I****************************************************************************************
void CountTreelistRecords)jnt MowMany[], char Filename)))
I****************************************************************************************

FILE *Open.
double Plot,Status,Ipa,Model,Report,Dbh,Height,Ratjo,Dead;

// End of variable defining

//Open up the filename passed in
Open = fopen)Filename, 'r);

//Start going through and counting records
while) tscant)Open, %lf,&Plot) 1= EOF //if Plot is EOF thon file end has been reached

//Scan in the next 7 variables
fscanf)Open,%lt %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf',&Status,&Tpa,&Modsl,&Report,&Dbh,&Msight,&Ratio);

I/Some Dbh 0's may have slipped in treelist, catch and give them a small dbh
it)Dbh == 0)

Dbh 0.1;

//For Snags and ORD
it)Status 1= LIVE)

fscant)Open, "%lf" , &Dead);

//Tally up the actual records for each "Live' type
if)Status SNAG)

HowNany[0)**;
else if (Status == LIVE)

HowNanyll) **;
else

HowNany [2) **;

I//end while....

//Close the file
fclose)Open)
I/end CountTreelistRecords

/ ***************************************************************************************
ulong CountLaaodscape (void)
/ ***************************************************************************************
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/* Count how many FOREST CELLS there are on the landscape - these are all the cells
eligible to receive a prescription.

ulong CountO;

//

for(a0,a<UNIQUE; ass)

Unique = 0;
b 0;

if(Data.Cellid(aJ == FALSE )

i/no more data to checkbreak;

if)Data.Treelista 1= NONFOREST
Count**;

return Count;
I / / end CountLandacape

/ ***************************************************************************************
ulong FillAllInfo(struct F_INFO Alllnfo[J
/ ***************************************************************************************

i/Same thing as CountLandscape() except this time fill up the AllInfo structures

Sometimes this function is called and that is really needed is the Treelist value - but
this function will always fill up Goal & 1-Tuld so it is more versatile and if a calling
functions doesn't need them - so be it; e.g. the inita.al fuel loading stuff)
*1

mt a;
ulong Count=O;

// End of variable defining

for (asO; aCUNIQUE; a**)

if(DataCellid[a) == FALSE
//no more data to checkbreak;

if(Data.Treelist[a] 1* NONFGREST

AllInfo[Count] .Treelist DtTreelist[a(
Alllnfo [Count] Goal = Data.Goal)aJ,
AllInfo[Count] .1-Told = Data.Hold[a);

Count**;

return Count;
I//end FillAllInfo

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt CompareAlllnfoTreelist(const void *ptrl conat void *ptr2)
/ *********************************************************************************************

i/Just to typecast them since we aren't actually passing in pointers
struet P_INFO 5eleml
struet P_INFO elemJ

eleml = (struct P_INFO *)ptrl;
eiem2 struct P_INFO *)Gtr2;

if) eleml-,Treelist a eleml->Treelist
i/Sort by Treelist

returq -1;
if) elemi-oTreelist > elem2-,Treelist

return 1;
else

return 0;
//FINISHED!

)//end CompareAlllnfo

/ *********************************************************************************************
ulong CountUniqueAlllnfoTree)struct P_INFO Allinfo[J, ulong Count)
/ *********************************************************************************************

//Go through the array of Alllnfo structures and count how many unique TREELIST there are.
ulong a,b;
ulong Unique;
ulonE EvalTreelist;
ii End of variable defining

End uS variable defining
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for(a=O;aeCount;)
loop

if(b == Count)
incremental method, b will reach end first but a doesn't know that

break

Unique**; //first one always counts
as do others because a gets reset in other loop

i/Set the initial Eval* variables
EvalTreelist = AllInfo[aI.Treelist;

//since AllInto is already sorted, start at next record and look downward until no longer a match
for(b=a*l;b'*Count;)

it) AllInfo[b] .Treelist EvalTreelist

i/look at next record
else

iiSet the "a" variable to where 'b" is because this is the next unique match
a =
break;

)//end for)b=a-sl;b<Count;b-s.-)
)//end tor(a=0;aeCount;a**)

return Unique;
/ lend CountUniqueAlllnfoTree

I *********************************************************************************************
ulong PillPuelsWithTTeelist(struct P_INFO AllInfe)], ulong Count, struct INITIAL_FUTELS Fuels]))
I *********************************************************************************************

I/Same thing as CountUniqueAlllnfo, except fill up Fuels at same time

ulong a,b;
ulong Unique;
ulong EvalTreelist;
ii

Unique = C;
b 0;

for)a0;aoCount;)
loop

if)b == Count)
incremental method, b will reach end first but a doesn't know that

break;

od of variable defining

for )a=0; a'*UNIQUE; a-.-+)

ha will get increment by other

//because of weird

i/a will get increment by other

//because of weird
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Unique**;
as do others because a gets reset in other loop

i/first one aiwal's counts

//Set the initial Eval* variables
EvalTraal±st * AllInfo[aJ ,Treelist;

I/Put these in UniqueList
Fuels[Unique-l] ,Treeliat = EvalTreelist;

i/since AllInfo is already sorted, start at next record and look downward until no longer a match
for )b=a+l;b'<Count;

if) AllInfoEb] Treelist EvalTreelist

//look at next record

i/Set the "a" variable to where "b' is because this is the next unique watch

break;

)//end tor(b=a-c1;boCount;b**)
)//end for(a=0;aeCount;a**)

return Unique;
)//end FillFuels0iithTreelist

/ ******************************************************************************************************************
void DoubleCheckpuels)void)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

Co through the entire Data, *[] arrays and make sure every cell has some fuel loadings and a valid fuel model
associated with it,

mt a;
ii End of variable defining



//Fuocticrss defined here in EraStuffcpp
void InitialEravalues void);
jot CalculateSurnPeriodEra)ulong NoSub, struct ERA S Era)] ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS[] struct
OPTIMIZE_SINGLE VALUE OV[],

ulong Records);
void CalculateNetEras) struct CURRENT ERAS CellEra
void CalculeteoeceyOnlyrietEras) struot CURRENT_ERAS *CellEra

/ / External functions
extern mt LookAtOSV)const void *ptrl const vojd *ptr2);
extern mt CompareEraMirror)const void *ptrl, ccnst void *ptr2);
extern mt LookAt5olutionCelljd)const void *ptrl const void *ptr2).

I!

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

mt CalculateSumFeriodEra(ulong NoSub, struct EPA S_Era)], ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS)], struct
OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE OS!]]

ulong Records)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

NOTE CS]] is sorted by Cellid in ascending order
S_Era]] is sorted by Ninor in ascending order
OS!]] sorted by TREELIST-GOAL-NOLO in ascending order

This functions should get called first after making s random initial solution. Using that solution fill up and
calculate
every cells ERA value for the simulation period. For those cells actually in the solution the periodic ERA'* are a
function of:

- Their InitialEra
- ERA recovery
- New ERA contribution due to harvesting
- Continuing recovery

For those cells NOT actually in the current solution, the periodic ERA values are a function of:

- Their InitialEra
- ERA recovery

To do this: look at every cell and do a BSEARCH to see if its subwatershed is in solution. If so, got the
solution
TERRLIST-GOAL-NOLD and BSEARCN those values in IV)]. Once found calculate periodic ERA's as noted below and store

the S_ERA structure and CS]] structure.

Another STRATEGY note because I keep forgetting how this works in long run)
The CS]] structure contains a member called CSPera.odEra)] that will hold the individual contribution that a cell
makes to the
overall Subwatershed ERA value stored in the S_Sra.SumperiodEra[] - Until a final solution is found there is no
need to

store individual ERA values in the permanent Data.Era]J array because it wall change during the solution finding
process. So
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if)Data.Cellid[a] FALSE)
break

if(Data.Treelist[a] == NONFOREST)

//No fuel loads irs Norsforest stuff but check for a fuel model
it)Oata.InitialfuelNodel[a] == 5)

printf)'Cellid %lu has no fuel model\nDataCellid[a]);

else I/check both tho cla3 fuel loading and the fuel model - could also check more FuelLoadings it
wanted

if )Data.InjtjalClaii3 [a] 0 Data.InitialFuolRodel[a) == 0
printf(Cellid %lu has no fuel load and-or fuel model\n"Csta.Cellari)a]);

C//end for)a=O

I/end DoubleCheckFuels

EP..ASTUFF.CPP

#include <stdic.hc
#include ostdlib.h<
#include <string.hc
include <time he
include <math.hs

#include 'globals h' I/to hold global DEFINES, otc. -
include 'data.h
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this function is very important because it goes through the entire Data. * arrays and accounts for EVERY cell that
IS in the
solution AND for every cell that is in a suhwatershed that IS in the solution. Those are two distinct things. The
S_Era.SursPeriodEra[] values recognize that some cells contribute to the subwatershed ERA value even though they are
not
in solution.
In the end, as a solution is being found by the heuristic, when a mOve is made (which Only involves moving Goal-
Hold values
from cells that are IN the solution) the contribution that a cell made that is being moved OUT of the solution can
be
subtracted by finding its individual contribution in CS.Periodtra[] and subtracting that from S_Era.SumPeriodtra[]
and the
new move contribution can be found by taking the new prescription (Treelist-Goal-Rold( and find that prescription

the CVI] structure and recalculate the same as is done here -, and added to the S_Era.SwnporiodEra[J and restore in
the
CS. Periodfra I I

mt a,b;
mt InSolutior.;

//Keys and pointers for structures
struct ERA Key;
struct ERA ptr_record;
struct SOLUTION SKey;
struct SOLUTION *ptr_skey;
struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE OVKey;
struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE 'ptr_ovkey;
struct CURRENT_ERAS CellEraValues, ptr_cev;

I/For Time information
clock_t Start, Finish;
double Duration;

// End of variable defining

printf('Calculating the SumPetiodEra[] and CS[] .PeriodEra]] values for this solution\n')

//Always zero out the values in S_Era[J.SumPeriodEra)] at start since they are -r= and may get called multiple times
for )a=0; a-s (signed) NoSub; a-.-.-)

for )b=O ; beN?; b-.--.)

S_Era[a] ,SumperiodEra]bJ = C;

Start = clock));

for) a=O; a-5UNIQUE; a**)

if( Data.Cellid[a] == FALSE //no more cells to cheek
break;

//NOTE: This starts off the same way as Fill_SEra)) does

//Since there are no restrictions such as not counting wilderness, every cell has a contribution to
cumulative ERA

//as long as its subwatershed is in the solution. Make a key with the subwatershed ID and search for it
Key.Minor = Data.Minor[a];

A cell ALWAYS contributes to the S_Era LI .SumPeriodicfra[) values if its "parent" subwatershed is in
S_Era]] Minor.

The tricky part is to track wheth.r a particular cell is being "managed" i.e. in the solution) because
its

SumPeriodicEra[] values are calculated differently. */

//Use bsearch on S_Era to see if this subwatershed is in solution
ptr_reeord = (struct ERA5)bsearch(

SKey,
(void 5)S_Era,
(size_t)NoSub,
sizeof) Struct EPA),
CompareEraWinor

/ /**************************************** ******** *****************************

//**********************************SUENATERSHED IS NOT IN SOLUTION

/ / ***************************************************************-.-*+*************-.-***********************

if) ptr_record NULL

There are basically a couple of reasons that this subwatershed is not in the solution:
It just isn't For esample, a subwatershed with only wilderness will most likely not be in

the solution
Something has gone wrong.

Do a double check by verifying that the actual Cellid is not in CS]].



I/First, verity thst this cellid is not in the solution should not since it's parent
subwatershed was not!)

I/There shouldu't be many subwatershed NOT in solution so this should not take up too much
processing time

7/Make a key tor the current cell using its cellid
SKey.Cellid Data.Cellid[aJ

7/Use bsearch on CS[J to see of this cell is in the solution
ptr_skey = (struct SOLUTION5(bsearch(

&SKey,
(void *)CS,
)aize_t) Count,

sizeofi struct SOLUTION!,
LookA050lutionCellid

So this cell's parent subwatershed IS in the solution, but the cell itself may not be. Two
things need te happen:

Determined whether the cell itself is in the solution and
account for this cells contribution to the SEra[].SmsperiodEra[] & CS[].PeriodEra[]
since it's parent subwatershed is in solution.

7/First, determine o:hether or not this cellid is in the solution

7/Make a key for the current cell using its cellid
SKey,Cellid = DaLa.Cellid(aJ;

7/Use bsearch on CS[] to see if this cell is in the solution
ptr_skey = (struct SOLUTION*)bsearch!

&SEey,
(void *

size_t Count,
sizeof( atruct SOLUTION),
LookAtlolutiontellid

//Maks a flag to use below
if! ptr_skey == NULL

InSolution = FALSE; I/cell not in solution
else

InSolution TRUE;

/ *************************************************************************************
//

AND CELL IS NOT IN SOLUTION

/ *************************************************************************************
if) InSolution == FALSE

Since there is no possibility of activity taking place
in this cell, just slowly decay or "recover" it's current Pata.InitialEra[]

proportionally down to 0.

contribute to anything.

and track how those

calculated is different

activities and so there are

period

There is no documentation to do this but it should not matter because they don't

I am thinking that later we may want to "recover' certain areas at different rates

subwatershed that are unmanaged fair compare to those that are managed.

This cell will still contribute to the S_Era.SurnperiodEra[) values, but how they are

than it it was in solution because this cell (not being in the solution! cannot have

no new net increases in ERA values.

//clear the CellEravalues stoAt before filling and oending off
memset!&CellEravalues, 0, sizeof{struct CURRENT_ERAS) I;

//Make a package of stuff to send off to get NetEra's calculated
CellEraValues,Currenttra = ( )float)Data,InitialEra[al / ERE_EXP I

//last stored as modified ushort
CellEraValues,Cell = a;

//Need to send a pointer to get values book
ptr_cev = &CellEraValues;

//Ship pointer off to function which will calculate Oecayonly NetEra's for each

CalculateDeoayOnlyNetEras (ptr_oev)
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if) ptr,,skey !* NULL I 7/if it finds this key in CS then something
is wrong!

Bailout (103 1

}//end if) ptr_record == NULL
/ / *************ccc+*cccccccc******c*ccc**cccc*ccc*c**cc*c**ccc***********++*+++ccccc*******cc************

/7*************************000cccc************SUBRATERSHED IS IN SOLUTION

/ / ******* ********** **********000*0* **********************************************************************

else



I/If new decayed NetEras were calculated, store their contribution to the
SumperiodEraLI

it) ptr_cev-oNeedsoeeay == TRUE

for )b=O ; b<Np;b-*-*)

ptr_record-s'SumferiodEra[b] *= (ulong; )ptr_cev->NetEra[b)

I//end if) InSolution FALSE

/ *************************************************************************************
//

AND CELL IS IN SOLUTION

I*************************************************************************************
else

Finally, down to the nitty-gritty. This cell is in the solution and its parent
subwatershed is in solution,

The S_Era.SumPcriodEra[] and CS)) .P,/riodEraU values are therefore a function of
recovery and net addition due to

activities 000uring in a period.

//Make a key for this cells Treelist-Coal--Hold as seen in the CS)] structures
OVKey.Treelist = ptr_skey-oTreelist;
OVKey.Goal = ptr_skey-050al;
OVKey.Hold * ptr_skey-oHold;

//Use hsearch on OV[] to access this prescriptions Rev and CFHarvest values
ptr_ovkey * )struot OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE*)bse5rch(

&OVKey,
(void *(Q\j,

size_t)Records,
aizeof) struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_YALUE),
LookAtOSV

if) ptr ovkey ** N/iLL //there had better be one!

pritf)'Csn't find key Treelist %lu, Goal * %hu, and Hold
%hu\n",OVKey.Treeljst,OVKey.Soal,O;JKey.Nold);

Bailout)SO)

//clear the CellEraValues stuff before filling and sending off
memset)&CellEraVslues, 0, sizeof)struct CURRENT_ERAS)

/,'Make a package of stuff to send off to get NetEra's calculated
CellEraValues - ptr_osv * ptr_ovkey;
CellEraValues,CurrentEra = )float)DataInitialtra[a] / ERA_EXP

//last stored as modified ushort

//Need to send s pointer to get values back
ptr_oev * &CellEraValues;

//Ship pointer off to function which will calculate NetEra's for each period
CalculateNetEraa)ptr_ccv)

//Store the return values in the NetEra)] member in two places for each period
for )b*S ;bcNP;b**

ptr_skey->PeriodEra[b] * )ushort) (ptr_cev->NetEra]b]
ptr_record-oSumPeriodEra]b] -s= )ulong))ptr_cev-oNetEra[bfl;

I/Also store Data.InitialEra(] in the solution structure-is needed when making
moves in heuristic process

ptrskey-olnitialEra * Data,Initialtra[a]
I/double check how this get used later!

I//end else if) InSolution
I//end else if) ptr_record NULL

}//end tor)a=5

I /Testprint

printf) "The SumPeriodEra values here in CalculateSumperiodEra are\n")
for (a*O ; mc )signed)NoSub; a-c-c)

printf('Subwatershed %hu has Count %lu ' S_Era(s) Minor, S_Era)a] Count)

for (b*O;baNP;b**)
printf(\t%.2f',((float!5Era]a],5meperjoc]Era[bJ / ERA_EXP) / S_Era]a] Count);

printf ( \n")

Finish clock));
Duration double) (Finish-Start) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC
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printf(" Took %.21f seconds to calculate SumPeriodEra[J and CS.PeriodEra[for the entire landsoape**\n, Duration

return TRUE;

/ /end Calculate5wnperjodEra

/ **************************************************************************************
void InitialEraValues(vsid(
/ **************************************************************************************

Give background ERA values to all of the landscape - including those that are NONFOREST
For now there are only a few rules that give different background levels. I am
completely making these rules up - based on some values I have seen in the draft document
"Eldorado Mational Forest; Cumulative Off-Site Watershed Effects (OWE) Analysis Process version 1.1
dated June, 1993.

There is plenty of room here to develop new rules and I will implement those at later dates as more
information is given to me regarding what background values are appropriate

mt a;

// End of variable defining

//Go through all of Data. []

for (act; a<UNIQUE; a±±)

if)Data.CellidLa] FALSE //no more calls to check
break;

if)Data.Minor[a] == WATER BODY //Data.InitialEra[] already initialised to
0.0 - just skip and leave at 0

continue;

if) Data.Alloc[a] == ALLOt_WILD //Data.InitialEra3 already initialized to
0.0 - just skip and leave at 0

continue;

if) Data.Initialveg[a] == GIG WATER //Data.InitialEra[J already initialized to 0.0 - just
skip and leave at 0

continue;

//REM.EMBER I made this up with some "guidance" from document
if) Data.Buffer(a) IN_BUFFER

7/These should have low background values
Data.InitialEra(aJ = (ushort) ( .01 * EEA_EXP

else it) Data.Owner[a) == OWN El
I/Private Industrial should be highest

Data.Initialtra[a( = (ushort) .08 * ERA_EXP
else if) Data.Alloc[a( ALLOC_MATRIX

I/Assume all Matris lands have had previous activity
Data.InitialEra[a( = (ushort) ( .08 * ERA_EXP

else if) Data.Owner[a} == OWN_STATE Data.Owncr[a( == OWN MISC
get fairly high value

Data.InitialEra[aJ = ushort)) 07 * ERA_EXP );
else

Data.InitialEra[aj = )ushort) ( .05 * ERA EXP
I/all remaining - give a ' tate value

)//end for(a=0 .

0/ / end InitialEraValues

/ **************************************************************************************
void CalculateDecayOnlyNetsras( struct CUF,RENT_ERAS *Celltra
I **************************************************************************************

This function will calculate the Net Period Era's for any cell that is being DECAYED only.
That is, there is definately NO activity going on in it. That may be due to it not being
in the solution at all, or if the cells parent subwatershed is in the solution this cell
may still not be in the solution.

NOTE; The entire structure Celltra was zeroed out before being called so it is safe to assume
that the NetEra[( array is zero at start.

mt b;
float Subtract, LastEra;
II End of variable defining

I/State and misc lands
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I/NOTE: could code so this function is not called if a cell has these nest attributes, but is easier to do only
once here;
I/Determine if one of those cells that received an InitialEra of 0, if so then NetEra(] is fine
if(Data.Minor[CellEra-aCell] * RATER_BODY //MetErs)) already initialized to 0.0 - just
return and leave at 0

printf
prsntf Finished initializing Background ERA values
printf



return;

if) Pata.Alloc[CellEra-sCell3 == ALLOt_WILD
return anti leave at 0

return;

if) Data.InitialVeg[CellEra-nCell] == GIl WATER
leave at 0

return;

IlIf cell passes the above break statements, set the flag to tell calling function that new non-zero values are in
NetEra
CellEra-sNeedoDecay = TRUT;

i/Otherwise, "recover" proportionally from its cata.IrmitialEra[} value
L,astEra CellEra-sCurrermtEra; //Currentlra has the DataInitialEra)) value
for this cell
Subtract ( CellEra-sCurrentEra / NP * 2l i/This is rounding, but that's OK - the * 2 is because initial
ERA are low!

for (b0; baN?; b**

LastEra = LastEra - Subtract;

if)LastEra < 0
LastEra = 0;

CellEra-oNetEra[bJ lastfra ERA_REP;

}//end for)b=0 .

/ lend CalculateDecayOnlyNetEras

void CalculateNetEras) struct CURRENT_ERAS *CellSra
I**************************************************************************************

This function will calculate Net Period Eras for any cell . for all periods. The Era
coefficients used here are a mixture 00 stuff. See coment at start of JnitialEraValues((
for source of most Era data.

mt b;
float CurrentEra;
mt LastCutper, UseAlternate;
float Eraoiteprep, EraBarvest, EraPecovery, ThisPeriodHSP, LastPeriodHSf;

ii End of variable defining

i-
ll
ii
LastCutper -1;

for (b"O;b<NP;b*.)

i/reset some variables every period
EraSitePrep = 0;
Eral-larvest = 0;
UseAlternate = FALSE;
if(b a 0

LastPeriodHSP = ThisperiodpoP;
ThisPeriodHSP = 0;

else i/first period only

ThisPeriodHSP = 0;
LastPeriodHSp = 0;

************RECOVER*******************************
i/First there is always some recovery from previous period
if) b == 0

EraResovery (float) (CellEra-cturrentlra / NP * 2)
above stuff

else

Calculate Net losses and additions

//NetEra[J already initialized to 0.0 - just

//NetEra[] already anatialized to 0.0 - just return and

//recover the same as

//Recovery is function of last time there was harvest - these values could easily be modified
if not working

if) (b - 1) == LastCutper
i/last harvest was 1 period ago

EraRecovery = (float) .00;
else ill )b - 2) == LastcutPer

i/last harvest was 2 period ago
EraRecovery = (float) .02;

else if) )b - 3) == Lasttutfer
//last harvest was I period ago

EraRecovery = (float) .02;
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Barber

values

//

if) CellEra->ptr_oso'->P.ev[b] o 500
ErahitePrep = 0;

else if) CellEra-->ptr_osv'-sRev (b] o 2500
ErafitePrep = )float)0.l;

else I/scale the ERA for those revenues between
500 - 2500 dollars from 0.0 - 0.1

Erafitefrep = (010sf)) (Oellsra-optr_osv-oRev(b( - 500) * 00005)// .00005 is .1 I
2000 with 2000 being the range of $ values

//

I/ERA for Harvest from pg. 89 of SNEP Addendum (chap 2)... ERP,=max)0.0l * edO, .00) e= 0.2

II--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I/NOTE: CfHarvest value needs to be converted to MOP and then using conversion of to get MBP
Era.Harvest * (float) (0.01 * ( .001 CellEra-'ptr_osv-'CpHarvest(b( 5 H;

if) EraHarvest o 0.08
EraHarvest = )float(0.08;

//must be at least 0,08
else if) EraHarveat o 0.2

EraHarvest = )fluat)0.2;
//but not greater than 0.20

ErafitePrep

contribution

it was

on to

else
EraRecovery = (float) (TellEra-ocurrentEra / NP * 2)

//recover the same as above stuff

/ ********************NEN ADDITIONs*****************************
if) CellEra->ptr_osv-000Harvest)b] o 0 // There was Harvest this period

II

//ERA for Sa.tePrep a function of Revenue generated that period (per discussion with Klaus

Because of problem where a stand may be out in multiple periods with increasing EraHarvest and

values, the Currentra must bo controlled or it skyrockets. To compensate, calculate the total

from EraHarvest & Erasitefrep, if it is higher that the previous periods calculations (assuming

also harvested in previous period) take the differenoe of the two and add ONLY that difference

CurrentEra and don't add any EraRecovery.

ThisPeriodHfP EraHarvest * ErasitePrep;

if) LastcutPer (b-l(
UseAlternate = TRUE;

LastCutPer =

5//end if) ptr_ovkey-> .

if) UseAlternate == TRUE)

if) ThisPericdHsP S LastPerisdNSf
CurrentEra = CurrentEra * )ThisperiodBsf - LastPeriodHsP(

else
Currentfra = CurrentEra;

else 110K, calculate a new CurrentEra by subtracting Recovery values and adding Siteprep and Harvest

CurrentEra = CurrentEra - EraRecovery * EraHarvest * EruSitefrep

I/Don't let the CurrentEra recover itself below 0 - or constrict it to never be less than its
InitialEra []

if)CurrentEra C 0
CurrentEra = 0;

//Store that value in the Netora(( member
CellEra-*'NetEra(b] * (CurrentEra * ERA E)(p).

)//end for)b0

/ lend CalculatepetEras

Ot,rTPOFTDATA - COP

*include <stdio.h>
*include estdlib.h,
#inelude <string.hs
*include etlneh,
#include -srsath.hs
*include glebals.h"
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#inolude 'data.h'
#include 'goals.h'

7/defined here in OutputData.cpp
mt OutputCurrentLandscapepata jOt Per);
mt OutputPreSirnAnalysisData)void);
mt OutputPostfirnAnalysisData)void)
void OutputAcresllarvest(int Status);
void OutputMapGoals(int Status);
void OutputForestDistribution)int Status);
void LevelOfActivity(int Status);
void TimingChoiceFrequency(void);
void OwnershipByMinor)int USE, mt UnigueNinor)]);
void DutputFuelLoadsModel mt Per);
void OutputPotentialpigTreesAllStandGoals)void)
void OutputEndingfolutionpletrics void)
void Outputvegcodes(int Per);
void OutputlnitialGoal void);

I/defined in ReadData.cpp
extern mt CreateMainData(void);

7/defined in Fuelftuff.cpp
extern ulong Coumtbandscape)void);
extern ulong FillAlllnfo(struct P_INFO Alllnfo[]
extern mt CompareAlllnfoTreelist)const void *ptrl, Con*t void 'ptr2);
extern ulong CountUniqueAlllnfoTree)struct P_INFO AllInfo]], ulong Count);

/ ***************************************************************
mt OutputPreSimAnalysilData (void)
/ ***************************************************************

7* This function doesn't care whether optimization was done at the Natershed or Subwatershed level.
It will output data to use in either making maps in Arclnfo or for waking graphs in Excel - as well
as providing general statistical data regarding various elements we want to look at.

There are several pieces of data that can be extracted for a Pre-'Simulation analysis. This controlling
function can be used to 'toggle' which ones we want, because in the end, in may be faster to run
some simulations without doing all these analysis and outputting.

printf)'\n\t\t\t\t generating data for PRE-SIMULATION analysis

I/For Time information
clock_t Start, Finish;
double Duration;

/ ***********************Some function Calling Controled by using defines in global.h *******************
Start clock));

OutputFuelLoadsModel (0);

OutputForestDistribution(PSEDICTED) ; //This should get done no matter what

7/NOTE; output of initial ERA values is done in ooalController.cpp with PrintlnitialEraValues))

if (GOAL_TO_USE )= GROW_ONLY) //Grow Only - don't need harvest and acres or goal

ifdef MAP_GOALS
OutputMapGoals)FREDICTED); I/Grid format file for

Axclnfo
(endif

I//end if)OOALTO)IYSE )= GROW_ONLY)

Finish = clock));
Duration = ) (double) (Finish-Start) / CLOCKI....PER_SEC

printf)\n**It took %,21f seconds to output the PRE-SOMULATION anylysis data**\n, Duration

return TRUE;
I//end OutputPreSimAmalysiscata(void)

/ ***************************************************************
mt OutputPostlimAnalysistata (void)
/ ***************************************************************

This function is pretty much identical to the above OutputPrefimAnalyoisData)), except that
this will send a parameter 'ACTUAL' to various ouput functions so they know to ouput
results in the . . \PostSimData\goal*\ directories.

This function doesn't care whether optimization was done at the Watershed or Subwatershed level.
It will output data to use in either making maps in Arclnfo or for making graphs in Excel - as well
as providing general statistical data regarding various elements we want to look at.
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# ifdef ACRES_HARVEST
LevelOfActivity (PREDICTED);
OutputLeresHarvest PREDICTED); I/AscII file that can be

used in Excel
#endif



There are several pieces of data that can be extracted for a Post-Simulation analysis. This controlling
fimction can be used to toggle' which ones we want be cause in the end, in rsay be faster to run
some simulations without doing all these analysis and outputting.

printf('\n\f\t\f\t Generating data for POST-SIMULATION analysis

I/For Time information
clock_f Start, Finish;
double Duration;

Function Calling Controled by asing #defines in global.h *******************
Start clock));

OutputEndingsolutionMetrics

OutputForestDistribution(ACTJAL); i/This should get done no matter what

if (GOAL_TO_USE GROW_ONLY) /iGrow Only - don't need harvest and acres or goal

Excel
endif

#ifdef NAP_GOALS
ROUTINES DURING SIMULATION - SANE AS PEE-SIN

/iOutputNapGoals ACTUAL);
Arc Info

)( endi f

}i/end if(GOAL_TO)VSE =GROW_ONLY)

)ti tde ACRES_HARVEST
LevelOfActivity ACTUAL);
OutputAcresHarvest )ACTUAL);

Finish = clock));
Duration = ( (double) (Finish-Start) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC
printf(\n**It took %.21f seconds to output the POST-SIMULATION anylysis data**\n, Duration

return TRUE;
}//end OutputpostSimp,nalysisOata)void)

/1 **************************************************************
void OutputEndingSolutionMetrics (void)
I***************************************************************

This function will only get called in CutputPostSiaomalysisOata)) and it is
designed to first create a SOLUTIC'N structure that is identical to the solution used
for this goal - and then fill it up with values as seen below in code.

FILE *WriteOut;
char filename[256]

mt a b;

ulong AllocpK, A11OcNOK, CellslnShed;
ulong SolutionCounters[3];

double PerBigTrees(NP};
double SumBigTrees 0;

ulong ptr_cellid;
ushort *ptr_bigtrees;
mt FoundNatch;
ulong Cellid;
ulong SolutionSheds;

// End vsriable defining
printt(\n\n*** Calculating new Solution Metrics e.g. EraValues, Biglrees) - will take a few moments ***\n\n)

/ ********************************************************************************************************
1/ Setermine the "Solution
//

/1 This creates a bcgus solution but allows this function to use the Solution structure for calls
// to other functions that Want that type of structure as a parameter.
/ ********************************************************************************************************

//Initialize the SolutionCounters array and call up the SeterminelligibleCells)) function to till it up
for (aS; a's3 ; a**)

SolutionCountera[aj = 0;

if) DetermineEligibleCella (Solutionbounters) FALSE)
Bailout (82)

//The values now in SolutionCounters should be properly Set
A11ocOK * SolutionCounters[I];
A11OcNOK = SolutionCounters[lJ
CellalnShed = SolutionCountera[2J

//Set a checker to look for when there are 0 eligible cells
if(AllocOK FALSE)

Bailout)89(;

I/Ascii file that can be used in

//OON'T NEED UNTIL NE COME UP WITH RE-OPTIMIZING

/ /Orid format tile for
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I/Create an array of structures on the free store to hold the solution
struct SOLUTION )Solutjon) = new struct SOLUTIOII[AJ.jocQK]
if) Solution == NULL

printf("Problems allocating memory for Solution[) with Sb elem*nts\n,AllocOK*sizeof)SDLUTION));

//Initialize
meraset) Solution, 0, sizeof(struct SOLUTION) * AlbocOK

I/Now fill that array of SOLUTION structures with the Treelist - Minor - Cellid - GOAL and HOLD of those eligible
cells
if) FillSolution)SolutionCounters, Solution, FAKE) == FALSE

Bailout(83)

I/Now sort the array of SOLUTION structures by NINOR This will guarantee all the subwatersheds are in order
I/Use mgsort because gsort takes way too long since there are not many unique Minor ID's
mgsort) (void)Solutioii, i/base

(size_t)AllocOK, I/ccunt of of arrays
sizeof(struct SOLUTION) I/size of each array
0, AllocOK-1, i/current division

always; 0, "Count-1
LookAtSolutionNinor I/compare function

II End of defining and filling Solution

/ ********************************************************************************************************
II Determine and print out the EPA
values
/ ********************************************************************************************************

//Call up the CountfolutionWatersheds() function to see how many subwatersheds are actually in the solution
SolutionSheds = CountloJ.utionNatersheds)AllocOK, Solution)

if) SolutionSheds FALSE
Bailout) 84)

//Create the appropriate number of Solution_ERA structures and store them in an array
struct ERA (*5_Era) = new struct ERA[lolutionShsds];
it)S_Era == NULL)

printf)"Problerns allocating memory for S_Era with %iu eJ.emento\n,SclutionSheds*sizeof)struct ERA));

//Initialize this array of ERA structures - this is important because Fill_SEra will dc some -5= surasing
memset) S_Era, 0, sizeof(struct ERA) * SoJ.uticnSheds

//Fill the array of S_Era structures with appropriate values
be printed aSter this!
if) FillEndingEra(SolutionSheds, S_Era, AliccOK, Solution)

Bailout) 85)

I/Print out the ERA values in S_Era
PrintSolutionEraValues)S_Era,Solutionlheds, LAST);

II

TREES

end of doing ERA stuff

Since the Solution structure was tilled during the above call to FillSolution() I can use that to access
those cells that were actually in the solution. Remember thst the Solution structure gets filled with
a Treelist, Goal, & Hold but they don't mean anythong here. All that matters is the Cellid and then
to find that Cellid in the Data. *[I arrays and count up the stored DatasigTrees[] [I which should be
an accurate reflection of what was on the landscape during each period.

printf)"Counting up the ENDING # of Sig Trees for thio goal and solution\n\n')

I/Resort the array of Solution structures by CELLID
qsort( )void')Solution, 'base

size_t)AlboclK, //count of of

arrays
sizeof[struct SOLUTION), I/size of each array
LookAtSolutionCellid ); I/compare

function

I/Initialize the PerBigTrees[] array
for (a0; aaNP; a-os)

PerBigTrees[a] = 0;

//Put pointers at start of Data. * arrays
ptr_cellid &Data.Cellid[O];
ptr_bigtrees = &Data.BigTrees[f] [5)

for (a=O; aa )signed)AllocOK; a*o-)

//R.NUER- this works because both Solution and DataCollid have cellid's in "row/column order

I/Get Values for current cell in CS
Cellid = Solution[a[ .Cellid;

//Start looking through the Data. * arrays and find a match
FoundMatch = I;

NOTE; the ERA values are ready to

FALSE
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ulong a,rnd,Found;
mt ArrayPer, Elev;
ulong TestTree;
char 'Name;
char SepChar[3]="\\\\";
char LastName[20];
II

printfH\n\n
printf(" Outputting Fuel Loads and Fuel Model \n"

printf("

//Set the ArrayPer
ArrayPer = Per - 1;

End of variable defining
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do I
if] *ptrcellid == Cellid //Ok, the cellid's match, so should

everything else)

for (b=0 ;b<NP; bOO

PerBigTrees[b[ ((*ptrbigtrees: ACREEQ);
ptr_bigtrees**; / Ion

last period - this will bump the pointer to period 1 of next cell

FoundWatch = 1;

I/increment ceflid pointer, whether or not a match was found
ptr_cellid**;

I/increment ptr_bigtrees only if no match found yet
if(FoundWatch == 0

ptr_bigtrees*=NP;

)while)Foundflatch 0= 0];

)//end for(a

I/Add up the total sum of big trees
for (b=0;bONP;b-o+)

SumgigTrees 0= PertigTrees[bJ /BITREES_EXP;

/1 PRINT CUT STUFF BELOW
I/Create and open the file
sprintf)filename, %s%s%d\\BigTrees. tat. PREFIX, PostSiwOutputDir, GOAL TO tilE);
WriteOut = fopen(filenarse, "a");

fprintf)WriteOut, "\nThe Periodic Big Trees Totals sre:\n')
for )a=0; SeRF; ac-.-)

fprintf)Writeout,"Per%d is %-.31f\n',a*l,PertigTrees[a[/BIGTRESS_EXP);

fprintf)Writeout,"\n\nThe total sum of Big Trees is: k.31f\n",SUmBigTrees);
fprintf )WriteOut, "Which amounts to about %. 310 per sore/n' SumBigTrees/ AllooOK'ACP.EEQ)

fclose)Writeput);

//Delete stuff on free Store
delete H Solution;
delete 3] S Era;

3//end CutputEndingSolutionHetrics

/ ***************************************************************
void OutputFuelLoadsModel ) mt Per)
I***************************************************************

This will output a file that has the following columns:

Treelist Duff Litter Class2t Clesel Class3 Classf Classl2 Classlverll Fag Elev iJegCode

FuelModel

Since this is just an analysis function to help Bernie and Jim look at how their fuel model classification scheme
using fuel loads is working, I have two options: 1) print out data for every individual cell in the entire
landscape, or
2) print out data for all unique combinations of the above columns. Neither of those choices are good. With over
two million cells for the entire landscape, #1 is just too unwieldy, and 2 would take too much time and I don't
feel like
coding in. So a compromise: I will randomly pick a and use that as my starting point in the Data. arrays and
just
output data for the next 50 cells - then pick another random and d the same fcr anether 50 cells. So this will
always
output data for 100 cells across the landscape. I don't think it's important that we know exactly where they are
but that
could be accounted for if wanted later (using the GridP.ow and GridColursn[] arrays

char Index(250] , ActualFileL250] , OutFile [250];
FILE 'Open, 'WriteOut;



I/Create a string to hold the name of the "InitialTreeindex,txt" filename
sprintf(Index, "%s%s\\%s" PREFIX Constantlnput, IT_INDEX);

I/Create and open the output file stuff
sprintf(Outfile, "%s%s\\goal%d\\Period_%d_FuelL,oads. tat" PREFIX,GeneralDataDir,20AL_TO_USE,Per)
RriteOut fopen(OutFile, "w') ; I/No error checking!

I/Print out some misc, stuff
fprintf (Writeout, The fuel loading values are in TONS-ACF.E\n'
fprintf(WroteDut, "There may be some discrepancy with the Treelist type and what was used to initialise loadings in
Period 0\n")
fprintf (WriteOuf, "Elev; 0 is c 3011 and 1 15 0= 3000' 'n"
fprintf(Writeput, "This is an output for Period %d\n\n\n',Per,:;

I/print out coj,uxnn labels
fprintf(WriteOut, Treelistpile\tDuff Litter Class2l ClassI Class3 ClassO Classl2
ClassOverl2 Fag Elev Vegcode FuelMDdeL\n"
fprintf WriteOut,

I/Get a random * to use for the first 50 cells
do C

md = (ulong()rand() S IIfIQUE);
)while(rnd > UNIQLIE - (TJNIQUE/2) ); I/Make it way less because of how many Nodata cells
that there are

I/Now go through the flata.*(] array for 50 sells starting at sell 'mcd'
for ) a=rnd; acmnd*50 ; a**(

if(Data.Cellid]a( FALSE)
break;

//Get the Elev variable
if(Data.Elevfa] > (30l2FT2M)

Elev = 1;
else

Elev * 0;

/ *******************************************************************
I/For period 0 analysis, get the original treelist actually used - not the Treelist
if (Per ** 0

//Open the Treeindex.txt file
Open = fopen)Index, 'r");
if (Open == NULL

fprintf)stderr, "Opening of Os failed: %s\n", Index, sfrerror)errnoH;

I/Scroll through the IntialTreeindex and find the current treelist and its actual file pathname
Found = FALSE;
while) fscanf (Open, 'flu Os' ,&TestTree, ActualFile) != EOF

//Extract clf the last piece f Actualfilo to tell what the freelist is actually for
Name * sfrfok)ActualFile,Sepchar[;
while(Naxae )= NULL

sprintf)LastNazne, "%s",Mame);
Name = strtok)NULL,lepChar);

fprintf(WriteDut, "Oat' ,Lasfheme(
fprintt(WriteOut, "0-12,10", ))float[Data.InitialDufl[a] / FUEL,,,LOAD_FXPH;
fprintf(WriteDut, "0-12.10', ))float[Data.InifialLifter(a] / FUEL_LOAD_EXP)
fprintf(WriteOut, "%-ll,lf', ) )float[Data.InitialClass2l[a] / FUEL_LOAD_EXP))
fprintf(WriteDut, "0-12.10', ))float[Data.InifialClassl(a] / FUEL_LOAD_EXP))
fprintf(WriteOut, "%-12.lf', ))flcxt[Datx.InitialClassl [a] / FUEL_LOAD,EXP))
fprintf(WriteDut, "%-12.lf',Nfloat[Ilatx,InitialClassf[a] / FUEL LOAD EXPH;
fprintf(WriteOut, "0-12.10", ))float[Data.InitialClassl2[a] / FUEL_LOAD_EXP)
fprintf(WriteOut, "%-12,lf", ))float[Data,InitialClassOverl2[a] / FUEL,,,,LOAD_EXP))
fprintf(WriteOut, "%hu\F" ,DataPag(a])
fprintf(WriteOut, "%d",t" ,Elev)

fprintf(WriteOut, "O\t");
I/There was no Vegcode stored for the initial data

if) TestTree == Data.Treelisf[a])

Found TRUE;
break;

C//end while.,,,

//Test to make sure the file was found
if Found == FALSE

Bailout ( 90)

//Cloee the file
fclose(Open)

//Nave the match
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else

fprintf [WriteOut, "%hu\n" Data. InitialFuelModel [a])

i±(Data.Treelist[a[ < FIRST_,AVAILABLE_TREELIST)

I/Open the Treeindex.txt file
Open = fopen[Index, "r"(;
if (Open == NULL

fprintf(stderr, 'Opening of Bo failed;

else

fprintf (WriteOut
fprintf (WriteOut
fprintf (WriteOut
fprintf (WriteOut,
fprintf (WriteOut
fprint± (WriteOut,
fprintf (Writeput,
fprintf (WriteOut
fprintf (WriteOut,
fprintf (WriteOut,
fprintf (WriteOut,

I/Get a random 9 to use for the second 50 cells
do]

and = (ulong((rand() B UNIQUE);
)while(rnd s UNIQUE - (UNIQUE/2)
are

Found = FALSE;
while) fscanf[Open, "%lu %s",&TestTree, ActualFile)

if) TestTree == Data.Treelist(a[

Found = TRUE;
break;

[//end while,

I/Test to make sure the tile was found
it) Found == FALSE

Bailout [98)

I/Close the tile
fclose (Open)

fprintt)l)riteOut, "%hu\t',t ",Data.Troelist[a];;

I/Do all of this regardless of treelist *
"%-12lt", ({Oloat[Data.
"%-12,lf", ({float)Data,
"%-12lf", ((loat)Data.
"9-12.18', ((float)Data.
"9-12,18', ((float)Data.
"%-l2.lf',))Olcat)Data.
"%-12.lf",Hflcat)Data.
"%-l2.lf",((Oloat)Oata.
"%hu\t" ,Data.Pag[a]

Slew)

%hu\ t " , Data. Vegrode [ a)

fprintf(WriteOut, '%hu\n',Data.FuolModel[a) [ArrayPer]);

%s\n", Index, strerrcr)errnofl;

tOP

I/Have the match
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I/Extract off the last piece of ActualFile to tell what the treelist is actually for
Name = strtok[ActualFile,Septhar[
while(Name != NULL

sprintf(LastNanne, "%s",Name[;
Name = strtok(NULLSepthar);

fprintf)WriteOut, "Bs';t" ,LastName)

Putt [a) [Arrayter] / FUEL,,,.LOAD_EXP)

Litter[aI )ArrayPer[ / FUEL_LOAD,,,EXP;
Class2l [a) [Arraypor) / FUEL_LOAD_EXP))
Classl[a[ [ArravPer] / FUEL_LOAO_EXP))
ClassI (a) [ArrayPer] / FUEL_LOAO_EXF))
Class6 [a) [ArravPer) / FUEL_LOAD_EXF[ );
Classl2 [a) [ArrayPer] / FUEL_LOAD_EXP[
ClassOverl2 [a] [Arrayter] / FUEL_LOAD_EXF));

[Arrayper]

I/Wake it way less because of Hcdata cells that there

I/Scroll through the IntialTreeindex and find the current treelist and its actual
file pathname

//Wow go through the Data.*]] array for 50 cells starting at cell "md'
±or(a=rnd; aemnd+50 ; a++)

if(OataCellid[a] == FALSE)
break;

//Get the Elev variable
it(Data.Elev]a] , (300fiFT2M)

Elev = 1;
else

/ *******************************************************************
I/For period 0 analysis, get the original treelist actually used - not the Treelist #
if (Per 0

//Open the Treeindex.txt file
Open = fopen)Index, 'r");

fl/end tcr(a=rnd

II The second random fifty



else

file pathname

if (Open == NULL
fprintf(stderr, 'Opening of %s failed: %s\n, Index, strerror)errno))

//Scroll through the IntialTreeindex and find the Current treelist and its actual file pathname
Found = FALSE;
while( fscanf(Open, '%lu %sfTestTree, ActualFile) = EOF

else

if) TestTree == Data.Treelist)a)

Found = TEDS;
break;

)//end while...

I/Test to make sure the file was found
if) Found == FALSE

Bailout(98)

//Close the file
fclose (Open)

I/Extract off the last piece of ActualFile to tell what the treslist is actually for
Name = strtok(Actualfile,Seplhar)
while)Nms NULL

sprintf(LastName, "%s",Naroe);
Name = strtok:NULL,SepChar);

fprintflwriteOut. '%s\t",LastNsme)
fprintf(WriteOut, "%-l2.lf', float)Data.InitialDuff[a) / FUEL_LOADEXP))
fprintf(WriteOut, "%-l2lf", ))float)Data.InitialLitter[aJ / FUEL LOAD EXP((
fprintf(Writeout, "%-l2.lf", Htloat)Dats.InitialClassli[a] / FUEL_LOAD_INFo
fprintf(WriteOut, '%-12lf", ((float)Data.InitialClassl[a) / FUEL LOAD EXP))
fprintf(WriteOut, "%-l2.lf", (float)Data.InitialClaos3)a) / FUEL_LOAD_EXPO)
fprintf(WriteOut, "%-12.lf", )(float)Data.InitialClassi[a) / FUEL LOAD EXPH;
fprintf(WriteOut, '%-12.lf', ((float)Data.InifialClaooll)a) : FUEL_LOAD_EXPH;
fprintf(WriteOut, %-12.lf' , (float)Data.InotialClassOverl2[aI : FUEL_LOAD...EXP));
fprintf(NriteOut, '%hu\t' ,Dats.Pag[a()
fprintf(Writeout, %d\t' ,Elev)
fprintf(WritsOut, 'O\t');

:'/There was no Vegoode stored for the initial data)
fprintf)WritsOut, '%hu\n' ,DataInitialFuelModel[a)

if)Data.Treelist)a] = FIEST_AVAILABLE_TNEELIST)

//Open the Treeindex.txt file
Open fopen)Index, "r');
if (Open NULL

fprintt(stderr, 'Opening of Es failed: Es/n', Index, strerror{errno)

//Scroll through the IntialTreeindex and find the current treelist and its actual

Found FALSE;
while) fscanf (Open, '%lu %s',&TestTree, ActualFile) = FOF

if) TestTree == Data.Treelist)a)) /:Have the match

Found ThUS;
break;

(//end while.

//Test to make sure the file was found
if) Found FALSE

Bailout (98)

I/Close the file
fclose)Open)

//Extract off the last piece f ActualFile to tell what the treelist is actually for
Name = strtok(ActualFile,SepChar)
while)Narne ' NULL

sprintf)LastName, "%s",Name);
Name = strtek)MULL,SepChar);

fprintf(WritsOut, '%s\t",LastNsme)

I/Have the match
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fprintflwriteout, 'Ehu\t\t ",Data.Treei.ist)a)

//Do all of this regardless of trsslist
fprintf(WriteOut, '%-ll.lf', ))float)Dsta.Duff[a) [ArrayperJ / FUEL_LOAD_EXPO
fprintf(WriteOut, 'E-12.lf', ))float)Data.Litter[a) [ArrayFerl / FUEL_LOAD_EN?))
fprintf(WriteOut, '%-l2.lf',Hfloat)Data.Class2E[a([Arrsyperl I FUEL_LOAD_EXP));



//For Time information
cJ.ock_t Start, Finish;
double Duration;
//

Start = clock));

if (WRITE_BLC == NULL)
fprint £ )stderr

if WRITE_CEO == NULL)
fprintf)stderr,

if (WRITE_HEIGHT == NULL)
fprintf )stderr

if (WRITE_FUEL NULL)
fprintf )stderr,

if (82RITE CLOSURE NULL)
fprintf (stderr,

fprintf(Writeout, "%-12.lf', )float)Data,Classl[a] [Arrayfer] / FUEL_LOAD_EXP))
tprintf (WriteOut, "%-l2 if" float) Data. ClassI [a] [ArrayPer) / FUEL_LOAD_EXP)
fprintf]WriteOut, '%-l2.lf', )float)Data.Classfl[a] [Arrayfer] I FUEL..LOAD_EXP))
fprintf)WritOut, "%-12lf', )fioat)Data,Classl2[a] [Arrayfer] / FUEL_LOAD_EXP)
fprintf(Writeout, "%-12.lf", )float)Data,ClassOveril[a) [ArrayPer] / FUEL_LOAD_EXP))
fprintf(WriteOut, "%hu\t" ,Cata,Pag[a]
fprintf(WriteOut, "%d\t,Elev);
fprintf(WriteOut, '%hu\t" ,Data.Vegoode[aJ ]Arrayfer]

fprintf(WriteOut, "%hu\n' ,Data,FuelModel)a] [ArrayPer)

I//end of the second for(a=rnd

fclose )WriteOut)

I / /end OutputFuelLoadsModel

/ ***************************************************************
mt OutputCurrentLandscapeflata lint Per)
/ ***************************************************************

I/NOTE: the incoming "Per" is the correct period to which this data goes (not array subscript)

//NOTE 18NOV99; I would eventually like to get Finney to rewrite Parsite and Flanmap tu input binary flies
I/He has expressed that he could do St later but for now all must he Ascii files

printf)\n Outputting landscape data (Fuel, BLC, CBD, Stand Height, and Closure) for period %d. - PEE-FIRE)
Per)

//Variables for writing the output files
FILE (ITEBLC, *WRITECBD *WRITE HEIGHT, *ERITE FUEL, *WRITE CLOSURE;
char BLCFI1e[256] CBDFi1e[256[ HeightFile)256J FuelFile[216) ClosureFile[256)

jot ptr_srp; //Starting Row Position
ushort *ptrcol.a.
mt rc,HowHany;
lot CoiumnsLeft, ctr;
ushort StartColumn,OutColumn;
ushort OutCiosure;
ushort *ptr_blc, *ptrcbd, *ptr height, *ptr fuel *ptr closure'

I/Make the correct output file names
sprintl(BLCFi1e, '%s%s%d\\per%d\ ible ase' PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL TO USE, Per);
sprintf(CBDFi1e, %s%s%d\\per%d\\cbd,asc", PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE, Per);
sprintf(HeightFile, '%s%s%d\\per%d\\heightase', PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_TO._USE, Per);
sprintf]FuelFile, %s%s%d\\per%d\\tuel aol" PREFIX, INPUTS, GOAL_TO_USE, Per);
sprintt(ClosureFile, %s%s%d\\per%d\\closure,aae" PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL TO USE, Per);

I/open up the files to write to
WRITE_BLC * fop=n)BLCFi1=,
WRITE_CBD = topen)CEDFi1e,
WRITE_HEIGHT fopen(HeightFil, "0');
WRITS_FULL = £open)FuelFile, "w")

WRITE_CLOSURE = fopen)ClosureFile, 'c")

end variables

openiog of %s

opening of %s flailed; %s\n",

opening ot %s failed: %e\n",

opening of Sc Failed: %a\n",

opsning of 5* failed: %s\n",

//write out the header data to each of the Files
fprintf]WRITE_BLC, "ncols\t\t%d\n" ,COLUNNS)
fprintf(WRITE_BLC, "nrows\t\t%d\n",ROSS)
£priotf]WRITE_BLC, "xllcorner\t%. 61f\n" F_XLL)
fprintf(WRITE_BLC, ylloorner\t%. Elfin", F_FILl
fpriotf(WRITE_BLC, "cellsize\t%d\n" ,CELLSIZE);
fprintf(WRITE_BLC, NODATA_value\t%d\n" NODATA);

fprintf (WRITE_CEO, "nools\t\t%d\n" COLUMNS);
fprintf(WRITE_CBD, "nrowa\t\t%d\n ROWS);

fprintf)WRITE_CBD, "xllcorner\t%,61f\n",F_XLL)
fprintf(WRITE_CBD, "ylloorner\t%,61f\n" , F_FIt)
£printf(WRITE_CBD, cel1size\t%d\n" ,CELLSIZE)
fprintf)WRITE_CBD, "NODATA_value\t%d\n" ,NODATA);

failed; %s\n" BLCFi1e, strerror)errno)

CBDFi1e, strerror)errno)

HeightFile, strerror)errne) I

PuelFile, strerror(errno)

ClosureFile, strerror )errno) I
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fprintf(WRITE_HEIGHT, 'nco].s\t\t%d\n' ,00LUHNS)
fprintf(WRITE_HEIGHT, 'nrows\t\t%d\n' ROWS)
fprintf(WRITE_HEIGHT, 'xllcorner\t%Glf\n" ,F_XLL)
fprintf(WRITE_HEIGHT, 'yllcorner\t%61f\n' ,F_YLL)
fprintf(WRITE_HEIGHT, 'cellsize\t%d\n" ,CELLSIZE)
fprintf)WRITE_HEIGHT, 'NODATA_value\t%d\n NODATA);

for(r=1;rc=ROWS;rx+(

ptr_srp = &link(r-l](l];
HowEany °(ptr_srp-I1(;
StartColursn

a pointer(
ptr_column =
ptr_blc =
ptr_cbd =
ptr_height =
ptr_fuel =
ptr_closure

Data.GridColursn( )*ptr srp-l);

&Data.OridColwcn[)ptr_srp)-l)
&DataHLC[(*ptr_srp)_l][Perl];
&OataCsOensity[(*ptr_srp)_l( (Per-li
&Data.StandHsight))*ptr_srp)_l] [Per-i]

&DataFuelHodel( [*ptr_srp)_l] [Per-i];
&DataClosure( )=ptr srp)-l] (Per-li
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/ /not

fprintf (WRITE_FUEL, ncols\t\t%d\n COLUMNS)
fprintf (WRITE_FUEL, nrows\t\t%d\n ROWS)
£printf WRITE_FUEL, "xllcorner\t%61f\n ,F_XLL)
fprintf (WRITE_FUEL, yllcorner\t%.6J.ln ,FYLL)
fprintf (WRITE FUEL, ce1lsize\t%d\n CELLSIZE(

fprintf (WRITE_FUEL, NODATA_value\t%dn MODATA);

fprintf (WRITE_CLOSURE, "ncols\t\t%d\r COLUMNS)
fprintf (WRITE_CLOSURE, nrows\t\t%d\n ROWS)
fprintf (WRITE_CLOSURE, xllcorner\t%.6lf\n' ,P_XLL)
fprintf (WRITE_CLOSURE, yllsorner\t%.61f\n' F_YLL)
fprintf WRITE_CLOSURE, ce11size\t%d\n' CRLLSIZE);
fprintf (WRITE_CLOSURE, NODATA_value\f%d\n' MODATA);

I/If the whole row is blank, print out NODATA and goto next row
if) ptr srp == FALSE ( I/means a zero was left in this spot during WakeLink

for(c=l; c-c=COLUMNS; c-I--I-)

fprintf)WRITE_BLC, 'Rd ',NOOATA[;
fprintf(WRITE_CBD 'Rd ',NOOATA);
fprintf)WRITE_HEIGHT,'%d ',NODATA);
fprintf (WRITE_FUEL, Rd 'NODATA);
fprintf)WRITE_CLOSURE, 'Rd 'MODATA);

//put in new linGs
fprintf(WRITE_BLC, '\n');
fprintf(WRITE_CBD, '\n'(;
fprintf (WRITE_HEIGHT, '\n'(;
fprintf (wRiTS_FUEL, ';n');
fprintf(WRITE_CLOSURE, '\n'(

continue; //goto next row

I/print out NODATA for those cells before data starts
for) c=1 c<StartColumn;C++)

fprintf(WRITE_BLC, 'Rd ',NODATA);
fprintf(WRITE_CBD, 'Rd ',NODATA);
lprintf(WRITE_HEIGHT, 'Rd ',NUDATA);
fprintf (WRITE_FURL, 'Rd ',NODATA);

fprintf (WRITE_CLOSURE, 'Rd ',NUOATA);

I/set some Counters
OutColuam = StartColumn;
Ctr = 0;

I/print out values for area on landscape by checking
//value in DatadridColumn to match it with OutColumn value
do)

if(=ptrcolumri == OutColuon)

fprintf)WRITE_BLC, 'thu ,ptr_blc(;
fprintf)WRITE_CED, '%.20 ', )float)°ptr_cbd / DENSITY_EX?);
fprintf)WRITO_HEIGHT, '%hu *ptr_height);

fprintf)'4RITE_FUEL, '%hu ,*ptr_fuel(;

I/Cheek Data.Closure[J [] and reclassify data into the 4 categories that Faroite wants
before writing out

if)*ptr closure <= 10)
OutOlosure 1;

else if[°ptr_closure > 10 55 =ptr closure o 00)
Outclosure = 2;

else if)*ptr closure 0= 00 && ptr closure RU)

OutOlosure = 3;
else

OutOlosure 4;
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fPrintf)WRITE_CLOSURE, '%hu ",OutClosure);

ptr_blc-s=NP;
ptr_cbdc=NP;
ptr_height-s=HP;
ptr_fuelc=NP;
ptr_closurec=NP;

ptr_column**;
OutColuitin**;

else I/print cut NODATA for the 'gaps'

fprintf(WWITE_slC"%d ',NODPTP);
fprintf(WRITE_CSD, 'Rd ",NODATA);
fprintf (WRITE_HEIGHT, "Rd ",NODATA);
fprintf(WRITE_FUEL, 'Rd ",NODATA);
fprintl(WRITE_CLOSURE, "Rd ",NGDATA(;

OutCclursn**;

)while(ctr HowMany

I/Check to see how many columns are left to do
COlUTIflsLeft COLUSNS - (OutColursn-l);

it(ColwsnsLeft == 0)

fprintf)WRITE_BLC, '\n');
fprintf )WRITE_C5D, '\n');
fprintf (WRITE_HEIGHT, '

fpritf (WRITE_FUEL, '\n');
fprintf (WRITE_CLOIURE, '

continue; I/go to next row

i/print out NOPATA for those cells after the data that are left
for 0=0 ceColwenst.eft;

fpriDtf(WRITE_BLC,"%d ',NODATA);
fprixstf )WRITE_CRD, "Rd ',NODATA)
fprintf(WRITE_HEIGHT,"%d ",NODATA);
printf(WRITE_FUEL, 'Rd ",NODATA);
fprintf (WRITE_CLOSURE, "Rd ",NODATA);

i/put in a new line
fprintt(WRITE_BLC, \n');
fprintf(WRITE_CBD, \n');
fprintf (WRITE_HEIGHT, '

fprintf (WRITE_FUEL, ' \n')

fprintf(l'iRITE CLOSURE, '\n)

(i/end of for)r=l;r<=ROWS;r+-*)

IC1OSC(WRITE_BLC)
fclose(WRIFE_CBD(
fclose (WRITE_HEIGHT)
felose (WRITE FUEL)
fclose (WRITE_CLOSURE);

Finish = clock));
Duration ) (double) (Finish-Start) I CLOCKS..YER_SEC
printf(\xs**It took %21f seconds to output this periods FtC, CED, HEIGHT, FUEL and CLOSURE files**\n, Duration

return TRUE;

//end OutputCurrentLandscapeData

I***************************************************************
void OutputAcresHar-vest ) mt Status)
I***************************************************************

//Variable for writing the output files
FILE *WriteExcel;
char ExcelFile[150)

//Acre counters (number of cells)
ulong HonForestlells = 0, TotalCeliCount = 0;
ulong GoalCells(GOALS], CellsTouched[NP], FedTcuched[NP], NonFedTouched[NPJ;
double FedHarvest[NP], NcnFedHarvest[NP] ,TotalFedHarvest*0, TotalNonFedHarvesURl;

sot r,c;
ulong *ptr_ceflid, ptr_treelist;
ushort *ptr_goal, *ptr owner, *ptr minor, *ptr_buffer;
float °ptrhar-','est



II end variables

I/Hake some output filenames and open files
it (Status == PREDICTED)

sprintf(Excelpile, %s%s%d\\acres_harvest. txt PREFIX, Presinoutputoir,GOAL_T0UIEL
else

sprintf(ExcelFile, %s%s%d\\acres_harvest. tet PREFIX PostSimlutputDir,GOAL_TO_USE)

WriteExcel = fopen(ExcelFile v
if (WriteExcel == NULL)

fprintf(stderr, opening of %s failed %\n ExcelFile, strerror(errno)

//Initialize arrays
for (r=O ; r-sGOALS r**

GcalCells[r] = 0;

for (r=O ; roMP; r*-.-

CellsTouched[rJ = 0;
FedTouchedlr) = 0;
MonpedTouched[rt = 0;
FedHarvest[r( 0;

NonpedHarvesttrt = 0;

I/Start at beginning of Data, *[1 arrays and keep tally of items to output.
for (r0; r0UNIQUE; r**)

value

//set pointers
ptr_cellid =
ptr_treelist =
ptr_goal =
ptr_owner =
ptr_minor =
ptr_buf Ocr =
ptr_harvest =

I/First, lets track how many acres were assigned to each goal
if) ptr_treelist == NONFOREST)

so track separately
NonForestCells**;

else
GoalCell [ptr_goal] **;

I/Then track Harvest Levelc and Activity levels by Ounership and periods
for )c=0; coNP; c**)

if( ptr_harvest c C)
activity for this Cell in this period

CellsTouehed[ct**;
cells touched per period

ff) =prWner == OWOUUSFS ptr_owner == OWN_ELM)
levels by Fed and NonFed

FedTouohed (c] -s*;

FedMarvest Lot = (=ptr harvest) *ACREEQ;

TotalFedHarvest = 0;

It) °ptr_cellid == FALSE) //no more records to check in array
break;

TotalCellCount+*;

I/set an error checker
if) *ptr harvest c 0 && °ptr_treelist == NONFOREST)

Bailcut(53)

&Data.Cellid)r];
&Data.Treelist[r];

&Data.Goal[r];
&Data.Owner[r];
&Data.Minor(r]

&Data.Buffer[r];
&Dsta.CpHsrvest(r)(0);

else

NonFedTouched to) -s*;
NonpedHarvest[c]-c= (cptr_harvest)*ACREEQ;

ptr_harvest**; //increment to next period

(//end for)ro; r<UNIQUE;r**)

# ifdef DEBUG_OUT_ACRES_HARVEST
I/print out GcalCells
for)r=0; r'cGOALS; r**)

printf)There are Blu cells with goal %d\n',GoalCells[r],r)
printf('and %lu cells that were Non-Forest\rs,NonForestCells);

printt)\nThere are a total of %.21f acres in this sirnulation\n',TotalCellCount5ACREEf)

/ values stored are a PER ACRE
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/ These were NON-FOREST,

I/Yes, there was Harvest

//increment counter for

I/track cells touched &



TotalNonpedHarvest 0;

for (r0; reNP; r*.

printf('Period %d:\tAcres of FedTuohed = %.21f *nd Harvest %.21f, \tAores of NonFedTouched = %.21f and
Harvest %.21f\n'

rd. FedTouched[rI *ACREEQ FedHarvest(r] NonFedTouched[r]5ACREEQ, NonFedHarvest[r]

TotalFedNarvest*= Fedbarvest[rI
TotalNonPedHarvest ,= NonFeddarvest[r]

printf(\nTotal harvest on Federal Land USFS, BLN) is %.21f CF. and NonFederal land is %.21f\n" ,TotalFedHarvest,
#endif

TotalNonpedijarvest)

I/Print out data to use in EXCEL
fprintf(WriteExcel, "AcresFed\tlfarvestFed\t\t\tAcresNonFed\tHarvestHonFed\n')
for r=0; r'*NP r-.-c)

fprintf(WriteExcel, *%_6.31f\t\t%_lO.3lf \t\t\t%_621f\t\t%_l0.21f\n*,
FedTouched(r]*ACREEQ, FedEarvest)r) NonpedTcuched(r) ACREEQ, Nonleddsrvesttr])

I/close the files
fclose).WriteExcel)

I/end OutputAcresHarvest

/ ***************************************************************
void OutputMapooals(int Status)
/ ***************************************************************

/5The current goal assignment is outputted to \ouputs\PreSimoata\goal*\goal.asc in this function
There is also one outputted to .\ouputs\rerun_data\goal. .asc or bin) during optimization routine and
there is no difference except that the one in - \*\rerun_data\ is always made in binary format

I/Variable for writing the output files
FILE 5WriteGoal;
char GoalFile[256];

mt *ptr_arp; I/Starting Row Position
ushort °ptr_column, *ptr_gnal;
mt r,c,HowMany;
mt ColuinnsLeft, ctr;
ushort StartColumn, OutColumn;
II End of variable defining

I/Make some filename and open
if (Status == PREDICTED)

sprintOlGoalFile, "%s%s%d\\goalasc" PREFIX, PresirsOutputDir,GOAL_TQUSE);
else

sprintf(Goalpile, '%s%s%d\\goal.asc',PREFIX,PostSimOutputDir,GCAL TO USE)

Nritedoal fopen)GoalFile, u')

if (WriteGoal NULL)
fprintf(stderr, "opening of %s failed: %s\n', GoalFile, strerrer)errnoH;

I/Print out an ascii file that is in row/column frrsut which contains the GOAL values for every cell
I/This file can be used in Arclnfe to make mSps!

I/write Out the header data
fprintf(WriteGoal, "ncols\t\t%d\n",CCLUPIJS)
fprintf)Writegoal, "nrows',t't%d\n",ROWS);
fprintf(Writepoal, "xllcorner\t% 610 \n' FXLL)
fprintf(WriteGoal, "yllCerner\t%,flf\n' ,F_YL.L)
fprintf(WriteGoal, 'cellsize\t%d\n' ,CELLSIZE)
fprintf(WriteGoal, "NODATA_value\t%d\n" ,NODATA);

for (r=l;r*=ROWS; ran)

ptr_srp &link[r-ll l]
HowMany = * )ptr_srpel)

StartColursn = Data.GridColumn[ ) *pr- srp) -1);
ptr_column &Data,GridColuzm[ )5ptr_srp) -1]
ptr_goal &Data.Goal [ )ptr_srp) -1]

I/If the whole row is blank, print out NODATA and goto next row
if) ptrsrp == FALSE ) //means a zero was left in this spot during

NakeLink

for)o=l ; o<=COLtDDS; C++)
fprintf)Nritedoal, '%d ',NODATA);

I/put in ne-c lines
fprintf)Writedoal, "\n")
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2nd digit (Q)
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continue; //goto next row

//print cut NODATA for those cells before date starts
for (c=l;crltsrtColux*n; c-c-c)

fprintf)Writesoal, '%d ,NODATA);

//set solee counters
OutColumn = StartColuon;
ctr = C;

//print Out values for area on landscape by checking
//value in Data.GridCclumn to match it with OutColuwn value
do)

if)*ptrcclu;-c; OutCclumn)

fprintf)WriteGosl, %hu ,*ptr_goal);

ptr_goalc+
ptr_colUflUloo;

OutCalunm++;
Ctro-c;

else I/print out NODATA for the gaps

fprintf)7iriteooal, 'Pd NODATA)

OutColumn**;

)whils[ctr HowMany

//Check to see how many columns are left to do
ColumosLeft COLUMNS - OutColumn-l);

if)CclumnsLeft == I)

fprintf(WriteOoal, "n')

continue; I/go to next row

//print out NODATA for those cells after the data that are left
for )c=C c000luninsLeft; ce-c

fprintf)WriteGcal, Pd ,NODATA);

//put in a new line
fprintf[WriteGcal,

l//end of for)r=l;r<=RONS;rc*)

felose (WriteCoal);

3//end MapGoals

/ ***************************************************************
void OutputForestDistribution ) inC Status)
/ ***************************************************************

I/Variable for writing the output files
PILE *MNIThVEG ]ITE STAGE *;ITECOMNO.
char VegflistFile[l5OJ StagepistFile]150] CcrcboFile[150]

//Acre counters )ni.rnber of cells)
ulong NonporestCells, TotalCellCount, PerTotal;

I/Arrays to hold 6 of cells for various combination
ulong EntireVeg]HP)]VEGCLASSES-cl],
AllPedVeg[MP] [VEGCLASSES*l] ,Fe4NMVeg[NP] [VEGCLASSEI01] ,AllNonFedVeg[NP] [VEGCLASSES01]
ulong EntireStage[NP] [STAGES] AllFedStage]NP] [STAGES] FedNMStagC [NP) [STAGES] ,AllNoneedstage[NPJ [STAGES];
ulong CoaoLSTAGES] [VEGCLASSES*lI [NP]

mt r,c,t;
ulong *ptr_cellid, ptr_treelist;
ushort ptr_owner, eptr buffer cptrvegcode, *ptreg, 5ptr_stage, *ptralloc;
ushort TesCode;
mt VegCode, StageCode, TernpVeg, TempDiaxs, TempCover;
II --end variables

Here's the conversion. Values in Data.Vegcode are those 3 or 4 digits values that were either generated directly
in PREWO Or were slightly modified by this progronc in FillPremoData([ - Heidi gave me the following regarding
what the PREWO codes meant;

let digit = (veg. class)
1 CH
2 DH
3 EH
4 CCP
P MC
6 open 7???
7 Pine
8 RP

9 WE



0 0-4.9
1 5-0.9
2 9-14.9
3 15-20.9
4 21-24.9
5 25-31.9
6 32+

3rd digit = Canopy tlosure)
0 <= 60%
1 0 60%

Alterations:

FilllnitialPremoflata)) changed those with an original 15t digit >0 5 to be either 5 (MC 0 3000') or 10 (MC >
10000
so I can directly check for 5 or 10.

The digit assignment from PREMO is not consistent with the already established values
I use for maps in Arclnfo and other tracking so I will use the following conversion matrix:

GIS codes 1-4 are for: Barren, Water, Shrub, Grass/Forks respectivly. Either Vegetation or Seral Stage. These
Were
considered NONFOREST cells in the simulation and should have both a NONFOREST flag in Data. Vegoode and
Data.Treelist.
However, the original classification (barren, Water, shrub, grass/torbs( was kept in Data.Initialveg &
Data.InitialStage (1-4),

(note: this is for the 1st digit(s) only = VEGETATION CLASS
PPEMO 'meanir:g' GIS VEGETATION code (this is what I will use to place in correct array
position)

0 5 or 1 0-4.9" any 5

1 S 5-0.9" <=60% 6

1 1 5-6.9" >60% 7

2 0 9-14.9" <=60% 0

2 1 9-14.0" >60% 9

3 0 15-25.9" o=6S6 10
3 1 15-20.0" >65% 11
4 0 21-24.9" c=55% 12

4 1 21-24.0" >65% 13

5 0 or 1 25-31,9" any 14
6 0 or 1 32*" any 15
5/

//NOTE change these to use rnernset
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//Initialize the arrays
for (r=0 rOMP; r**) //The arrays to hold Vegetation data

for )c=0; c<VEGCLASSEEe1 coo)

EntireVeg[r] [ci '. I;

AllFedVeg[r][c[ = 0;
FedNMVeg[r][c] 0;

AllNonFedVeg[r[ [ci = 0;

for)r0;roNP;r**) //The arrays to hold Seral Stage data

for) c=0; c'sSTAGES; c*+)

Entireltage ]rJ (ci = 0;

AllredStage[r][c[ 0;

Fed!SStage[r)[cJ = 0;

AllNonFedotage[ri [c[ = 0;

for )r=5 r'sSTAGES; r**) //The array to hold the VegStagetombo data

for )C=0 c'OVEGCLASSESel; c-c-c)

for) t=5; teNP; tool

Combo[r( (ci it] = 0;

1 CM 11

2 GM 10

3 EM 12

4 CCP 9 //PREMO appears not to be
classifying anything as so don't worry if none seen
5 MC<3000' 6

O 'Open' 14 //This was not part of original
classification - will have to eventually decide what it i0
7 Pine 6

S RE
9 WF 7

10 NCO3000' 13

note: this is for the 2nd & 3rd digit )or 4-5 if 1st was a 10) only SEPAL STAGE
PREMO PREMO 'meaning'
2nd 3rd DEN Canopy GIS SEPAL STAGE code
this is what I will use to place in correct array position)



values

//set pointers
ptrcellid =
ptr_treelist
ptrOWner =
ptr_alloc =
ptr_buffer =
ptr_vegcode =
ptr_veg =
ptr_stage =

&Data.Cellid[rJ;
&Data.Treelist[rJ

&Data.Owner[r];
&Data.Alloc[rJ;

fDa ta . But f er [r]

&DataVegcode[rJ[O];
&Data.Initial;Jeg[rl;

&Data.Initialltage[r];
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//For the NON-FEDESAL lands, AllNonped*[] []
if) ptr_owner OWN_SAM If *ptr owner OWN_USFS

for (c0; C'CNP; C++)

AllNonFedVeg cl *ptr_veg) -li-zr;

AllNonFedStage[oJ (*ptrstage)_SJ**;

}//end it) *ptrtreelist == NONFOFEST)

for ) c0; ceNP; c°°)

,','these are Nonpederal lands

//Start at beginning of Data. arrays and keep tally of items to output.
NonForestCells=O;
TotalCellCount=O
for(r=O; rUNIQUE;r-s-s)

it) *ptr_cellid == FALSE) //no more records to check in array
break;

TotalCelltount**;

//Check the cells treelist if NONFOREST, then its 'ptr_vegcode' should be NONFOREST as well, so use
initial 'leg & Stage

if) *ptrtreelist == NONFOREST)

NonForestCells-s-s, I/keep track of these

if) *ptrvegoode NONFOREST) //problem - this should be NONFOREET
Bailout) 53);

/*****otherwise, look at ptryeg & ptr_stage and track those values by correct ownership
category

//Since all arrays were initialized with zero's, I will just increment up a 'hit' which can
then be counted for acres

I/For the Entireitage nd EntireVeg arrays - This gets filled no matter what
for (c0; c-*NF; cs-s

EntireVeg[c][(*ptr_veg)_l]e*; / ./ptrveg should have its original veg -
subtract 1 to get array notation

Entireitage[c][U'ptr_stage)-l]e*; / /*ptr stage should have its original stage-
subtract 1 to get array notation

Combo[)*ptr_stage)_l)[)*ptr_veg)_l(c]**; //Track the intersection of these
for each period

)//end fcr)o=O;o<NP;o*-s)

//For the AllFed* arrays && the FedNN array
it) 5ptr_owner == OWN_BOW *ptrozs.;er == OWN_USFS)

for )c=S c<NP; c++ / /All
Federal ownership

AllFedVeg[cJ[)*ptr_veg)l]**;
AllFedltage[c]()*ptr_stage)l]e*;

//NOTEr The stream buffer behavior isa bit wierd. DataAlloc does NOT have a code
to indicate whether

//a cell is in a rip arian reserve, that data is in Data.Sutter. So make sure to look
at Data.Buffer

if(*ptralloc == ALLOC_RESERVE II ptr_alloc == ALLOC_WILD
I

5ptr buffer
IN_BUFFER) //LSR, Wilderness, i Riparian

for(c=O;ccNF;c+*)

FedNMVeg[c][(*ptr_vzg)l]**;
FedNMstage[c] [)*ptrstage)_lIee;

else I/For all NonForest cells, convert the values in
flmtm.Vegcode[] 1] and track by same categories

//tirst, extract each periods vegcode and break it apart to get the correct GIS Veg and Stage
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TempUode = Data.;Jegcode[r] [c] ; 7/The actual or 4 digit
code from PREMO

7/extract the digits out
TerspCover TempCode%l0;

7/last digit for determining stage (is closure, <=00% or > 60%
TerspDiass TerspCode-TempCover(%l00 / 10; / 'next to last digit also for

determining stage (is the Q group(
TempVeg = (TempCode-TempCcde%lOO( / 1QQ /71st or 1st two digits

f or determining VegCode

/ /Use TempVeg to determine proper dOS VegCode
switch(Tempveg(

exit the program with proper error message

Mow fill the appropriate cell tracking arrays based on ownership breakdown **********

,:/For the EntireStage and EntireVeg arrays - These get foiled no matter what
EntireVeg[c] [VegCode-l]+-<;

7/subtract 1 to get array notation
Entirestage[c] Stagecode-1]-<*;

Combo[StageCode-1J [VegOode-Il [cJ**;

7/For the Al1Fed* arrays 88 the FedSS* array
if( ptr owner ** INN_ELM II ptrowner == OWN USFS) 7/All

Federal ownership

AllFedVeg[cj [;/egCode-1]-t+;
AllFedStage(c] [Otsgelode-l[*-t;

if)*ptr_alloc == ALLOC RESERVE *ptrafloc == ALLOC_WILD *ptr buffer
== IN_BUFFERS //LSR,Riparian,& wilderness

any closure
case 0

case 1

StageCode = 5;

if(TempCover == 0)

break; /70-4.9

Stagetode = 6;
7/ <=60%

StageCode = 7;
77 >60%

break;
case 2: it(Tempcover == /79-14.9"

Stagecode = 8;
77 <=60%

else
Stagecocle = 9;

/7 >60%

break;
case 3: if(TempCover == /715-20.9'

Stagetode 10;
/7 <=60%

else
St<gelode = 11;

// >60%

break;
case 4: if(TerspCover / /21-24.9'

Stagetode = 12;
/7 <=60%

else
Stagecode = 13;

>60%

break;
case 5; StageCode = 14; break; '/25-31.9"

any closure
case 6: StageCode = 15; break; /732<-'

any closure

default: B<ilout(05(; 7/This will

case 1: VegCode = 11; break; 7/CM
case 2: ;legcode = 10; break;
case 3: VegCode = 12; break;
case 4: ;Jegcode 9; break;
case 5 Vegdode 6; break; //MC 0 3000'
case 6: VegCode = 14; break; /7 open'
case 7: VegCode = 0; break; 7/pine
case 8. VegCode = 5; break; 7/SF
case 9: VegCode = 7; break; 7/SF
case 10: Vegcode = 13; break; //MC 0 3000'

default Bailout(64) 7/This will exit the
program with proper error message

7/Use TempDiam and TempCover to determine proper StageCode
switch (TempDiax(



sprintf)VegpistFile, '%s%s%d\\Vegpist.txt
sprintf(StageDistfile, "%s%s%d\\StageDist.
sprintf )CemboFile, %s%s%d\ \Com000ist tat

sprintf(VegDistFile, '%s%s%d\\VegDest tat'
sprintf(Stageoistpile, '%s%s%d\ \StageDist.
sprintf)Cembopiie, '%s%o%d\\Combotist. tat

WRITE_VMS fopen(VegDistFile, "w);
WRITE_STAGE= fopen(StageDistFile, ,'w)

WRITE_COMBO = fopen(ComboFile, 'w');
if (WRITE_tED == NULL)

fprintf(stderr, "opening of Es failed, %s\n' Vegtistfile, strerror(errne))
if (WRITE_STAGE == NULL)

fprintf(stderr, "opening of Es failed, %s',n' Stagetistfile, strerror)errno)
if (WRITE_COMBO ** NULL)

fprintf(stderr, "opening of %s failed, %s',n', ComPoSite, strerror)errnoH;

I/Put cut the costho file first, it will have a Stage-Veg acre matrix for each period

for(c=O;c-oNP;c-.--.-) I/For each period

fprintf(WRITE_COMBO, "Per%d\tl\t2\t3\t4\t5\tf\t7',ti',t9\ttf\tll\t12\t13\t14\n',00l);
fprintf (WRITE_COMBO,

for (r*O; raSTAGES; r**)

fprintf(WRITE_COMBO, "%d\t',r*l);
for) tO; tCVEGCLASSES-,-l; t**)

fprintf(WRITE_COMBO, %_6,Of\t,Cornbo(r)[tJ(cl*ACREEQ);

fprintf (WRITE_COMBO, "\n')

fprintf(WRITE_COMBO, "\n\n\n');

I/Put in some header lines for the Entire* arrays
fprintf)WRITE_VEG, "Entire\tl\t2\t3\t4\tl\tf\t7\tE\t9'stlS\tll\tl2\t13\t14\n');
iprinti (WRITE_VEG,

\n)
fprintf)WRITE_STAGE, Entire\tl\t2\tl\t4\tS\t6\t7 \tE\ t9',tlO\tll\t12\t13\t14',t15\n')
fprintf (WRITE_STAGE,

for) r=O; r<NP; r**(

//Put in the period
fprintf(WRITE_VEG,%d",r*l);
fprintf(WRITE STAGE, "%d' ,r*l)

I/The Veg acres
PerTotal=O;
for) c=O ; c<VEGCLASSES-'-l; ce.

PerTotal+=EotireVeg[rJ (c(
fprifltf(WRITE_VEG, '\t%-G,Of' ,EntireVeg[r( [c(*ACR550)

fprintf(WRITE_VEG, '',t',t%S,2f",PerTctal'ACREEQ);

//The Stage acres
PerTotal=O;

FedNMVeg[c( [VegCode-l]*o;
FedNMStage[c( [StageCcde-l(**;

I/For the NON-FEDEREL lmds, AllNonFed*[] [J
if) °ptr_owner = CNN ELM && ptroer = OWN_USFS I/these are NonFederal lands

AllNonFed',Teg id [\TegCode-l) **

AllNonFedstage [c] tStageCode-l] **;

)//end for(c=O;ccNP;c----)
}//end else if) *ptrtreelist == NONFOREST)

)!!end for(r=O; r0UNIQUE;r-.-*)

//printf("Checked all the cells during OutputFcrestoistribution\n")

/ ****************************Print out the data *******************************************
I/Make some output filenames and open files

if )Status == PREDICTED) //This is PreSimulatioo data

,PREFIX,PreSirncutputDir,00AL_TO_USE)
tat ,PREFIX,PreiircOutputDir,00AL TO USE);
,PREF:x,PresimoutputDir,00AL_TO_USE)

,PREFIX,PostSircOutputtir,00AL_TO_USE);
txt' PREFIX, PostSimCutputDir,00AL_TC_USE);
,PREFIX,PostSimOutputtir,GOAL_TO_USE);
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else //This is PostSimulation
data



for c=O COSTAGES; c**)

PerTotal*=Entireftage(r( (c]
fprjntf(WRITE_STAGE, "\t%-6.Of",EntireStage[r [ci"ACEEEQ

fprintf(WRITE_STAGE, \t\t%-8.2t" PerTotal"ACREEQ)

//Put in a new line
SprintS (WRITE VEG, '\n'
fprintf(WRITE_STAGE, '\n'(

//A couple of spaces to separate next array data
fprintf(WRITE_VEG, \n\n'(
fprintf(WRITE_STAGE, \n\n(

//Put in some header lines for AllFed* arrays
fprintf(WRTTEVEC, "AllFed\tl\t2\t3\t4\t5\t6\t\tS\t9\tlO\tll\tl2\tl3\tl4\n');
fprintf(WRITE_VEG, --

fprintf(WRITE_ETAGE, AllFed\tl\t2\t3\t4\t5\t6\t'?\tf\t9\tlO\tll\t12\t13\t13\t15\n'
SprintS (WRITE_STAGE,

for r=O;r<NP; r**(

//Put in the period
fprintf(WRITE_VEG,"%d",r*l);
fprintf(WRITE_STAGE, "Sd' r--l)

//The Veg acres
PerTotal=O;
for(c=O; c<VEGCLASSES-,-l; c-.--.-(

PerTotal*=A11FeGVe5[r] [c]
fprintf(WRITE_VEG, \t%-6fS",AllFedVeg(r( c]"ACREEQ)

fprintf(WRITE_VEG, '\t\t%-S. 25", FerTotal"ACREEQ)

//The Stage acres
PerTotalO;
for(c=O; cc5TAGE5;c**(

PerTotal*=AllFcdStage[r: [cJ
fprintf(WRITE_STAGE, "\t%-6.Or" ,AllFedstage(rJ cJ "ACEEEQ)

fprintf(WRITE_STAGS, "\t\t%-825" PerTotal*ACREEQ)

//Put in a new line
fprintf(WRITE_VEG, ''n"
fprintf(WRITE_STAGE, "'fl"

//A couple of spaces to separate next array data
SprintS (WRITE_VEG, \n\n")
SprintS (WRITE_STAGE, \n\n");

//Put in some header lines for FedNfr arrays
fprintf(WRITE_VEG, FedRN\tl\t2\t3\t4',t5',tf',t7\t8\t9\t2O\tll\tl2\tl3\tl4\n');
SprintS (WRITE_VEG,

fprintf(WRITE_STAGE, Fe4\tl\t2\t3\t4\t5\t6\t\t0\t9\tlO\tll\tl2\tl3\tl3\tl5\n");
Sprints (WRITE_STAGE,

for (r=0 ; reNT; r**

//Put in the period
fprintf(WRITE_VEG, "Sd' ,r*l(
fprintt(WRITE_STAGE, 'Sd' ,r-'-l)

//The Veg acres
PerTotal=3;
for (c=0; c<VEGCLASEEE*-l;

PerTotalr=FeGNRVog(rj [cJ
fprintf(WRITE_VEG, \t%_6Of,FeGM,og[r](c]*ACREEQ);

fprintf(WRITE_VEG, "\t\t%-S.2f" ,PerTotal*ACREEQ)
//The Stage acres
PerTotal=E;
for (c=0; CCSTAGES; car)

PerTotal.'=FedNRStxge(r] (c(
SprintS (LIRITE.STAGE, "\t%-6.Ot",FedNMftage(rJ(c]"ACREEQ);

fprintf(WRITE_STAGE, "\t',t%-S.2f" ,PerTotal*ACREEQ)

7/Put in a new line
fprintf(WRITE_VEG,"\n");
fprintf)WRITE_STAGE, "\n');

7/A couple of spaces to separate next array data
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fprintf(WRITE_VEG, '\n\n');
±print±)WRITE_STAGE, \n\n');

I/Put in some header lines for AllNonFed* arrays
±print±(WRITE_VEG, 'NonFed\tl\t2\t3\tS\t5\t6\t7\t8\t9\tlO\tll\112\t13\t14\n') i
fprintf (WRITEVEG,

fprintf (WRITE_STAGE 'Nonped\tl\t2\t3\tS\t5\t5\t7 \tS\t9\ tll\ tll\t12 \t13 \t13 \t15\n'
fprintf (WRITE_STAGE,

for(r=O; r<NP; r*+(

I/Put in the period
±print±(WRITE_VEG, %d',r+l);
fprintf(WRITE_STAGE, "%d',rel);

//The Veg acres
PerTotal=O;
for) c=O; cCVEGCLASSES*l C++)

PerTotal*AllNonFrdVrg [rj nj

fprintf (WRITE_PEG, "\t%-5.Of",AllNonFedVeg[rj [c]*ACREEQ)

fprintf (WRITE_PEG, ' \t\t%-8.2f " PerTotal*ACREEQ(

//The Stage acres
PerTotal=O;
for c=O cCSTAGES; c++)

PerTotal+=AllNonFedstage [r( [ci
fprintf(WRITE_STAGE, '\t%-G.Of' ,AllNonFedStage[r[ [c[*ACREEQ)

fprintf(WRITE_STAGE, ' \t\t%-8.2f ' PerTotal*ACREEQ)

I/Put in a new line
fprintf )WRITE_VEG, "\n");
±print± (WRITE_STAGE, \n')

fclose(WRITE_VEG(;
fclose (WRITE_STAGE)
fclose(WRITE_CONBO(;
(//end OutputForestflistribution

I***************************************************************
void LevelOfActivity(int Status)
I***************************************************************

I This will output a table with 5th field subwatershed id's in Rows,
and columns for the four EvaluateThisPet-iod)[ periods, with values representing how many
acres were 'touched'. This file will also have its first column (after
the id) with the total acres in that subwatershed and then the total forested acres.
This file will be cosusa delimited and can be imported into Arclnfo and joined with the
SubEatershed layer to make maps showing the LevelifActivity - or the
tables can be used stand-alone.

NOTE: This function is not looking at a "solution" to determine the LOA, but that should be negligible because
this tracks harvest values and a cell not in the solution for a particular landscape goal will not have any
harvest associated with it anyways(

//These globals were filled when resin)) called up Countlubyatereheds
extern mt UniqueNinor[30S];
extern mt USE;

mt a, r, SearchShed;
ushort *ptr minor'
ulong cptrtreeljst;
mt PerA, PerS, PerC, PerD, Hit;

printf("rhere are %d 6th-field subwatersheds in LeveltfActivity':n',tJlW(;

//Create on FreeStore an array to hold rows for each subwatershed and 7 columns:
II [] [O]1D I] [l]=TotalCells [) [2)=ForestedCells [I [3]=Cells in Per'S,'

II [] [4]=Cells in Fer"B" [1 [5(=Cells in Per'C' [I [6]=Cells in Per'lJ'
ulong )*LOA)[7] new ulong[USW](7];
if (LOA == NULL)

printf("There was NOT enough memory for LOA with %lu elernents\n', USW*7);

//initialize the LOA array
for(rO;reUSW;r**)

for(a=O;a<7;aee)

LOA(r])a] = 0;

I/Look at EvaluateThisPeriod and find the 4 evaluation periods there
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FILE *WRITELOA;
char LoaFile [256]
II End of Variables
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Hit"O
for r=O r<NP r**

if(EvaluateThisPeriod[r[ C I)

if (Hit == 4)

printf(There are too many EvaluateThisperiod)) periods) - ignoring these past the
first four\n');

break;

if(Wit == 0)
PerA = 0;

else if (Hit == 1)
PorE = 0;

else if (Wit == 2)
PerC = r;

else
PerD =

Hi P0-0;

)//end for(r=O;roNP;r--o)

//printf(Evaluating Periods, %d, %d, %d, %d\n',PerAol, PerEol, PerCol, PerDsl(;

7/Start the search process
for r=0 ; rCUSH; ru-

SearchShed = UniqueWinor[r[

if(SearchShed == WATER BODY SearchShed == NODATAPLAG)
continue;

I/Put ID in LOA
LOA[r( [0] = Searcbfhed;

7/Using SearchShed, look through all of Data.Ninor for that value
for(a=0;a-sUNIQUE; acc(

ptr_minor = &Data}1inor[a]
ptr_treelist = &DataTroolist[aJ;

if(ptrrninor == 0)
break; 7/assumes DataHinor was initialized with B's

and there are
7/no actual Minor sub-

watershed values of 0

if) (ushort(Searchfhed == °ptr_minor 7/YES, they match

7/Tally up the total acres for this subwatershed
LOA[rJ [1)-se;

7/Tally up the actual forested acres
jf( *ptrtreelist )= NONFOREST)

LOA)rJ [2J++;

7/Look at appropriate Data.CfHarvest elements to see if there was activity or not
7/If there was, tally up the number of cells as appropriate
if) DataCpHarvest[a] [PrAJ o 0 ) 7/There was a harvest in Period

LOA[r[ [31cc;

if) Data.CFHarvest[a[ [PerE] 0 7/There was a harvest in Period "?
LOA[r[ [410+;

if) Data.CFl4arvest[a[ [PerT] 0 ( 7/There was a harvest in Period "C'
LOA[r[ [5[oo;

if) DataCfharvest[a[ [PerD] o 0 ) 7/There was a harvest in Period "0'
LOA[r[ [61+0;

[7/end for(a=0;aCUNIQUE;a,-,-(
I//end for(r0;rsUSW;ru-(

/7 Create, Open, and Write data out to a file
if (Status == PREDICTED)

7/This i5 PreSimulation data
sprintf(LoaFile, '%s%s%d\\loa.csv' ,PREFIX,PreSimoutputDir,00AL_TO_tJSE(

else
7/This is Postfimulstion data

sprintf(LoaFile, '%s%s%d\\loa.csv' ,PREFIX.PostSirnoutputDir,GOALTO_LISE(

WRITE_LOA = fopen(LoaFile, c,'
if (WRITE_LOS NULL)

fprintf(stderr, 'opening of %s failed; %s\n', Loafile, strerror)errno)(;

I/No header line because Arclnfo won't import them - see top of function for format



7/Will output the actual acres associated with the cell count found ** no TABS either (A/I doesn't like thorn)
for(r=O; rxUSW; rn'.,)

if (LOA[r] [0] > 0

fprintf)WRITELOA, "%lu, ",LOA)r) )O[(/ 7/the ID is stored here - don't convert to
acres

for )a=l; ax7 a**

fprintf(WF.ITEjOA, "%-7.2f' ,LOA[r[ La] *ACREEQ(
if)a c 5

//don't want comma after last value - screws Arclnflo up
fprintf(WRITE_LOA,

fprintf (WRITE,,LOA, "\n'

delete Li LOA;

fclose (WRITE_LOA);
I//end LevelOfActivity

void TimingChoiceprequency void)
7 **************************************************************************************************

The objective is to look at all the 3_*_*_ .txt files for ALL the possible prescriptions that could
be chosen for the initial landscape (ALL means for all 15 stand goals and 2 "hold" periods for all existing
troolist
This function will count up the total number of prescriptions opened and track, by period, how many prescriptions
had harvesting (ic, thinnings) occuring in each period. This frequency can then be compared to the
harvest values that are seen after a landscape optimization and notice if harvest flow is occuring with period
peaks that also have a high frequency of prescriptions with harvesting in that period (even-flow may be
difficult to achieve because of that.
*7

FILE *Index, *, *Writeout;
char Garbage[l00]="',Ternp[256], SDFile[256];
mt Scanitatus, IndexNo,count, ctr, goal, HoldPeriods;
mt TotalFiles,y;

mt AF[NP];
double TotalVoluine [NP];
mt Dataperiod;
double RealBasal, RealCiosure, ROa10ED, Rea1HLC, P,ealWeight, RealRev, RealsigTrees, Harvest, SDsra;
ushort VegCode,RealLitter,RealClass2I,RealClassl,RealClass3,RealClass5,RealClassl2,RealClassOverl2;

/7 End of variable defining

7/Create the Data, [J arrays so Data.Treelist gets made for the particular ENVIRONNENT defined
CreateMainData 0;

7/initialize array
for (y=0;yxNP;y**)

AF [y] *0;
TotalVolume[y] = 0;

/7 I will assume that the treelist index.txt tile is completely filled with valid stands and files
sprintf(Ternp, "%%s%d\\per0\\%s' PREFIX, INPTJTS,b'OAL_TO_USE,TREE..JNDEX(;
Index I open(Tersp,"r');

if (Index *= NULL)
fprintf(stderr, 'opening of Ps failed; %s\n", Temp.

/7 First go through the file and COLNT the number of files
count 0;
while ((Scmogtatus=fscanf (Index, '%d',&IndexNo( ) =EOF)

count = **count;

printf(\n\nThere are Pd files in the Tree Index File\n\n',count(;

/7 Rewind the file pointer so it is back at the beginning of the file
rewind I Index)

7/For each treelist-goal-hold possibility, go through read the SD_.__. tat file and track periodic harvest
frequency
TotalFiles=0;
for(ctr = 0; ctr a count; ctr**( 7/for each treelist

fscanf(Indox,"%d",&IndexNo(; 7/Scan the index no.

7/flag for NONFOREST values
if)IndexNc == NONFOREST)

strerror(errno)
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kit kif", &DataPeriod, iRealBasal,

&RealBigTrees, &SD_Era, &VegCode, &Harvest,

&RealClassl2, &Realclassoverl2)

if (Harvest S 0 ii y c Holdperiods(
printf('Prmscription P_%d...kd_%d.txt has harvest occuring before

HoidPeriod expires! \n",IndexNo,goal,Holdeeriods)

if)Detaperiod )= y)
pra.ntiVPROSLEM - there aren't NP periods in tile %s\n",SDfiie);

,','It there is a value o 0 for Harvest, increment the AF[y) array by one
//And track the total volume
if (Harvest 0

AF[y-lJ-.-.;

Totalvolunie[y-l] *= Harvest;

(//end for(yol;yc=NP;y-.-.)

fciose(SD)

)//end for)ctr = 0; ctr m count; ctr-s-s)

fclose(Index)

I/print out the results to screen
printf(" Harvest Frequency Analysos td files \n',TotalFiles(;
puta(""(;
for(yof;ymNP;y-r+)

printf( "Period %d:\t%d\t\t%.Of\t\t%.31f\n",y-.l,AF[y(, (float) AF[y}/TotalFiles*l00,Totalvolume(y]/AF[y]

I/and print Out results to a file
sprintf (Temp "%s%s\\HarvestFrequency. txt' , PREFIX,GeneraiDataDir)
Writedut = fopen(Temp, "w");
error checking
iprintf(WriteOut," Harvest Frequency Analysis %d tiles
fprintf(ffriteout, '\t\tNo. of \t\tPercent of',tAvg.Velume\n');
tprintf (WriteOut, ' \t Prescriptions\t\t Totai\t\tper prescription/n' I;
fprintf(Writeout, "\n"(
tor(y=0;yeNP;y*c)

fprintf(WriteOut, 'Period %d;\t%d\t\t%,Ot\t\t%.31f\n',y-sl,AF[yJ,(float)

AF[y]/TotalFileAniOC,TotalVmiuxse[y]/AF[y]

iclose (HriteOut)

/ lend TimingchoiceFrequency

&Realtlosure, &Ree1CBD, &Rea1HLC, &RealHeight, iReslRev,

&RealLitter, &RealClaSS25, &RealClaeel, &ReelClassl, &RealCiasa6,

I**************************************************************************************************
void OwnershlpByHinor(int USW, mt UniqueMinor!]
I **************************************************************************************************

I/Figure out the majority owner for each subwatershed
I/NOTE; This is not a "perfect' method and is suited to be changed as seen fit

FILE 5Hriteout
char Temp[256];
mt Shed, Currentthed;
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for geal=O; 5Oa1CGOALS; goal** for each goal

I/Set a quick error it I change the of Holdtor periods and I forget to fix this code
ii(HOLDNO = 2)

Bailout (40)

for(Holdperiods=0;HoldPeriodsc4;HoldPeriod*=3) I/for the two Hold 'for" periods

TotalFiles-s-s

//Make the appropriate file name and actually open the SD___ .txt file
sprintf (SDFile,

%s%s\\SD_%d_%d_%d.txt,PREFIX,InitialStandDataDir,TndexNo,goal,HoldPeriodo)
SD fopen(SDFI1e,"r');
if (SD == NULL)

fprintf)stderr, 'opening of %s failed; %s\n", SDFile, strerror(errnoH;

I/First, scan in the the first line from the ffl* file-which is for Time 0, do not

fscanf(SD, 'An Ant %lf %lf %lf Off kit %lf %lf Thu %lf %lf %lf %lf hit hit hJ.f %Jf',
&Dataperiod, &Realgasal,

&ReelClosure, &RealCBD, iRealHLC, &RealHeight, &RealRev, &RealBigTrees,
&SD_Era, &Vegcode, iHarvest,

&ReAnLitter, &Realdlase25, &RealClassl, &RealClaSS3, &RealClsss6,
&RealClassl2, &RealClassOverl2(

for(y=i;yc=NP;y**)

//Now actually scan in the data for all the modeling periods
fecanf(SD, %d fit kit %lf %lt %lf kit %lt kit %hu %lf %lf %lf %lf kif kit

//no

\n\n",TotalFilea);



mt r;

II End of variable defining

I/Make an array on free store that will store, for each subwatershed, the # of cells by ownership category
I/rows: suhwatershed columns: [03,oubwatershed [l],Federal)BLM, USFS) [hAil Others
ulong )M0) [3] = new ulong [USE] [3]

//NinorOwner NO)

if [MO NULL)
printfY'There was NOT enough memory for NO with %lu elements\n", USW*2);

I/initialize the array
for r0 ; reUSE; ree)

MO[r[ [03=0;
MO[r[ [l[=0;

MO[r[ [23=0;

I/Start to look at each sub-watershed, one at a time, and track ownership
for) Shed=0 ; ShedoUSW; Shed**)

//get the appropriate sub-watershed value from the UniqueNinor array
CurrentShed=UniqueMinor Shed];

MO)Shed] [0) = [ulong)CurrentShed; //popolate the Subwatershed

I/Start looking through Data. * arrays and find subwatersheds with this value and track ownership
for [r=0 ; r<UNIQUE; rca)

if)Oata.Minor[r) == FALSE)
break;

if(Data.Minor[r) == NODATAFLAG) //Some of those GIS slivers or bad

continue;

if(Oata.Minor)r] == WATER_BODY) //These are lakes etc.

Continue;

if)Data.Treelist[r] == NONFOREST) i/don't count those that are nonforest

case 2:

default

continue;

//Now make a switch according to which goal is being evaluated and make sure to evaluate only
//those cells that are elegible for that goal anyway
switch) GOAL_TO_USE)

Case 1:
if) Data.Aiioc)r) == ALLOC_WILD )Data.Aiioc[r) == ALLOC_RESERVE &&

Data.Initialstage)r) > 9)
Data Buffet)t) == IN_BUFFER 00 Oata.Initialltage[r) 0 9)

Continue;
break;

if)Data.Alloc[r] == ALLOC_WILD)

break;

break;
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I/Only gets to here if all above have passed and no continue statement was encountered
if[OataMinor)r) == )ushort)CurrentShed)

if)DataOwner[r) == OWN_BIN DataOwner)r] OWN_USFS)
MO)Shed[ )l)*+;

else
MO)Shed) )2)**;

[I/end for[r=0;r<UNIQUE;rc*)
/ / end for) Shed=0; ShedsUSE; Shede*)

//print results
printf)"Subwatershed #\tMajority Owner/n');
prirmtf) \n");

for [r=0 rOUSE; r**)

printf)'%lu :',MO[r[ [Ofl;

if)MO)r) [1) > MO)r) [2))
printfV\t\tFEOERAL\n")

else if)MO)r) [1) c MO)r) [2]
printfH\t\tNONfederal\n")

else
printfH\t\tequal\n");

I/and print out results to a file
sprintf)Temp, "%s%s\\Ooal%d_OwnerNinor.txt" FREFIX,Generalflataoir,GOAL_TOUSE)

data

anyways



L'friteOut = Sspen(Temp, w");
error checking
SprintfUfriteOut, "Subwatershed *\tMajority Owner\n'
fprintf )L'friteOut,

for r=O ; rsUSW; r-'--'-)

fprintf(WriteOut, "%J.0 "NO [rJ [0]);

if)MO(rJtlJ , MC[r]]2])
fprintf)WriteOut, \t\tFEERAL,\n'

else if)MO[r](l] a MUIr] [2])
fprintf)Writetut, \t\tNONfederal\n'

else
fprintf)Writetut, '\t\tequal\n")

fclose)WriteOut)

delete [I MO;

} / / end OsnershipByMinor

/ ******************************************************************
void OutputsotentialBigTreesAllltandC,oals void)
I *************************************************

Output the nmsber of BigTrees associated with the eligible solution area for any one goal applied
as the only solution. That is, pretend that only one goal is selected, and one hold value, and
call that the "solution" and then count up the Big Trees.

This function will simply use the same rules used to define the Solution cells for a particular goal
- and then use those cells to look up their associated big trees from the PREMO data.

FILE *Binln Headerin, *grjteOut.
char Temp]256[;
ulong Records;

mt a, b,x;
ulong C;
ulong AllocOt, AllocNOK, Celislnlhed;
ulong SolutionCounters]3]
CellslnShed, by DetermineEligiblecells))

double PerBigTrees[NP];
double SurBigTrees = 0;

struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE Key;
struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE *ptr key
II End variable defining

I/Create the output file for the data generated here
sprintf)Tersp, %s%s%d\\Al1_EigTrses. txt ,PREFIX, PrelimOutputpir,00AL_TO_USE)

I/Open up the file for printing
WriteOut = topen)Temp, "w");

I/Open the Header and actual Binary file containing the data found during FillValueToOptirsize(]
sprintf)Temp, "%s%s\\Binary\\%s_Initopt.bin",PP,EFIX, InitialftandDatapir,ENVT)
Binln = fopen)Temp, "rb');

sprintf)Tersp, "%e%e\\Binary\\%slnitcpt.hdr",PREFIX,InitialftandDataDir,ENVT)
Headerin = fopen)Temp, "r');

//Get the Number of records that are listed in the header file
±scant)Headerin, "%lu",&Records);

I/Create an array of structures on the free store to hold these records
struct OPTIMIZE SINGLE VALUE (*OptValUeE) = new struot OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE[Records];
if] OptValues == NULL

printf)"Problems allocating msmory icr OptValues]] with ilu
elersents\n",Reeords5sizeof)OP'FIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE));

I/Now just read in the bina' data the same way it was written out in FillVslueToOptiaize))
fread(OptValues, sizeof(OPTIMIZE SINGLE VALUE) ,P.ccords,Binln);

//close up the files
fclose)Binln)
fclose)Headerin);

//Initialize the SolutionCounters array and call up the DetermineEligibleCells)) function to fill it up
for) a=0; as3 ; a++)

SolutionCounters[a] = 0;

printf)' Going to determine the eligible cells for this solution and fill up the array of SOLUTION struotures

//will get filled with AllocOK, AJ.J.ocNOK,
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if) DetermineEligibieCells(SolutionCounters) == FALSE)
Bailout(B2)

//The values now in SolutionCounters should be properly set
AllocOK = SolutionCounters[IJ;
A110cEOK = SolutionCounters[l];
CelislnShed = SoiutionCounters[2]

printf ' There are %lu valid cells with cellids CellslnShed)
printf(" and %lu cells that are eligible for the solution and flu that are not.\n\nAiiocOKAliocNOK);

7/Set a checker to look lot- when there are C eligible coils
if(A110cOK == FALSE)

Bailout) 89

//Create an array of structures on the free store to hold the solution
struct SOLUTION (*Solution) = new struct SOLUTION[AllocOKJ
if) Solution == NULL

printfVProblems allocating memory for Solution[] with flu elomonts\n,A11OcOK*sizeof)SOLUTIONH;

//Initialize
rnernset( Solution, 0, sizeof(struct SOLUTION) * AllocOK

7/Now fill that array of SOLUTION structures with the Treelist - Ninor - Cellid - GOAL - nd HOLD of thoso oligible
cells
if) FillSolution(SolutionCounters, Solution, REAL) == FALSE

Bailout) 83

for(a=S; ao(signed)AllocOK; a**)

SolutionIa] Hold S 7/assign a Hold veluO. of 0 to all cells

All the above stuff only needs to be done once. At this point the Solution structure is filled up with the
Treelist-Ceilid-Minor values for all the eligible cells in this solution. To simulate the ideal of applying
one goal across the landscape, just make a loop to fill all of the Solution.Goal[] members with one goal value.
Then use that as the Key when searching the above OptValues)) structure and copy what was done in the
OutputBigTreesForSoiution() function to output the big tree values

7/MAKE a iccp to do this for each ot the StandGoals possible
for(x=S;xoGOALS; c++)

//First, assign goal 'a' to all the cells in the Solution structure
for(a=0; ao)signed)A110cOK; acc)

SolutionEa] Goal (ushort)x;

//Re=initialize the ?erBigTrees)) array
for )a=0; aONP; acc)

PerBigTrees[e) 0;

7/Also reset SmrBigTrees
SumBigTrees=0;

fcr (c=0 ceAllocOK; c++) 7/AllocOK is how many rows of data there are i.e. elogible cells found
earlier)

7/Hake a Roy using the Treelist-Gcal-Hojd values found for each record in the array of Solution
structures

Key. Preelist = Solution[c] .Treelist;
Key.Goal = Solution)cl Goal; 7/will all have the value of 'a'
Key.Hold = Solution[cj Hold; 7/will all be I

//Ncw use bsearch to find the matching record in the array of CV structures
ptr_key = )struct OPTIMIZF_SINGLE_VP,LUE*)bsearch)

fRey,
(void *)OptValue*
(size_t Records
sizof) struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE),
LookAtOSV

iS(ptr_key == NULL) 7/There had better be one!

printf)"Can't find key number %lu Treelist flu. Goal = %hu, and Hold =
%hu\n" , c,Key.Treeiist,Key.Qoai,Key. Hold)

Bailout (80)

else 7/Sum up the periodic
Values

for (b0 ; b<HP; b+*)

PerBigTrees[b] ** ptr_key-o'BigTroos[b)

3//end for(c

// When outputting the 8 of Big Trees, remember that data was entered by multiplying by 10 - so
divide to get real value

7/Add up the total sum of big trees

for (b=0 boNP ; bow)
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FILE *ITEVEG.
char VegcodeFile[256]

mt 5ptrarp;
ushort *ptrcolfl.
mt r,c,HowMany;
mt ColumnsLeft, ctr;
ushort Startcolumn, OutColumun;
Ushort *ptr_vegcode;

/ /

I/Make the correct output file name and open it
sprintf)VegcodeFlle, "%s%a%d\\per%d\\vegcode.asc' PREFIX,OU'TPU'TS,COAL_TO_USE, Per);
WRITE_VEG = fopen)VegcodeFile,
if )WRITE,,VEG NULL)

fprintf(atderr, "opening of %s Smiled: %s\n" Vegcodetile strerror)errno)

I/Start writting data to the file

fprintf)WRITE_VEG, ncols\t\t%d\nCOLLTOPfS)
SprintS (BRITE_VEG, "nrows\t\t%d\n ROWS)
SprintS (BRITE_VEG, xllcorner\t%.61f\n' ,F_XLL)
fprintt)WRITEVEG, "yllcorner\t%,61f\n F_I'LL)
fprintf)WRITE_VEG, cell,size\t%d\n ,CELLSIZE)
SprintS (WRITE_VEG, 'NODATA_value\t%d\n" STODATA);

for)r=l;ra=ROWS;r**)

ptr_srp &link[r-li[l];
Howrnany = *)ptrsrp*fl;
Starttolurnn =
ptr_colunmn =
ptr_vegcode =

//1f the whole row is blank, print out NODATA and goto next row
if) *ptrsrp == FALSE

)
//means a zero was left in this spot during MakeLink

for )c=l; c'*COLTJMNS; c-sO)

fprintt(WRITS,_VEG, "%d 'NODATA);

//put in new line
fprintf(WRITE_VEG, "\n"

Continue; /Igoto next row

//print out NODATA for those cells before data starts
Sor(c=l; c'oStartColurnn;c**)

fprintf)WRITE_VEG, "%d ",mJODATA);

I/set Borne counters
OutColuznn = StartColmarnrm;

Ctr = 0;

I/print out values for area on landscape by checking
I/value in Data.GridColuron to match it with CutColueso value
do S

if(*ptr_column OutCclurnn)

fprintf)WBITE_VEG, "%hu ", 5ptr_vegcodei

ptr_vegcode*NP;

SurnsigTreea += PerBigTrees )bJ /BIGTREEB_EXP;

fprintf(TSriteOut,\n\nSTA5D GOAL: %d\n",x);
fprintf(WriteOut, "These are Big Trees that were in the Solution area only, which amounted to %.21t

acrea\n All000K*ACREEQ)
fprintf(WriteOut, "\nThe Period Big Trees Totals are:\n)
for (a=O aeNP; a**)

SprintS (WriteOut, Per%d is %-.11f\n a.'l,PersigTrees[a)/BIGTREES_EXP)
fprintf(WriteOut, The total sum of Big Trees iS: %.3lf\n SurnBigTreos)
fprintf(WriteOut, fçj amounts to about %.3lS per acre\n SunmsigTrees/ IAllocOK*ACREEQ)

)//end for(x=O

fclose (WriteOut);

//delete stuff on free store
delete F] Solution;
delete F) Optvalues;

/ /end Output?otentlalBigTreeaAllGoals

/ ***************************************************************
void OutputVegcodes(int Per)
/ ***************************************************************

//NOTE: the incoming "Per is the correct period to which this data goes not array subscript)

//Output the 015 vegcode variable so thoy can be pulled into a GIS and mapped

//Starting Row Position

end variables

Data.GridCclumn[(5ptr_srp)lJ
&Data.GridColumn[ )=ptr erp) -1]
&Data.Vegcode[)*ptr_srp)_13 [Per-li;

//not a pointer)
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mt 5ptrsrp;
ushort *ptrcOlIJU.n.

lot r,c,Howffany;
mt ColumnsLeft, ctr;
ushort StartColumn, OutColuxnn;
ushort 5ptr goal;
float *ptrgoalout;

I/Starting Row Position

// End of variable defining

I/Use this to store all the NODATA and actual values - so I can spit out a binary file at end of function - ready
for Arclnfo input
float (*GoalOut) ICOLUWRS] = new float[ROWS] [COLUOSIS]
if)GoalOut NULL)

printf('There was NOT enough memory for GoalCut with %lu elements\n,ROlJS*COLUliNS);
//Initialize
memset) Goalout, 0, sizeof)GoalOut[lJ[I[) * ROWS * COLUPINS);

/1

1/ Store the Data.Goal[] data In the GoalOut)] ]] array and place a NODS/tA value in the correct
II spots. This is all to ease the transition into Arclnfc. This way, I can spit out a
II small binary tile with the values and NODATA which SI can just read in.
II

//Use the same procedure that is done with the other Output*() functions
for)rl; re=ROWS; r++)

ptr.srp =
Howflany =

Stmrttolumn =
ptr_colmnn =
ptr_goal =

&link[r-l] (1];

5)ptrsrp*l]
Data.GridColulsn[(*ptr_srp)_l]
&Dsts - GridColumo[ I 5ptr_srp) -1];

f,Data.Goal])*ptr_srp]_l]

//not a polnter

I/If the whole row is blank, store NODATA and goto next row
j( *ptrsrp FALSE ) //mear.s a zero was left in this spot during MakeLlnk

for (c=l;c<=COLU1INS;c++)
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ptr_column**;
OutColumn++;
ctr**;

else I/print out NODATA for the 'gaps'

fprintf)WRITE_VEG, *%d 'NODATA);

OutColmnn**;

)while)ctr NowNany I;

I/Check to see how many columns are left to do
ColumnsLeft COLUWRS - )OutColurnn-l)

if)ColumnsLeft == 0)

fprintf (WRITE_VEG, \n*);

continue; I/go to next row

//print out NODATA for those cells after the data that are left
for (e=0; c<ColumnsLeft; c++

fprintf(WRITE_VEG,'%d ",NODATA);

//put in a new line
fprintf (WRITE_VEG, \n');

I//end of for)r=l;r<=ROWS;r*--)

tolose I WRITE USC)

return;

I / /end OutputVegoodes

/ *****************************************************************************************
void OutputlnitialGoal (void)
/ *****************************************************************************************

After an initial Stand Goal selection has been made, this will spit out the goals in a binary
file that can be brought into Arclnfo and mapped and/or used for coepari.*on after the heuristic
has found the final solution.

This function assumes that the initial goal assigns*ent was inserted into the Oats.Goal array by
calling Inputsolution() after the random initial stuff.

FILE *BinOut *Headermnt;

char Temp[2561;



Goaldutir-li [c-li = (tloat)NODATA;

continue; //goto next row

I/store NODATA for those cells before data starts
for(c=1;ceStartColunin;c.*)

GoalOut]r-l) to-li = (float)NODATA;

//set some counters
OutColumn = StartColueao;
etr 0;

//store values for area on landscape by checking
I/value in Data.Gridcoluron to roatch it with OutOolursn value
do(

if)rptr column == Outlolumn(

GoalOut[r-l) (OutColuorn-l] = (float)5ptr_goal;

ptrgoal*-c

ptrcoluc;r-r-;--;-;

OutColumn**;

else I/print out NODATA for the gaps'

Goaltut)r-l) [OutColumn-l) = (float)NODATA;

Outloluoin**;

)while)ctr HowMany

I/Check to see how many columrrs are left to do
ColursnsLeft = COLUPThLO - (OutColuem-l)

if)ColursnsLeft == 0)
continue; / ,'go to next row

I/print out NODATA for those cells after the data that are left
for (o=0 ; o<ColuxnnsLeft; c++)

Goaltut]r-l] [ (OutColumn-l)-r-cJ - (float)NODATA;

i//end of tor(r=1;rw=ROWS;rr-+)

Il

/I Put a pointer at start of Gealtut and purge that data as a binary tile
ptr_goalout = iGoalOuf 10] [0];

//Create the output Binary file and header file
sprintf (Temp. '%e%e%d\\InitGeal.bin' ,PP.EFIX,PrelimOutputoir,GOAL TO USE)
BinOut fopen(Temp, 'rob');

sprintf(Temp, "%s%s%d\\InitGoal.hdr' PREFIX, FreSimOutputDir,GOAL._TO_FJSE);
HeaderOut = topen(Temp, 'w');

I/Write Out the header data -- exact format for Arclnfo
fprintf)HeaderOut, 'neols\t\t%d\n' ,COLU1PiI);
fprintf)HeaderOut, 'nrows\t\t%d\n' ROWS)
tprintf)HeaderOut, 'xlloorner\t%.6lf\r." , F_XLL,)

fprintf)HeaderOut, 'yllcorner\t%.6lf\n",F_YLL)
fprintftueaderOut, 'cellsize\t%d\n' ,CELLSIZE)
fprintf)HeaderOut, 'NODATA_value\t%d\n" NODATA);
fprintf)HeaderOut, byteorder\tLSBFIRST\n")

//And new write out all the records in Goalput
fwrite)ptrgoalout, eizeof)float) ,ROWS°COLtThfl/IS,BinOut(

fclese (BinOut)
folose )HeaderOut)

//delete stuff on free store
delete I] GoalOut;

/ /end OutputlnitialGoal

INSECTS OFF

This souce code will hold all the functions needed to initiate and wreak havoc on
stands due to episodic insect outbreaks.

The insect disturbance is based on two components, 1st, a threshold is met (which
is a function of the weather) and 2nd, a severity is applied.
ci

#include wstdio.h>
#include <stdlib. he
#inelude ostring,h>
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*include <time,hs
#include "g]obals.h'
#include "datah"

7/ EXTERNALS
7/defined in ntain.cpp
extern ulong NATL.N;

7/define in Misc,cpp
extern void DeleteToModify(void),

7/defined in CorsmonDisturbance
extern void ExtractTreeljst(struct TREELIST_FOR_FRENO TP[] mt Count, mt Per, ulung FTL)
extern void PrintNewTreelist{struct TREELIST RECORD Reoords[) mt Count struot TREELIST_RECORD Newtnags)]

jot SnagCount,
ulong Treelist);
extern void UpdsteUataTreelist)struot HIT_BY_DISTURB AllHit[], mt AliCount);
extern void tlpdateDatawithNewStandData)struot HIT_BY_DISTURB HitList[1 jot HitCount, struct NEW_STAND_DATA SDL)
mt Unique, mt Per)

7/defined in Standpata.cpp
extern void StsndoataController)struct NEW_STAND_DATA SD[), nt Count, Struot TREELIST RECORD Records[), mt
NoRecords
extern void CalculatelndividualBasalCanopyNidth(struct TREELIST_RECORD Records)) lot NoReoords)

/7 INTERNALS

mt ApplylnsectDisturbance)int Per, mt Weather, ulong FTTP)
jet CountlnseotHit]int Per);
mt PilllnsectHit,jst)struct HIT_BY_DISTURB HitList[) jet Per);
let CounttlniquelnsectHits)struct HIT_BY_DISTURB HitList)), lot Count);
jet PillUniquelnsectStructures)struct UNIQUE_INSECT UniqueList[1, struct TREELIST_FOR_PREMO Topremo)),

struot HIT_BY_DISTURB HjtList[], mt Count);
void ApplylnsectSeverityCalculateStandpsts)struct UNIQUE_INSECT UL[], mt Count, struct NEW_STAND_DATA StandLatail,
mt Weather);
mt DougPirMortality)struct TREELIST_RECORD Records]], let Count, struot TREELIST_RECORD Newlnags)),

ushort Fag, mt Weather, struct NEW_STAND_DATA *ptrsd)
let TrueFirMortality)struct TREELIST_RECORD Records)), jnt Count, struct TREELIST_RECORD NewSnags)],

ushort Pag, mt Weather, Struct NEW_STAND_DATA *ptr_sd)
mt PineHortality)struct TREBLIST_RECORD Reoords[), mt Count, struct TREELIST_RECORD WewSnags[),

ushort Fag, jet Weather, struct NEW_STAND_DATA *ptrsd);
mt CornpareHitListForBugs)const void *ptrl 000st void *ptrS)
voId MapPotentialBugs)int Per);

/7 end of function definitions for this code

mt SpplylnseotDisturbance(int Per, jot feather, ulong FTTP)
7 *****************************************************************************

//Weather values are;
/7 1 s Wet, 2 s Moderate, 3 = Wild Drought, 4 = Severe Drought

PAD values are;

7/For Time informatjon
clock_t Start, Finish;
double Duration;
/7

I/Create the WeatherType string
if) Weather == 1)

sprintf(WeatherType, 'Wet")
else if(Weather == 2)

sprintf)WeatherType, "Noderate")
else if)Weather s 3)

sprintf)WeatherType, "Wild Drought");
else

sprintf(WeatherType, "Severe Drought");

//REMEMBER; Per is the actual period, not array subscript - reset Per
ActualPer Per;
ArrayPer = Per-i;

End of variable defining
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mt SnagCcunt,

lot SoagCount,

mt Snagoount,

1 Douglas fir Dry
2 Douglas fir / Wet
3 Jeffrey pine
4 Red fir
5 Pine / Oak
6 Whjte Sir / Dry
'7 White fir / Wet
8 Water
9 Barren

*7

jot ActualPer, ArrayPer;
mt a=O, HjtCount, Records, Unique, Uniquel;
char WeatherType[50);



if) Weather 1 Weather == 2)

printf)"\n\ **********************************************************************************************
************

printf)\t INSECTS \n');
printf)\t\t Not a drought period %s)\n*,WeatherType);
printf)\t\t There will be NO episodic insect attacks\n');
printf) \************************************************************************************************

**********

return TRUE;

else

printf("\n\ **********************************************************************************************
************\).

printt(\t Starting episodic disturbances for - - - INSECTS \n')
printf("\t\t This is a drought-type period (%s)\n',NeatherType);
printi ( "\t\t There NILL be episodic insect attacks -- bzzzzz
printf)"\************************************************************************************************

**********

I/Count up how massy cells were hit by insects this period
HitCour*t = Countlnsectgit )ArrayFer);
printf)'\n\nFor Period %d, just counted Sd cells being attacked for 5,011
acres\n" ActualPerHitCouwt,HitCount*ACREEQ)

I/Print out the number of acres hit
PrintToStat)6, HitCount)

I/If there are no cells getting hit by insects, then just return back to main
if) HitCount FALSE

printf 'H) There were NO cells effected by insects - skipping INSECT DISTURBANCE routines \n')
return TRUE;

I/create an array of structures on the free store to hold info on all the cells being hit
struct HIT_BY_DISTURB )5HitLiet) = new struct HIT_BY_DISTURB[HitCount]
if) HitList == NULL

pra,ntf("Probiems allocating rsersory for HitListI] with Sd records\n",HitCount);

I/Initialize
rnernset) HitList, 0, sizeof)struct HIT_BY_DISTURB) * HitCount);

I/Fill up the array of HitList structures
Records = FililnseclHitList)HitList, ArrayPer);
if (Records 1= HitCount)

Bailout)'?'?)

printf('\nGetting ready to sort the stands by Preelist-Goal-Hold-Pag-DougFir-TrueFir-Pine this will take awhile
for %lu cells\n\n',HitCount);
Start * clock))

I/sort those records by Treelist-Ooai-Hoid-Pag-DougFir-TrueFirPine
mgsort( (void*)HitList,

I/base
HitCount,

//count of records
sizeof) struct HIT_,BY_DISTUFtB)

record
I, HitCOur*t-1,

I/current division
)
always; 0, Count-i

CompareHitListForBugs
function

Finish = clock))
Duration * ( )doubie) )Finieh-Start) / CLOCKS_PER SEC
//printf)***Finished sorting in 52Sf seconds, now going to determine how many unique combinations of the above
sort there are\n",Duration);

//Count up how many of those records in HitList are actually unique combinations of Treelist-Goal-Hold-Pag-Douglir-
Truepir-Pine
Unique = CountUniquelnsectHits)HitList,HitCount)
printf)") There were actually Sd unique records that will each require a PREStO run\n" Unique:'

Create 3 different structures to hold various information (may share some oarsmen data, but are "packaged"
different)
Each of these 3 will hold information ONLY for those unique combinations of Treelist-Goal-I'Iold-Pag-DougFir-TrueFir-
Fine

- an array of structures to hold data pertaining to which insect type(s) are attacking and treelist values
2 - an array of structures to hold old and new treelist values louse-when period is over and need to make new
PrenlI calls
3 - an array of structures to hold new Stand Data that will need to be updated in the Data, ° arrays 5EFORE next
disturbance
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I/size of each

/ /compare



struct UNIQUE_INSECT (*UniUNeList) = new struct IJNIQUEINSECT[Unique);
struct TREELIST_FOR_PRENO(*ToPremo) = new struct TREELIST_FCR_PREMO[Unique);
struct NEN_STAND_DATA(5StandData) = new struct NEN_STASID_DATA[Unique);
if) Uniquebist NULL

printf("Problems allocating memory for UniqueList[J with Ed records\n" Unique);
if) ToPrelno == NULL

printfVProblerns allocating memory for ToPremo[] with 95 records\n" Unique);
16) StandData == NULL

printf)"Problems allocating memory for Standcata[J with Ed records\n',Unique)
I/Initialize
mersset( UniqueList, 5, sizeof)struct UNIQUE_INSECT) * Unique);
memset( ToPremo, 0, sizeof(struct TREELIST FOR PREMO) * Unique);

memset) StandData, 0, sizecf(struct NEW_STAND_DATA) * Unique);

I/Fill up the Uniquetist and ToPremo Structures and make sure same * of records processed
Unique2 = FillUniquelnsectStructures)UniqueList,Topremo,HitList,HitCount)
if)Unique2 Unique)

Bailout ( 90)

I/Update the treelist values in Data.Treej.ist))
UpdateDataTreelist )HitL.ist, HitCount)
HitList will be sorted by CELLID after this

I/Extract the current period treelist from the appropriate prescriptions or copy from the \modified\ directory
ExtractTreelist)ToPremoUnique,Actualfer,FTTP)

I/Now apply the severity to these treelist just extracted - AND calculate new stand data for each treelist
ApplylnsectseveritycaleulateStandData )UniqueList, Unique StandData Weather)

I/Now that StandData is filled up, send off with HitLiet which must be sorted by CELLID) to modify the data in the
Data*[] arrays
UpdateDataMithNewotandpata)HitList, MitCount, StandOata, Unique, ArrayPer)

I/Delete all the treelist files in the ToModify directory since they have been modified and now Sit Ifl \Hodified\
directory
DeleteToHodify));

I/delete free store stuff
delete (] HitList;
delete [I UniqueList;
delete H StandData;
delete [I Toprezno;

return TRUE;
I//end ApplylnsectUisturbance

I******************************************************************************************************************

void ApplylnsectSeverityCalculateStandData)struct UNIQUE INSECT UL[), mt Count, stroct NEW_STAND_DATA Standflata)],
mt Weather)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function will take each of the records in the array of UL)) structures, find the extracted treelist which is
sitting
in the . \preseriptions\ToModify\* directory )with the label T_"NewTreelist" .txt ) Each treelist will be read in,
stored
in some fashion, and then specific mortality functions will come into play as a function of the PAD and which
insect
group or groups )DougFir,TrueFir,Pine) caused the treelist to get created as a unique combination in the first
place.

FILE SIN;
char Temp[256J;

mt a, b, ReadStatus, NoRecords, NewlnagCount;
ulong Treelist;
ushort Peg;

ushort Plot, Status, Nodel, Report, Condition;
float Tpa, Dbh, Height, Ratio;
struct NEW_STAND_DATA *ptr_sd;

II End of variable defining

prmntf)\n*** Starting to apply specific mortality equations to the Ed unique stands hit by insects 000\n,Count);

I/Start a loop to do this for every record in the array of JL structures
for )a=O; acCount; a**)

((REMEMBER -
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PAD values are;

1 Douglas fir / Dry
2 Douglas fir I Net
3 Jeffrey pine
4 Red fir
5 Pine / Oak
6 White fir I Dry
7 White fir / Wet
S Water
9 Barren



I/Set a pointer to the current StandLata)] space
ptr_sd = &StmndgataLa]

I/Grab the data that will identify the file needed in the \ToMcdity\* directory
Treelist UL[a] .NewTreelist

I/Create a string to hold the filename - Always in the ToModDir
sprintf)Temp, '%s%s\\T_%lu.txt",PREFIX,P_ToModDir,Treelist)

//Open the file for reading
IN = fopen(Temp, r'

if) IN NULL
fprintf(stderr, 'Opening of %s failed )ApplylnsectSeverity) s\n",Temp, strerror)errno))
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I/Go through the file and count how many lines)records) there actually are
NcRecords=O;
while) ReadEtatus = fscant(IN, '%hu %hu %f %hu %hu %f %f %f",&Plot,&Status,

&Tpa,&Hodel,&Report,&Dbh,&Height,&Ratio) = lop)

NoRecords**;
if (Status = LIVE) I/Not a live tree so it will also have a code for the Condition

fscanf)IN, "%hu", &Condition);
)//end while) ReadStatus -

I/Rewind back to the beginning of the file
rewind ( IN)

//printf('There were %d lines in T%lutxt\n",NoRecords,Treelist);

//Allocate free Store memory for Nofecords arcount of TREELIST_RECORD structures
struct TREELIST_RECORD VRecords) = new struet TREELISTRECORD)NoReccrds);
if (Records == NULL)

printf)'Problernc allocating memory for Reeords[] with Ed records\n',NoReoords);

/ / Initialize

memset( Records, 0, sizeof)struct TREELIST_RECORD) * NoRecords)

I/Also allocate memory for 100 records to hold data for NewSnags created
struct TREELIST_RECORD)*Newsnags) = new struct TREELIST_RECORD[100]
if(Newfnags == NULL)

printf)'Problerss allocating memory for NewSnaga)] with 100 records\n');

I/Go through the current file again and fill up the array of Records
for(b0balloRecords;brr)

fscanf(IN,'%hu thu if %hu %hu if if %f',&Reeords[bj Plot, &Records[b].Status, &Records]b).Tpa,
&Records[b Hodel,

&Records[bJ Report, &Records[b] .Dbh,
&Records[b] Height, &Records[b] Ratio)

if (Records [b] StatuS 0

fscanf(JN, "%hu",&Records[b].Condition)

)//end for(b0

//Close the treelist file
fclose (IN);

//Send the current Records off to get individual basal area calculated - needed here to track specific
mortality for analysis

CalculatelndividualBasalCanopywidth (Records, NeRecords)

//Regardless if needing DougFir, TruePir, and/or Pine effects, get the current PAG associated with this
record

Pag = UL]a]Pag;

//Reset the NewSrragCount
NewSnagCcunt = 0;

//One at a time - check to see if this file will be hit by DougFir, TrueFir, or Pine beetles or any
combination

/ /*********** **********************************cc****************************************************
// Doug fir mortality/ / *********** ********************************
if(UL[a]DougFir == TRUE)

//An error checker to make sure initial breakdown of tJnique combinations was correct
if) Pag PAG_REDFIR == PAG_WFWET Pag == PAG_JEFFPINE)

B5ilout)92)

NewSnagCount = DcugFirNortality(Records, NoRecords, NewSnags, NewsnagCcunt, Fag, Weather,
ptr_ad(;

//***** ***************cccc***-s********** ************************************************************
II True fir mortality
/ /c+c***c********************************************************************************************
if)ULLS].TrueFir == TRUE)

//An error checker to make sure initial breakdown of Unique combinations was correct
if(Pag == PAG_JEFFPINE)



Bailout) 92)

NewSnagCount * TrueFirMortality(Records, Nokecords, NewSnaqs, NewSnagCount, Fag, Weather,
ptr_sd);

/ /*********************** *ccccccccc----ccccccc ccccccccccc-o-o-o---- ************+++++*+******+++++-0-0-0 ********
// Pine mortality
/ /*-oc++++++++++++++c++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*00000
if(UL[a].Pine TRUE)

//An error checker to make sure initial breakdown of Unique combinations was correct
if)Pag o FAG_BARREN)

Bailout (93);

NewSnagCount = PineMortality(T9ecords, NoRecords, NewSnags, NewSnagCount, Peg, Weather, ptr_sd);

//Print out the records in Records)] and NewSnags[]
PrintNewTreelisf(Records,Nokecords,Newsnags,Ne:osnagCount, Treelist)

//Etore the treelist value in StandData
Standpata[a] .Treelist = Treelist;

//Calculate new landscape metrics fuel, closure, height, blc, ebd
StandDataController(StandData, a, Records, NoRecords)

//delete stuff on free store
delete F] Records;
delete F] NewSnags;

1//end for(a=O

1//end .pplylnsectSeverity

/ ******************************************************************************************************
mt PineMortality(struet TREELIST_RECORD Records[J, ont Count, struct TREELIST_RECORD NewSnags[),

mt Snagcount, ushort Peg, mt Weather,
struct NEW_STAND_DATA ptr_sd)
/ ******************************************************************************************************

This function will apply the specific mortality effects to those treelist that are being hit
by pine insects (western pine beetle, mtn pine beetle, pine engraver) . It is assumed that the Basal Area threshold
was exceeded for this treelist, based on its Pag back in the FiliHitList)) function.

The Newsnags]] structures will hold date for those new snags created as a result of the mortality applied.

Weather values are:
1 = Met, 2 = Moderate, 3 = Mild Drought, 4 = Severe Drought

FAG values are:
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printf)\a\a\a\a\aNeed to allocate more space for NewSnags\n');
SnagCount = 90; //just reset and reuse

the last 10 records for now

//Set the mortality weight based on the incoming Weather
it)Weather == 3) //MildDrought

Mort = )float).l; // 10%
else //Assuming only a 4 (SevereDrought) can come in

Mort = )float(.3;

//Go through all the records in Records)] and find those that should have mortality applied
for (a=0; acCount; a**)

//Must be a live tree that is modeled as
if(Records[a] .Etatus == LIVE mm (Rocords[a] Model == KPINE Records[a] Model == PPINE

Records]a],Model == SPINE)

//Set a posnter here to make it easier to copy over data into NewSnags(.]

1 Douglas fir / Dry
2 Douglas fir / Wet
3 Jeffrey pine
4 Red fir
S Pine / Oak
6 White fir / Dry
7 White fir / Met
8 Mater
9 Barren

mt a;

float Mort;
float MortTpa, RemainTpa,StandMorfEasal=O, SfandMort5igTrees=0;
struct TREELIST_RECORD *ptr record, *ptr snag;

// End of v*ri*ble definitiun
if(SnagCount 0 99)



ptr_record = &Records[a];
ptr_snag = &NewSroage[SnagCount]

I/Calculate the MortTpa and the RemainTpa;
MortTpa = Mort * Records[aJ.Tpa;
RemainTpa = Records[a] .Tpa - MortTpa;

I/Calculate the BasalArea rsortality
StandMortbasal '5= )MortTpa * Records(a( Basal)

I/Track those trees 0= 30' DBI-1 and the total number killed
if (Records [a] .Dhh >= BIG_TREE_SItS

StandMortBigTrees *= Mortlpa )float)ACREEQ;
I/convert to an actual number

//Put the RemainTpa back into the current record
Records[a] '[pa S RemainTpa;

//copy over the current record from Records to the appropriate NewSnag record
nsemcpy(ptr_snag, ptr_record, sazeof(struct TREELIST,RECCRD)

I/However, some values in NewSnags[( 'are wrong - fill with correct values
HewSnags[SnagCountj Status = SNAG;
NewSnags[SnagCount] .Tpa = MortTpa;
HewSnags[SnagCount] Condition = 1; I/Condition code for a new snag

I/Increment SnagCount to track the total number of snags create
SnagCount**
if(SnagCount o 99)

printf("\a\a\a\a'.aNeed to allocate more space for NewSnags\n'(
SnagCount = 90;

//just reset and reuse the last 10 records for now

9//end if(Records[aJ.Status
9//end for(a=O ,

I/Cumulative track the Stand Basal Area Mortality & the Big Trees Killed
ptr_sd-s'BasalAreaKilled * Staud0lorthasal
ptr_sd-cBigTreeaKilled *= StandllortBigTrees;

return SnagCount;
9//end PineWortality

/ ******************************************************************************************************
mt TrueFirMcrtality(struct TREELIST_RECORD Records)), mt Count, struct TREELIST_RECORD NewSnags[],

mt SnagCount, ushort Fag, irA Weather,
Struct NEW.STAND_DATA 'ptrsd)
/ ******************************************************************************************************

This function will apply the specific mortality effects to those treelist that are being hit
by True fir insects (fir engraver) , It is assumed that the Basal Area threshold
was exceeded for this treelist, based on its Bag back in the FillHitList() function.

The NewSnags[] structures will hold data for those new snags created as a result of the mortality applied.

Weather values are:
= Wet, 2 = Moderate, 3 = Mild Drought, 4 * Severe Drought

RAG values are;

else iS(Pag == RAG DFDRY Pag == FAG DFWET)
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iS(Weather == 3) / /MildDrought
Mort * (float).l; / / 10%

else
//Severe Drought

Mort = (float).2;

Douglas fir I Dry
2 Douglas Sir / Met
3 Jeffrey pine
4 Red fir
5 Pine / Oak
6 White fir / Dry

White fir / Wet
8 Mater
9 Barren

*/

mt a;

float Mort;
float MortTpa, RemainTpa, StandMortBasal=0, StandNortSigTrees=0;
struct TREELIST_RECORD °ptr_record, 5ptr_snag;

// End of variable defining

I/Set the Mort weight based on incoming Bag and the weather
if (Rag PAG_REDFIR Pag == PAG_WFDRY Fag == PAG_WFWET)



if)Weather == 3) //MildDrcught
Mort = float) .2; /120%

else
I/Severe Drought

Mort = (float) .4;

else if(Pag == PAG_PINEOAB)

if (Weather == 3) //MildDrought
Mart = )float).4; //40%

else
I/Severe Drought

Mort )float).6;

else

new snag

Bailout (93);

I/So go through all the records in Records[[ and find those that will have mortality applied
for (a=O acCount; a**)

if)Pag == PAGREDFIR)

I/Must be a live tree that io modeled as White fir or Red fir
if (Records[a[ Status == LIVE && Records(s) Model == WFIR Records(s) Model == RFIR(

I/Set a pointer here to make it easier to copy over data into NewSnags)(
ptr_record = &Records[a];
ptr_snag &NewSnags[SnagCountJ;

I/Calculate the 2lortTpa and the RemainTpa;
MortPpa = 9lort * Records[aI.Ppa;
RemainTpa = Records[aI .Tpa - MortTpa;

//Calculate the BasalArea mortality
StandMortBasal *= (SlortTpa * Records)a] Basal);

//Track those trees o= 30' DBM and the total number killed
if [Records(s) Dbh 0* BIG_TREE_SIZE

StandMortpigTrees *= MortTpa )float(ACREEQ;
//convert to an actual number

I/Put the RemainTpa back into the current record
Records[a( .Tpa = RemainTpa;

//copy over the current record from Records to the appropriate &ewlnag record
memcpy[ptr_snag, ptr_record, sizeof)struct TR550IST_RECORD)

//However, some values in NewSnags[}.are wrong - fill with correct values
NewSnags[SnagCount( Status = SNAG;
NewSnags)SnagCount( Tpa NortTpa;
NewSnags)SnagCountj Condition = 1; I/Condition code for a

new snag

//Increment SnaqCount to track the total number of snags create
SnagC ount-'--'-;

if[SnagCount > 99)

printf['\a\a\a',a\aNeed to allocate more space for NewSnags\n'[
SnagCouot = 90;

//just reset and reuse the last 10 records for now

C//end if (Records(s) Status .

C//end if (Peg == REDFIP.
else

//Must be a live tree that is modeled as White fir
if(Records[a) Status == LIVE && Records[a( Model == WFIR

I/Set a pointer here to make it easier to copy over data into NewSnagS[[
ptr_record = &Records[a[
ptr_snag = &NewSnags[SnagCount);

//Calculate the MortTpa and the RemainTpa;
MortTpa = Mort * Records[aJ .Tpa;
RemainTpa = Records[a) . Tpa - Mortlpa;

//Calculate the Sasalkrea mortality
Stand}1ortPasal *= [Mortlpa * Reccrds[aj Basal);

//Track those trees c 35' DEN and the total number killed
if (Records [a) .Dbh > BIG TREE SIZE

StandMortBigTrees *= MortTpa * [tloat[ACREEQ;
//convert to an actual number

I/Put the RemainTpa back into the current record
Records(s) .Tpa = RemainTpa;

//copy over the current record from Records to the appropriate Mewfnaq record
znemcpy)ptr_onag, ptr_record, sizeof(struct TRSELIST_RECORD;

//However, some values in Newfnags[] care wrong - fill with correct values
Newfnags[SnagCount) Status = SNAG;
NewSnags[SnagCount) .Tpa = MortTpa;
Newfnags(SnagCount).Condition 1; I/Condition code for a
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//Increment SnagCount to track the total number of snags create
SnagCount**:
if)SnagCount 99)

printf)*\a\a\a\a:aNeed to allocate mere space for Rewfnags\n");
SnagCount 90;

I/just reset and reuse the last 10 records for now

Cl/end if(Records[a] Status
Cl/end if else (Pag == REDFIR

}l/end for)a=O

//Cuiiiulative track the Stand Basal Area Mortality & the Big Trees Killed
ptr_sd->BasalAreafilled += StandMortBasal;
ptr_sd->BigTreesKilled += StamdMortBigTrees;

return Snagcouact;
I/end TrueFirMortality

/ ****************************************************************************************************************
mt DougFirMortality(struct TREELIST RECORD Records[], jot Count, struct TF,EELIST_RECORD NewSnago[],

mt SnagCoUnt, ushort Fag, jot Weather, otruct
NEW_STAND_DATA *ptr_od)
I****************************************************************************************************************

This function will apply the specific mortality effects to those treelist that are being hit
by Douglas-fir insects )DF beetle, flatheaded borer) It is aSSumed that the Basal Area threshold
was exceeded for this treelist, based on its Fag back in the FilllnsectHjtLjst)) function.

The NewSnags[] atfuetures will hold data for those new snags created as a result of the mortality applied.

Weather values are:
1 Wet, 2 Moderate, 3 = Mjld Drought, 4 = Severe Drought

NEW: Keep track of the 6 of BigTrees o 30" that are killed and aloe track the amount of Basal Area killed in this
stand

*1

mt a, b=0;
float Mort;
float MortTpa, ReniainTpa, RtsndWortBaoal=O, StandWortBigTrees=0;
struct TREELIST_RECDRD °ptr_record, 'ptr snag;
II End of variable defining

I/Set the mortality weight based en the incoming Keather
if)Weather == 3) IlHildDrought

Hort = )float).l; II 10%
else IlAssuming only a 4 )Severeorought) can conic in

Wort = )float).2;

I/Go through all the records in Records)) and find those that should have mortality applied
for) a=O; account; a.*)

I/Must be a live tree that is modeled as Douglas-fir & have a Siam o 15"
if)Records[a] Status == LIVE ft Records[a[ Model =* DCUGFIR ft Records[a] .Dbh 0 10)

I/Set a pointer here to make it easier to copy over data into Neo;fnags[]
ptr_record = &Reccrds[a);
ptr_snag = &Newfnags[SnagCount];

I/Calculate the MortTpa and the RemainTpa;
WortTpa = Wort * Records[aJ .Tta;
RemainTpa * Records [a) .Tpa - NortTpa;

I/Calculate the BasalArea mortality
StaacdNortBasal .= [MortTpa * Records [a).Basal);

I/Track those trees >= 30" DEW and the total number killed
if (Records [a] .Dbh 0= RIG TREE SIZE

StandMortBigTrees = NortlTa * )float)ACRSSQ;
I/convert to an actual number

I/Put the RemainTpa back into the Current record
Records(aJ.Tpa = RemainTpa;

llcopy over the current record from Records to the appropriate NewSnag record
rnerncpy(ptr_snag, ptr_record, sizeot[struct TREELIST_RECORD)

//However, some values in NewSnags[J *are wrong - fill with correct values
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fAG values are:

1 Douglas fir Dry
2 Douglas fir / Wet
3 Jeffrey pine
4 Red fir
5 Pine / Oak
6 White fir I Dry

White fir I Wet
S Water
9 Barren
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NewSnags[SnagCount) Status = SNAG;

NewSnags[SnagCount] .Tpa * Mcrtlps;

NewSnags[SnagCount] Condition 1; //Condition code for a new snag

//Increment SnagGount to track the total number of snags create
SnagCount-.--.-;

if(SnagCount e 99)

printS) "\a\a\a\a\aSleed to allocate more space for Me;oSnags\n
SnagCour.t = 90;

//ust reset and reuse the last 10 records for now

}//end if(Records[a].Ststus
)//end for(asQ

I/Cumulative track the Stand Basal Area Mortality & the Big TreeS Killed
ptr_sd-smasalArealcilled *= StandMortBasal
ptr_sd->BigTreeaKilled -r= StandHortBigTrees

return SnagCount;

) / /end DougFirHortality

/ *****************************************************************************************
mt CountlnsectHit(int Per)
/ *****************************************************************************************

I/Given the current period, this function will count up how many cells will be hit according
//10 guidelines provided by Sirs Agee for Insect disturbances.

mt a, Count;

// End of variable defining

//Go through and count how many stands are going to be hit with insects this period
Count=0;
for) a=0; aCUNIQUE a**)

if(Data.Cellid[a] == FALSE )
//no sore cells to check

break;

if(Data.Treelist[a] == NONFOREST) //Not going to do anything with these because
they have no treelist anyways

Continue;

I/make Count by PRO and the lowest basal thresho.d for any of the 3 insect groups
if(Data.Pag[a] =* PAG_DFDRY DataPag[al == PAC_DFNET Data.Pag[aI == FAS_PINECAK)

Count-4-*;

else if Data.Pag[aI == PAG_JEFFPINE)

if(Data.Basai[a] [Per) /BASAL_EXP o 80)
// lowest threshold exceeded

Count**;

else if)Data.Pag[a) == PAG_REDFIR)

i±)Data.Basal(a[ [Per) /BASAL_EXP a 180)
Count**;

else if)Data.Pag(a] == PAG_WFDRY)

if(Data,Bmsal[a[[Per]/SASAL_EXP > 120)
Count*-r;

else if)Data.Pag[aI =* PAG_WFWET)

if(Data.Basal[a] Per] /SASAL_EXP
Coimt-r-r;

}//erscl for)a0;asUNIQTJE;a*-r)

return Count;

} / /ersd Countlnsectflit

/ **********************************************************************************************
mt FillgnsectHitList(struct HIT_BY_DISTURB flitList[1, mt Per)
*********************************************************************************************

//Dr*ce HitLiSt has been created ir* AppiylnsectDisturbanCe, this function will fill it up

mt a, IncrementRecord, Record;
1/ end f variable defining

//Now go through the entire landscape again, and this time for any cell that is being attacked by onsects,
//ake a flag of 1 irs the HitList]] .DougFir, HitList)) .TrueFir, and/or HitList)) Pine member.. -
I/keep track of Treelist, Goal, Hold, Fag, and Cellid
ReCordO;
for (a=O;a*IUNIQtJE;a++)

if(Data.Celiid[a] == FALSE )
I/no more cells to check

break;



HitList [Record] .Treelist
HitList[Record] Coal
HitList[Record] Hold
HitList[Record] Peg
HitList[Rerord] .Cellid

HitList[Record] Treelist
HitList [Record] Goal
HitList [Record] Hold
HitList [Record] Pag
HitList [Record] Cellid
HitLlst [Record] Pine

I/pine beetles and engravers
IncrementRecord

DataTreelist[a];
= Data.Goal[a];
= DataHotd[a];
= Data.Pacl[a];
= DataCellid[a[;
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if(Data.Treelist[a] == NONFOREST) I/Not going to do anything with these because
they have no treelist anyways!

continue;

if(Data.Pag[a] == PAG_DFDRY

//DFDRY gets hit no matter what (no threshold here for fir engravers - nasty ) so count it
HitList[Record] Treeliet = Dete.Treelist]a];
HitList[Record] Goal = DataGoal [a]
HitList[Record] Hold DataHold[a]
HitList[Record[.Pag DataPag[a];
HitList[Record] .Tellid = Data.CelJ.id[a]

I/now flag for which of the 3 insect groups will get it
HitList[Record] Truepir = TRUE;

//fir engravers

if(DataBasal[a][Per]/RAEALEXP >120

HitList[Record] .DougFir = TRUE;
//DougFir beetles

HitList [Record] Pine TRUE;
//pine beetles and engravers

Record**;
)Ilend DFDRY

else if] DataFag[a] == FAG_DFWET]

IIDFWET gets hit no matter what (no threshold here for fir engravers - nasty!), so count it

= DataTreelistEa]
= Data.Goal]a];
= DataHold]a];
= Data.Pag]a];
= Data.Cellid]a];
= TRUE;

TRUE;

//now flag for which of the 3 insect groups will get it
HitList]Record[ Truepir = TRUE;
I/fir engravers

if(Datagasal[a] [Per] /RAEAL_EXP > 250 )

HitList [Record] DougFir TRUE;

//DougFir beetles

iE(Data.Basal]a] [Per] /RAEAL_EXP , 100
HitList [Record] Pine TRUE;

I/pine beetles and engravers

Recordas;
[//end DFWET

else If] Data.Pag[a] == PEG PINEOSK]

//PINEOAX gets hit no matter what (no threshold here for fir engravers - nasty!] , so count it

HitList[Record].Treelist DataTreelietta];
HitList [Record] .Goal DataGoal[a]
HitList[RecordJ Hold = DataHold[a]
HitList]Record] Fag = Data.Pag]a]
HitList[Record] Cellid DataCellid[a]

//now flag for which >1 the 3 insect groups will get it
HitList]Record] TrueFir TRUE;
I/fir engravers

if(DataBasal[a] [Per]/BPSUEL EXP > 80

HitList [Record] DougFir = TRUE;
//DougFlr beetles

HitList [Record] Pine = TRUE;
//pine beetles and engravers

Record**;
[I/end DFDRY

else if] DataPag[a] == PAC_JEFFPIHE]

IncrementRecord FALSE;

//only get mortality due to pine beetles and engraves
if] DataEasal[a] [Per] /BAEAL EXP , RU



if)IncrernentPecord == TRUE)
Record**;

)//erid JEFFPINE

else if] Dsts.Pag(a] PAG_REDFIR)

IncrementRecord = FALSE;

if] Data.Baa1]a] [Per] /EASAL_EXP 0 180

HitList]Record] .Treelist
HitList[RerordJ .G>al
Hittist[Rerord] Hold
HitList[Re>>rd] Peg
Hittist[Rerord] Cellid
Hittist [Record] Pine

I/pine beetles and engravers
IncrementRecord

if] DstsBasal[aJ[PerJ/BASALEXP >250
HitList [Record] TrueFir

//fir engravers

if]Incrementperord == TRUE)
Record**;

5//end REDFIR

else if] Data.Pag]a] == PAG_WFDRY)

Incrementpecord = FALSE;

if) Dsta.Basal[a][Per)/EA0AL_EXP 0 120

HitList(RecordJ Treelist
HitList]Reoord] Goal
HitList]Record] Hold
HitList]ReeordJ .Pag
HitList(Rerord] Cellid
HitList]Reeord) Truepir

I/fir engravers
HitList]Reeord] Pine

//pine beetles and engravers
IncrementRecord

if) Data.Basal(a]]PerJ/BASAL_EXP > 250
HitList]Rerord] DougFir

//DougFir beetles

if(Incrementpecord == TRUE)
Record**;

5//end RFDRY

else if) Data.Pag]a] == PAG_WFWET)

Incrementfleccrd FALSE;

if] Data.Bssal]a]]Per]/EASAL_EXP s 180

HitList]Record) Treelist
HitList]Reoord) Goal
HitList]Record] Hold
HitList]Reoord] Fag
HitList]Record] Cellid
HitList [Record] Pine

//pine beetles and engravers
IncrementRecord

if] DataEasal[a] [Per] /EASAL_EXP s 250
HitList]Reoord] Truepir

//fir engravers

if(IncrementRecord == TRUE)
Record**;

5//end 8]FDRY

5//end for(a=O;a<UNIQUE;a*o]

return Record;

5//end FiliHitList

= Data.Treelist]a]

Date.Goal]a];
= DataHold)a);
= Data.Pag)a];
= DataCellid)a);
= TRUE;

= TRUE;

= TRUE;

= DstsTreelist]a];
= DataGoal]a];

DataHold]a];
= DataPag]a];
= DataCellid[a];
= TRUE;

TRUE;

TRUE;

TRUE;

= DatsTreelist)a];
= DataGoal)a];
= Data.Hold)a];
= DataFag[a];

DataCellid]a];
= TRUE;

= TRUE;

TRUE;

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt CountUniquelnsectHits]struct HIT_ST_DISTURB Hittist]] ont Count)
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//

EvalCoal
EvaiHold
EvalPag
Evalcougpir
EvalTrueFir
Eval Pine

= HitList[aJ Coal;
= HitList[a] Hold;

Hithist[a]

HitList[xJ
= Hithist[a]

Hithist[a] Pine;

//Set the initial Eval° variables
EvalTreelist
Evaldoal
EvalHold
EvalPag
EvalflougFir
EvalTrueFir

End of variable defining

if)b Count)
incremental method, b will reach end first but

break;

Unique**;
as do others because a gets reset in other loop

Pag;
DougFir;
TrueFir;

a doesn't know that

= HitLjot)a] .Treelist;
= HitList)a] Goal;
= HitList[a] Hold;

= HitList[a]Pag;
= Hithist[a] .DougFir;
= HitList[a] .TrueFir;
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I/Co through HitList[I and find how many actual Unique combinations of Treelist-Goal-Hold--Pag-Dougfir-Truefir-Pine
there are

jot a,b,Unique;
ulong EvalTreelist;
ushort EvalGoal, EvaiHold, Evalfag, EvalDougFir, EvalTruepir, Evalpine;
II end of variable defining

Unique = 0;
b = 0;
or a=0 ; acCount; I/a will get increment by other
loop

if(b ** Count) //because of weird
incremental method, b will reach end first but a doesn't know that

break;

Unique++; I/first one always counts
as do others because a gets reset in other isop

I/Set the initial Eval5 variables
EvalTreelist HjtList[a] Treelist;

;';'beoause of weird

,'/first one always counts

I/since Hithist is already sorted, start at next record and look downward until no longer a match
for)b=acl;b<Count;)

if HitLiet)b) .Treehist EvalTreelist &&
HitList[b] Goal EvalGoal &&
HitList[b] Hold == EvalHold ii
HitList[bJ Pag == EvalPag ii
HitList[bI .Dougfir == EvaltougFir ii
HitLiet[b).TrueFir == EvalTrueFir &&
HitList [b] Pine == EvalPine

be";
I/look at next record

else

//Set the "a" variable to where 'b' is beoause this is the next unique match
a = b;
break;

I//end for)b=a*l;beCount;b-s*)
)//end for(a=O;a<Count;a**)

return Unique;

) / /end CountuniquelnsectHits

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

mt FillUniquelnsectstructurxs)struct UNIQUE_INSECT UniqueList)), struct TREELIST_POR_PRENO ToPremc[],

struct HIT_BY_DISTURB Hithist).], mt Count)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

I/Go through HitList[] again and find those actual Unique combinations of Treelist-Gosl-Hold-Pag-DougFir-TrueFir-
Pine counted earlier
I/and this time fill up the UniqueList and ToPremo structures, as well as put the NewTreelist value in Hithist[I
mt a, b, Unique;
ulong EvalTreelist;
ushort EvalGoal, EvalHold, EvalPag, EvalcougFir, EvalTrucfir, Evalpine;

Unique = 0;
b 0; //Thjs must be
reset because above it left loop with value of Count
for a=0; acCount; //a will get increment by other
loop



Evalpine HitList[a.[ Pine;

I/Insert those values in the array of UnicjueList structures
UniqueList[Unique-l[ .Trsslist = EvalTreelist;
UniqueList [Unique-i] Goal
Uniquehist [Unique-li Hold
UniqueList [Unique-li Pag
UniqueList[Uriique-lJ ,DougFir
UniqueList [Unique-li .TrusFir
Uniquetist [Unique-i] Pine

Evalleai;
EvaiHold;

= EvalPag;
= Evalflougfir;
= EvalTrueFir;

EvalPino;

HitListib] ,NewTreelist
//Also put the current MATTE in this structure

b-'-'-;

I/Then look st next record

else

I/Set the a' variable to where is because this is the next unique match
a = b;
NATLN**;
break;

il/end for)b*a+l;beCount;b**)
i//end for)a=O;a-sCount; a-.--.)

//Always increment BAThE one more
NATLN++;

return Unique;

[//end FillUniquelnsectftructures

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt Co.rareHitListForBugs)const void *ptrl, oonst void *ptr2)
/ *********************************************************************************************

//Just to typecast them since we aren't actually passing in pointers
strust HIT_BY_DISTURB *eleTnl;
struot HIT_BY_DISTURB 5elem2'

eleml = )struct HIT_BY_DISTURB )ptrl;
elern2 )struct HIT_BY_DISTURB *Iptr2;

if) eleml-,Treelist a elem2-cTreelist
I/First sort by Treelist

return -1;
if) eleml->Treelist , elern2->Treelist

return 1;
else

/ ,'Then by Goal

if) eleml-,Goal o elem2-,Goal

return -1;
if) eleml->Goal s elem2-sGoal

return 1;
else

I/Then by Hold

if) eleryl-eHold < elem2->Hold

return -1;
if) elemi-eHold > elern2->Hold

return 1;
else

//Then by Fag

= NATLB;
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I/And put the needed values in the array of Tofremo structures
ToPremo [Unique-li .OldTreelist = EvalTreelist;
ToPremo[Unique-l] Goal EvalGoal;
ToPremo [Unique-li Hold = EvaiHold;

I/Put the NATLE in for this first unique corrbination - this global variable is set in Main. cpp and also
used by FireEffects.cpp

HitList[a[ ,NewTreelist = NATL*N;
UniqueList [Unique-li .NewTreelist = NATLU;
ToPremo [Unique-li .NewTreelist NATLN;

I/since Hittist is already sorted, start at next record and look downward until no longer a match
for )b=a*l;b-sCount;)

if HitList[b] Treelist == EvalTreelist &&
HitList[bj Goal == Evaltoal ii
HitListib),Hold == EvaiHold ii
HitList[b)Psg EvslPsg &&
HitList [bi .GougFir EvalDougFir ii
Hithist[b) TrusFir EvalTrusFir &&
HitList[bi Pine EvalPine



mt 5ptr_srp;
ushort 5ptr_column;
mt r,CHow}lany;
jOt ColumnsLeft, Ctr;
ushort StsrtColumn,OutColumn;
uchort 5ptt bugs'
float *ptrbugsout;

±1) elernl-efag o elem2-oPag

return -1;
if) eleml->Fag o elemi->Pag

return 1;
else

I/Then by DougFir

if) eleml->Douglir o elero2-000ugFir

return -1;
it) eleml-eflougFir e elcm2->Dougfir

return 1;

I/Then by TrueFir

if) elereloTrueFir o elerc2-,TrueFir I

return --1;
it) elernl->TrueFir > elemi-e'I'ruepir

return 1;
else

//Then by Pine

if) eleml->Fone o elem2-opine

return -1;
if) cleml-oPine 0 elem2-opine

return 1;
else

return 0;
//FINISHED

C//end Fine
)//end TrueFir

C//end DougFir
)//end Fag

)//end Held
C//end Goal

I/end CompareHitbistForpugs

I*****************************************************************************************
void HapPotentialpugs)int Per)
/ *****************************************************************************************

//Given the current period, this function will count up how many Cello will be hot 5000rding
I/to guidelines provided by Jim Agee for Insect disturbances.

Using the same rules at in Counttnsectilit, make a temp array size c,f the landscape) that has the
value 1 for those cells that will be hit by an insect during a drought weather period. This is
not saying anything about the severity of the effeots, just whether or not it will be "hit' that period

FILE *EinOUt 5Headerdut;
char Tempt256];

mt ArrayPer;
mt a, Count;
mt Hit = 1;

//Starting Row Position

II End of variable defining

I/Set the ArrayPer variable
ArrayFer Per-i;

I/Use this to store all the FSCDATA and actual values - so I Can spit out a binary tile at end of lunction - ready
for Arclnfo input
float CBugsout)(COLUNUS] = new float[RCWS] [CCLUNUS);
if(BugsOut = NULL)

printf('There was NOT enough memory for Bugolut with %lu elements\n,P,CWS*COLCSTS);

//Use this store dust the actual valuec to match with the Data.* arrays
ushort(*BugsHit) new ushsrtfUNIQUEJ;
if(BugsHit NULL)

printf)'There was NOT enough memory for Bugebit with %lu elenents\n",UNIQUE);

,','Initialize the arrays above
me*uset( BugsOut, 0, sizeef)BugsOutLl][0C) * ROWS * CCLUJS);
Isemset) Bugsifit, 0, sizeof)Bugsdit[l]) UNIQUE);

I/Go through and count how many stands ore going to be hit with insects this period -- track in the BugsHit array
Count=O;
for (a=0 ; m:UNIQtJE;5*5)

it)IJata.Cellid[a] == FALSE
)

//no more Celia to oheck
break;
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ptr_srp =
HowMany =
StartColuren
ptr_columr. =
ptr_bugs =

I/If the whole row is blank,
if) *ptrsrp fALSE

for (o=l; c<=COLUHNS; C+/-)
Bugsout)r-l)[c-1) = )float)NPDATA;

Continue; //solo next row

i/store HOD//TA for those cells before data Starts
for (c=l;cxStartColuren; c**)

BugsOut[r-l) [c-li = )flcat)NCDATA;

I/set some counters
OutColumn = StartColuxnn;
otr = 0;

//store values for area on landscape by checking
I/value in Data.GridColumn to match it with CutColuzsn value
do)

if )*ptr column == OutColurr,n)

BugsOut[r-J.i [CutColwnn-l] (float)*ptr_bugs;

ptr_bugs.*;

ptr_colurrLn.*;
OutColuxn**;
C tr**;

else //print out NOD//TA for the 'gaps'

BugsOut[r-l] iciutColumn-l[ = (float)NODATA;

OutColurnn**;

)while(etr != Howiiany 1;

//Check to see how many columns are left to do
Columnsi.eft C0LUS - OutColumn-l);

if)ColurznsLeft = 0)
Continue; //go to next row

//print out NOD//TA for those cells after the data that are left
for )c=8 ; cxColumnsLeft; coo)

&link[r-l) [1)
* (ptr..srp+l)
Dats.GridColuen))*ptr_srp)_li
&Data.c3ridColuos/[)*ptr_srp)_l]

&BugsHit[(*ptr_srpl_li

store NODATA and goto next ro'w
I/means a zero was lelt in this spot during MakeLink
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if(Data.Treeljst[a[ == NOHFOREST) I/Not going to do anything with these because
they have no treelist anyways

continue;

I/make COunt by fAG and the lowest basal threshold for any of the 3 insect groups
if)Data.Pag[a[ PAG_DFDSY

j
Data.Pag)a) == FACDFWET Data.Pag[a] == PAG_PINEOAX)

BugsHit[a] = Hit;
else i±)Gata.Pag[a] == FAG_JEFFPINE)

if)Data.Basal[aJ [Arrayfer)/SASAL_EXP o 80)
II lowest threshold exceeded

HugsHit[ai = Hit;

else if )Data.Fag[a] == PAG_REDFIR)

if)Data.basal[a] [Arrayfer) /BASAL_EXP > 180)
Bugsgit)a[ Hit;

else if)Data.Pag[a) == PAP_henRY)

if)Data.basal(a[ [Arrayfer[/BASAL_SXP > 120)
BugsHit[aJ = Hit;

else if(Data.Pag[a] == PAG_WFhET;

if)Data.Hasxl[x[ [ArrayPer]/PAfAL_RX? 180)
BugsHit[a] Hit;

i//end for)al;aOPNIQUE;a*-.-)

I-
II Store the BugsHit data in the Bugs/Dut[] [I array and place a NPDATA value in the correct
II spots. This is all to ease the transition into Arelnfo. This way, I can spit ut a
// small binary file with the values anti NOD//TA whioh Al can just read in.
II

I/Use the same procedure that is done with the other Cutput*)) functions

for IrSl rCROWS; roe)

/.'not a pointer!



BugsOut(r-lfl)OutColuinn-l)*c] = (tloat)NODATA;

1//end of for(r=l;r<=ROWS;r-.--.-)

/1
// Put a pointer at start of Bugstut and purge that data as a binary file
ptr_bugsout &BugsOut[0][0];

//Create the output Binary file and header tile
sprintf (Temp. %s%s%d\\per%d\\Potxugbin PROFIX,CUTPUTS,GOAL_TC.JJ5I, Per);
BinOut fopen(Temp, wb(;

sprintf(Temp, %s%s%d\\per%d\\PotBug.hdr PREFIX,OUTPUTS,GOAL TO USE, Per);
HeaderOut fopen(Temp, w);

//Write Out the header data -- exact format for Arclnlo
fprintf(HeaderOut, ncols\t\t%d\n COLUMNS);
fprintf(HeaderOut, nrows\t\t%d\n MOMS)

fprintf(HeaderOut, xllcorner\t%6lf\n ,F_XLL)
fprintf(HeaderOut, yllccrner\t%.6lt\n ,PYLL)
fprintf(HeaderOut, cellsize\t%d\n ,CSLLSIZI)
fprintf(HeaderOut, MODATA_value\t%d\n NODATA);
fprintf(HeaderOut, *hyteorder\tLSBFIROT\n)

//?xid now write out all the records in BugsOut
fwrite(ptr_bugsout, sizeof(float),ROWS*COLUMNS,BinOut)

fclose(BinOut(
fclose(HeaderOut(;

//delete stuff on free store
delete [1 BugsHit;
delete 1] BugsOut;

1//end MapPotentialsugs

APCiNF000SfRO[,t,EF.. IMP

/ ********************************************************************
// This code will hold functions to do things associated with Arclnfo
/ ********************************************************************

//NOTE; 22 feb 00
// These functions are being superceded by handling the AML.s individually on Arclnfo for now
// The a*sl's have been rewritten and could still be called up by similar functions to these
// if wanted in the future.
#include ostdjo.h>
#include ostdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <time.hc
#include omath.h>
#include glohals.h
#include data.h'

//Functions defined here in ArcResults.cpp
void VegCodeMapping(int status)
void Convertvegcodes (void);
void VectorResults(int p(;

/ ***************************************************************
void VegCodeMapping(int status) // Controlling tuction //
/ ***************************************************************
/ ***************************************************************

//if status TRUE then do this

if (status 0)
Convertvegcodes

(//end of VegCodeMapping

/ ***************************************************************
void ConvertVegcodes (void)
/ ***************************************************************

//This is to start a process to pipe a file through Arc, whioh in turn will run the
/ /Convert_vegcodes. aml.

//Will create two files. l a file called ConvertVegoodes.bat and the other called vegcodes.txt

FILE *OpenWrite.

char CodeFile[l00];
chat BatchFile(l001;
char ToWrite[l00];
chat ArcCornrsand(l00];
char Temp[3];
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mt r;
I/Make the correct filenames and strings
sprintf(CodeFile, %s%s\\Vegcodes.txt PREFIX,Maptir)
sprintf(BatchFile, '%s%s\\Convertvegcodes.bat,FREFIXMapDir)
sprintf(ToMrite, type %s%s\\Vegcodes.txt arc PREFIXMapDir)
sprintf(ArcCornmand hr %s%s\ \convert_vegcodesarnl %s %s PREFIXAmlDirMAIN_USER, ENVT)

I/Find the four mapping/evaluation periods and tap then on to end of hr oo*rsrand
for (r=O rcMP;r**)

if(EvaluateThisFeriod[r] == TRUE)

sprintf(Temp,
strcat(AtcCommand,Temp);

//Make and write the batch file
OpenErite = fopen(matchFile, w') //open in write

fprintf(OpenWrite, %s\n Towrite)
fclose(Openwrite)

//Frepare and write the Vegcodes.txt file
OpenWrite = fopen(CodeFile, w I/open in write

fprintf(OpenWrite, %s\n Arctormoand)
fclose (Openwrite)

I/Now run the ConvertVegcodes.bat file
system(BatchFile);

}//end of ConvertVegcodes

/ *********************************************************************************************
void VectorResults)int p)
/ *********************************************************************************************

//This is to create the Batch file needed to change the dirertory and start process to pipe
//a file through Arc, which in turn will run the VectorResults.sml.

I/Will Create two files. 1) a file called VectorResults.hat and the other called VeotorResults.txt
//which have a specific format as seen below.

//Will then execute Vectorpesults.bat

FILE Oper*Write;
char WriteOut1OOI;
char RunBatch[lOO];
char DirOut[lcici];
char StartArc(150);
char ArcCommand(lOO];

//Make the filengme and command lines
sprintf(WriteOut, %s%s%d\\por%d\\VeotorResolts.bat PREFIX, INPUTIGOAL_TO_USEp) i
sprintf(DirOut, cd %s%s\\,PREFIX,VeotoroutDir)
sprintf)StartArc, type %s%s%dUper%dVectorfl050lts. txt arc PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE,p)
sprintt(Arccommand, 'hr %s%s\\Vectorpesults.aml' PRFFIX,AmlDir)

OpenWrite = topen)Writeout, 'w") //open in write

tprintf (Openwrite, PREFIX, Dirlut)
fprintf (Openwrite, %s%s\n, FREFIX,StrtArc}
tclose(OpenWrito)

//Prepare and write the VectorResults. tat file
sprintf(Writeout, '%s%s%d\\per%d\\VeotorResult. tat PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE,p)

Opengrite = fopen)writeOut, "w"); I/open in write
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fprintf(Openwrite, '%s\n' ArcCommsnd)
tclose(DpenWrite)

I/Now create and RcaiVectorResults to actually start the Arclnfo aml
sprintf(RnBatch, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\VectorResults.bat' PREFIX, INPUTS,GOALTOUSE,p)
syste*e(Runpatch)

/ /end VectorResults

COPONDIfTURBNfCE.CPp

This sourcefile will hold some functions common to any type of episodic disturbance. Mostly to handle the
treelist and prescription data.

mode

mode

mode

mode



*include cstdio
#include <stdlib.hs
#include estring.hs
#include ctime.hs
#include <math.ho
#include 51obals.h"
#include "data.h

void UpdategataTreelist)struct HIT_EY_DISTtIRB AllHit[) lot AllCount)
void ExtractTreelist)struct TREELIST_FOR.PREMO TP[], mt Count, mt Per, ulong FTh);
void PrintNew'rreeljst)struct TREELIST_RECORD Records)], mt Count, struct TREELIST_RECORD NewSnags[J,int SnagCount,
ulong Treelist);
void UpdateDataWithNew5tandData( struct HIT_BY_DISTTJRS NitList]], ml NitCount, struct NEW_STAND_DATA SD)), lot
Unique, mt Per);
jot CoispareHitbistCelljd)const void *ptrl c005t void 5ptr2);
lot CoxnpareftandDataTreelist(const void *ptrl, const void *ptr2)

/7 End of function definitions

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void UpdateDataWithNewStandpata( struct NIT BY DISTURB NitList)], mt HitCount, struct NEW_STAND_DATA SD]], mt
Unique, jot Per)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function assumes that HitList was sorted by CELLID prior to coming here and that it Is also filled up with the
New Treelist value. Going one-by-one through NitList, the oellid wilt be checked, in ascending order, with
Data.Cellid[] values and when a match is found the New Treolist value in NitList will serve as a Key to search
in the SD]] structure for the record that has the new stand data for this treelist) ;*'hich must be sorted by
"Treelist)

The incoming "Per variable Should already be in array notation

Will also update the ERA'S for the cell if this is called after a fire disturbance - which can be "flagged" by
a value , 0 in Hithist]] Interval

NOTE; This is doing NOTHING to the ERA's for those NONFOREST cells - that would have to be handled back when the
raw flame length grid is read into and stored in HitList, because nonforest stuff is discarded there)

FILE 5OUT;
char Ternp]300];

mt a,b;
ulong *ptr_cellid, *ptrtreelist;
ushort 5ptrelev °ptrvegcode 5ptr_basal, *ptr closure, 5ptrcbd, *ptrhlc, *ptr height, *ptr era;
double TotalBigTreesKilled=O, UnAdjustedsasalAreaKilled=0, AdjustedRasalAreaKilled;
ulong Currentld, CurrentTreelist;

/ / Structures
struct NEW_STAND_DATA Key;
struct NEW_STAND_DATA *ptr record

/7 End of variable defining

printS 5*5 Updating the Data.*[J arrays with new Standpata after the last episodic disturbance event
printf) If this is for post-FIRE, then EPA's are also being adjusted to account for the associated Flame
Interval \fl)

7/Initialize the key
memeet) &Key, 0, sizeof) struct NEW_STAND_DATA)

7/SD)) will nost likely already be sorted with lowest Treelist value first, but not a guarantee, fort just in
Case,
qscrt) )void°]SD, 7/base

Unique,
7/Count of records

sizeof)struct NEW_STAND_DATA), 7/size of each record
CompareStandoataTreelist ; 7/compare function

Now that HitList and SD are both sorted by the proper member, it is possible to grab the first record in HitListi]
and look
in ASCENDING order through the Data.5 arrays - because they should be in Cellid ascending order as well.
When a match is found the value in Data)] .Treelist should contain the NEW treelist number that was updated in
the earlier function UpdategataTreeljst]) ) . 1750 this new treelist number as a Key and search through the SD]]
structures
to find a match. When a match is found the Key can be used to copy over new stand data from SD to the Data[] *

arrays.

Because both the Data5, [] arrays and }-IitList[] are sorted with Cellids in ascending order, once a match has been
found
for a HitList record, there is no need to start searching from the start of Data*. ]] - just increment pointer up
one'

ptr_ceilid e &Data.Cellid]0],
elements in Data arrays
ptr_treelist = &Data.Treelist]f];
ptr_elev &Data.Elev[0];

7/Set pointers at first
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I/Drab the Could in HitList and also the treelist
Currentld = HitList[a[.Cellid;
CurrentTreeljst = HitList]a] .NewTreelist;

the old number

I/Now look for the Currentld to match an It in the Data
if]Currentld != 0ptrcellid]

do

ptr_cellidcc;
the pointers

ptr_treelist**;
ptr_elev-+'-+';

ptrvegcode-+'=NP;
pointers are for 2-dimensional arrays!

ptr_basalc=NP;
ptr_closure*=NP;
ptr_cbd*=NP;
ptr_hlc*=NP;
ptr_hoight*=NP;
ptr_era*=NP;

)while(Currentld !=

&Data.Vegcode]0[ Per); //Remember, "Per" already in array

.Basal[0( [Per];

&tata.Closure[0] [Per]

&Data.CBDensity[0) (Per]
&Data. HOC [0] ) Per]

&Data.StandHeight]0] [Per];
= &Data.Era]0] [Per];

I/Everything should match now - set an error checker
if(*ptr_cellid != Currentld II ptr_troolist != CurrentTreelist]

Bailout ( 91)

I/Make a key using the CurrentTreelist value to search for
KeyTreelist = CurrentTreelist;

I/Now use bsearch to find the matching record in the array of SD structures
ptr_record = )struct NEW_STAND_DATA*)bsesrch(

&Key,
(void *)SD,
(size_t)Unique,
sizeof(struct NEW_STAND_DATA),
CornpareStadDataTreelist U

if(ptr_record == NULL)
Bailout (95)

/ *******************************************************************************************************
//005055* Since we have found a match, update all the necessary values in the Data. * [[ arrays **********
/ *******************************************************************************************************

//Fill in the Data. (1 arrays and paying careful attention to typecasting - some was already done in
StandData.cpp

I/kant these to match the CONVERSION that was done in CreateSortedPremoSinaryFile])
0ptrbasai = )ushsrt) ( floor)ptr_record-ohasal * BASAL_EXP (

=ptr closure * ptr_record-s-Closure;

I/floored' and Converted to ushort in StandData.cpp
5ptrcbd ptr_record->Density;
I/floored', multiplied by 100, and converted to ushort already
*ptrhlc = ptr_record->HeightCrswn;
I/floored" and Converted to ushort in Otandtata.cpp
*ptr height = ptr_record->StandHeight;
I/floored" and Converted to ushort in Standflata.cpp

I/Put in the now Veguode-be sure to check cloy and modify the VegCode to be 5 or 10 if it is a MC type
I/VEGCODES are printed at end of period so always update with new Codes after disturbances
if) ptr_record->Vegtlass == VC_MC && ]

]*ptrelev) 0 )3OIIFT2M()
ptr_vegcode = (ushort) ] ] ]ptr recsrd-oVegClass * 5! * 111

) * (ptr_reoord->Qrmd * 10 ) *
(ptr_record->CoverClass)'(;

else
*ptrvegcode (ushort] ((ptr_record-ovegClass * 100

) a ]ptr_record-oQmd * 10 ] -c )ptr_secord-
>CoverClass))

//Keep track of the Total Big Trees killed and the Total Stand Basal Area
TotalBigTreesKilled -m= (double (ptr_record-oBigTreesKilled;
UnAdjustedBasalAreakilled -.-= (double] ptr_rocord-oBasalAreaKilled;

1/NOTE; If Tim & Bernie develop new Fuel Model class, rules for post insect or fire and they
differentiate with

/ImCO3000 and mC's3SSD then this will be the place to put that in.

I/Don't use the "treelist" member - that is

[I arrays

//Increment ALL

//Don't forget these
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ptr_vegcode
flotation

ptr_basal = Stats
ptr,,,C losure
ptr_cbd
ptr_hlc
ptr height
ptr_era

I/Start the searching
for (aO ; aaHitCount; a-.-.-)



That is

/ *******************************************************************************************************
// Check and see it ERA'S need updating for after FIRE disturbances
/ *******************************************************************************************************
if)HitList[a] Interval , I //YES, hit by fire

Not sure what exactly to do here, but will try and mimic what John S. originally put in Prerro.

the ERA for this & the next two periods will have some additional ERA added to them which will
be a function of the Flame Length or really the Interval since I don't keep the actual flame

NOTE: Currently, the Data.Era[] [J values are "real' values and were calculated back just
after the Prescription selection. They were decayed based on previous periods era first and

contributions added. This function will not recalculate decay for periods after this

that should probably be considered. Again, this will simply add some additional ERA

existing period values and maybe the next two periods.
5/

If) HitList)a] Interval c 12

ushort AddEra[3] )25, 15, 5;

for (b"C b<3 b**)

if)Per*b == NP)
break;

* ptreraib)
- start of HitList loops expects it at particular spot

else if) NitList[a) Interval > B

ushort AddEra[3] = /15, 5, 3);

for b=O; bc3 b*-o)

if(Per*b == NP)
break;

* )ptr_eracb)
- start of Hithist loops expects it at particular spot

else if) HitL,ist)a) Interval > 4 j

5ptr era 0= )ushort)5;
I/otherwise leave alone - no additional contribution

2//end if(HitList
2//end for(a=C.

//Edjust the basal area mortality to get an overall average
AdjustedBasalAreaKilled tJnAdjustedBasalAreaKilled/HitCount;

//Put the mortality data in the TreeDamage.txt file opened at start of program
sprintf)Texp, "%s%s\\goal%d\\Treepamaoe. txt ,PREFIX,Oeneralpatapir,00AL_TO_USE)

OUT = fopen)Ten, "as");

fprintf)OUT, "Period %d, Big Trees killed by current disturbance: %.21f\n",Per-cl,TotalBigTreesRilled);
fprintf)OUT, "Period %d, Adjusted Avg. Basal Area killed sq It): %21f\n" ,Per*l, AdjustedEasalAreaKilled)

fClose)OUT)

/ /end UpdateDataWithNewltandData

/ *********************************************************************************************
void UpdatepataTreelist(struct HIT_BY_DISTURB AllHit[), mt AllCount)
/ *********************************************************************************************

This function is designed to ONLY change the treelist values in DataTreelist. It will NOT actually
do anything to the treelist or prescriptions themselves - that is handled by other functions.

mt a;
ulong Currentld, CurrentTreelist, New'TreelistValue;
ulong *ptr_celljd, *ptr_treelist;
/ /ushort ptr_flaine;
/ /ushort FlameLength;

I/For Tine information
clock_t Start, Finish;
double Duration;

1/ end of variable definitions

//Send the ?slll4it structures to get sorted by their Cellid ','alue only
Start clock));

*= AddEra)b]; //DON'T increment pointer

*= AddEra[b) I/DON'T increment pointer
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Finish = clock))
Duration = (double) )Finjsh-Start / CLOCKS_PER_SEC

i/Now that the AS1HIt is sorted by Cellid, it is possible to grab the first record in AliHit and look
//in Ascending order through the Data. * arrays - because they should be in Cellid ascending order as well.
i/When a match is found insert the new treelist value into Data.Treelist[] and then grab the next record
i/in AllHit and continue looking further dccs'n in the Data, arrays.
ptr_cellid = &Data.Cellid[I];

i/Set pointers at first elements of Cellid & Treelist in Data arrays
ptr_treelist = &Data.Treelist[lJ
//ptr_flare = &Data.Flaree[I];
for) a0 azAliCount; ass)

Currentld = AllHit[aJ .Cellid;
CurrentTreelist = AllHit[aI .Trcclist;
Nes/PreelistValue = AllHit[aJ .NewTreelict;
//Flametength = AllHit[a] Intereal;

i/flow look for the Currentld to match an ID in the Data arrays
if(Currentld *ptrcellid;

do

ptr_cellidcc;
ptr_treelist**;
/ /ptr_flame**

)while)Currentld != *ptrcellid).

7/Everything should match now - Set an error checker
if)°ptr_cellid )= Currentcd *ptrtreeliSt = CerrentTreeliSt)

Bailout (91)

//Since we have found a match, update the value in Data.Treelist with the NewTreelistvalue
*ptrtreelist NexTreelastvalue;

//ptr_flane = FlameLength; i/will be zero except after a fire
type disturbance
l//end for)a=O -

9 / /end UpdateDataTreelist

/ ***********************************************************************************
void ExtractTreelist)struct TREELIST_FOR,PRENO TP[] mt Count, mt Per, ulong FTL)
/ ***********************************************************************************

The object here is to extract the current period treclist out of a prescription and send that teed/st to
another directory so it can receive the particular episodic disturbance effect and later be Sent through Promo.

- OR -

If the treelist is one that has already be hit by another disturbance this period then that treelist
was already extracted and modified and now Sits in the *\model\outputS\preScriptions\modjfied\* directory.
All that needs to be done is to copy that treelist over to the *\ToModify\* directory and get yet
another new treelist number that it scill b tracked by if So, the old treelist may still be needed by another
stand so it won't be deleted - that way it can be ran through Premo and used where appropriate).

mt a;
ulong OldTreelist,flewTreelist;
ushort Goal, Hold;

FILE *READ PRESCRIPTION, *ITETREELIST.
char InPrescription[256] OutTreelast[256];
char CopyFrom[256J, CopyTo[256], CopyfileS[256), JunkFile[256(;

double TestValue;
double Plot,Live,Tpa,Model,Report,Dbh,Height,p,atio,Dead;
mt Period;
tnt Finished, AllRecords,Gotflext;
mt Status;

ii End of variable defining

//Print up a little screen information
puts) \n\n\t\ *************************************************************
puts)' \t\t *

puts(\t\t Going to copy over troelost data so disturbance
puts)\t\t**e effects can be made.
puts)\t\t***
puts)'\t\ *************************************************************in');

//Do this for each of the records found in the array of TP structures
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qeort )void*)AllHit, / /base
AliCount,

//count of records
sizeof)struct HIT_BY_DISTURB) //size of each record
CompareHitListCell Id //compare

function



for (a=C ; acCount; a++)

OldTreelist TP[a) OldTreelist;
Goal = TP[aJ.Ooal;
Hold = TP[a).Hold;
NewTreelist = TP[a}.NewTreeliot;

//Test to see if the OldTreelist is greater than the incoming FTL variable
I/If not, then it has not been disturbed yet this period
if(OldTreelist 0 FTt

//If the OldTreelast Os a value e NONFOREST, then the prescription data is in a different
//directory and so test for this and set appropriate string to use in InPrescription
if(OldTreelist e NONFOREST)

sprintt InPrescriptien,
"%s%s\\P_%lu_%hu_%hu.txt",FREFIX,Initialprespir,OldTreelist,GoalHold)

else
sprintf (InPrescription,

%s%s\\P%1u%hu%hu.txt,PREFIX,ModeledpresDir,OldTreeJ,ist,Ooal,Hold)

//always Send the output treelist files to the \\ToModify\\° directory)
sprintf(OutTreelist, "%s%s\\T_%lu,tt',PREFIX, P_ToHodDir,NewTreelist);

I/Open up the InPrescription which has prescription data) and find the treelist data
associated

//with the current period. Then copy all those records to a new file which also needs to be
opend

READ_PRESCRIPTION fopen)InPrescription, 'r");

WRITE_TREELIST = fopen)Outlreelist,"w");
if (READ PRESCRIPTION NULL>

fprintf)stderr, 'opening of %s failed)ExtractTreelist) %s\n" , InPreScription,
strerror (errnoH;

if (WRITE_TREELIST == NULL)
fprintf)stderr, 'opening of %s feiled)ExtractTreelist) %s\n' OutTreelist,

strerror (errnofl;

//Start sceaning data in and look for -9999 to indicate that a new period treelist is
/ /starting and then verify that it is the correct period, and then scan and copy over
I/all the treelist records from InPrescription to DutTreelist.
Finished = PALSE
AllEecords = FALSE;

fCCanf(READ_PRESCRIPTION, '%lf', &TestValue)

fscanf (READ_PRESCRIPTION, ' %d', &Period)

if(Period == Per) 7/Have the correct period - start scanning
and copying

while)AllRecords = FALSE)

sf(Status = fscanf)READ_PRESCRIPTION, "%lf kit Ill 911 911 911 911
%lf" &Plot, &Live, &Tpa,&Hodel,

&Report,&Dbh,&Height, &Ratio) == FOP)
break;

//Needed to stop scanning at last Period

7/finished, break out this While loop
if)Plct == -9999)

I/To stop scanning in all other periods
break;

7/finished, break cut this While loop

7/otherwise print to OutFile

fprintf(ISRITE_TREEtIST, "%Olf\t%.Olf\t%Olf\t%Olf\t% .11f\t%,llf\t% .21f\t%.21f\t",

Plot,tive, Tpa,Model,Report, Dbh,Height,Ratio)
if)Live !" LIVE)

fscanf (READ_PRESCRIPTION, "%lf" , &Dead);
//For Snags and 09(0

fprintf)WRITETREELIST, '%,Olf\n",Dead);

fprintf)WRITE_TREELIST, "';rU);
o while)AllRecords == FALSE)

break; 7/got all the records I want - quit looking
and break out of dof loop

)//end of if (Period == per)

7/All files must have -9999 as

/ /This do loop will

/ ,'BecauSe all files will start with this on
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first thing.

do>
actually be broken out of by a BREAK statement

it(TestValue == -9999)
line 1)



else
//Scan in til the next -9999 is found

GlfNext = FALSE;
while)GotNext FALSE)

fscanf (READ_PRESCRIPTION, "Elf", &TeotValue)
if(TestValue == -9999 I] Testvalue ROF)

break;

I//end of else

Continue;

I//end of if)TeotValue == -9999)

}while)Finished FALSE);

fclose READ PRESCRIPTION);
fcloxe(WRITE_TREELIST)

I//end if(OldTreelist < FIb
else

already been hit and is in the *\modified\ directory - 1ust copy over

//Make two strings to hold the old and new treelist path flaxes
sprintf(CopyFrom, "%s%s\\T_%lu,txt",PREFIX,P_Modpir,QldTreelist)
sprintf(CopyTo, "%s%s\\T_%lu.txt",PREFIX,P_ToModDir,NewTreelist;
sprintf(TunkFile, "%s%s\\Junk.txt",PP,EFIX,P_TcMcdDir)

I/Make the system copy call string and execute it
sprintf(CopyFiles, copy Es Es 0 %s",CopyFrom,CopyTo,JunkFile); I/redirect

screen output to file that gets deleted later
systernlCopypiles)

I//end else...

I//end for(a=O .

I//end ExtractTreelist

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void FrintNewTreelist(struct TREELIST RECORD Reccrds[) , mt Count, atruct TREELIST RECORD Newfnags[I , mt
Sna000unt, ulong Treelist(
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function will simply print out the records in the array of Records[] and NewSnags[] structures. They will
always be printed out to the . . . \presecriptions\Modified\ directory. From there, Fremo can grab those
new treelist and do its thing - or any other disturbances during the same period can use these new treelist!

MOTE PROBLEM WITH SOME TREELIST NO NAVINO LIVE TREES

Having problem with episodic events fire) wipang out all the live trees and sometimes leaving a
"Live' record with a TPA of 0.0 - and that's the only live record, That tends to screw up things in
PRESIO. Presently I have fixed thia back in ApplyFofemEffects)) so go there and read notes. However, if bugs
cause problem (they currently can't because they completly kill stands but there may be problems with rounding
of very small TPA values during Apply*Bugoamage() stuff ) then something else will need to happen.

FILE OUT;

char Temp[256];

// End of variable defining

I/Create and open the Output file
sprintf (Ternp, "%s%s\\T_%lu.txt",PREFIX,P,.,ModDir,Treelist!
OUT = fopen(Temp, 'w");
if( OUT == NULL

fprintf(stderr, "Opening of Es tailed )Fr±ntNewTreelist) %s\n",Temp, strerror(errno));

//Print out all the records in the array of Records
for (a=0; a<Count;a**)

if(Records[a] .Tpa != 0 ) /"Fire will often completely kill a tree and all the data will be in
NewSnags

fprintf(OUT, "Ehu\t%hu\t%.2f\t%hu'st%hu\t%.2f\t%,2f\t%.2f\t",
Records(aJ Plot,
Records)a) Status,
Records[aj .Tpa,
Records[a3 Model,
Records[a) Report,
Records)a) .Dbh,
Records [al Height,

Records[a] Ratio

if(Records[a] Status LIVE)
fprintf)OUT, "%hu\n" ,Records[aJ Condition);

//The treelist has
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else
fprintf)OUT, '\n');

[I/end if(Records[aJ.Tpa '= U

[I/end fcr(a*O

I/Now print out those records in the array of NewSnags
for (a=O; a<SnagCount; a**)

fprintf (OUT, %hu\t%hu\t%,2f\t%hu\t%hu\t% - 2f\t%. 2f\t%. 2f\t'
Newfnaga[a] Plot,
Newlnags [a] - Status,

Newlnags[a] .Tpa,
Newsnago [a] Model,
Newinags [a] Report,
Newlnago [a] .Dbh,

NewSnags [a] Height,
Newfnags [a] Ratio

if(NewSnags[a[ Status LIVE)
fprintf(OUT, '%hu\n',Newlnaga[a] .Conditaon);

else
fprintf(OUT,

[I/end for(a=O;aafnagCount;s**(

fclose (CUT];

[I/end PrintNe*fl'reelist

/ *********************************************************************************************
jot CompareHitListcellid(const void *ptrl censt void *ptr2)
/ *********************************************************************************************

I/Just to typecast them since we aren't actually passing in pointers
struct HIT_BY_DISTURB *eleel;
Struct HIT_BY_DISTURB *elem2;

eleml * (struct HIT_BY_DISTURE *)ptrl;
deal * (struct HIT_BY_DISTURB *)ptr2;

if) elemi-eCellid a elernl-eCellid
Cellid in ascending order

return -1;
if] elemi-eCellid e elem2->Cellid

return 1;
else

return 0;
//Finished

(/ lend CoapareHittistCellid

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt CoirgareltandDataT'reelist(const void *ptrl, cons-t void *ptr2;
/ *********************************************************************************************

I/Just to typecast them since we aren't actually passing in pointers
Struct NEW_STARD_DATA *eleml;
struct NEW_STBBD_DATA *elen2

elernl = (struct ISEW_STBBD_DATA *)ptrl
deal * (struct NEW_STANU_PATA ''ptr2

if] eleml-,Treelist a eleml->Treelist
I/Sort by Treelist an ascending order

return -1;
if] elerni-eTreelist e elersl-*'Treelist

return 1;
else

return 0;
//Finished)

/ /end CompareStandOataTreelist

CUNSTRAINTS tEe

#include astdio.he
*include <stdlib.h>
#include astring.he
*include <timehO
*include amath.he
*include 'globals
*include 'data.h

//Defined in this Constraints.cpp file
mt CheckConstraintsGoall(struct ERA Era]], ulong Nolheds, mt SubEra]]);
mt CheckConstraintsGoal4(struct ERA Era]], ulong NoSheds, nt SubEra[[);

//Sort by
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mt CheektonstraintsGoall(struct ERA Era[J, ulong NSheds, mt Subtra[])
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function will check the Equivalent Roaded Acre valuo for all the sub-watersheds. If any of the watersheds
violate the threshold during any period then a FALSE return value will be gavon.

NOTE: remember that the Era values were inputted after being )*) by ERR_ERR, so the SubEra[J values reflects
that.

if it has a value of something like 25, it really means .25

or (b=O; bo (S igned) Nofheds a has)

for )x=O;xeNP;x**)

if) Eraib] .fumperiodEra[x) / Era[bJ Count a. )unsignsd)Subtra[x]
return FALSE;

I/If above ioops complete then everything is SR
return ThUE;

/ /end CheckConstraintsgoall

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

jot Checkconstrajntspoal4(struct ERA Era)], ulcng NoSheds, mt SubEra[1)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

NOTE: This is the same as Checkconstraa.ntspoall() but duplicating in case there are additional constraints for
Goal4 at a later date or if it is decided to use a different strategy.

This function will check the Equivalent Roaded AcrE value for all the sub-watersheds. If any of th watersheds
violate the threshold during any period then a FALSE return value will be given.

NOTE: remember that the Era values were inputted after being (*) by ERA_EXP, so the SubEra[J values reflects
that
if it has a value of something like 25, it really means .25
*1

mt b,x;
II

for (b=O;bs (signed)NoSheds;b.c..-)

for (x=O ; x<NF; x.-r)

if] Era[bI .SuzsPeriodEra[xJ / Era[b] Count a. unsigned)SubEra[x)
return FALSE;

//If above loops complete then everything is OK
return TRUE;

/ lend CheckConstrajntsGoal4

FLSKJSA?STUFF.

/ ************************************************************************************************************
//This PrepareFlannxsap.cpp file contains the functions that are used to prepare and run
II FtJdAP.exe within this Sa±eD.exe program.
I************************************************************************************************************
/ ************************************************************************************************************

#include <stdio.h,
#include ostdlib.h>
#include cstring.hc
(include <time.ha-
finclude cmath.hs
jinclude 'globals.h"
finclude "data.h'

End of variable defining

//Functions defined here in PrepareFlammap.cpp
lot PrepareFlaxrsnap(int period, mt weather);
void DeleteFar(int p);
lot MakeRsanflaxnrnap(int p);

mt FrepareLayerFile(int p);
jot PrepareFlaxnmapEnvt]irit p, mt w);
jot WhichflammapOutputs]int p);
void InOutFlasntsapResults(jnt p. mt Status); //Used after any Period run of Flazarsap
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mt b,x;
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I/defined in Misc.cpp
extern void CleanAndSave)int Per, mt Program, mt Status);

I/defined in ReadData.cpp
extern long Checkllsader(int File)

/ *************************************************************************************************
mt PrepareFlarnmap)int period, mt weather)
/ *************************************************************************************************

I/REMEMBER: PrepareFlammap doesn't get called if *defined RERUN_SIN so is oh to delete any far files found

DeleteFar(period); //Delete any far file created by Flammap during previous
Simulation

if) MakeRunflasnsap)period)

if) PreparoLayerFile)period)

if) PreparsplammapEnvt)eriod,weather!

if) WhichFlamapoutputs(period)

return TRUE;

return FALSE;

/ *************************************************************************************************
void DeleteFar(int p)
/ *************************************************************************************************

Called up at three different times.
First: Before and After any run of Flasusap during RunPrediotedFlarnmap()
Second: During a simulation period, if the simulation is not *defined RERUN_SIN then this is

called before a run of FLANNAP for that period.
Third: During a simulation period, after a run of FARSITE, if not *defined RERUN_SIN and

also not #defined SAVE FOR_RF,UN

FARSIPE and FLAS{AP will use this Layers.far fife if it is there.

char ToDelete [256];
FILE 5t;

// End of variable definin---------------------------------------

//File to cheek if exist
sprintf)Toflelete, '%s%s%d\\per%d\\layers far", PREFIX, INPUTS,SOAL_TO_USE,p)

if) )t = fopen)ToDelete, Or")) 1= NULL) //open the layers.far
file in READ mode to see if it exist

fclose(t)

sprintf)ToDelete, 'del %s%s%d\\per%d\\layero.far",PREFlX,INPUTS, SOAL_TC_USE,p); i/reusing the Totelete
array!

system(ToDelete);

>//end DeleteFar

/ *************************************************************************************************
jot MakeRunfla*smap(int p)
/ *************************************************************************************************

//Make the RURFLM{AP.BAT file needed by Flammap - on the fly

FILE epenRrite;
char WriteOut[150J;

char LayerFile[l5O]
char EnvtFile[l501
char Flammap_Outputs)150]

II End of variable defining

//String together the current period directory path and the appropriate file names
sprintf(LayerFile, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\layers. tat", PREFIX, INPUTS,GOALTOUSR,p);
sprintf(Envtpile, %s%s%d\\per%d\\flammap_envt,txt" PREFIX, INPUTS,IJOAL_TO_USE,p);
sprintf)Flas'map_outputs, %s%s%d\\per%d\\flammap_oul. txt" ,PREFIX, OUTF!JTS,SCAL_TC_USE,p)
sprjntflwriteout, %s%s%d\\per%d\\runflaemap,bat" PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_TD_USE,p)

Openwrite = fopen)Writetut, "w"); //open in write
mode
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II End of variable defining

I/Make the names of files dependent upon the current period
sprintf(Fuelpile, "%s%s%d\\Oer%d\\fuel.asc',PREFcX, INPUTS,50AL.TO_USE,p)
sprintf[ClosureFile, "%s%s%d"\per%dficlosure.aac' ,PREFIX,INPUTS,GOAL_TO_U5E,p)
Closurepnits[l0J = "oat';
sprintf(HeightFile, '%s%s%d",\per%dfiheight asc' PREFIX, INPUTS,00AL TO USE,p)
HeightUnits[lO[ = "feet'
sprintf(BLCFi1e, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\blc,asc",PREFIX, ItOPUTS,GDALTOUSE,p
char BLCTJnits[l0[ = "feet";
sprintf(CBDFile, '%s%s%d's\per%d\\cbd.asc' ,PREPIX, INPtJTS,GC'AL_TO_USE,p;
char CEDUnits[SI] = "kgper_m3';

I/Now create the new LAYERS.TXT file for the current period
sprintf(SJriteOut, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\lmyers.txt" ,FREFIX, INPUTS.GOAL._TO_USE,p);

OpenWrite = fopen(WriteOut, "w"
mode

fprintf (OpenWrite,
fprintf (Openwrite,
fprintf (Openwrite,
fprintf (OpenWrite,
fprintf (Openwrite,
fprintf (Openwrite,
fprintf (Openwrite,
tprintf (OpenErite,

#i fdef APPLEGATE_PROJECT
fprintf (OpenWrite,

Selif defined [FROHEWORK_PROJECT)
fprintf (OpenWrite,

*endif
Opt intO (OpenWrite,

fclose(Open5ftite(;

return TRUE;

"%s%sfielev%sssc \t\t%s'u-' , FREFIX,Constantlnput,ENVT,EUnits);
"%s%s\\slope%s.asc \t\t%s\n' , PREFIX,Constantlnput,ENVT,SUnits)
"%S%S',\aSpect%saec \t';t'sn' , PREFIX.Censtantlnput,ENVT)
Os \t't\n', FuelFile);
"Os \t\t\t\t\t%s\n", CloeureFile,Cloaureunits);
Os \t\tI\t\t\t%s\n", HeightPile,Heightunits)
"Os \t\tI\t\t\t%s\n", RLCFiSC,RLCUnita);
"Os \t\tQ\t\t\t%s\n", CBDFiSe,CSDUnits);

'Os \t\t\t';t\t42',o" , LatFile)

Os \t't\t\t't37 n", Latpile)

'Os \t\t';t\t\t5E\n", Grid,GridUnits);

I*************************************************************************************************
mt PrepareFlammapEnvt(int p. mt w)
/ *************************************************************************************************

I/The flaxnmap_envt.txt file called by Flanasap specifies some files that Flammap will
I/use to set up the general parameters. We are going to need to change which FuelMoisturepile
I/uses [based on whether it is a drought year or not).
//There may be additional reasons to change certain files at a later time.

I/This file DOES NOT need to exist. It will be created from scratch using the data from below.
char frss[20]="FUELMOISTURE FILE
char CustomFuel [256)
char WetFMFile [250);
char NodFNFile[256[
char DroFOOFile[256J

//open in write
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fprintf[Openwrjte, %s%s -L 55 -E Os -O
%s\n',PREFIX,FlammapName,LayerFi1e,EnvtFj1e,plansrap Outputs)

fcluse)OpenWrite)

return TRUE;

I *************************************************************************************************
tnt PrepareLayerFile(int p[
/ *************************************************************************************************

I/The layers.txt file called by Flammap specifies the files that Flammap AND Farrite will
I/use for the landscape parameters. We are going to have to specify that the
II HEIGHT, FUEL, BLC, DSP, and CLOSURE files are located in the current period directory
I/and the ELEV, SLOPE, and ASPECT files are in the constant directory.

I/This file DOES NOT need to exist. It will be created from scratoh using the datg from below.

I/This layers.txt file will ALSO be used by Fgrsite during its run in this period.

char WriteOut[50[;
FILE *OpenWrite;

char FuelFile [50);
char Closurepile [50)
char HeightFile[50]
char BLCFi1e[50[;
char CBDFils[50[;

char EUnits[lOJ * "meters';
char SUnits[lO[ * "degrees;
char LatFile[lS[ "LATITUDE';
char Grid[l5[ = "GRIO_UNITS',

GridUnits [10)

char

char



period

I/Use these to copy whichever of the above we want to a consistent output string name
char WriteOut[256];
char OutMoisture[256]

FILE *Openwrite.

End of variable defining

I/Put together all the filenames
sprintf)CustomFuel, %s%s:\%s._flammap.fxd* ,PREFIX,00nstxntlnput, SHORT_NAME)
sprintf)WetFMFile, "%s%s\",%s_wet. fins' PREFIX, Constantlnput, SHORT_NAME)
sprintf)NodFMFile, "%s%s\\%s_mod. fins' ,PREF*IX, Constantlnput, SHORT_NAME)
sprintf)DroFNFile, "%s%s\\%s_dro. fms' ,PREFIX, Constantlnput, SHORT lAME)

I/Now determine which of the files are going to be used
i±)w 1)

strcpy(OutMoisture, WetFMFile)
else if)w == 2)

strcpy)OutMoisture, ModFMFile)
else

strcpy)OutMoisture, DroFMFile)

//21 FEB 00 - Bernie indicated we should ALWAYS run FLAIBOAP with drought weather - let's reset here
aprintf)OutMoisture, 'Es' ,DroFMFile)

I/Create a string with the actual envt.txt file name with the full directory path
sprintt)Writeout, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\flammapenvt.txt' ,PREFIX, INPUTS,00AL_TO_USE,p);

Openwrite = fopen
fprintf )OpenWrite
±printt )OpenWrite
fprintf )OpenWrite

default far now
fprintf )OpenWrite

could use Azimuth degrees
tcloae )OpenMrite)

return TRUE;

)Writeput,
*FUEL_MOISTTJRE\t\t\t%s\n*, OutMoisture)
"CUSTOM_FUEL_MODELS\t\t%s',n" , CustomFuel);
'WIND SPEED\t\t\tlO\n'

'WIND_DIRECTION\t\t\tUPHILL\n"); //UPHILL is a default -

/ *************************************************************************************************
mt VzhichFlawrnapoutputs)int p)
/ *************************************************************************************************

/* This function will create the file 'Dri'.'e":\model\outputs\per\f1ammap_out.txt which simply
has a list of files that are wanted from the Flammap program. The possible list in that
described in the Flarrssap help. The suffix )_out.txt) will be stripped off the name by Flamrnap and the
remaining will be used as the "basename' for what grids it generates - thus we
will always created tiles such as' ...\perl\flan'map.fml for a flame length grid), etc..

FILE 5OpenWrite;
char WriteOut[50]
char Gridl[1O] =

are wanted.

// End of variable defining

//Make WriteOut dependent. on the current period
sprintf)WriteOut, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\flnasnap_out.txt',PREFIX,OUTPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE,p);

OpenWrite * fopen)WriteOut, 'w') I/open in write mode
fprintf)Openwrite, "%s\n" ,Gridl)

fclose)OpenWrite)

return TRUE;
)//end llhichFlammapOutputs)int p)

/ *************************************************************************************************
void InoutFlacnraapResults)int p. jut Status)
/ *************************************************************************************************

This function will open the current period run of Flannmap, which produces an output flame height
file called FLAImIAP.FP0. in the . . . \outputs\per°\ directory. That file has values that are in meters
and this function will convert those values to the closest feet integer value. They will then be
exported back onto the hard drive and saved, for mapping, as either p_flammap.asc or flammap,asc
Predicted or Actual) - the original F1*nnmap.frsl file will be deleted to save space

REMEIER - Flarmnap says it has a NODATA value of -1 but that is NOT true and Mark Finney is aware of the problem.
ffhat really happens is that a 0 )eero) gets placed in those cells with NODATA, so by using Cellid as the
template I can tell which cells are really suppose to be NODATA and which are suppose to have a value of 0.

I/NEW 5 Nov 99: Delete the Flminap generated * FIlL file after inputting data

FILE °READ_FLAIBfRP, WriteF1ammap;
char FlamreapFile[250]

II is a WET

II is a MODEP.ATE period

//open in write mode

I/it is a
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char garbage[lOO]=
mt Row,Column;
double xli. yii, junk;
mt rcHowMany,ctr;
mt *ptr link'
char Temp[l5O]=";

long CellTestvslue;
double FlammapTestvalue;
long mt FlammapNodata;
ushort FlammapConvertTest;
ushort *ptr_flalnmap, *ptr_grjdcolumn;

FILE *DIN;
char InFile[256];
long CellidND;
from CheckHeacler(( for Cellici - it is reused

//Variable for writing the output files
mt *ptrsrp; I/Starting Row Position
ushort 5ptrcolamn
mt ColumnsLeft;
ushort StartColuxnn, OutColuxnn;

II End of variable defining

printf)" Preparing to import and export the FLA1fNAP flame heights (import in meters, export an FEET una,ts(\n"(;
puts)

7/Instead of storing all Predicted and Actual flammap values in Data * - fill this up and spit out
ushort (5FlaemapValue) = new ushort [JNIQUE];
if)Flammapvalue == NULL)

printf)'There was NOT enough memory for Flammapvalue with flu elements\n'UNIQUE(;

//Initialize the Flammapvalue array, which will get filled with Flarssap values using Cellid,hin as a guide
//to indicate those cells which were originally NODATA (because of nodata problem with Flammap(
memset( Flammapvalue, 0, sizeof(FlarssapValue[O]) * UNIQUE);

//Create a string to hold the name of the current input Flammapfml file
sprintf)FlaemapFile, %s%s%d\\per%d\\flsmmap,fml",FREFIX,OUTPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE,p(

/7 OPEN AND READ THE CELLID DATA (again)

7/Create a temporary array to store the input Cellid binary data, 'which has data for every cell
float )*TempCellid)(COLUNNS] = new floatiROWS] [COLUNESI; //ROWS*COLUODIS ix how many elements arc in the initial
grid/binary file
if (TempCellid NULL)

printf)"There was HOT enough memory f or TempCellid with flu elements\n,ROWS*COLI/PINS);

7/Initialize the TempCellid array
memset) TempCellid, 0, uizeot(Templellid[0] (0]; * ROWS * COLUNUS)

7/Check the header data associated with this binary file and get the returned NODATA value
CellidND = CheokHeader)0);

/ /**5555read in every element of the Cellid data and store in the Temptellid array
sprintf)InFile, "%s%s',\cellid_%s,bin",PREFIX,Constantlnput,ENVT)
DIN = fopen)InFile, 'rb"

if) fread)TempCellid,sizeof(TempCellid( ,SOWS*COLUNNS,BIN) 1= ROWSCOLIJNNS( ,'/Tempcellid is only a pointer;;
Bailout (66)

else
printf)'Binary file Es OK**\n*,InFile(;

fclose (BIN);

// OPEN 0,000 READ THE FLANMAP,FNL FOEADEP. DATA
REAP_FLANMAP = fopen)FlarzmapFile, 'r"
if (READ,_FLONMAP == NULL)

fprintf)stderr, opening of Es failed %s\n", Flammapfile, strerrer(errnoH;

//use the xli and vU later on as Error Checkers
fscanf)READ_FLANMAP, %s %,0 Es Ed Es Elf Es Elf Es Elf Es %ld", garbage, iCelumn,

garbage, 10mw, garbage, lxii, garbage, &yll,garbage,&junk, garhage,&Flana*apNedata)

7/Do some error checking and bail if input data is not correct
if(Coluinn == COLtThDIS 11 Row ROWS)

printf)Rows and columns for FLAI4MAP.fml are
else

Bailout (42
I/Do some error checking and bail if input data is not correct
if) int)xll) == XLL && int(yll) == YLL(

printt("X and Y origin for FL000IAP.fml are OEm")
else

Bailout (43

// EAd of reading header data for files

for(r=i;re=R0WS; r**)

//hold the returned NoData value
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array

ptr_link = &link[r-l] [1]; //This was originally filled during Reads±narytiles()
HowNany = *(ptrlink+J);

fer{c=l;c<=COLIYNUS;c++) I/c is the current column ( to search for in Data.GridColuxnn

//Use the TempCellid(.] t] us the teroplate" - if it has a value, then input
I/the data found in Flssaerapfml (after converting to the closest feet value)

I/First scan everyone in - one at a time so they all are err the same cell
CellTestValue = (long)Tempcellid[r-1J(c-1];
fscanf(READFhurSOAP, "%lf", &FlarornapTestValue);

if(CellTestvalue CellidNt( //This is a VALID cell

I/convert the flammap value
FlaroreapconvertTest = (ushort) floor) )FlarnrsapTestValue*M2FT) -- 5));

//Set pointer where this grid row starts in the Data. * array and in the Flaornapvalue

ptr_srp =
HowNany =
StartColumn =
ptr_column =
ptr_flarnmap =

ptr_gridcolursn = &Duta.GridColuurn[))ptr_link)-lJ
ptr_tlarmsap = &FlammapValue [ ptr_link) -lJ;

I/look for this specific GridColusrn in the Data.GridColumn array
F or ( c tr=O; c troHcwMany ; c trxx

if))ptr_gridcolumn == )ushort)o) //found it

*ptrflaumap = FlarnrsapConvertTest;
break;

//otherwise increment everything
ptr_gridcolunm**;
ptr...flammap-r*;

)//end tor(ctr=O;ctroHowMany;ctr-.c(

)//end if(CellTeotvalue Cellr,Todata(
)//end for(c=l;c<=COLUMI'IS;c**)

)//end for(r=l;rs=RCWS;r**)

//close the file
fclose(RED_FLASThIAP);

I/Delete the TempCellid array from free store
delete H TeaipCellid;

II
II Delete the flarnmap.frsl file
sprintf(FlaamsapFile, "del %s%s%d\\per%d\\flarrrnap.fml',PREFIX,OUTPUTS,GDAL_TO_UIE.p); //Tag on the
DELETE system command!
system(FlaxmaapFile);

/I
1* Ok, the data is now stored in FlamrsapValue[], so just spit those values back out into an
appropriately named file (either p_ usc for predicted values, or * .asc for actual values)
*/

I/Make the correct output file nurse
if (Status == ACTUAL)

sprintS (FlammapFile, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\flursmup.asc",PRRFIX,DUTPUTS,QOAL_TO_USE,p)
else

sprintf(FlarnmapFile, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\pflarr*sap.asc",PREFIX,OUTPUTS,OOAL_TO_USE,p)

I/open up the files to write to
WriteFlammap = fopen)FlarsrsapFile, 'w')
if )WriteFlarrrmap == NULL)

fprintf(stderr, "opening of is failed; %s\n", FlammapFile, strerror)errnoH;

//write out the header data
fprintf(WriteFlammap, "ncols\t\t%d\n' COLURNS);
fprintf(Writeplaramap, 'nrows\t\t%d\n' ROWS);
fprintf(WriteFlaramap, "xllcorner\t%.6lf\n" ,FXLL)
fprintf(Writeplarwaap, yllcorner\t%.6lf\n ,F_YLL)
fprintf(WriteFlaeurrap, cellsize\t%d';n' CELLSIZE)
fprintt (WritaFlaramap, "NODATA_value\tid\n" NODATA);

for (r=l rx=ROWS; r++)

&link[r-l] [1]
* (ptr_srp-*l)
Data.GridColursn[)5ptr_srp)-l(
&Data.GridCclursn[)*ptr_srp)_l(
&FlummapValue [ ptrsrp) -1)

//not a pOintcr

//If the whole row is blank, print out NODATA and goto next row
jf( *ptrsrp == FALSE ) //means a eero was left in this spot during NakeLink

for (c=l; cs*COLUf1NS; oCr)
tprintf)WriteFlarsmap, 'Ed ",NDDATA);
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*include <stdio.hr
*include <stdlib.hc
*include <string.hr
*include <math.hc
*include <timehr
*include "globals.h"
*include data.h
ii

i/put in new lines
fprintf(WriteFlammap, '\n'

Continue; I/goto next row

//print out NODATA for those cells before data starts
for)ccl;celtartCotumn; c++)

fprintf)WriteFlsmmap, '%d ",NODATA);

I/set some counters
OutColumn StartColuznn;
ctr C;

I/print out values for area on landscape by checking
//value in Data.GridColumn to match it with CutColun'n value
do C

if(°ptr_coluisri == OutColumn)

else

)while(ctr HowMany

I/Check to see how many columns are left to do
ColurnnsLeft = COLUNNS - OutColmrx-l);

if)Colurnnsteft == 0)

Sprintf WriteFlammap, '

continue; //go to next row

I/print out NODATA for those cells after the data that are left
for )c=D ; csColurnnsLeft; c++

fprintf (Writetlamrssp, ' Cd ' NCDATA)

I/put in a new line
fprintt (IfriteFlearmap, '

C//end of for)r=l;re=RCWS;r**)

fclose )HriteFlaesnap);

//Delete the FlammapValue array on free store
delete [C FlaxnrnapValue;

//end InOutFiammapResults

FI?.EEFFECTS CPP

/* This code will apply the effects from a fire to our landscape by finding those stands that were "hit" and
modifying
their treelist thus creating new treelist br every stand that was hit. Afterwards PREMC will need to be recalled

re-optimize those stand prescriptions before the landscape re-optimization takes place.
ci

//defined in rtain.cpp
extern ulong NATLN;

//define in Mise.cpp
extern void DeleteToModify)void)

fprintf)WriteFlammap, "%hu ", *ptr_flammap)

ptr_flammap+*
ptr_ecluew-.-*;
OutColumn++;
ctr*+;

i/print out NODATA for the 'gaps"

fprintf(XriteFlammap, "Cd ',NODATA)
OutColumncc;

EXTERNALS

//defined in CoarseonDisturbance
extern void ExtractTreelist)atruct TREEL,IST_FOR_PRENO TP)], mt Count, mt Per, ulong FTL);
extern void PrjntNewTreelist)struct TREELIST_RECORD Records[], mt Count, struot TREELIST_RECOP.D NewSnags[],

mt SnagCount, ulong
Treelist);
extern void UpdateDataTreelist(struct HIT_BY_DISTURB AllHit[], mt AilCount);
extern void UpdateDatawithNewStandtata)struct NIT_BY_DISTURB Hittist[J, mt HitCount, struct NEW_STEAD_DATA SD],
mt Unique, jot Per);

//defined in StandData.cpp
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extern void StandDstsController)struct NEW_STAND_DATA SD[) , mt Count, struct TREELIST RECORD Records[] mt
Moflecords
extern void CalculatelndividualBasallanopyNidth)struct TREELIST RECORD Records[], mt NoRecords);

I/defined in Readflatacpp
extern long CheckHeader)int File);

II INTERNALS

I/Declare functions used in this code
mt ApplyFireDisturbance)jnt period, ulong FTTP);
mt CountFireHit(int per);
jot FillFireHitlist(struct HIT_BY_DISTURB HitList)) , mt Per);
lot CountuniqueFireflits)struct HIT_BY_DISTURB HitList[] , mt Count);
mt FillUniqueFireStructures)struct UNIQUE_FIRE UniqueList)) , struct TREELIST_FOR_PRENO ToPremo[J

struct I-IIT_BY_DISTTJRB HitLiCt[] jOt Count);
vojd ApplyFireSeverityCalculateStandpata)struct UNIQUE_FIRE UI)), jot Count, struct NEW_STAND_DATA StandData[]);
jot Flamelnterval)int f_feet);
vojd FillFoferc)struct FOFEM_MATRIX *FofeR)
jot ApplyFofemBffects)struct TREELIST RECORD Records[) , mt Count, struct TREELIST_RECORD NewSnags[]

mt SoagCount, struct FOFEN_MATRIX 5Fofem, tnt
Interval, struct NEW_STAND_DATA *ptrsd);
jot CompareflitlistForFlame)const void *ptrl, const void 5ptr2);
vojd DouhleCheckVegcodes void);
/**************************************************************************************************************
/ **************************************************************************************************************

// Controlling Suction
/ ***************************************************************
jot ApplyfireDisturhance)int period, ulong FIT?)
/***************************************************************

jnt a=O;
jot Actualfer, Arrayfer;
jot Count, Records, Unique, Unique2;

//For Time information
clock_t Start, Finish;
double Duration;
//

Actualper = period;
Arrayfer = period - 1;

End of variable defining

//COuflt up how many cells were hit by fire this period
Count = CountFireflit)Actualper);
prjntf)'\n\nFor Period %d, just counted %d cells that were hit by fire, for .Ilf
acres\n" , ActualPer, Count, C0unt5ACREEQ)

//Prjnt out the number of sores hit
PrjntToStat)5, Count);

I/If there are no cells getting hit by fire, then juSt return back to main
if) Count *= FALSE

printf)"! ! There were NO cells hit by fire - skipping FIRE DISTURBANCE routines )

return TRUE;

//create an array of structures on the free store to hold info on all the cells being hit
struct HIT_BY_DISTURB )*jj5) new struct HIT_BY_DISTURB[Count];
if) Hittist == NULL

printf)"Problems allocating memory for HitList[) with %d reccrds\n',Count);

//Initialize
memset) HitList, 0, sizeof)struct HIT_BY_DISTURB * Count);

I/Fill up the array of HjtList structures
Records = FillFjreHjtLjst)HitList, ActualPer)
if)Records = Count)

Bailout)77)

//sort those records by; Treelist-goal-Hold-Intervsl
printf)'\nqetting ready to sort the stands by Treelist-Goal-Hold-Interval this will take awhile for %lu
cells\,n\n" ,Count)
Start clock));

mgscrt)
/ /base

record

Count,
//count of records
sizeof) struct HIT_BY_DISTURB),

0, Count-i,
,;,;current division ) always; 5, Count-1

CorspareHitListForFlame
function

Finish = clock));
Duration = ) double) Finish-Start) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC
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I/Count up how many of those records in HitList are actually unique combinations of Treelist-dcal-Hold-Interval
Unique = CountUniqueFireHits(HitList,Count)
printf) There were actually %d unique records that were hit by FIRE this period run\n" Unique)

Create 3 different structures to hold various information may share some common data, but are packaged
different)
Each of these 3 will hold information ONLY for those unique combinations of Treelist-Noal-Hcld-Interval

- an array of structures to hold data pertaining to which fire interval and T-G-H combination, and treelist
values
2 - an array of structures to hold old and new treelist values to use when period is over and need to make new
Frerso calls

3 - an array of structures to hold new Stand Data that will need to be updated in the Data * arrays BEFORE next
disturbance

Struct UNIQUE FIRE (*Uniquebist) = new struct UNIQUE_FIRE)Uniqore];
struct TREELIST_FOR_PREMO(*Topremo) = new struct TREELIST_FOR_FREMQ[Uniquej;
struct NEW_STAND_DATA(*StandData) new struct NER_STAND_DATA[Uniquej;
if) UniqueList == NULL

printf)Problems allocating memory for UniqueList[] with %d records\n",Unique);
if) ToPrerso == NULL

printt(Problems allocating memory for Toprersc[J with %d records\n",Unique);
if( StandData NULL

printf("Problems allocating memory for StandData[] 'with %d records\n",Unique);
//Initialize
memset( UniqueList, 5, sizeof(struct UNIQUE_FIRE) 0 Unique);
memset) ToPremo, 0, sizeof)struct TRERLIST_FOR_FREMO) * Unique);

memset) EtandData, 0, sizeof(struct NEW_STAND_DATA) * Unique);

//Fill up the tfniqueList and Topremo structures and make sure same of records processed
Unigue2 = FillUniquefireStructures(Uniquelist,ToPremo,HitList,Count)
if(Unique2 Unique)

Bailout ( 90)

I/Update the treelist values in Data.Treelist[]
UpdateDataTreelist (HitList, Count) I/REMEMBER - HitList will
be sorted by CELLID after this

//Extract the current period treelist from the appropriate prescriptions or copy from the \modified\ directory
ExtractTreelist(Topremo,Unique,ActualPer, FTTP)

I/Now apply the severity to those treelist just extracted
ApplyFireteverityCalculateStandData(UniqueList, Unique, StandData);

I/Now that Standpata is filled up, send off with HitList which must be sorted by CELLID) to modify the data in the
Data[] arrays
UpdateflataNithNewStandpatalHitList, Count, StandData, Unique, Arrayfer)

//Delete all the treelist files in the ToModify directory since they have been modified and now sit in \Modified\
directory
DeleteToModifyO;

//Doublecheckvegcodes();

//Delete stuff on free Store
delete [] Hitbist;
delete H UniqueList;
delete [] ToPremu;
delete [] StandData;

return TRUE;
I/ / end ApplyFireDisturbance

/ ******************************************************************************************************************
void ApplyFireseverityCalculateStandData(struct UNIQUE_FIRE UL[], mt Count, struct NEW_STAND_DATA StandData[))
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function will take each of the records in the array of UL(] structures, find the extracted
treelist which is Sitting in the . \prescriptions\ToModify\* directory (with the label
T_"NewTreelist" .txt . Each treelist will be read in, stored in some fashion,
and then specific FQF0 mortality functions will come into play as a function of the Flame Length Interval
which caused the treelist to get created as a unique combination in the first place.
*1

FILE *1W;

char Temp(256];

mt a, b, ReadEtatus, NoRecords, NewSnagCcunt;
ulong Treelist;
ushort Interval;

ushort Plot, Status, Model, Report, Condition;
float Tpa, Dbh, Height, Ratio;
struct NEN_STAND_DATA °ptr_sd;

// End of variable defining

printf(\ncce Starting to apply Specific FOFEM effects to the Rd unique stands hit by fire "n",Count);
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I/First thing, allocate memory for the FOFEIS coefficients - scrta tedundant to do every period but is quirk
struct FOFEM_MATRIX )*Fofem) = new struct FOFEM MATRIX;
if Ref em NULL)

printf)'Problems allocating memory for a FOFEMMATIX structure\n');

I/Initialize the Fofem structure
memset(Fcfem, 0, sizeof)struct FOFEM_MATFIX)

I/Fill the Fofem structure up with the correct coefficients
FillFofem)Fofem);

I/Start a loop to do this for every record in the array of UI. structures
for )a=0 aoCount; a**)

I/Set a pointer to the current StandData[J spate
ptr_sd &StandData[a];

//Grab the data that will identify the file needed in the - \ToModify\* directory
Treelist = UL[a]NewTreelist;

//Create a string to held the filename - Always in the ToMedDir
sprinti (Temp. %s%s\\T_%lu.txt' PP.EFIX,p_ToModDirTreelist(

//Open the file for reading
IN = fopen)Temp, "rfl)

if) IN == NULL,
fprintf)stderr, Opening of As failed (ApplyFireSeverity( %s\n',Temp, strerrer)errne)(

//Go through the file and count how many lines(records) there actually are
NoRecords=0;
while) Readttatus fscanf)IN, %hu %hu %f %hu %hu Sf Sf Sf ,&Plot&Status,

&Tpa,&Nodel,&Report,&Dbh,&Height,&Ratio) != ElF)

NoRecords*#;
if (Status LIVE) //Not a live tree so it will also have a code fot the Condition

fscanf(IN, 'Shu', &Condition(;
)//end while) Read5tatus

I/Rewind back to the beginning of the file
rewind)IN);

//prrntf('There were Ad lines in T_%lutxt\n'NoRecordsTreelist);

//Allocate free store memory for NoRecords amount of TREELIST_RECORO structures
struct TREEL,IST_RECORD (Records) = new struct TREELIST_RECORD[NoRecords)
if (Records == NULL)

printf)'Problems allocating memory for Records[J with Ad records\n,NoRecords),

//Initialize
memset( Records, 0, sizeof)struct TREELIST_RECORD( * NoRecords);

I/Also allocate memory to hold data for NewSnags created (a fire may Create snags for every record except
those that are already Snags and DEl)

struCt TREEL,IST_RECORD(*NewSnags) new struct TREELIST RECORDfNoRecords)
if(Newfnags == NULL)

printf('Problems allocating memory for NeuSnags)] with Ad recsrds\n, NcReccrds(;

//Go through the current tile again and fill up the array of Records
for (bet b<NcRecords ; b**)

fscanf(IN,'%hu Rho Sf Rho Rho %f Sf Sf',&Records[bJ.Plot, &Records[b]Status, &Records[b)Tpa,
&Records [b] .Model,

&Pecords[b) Report, &Records)b] Dbh,
&Records[b] Height, &Records[b] Ratio)

if (Reccrds[b) Status 1)

fscanf )TN ' Rho' &Records [b] Condition)

)//end for)b=0

I/Close the treelist file
fcicse)IN)

I/Send the current Records off to get individual basal area calculated - needed here to track specific
mortality for analysis

CalculatelndjvjdualBasalcanopywidth)Records NoRecords(

I/Get the current Interval associated with this record
Interval = UL[a]Interval;

//Reset the NewSnagCount
NewSnagCount 0;

//Send the data off to have FOFEM effects applied
HewSnagCount = ApplyFofemEffects)Records, NoRecords, NewSnags, NewSnsgCount, Fofem, Interval, ptr_sd(

I/Print out the records in Records)) and NewSnags[}
PrintNewTreelist(Records,NoRecordsNewSnags,NewSnagCcunt, Treelist)

//Store the treelist value in Standpata
Standpata(a] .Treelist = Treelist;
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//Calculate new landscape mettics fuel, closure, height, blc, cbd
StandDataContrnller(StandData, a, Records, MoRecords)

//delete stuff on free store
delete H Records;
delete 1] MowSnags;

)//end fr(a=0

//Lastly, delete the Fofers structure
delete [] Fofem;

)//End ApplyFireSeverity

I****************************************************************************************************
mt ApplyFofemEffects)struct TREELIST RECORD Records[] mt Count, struct TREELIST RECORD NewSnagS[]

jOt SnagCount, otruot FOFEM_MATRIX *Fofem, mt Interval, struct
NEW_STJrSD_DATA °ptrsd)
/ ****************************************************************************************************

Look at all the individual records currently in the array of Records structureS Depending on the
flares length interval that was passed in, apply a particular FOFRM coefficient to that reocrd

For those newly created snags, put that information in the array of RewSnags structures

mt a, DbhRow, FiarseColumn, SaveSpot;
float MortTpa, RernainTpa, StandMortgasal*0, StandwortEigTrees*0
double *ptrfofem;
struct TREELIST_RECORD SaveRecord;
struct TREELIST_RECORD *ptr record *ptr snag, *ptrsaver510rd;
mt AireadySavedone*FALEE, HadEeverewortality=FALSE;
mt Fix;
// End of variable defining

//Start a icop to look at each record in the array of Records structures
for )a=0; account; a**)

//Must be a live tree
if (Records [a] Status == LIVE

I/Figure out which DEll row in the Fofer, otructure arrayo to use
//The arrays have rows for DEH's: 1,2,4,5,0,10 40 (array subscript 0-20)
if(Records[a]Dbh 02)

DbhRow =
else

DbhRow = )int)floor)Records[a].Dbh / 2);

if(DbhRow c 20) ,' rOust use values for those with DEll of 40
DbhRow = 20;

//Figure out which Interval column in the Fofem structure arrays to use
I/The Interval variable should already be a multiple of 2 - generated in Flamelnterval))

function
I/The arrays in the Foferri structure have columns for Intervals: 2,4,6,0. - 16 (array subscript

FlarseColursn * (Interval / 2) - 1;
if(FlameColumn > 7) //this is a flare of over 16' - just use the 16' effects

FlarneColumn 7;

I/Put a pointer at the appropriate FDFEM array to get the Mortality Coefficient
I/associated for the Species, given its DSH, and the current Flame Interval.
I/Check to make sure the Model code io valid
if (Records[aJ Model o 9)

Bailout )33)

switch(Records[aJ Model) //This is the "model code" reported by Promo

case 0: ptr_fofers = &Fofero-,BO[DbhRow] [FlameColumn[; break;

case 1; ptr_fofers = &Fofero-,DF[DbhRow] [FlameColumn]; break;

case 2: ptr.fofero = &Fofern-,DF[DbhRow] [Flaoelolumn); break;

case 3; ptr_fofero = &Fofers-,PP [DbhRow] [FlameColumn] ; break;

case 4: ptr_fofero = &Fofero->M06[DbhRow][Flamecclumn]; break;

case 5; ptr_fofem = f,Fofero-oPPtDbhRow][Flarnecolumn]; break;

case 6: ptr_fofesr &Fofero-ot'fF[DbhRow] [FlarueColursn]; break;

case 7: ptr_fofern = &Fofero-eSP[DbhRow] [FlaroeColumnj; break;

case B: ptr_fofers = &Fofeni->H0'[[DbhRowj [FlaioeColurnn[; break;

case 9: ptr_fofesr &Fofem->'6F[DbhRow[[FlameColumn]; break;

I/Use the BC

I/Use the DF

/ /Use the DF

I/Use the PP

I/Use the HR

//Use the PP

the WE

//Use the SF

//Use the HR

the RE
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the TPA

inherit

indicate

by the

with

Oeterrsine the FOFOM mortality for a record - that is, if ptr_fofem is .9, then 90% of

associated with the current record will die and turn into snags. These trees will

the same attributes as before death)dbh,height,orown) and will get a new code to

what the "condition" is and a new Status value. The remaining trees not affected

mortality percentage (i.e. 10% of the TPA from the above example) will be outputted

anew TEA and the same attributes )dbh,height,erown) as before.

i/Set a pointer here to make it easier to copy over data into NewSnags))
ptr_record = &Records)aJ;
ptr snag = &NewSnags[SnagCount];

//Calculate the MortTpa and the RemainTpa;
MortTpa = (float)) )5ptr totem) * Reeords[a] .Tpa)
Rcmainrpa = Records)aJ .Tpa - MortTpa;

//Calculate the BasalArea mortality
StandMortBasal c= (XortTpa * Records[a] Basal);

//Track those trees 0= 30' DEN and the total number killed
if)Records[sJ.Dbh 0= BIG_TREESIZE

StandlScrtBigTrees *.- MortTpa * (flsat)ACREEQ;
,','convert to an actual number

//Put the RemajnTpa back into the current record
Records [a] .Tpa = RemainTpa;

//copy over the current record from Re! !rds to the appropriate NewSnag record
rnemcpy(ptr_snag, ptr_recsrd, sizeol(struct TREELIST_RECORD)

i/If the mortality was 100% just zero out the whole record PrintNewTreelist)) won't
print those with TPA == S.0

if) 5ptr_fofem 1)

HadSevereMcrtality = TRUE;

ii**********************PART I of no live trees fix

i/Save the first record that gets completely wiped out - may need to
reinsert if no LIVE trees at end

if(AlreadySavedone == FALSE)

//Place pointer at the SaveRecord structure
ptr_saverecsrd = &Savekecord;
//Copy current data from Records to SaveNecord
rnemcpy)ptr_saverecord, ptr_record, sizecf)struct TREELIST_RECORD)

//Remember where this record is in the array sO structures
SaveSpot = a;
I/Put the original TPA back in - remember, only doing this for

one record so although BOGUS, it's livable as a lix
ptr_saverecsrd-sTpa = NortTpa*l; //just because these are

usually very small stands and I think rounding problems
Alreadylavedone = TRUE;

/ *************************end Part I fix

//Always reset the current record to zero if complete mortality from FOFEM
memset)ptr record, 0, cizeof)struct TREELIST_ROCORD)

//However, some values in NewSnags[] 'are wrong fill with correct values
EewSnags[Snagtsunt] Status = SNAG;
NewSnsgs[SnagCcuntj.Tpa = MortTpa;
EewSnags)SnagCsunt) Condition = 1; i/Condition csde for a

new snag - may want to change since it was a fire?

//Increment SnagCount to track the total number of snags create
SnagCount**;

C//end if Records[a) Status == LIVE)

C//end for(a=0

i/Cumulative track the Stand Basal Area Mortality & the Big Trees Killed
ptr_sd-eBasalAreaxilled *- EtandMsrtBasal;
ptr_sd-sBigTreesKilled c= StandMortBigTrees;

/ ***********************************PART II of ND LIVE TREES FIX°°°° *******************************************

A problem has occurred when there is complete mortality to some records in a treelist and sometimes no
"live" trees are left in the treelist - they all got sent to snags. Check two things;
- was there SevereMortality. If so, look at all the records in Records and see

2 - is there at least ONE valid live tree with a valid TPA value that won't screw FERMI up.
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If not then simply reinsert the SaveRecord values back into the Records)) ard hope that takes care uf it.

if) HadSevereMortality == TRUE)

Fix = TRUE;

for )a0;acCount;a**)

I/If there i5 at least one of these then no need to do any fixing
if)Records[a]Sfafus = LIVE I/Must be a live tree

if)Records[a] Tpa a C ) //and have a valid tpa

Fix = FALSE;
break;

(//end for)a=Q;aeCount;a**)

if) Fix == TRUE

ptr_record = &Records)SaveSpot);
merncpy)ptr_record, ptr_saverecord, sizeof)struct TREELIST_RECORD)

)// end if) HadSevereMortality == TRUE:
/ *******************************************End Part II of fix for no Live Trees

return SflagCount;

}//end ApplyFofernEffects

void Fillpofem(struct FOPEM MATRIX *Fofem)
/ *********************************************************************************************

This function is called once every period to fill up the Fofenn structure. That structure will
contain the FOPEM Coefficients developed by Jim Agee and Bernie Bahro. Currently there are
6 different categories of coefficient matricies; Black Oak, Douglas fir, Hardwoods,
Ponderosa Pine, Sugar Pine, and White fir. These categories will have to be used for all our
Stands that are hit.

FILE *Rf,FOFEM.
char Temp(2561;

mt sb;
double *ptrfofem;

// End of variable defining

//First open up the fofem.txt file
sprintf (Temp. "%s%S\\POPEMtxt" PREFIX, Constantlnput)
READ_FOFEM fopen)Temp, 'r);
if (READ_FOFEM == NULL)

Eprintf)stderr, 'opening of Es failed; %s\n' , Temp. strerror(errne))
else

printf)"\n
printf)" Reading in the FOFESI.txt fil*****in,;
printf ***

for(a=O; ac6; a**)

switch(a)

//Test Print out

for[b=0;bc(2l*8) ;b**)

fscanf)READ_FOFEM, '%lf", ptr_fofem);
p fr_f of em* *

}//end of for(a=O; awE; are)
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case 0; ptr_fofern = &Fafern->RO[D][CJ; break; I/Fill up En array
case 1: ptr_fafern = &Fofsm->DF[OI [CJ ; break; //Fill up OF array
case 2; ptr_fofern = &Fofem-,HW[O] [0]; break; I/Fill up MW array
case 3; ptr_fofem = &Fafeo/->FF)0] [0]; break; I/Fill up PF array
case 4; ptr_fofern = &Fefem->SP)0] )0] ; break; I/Fill up SF array
case 5; ptr_fofers &Fofers-SWF[0)[0[; break; //Fill up WF array



mt Z;

for(a=O; a-c6; a**)

switch)a)

caseD, ptr fofem = &Fofem->BO[O1(O[; printf("\n The EQ array\n); break;
I/Read EQ array

case 1, ptr_fofem = &Fofern-slJF[O] [0] printf("',n The OF array\n') break;
I/Read OF array

case 2; ptr_fofem = &Fofern->H'S[O) [0) printf(\n The H'S array\n') ; break;
I/Read HW array

case 3, ptr_fofem = &Fofem->FF[0) [0] printf('',n The PP array\n') ; break;
I/Read PP array

case 4; ptr_fofern &Fofers->SF[0] [0]
; printf 'in The SF array\n' ; break;

I/Read SP array
case 5 ptr_fofem = &FoSem->WF [01 [01 ; print f in The HF array \n ' ; break;

I/Read HP array

for)b=O;b<21 b-'-'-)

for z=C; zoO; z**)

printf)"%21f ,*ptr000ers);
p Er_f of em* *

printf)'\n')

)//end of for(s=O; a<6; a-'-')

fclose (READ_FQFEM)

)//end Fjllfofem

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

mt FilluniqueFireStructures)struor UNIQUE FIRE UniqueList)], struct TPEELIST_FCR_FREMO Topremo[], struct
HIT_BY_DIETtJRB Hitbjst[]

mt Count)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

I/Ge through Hittist]] again and find those actual Unique combinatauns of Treelist-Goal-Hold--Interval counted
earlier
I/and thas time fill up the Uniquetiot and ToPremo structures, as well as put the HewTreelist value in Hitbist[]
mt a, b, Unique;
ulong EvalTreelist;
ushort Evalgoal, EvaiHold, Evallnterval;

II End of variable defining
Unique = 0;
b = 0;
reset because above it left loop with value of Count
or I ; acCount ;
loop

iflb Count)
incremental method, b will reach end first but a doesn't know that

break;

Unique; I/first one always counts
as do others because a gets reset in other loop

//Set the initial Eval° variables
EvalTreelist = HjtLi5t[a) Treelist;
EvalGoal Hittist[a]Uoal;
EvaiHold = HitLiEt)a) Hold;
Evallnterval = Hittist)a) Interval;

//Insert those values in the array of UniqueList structures
UniqueList[Unique-l] Treelist EvalTreelist;
UniqueList [Unique-i] Goal = EvalGoal;
UniqueList]Unique_l] Hold EvalHold;
Uniquetist[Unique-l] Interval = Evaltnterval;

I/Arid put the needed values in the array of ToPrerno structures
ToPremo [Unique-i] QldTreelist = EvalTreelist;
ToPremo [Unique-i] Goal EvalGoal;
ToFremo [Unique-i] .Hold = EvalHold;

I/Rut the NATLN in for this first unique combination - this global variable is set in Main,cpp and also
used by Insects.cpp

HitList[a].NewTreelist NATLH;
UniqueList[Unique-l] HeH'Treelist NATLH;
ToPremo [Unique-i] .HewTreelist NATLN;

//This must be

I/a will get increment by ether

//because of weird
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Unique = 0;
b 0;

for )a=0; account;)

loop

it)b == Count)
incremental method, b will reach end first but a doeant know that

break;

I/a will get increment by other

//because of weird
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//Cine HitLi5t is already sorted, Stan at next record and look doomward until no longer a match
fur )b=a+l;b<Ccunt;)

i_f HitListtb] .TreeliSt == EvalTreelist &&
HitLit[b] Goal ** Evaldoal &&
HitLit[h] Hold Evall-lold ii

HitList[b] Interval == Evallnterval

HitList[bJ NewTreelist HATLH;
//Also put the current NATLN in this structure

b+*
I/Then look at next record

else

I/Set the a variable to where b is because this is the next unique match
a =
NATLN**
break;

I//end for)bsn1;boCount;b-*--)
I//end for)aO;a<Count;a**)

I/Always increment NATLN one more
NATL.N++

return Unique;
I/end FillUnigueFireltructures

I*********************************************************************************************
mt CountUniqueFireHits)struct HT....BY_DISTURB HitList[], mt Count)
/ *********************************************************************************************

I/Go through HitList() and find how many actual Unique combinations of Treelist-doal-Hold--Interval

mt abUnigue;
ulong EvalTreelist;
ushort EvalGoal, EvalHold, Evallnterval;
/1 end of variable defining

Unique**; I/first one always counts
as do others because a get s reset in other loop

I/Set the initial Eval* varaahles
Evalpreelist = HitList[aJ Treelist;
EvalGoal = HitList[a] Coal;
EvalHeld = HitList[a] Hold;
Evallnterval }jjtLjst[a] Interval;

I/sine HitList is already sorted, start at next record and look downward until no longer a match
for )b=a*l;b<Count;)

if) Hitlist[bJ Treelist == EvalTreelist &&
HitList[b] Goal == EvalGcal &&
HitList[bI Hold == EvalHold 1&
HitList[b] Interval == Evallnterval

I/look at next record
else

I/Set the a variable to where 'b is because this is the next unique match
a =

break;

I//end fer(b=anl;b<Count;b**)
I//end fsr(a=0;a<Count;a**)

return Unique;
I I/end CountUniqueFireHits

/ *********************************************************************************************
mt CorrareHitListFgrF1ame(const void °ptrl, const void *ptr2)
/ *********************************************************************************************

I/Just to typecast them since we arent actually passing in pointers
struct HIT_BY_DISTURB °eleml;
struct HIT_BY_DISTURB *elom2;

eleml = (Struct HIT_BY_DISTURB *)ptrl.
eleml = struct HIT_BY_DISTURB *)ptr2;



if) eleml-sTreeljst x elem2->Treelist
//First sort by Treelist

return -1;
if elemi-sTreelist s elem2->Treelist

return 1;
else

/ /Then by Goal

If) elemi-eGeal elem2-sGual

return -1;
if) eleml-,Goal , elers2-,Goal

return 1;
else

//Then by Hold

if; eleml-,Hold elem2->Hold

return -1;
if) eleml->}-lold > etem2->Hold

return 1;
else

//Then by flame Interval

if) eleml->Interval < elem2->Interval

return -1;
if) eleml->Interval > elem2-,Interval

return 1;

return 0;
//FINISHED

fl/end Interval
)//end Hold

I//end Goal

)//end CompareHitbiatfurFire

jot FillFireHitL,ist(struct HIT_BY.DISTURB Hittist)) mt Per)
/ *********************************************************************************************

Once HitL.ist has been created In ApplyFireDicturbanee, this tuotion will fill it up. This
is pretty much a copy of CountFireHit, except this time variables will be stored in the HitList
structures for those cells that are hit.

Because CoufltFireHit() creates the new flame.asc file with flame length values in FEET this function will now
call up a function to put that value into 2' interval values (whooh is what the FOFEM matrix has effects fur).

I/Some String arrays
char garbage[l31;
char FlameFils[252];

I/File pointers
FILE

/ /poi.nters
jot *ptr_link;
ulong 'ptr_treelist, *ptrcelljd.
ushort *ptrgridcolumm, *ptr_goal, *ptr hold

/ /Misc. variables
lot Row Column;
jot r,c,HowMany,ctr;
long lot Nodata;
double xli, yll;
double TestValue, jmk;
mt Record, Interval;
II end of variable defining

//Make the flame file name and open it
sprintf(FlameFile, '%s%s%d\\per%d\\flsme.ssc",FREFIX,QUTFUTS,GCAL_Tp PIlFer)
READ._FLAHE = fopen(FlameFile, 'r')

I/Read in the header info frum the flsme.ase file tu get to the Seal Data
I/This assumes the data was check for errors in CountFireHit()
fscanf (READ_FLAME, '%s %d %s %d %s %lf Os %lf Os %lf So Old",

garbage, &Culumn, garbage, &Row, garbage, &xll, garbage, &yll,
garbage, &junk, garbage, &Nodata)

I/Scan in the values from flsme.asc. If they are valid (nut Nudata nur NONFOREST) then include them. REMEMBER, if
//Nodata exists in the Data.Gridlolumn[] array, then there was originally nedata for this cell.
Record = 0;
for )r=l;r.s=ROWS;r**)

ptr_link &link(r-l][l];
HowMany = *(ptrljnk,l);

for (c=l;c<=COLIJMNS;ce.*)
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I/Misc. variables

ptr_gridcolumn
ptr_treelist
ptr_goal
ptr_hold
ptr_oel lid

for(ctr=D;ctroHowMany;ctrcc)

if(*ptrgridco1.sa == )ushort)c( 7/FOUND the correct column
I/If a coroson Oridtolunnn is not found - then Nodata

existed in orig Data. (( arrays
if(*ptr_treelist != NONFOREST ii TestValue != FALSE)

7/Must be a valid NONFOF.EST cell

Interval Flsnnelnterval) )int)TestValue

7/Now store all the needed data in the array of HitList
structures

HitList[Recordj .Treeliot *ptrtreelist.
HitList[Record(Goal *ptr goal'
HitList[Record] Hold = °ptr_hold;
HitLiat[Record( Interval Interval;
HitListlRecord] .Cellid * °ptr_cellid;

Record**;
//To send back as a counter

break;
this for(ctr=0;ctroHowMany. . . loop

ptr,,gridcolursn**;
ptr_treelist**
ptr_goal**;
ptr_holdo*;
ptr_cellid**;

I//end of for(ctr=0; ctroflowNany;ctr*c)

1//end of for(r=l;r.sxROWS;ror)
fclos(REPDFLPd4E)

return Record;

/ ***************************************************************
mt CountpireHit(int per)
/ ***************************************************************

After a run of Farsite, it will create a file called per*_flame.grd, which I will
copy over to the correct "\\per5\\" directory first.

If the above file does not exist then either there wore no fires that period
or the fire size was so small that FARSITE did not create an output flame.grd. In any case,
this function will be skipped if there is no per*_flarso.grd file available.

Otherwise, this function will go through the Output flame grid file and count up how
many cells were actually hit by tire. If, by chance, the fire occurs in a cell where there is
no data in the Data.° arrays, then it will be skipped with no repercussions )i.e. not counted).

Also, NO1OFOREST will be skipped

25 FEB 00; Now will temporarily read the original Farsite generated grid and make
a new copy of it using the same strategy that was done in InOutFlammapResults)) . The Faroite
generated file has -1 as the NoData value and Arclnfo seems to not like that.

/7

7/Sonic string arrays

char garbage[50];
char Flamepile(2501;
char GrdFlameFile (250];
char SystemCalll (3001;
char SystemCall2 [2501;
char SystemCall3 (2501;
char Systemcall4 1200];

7/File pointers
FILE *RDFt55.
FILE *WriteFlame;

/ /poiriters

mt °ptr_link;
ulong *ptrtreelist;
ushort °ptr_gridcolumn;

ibata.Gridtolumn()"ptr_link)-lJ;
= iData.Treelist[ (cptr link) -1]

&Data.cloal[(*ptr_link)..lJ;
= &Data.Holdt (*ptr link) -11;

= ipata.Cellid)(*ptrlink)..l(;

//set pointers

//get out of
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fscanf READ_FLAME, "%lf', &TeotValue);

if)TestValue Nodata) //YES, it is a valid
number



mt ROW, Column;
mt r,c,HowMany,ctr;
double Nodata;
double xli, yll;
double TestValue, junk;
mt CellsHit=D;

long CeliTestVslue;
ushort ConvertTest;
ushort ptr_farsite;

FILE BIN;
char InFjle[256);
long CellidElD;

I/Variable for writing the output files
mt *ptrsrp; I/Starting ROw POsition
ushort *ptrcoluen;
mt ColuznsLeft;
ushort StartColumn, OutColuxen;

II End of variable defining

I/Make the correct file names
sprintf)FlameFile, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\fiamease" PREFIX,OLJTPUTS,GOALTOUSE,per) i
sprintf(GrdFlameFjle, "%s%s%d\\per%d\',flamegrd" PREFIX,OUTPUTS,00ALTOUSE,per);
sprintt(SystemCalll, 'del Es' FlarueFile)

sprintf(Systemcall2, 'move %s%s\\per%d_flaxegrd %s%s%d\\per%d\\tlaxne.grd',PREFIx,RasterOutcir,psr,
PREFIX, OUTPUTS, GOAL_TO_USE,per);
sprintf(SystemCall3, 'del %s%s\\per%darrxvegrd',PREFIX,RasteroutDjr,per)
sprintf)SystemCall4, 'del Es", GrdFiameFjlo)

I/Execute some system calls
Systern(SysternCalll);
system(SysternCall4);
systern(SysternCall2);
system(SystemCall3);

//

I/Check existence of valid Output FLAME grid from FAPSITE
I/Open up the Elame.grd file (to read)
READ_FLANE = fopen(GrdFiameFi].e, 'r')
if (READ_FLAME == NULL)

prantf (''''i There were no fires this period - skipping FireEffeets \n"(;
fclose(READ_FLAHE);
return FALSE;

printf(" Preparing to import and export the FAP,SITE flame heights (import in meters, export in FEET units)\n');
puts)"

//Create and initialize the FarsiteValue array, which will get filled with Fareite values using Csllid.bin as a
guide
//to indicate those cells which were originally NODAL', (because of nodata problem with Farsite(
ushort (*FarsiteValue) = new ushort [UNIQUE
if(Farsitevalue NULL)

printf("Thers was NOT enough memory for Farsitovaluo with Ely olomonts\n",UNIQUE(;
memset( FarsiteValue, 0, sizeof(FarsiteValue[O)( UNIQUE);

II OPEN AND READ THE CELLD DATA (again)

//Create a temporary array to store the input Cellid binary data, which has data for every cell
float (*TezrpCeiiid)[COLUNUSJ = new float[ROwI][COr,ujlp5(; //RORS*COLUP0IS is how many elements are in the initial
grid/binary file
if (TempCeiiid NULL)

printf("There Was NOT enough memory for TexpCellid with %lu e1emsnts\n,ROWI*COLU0OfS);

//Initiaiize the TernpCellid array
mernset( TempCellid, 0, sizeof)TempCollid[I][I]) * EONS * COLUNUS(;

//Check the header data associated ;olth this binary file and get the returned NODATA value
CellidElD = CheckHeader(0);

/*O**=* read in every element of the Cellid data and store in the TexpCellid array
sprintf)EnFile, '%s%s\\cellid_%s,bin",PREFTX,Constantlnput,NUVT)
BEN fopen(InFile, 'rb');
if) fread(TempCellid,sizeof)TempCellid( ,RONS*COLtONIS,sIN) )= ROWSCOL000IS) //ToxpCollid ox cniy a pointor!

Bailout) 66)
else

printf)**Sizrary file Es OK**,n:nFile(;
fclose(BIN)

// READ THE FARSITE.GRD HEADER DATA - opened & checked existence earlier

//Read in the header info from the flanre.grd file to get to the Real Data)
±scanf (READ_FLAME, %s Ed Es Ed %s %lf Es %lf Es Elf Es Elf',

garbage, &Colunxn, garbage, &Row, garbage, tall, garbage, lyll,
garbage, &junk, garbage, &Nodata)

I/Do some error checking and bail if input data is not correct
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if)Colurnn 5 COLUNUS && Row ROWS)
Bailout (42)

if) floor(xll) XLL && Eloor)yll) YLL)
Bailout (43

7/ End of reading header data for files

7/Scam in the values from flame.grd. If they are valid lnot Nodata nor NONFOREST) then count them. REMEFER, if
//Nodata exists in the Data.GrjdColumn)J array, then there was originally nodata for this cell, so DO ROT count
for(r=l; rssROWS; re-.)

ptr_link &link[r-lJ [1]
iSoodsany = * )ptr_link-.l);

for (c=l; c*i=COLU!1N5; c++)

7/Use the Tempcellid)) )) as the "template' - if it has a value, then input
7/the data found in flame,grd - if there is one)after converting to the closest feet value)

7/First scan everyone in - one at a time so they all are on the same cell
CellTestvslue = )long)TempCellid[r-lJ)c-l];
fscanf)READ_FLN4E, "%lf", &TestValue)

if)CellTestVslue Ce11iOND) 7/This is a VALID cell

if) TestValue == Nodata ) 7/not hit by fire
ConvertTest I; //give it a zero flame length

else
ConvertTest )ushort) floor) )TestValue*M2FT) a .5)); 7/convert to

closest ushort value

7/Set pointer where this grid row starts in the Data, * array and in the FarsiteValue
array

ptr_.gridcolumn &Data.GridColumn)(ptrlink)l); /,'set pointers
ptrtreeliot = &Pata,Treel±st) )*ptr_l ink) -1);
ptr_farsite = &FarsiteVatueH*ptr_link)_i]

7/look for this specific GridColumn in the Data,GridColumn array
for(ctr=0; ctroflowMany;ctr-.--.-)

if)ptr_grodcolumn == )ushort)c) ;'/FOtTh/D the correct column
7/If a common Gridcolumr. is not found - then Nodata

existed in orig Data, * [] arrays

ptr_farsa.te = ConvertTest;

if) 'ptr_treelist NONFOPEST)
7/Only "oount if is not a NONFOREST cell

if(OonvertTest 0 0

7/don't count those that get rounded to 0 flame length
TelloHit-.--.-

//To send back as a counter

this for)ctr=O;ctrsHowMany. ''loop
bresk; i/get out of

ptr_gridcolumn**;
ptr_treelist**;
ptr_farsite*-.-;

(7/end of for)ctr=0;ctrdllowNamy;ctr-.-e)

(7/end if(CellTestValue CellidND)
)//end for)c=l;cs=COLtJNISS;c-.--.-)

(7/end of for)r1;re=ROWS;r*s)

fclose)READ_FL4E)

7/Delete the TempCellid array from free store
delete [) Tempcellid.

//

// Delete the flame.grd file
systers)SystemCall4);
/7

7/Ok, the data is now stored in FarsiteValue[) , so juSt spit those values back out

7/open up the files to write to
Writeplarse = fopen)FlameFile, 's")

if )WriteFlarae == NULL)
fprintf)stderr, "opening of is failed; %s\n", FlameFile, strerror)errnoH;

7/write Out the header data
fprintf)RrjteFlarne, "ncols\t\t%d\n" DOLl/tONS) /
fprintf)WriteFlaxne, "nrows\t\t%d\n" ROWS);
fprintf(WriteFlarne, "xllcorner\t%.61f \n", F_/ILL) /
fprintf)WriteFlame, "yllecrner\t%.6lf\n" ,FYLL) /
fprintf)WriteFlarne, "cellsize\t%d\n" ,CELLSIZE) /
fprintf)WriteFlame, 'fZODATA_value\l%d\n",NODATA);
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I/If the whole row is blank print out DODATA and gots next row
if> ptr_srp FALSE ) I/means a zero was left fl this spot during Makebink

for )c=l;cs=COLUNNS; c-so)
fprintf)writeflazue, "Id 'NODATA);

I/put in new lines
fprintf)Writeflsme, "n')

continue; I/gets next row

I/print out NODATA for those cells before data starts
for c=l;c'cStartColumn; c++)

fprint±)WriteFlame, '%d IIODATA)

I/set some counters
OutCoJumn = StartColsmm;
ctr 0;

//print out values for area on landscape by checking
I/value in Data.GridColmsn to match it with DutColumn value
do I

if(*ptr_colsusn == OutColumn)

if)ptr5arsite == 0
fprintf(Writeslame, 'Id ",NODATA)

else
fprintf(Writsflame, %hu ",5ptr_farsite);

ptr_farsite**
ptr_colurnnee;
OutCo bmn-s-.-;

else //print out tOCCATA for the "gaps"

fprintf)writewlame, "%d ",NODATA);
OutCslurnn--*;

)while)ctr != HowMany );

//Check to see how many columns are left to do
ColumnsLeft = COLU!gOS - )OutCelumn-l)

if(ColwansLeft == 0)

fprintf )WriteFlame, " \n")
continue; //go to next row

I/print out NODATA for those e11s after the data that are Jeff
for) c=O ; csColumnsLeft; ccc)

fprintf)Writeflams, "Id "tOCCATA);

//put in a new line
fprintf[WriteFlarze, "In")

3//end of for)r=l;re=EOWS;r-r+)

fclose(Writeflame);

//Delete the Farsitevalue array en free store
delete 1] FarsiteValue;

return CellsHit;
>1/end of CountFireHit

/***************************************************************
mt Flamelnterval(int f_feet)
/ ***************************************************************

//Will return an integer value that indicates what the 2' flame height group is.
I/The return value is the upper group height so a FlameFeet of 5=0 to 2 = 2, 3-4 =4, etc.

mt group;
double INTERVAL = 2;
double Divide = 0;

if(f_feet <=2)
return 2;
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for(r=l ;rs=ROWS; r++)

ptr_srp = &link[r-l] [1);
HowMa.ny = * )ptr_srpel!
StartColurnn Data.GridColuzsn[ *ptrsrplJ //not a pointer!
ptr_column &DataGridColumn[ )*ptr_srp)_l]
ptr_fareite = &Farsitegalue[)*ptr.srp)_1);



Divide f_feet / INTERVAL);

group = int)(ceil)Divide))) * )int)INTERVAL;

return group;
)//end of Flamelnterval

/ ******************************************************************************************************************
void DoubleCheckVegcodes (void)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

Go through the entire Data. *[) arrays and make sure every cell has valid vogcodo values

mt ak;
ushort TempCode;
mt TewpCover, TerDiam, TempVeg;
II End of variable defining

prmntf('coetting ready to double check Vegoodes\n")

for (a=0; 55UNIQUE; a**)

if(Data.Cellid(a] ** FALSE
break;

if(Data.Treelist[a] ** NONFOREST)

for (b=C ;bsNP;b-**)

if)Data.Vegcodo[a] [bJ = NONP0REST
printf)'NONFOREST has a bad veqcodo\n');

else

//extract the digits out
Tempcover = TerspCode%lO;

I/last digit for determining stage is closure, <=60% or = 60%
TempDiam = )Ter*pCcde-TempCovor)%lOO / 10;

determining stage is the QND group)
TempVeg = )TempCode-TerpCode%l00) / 100;

determining VegCode

for (b=0; beEP; boo)

TerpCcde = Data.Vegcode[a][b]; //The actual 3
or digit code from PREMO

if) TerspCode o 1061
printf) "Problem 's'ith total Templode\n')

if(TempCover 0 1

prontf)"Problem with COVER value\n');

if(TompDiam 0 6

printf)"Problem with DIAN value\n');

if(TempVeg o 10
prontO) "Problem with VEG value\n')

(//end for(a=C

I/end DoubleCheckVegcodes

000.L_CCypThOLLF.0 COP

This GOAL_CONTROLLER.CPP file will hold the functions that are used for the landscape
optimization.

This file will hold the "PARENT function that calls up the particular functions needed for particular landscape
goals we want to run.

Also, some functions that are fairly common to any goal and any heuristic are in here.

All heuristics used should employ the strategy of creating an array SOLUTION structures that has "X" records
where
X" is a dynamic number reflecting the numbers of cells being evaluated and the 4 columns arc:

-cellid-treelist-goal-holdfor- This format can be used for any type of spatial unit such as
subwatershed or for the entire basin.

I/next to last digit also for

//lot digit for
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#include ostclao hr
#include <stdlibh>
#include <string. hr
#include <timeho
*include <math.h>
#include "globals.h"
*include "data.h

//Functipns declared here in goal_controllercpp

void SwaplAdjust) street SOLUTION <ptrcs, ushort NI, ushort NH, double PerValues[] struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE
CVI]

ulong Records, struot ERA °ptr era);
void AsciiSaveloalllold)void)
void BinarySaveGoalHold)vojd)
ulong CountSolutionwatersheds(ulong count, struet SOLUTION Solution)));
mt Decreasefhort)ulong count, ushort Short]] [GOALS] [HOLDNO)
mt DetermineEligibleCells)ulong Values]))
mt Fi1S_PValues(ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS[) ulong Records struet OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE CV]], double
Value]] );
mt Fill SEra)ulong NoSub, struct ERA S Era)), ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS]]
mt FillEndingEra)ulong NoSub, street ERA S Era]], ulong Count, struet SOLUTION CS[] );

mt FillSolution(ulong Values]] struct SOLUTION Solution]] mt Status);
mt FillValueToOptimjze)vojd)
double GetSaselineVTO)ulong count, struct SOLUTION Solution]], double PerValues[] struet OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE
OV[J, ulong Records);
double GetSumBigTrees)ulong count, struct SOLUTION CS]], struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE OV]], ulong Records);

mt InputSolution)ulcng Count, struet SOLUTION CS]]
void InputAndCalculateSolutionEras)ulong Count, struot SOLUTION CS]]
mt LookAtO5V)const void *ptrl, coust void *ptr2);
mt CornpareEraMinor)const void <ptrl, coust void *ptrC);
jOt LookAtSolutionMinor)const void *ptrl, const void 5ptr2)
mt LookAtSoluticnCelljd)const void *ptrl, censt void *ptrS);
void Pickfrescriptions)int goal);
void ReuseBestPrescription(int goal)
void PrintSolutioovalues(ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS]], otruct OPTIMIZE SINGLE_VALUE 00]],

ulong Records, mt SubEra]], ant Status);
void PrintSolutionBigTrees)ulong Count, struCt SOLUTION CS]], struot OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE CV]],

ulong Records, mt SubErs]), mt Status);
void PrintSolutionEraValues(struct ERA Era]], ulong NSheds, inS Status);

//functions to manage for goals in goal5 .cpp)
extern void Goall [void)
extern void Gol3 [void);
extern void Goal4)void);
extern void ReuseGoal)int Goal);

//Function is used here first but was originally coded during FiSlPremoOata)), so it is found in Premoltuff.Cpp
extern mt LookAtPremoRecords)const void °ptrl, eonst void 5ptrl);

//declared in EraStuff.opp
extern void CalculateNetEras) struct CURRENT_ERAS *CellEra
extern void CaleulateDeoayOnlyNetEras( struet CURRENT_ERAS <Cel].Rra

//Set in Premostuff.cpp
extern ulong ITT.;

/ ***************************************************************************************
void PickPrescriptions)int goal)
/ ***************************************************************************************

/5 'goal' meanings:
Max, Big Trees over entire watershed with subwatershed ERA Constraint and w/thinning only of those stands <15"

in reserves
2 = Grow Only
5/

if [goal == 1)

puts]"\n\t\**********************************************************************************************

printf)\t\t COAL *1****\fl).
printf)\t\ts** Getting ready to pick prescriptions based on Maximizing the 6 of Big Trees over the

printf)\t\t*** entire watershed while constrained to a 6th-field subwatershed ERR threshold.o**so\n);
printf)\t\tss* And with CONSERVATIVE Inanageroent an the reserves thinning only in stands < lS\")s*ss*\ni;
printf)\t\t55* Both federal and Private lands are eligible and included in this simulation.

s*sss\n');
puts) \t\************************************************************************************************

Goall))

else if [goal == GROW_ONLY)
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\n\n")

else

\n');

puts) \n*************************************************************************************************

printf)U*** GOAL #2

printf)°° This is a GROW-ONLY scenario. All stands will be assigned a StandOoal of grow-only with

printf)*** a HOLIJEOR value of 0. Periodic disturbance will still be accounted for during growth.
****

puts)'****************************************************************************************************

ReuseGoal)goal); //Just use the Reusepcal)) function

else if(goal =* FINNEY EFFECT)

puts) \n*************************************************************************************************

printf) GOAL #3****\fl*);
prjntf)*** This is the FINNEY EFFECT scenario. All the \Bricks\' on Federal lands were assigssed the

****

printfV*** the Reduce fire Hazard stand prescription. All private lands were assigned the provide
****

printf(00* a positive PNV stand prescription - all other cells were assigned Grow Only.

puts)

GoalO H

else if(goal == RX6)

puts ' \n*************************************************************************************************

printf(*** GOAL #4
****\').

printf This goal is designed to mimic alternative 6 of the Framework draft alternatives.
****\n"):

printf)*** All private lends were assigned the Provide PositvC PIll goal. Federal lands were

printf )** * assigned stand prescriptions based on maximizing the the of Big Trees over

printf (*5* the entire watershed while constrained to a 6th-field subwatershed ERA threshold and

printf)* some limitations on which prescriptions are allowed in particular areas.

puts ******************************************************************************************************

Ooal4 ()

printf)\nNo optimization routine developed for that goal yet\n

//Save the Goal-HoJ.dpor values for entire landscape so I can reuse when running multiple simulations and want same
data

if)FILE_TYPE == 1)
AsciilavepoalHold(.)
else
BinaryfaveGoalllold

) / /end PickPrescription

/ ***************************************************************************************

void ReuseBestPrescription mt goal)
/ ****************************************

"goal" meanings:
1 Max. Big Trees over entire watershed with suhwatershsd EPA constraint and c/thinning only of those stands oil"
in reserves
2 * Grow Only

if)gosl == 1)

puts) \n\t\**********************************************************************************************

printf ) "\t\t°°° GOAL El
****

printf)\t\t Prescriptions were selected based on Maximizing the * of Big Trees over the

printf)\t\t0*0 entire watershed while constrained to a 6th-field subwatershed EPA threshold.

printf)\tnt*** Azsd with CONSERVATIVE management in the reserves thinning only in stands o= 15\")

printf)\t\t'' Both Federal and Private lands are eligible and included in this simulation.
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puts) \t\ ************************************************************************************************

Reusedoal)gcal);



else if (goal GROW_ONLY)

puts) "\n*************************************************************************************************

\n\n

printt .....GOAL #2
prontf)555 This is * GROW-ONLY scenario. All stands will be assigned a StandGoal of grow-only with

pra.ntf)555 a HOLDFOR value oP 0. Periodic distutbance will still be accounted for during growth.

puts *****************************************************************************************************

ReuseGoal)goal);

else if (goal == FINNEY_EFFECT)

puts) \n*************************************************************************************************

printf (*5* GOAL
****

printf *****This is the FINNEY EFFECT scenario. All the \*Rrioks\* on Federal lands were assigned the
****\n*(.

printf *****the Reduce Fire Hazard stand prescription - all other cells were assigned Grow Only.****\(.
puts ******************************************************************************************************

ReuseGoal( goal)

else if (goal RX6)

puts) \n*************************************************************************************************

printfVos* GOAL #4
****\n')

printf(50° This goal is designed to mimic alternative 6 of the Framework draft alternatives.

printf(e** All private lands were assigned the Provide Positve Pro.' goal. Federal lands were

printf(*** assigned stand prescriptions based en maximizing the the 6 of Big Trees over

printf(000 the entire watershed while constrained to a 6th-field subwatsrshed ERR threshold and

printfV000 some limitations on which prescriptions are allowed in particular areas.
****\n");

puts) *****************************************************************************************************

ReuseGeal (goal);

printf)*\nho optimization routine developed for that goal yet\n');

I/end ReuseBestPrescriptign

I******************************************************************************************************************

mt Fill_SEra)ulong NoEub, struct ERA S_Era[], ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS)]
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function is designed to fill the S_Era]] structures with the initial sobwatershed cumulative ERA value for all
of these
subwatershed that are actually in the solution. Since the Equivalent P.oaded Acre (ERA) v*lue is suppose to be a
cumulative measurement, this function will ignore whether or not particular cells are included in the solution -
just whether or
not a cell is in a subwatershed that is in the solution.

In the draft document, Eldorado National Forest, Cumulative Off-Site Watershed Effects (CR0) Analysis Process*
versiOn 1.1

dated June, 1993, there was reference that they DID NOT include the acreages of wilderness in their ERA
calculations, but
after discussion with John Sessions we felt that we WILL include those acreages because the ERA is a cumulative
measurement.
However, this code could be modified to not count those acres it that is determined so later.

NOTE; Both CS]) and S_Era]] MUST be coming in sorted by Ninor in ascending order

mt , Number;
ushort Currentvalue;
struet ERA Key;
struct ERA *ptr record

// End of variable defining
//printf)*Here in Fill_SEra\n')
/ *****************First thing is to grab all the unique subwatershed ID's from CI[ *****************************

I/Set Cmmrrentvalue to the first sub-watershed ID in CS
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\n\n);

else



CurrentValue = CS[O] Minor;
S_Era]O] Minor Currentvalue;
Number = 1;
//printf)'Counting sub-watershed %hu\n',CS[O] Minor)

for awl; ac signed) Count; a-.-.-)

iE(CS[a].Minor == CurrentValue)
continue;

else

else
printf(" CR., .continuing\n'.n")

//Since CS]] was sorted by Minor prior to corning to this function, I will assume that the Minor
I/values that are now in S_Era[].Minor are in ascending order and can be BSEARCH with no problems.

/ ***************************Mow suw up the initial ERA's for each subwatershed in solution ********************

for ) awl; a<IJNIQUE; a-.--.)

if) Data.Cellid]aJ == FALSE ) I/No more cells to check
break;

I/Since there are no restrictions such as not counting wilderness, every cell has a contribution to
cumulative ERA

I/as long as its subwatershed is in the solution. Slake a k*v with the subwatershed ID and search for it
lfey.Ninor = Data.Minos-]a];

//Use bsearch to find the matching subwatershed in the array of Era structures
ptr_record = )struct ERA5)bsesrch

&Rey
)void 5)S_Era,
)size_t)NoSub,
sizeof) struct ERA)
CompareEraMinor

I/A subwatershed may not be in the solution so this is difficult to say something is wrong will assume
that a NULL

I/pointer only happens for subwatersheds not in solution and thus will skip to next cell e.g. water
bodies are never in solution)

it) ptr_record == NULL
continue;

I/at this point we have a pointer at the proper S_Era structure and we have access to the
Data.InitialEra[] value.

ptr_record-xSurntnitialEra * Data.InitialEra[a]; I/Sun. up the InitialEra[) for this
subwatershed

ptr_record->Count cc;
I/and track how many total cells are being summed per subwatershed

)//end for(a=O .

return TRUE.
)//end Fill SEra

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

mt FillEndingEra)ulorng MoSub, struct ERA S_Era[), ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS[J
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

NOTE. Both CS)] and S_Era)] MUST be con.ing in sorted by Minor in ascending order

This function is basically a copy of Fill_SEra() except this tnly gets called at the end of a simulation.
The difference is that this functions wants to sum up the Data.Era[) H values fur those,
cells in the solution.
*/

ant a, b, Nuxsber;
ushort CurrentValue;
struct ERA Key;
Struct ERA *ptr record;

// End of variable defining
/ /*o***0000000*oo* First thing is t.-. grab all the unique subwatershed ID's from CS)]

//printfVCountong sub-watershed %hu\n",CS]a] Minor)
S_Era[Murnber] Minor = CS[a] Minor;
CurrentValue = CS[a] Minor;
Muinberea;

printf)'In Fills_Era, there were Ed subwc.tersheds counted - out of Ed, Everything is 'Number, NoSub);

if)Nurnber )signed)NoSub

printf)" Not OX. .bailing\n",Nu.sber);
Bailout ( 85)

return FALSE;

I/don't count
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I/Set Currentvalue to the first sub-watershed ID in CS
Currentvalue = CS(0) Minor;
S_Era[O] .Minor = CurrentValue;
Number = 1;
//printf("Counting sub-watershed %hu\n' CS(S) Minor)

for (a=O ac (signed) Count; a**)

if)CS[a] Minor == Currentvalue)
continue;

else

else

mt a,c;

//printS ('Counting sub-watershed %hu\n" CS [a) Minor)
S_Era[Nurnber] Minor = CS[a[ Minor;
CurrentValue = CS)aj Minor;
Number**;

printf('In FallS_Era, there were Ed subwatersheds counted - out of Ed, Everything is "Number, Nofub);

if(th.enber )sigaaed)NoSub

printt) Not DK..bailing\n",Num.ber);
Bailout(5)
return FALSE;

printf)" OK... conti.nui.ng\n\n");

I/Since CS)] was sorted by Minor prior to coming to this function, I will assume that the Minor
I/values that are now in S_Era]] Minor are in ascending order and can be BSEARCM with no problems.

/1 **************************Now sum up the initial EPA's for each subwatershed in solution

for (a=I ; a'SIJNIQUE; a+*)

if( Data.Cellid]a] == FALSE I/No more cells to check
break;

I/Since there are no restrictions such as not counting wilderness, every cell has a contribution to
cumulative E.RA

//as long as its sulbwatershed is in the solution. Make a key with the subwatershed ID and search for it
Key.Minor = Data.Minor[a[;

I/Use bsearch to find the matching subwatershed in the array of Era structures
ptr_record = (struct ERk*)bsearch[

(void *)SEra,
)size_t)NoSub,
sizeof( Etruct ERA)
CompareEraelinor

I/A subwatershed may not be in the solution so this is difficult to say something is wrong - will assume
that a NULL

//pointer only happens for subwatersheds not in solution and thus will skip to next cell e.g. water
bodies are never in solution)

if) ptr_record == NULL
continue;

//at this point we have a pointer at the proper S_Era structure and we have access to the
Data. InitialEra [I value.

for )b=S ; beNP;b++)

ptr_record-*SumperiodEra[b] *= Dsts.Era[a) [b) ; /1 Sum up the periodic Data.Era[) [)
valuesfor this subwatershed

ptr_record- sCount as;

//and track how many total cells are being summed per subwatershed

(I/end for(*S .

return TRUE;
(I lend FillEndingEra

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

mt Fill_PValues(ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS[], ulong Records, struot OPTIMIZE_SINGLE2JALUE OVI], double
Value[]

This function is designed to go through the current solution stored in CS)) and tally up the sum total value, for
all the
different prescriptions found. This is done by making a key from CS nd looking for that key in the OV[] structure
and
looking at the Value]] member in there.

NOTE; CS]] is sorted by Cellid in ascending order & DyE] sorted by TREELIST-GOAL-MOLD

//don't count
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i/structure stuff
struct OPTIMIZE SINGLE VALUE Key;
struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE *ptr key'

ii End of variable defining

ii Now go through the CS).] structures and tally up the Optirsizing Value for those c1ls in the solution

for (ad me (signed Count;

I/Now make a key to look up the Optimizing value for this particular stand prescra.ption in the array of
CV Structures.

Key.Treelist = CS[aJ.Treelist;
Key.Goal = CS[a].Goal;
Key.Hold = CS]a].Hold;

I/Now use bsearch to find the matching record in the array of CV structures
ptr_key = (struct OPTIMIZE.,SINOIEVALUE*)beearch]

fRey,
(void e)OV,
(size_t) Records.
sizeof] struot OPTIMIZS_SINGLEyALUE]
L0OkAtOSV

if(ptr_key == NULL) I/There had better be one;
Bailout ( 86)

I/Track the Value being optimized which returns back to heuristic as PerValuos[]
for (cdl; c<NP; C++)

Value[c] *= ptr_key-cValue[o];

(I/end for(a .

return TRUE;

(I/end Fill_PVaIues

/***************************************************************************************
ulong CountscluticnWatersheds(ulong count, struct SOLUTION Solution[I
/***************************************************************************************

This will count up return the number of sub-;catersheds that are actually in the current
solution. The difference with the CountSubwatersheds() (in Miso.cpp( is that here those
CS slivers and water bodies that were considered sub-watersheds are not counted.

This function will assume that the array of Sclution structures has been sorted by the
Minor member

mt a, Number;
ushcrt CurrentValue;

// End of variable defining

i/Set CurrentVaJ.ue to the first sub-watershed ID in Solution
CurrentValue = Solutinn[O1 Minor;
Number = 1;
//printf(Counting sub-watershed %hu\n' ,CurrentValue)

for (a=O;ae (signed(count;a++(

if (Solution(a] Minor == CurrentValue)
continue;

else

I/printf("Counting sub-watershed %hu'n",Solution[a] .Ninor)
Numberea;
CurrentValue Solution[a] Manor;

//Print stuff to the stats.txt file
PrintTostat 4, (ulong(Number(;

return (ulong)Nuzzber;
(i/end CountSolutionwatersheds

/ ***************************************************************************************
mt DeterrsineEli.ibleCells (ulong Values)]
/ ***************************************************************************************

Depending on the GOAL_TO_USE, this function ;cill go through the landscape and determine
some values that will be placed in the Values[] array and cal-a then be used to
dyTamically allocate space in the SOLUTION structure that 'sill be created later.

NOTE; This function can be used for all goals and anytime in during simulation when
outputs are needed to mimic the starting conditions (e.g. to get the potential BigTrees
given the initial landscape and using different goal scenarios - in OutputPreSimData

//don't count
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*1

mt a;

ushort *ptr_rnmnor, ptr_alloo, *Ptrstag5, *ptr buffer, *ptr>gfler;
Ulong ptr_treelist, *ptrcellid;
ulong A11oc01<0, AllocNOK=0, OellslnShed=O;

/1 End >5 variable defining

if(GOL_TO_USE 1)

for (ae 0; a<UNIQUE; are

ptr_alloe =
ptr_minor =
ptrtreelist =
ptr_stage =
ptr_buffer =
ptr_cellid =

if(*ptr_celJ.id == FALSE)
break;

CelislnSheder;

if) ptr_ntinor =e WATER BODY
I I *ptr minor == NODATAFLAC

one of those sliver subwatersheds
ptr_aOlcc == ALLOC_WILD I I

*ptrtreejjst == NONFOREST
Wilderness or Treelist 209 or

(5ptr all>> ALLOC_RESERVE If, ptr_stage e 9)
I/if in LBS and >15' QMD or

)5ptr buffer == TN BUFFER 00 *ptr stage > 9)
I/if in BUFFER and >15" QMD -

All>CNOK+e;
/ These ARE NOT eligible

else

if(*ptr_cellid FALSE)

break;

OellslnShed+*;

if) *Ptr minor == WATER_BODY *ptr minor == NODATAFLAG
one of those sliver subwatersheds,

*ptr all>> == ALLOC_NILD *ptrtreeiist NONFDREWT
Wilderness or NONFOREST

A11ocNOK--*;

/ /Theee ARE NOT eligible
else

if('ptreellid FALSE)
break;

CellslnShede*;

if) OWN P1 *ptrtreelist == NONFOREST
Pm) or nonforest

AllocNOK**;

else

else i±(GOAL TO USE == RX6)

for(a=0;aFUNIQUE; a**)

ptr_owner =
ptr_treelist =
ptr_cellid =

AllooOIf+--;

else if (GOAL_TO_USE == GROW_ONLY)

for aeO ; aCUNIQUE; ae-.-)

AllocOK----;

else if (GOAL_TO_USE == FINNEY_EFFECT)

for(aeO; aeUNIQUE;a**)

A11CcOW**;

if(ptr_cellid FALSE)

&DataAlloc)aJ
&DataNinor[a)

&DataTreeliat[a]
&DataInitialStage[a[

&DataBuffier]a]
&Data.Cellid[a]

&Data. Owner [a]

&DataTreelist]a]
&DataCellid[a[

I/These ARE NOT eligible

/ /if a lake Or

I/if a lake or

//jf private lands beth Pt and
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ptr_alloc = &Data.Alloc[a]
ptr_minor = &DataWinor[a]
ptr_treelist = &Data. Treelist [a]
ptr_cellid = &DataCellad[a]

ptr_owner &Data.Owner[a]
ptr_treelist &Data.Treelist]aJ
ptr_cellid = &Data.Cellid[a[



break;

CellslnShed++;

jf) *ptr owner = OWN LI *ptrtreelist == NONFOREST //if private lands (both LI and

ptr_cellid =
this cell

ptrtreelist
value for this cell

ptr_minOr =
ptr_alloc =
ptr_stage
ptr_.buffer
ptr_goal =
ptr_hold =

//Fill the Values array in this order;
Values[O] = A110cOK;
Values (1] = AllosNOK;

Values(2] Celislnthed;

return TRUE;
I/end DetermineEligiblecells

/ ***************************************************************************************
mt Filltolution(ulong Values[I, struot SOLUTION Solution[], mt Status)
/ ***************************************************************************************

This function Sills up the array of SOLUTION structures for a goal. What always gets
filled is the Minor, Cellid, and Treeliot values. When this function is called up with
Status == FAKE, then it is being called after the landscape optimisation i.e. during
Outputfre- or PostSimAcialysisflata) and the Goal & Hold were already found so they will be
filled as well.

Also, for the Grow Only goal )Goal2), the Goal & Hold values can be used from what was
put in during initialization of the Data*. [I arrays - because Goal 9 and Hold 0 was used.

mt b;

ushort ptr minor, eptralloc, *ptr stage, *ptr buffer, *ptr goal, *ptr hold, 5ptr_owner, =ptr rule;
ulong ptrtreelist, ptr_cellid;
ulong ASS0cOK=O, A11ocNOK=O,Eligiblecell, CellslnShed=0;

// End of variable defining

I/Set some variables from the incoming Values array
A110cOK = ValuesO];
A110cNOK = Values[l];
CellalnShed = Values(2J;

ElIgIbleCell=O;
if)GOAL_TO_USE == 1)

for (bO ;b5UNIQUE; b++)

if(*ptrcellid FALSE)

if(SligibleCell 1= AllocoK)
Bailout) 51)

else
break;

out, no more valid cells in Data. * array

if) *ptr minor == WATER_BODY *ptr_rnmnor == NODATAFSAG
a lake or one of those sliver subwatersheds

*ptr_alloc == ALLOC_WILD *ptrtreelist == NONFOREST
I/if Wilderness or NonForest or

)*ptralloc == ALLOC_RSSSRVS 00 *p5. stage > 9)
//if in LSR and ol5 QED or

)°ptr_buSSer == IN_StIFFER ii ptr_stage 0 9)

//if in BUFFER and oil' QND...

&Data.Cellid[bJ //ptr_oellid has the oellid for

&Dats.Treelist[b] ; //ptrtreelsst has the treelist

&Data.Minor[b]
&Data.Alloc[bI
IData. Initialstagetb]

Spats. BUS fez [b]

&Data.Goal[b]
&Dato.Hold[b]

//ust break
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PHI) or nonforest
A1100NOK-.--.-;

//These ARE NOT eligible
else

AllocOXcc;

else
return FALSE;



solution already found
if(Status == FAKE)

Solution[EligibleCell) Goal
Bclution[EliOiblecell) Hold

EligibleCell**;

matter what

this cell

value for this cell

Continue;
,','look at next cell
else

Solution[EligibleCell] Minor
Solution(EligibleCelll OathS
Sclution[EligibleCell] Treelist

ptr_cellid =
this cell

ptr_treelis t
value for this cell

ptr_minor =
ptr_aiioc
ptr_goal =

jf(*ptrcellid == FALSE)

if(EligibleCzll 1= AllocOK)
Bailout (51)

else
break; I/just break

out, no more valid cells in Data. * array

if) ptr_mincr WATER_BODY
I

'ptr_minor == NODATAFLAG //if
a lake or one of those sliver subwatersheds

ptr_alloc == ALLOC_WILD ptr_treelist NONFOREST
//if Wilderness or MonForest or

continue;
I/look at next cell
else

Solution [EligibleCell I Minor = *ptr minor
Solutiun)EligibleCell) .Cellid = ptr_cellid;
Selution[EligibleCell] .Treelist = *ptrtreelist;

Soluticn)EligibleCell) Goal 5ptr_goal; I/For Grow
Only, the Goal & Held were initialized with correct values

Solution CEligibleCell] Hold = I;

;;end for(b=O;b<UNIQUE;bc-e(

else If (GOAL_TO_USE == FINNEY_EFFECT)

for (b0 ;b<UNIQUE;b-e*)

ptr_cellid =

ptr_treeliz t

ptrjninor
ptr_owner =
ptr_rule =
ptr_gozl =

= 5ptr_minor;
ptrcellid-

= *ptrtreelist;
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//Fut in the Goal and Hold values found during landscape optimization when reusing a

if)EligibleCell == AllccOK) I/done
break;

) //end tor(b=O;beUNIQUE;bcc)

else if(GOAL_TO_rJSE = GROW_OMLY)

for (b0;bsUNIQUE;baa)

if Vptr_cellid == FALSE)

if)Ehigibleoell = AllccOK)
Bzalout(5l)

else

= 'ptr_goal;
= *ptr hold

&Data.Cellad[b); //ptr_cellid has the oellid for

&Data.Treelist[b]; //ptr_treelist has the treelist

&Data.Minor]b};

&Data.Allcc]bJ
fOals. Goal [b]

I/NOTE; No need to have if (Status == FAKE) - the Goal & hold get filled above no

ElIgibleCellcc;

if(EligibleCell == AllocOK) I/done
break;

&Data.Cellid]b)

&Data.Treelist[b)

&Oata.Minor)b)
&Data.OwnerlbJ
&Data.PRule[b]
&Data.Goal[b)

//ptr_cellid has the cellid fur

//ptr_treelist has the treelist



break, I/just break
out, no more valid cells in Data. * array

/16 Mar 00; Klaus suggested giving all private lands the PNV staxd goal prescription because
for the

Ilprarsework those lands are Pt and they are doing cutting, so this will at least simulate
something

if) 5ptroorsr == OWN Pt *ptrtreelist == NONFOREST
)

/it private lands both P1 and
PIll) or nonforest

for the

something

PHI) or nonE oreet

else

i//end for)b=0 . -

else if)GQAL_TO_IISE RX6)

for (b0;bxUNIQUE; b-c-c)

ptr_oellid
this cell

ptr_trealist
value for this cell

ptr_zsiflor

ptr_owner =
ptr_rule =
ptr_goal
ptr_hold =

else

represent the Maximum stand

goal 1 or 2).

for the stand goals.

if) ptr_owner == OWN Fl)
*ptr goal = SG_PNV;

continue;
/1100k at next cell

Solution)EligihleOell] .Plinor
Solution[EligiblecellJ Ceilid
Soiution[EligibleCellJ .Treeiist

OK, this may seem weird hut OataPRule[J, had either a 1 or 10 value and that can
be used directly

as the stand goal for eligible cells. However, they must have 1 subtracted from them
to maintain

the numbering system used for the stand goals

Solution[EligibleCell] Goal = *ptr rule) - 1;
Solution[Eliglbleoell) Hold

,/NOTE No need to have it(Status == FAKE) the goal & hold get filled above no
matter what

EligibleCell-c+;

if(EligibleCell == AllocOK) ''done
break;

= *ptr_minor;
= *ptrcellid

= 'ptrtreelist-

if)'ptr_oellid == FALSE)

if(EligibleCell AllocOK)
Ba)lout)51)

else
break; / / just break

out, no more valid cells in Data. * array

&Data.Cellid[b] ; //ptr_cella.d has the cellid for

&Oata.Treelist[b] ; //ptr_treelist has the treelist

&Data.Ilinor[b];
&Data. Goner [hi

&Data. PRule [b];
&Data.Goal[b];
&Data.Hold[b]

I/I Mar 00: Klaus suggested goving all private lands the FlIP stand goal prescription because

//Framework those lands are P1 and they are doing cutting, so this will at least simulate

if) °ptr owner == OWN_PT *ptr_treelist == NCNFOREST ) ,,if private lands both P1 and

if) °ptr_owner == OWNI_PI)
*ptr goal SG_PNV;

continue;
look at next cell

Solution [Eligiblecellj .Minor
Solution [EligibleCell) .Cellid
Solution[EligibleCell] .Treelist

= *ptr minor
= *ptrcellid;

*ptrtreellSt;
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OK, this may seem weird -. but Data.PRule[], has values 1 thru 10 in it, which

goal prescription that a cell can have )eq a value of 2 means it can have stand

However, they must have 1 subtracted from them to maintain the numbering system used



solution already found

else
return FALSE;

return TRUE;
C//end Fililolution

/ ***************************************************************************************
mt FillValueToOptimjze (C

/ ***************************************************************************************

NOTE: Can be used for either a Subwatershed or Watershed search

This function will create a shortened version of the Premo data that was created
in the CreatesortedsremoBinaryPile)) function. That structure has a different
record for every Treelist-Goal-Hold-Period conthination whereas this function will
create an array of structures that has Treelist-Goal-Hold-Value(NPI-SigTrees[NP]-Rev(NP] and CFHatvest[NP]
Only the Treeliat-Goal-Hold differentiate r.ew records. The value that is placed
in the *[] .ValueC] spot is that value being OPTIMIZED. So for example, in goal 1 it will be the of
EigTrees. The value in *[J .BigTrees[( will always be the icf BigTrees (so for goal 1, it will have the
same data as in *[]Value[])

NOTE: The value stored will always be USHORT to help in reducing processing time.
Once a solution has been found, Pililremoflata)) will enter the real data as float or ushcrt.

Once this array of structures is completed and sorted, it will be written out to
a binary file to be used later on during the landscape optimization. Could recode later to
pass a pointer to a structure but this is OK for now.

I/Ia variables
FILE eBinln *Headerin *Index, *BinOut elieaderCut.

char Teiep(256]
ulong RecordNo;

/ / structures
struct PREMO_RECORD Key;
struct PREMO_RECORD *ptr key

mt count, goal, Hold;
mt ScanStatus,Indexgo, ctr;
ushort Per;
ulong Record;
ulong POT;

//For Time information
clock_t Start, Finish;
double Duration;

//for misc counting
ant x=O, y=O;

// end variable definin-------------------------------------

//calculate the global POT - this is how many actual structures (or records) are in the InitOpt array of structures
POT = lTD * GOALS * NOLDHO;
//printf("So I just set POT to value of %lu',n",POT);

/ ********************* The "smaller" structure to hold value being optimized and BigTrees
4-4-********************
//declare and Initialize the array oflnittpt[] structures - this is a compact version of the PInv structure further
below
struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE *Inittpt) = new struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE[POT];
if)InitOpt == NULL)

printS ("Problems allocating memory for Initopt with flu records\n',POT)

memset(InitOpt, 0, sizeof(struct OPTIMIZE SINGLE VALUE) * POT)

//+**************-l-*.l-4- The original structure that holds all the Premo data *****************************++++++

Solution[Eligibletetl( .Maxdoal = (*ptr_rule) - 1;

//Put in the Goal and Hold values found during landscape Optimization when reusing a

if (Status == FAKE)
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//Read in the binary file created by CreatesortedPremobinarypile)) - it has all the data for the initial stands in

Solution[EligibleCell( Goal = *ptr goal
Solution [Eligibleceli( Hold *ptr hold

EligibleCell*c;

if)EligibleCell == AllocOK) I/done
break;

}//end for(b=O
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I/See PremoStuff.cpp - I originally created this process to read in the Presto data so more info is located there

I/Create and Open the Header and actual Binary file with PR8O data in it
sprintf(Temp, '%S%S\\Rinary\\%s_Premobin',PREFIX,InitialstandDataDir,ENVT)
Binln fopen)Temp, rb);

sprintf)Temp, "%s%s\\Binary\\%s_Premo.hdr", PREFIX, IsitialdtandGatapir,SNVT)
Headerin = fopen(Temp, "r")

I/Get the Nnber of records that are listed in the header file
fscanf)Headerin,%lu",&EecordNo);

I/Create an array of Structures on the free store to hold these records
struct PREMO_RECORD (°PInv) = new struct PREMORECORD[RecordNo[; //PInv stands for
Potential Inventory
if) PInv NULL

printf('Problerss allocating mnertrory for PInvtJ with %lo elements\n",RecordNo5sizeof(PREMO_RECORD));

//Initialize a couple of things
memset) PInv, 0, sizeof(struct PREMO_RECORD) * RecordNo 7/array of structures to hold all the input data
smemset( &Key, 0, sizeof( struct PREMO_RECORD) 7/Key to use for searching for a particular
record in PInv

I/Now just read in the binary data the same way it was written out in CreateSortedPremoBinarypile()
fread(PInv, sizeof )PREMG RECORD) ,RecordNoBinln)

I/close up the files
fclose(BinIn)
felose (Headerin);

I/Set an error checker to check the value of ReeordNo
if)ReeordNo )* POT * NP

Bailout (78)

//NOTEm PInv is sorted byt Treelist - Goal - Hold Period

I/Create a shortened version or PInv by placing equivalent data in the array oflnitOpt structures. That way
Initbpt can be sorted
//and there will be few records to SSEARCH through because the values to optimize on will ALL be stored in the
//InitOpt-sValue[) array which is accessible by finding only one record, not NP records))

I/I am assuming that a "...\treeindex.txt' tile exists (wade during Initialttandbpt()
sprintf (Temp "%s%s%d\\perl\\%s' PREFIX, INPUTS, GOAL_TO_USE TREE_INDEX)
Index fopen)Temp, 'ri

if (Index == NULL)
fprintf)stderr, 'opening or BE railed(FillValueTooptimize() I; ts\n', Temp,strerrcr(errno))

II First go through the rile and COUNT the number of treeindexea
COunt 0;

while )(ScaaStatus*fscanf)Index, "%d" ,&IndexNo)) =EOF)

count = *5-Count;

II Rewind the file pointer so it is back at the beginning of the file
rewind)Index);

I/tm error checker - these two should match
if)ITL != )urmsigned)count)

Bailout (79)

II Start looking at each initial treelist, and for eaoh Goal and Hold combo, fill in the array of InitOpt
structures with
I/the corresponding data in the array of PInv structures.
Record=0
for)ctr 0; ctr a count; ctr**( 7/for each treelist

fscanf (Index, %d&IndexNo) ; //scan in the value - it this function used later,
watch out for trselist a 65,830

for)goal*O;goaleGOALS;goal.ms) //tcr each goal

for(Hold=0;Hold.*4;Holda=3) //for the 'Holdpor' periods

//Start to fill in the array of InitOpt structures with the above data - this is an
OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE type

InitOpt [Record] .Treslist = (ulong)IndexNo;
InitOpt [Record] Goal = (ushort)goal;
IflitOpt [Record) Hold = ushort)Holcl;

7/Start to stake a key for this combination of IndexNo - goal - Hold - Elev
7/The key is a PREMO_RECORD type so it can look through the PInv structure
Key.Treeliat = ulong)IndexNo;
Key.Goal = )ushort)gcal;
Key.Hcld = (ushort)Hold;

for )Per=S PeroNP; Per*+)

//Finish off the Key with the period
Key.Pericd = )ushort)Per;



structures

from the record ptr_key points to

* ACREEQ));

* ACREEQL);

/,'Now use bsearch to find the matching record in the array of PInv

ptr_key = )struct PRE000_RECORD*)bsearch)
&Key,
void ')Plrav,

size_t)ReccrdNo,
sizeof) struct PREMO_RECORD)
LookAtPremeRecords

if(ptr key NTJLL)

Bailout ) 70)

/ ***********************************Sctual Value to OPTIMIZE

I/Pill in the current InitOpt[Record[ .Value[Per] with the correct value

if)'3OAL_TO_USE =* 1
Initlpt)Recordj .Value[Per] = (ushort) floor) ptr_key-cBigTrees

//divide by BIGTREES_EXP when done
else if (GOAL_TO_USE == GROW_ONLY)

Initopt[Record) .Value[Per] = 0;
I/Grow Only, no need to put anything here
else if (GOAL_TO_USE =*- FINNEY_EFFECT)

InitOpt[Record].Value[Per[ = 0;
I/using the bricks, no need to put anything here
ls* if)GOAL_TO_USE RXO

InitOpt[Record[ .Value[Per[ = (ushort) (floor) ptr_key-eBigTrees
//divide by BIGTREES_EXP when done

else
Bailout (62)

it) ptr_key-oEev e 0
InitOpt[Record] .Rev[Per[

else if( ptr_key-oRev o 05530
InitOpt[Record] .Rev[Per[

Initopt[Record[ .Rev[Per[

I/If the harvest ie (-), thor, (oct make it 0
make sure no values over ushort get in

if) ptr_key-cHarvest C 0

mi tOpt [Record] . CFharvest [Per]

elee if) ptr_key-oHarvest 0 05530
Initopt[Record) .CPHarvest[Per[

(ushort) 65530;

else
InitOpt[Record[ .CpHarvest[Por[

(ushort ptr_key-cHarvest;

5//end for(Per=0; PercNP; Perce)

The associated CFllarvest

* )ushort)0;

* )ushort)05530;

= )ushort)ptr_key-cRev;

(should never happen;) . . also

= )ushort)0;
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Record-*c; ,','increment col' when all
period values for one Treelist-Goal-Hold combo are entered

5//end f for)HoldPeriode. -

5//end of for(goal.
'lend of for(ctr.

Start = clock));

/,******Sort the array of InitOpt structures by Treeliet-Ooal-Hold

gsort( (void*)InitOpt,

(size_t) POT,

'count of records
sizeof( struct OPTIMIZE SINGLE VALUE ), ''size of each record
LookAtOSV
//cornpare function

Finish = clock));
Duration = )

(double) (Finish-Start) / CLOCKS PER SEC
//printf(***Finished sorting in 6.210 seconds\n' Duration);

//close the treeindex.txt file
fclose(Index)

/Create the output Binary file and header file

/ ************************** The * of Big Trees

I/And then fall InitOpt [Record] .BigTrees[Per] with the **f BigTrees for
that record. . NO matter what goal)

InitOpt [Record) .BigTrees[Per[ float) (ptr_key-oBigTrees * ACREEQ);
//need to divide by SIOTREES_EXP when done

// *********************************The associated REVENUE

the revenue is )-) , then just make it 0 . . also make sure no values
over ushort get in



sprintt(Temp, '%s%s\\Binary\\%s_InitOpt.bin' ,PREFIX,InitialftandDataDir,EN'JT
BinOut = fopen(Temp, "wb');

sprintt(Temp, '%s%s\\Binary\\%s_InitOpt.hdr' PREFIX, InitealStandDataDir,ENVT)
HeaderOut fopen(Temp, "s,');

i/Write out the header data -- need to know how many records there are
fprintt(HeaderOut, '%lu\n",POT);

i/And now write out at]. the records in the array of Invstruo ture
furite(InitOpt, sizeof (OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE) POT,BinOut)

fclose(BinOut(
fclose(Headerout)

i/delete any arrays on tree store
delete [1 InitOpt;
delete H Ploy;

return TRUE;

i/end of FillValueToOptimize()

/*********************************************************************************************
mt LookAtOSV(Const void *ptrl, 000st void *ptr2)
/ *********************************************************************************************

//Will qsort or bsearch an OPTIMIZE.IINGLE_VALUE iISV) type by Treelist-Goal-Hold

i/Just to typecast them since we aren't actually passing in pointers
struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE *eleml;
struct oPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE *elers2

eleml (struct OPTIMIZE SINGLE VALUE *;ptrl;
eleml (struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE *)ptr2;

if( eleml-oTreelist C elem2->Treelist
//First sort by Treelist

return -1;
if( eleml-'Tree]jst a elern2-oTreelist

return 1;
else

//Then by Goal

if( eleml->Goal o eleml-000al

return -1;
if I elerel-oGoal o elem2-oGosl

return 1;
else

i/Then by Hold

if) elerol-oHold < elem2->Hold

return -1,
if) elersl-oHold a elero2->Hold

return I;
else

return 0;
//FINI5NED

C//end Hold
C//end Goal

C//end LookAtOSV

/*********************************************************************************************
mt LookAtSolutionMinor(const void eptrl, const void *ptrG)
/*********************************************************************************************

i/Will qsort or bserch an SOLUTION type by Minor in ascending order

//Just to typecast them since we aren't actually passing in pointers
struct SOLUTION *eleml;
struct SOLUTION *ele;

elersl = (struct SOLUTION 5)ptr1
elem2 (struct SOLUTION *)ptr2;

if( eleml-aMinor 5 elem2-oMincr
//First by Minor

return -1;
uI eleml-oMinor a elersS-,Miner

return 1;
else

return 0;
//FINISHED;

//end LookAtSolutionMinor
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/ *

mt LookAtSolutionCellid(const void *ptrl const void *ptr2)
/ *********************************************************************************************

I/Will quort or bsearch an SOLUTION type by Cellid in ascending order

I/Just to typecast them since we arent actually passing in pointers
struct SOLUTION *eleml.
struct SOLUTION *ele;

eleml = (struct SOLUTION *)ptrl;
eleml = (struct SOLUTION *(ptr2.

//end LookAtSolutionCellid
/ *********************************************************************************************
mt CompareEraMinor(const void *ptrl, const void *ptrO)
/ *********************************************************************************************

I/Will qsort or bsearch an ERA type by minor in ascending order

I/Just to typecast them since we aren't actually passing in pointers
struct ERA *eleml;
struct ERA eeletp2;

eleml = (struct ERA e)ptrl.
elernl = struct ERA )ptrl;

if) eleini-aMinor a elernl->Minor ) I/First sort by
Minor

return -1;
if) eleml->Minor > eleml->Minur

return 1;
else

return I;
//FINISHED;

)//end LockAtEra

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

double GetBaselineVTO)ulung count, struct SOLUTION Solution)], double Pervslues[I , struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE
OV[], ulong Records)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function can be used for any goal that has a single value to optimize and actually
used FillvalueTo0ptirsize)) (which create the array of structures currently being passed in as CV)]) -

ulong a;
double SumValue = 0;
double Baseline, ReturnBaseline;

II End of variable defining

mt x,y;
printf ) \n\n**** ND NOW the OV structures in GetgaselineVTO 'n')
for (enS; xs3O ;x---.-)

printf("OV[%d]:\t%lu\t%hu\t%hu", x, OV[xJTreelist, OV[x(Goal, OV[xIHold);
for (y=O;yaNP;y**)

printf("\t%hu",OV[x]Value[y]);
printf)'\n");

printS ("There are %lu records in the OV array\n" Records);

printS ( "\n\n°°° BS)D WOW the Solution structures in GetBaselineVTO ! ! 'n'

for (x0 ;x'sOO;x-s-*)

printf)"Eolution[%d] \t%hu\t%lu\t%lu\t%hu\t%hu\n' , x, Solution[x) Minor, Solution[x] .Cellid,
Solution [a] .Treelist,

Bolution)x] .Goal, Solution[x] Hold)

if (GOAL_TO_USE == 1)

//Call up GetSumBigTrees)) to help determine a baseline to use for Big Tree goals
Baseline = GetSumBigTrees(count, Solution, OV, Records);
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if( elersl->Cellid a eleml-aCellid //First by Cellid
return -1;

if( eleml->Cellid a elem2-aCellid
return 1;

else

return 0;
I/FINISHED)



else

I/Sure up the PerValues values and get the SumValue to use in osluoulating a single AvgValue that
represents

I/the total deviation of all periodic values from a constant level.
for (a=O ; a0NP; a**

SureValue a= FerValues)aJ;

Baseline (SuinValue / NP);

)//end else(GOAL_TO_USE ==l)

//Make adjustments to the baseline as needed
ReturnBaseline = Baseline * BASE ADO;

return ReturnBaseline;
) //end GetBaselineVTO

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

double GetSumsigTrees(ulong count, struct SOLUTION 1St] otruct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE OV[J ulong Records)

I******************************************************************************************************************

The ideal of this function is to find the SUM number of BigTreea (for all cello) per period.
The SUM will include using: 1) a grew only scenario (goal 9] , 2) a Reduce
Wildfire only scenario (goal I), and 3) enhance Fish Habitat only scenario(goal 2) - adding
the # of trees, at cell acre equivalent / per period and dividing by 3. This will give me
something of an "average SUM" which can then be used during the optimization.

mt a, b, c, y, goal, hold;

float TempPeriodTotals [NP], SumfligTrees [NP]
double LargestSuos=O;

struct OPTIMIZE_SI1JGLE_V9LUE Key;
Struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE ptr key;

/7 End of variable defining

I/Initialize the TerspPeriodTotals[) and the SumBigTreeu[] arrays
for (meG; a<NP; a**)

TerspPeriodTotals[a] = 0;

SumsigTrees[a] = 0;

7/Create a temp array to keep track of those cells already counted" - save processing time
ushort (*Counted) = new ushort[count];
if) Counted == NULL)

printf)"There was NOT enough memory for Counted with flu elements\n",count);

for )a=0 ; as (signed) count; a-or)

Counted[a[ = 0;

7/Sn through CS]] and find treelist currently in this initial solution
for)a*0;ae)signed)count;a++)

//First check and see if this Treelist has already been opened and accounted for
if) Counted[a[ TRUE

) is has been, continue on to next cell
continue;

7/Otherwise, start to make a key to look for this treelist in the OV structures
Key.Treelist CS(a] Treelist;

7/Make an inner loop to go through each of 3 differnt goal scenarios that Will be used in getting the
"average SUM" value

for (b=O ;b'3 ;b**)

7/Get the 'goal value
if)b == 0)

goal = I;
else if)b ** 1)

goal = 2;
else

goal = 9;

7/Get the "hold" value
do 0

hold = rand]) ¼ 4);
either 0 or 3

)while (hold == 3. II hold 2);

//Finish oft the key
Key.Goal = (ushort(goal;
Key.Hcld = ]ushort(hold;

//Reduce Raldfiire stand goal

7/Enhance Fish Habitat stand goal

7/Grow Only stand goal
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7/this gives O,l,2,and 3... but it has to be



I/New use bsearch to find the matching record in the array of OV structutes
ptr_key = (struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE5)bsearch(

&Key,
void 5)OV,
size_t) Records.
sizeof) struct OPTIMIZE SINGLE VALUE)
LookAtOSV

if [pEr_key == NULL) I/There had batter be One!
Bailout I)

/ /Add the values for Big
Trees to the TempferiodTotals(] which has sum fcr the 3 goal scenarios)

for c=O coNP! 00*)
TempferiedTetsls[c] 0= ptr_key-osigTrees[c]

}//end for )b=O;b<3;b*-c)

The TernpperiodTotals[J values can be reused for all solution cells that have the same treelist. Scroll
through CS)] and find those that do have same treelist and make a Slag in the Counted array if so.
5/

I/First make eentributaon for this cell since it was first to have this treelIst
for )y=O; y<NP;y**)

SumBigTrees [yl *= TempferiodTotals [yl

//Set a flag in the Ceunted array
Ceunted[a] = TRUE; I/YES, this cell has now been

accounted for

I/Now start looking through remaining cells in CS)]
for)bea*l;be(signed)eount;b**) I/start locking

at next cell

if) CS[b]Treelist Ci[a].Treelist //YES, this cell does have the same
treelist

//Set an error checker - each treelist should be done once and this indicates a
second time

if) Counted[b] == TRUE
Bailout [74)

I/otherwise, add this treelist's contribution again to account for this cell
for )y=O;y<NP;y*-.-)

SurBigTrees [yl *= TempPeriodTotals [y[

//and set the flag in the Counted array
Counted[bJ = TRUE;

[I/end for(b=a-.-l;bo(signed)count;b-.-*)

//Clear up the TempferiodTotals[[ so it can be used for the next treelist without additive problem
for )y=f;yeNP;ynn)

TernpPeriodTctalsty] = 0;

)//end for(a=S; a<(signed)count;a+*)

i/The SUM values currently in Sun*BigTrees[J need each to be divided by 3 since there were 3 goal scenarios used in
calculating it
for a=O; a<NP; a++)

SumBigTrees[a] = SumBigTrees[aJ / 3;

//Look through SumBigTrees[] and find the period with the largest value and use that as the return base
for (a=O ; aCNE; a**)

if(SumBigTrees[a] C LargestSurn)

Largestsuen = SumBigTrees[aJ;

//Delete stuff on free store
delete H Counted;

return LargestSuas;
[//end GetSumsigTrees

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void SwaplAdjuat) struct SOLUTION °ptr_cs, ushort MG, ushort NM, double PerValues[I, struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE
OV [1.

ulong Records, stc-uct ERA *ptr era)
I ******************************************************************************************************************

A move is being tested and needed is to subtract off the treelist-goal-hold "opt*rsizing' values being moved
OUT of the solution and to add the treelist-goal-hold 'optimizing" values for that being moved INTO the solution.

ALSO, subtract off the ERA values being moved off and add those values being moved into the Era structure

NOTE; See long-winded nOte in CalculateSumPeriodEro)) function shout theory for this,
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5/

ant a,b;

struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE OVKey;
Struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE 5ptr_ovkey;

struct CURRENT_ERAS CellEraValues, 5ptr_cev;

II End of variable defining

//Initialize the OVXey
rnemset(&OVKey, 0, sizeof)struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE VALUE!

// ****************** ***************
//*+++ ********++****cc*c SUBTRACT OFF VALUES FOR PRESCRIPTION BEING MOVED OUT cccccecccccc*************
/ /*****+* ********************ccccc*.-*cc**********************************************

I-

/I

II

//First, make a key and look for stand being moved OUT of solution and reduce the PerValues array
OVRey.Treelist = ptr_cs-oTreelist;
OVKey.Goal = ptr_cs-000al;
OVRey.Hold ptr_es->Mold;

I/Now use bseareh to find the matching record in the array of OV Structures
ptr_ovkey = (struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE*)bseareh)

&OVKey,
(void *(OV
(size_t( Records.
sizeof( struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE),
LookAtOSV

if(ptr_ovkey == NULL) //There had better he one!
Bailout ) 80)

II

I!

II

Make a key for the CV structure

Assume that if to here then everything has been found correctly

I/First, ADD the values from the Pervalues)) array
for)ael; a'.MP;a.-+)

PerValues[al *= ptr_ovkey-aValue)a];

Figuring out the new ERA values to add is a hit more complicated. Because I have not precalculated EVERY possible
PeriodEra[] value for every cell and every prescription (which I may want to do), I need to quickly calculate that
value for this new move, Call the same function as done in CalculateSumPeriodEra)) except here I will assume that
the cell is in the solution so I don't need to do all the pre-shecking it does.

//clear the CellEraValues stuff before filling and sending off
memset(&CellEraValues, 0, Sizeof)struct CURRENT_ERAS)

I/Make a package of stuff to send off to get NetEra's calculated
CellEraValues ptr_osv = ptr_ovkey;
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I/First, subtract off values from the PerValues[[ array
for (a=l; aCNE; a+5-)

PerValues [a) -= ptrovkey->Value)a];

I/Then subtract off the contribution this cell made to the subwatershed ERA value
for (a=0 acNE; a..)

ptr_era->SmnPeriodEra[a[ -= ptr_es->PeriodEra[a)

I / ******+*++++*+*+*****************************************o****************************************************
//********+*****++*++*+ CALCULATE NEW VALUES FOR PRESCRIPTION BEING MOVED INTO SOLUTION *******************
II********************++++++++**********************************************************************************
rnemset(&OVxey, 0, sizeof )struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE);

I/Make a key and find the new prescription values in the OV[I structures
OVKey.Treelist = ptr_cs-olreelist;

//The treelist doesn't change!
OVKey.Goal NO;
OVKey.Hold = NH;

//Now use bsearch to find the matching record in the array of ov structures
ptr_ovkey (struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE ) bsearch)

&OVKey,
(void *)OV
size_t(Records,
sizeot( struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE),
LookAtOSV

if(ptr_ovkey == NULL) //There had better be one!
Bailout (80)

II

,, Assume that if to here then everything has been found correctly
II
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Cel lEraValues CurrentEra = ]tloat]ptr_cs-,InitialEra / ERA SEP //last stored as modified
ushort

I/Need to send a pointer to get values back
ptr_cev = iCelllravalues;

I/Ship pointer off to function which will calculate NetEra's for each period
CalculateNetEras )ptr_cev);

//Store the return values in the NetEra[] member in two places for each period
for)b=E;bsNP;b-.--.-)

ptrcs-cperjodEra[b[ = (ushort) (ptr_cev->Netsra[b]
ptr_era->Susnferiodlra[b[ -.-= ulong) ]ptr_cev-sNetEra[b]

I //end SwaplAdjuat

/ ***************************************************************************************
mt DecreaseShort(ulong count, ushort Short [I[GOALS] ]HOLDNO]
/ ***************************************************************************************

ulong a;
ushort *ptr short'

//printf(' Iterations to do is %lu\n', signed) count*GOALS*NCLONO)

* i S de S DEBUG_DECRF,ASESHORT1

mt b,c;
//Test, go through Short and see which one h* a value, to see if
for )a=O; account; a**)

for(b=O;b0GOALS;b*'a)

for ]c=O; c0HOLDNO; ccc

if(Short[a[ [b] [cJ s 0
printf('Move cell %lu, to goal %d with Hold %d\n',s,b,o);

*endif

//Put a pointer at start of Short and go through the entire array and decrease all values
/Ithat are greater than 0 by -1.
ptr_shcrt = &Short[0[ [0] [0];

for (a=0; a5000nt*GQALS*HOLDNO; ass)

if] *ptr short > 0)
*ptr short = *ptr short 1;

return TRUE;
I //end DecreseShort

/ ***************************************************************************************
void InputcdCalculateSolutionEras]ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS]]
/ ***************************************************************************************

CS]] needs to have been sorted by Cellid before entering here.

The goal here is to look at the array of CS structures, which has the Current Solution for the
entire watershed, with 5 member limbo - Cellid - Treelist - Coal - HoldFcr & PeriodEra[NP]
There are "Count' records of this structure

This function will go cell-by-call through the Data. * array nd check every cell to see if it
was in the solution. If so, it will use ths values in CS]] .PeriodEra]] to fill Data.Era[] []

IS there is no match, then the cell was NOT in the solution, so its initial Data.InitialEra][
value needs to be packaged and sent to function to get it's proper ERA decay values - then
input those values into Data.Era[] 1].

mt a,b;
mt InSolution;

//Key stuff for structures
etruct SOLUTION SKey;
struct SOLUTION *ptrskey;
struct CURRENT_ERAS CellEraValues, *ptrces;

II End of variable defining

for]a=0;aCUNIQIJE; a-.-.-)

if) Data.Cellid[a] == FALSE ) //n more cello to check
break;

/ *****************************************************************



// Determine if cell was actually in the solution
/ *****************************************************************
I/Make a key for the current cell using its cdlii
SKey.Cellid * Uata.Cellid[a];

I/Use bsearch on CS)] to see if this cell is in the solution
ptr_skey (struct SOLUTION*)bsearch)

&SKey,
(void 5)CS
(size_t)Count,
sizeof) struct SOLUTION),
LookAtSolutionCellid

I/Make a flag to use below
if) ptr_skey == NULL

InSolution = FALSE; I/cell not in solution
else

Infolution = TRUE;

/ *****************************************************************
// THE CELL WAS IN THE SOLUTION
/ *****************************************************************
if) InSolution == TRUE

I/Just copy over the data stored in the ?eriodkra)) mersber of CS
for(b=O;b<NP;b----)

Data.Era)aJ [b] ptr_skey-cferiodsra[bJ;

else

/ *****************************************************************
II Cell was NOT in the original solution
/ *****************************************************************
I/NOTE: these calculations could Probably be done back in Caluculatefu*sferiodEra)) and stored for these
I/cells not in the solution.

Just slowly decay or recover coils current Uata.Initialfra(J proportionally down to 0.
There is no documentation to do this but it should not matter because they don't contribute to

anything.
I am thinking that later we may want to "recover" certain areas at different rates and track

how those
subwatershed that are U2m:anaged! fair compare to those that are managed.

I/clear the Cellfravaiues stuff before filling and sending off
memset(&CellEravalues, f, sizeof(struct CURRENT ERAS)

I/Make a package of stuff to send off to get NetEra's calculated
CellEraValues.CurrentEra ( (float)Data.Initialfra[a] / ERA_EXP

I/last stored as modified ushort
CellEraVaJ.ues.Cell = a:

//Need to send a pointer to get values back
ptr_cev = &CellEravalues;

I/Ship pointer off to function which wall calculate DecayOnly NetEra's for each period
CalculateflecayOnlyNetEras (ptr_cev)

I/If new decayed NetEras were calculated, store their values in Data.Era[] 1] - otherwise
already initialized to zero

if) ptr_cev->NeedsDecay TRUE

for (b=O; bcNP;b++)

DataEra[a][bJ = )ushort) (ptr_cev-cNetEra[bJ(;

)//end else if(Infolution

)//end for(a=O .

) I/end tnputAndCalculatefolutjonEras

/ ***************************************************************************************
mt Inputfolution(uior*g Count, struct SOLUTION CS)]
/ ***************************************************************************************

CS)] needs to have been sorted by Cellid before entering here.

The goal here is to look at the array of CS structures, which has the Current Solution for the
entire watershed, with 5 member: Minor - Cellid - Treelist - Goal - HoldFor.
There are "Count records of this structure.

I am going to make the assumption that the Ceiiid's in Ci[]Ceiiid are in ascending (row/column) order, because
they
were sorted by Cellid back in Goal*)( . So I will Start by looking at the first CS)] .Cellid value and
find that CellTcl number in Data.Ceiiid (checking to see if CS)] .Treelist matches Data.Treelist)
if all checks out then put the values of CS[] Goal & Cl[] Hold into Data.Goal and Data.Hold

ulong zptrceflid, *ptrtreelist, Cellid, Treelist;
ushort zptr goal, 5ptr hold, Goal, Hold;
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jot FoundNatch;
ulong a;

II End of variable defining

printf)Inputting the solution just found into Data)] Goal * Data]] .Hold\n'

//Put pointers at start of Data. * arrays
ptr_cellid &Data.Cellid)O];
ptr_treelist = &Data.Treelist[O];
ptr_goal = &Data.Ooal[O];
ptr_hold &Data.HoldtO];

for ]aml ; a<Zount; a**)

I/Get Values for current cell in CS
Cellid = CS[a]Cellid;
Treelist = CS]a].Treelist;
Goal = CS[a]Goal;
Hold = CS[a] Hold;

I/Start looking through the Data, arrays sod find a match
Foundliatch = 0;
doC

jf( *ptrcellid == Cellid //Ok, the cellid's match, so should
everything else!

if) *ptrtreelist Treelist)
Bailout (31)

else / /put
in the Goal and HOldFor values

*ptr goal = Goal;
*ptr hold Hol&

FouodNatch = 1;

//increment pointers, whether or not a match was found
//P.EsnER- this works because both CS and Dats.Cellid have cellid's in 'row/column" order
ptr_,cellid'**;
ptr_treelist**;
ptr_goal**;
ptr_hold-.--.-;

)while)FouodNatch == 0);

C//end ±or)a

return TRUE;
I/end Inputfolution

/ ***************************************************************************************
void BinarySaveGoalHold void)
I***************************************************************************************

This function will spit out the current configuration of Data.Gcal and Data.Hold that
was found during the initial landscape optimization. It will do this by dust sending
out all the values, in order, from those arrays.

When reading back in the data there will be no need to check positioning because (I hope)
the data is already in its correct spot. See the bottom of function ReadSinaryfiles() for
how this is done.
*1

FILE CBIN;
char GoaloutFile[].50]="
char HoldOutFileLt5O]=*

ushort *ptr goal;
ushort *ptr hold

//Make the correct output file names
sprintf(GoalOutFile, "%s%s%d\\%s.%s_gosl.bir*' PREFIX, RerunDir,GOAL_TQ..USE,OPTPREFIG, ENVT(
sprintf(Ho].dOutFile, '%s%S%d\\%s_%s_held.bifl",PREFIX,RerunDir,GOAL_TO_USE,QPTPREFIX,ENVT(

ptr_goal = &Data.GoaJ.[O];
ptr_hold = &Data.flold[0];

BIN = fopen(GoaltutFile, *wb);
fwrite)ptr_goal,sizeof)Data.Goal[0]) ,IJNIQUE,BIN)
fclose BIN);

BIN * fopen)EloldOutFile, 'wb);
fwrite)ptr_hold,sizeof)Data,Hoid[0)) ,UNIQTJE,BIN)
fclose)BIN)

//end BinarySaveGoalNold
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void Asciifavepoalflold(void)
/ *

printf("\ n°°°°" * Saving the current configuration of GOALS and HOL, from this simulation \fl\fl(

FILE 5WRITE_GOAL, 5WRITE_HOLD
char Terspl[250], Tesip2[250);

/ Ipointers
mt 5ptrsrp I/Starting Roe Position
ushort °ptr_goal, 5ptr hold, *ptrcolu;

I/Misc, variables
jot r,c,HowMany;
tnt ColmmsLeft, ctr;
ushort EtartCclumn, OutColumn;

i/Make the correct output tile names
sprintf(Templ, '%s%s%d\\%sgoal.bin, PREFIXRerunpjr,50AL TO USE,ENVT)
sprintf(Ternp2, '%s%s%d\\%s_hold,bin' ,FREFIXRerunDir,00ALTOUSE,ENVTI;

//open up the files to write)
WMITE_GOAL= tnpen(Templ, "w');
WRITE_HOLD fopen(Temp2, 'w');

if WRITE_GOAL NULL(
fprintf(stderr, "opening of %s failed: %s\n', Tempi, strerror(errno:

else
ifdef DEBUG_OPEN1

endif
printf(File Es opened with no problems in mode WRITFi\n",Templ):

if (WRITE_GOLD == NULL)
fprintf(stderr, "opening of %s failed: %s\n', Temp2, strerror)errno)):

else
iifdef DEBUG_OPEN1

printf('File Es opened with no problems in mode WRITE(\n",Templ(
endif

I/write out the header data to the files
fprintf(WRITE_OOAL, "ncols\t\t%d\n",COLtRS/S)
fprintf(WRITE_GOAL, 'nrows\t\t%d\n" ,ROWS);
tprintf (WRITE_GOAL, 'xllcorner\t% 61f\n' F_XLL(;
fprintf(WRITS_GOAL, "yllcorner\t%.flf'in" ,FYLL)
fprintf (WRITE_GOAL, 'cellsize\t%d\n' ,CELLSIzE(
fprintf (WRITE_GOAL, 'MODATA_velue\t%d\n",NODATA);

fprintf(WRITE_HOLD, "ncols\t\t%d\n' ,COLUNUS(
fprintf(WRITE_HOLD, "nrowi\t\ttd\n' ROWS):
fprintf (WRITE_HOLD, "xllcorner\t%.Elf\n" ,F_XLL(
fprintf (WRITE_HOLD, 'yllcorner\t%.6lf \n",F YLL(
fprintf (WRITE_HOLD, cellsize\t%d\n' ,CELLSIZE(
fprintf (WRITE_HOLD, 'MODATA_value\t%d\n' ,NODATA(;

for (r=l: ro=ROWS; r**

ptr_srp = &link[r-1] [1]:
HowMany (ptr_srp*l(
EtartColursn = Data.OridCoimsn[(*ptr_srp(1]
ptr_coiumn = &Data.GridColmsn[ (*ptr_srp)_l)
ptr_goal = &Data.Goai[(*ptr_srp)_iJ
ptr_hoid = &Data.Hold[(*ptr_srp(_l]

I/If the whole row is blank, print out NODATA and gob next row
if) °ptr_srp == FALSE ( I/means a zero was left in this spot during

MakeLink

for (0*1; eo=COLTThEIS; cii

fprintf(WRITE_GOAL,'%d ",NODATA(;
fprintf(WRITEHOLD,'%d ",NODATA(;

I/put in new lines
fprintf(STRITE_OOAL, '/,n');

fprintf (WRITE_HOLD, '\n'

continue; /Igoto next row

I/print out NODATA for those cells before data starts
for(c=l;csStartcoiurrn;c**(

fprintf(WRITEOOAL,'%d ",NODATA(;
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I/Open up the file for printing

fprintf);IRITE_HOLD, 'Ed ",NODATA);

I/set some counters
OutColumn = ttartColurzn;
ctr 0;

I/print Out the Goal and Hold values for area on landscape by checking
I/value in Data.GridColumn to watch it with OutColumn value
do(

if(*ptr_column == OutColumn)

fprintf(WRITE_GOAL, 'thu ',5ptr.goal);
fprintf(WRITE HOLD, 'thu ,*ptr_hold);

ptr_gozl**;
ptr_hold**;
ptr_colunn**;
OutColmnnc*;
ctr**;

else //print out NODATA for the 'gaps"

fprintf(WRITE_GGAL, 'Ed ' ,NDDATA)

fprintt(WRITS_HOLD, 'Ed ",NODATA)

Outcolurnn**;

)while(ctr = Howliany

//Check to see how many columns are left to do
ColumneLeft = COLUWRI - (OutColumn-l(;

if(ColumnsLett == 0)

fprintt)WP,ITE_GOAL, "In")
fprintf(RRITE HOLD, "In");

continue; I/go to next row

I/print out NODATA for those cells after the data that are left
fur(c=O;ccColumnsLett,c-c-c)

tprintf(WRITE_GOAL, 'Ed ",NODATAL
fprintf (WRITE_HOLD, "Ed ",NODATA);

//put in a new line
tprintf(WRITE_DOAL, "\n')
fprintf)WRITE_HOLD, "In')

C//end of for(r=l;r<=ROWI;r**)

felose (WRITE_GOAL);
to lose (WRITE_HOLD);

/ /end SaveGoalHold

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void PrintSolutionValues)ulong Count, Otruet SOLUTION CS)), xtruet OPTIHIZE_SINGLE_VALUE CV)),
ulong Racordx, i0t lubEra)], mt Status)

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This functieng is to be called up after a heuristic search solution has been completed.
This will use the best solution found to add up the particular value being optimized and print those out,

FILE *WriteOut;

char filename[256[;

ulong a;
lt b;

double PerValue [HP);
double SumtqDev = 0;
double SumValue = 0;

struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE Key;
struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE *ptr key

II END Variable defining
if (Status == ACTUAL)

sprintf)filename, '%s%s%d\\Actual_Total\Jalue. txt" PREFIX, PresimOutputoar,GDAL_TD_USE)
else

spri.ntf(filename, %s%std\\Reuse_TotalValue, txt' PREFIX, PrelimOutputDir,00AL_TOTJIE)
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WriteOut fopen(filenaise, "w'

Using the TREELIST, GOAL, ad HOLD in the array of CS(] structures, find the matchang set
in the array of CV structures. Once found, sum up the periodic values and store those
in PerValue [NP)

This functions assumes that the values found in Solution are the current one to evaluate.

//Initialize the PerValue[J array
memset) PerValue, 0, sizeof)PerValue[

for(a=0;a<Count;a**) I/count is how many rows of data there are (i.e. eligible cells found earlier)

//Make a Key using the Treelist-Goal-Hold values found for each record in the array of CS structures
Key.Treelist = CS[a[.Treelist;
Key.Goal CS[a[ Coal;
Key.Hold = CS[aJ Hold;

I/Now use bsearch to find the matching record in the array of CV structures
ptr_key )struct OPTIMIZS_SINGLS_VALUS*)bsoarch)

&Key,
)void *)Ov,
Size_t ) Records

sizeof) struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE.vALtTE)
LOOkAtOSV );

if(ptr_key == NULL) //There had hotter ho one)

printf)"Bad }tey.Treelist = Slu .. CS[) .Treelit is %lu\n' ,Key.Treelist,CS[a] .Treelist)
printf)"Bad ltey.Goal = %hu... CS[[.Ooal is %lu\n",Key.Goal,Cl[a].Goal);
printf)'Bad }Zey,Hold = %hu...CS[(.Hold is %lu\nThKeyHold,CSla] Hold);
Bailout) BC

else I/Bum up the periodic values

for)b=0;b<NP;b*--)
PerValue(b] -.-= ptr_key->Value[b(;

II PRINT OUT STUFF BELCh

fprintf[WriteOut, "\nThe Periodic Big Trees Totals aro;\fl'
fprintt(Writeout, "NOTE: These values are rounded INTEGER BigTreee values and will usually be less than

real value\n\n");

for (a0 ; aONP; a**)

fprintf)WriteOut, "Per%d is %-.31f\n" ,a*l,PerValue[a] /BIGTREESEXF)

fprintf)MriteOut, \n\nLoopsT000: %lu\n' ,Ccunt*[,00F FACTOR);
fprintf)WriteOut, The constraining Sub-Watershed ERA threshold were:\n"(
for)a=O;a'sNP;a**)

fprintf)Writelut, "Fer%d had a ERA threshold of %d\n" aol, SubEra[aJ

fclose)Writeout)

/ /end PrintSolutionValues

I*****************************************************************************************
void PrintSolutionEraValues)struct ERA Era[( , ulong NoSheds, jOt StatU(
I ****************************************************************************************

/* This will output a table with 6th field subwatershed id's in Rows, and columns for the
four EvaluafeThisperiod[] periods, with values representing the Equivalent Roaded Acre [ERA)
value for that sub-watershed, This file will be comma delimited and can be imported into Arclnfo and
joined with the SubWatershed layer to mako maps showing the EPA's - or the tables can be used stand-alone.

This will only handle the initial ERA valuos and 001y ouput 4 periods worth of data. Another function
will euput the actual ERA values stored in the Data. *)[ arrays after a toll simulation.

NOTE: This function is using ERA values only for those cells in a solution' - which is different than
what gets outputted in OutputEravalues)) at ond tf simulation.

FILE *5ITE ERR
char EraFile[256[
mt a,b;
mt Hit, PerA, PrB, ParC, ParD;
II End of variable defining

I/Look at EvaluateThisPeried and find the 4 evaluation periods there
HitO;
for )a=0; soN?; ao*')

if)EvaluateThisperiod(a] > 0)
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if (Hit == 4)

printt)'There are too many EvaluatemisPeriod]] periods; - ignoring those past the
first four\n")

if (Hit 0)

PerA = a;
else if (Hit 1)

PerE = a;
else if (Hit == 2)

PerC = a;
else

PerD = a;

Hit**;

2//end for(r=O;reNP;r**)

1/ Create. Open and Write data out to a file
if)Statu == ACTUAL)

sprintf)EraFiJ.e, '%S%s%d\\Actual_era.csv',PREFIX,Presirnoutputbir,GOAL_To_USE;
else if (Status LAST)

sprintf(EraFiJ.e, '%s%s%d\\era.csv' ,PREFIX,PostlimOutputbir,GOAL_TO_USE) i
else

sprintf)EraFile, '%s%s%d\\Reuse_era.csv",PREFIXPresimoutputDir,GOAL_TO_USE)
WRITE EPA = fopen)EraFile, 'w');
if (WRITE_EPA == NULL)

fprintf(stderr, 'opening of %s failed; %s\n', EraFile, strerror)errno));

//Mo header line because Arclnfo won't import them
I/Will Output the actual ERA associated with the solution ** no TABS either (A/I doesn't loRe them)
for)arO; a<)signed)Nofheds;aee)

fprintf)WRITE_EPA, "%hu, ",Era[a] Minor)
for)b=0;bsNP;b+.*)

if(b == PerA b == PerS b == PerC b == PerD)

fprir*tf(E'RITS_SRA, '%.lt ', ( (float)Era[a] .SumPeriodEra[bj / ERA EXP) / Era[aJ Count

if)b PerD)
fprintf WRITE_ERA, "

fprintf (WRITE ERA, "\n")

fclose(WRITE_ERA)

I/end PrintSolutionEraValues

I******************************************************************************************************************

void PrintSolutionBigTrees(ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS)), struot OPTIHIZE_SINGLE_VALUE OV[(,
ulong Records, mt SubEra([, mt Status)

I******************************************************************************************************************

This functions is to be called up after a heuristic search solution has been completed,
This will use the best solution found to add up the Rig Trees and print those out.

NOTE; This is sorta redundant because for now, goal 1 is optimizing BigTrees and so when the
PrintSolutionvalues() gets printed, it should be the some as this - a double cheek,

FILE *WriteOut;
char filename [256]

ulong a;
mt b;

double PerEigTrees [NP], SurnSigTrees;

struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE Key;
struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE °ptr key;

II END Variable defining
if (Status == ACTUAL)

sprintf)filenarse, "%s%s%d';';ActualeigTrees. txt" PREFIX, PredimOutputDir,00AL_TO_USE);
else

sprintf(filenarse, %s%s%d';';ReuseBigTrees. txt' ,PREFIX, PreSimlutputDir,00AL_TO_USS)

//Open up the file for printing
WriteOut fopen(filens.me, "w");

Using the TREELIST GOAL, and HOLD in the array of CS[] structures, find the matching set
in the array of OV structures. Once found, sum up the BigTrees and store those



in PerBigTreea [NP].

This functions assumes that the values found in Solution are the current one to evaluate.

7/Initialize the PerBigTrees[] array
memset) PerfigTrees, 0, sizeof)PerBigTreea) );

for (a=0; acCount a-i--i-) 7/count is how many rows of data there are (i.e. eligible cells found earlier)

7/Make a Key using the Treelist-Goal-Hc,ld values found for each record in the array of CS structures
Key.Treelist CS(a) .Treeliat;
Key.Goal = CS[a] Goal;
Key.Hold = CIte] Hold;

//NOw use bsearch to find the matching record in the array of OV structures
ptr_key = (struct OPTIMIZE SINGLE IJALUE*)bsearch:

fRey,

(void *)0V,

(size_t) Records,
sizeof ( struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE VALUE)
LookAtOSV

if(ptr_key == NULL) 7/There had better be one)

printf)"Bad KeyTreelost %lu...CS[].Treelist is %lu\n",Key.Treelist,CS[a).Treelisr);
printf)"Bad Key.Goal = %hu ... CG[].Goal is %lu\n",Key.Goel,CS[a] Goal);
printf("Bad Key,Hold = %hu ,,, CS)] Hold is Flu\n",Key.Hold,CS[a] Hold);
Bailout ) Fl)

else //Sue up the periodic Values

for)beo;boNP;b**)

FsrHigTrees[b -1= ptr_key-eBigTrees[b];

7/Add up the total sum of big trees
for (b=0;bcNP;b-i-*)

SumBigTreea 0= PerHigTrees [b[ /RTGTREESEXP;

/7 PRTNT OUT STUFF hEWS

fprintf)WriteOut, '\nThe Periodic Rig Trees Totals are,\n')
for (a=0 ; aCMP;a**

fprintf)WriteOut, "Per%d is %.11t\n",a-i-1,PerBigTrees[a]/BrGTREE5_ExP)

fprintf(WriteOut,'\n\nThe total sirs of Big Trees is, %.31f\n",SurnBigTraas);
fprintf(WriteOut, Which amounts to about %31f per acre\n" ,SumehigTrees/)Ccunt*ACREEQ))

fclose(NriteOut)

7/end PrintfolutionBigTrees

GOAL_REUSE. CF.?

This file will contain functions to control how to, reuse data for prescriptions that
were already selected.

*7

#include ostdio.h,
((include csrdlibh>
((include ostring.hc
((include ctime.hc
((include amsthhc
((include 'globalsh
((include data,h'
((include 'goals h'

7/Functions used in this file
void ReuseGoal(int Goal);

//Declared in rsisc,cpp
extern mt FillfubEraThresholds)int SubEra)]);

7/Declared in ReadData,cpp
extern void ReadGoalHoldFound)inr Goal);

/ ***************************************************************************************
void ReUsegoal(int Goal)

This function will assume that a GOALHOLD combination was already found for the particular
lamdscape being used and that binary files with the goal & hold are in the
- - . \RerunData\ directory. Sec ause many of the output analysis data functions need to ]o.now
what the "solution space" i.e. those cells that were actually in the solution) was, I found
it easier to pretend that an optimization process is happening except skip the heuristic part

7/for functions declared in ;oal_controller.cpp
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since there is already an answer.

FILE BinIn *Headerin;

char Ternp(256);
ulong Records;

mt a;
ulong AllocOK, A110cNOK, Cellslnfhed;
ulong SolutionCounters [3];
ulong SolutionSheds;
jot SubEra[NPJ;

ii End of variable defining
printfV\n\**************************Reusing and Recreating a solution for this goal %d

\n',Goal);

//First thing is to read in the GOAL & HOLD values already found
ReadGoalHoldFound(Goal);

i/Fill the FillValueToOptjinjze array before starting
if( FillvalueToOptimize() ** FALSE)

Bailout ( 24)

ii READ in the In±topt.bin file -

i/Open the Header and actual Binary file containing the data found during FillValueToOptirnize()
sprifltf(Teep, "%s%s\\Binsry\\%Slnitopt.bjn' PREFIX,InitialgtandDataDir,ENVT)
5mm = fopen(Temp, rb

sprintf(Ternp, '%s%s\\Binary\\%s_InitOpt.hdr- PREFIX, InitialstandDataDirENVT);
Headermn * fopen(Ternp, 'r');

//Get the Number of records that are listed in the header file
facanf(Headerin,'%lu',&Records);

/ioreate an array of structures on the free store to hold these records
struct OPTIMIZE SINGLE VALUE (cOptValues) = new struct OPTINIZE_SINGlE_VAIUS[Records);
if) Optvalues == NULL

printf('Problers allocating memory for OptValues)) with %lu
elements\n Records*Sizeof OPTIMIZE.. SINGLE VALUE)

i/Now just read in the binary data the same way it was written out in FillValueToOptimize))
fread)OptValues, sizeof (OPTIMIZE_SINGLE VALUE) Records Binln)

i/Initialize the SclutionCounters array and call up the Deterrn±nelligibleCella)) function to fill it up
for(a=O;ac3;a**)

SolutionCountes-s(aJ * 0;

printf (5 Going to determine the eligible cells for this solution and fill up the array cf SOLUTION structures***\);

if) DeterznineEligibleCells(Solutjcnccunterz) FALSE)
Bailout) P2

i/The values flow in Solutioncounters should be properly set
AllocOK = Solutioncounters[OJ;
A110eNOK = SolutionCounters[l)
CellslnShed = Solutionlounters[2]

prjntf)"! There were %lu valid cells with cellidu CcllslnShed)
printf(" and %lu cells that are eligible for the solution and lb that are not.\n\n",AlloepK,AllocNOK);

i/Print stuff to the stats.txt file
PrintToStat(3, (ulong)AlloeOK)

//Set a checker to look for when there are 0 eligible cells
Sf(AlloeOK == FALSE)

Bailout ) 89)

//Create an array of Structures on the free store to hold the solution
struct SOLUTION )*Currentloluticn) = new struct SOtUTIQN)AllooOJf)
if) Curreotfolution NULL

printf('Problems allocating memory for CurrentSolution)) with %lu eleeenta\n,A110cOK*sizeof SOLUTION));

i/Initialize
memset) Currentlolution, I, sizeof)struct SOLUTION) * AllocOK

i/Now fill that array of SOLUTION structures with the Treelist - Minor - and Cellid of those eligible cells
if( Fillfolution(Solutiuncounters, Currentlolution, FARE) FALSE

Bailout) P3)

printf)'Sorting the solution by subwatersheds sill take a few seconds\n);
//Now Sort the array of SOLUTION structures by MINOR . This will guarantee all the aubwatersheds are in order
//Use mgsort because qsort takes way too long since there are not many unique Minor ID's
mgsort ( )void* ) CurrentSolution, / /base

(Suze_t)AllocoK, //count of # of arrays
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i/close up the files
fclose)Binmn);
fclose(Headerin);
ii Finished reading



arrays

function

sizeof)struct SOLUTION), I/size of each array
tookAtSolutionCellid

) ; //compare

if) CalculateSumperjodEra)SclutionSheds, S_Era, AllocOK, CurrentSolution, OptValues, Records) == FALSE)
Bailout) 86)

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

/ ******************Stuff below would normally be found in a goal*_heuristic .cpp file (e.g. goall_deluge.cpp)

I******************************************************************************************************************

/ ************************These will print Out ONLY thcse things for cells IN THE SOLUTION

if) Goal != GROW_ONLY II Goal FINNEY_EFFECT
(

//Grow-only & Finney-Effect dadn't have any "value'

I/Print out the Periodic values for the Value being optimized
PrintSolutionValues(AllocOK, CurrentSolution, Optvalues, Records, SubEra,REUSE)

//Print out the Big Trees
PrintSolutionsigTrees)Allocox, CurrentSolution, OptValues, Records, SubEra, REUSE)

I/Print out the ERA values in S_Era
PrintSolutionEravalues)S_Era,SolutionSheds, REUSE);

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

/ ******************Stuff below would normally be found at end of goal* .cpp - after the heuristic code file is done

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

I/NOTE; no need to call the InputEolution)) function because it only fills up the Oata.Ooal and Hold arrays
// and they already are (back in ReadGoalHoldFound))

//Input the associated PeriodEra[j values found for those cells in the solution, and calculate
I/new Data.Era(] (] values for those cells that were not in the solution.
InputAndCalculateSolutionEras (AllocOK, CurrentSolution)

//Delete stuff on Free store
delete [I Optvalues;
delete [I CurrentSolution;
delete [I S_Era;

)//end Reusegoal

cloALi. CR?

This file will acts as a subordinate controller (to goal_controller.cpp) - specifically fr Gall.
It can call up either a TabuSearch or Deluge search for this particular goal. It does rely on some
functions in goal_controller.cpp.
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sizeof)struct SOLUTION) //size of each array
0, A11ocOK-1, //current division

always; 0, Count-1
LookAtSolutionNinor I/compare function

//Call up the CountSolutjonwatersheds() function to see how many subwatersheds are actually in the solution
SolutionSheds = CountSolutionWatersheds (A110cOK, CurrentSolution)
printf)*** There were actually %lu Sub-Watersheds found in the solution for this goal ***\n ,SolutionShsds)

if) SolutionSheds FALSE
Bailout ( 84)

//Create the appropriate number of Solution_ERA structures and store them in an array
struct ERA (°S_Era) = new stcuct ERA[Solution5heds);
if (S_Era == NIJLL)

printf("Problsms allocating memory for S_Era with Elu elements\n,SolutionSheds*sizeof)struct ERA));

//Initialize this array of EPA structures - this is important because Fill_SEra will do some c= summing
memset) S_Era, 0, sizeof(struct ERA) * SolutionSheds

I/Fill the array of S_Era Structures with appropriate values
if) Fill_SEra(SolutionSheds, S_Era, AllocOK, Currentsoluticn) FALSE

Bajlout(85)

I/First, fill up the SubEra array with ERA thresholds to use when checking constraints
it) FillSubfraThresholds(SubEra) == FALSE

Bailout) 94

I/First sort the array of CS structures by CELLID only. This is needed later
gsort) (void*)CurrentSolution, //base

(size_t)AllocOK, I/count of # of



*include sstdio.hs
*include Stdlib.h>
#include sstring.h,
*include rtime.h>
#include rmath.h,
#include g1obals .h"
*include data.h"
#include goals h'

I/Functions used in this file
void Goall)void);
mt InitialSolutionGoall )ulong count, struct SOLUTION CS[J

I/declared in gcall_deluge.cpp
extern mt Delugegoall(ulong count, struct SOLUTION CS[], Struct OPTIHIZE_SINGLE_VALUE OV[], ulong RecordS,

struct ERA S_Era[J, uJ.ong SoJ.utionfheds)

I/declared in Constraints.cpp
extern mt CheckConstraintsGoall(struct ERA Era[], ulong Nofheds, mt SubEra[]);

I/Declared in rnisc.cpp
extern mt FilllubEraThresholds mt SubEra [I)

/ ***************************************************************************************
void Goall (void)

/ ***************************************************************************************

FILE BinIn °Headerin
char Ternp(256];
ulong Records;

mt a, b;
ulong AllocOK, ASSocHOK, Celislnlhed;
ulong SolutionCounters[3];
CelislnShed, by DetermineEligibleCells))
ulong SolutionSheds;
mt SubEra(NF];
II End variable defining

I/Fill the FillValueToOpti.size array before starting
if) FillValueTocptimize() == FALSE)

Bailout (24)

II READ in the InitOpt.bin file
I/Open the Header and actual Binary file Containing the data found during FillValueToOptimize()
sprintS (Temp, "%s%s\\Binary\\%s_InitOpt.bon', PREFIX, InitialftandOatspir,ENVT)
Binln = topen(Temp, Orb");

sprintS (Temp. %s%s\\Binary\\%s_InitOpthdr",pREFIX, InitialftandOatapir,ENVT)
Headerin = fopen)Temp, "r);

//Get the Number of records that are listed in the header file
fscanf(Headerin, %lu ,&Reoords)

I/Create an array of structures on the free store to hold these records
struct OPTIMIZE_SINgLE_VALUE (°OptValues) new struct OPTIMIZE SINOLR_VALUR[Recordsj;
if) OptValues == NULL

printS "Problems allocating memory for OptValues(] with %lu
elemnents\n" ,Records*sizeof (OPTIHIZE_SINOLE_VALTJE)

I/Now just read in the binary data the same way it was written out in FiliValueTolptiroize))
fread)OptValues, sjzeof)OPTflSIZE_SINOLS_VALUR) ,Records,Binln);

I/Initialize the SolutionCounters array and call up the DetermineEligibleCells)) function to fill it UP
for (a=O; a-o3 ; a-.-.-)

SolutinCounters[a] = 5;

printf (5** Going to determine the eligible cells for this solution and fill up tho array of SOLUTION structures

If) DeterrrrineEligibleCells)Solutioncounters) == FALSE)
Bailout (82

//The values now in SolutionCounters should be properly set
AllocOK = SolutionCounters(OJ;
AllocNOK = EolutionCounters[l];
Celislnfhed SolutionCounters[2];

printf(!H There are %lu valid cells with cellids " Ceilslnlhed);
printf(" and %lu cells that are eligible for the solution and %lu that are not.\n\n",AllocOK,AllocNOK);

//Print stuff to the stats.txt file

//will get filled with A1S0cOK, A110cNOK,
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I/for functions declared in goal_controller CLIP

I/close up the files
fclose(Binln)
fclose )Headerin)
/ / Finished reading



PrintTostat)3, (ulong)AllocOK)

7/Set a checker to look for when there are 0 eligible cells
if(AllocOK FALSE)

Bailout)89(;

I/Create an array of structures on the free store to hold the solution
struct SOLUTION (*Currentlolution) = flew Struct SOLUTION[Alloc0f(
if) CurrentSolutjon == NULL

prjntf("Problerss allocating wemory for CurrentSolution[3 with %lu eJ.ements\nAJ.locoK*sizeof)SOLUTIONfl;

Illnitialize
memset) CurrentSolutjon, 0, sizeof(struct SOLUTION) AllocOR

7/Now fill that array of SOLUTION structures with the Treelist - Minor - and Cellid of those eligible cells
if) FillSolution(Solutjoncounters, Currentlolutjon REAL) FALSE

Bailout ) 83)

printfVlorting the solution by subwatersheds will take a few seconds\n);
I/Now sort the array of SOLUTION structures by MINOR This will guarantee all the subwatersheds are in order
7/Use mgsort because gsort takes way too long since there are not many unique Minor IDa
mgsort( (void)CurrentSolution, / /base

(size_t)AllocOK, 7/count of of arrays
sizeof(struot SOLUTION), I/size of each array
0, A110tOK-1, //current division

always 0, Count-1
LookAtSolutiocdfinor ); I/compare function

7/Call up the CountSolutionWatersheds() function to see how many subwatersheds are actually in the solution
SolutionSheds = CountSolutjonwateraheds)AljocOE, Current5//luti//n)
printf(**5 There were actually %lu Sub-Watersheds found in the solution for this goal s**\n SolutionSheds)

if) SolutionSheds == FALSE
Bailout (84)

7/Create the appropriate number of Solution_ERA structures and store them in an array
struct ERA (5S_Era) new sfrucf ERA)SolutionlhedsJ
if (S_Era == NULL)

printf)Problems allocating memory for S_Sra with %lu elements\n"SolutionSheds5sizeof)struct ERA));

7/Initialize this array of EPA structures - this is important because Fill_SEra will do some *= summing
memset) S_Era, 0, sizeol)struct ERA) SolutionSheds

I/Fill the array of S_Era structures with appropriate values
if) Fill_SEra)SolutionSheds, S_Era, AllocpK, CurrentSolution) FALSE

Bailout) 85);

7/First, fill up the SubEra array with ERA thresholds to use when checking constraints
if) FillSubEraThresholds(SubErz) == FALSS

Bailout ( 94)

7/First sort the array of CS structures by CELLID only. This is needed later
geort) )void* ) CurrentSolution, / /basc

(size t)AllocoR, //ccunt of # of
arrays

function

/7
7/ GET 515 INITIAL SOLUTION

printf)555 Starting to look for an initial solution for this goal that meets sll the constraints ** zn)

7/Set an error checker for this initial solutiun - if it fails X times then bailout
for )b0; b5INITIAL_TRYS bcc)

sizeof)struct SOLUTION) //size of each array
LookAtSolutionCellid ); //compare

7/Send the Solution to a function to get a random initial solution
if) InitialSolutionGoall(A1SocOK, Currentdolution) )= TRUE)

Bailout (25);

if) CalculateSuznperiodEra)SolutionSheds, S Era, A11ucOK, CurrentSolution, OptValues, Records) FALSE
Bailout (86)

if) CheokConstraintsgoall)S_Era,lolutjongheds, SubEra) == FALSE)
printf (" This initial solutacn failed - trying another /n')

else
break;

if)b INITIAL_TEES-I) 7/If ct gets tu here then X solutions failed so bailout
Bailout (87);

/7
/7 Print out the initial Solution for later evaluation
II
printf("Inputting and printing out the initial goal assignment to the - \\presirndata\\goal%d
directory\n" GOAL_TO_USE);

7/Start by inputting the random solution into the Data. * arrays and pretending it was the final sulution
if) InputSolution)AllocOK, CurrentSoluticn) == FALSE
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Bailout 2'?)

I/Now print that file out
OutputlnitialGoal ()

I-
/I CALLING UP THE HEURISTIC
I-
//OK, lets send everything to the appropriate HEURISTIC search function
if) DelugeGoall(AllocOK, CurrentSolution, OptValues, Records, S_Era, SolutionSheds) != TRUE)

Bailout(44)
I-
/I
II

I/Input the current solution into the Data.Goal and Data.Hold arrays - regardless it Tabu or Deluge did it!
if) InputSolution(AllocOK, CurrentSolution) == FALSE

Bailout (2'?

I/Also input the associated PeriodEra)] values found for those cells in the solution, and calculate
//new Data.Era]] (] values for those cells that were not in the solution.
InputAndCalculateSolutjonEras(A11QcOK, CurrentSolution);

//Delete stuff on the free store
delete ]] S_Era;
delete (] OptUalues;
delete (] CurrentEolution;

I/end of Goall()

/ *************************************************************************************************************
mt InitialEolutionpoall(ulong count, struct SOLUTION CS))
/ *************************************************************************************************************

/* The object here to to just assign a random solution to the array of CSI] structures.

The GOAL number must be 0 - 9 inclusive. See StandOptStuff.cpp for what the goal numbers mean.
The HOLDFOR must be 0 or 3.

mt a;
mt ROcal, RHold;

1/ End of variable defining
printf('Generating random Goal and Hold values\n')

for(a=0;ae(signed)count;ac+(

I/Get the random Goal and Hold values
RGoal = ( rand)) % 10); I/this give 1-9

do)
Rl9old = ) rand)) 9 4!; //this gives 0,l,2,and 3....but it has to be either 0

or 3
)while]RBold == 1 RHold 2);

//Store in COt]
CS(a] .Goal = )ushcrt)RGoal;
CS(a] .Hold = )ushort)RHold;

)//end (a=0;ascount;a**)

return TRUE;
(I/end of InitialSolutjonpoall

GOAL1_DfLUGf.CPF

This file will hold the specific functions used for a Great Deluge Search on Goall.

4$include <stdio he
hnclude estdlib.h>
9include <string.hs
hnclude etime.hs
4$include <siath.hs
include "globals .h

4include data.h"
)#include "goals.h I/for functions declared in goal_controller.cpp

I/Declared in this file
mt DelugeGoall(ulong count, struct SOLUTION CS[), struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE VALUE 00]], ulong Records,

struct ERA S_Era[], ulong SolutionSheds);
I/Declared in Constraints.cpp
extern mt CheckConstraintsGoall(struct ERR Era[), ulong NoSheda, mt SubEra)]);

I/Declared in rsisc.cpp

finished with heuristic
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extern jut FillSubEraThresholds[int SubEra[J);

II End of function declarations
/ *****************************************************************************************************
jut DelugeGoall[ulong count, struct SOLUTION CS)), Etruct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE CV)), ulong Records,

struct ERA S_Era)), ulong SolutionSheds)

/ *****************************************************************************************************

FILE *7J51TE BEST °)5ITE955ThO}4
char filename_best)256), Temp[256];

//For Time information
double Start, Finish;
double Duration;

double PerValues[NP], PreNoveValues[Np]
double InitialObj=O;
double LEVEL, PreMoveObj, NoveObj, BestObl,TestCb [GOALS], EsstTestObj;
ulong LoopsToDo=O, FirStThird, SecondThird;
ushort PreMovePerjodEra [NP);
ushort 5ptrcellera

mt a,b,x, loop, CopyToPre, Violatelonstraints, EetterThanZero;
float RandCore;

I/stuff for the single swap move
ushort PreMoveGoal, PreMoveHold, MoveGoal, McveHold, EostTostGoal;
ulong ECe11;

I/Key and, pointers for structure stuff
struct SOLUTION *ptrcs;
struct ERA EKey;
struct ERA 5ptrekey

I/Array to hold the varying Subwatershed IRA values
mt SubEra)NP];
II End of variable defining

puts ( "\t\ ***************************************************************
puts) "\t\ *******
printf["\t\*******Starting GREAT DELUGE for GOAL *%d\t\ts*****\n,00AL_TO_USE);
puts["\t\ *******
puts["\t\***************************************************************

Start = clock));

I/Seed the random number generator
srand(time NULL));

printf["NOTE; There are %lu cells in the solution for this goal\n',00unt);

//Pa.rst, again fill up the SubEra array with ERA thresholds to use when checking constraints -
if) FilltubEraThregholr,ls(SubErs) FALSE

Bailout [94)

I/Also create an array of structures to hold a PreMove copy of the current S_Era)) & Copy of the best S_Era found
struct ERA )5PreMove5ra[ = new Struct ERA[Solutionfhedsj
struct ERA )*BestEra) * new struct ERA)SolutionShods];
if)PreMoveEra NULL)

printf("Problems allocating memory for PreMcveEra with %lu elements\n,SolutionSheds*sizeof)struct ERA))
if)BestEra == NULL)

printf("Problems allocating memory tcr EestSra with flu olomonts\n',SolutionSheds*sizeof)struct ERA));
I/Initialize PreMoveEra & BestEra
memset) FreMoveEra, 0, sizeof(struct ERA) * Solutionlheds
memset) BestEra, 0 , sizeof)struct EPA) * Solutionlheds);

I/Also initialize the PerValues and PreMoveValues and Pr*Mov*PeriodEra)) array
memset( FerValues, 0, sizeof)PerValues)
memset( PreMoveValues, 0, sizeof)PreMoveValues)
memset( PreMovePeriodEra, 0, sizeof)PreyoveperjodSra)

Fill PerValues)] with the appropriate values.
Peryalues)] is KEY) It has the total 'optimizing value" for the Pro-Move solution, for each of the periods.
This array can then be modified - th 'value" for the unit-period being moved OUT of will be reduced
and the unit-period being moved INTO will be increased. After evaluation, PreMoveValues)J will be reinserted

NOTE S_Era]) works the same way except it was initially filled up back in Fill_SEra)) & CalculatefumPeriodtra))
---which were called while trying to establish the initial solution.

if) Pill_PValues)count, CS, Records, CV, PerValues) == FALSE
Bailout 86)

//Create an array of structures on the free store to hold a copy of the BEST solution
struct SOLUTION (*Best[ = new struct SOLUTION[count);
if) Best * NLJl,L
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printfVProblems allocating memory for Best)] with Ilu elements\ncount*sizeof(struct SOLUTION));

//Initialize and copy the initial solution found into this array of Best]] & PreMoveCf[] structures
memset) Beat, 0, sizeof(struct SOLUTION) count
memcpy] Best, CS, sizeof(struct SOLUTION) count);

I/Also copy the current S_Era into the BestEra
memcpy( BestEra, S_Era, sizeof)struct SEA) * SolutionSheds);

I/NOTE; 11Feb30 - skipping this baseline stuff unless needed at later time
//Pirst, send off the Inita.alloluta.on to get a Baseline; Do we really need to get a baseline?
//Baseline = GetBaselineVTO)count, CS, Peryalues, 00, Records);
I/Multiply the Baseline by NP because the objective will be to Maximize the Total * of Big Trees -

regardless of when
//Baseline Baseline * NP;

I/Get the Initial Objective Value - just sum up all the trees in PerValues
for )b=O ;bsNP; b**)

InitialObj *= PerValues)b]

I/Set some other objective value holders that will change
LEVEL = Initialobj;
PreMoveObj = InitialObj;
move!
BestObj = InitialObj;

printf(InitialOb is %.3lf\n,InitialObj)
printf('LEVEL is %.11f\n',LEVEL);

//Create, open,and write out the Initial Objective Value to a tile for tracking all the best moves
sprintf(filenanie_best, "%s%s%d\\best. txt' , PREFIX,Outputoelugeoir,00AL_TO_USE)
WRITE_BEST topen(tilename_best, 'w'); //I'm not doing any error-checking here)
fprintf)WRITE_BE5T, "%.41f\t%,411\n' InitialObj,LEVEL)

//Also create and open the file to show which cells and goals are being changed - to evaluate if randomness is
working in heuristic
sprintf)Temp, "%a%a%d\\rando*s. tAt' ,PREFIX, PreSimOutputDir, GOAL_TO_USE);
WRITE_RANDOM * fopen(Ter, w');
if) WRITE_RANDOM == NULL

printf("Somethirjg wrong opening the %s file\n",Temp)

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

II Start the
Deluge Loop
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

//Make the looping a function of how many cells are actually in the current solution
LoopsTcDc = )ulong) count * LOOP_FACTOR); //count was passed in and represents # of
cells in the solution
PirstThird = )ulong) (LoopsToOo * .333333);
SecondThird = )ulong)Firstmird * 2;

printf)'Going to do %lu loops\n",LoopsT000)

CopyToPre = TRUE;
for) loop=O; loops) signed) LoopsToDo; luopor)

//Always zero out the Moveobj
MoveObj 0;

//Copy the PerValues &the I_Era structures - unless a previous move failed, then they are already set
if)CopyToPre == TRUE)

memcpy)PreHovevalues, PerValues, sizeof)Pervaluea)
memcpy)PreMovesra, I_Era, sizeof)struct ERA)*Sulutionlheds

//Pick a random cell in the CS array to move
RandCore = (float) )rnd)) / )float)RMfD MAX);
RCe11 )ulong) )RandCore (count-l)

PreMoveGoal = CS[RCe11] Goal;
PreMoveHold CS[RCell] Hold;

//Set a pointer for this cell in the array of Cl structures
ptr_cs = &CB]RCe11];

//Also set a pointer to the current cells values in PeriodEra))
ptr_cellera = &CS(RCe11] .PeriodEra[II

//Make a copy of the cells PeriodEra[] mee&*er to copy back if final move is no good
memcpy)PreMovePeriodEra, ptr_cellera, aizeof)PreMovePeriodEra)

//a quick bailout if HOLDNO is not correct
if(WOLDNO > 2)

Bailout ( 28)

//Pick a new hold, but DO allow it to be same as PreNcveHcld - can change later if want to exclude
do C

MoveHold )ushort) ) rand)) 1 4

//Make auto to reset after making a new

//reset as new best are found

//wall get 0 to 'count" )to use in array notation]
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*1

)while(MoveHold 1 Movegcld == 2);

I/Make a pointer to the proper s_Era record to pass to the Swapladjust function
memset(&EKey, 0 , sizeof)struct ERA));

EKey.Minor = ptr_cs-oMincr;

I/Now use bsearch to find the matching Subwatershed in the array of Era structures
ptr_ekey = (struct ERA*)baearch)

&EKey,
(void *(SEra,
(size_t) Solutionfhods
sizeof( struct ERAI
CompareEraMinor

if(ptr_ekey == NULL) i/There had better be one!
Bailout (88)

Everything above gets done only once per new move i.e. picking a new cell to change) - What happens next
is that I will check a small neighborhood by evaluating all the stand goals - storing their obj. value
and then picking the stand goal that made the best move also checking constraints) -

I/Always reinitialize Testdbj before next testing loop
memset) TestOb, 0 sizeof)TestObj)

for ) a=0; aCGOALS; a++)

//reset some variables
ViolateConstraints FALSE;

I/Don't evaluate the current stand goal asaigorsent for this cell - has 0 in TestObj[] already
if) a == PreMovetoal

Continue;

//Otherwise, call up SwaplAdjust with the Current stand goal
I/Note; CS.Goal & CS.Hold = not changed,
I/BUT, CS.Periodfra)J, PerValues)), & S_Era.SumPeriodEra[] HAVE been changed!
SwaplAdjust)ptr_cs, a, Movekold, PerValues, CV, Records, ptr_okoy);

//Check to see if this test move violates constraints
if) CheckConstraintstoall)S_Era,Solutionsheds, lubEra) == FALSE)

Violatelonstraints = TRUE;

//Calculate the TestObj value of constraints not violated - if constraints violated, Testtbj[)
has 0 already

if) ViolateConstraints == FALSE

for ) x=0 ; x'NP; x-o-o)

TestObj (a) *= PerValues[x]

I/No flatter whether or not this test move gets picked, reset sonic values that got adjusted
during SwaplAdlust

I/These always reset to those values found when first picking which cell to move
memcpy(PerValues, PreMoveValues, sizeof)PreMoveValues) );
memcpy(S_Era, PreMovefra, sizeof)struct fp5/*5oltjon55e55
memcpy(ptr_cellera, PreMoveperiodEra, sizeof)PreNovePeriodEra)

)//end for(a=l
/ ********************************************************************************************************

II End of evaluating neighborhood for this particular Cell
I ********************************************************************************************************

I/Mow look through the Testdbj[J array and find which stand goal made the largest value - if they are all
the same

II(andlor all equal to zero) then don't make any move with this cell and skip rest of loop and pick
another cell.

BestTestObj 0;

BetterThanZero = FALSE;
for (a=0 ; aOGOAL5; a-i-i)

if (TestObj [a] c RestTestObj

MsttsrThanZero TRUE;
BestTestGoal = )signed)a;
BsstTestCbj = TestCbl a]

)//end for)a=O

//If nothing BetterphanZero was found, then all neighborhood moves violated the constraints - skip rest
and pick another cell

if) BetterThanZero ** FALSE

CopyToPre = FALSE;
continue;

else
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LEVEL,BestObj,loop);

CS[(.PeriodEra(J also Pit
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CopyToPre TRUE;

II ,,zzssaaa *****+*******o IS TO HERE THEN A MOVE WAS MADE AND PASSED CONSTRAINT***********************

If to here, then at least one stand goal got a valid answer although not necessarily a better one - that
will be checked below) Remember, that the current stand goal assignment should not have been picked

because it had
a TempObj(} value of 0, but double-check.
NOTE constraints were already checked - if it failed then it received a zero in TestCbj[J and should

not be picked anyways)

I/double checked that current stand goal was not picked
if) BestTestGoal == PreMoveGoal

Bailout (105);

I/twitch BestTestgoal value back to original varcable called MoveGoal
MoveGoal BestTestGoal;

I/Call up SwaplAdjust again
I/Remember everything was reset back to original values after looking at all the stand goals (the

neighborhood analysis)
twapiAdjust(ptr_cs, MoveOcal, McveHctd, Pervaloes, OV, Records, ptr_ekey);

//Print out random mcve information to the random, tat fite
if (loop % PRINT LOOPS == 0) I/This will be printed every "X" loops

fprintf)MRITE_RANDOM, "%lu \t%ho\t%hu
\t%hu\t%hu\n" ,RCell, PreNovegoal, PreMovsHotd,Moveboal,Movebold)

I/See what the NoveObj is
for(x=O;xxNP;x**)

McveObj -o= PerValues[x];

//double-checked that this Movelbj is the same ax was catcutated eartier
if) Mcveobj BestTestObj

Bailout) 106)

if (loop % PRINT_LOOPS == 0) //This will be printed first, every "X" loops

printf(\nJust had a MoveObj of 6.411 and ...., MoveObj)
fprintf(WRITE_BEST, "At loop Sd, the current BEST is %2tf\n",toop, BestObj);

/1 EVALUATION PROCESS

//This is a MAXINIZATION probtem - if MoveObj is S BestObj then it is already better, so just accept and
go to next ioop

if(MoveObj > BestObj)

if (loop % PRINT_LOOPS == 0)
prjntf)"Nas a BEST move, LRVEL is %,41f, Best HAS %.21f, at loop

%d',LEVEL,BestOb,1oop(

I/if this is the case, then current PerValues[} & S_Era are OK, but CS)) needs updated
CS[},PeriodEra)] also OK

CS[RCellJ.Goal = MoveGoal;
C5[RCell} Hold = Movellold;

//Reset BestObj
Bestpbj = MoveObj;

//printf('Raising LEVEL from 6.611 to B.6lf\n",LEVEL,LEVEL-RAIN);
LEVEL an RAIN;

//write out to file
//fprintf)WRITE_BEST, '%.4lf\t%.4lf\n',McveObj,LEVEL);

I/Save CS[] & S_Era)] separately so I can print out later
mesmcpy) Best, CS, sizecf(struct SOLUTION) * count);

memcpy( BestEra, S Era, sicsof(struct ERA) SolutionSheds);

else /-an INFERIOR move - use the OREAT DELUGE to decide if still want
to make

II Use the Great Deluge logic
if(McveObj C LEVEL) I/Yes, I do want to keep

at

if)loop S PRINT_LOOPS == 0
printf)"Using GreatDeluge KEEPING, LEVEL at %.21f, BERT at 6.216, at loop

I/if this is the case, then PerValues[] 1 f_Era are OK, but OS)] needs updated -

CS]RCellJ.Goal = McveGcal;
CS[Rcell] Hold = MoveHold;

I/Adjust Level (raise it - maximization problemfl
LEVEL an EAcH;
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else i/NO, reject the inferior
solution.. .reset PerValues[I & S_Era, but CS)] is OK

if loop S PRINT_LOOPS
printf('Using GreatDeluge ... REJECTING, LEVEL at %.21f, BEST at %.21f, at

loop %d,IEVEL, BestCbj,loop);

if (loop > (signed) (LoopsToDo - 1111115)

if (LEVEL >= BestObj)
LEVEL = LEVEL - 85;

//Move has been rejected - reset everything back to PreMove5 values
memcpy(PerValues, PreMoveValues, aizeof)PreMoveValues(
memcpy)S_Era, PreMoveEra, sizeof)struct ERA) *SolutionSheds

//Also put back the cells PeriodEra)] stuff
memcpy)ptr_cellera, PreMoveperiodEra, sizeof)Pre}lovePeriodora)

CopyToPre FALSE; //Mill tell top of loop not to copy these values back
into the Pre. [), they are already there!

II End of Great Deluge accept ance routine

)//end for(loop,..)
printf('\n); //because of the way I have the print statements for toy vieweng

/******************************************************************************************

i/Copy the BestSelution back over to Solution & The Eestlra back to S_Era so everything is kosher
memcpy) CS, Best, sizeof)struct SOLUTION) Count);
memcpy) S_Era, BestEra, sizeof(struet ERA) * SolutionSheds)

//close files
fclose (WRITE....BEST)

Eclose WRITE_RANDOM);

Finish = clock))
Duration ) )double) (Finish-Start) / CLOCKS PER SEC
printf]"\t\ *******GreatDeluge for goal Sd took %.2lf seconds******\n', GOAL_TO_USE,Duration

//Testprint
printf)Ths best solution found has EPA values of:\n")
for) a=O; as ) sig*oed) SolutionSheds ; a++)

printf ( "Subwatershed %hu has Count Slut 'S_Era [a) Minor, S_Era) a) Count);

for(b=5;beNp;b*-t-(

printf)"\t%.2f",)(float)SEra[a).SmuperjodEra[b] / EP,A_EXP) / S_Era[a].Count);

printf) "\n")

/ **********************************************************************************
ii Double Shook

printf("\n\n Getting ready to DOUBLE CHECK solution \n');
i/Resort the array of SOLUTION structures by MINOR - This will guarantee all the subwatersheds are in order
//Use mgsort because gsort takes way too long since there are not many unique Minor ID'S
rsgsert( (void*(CS, i/base

)sizs_t)count, i/count of S of arrays
sizeof)struct SOLUTION), !/size of each array
0, count-i, ,','current division

always; 0, "Count-1
LookAtSolutiont'linor

) ; //compare function

/Initialize this array of ERA structures - this is important because Fill_SEra will do some *= summing
memset) S_Era, 0, sizeof)struct ERA) SolutioSheds

//Fill the array of S_Era structures with appropriate values
if) Fill_SEra)SolutionSheds, S_Era, count, CS) == FALSE

Bailout(85)

//Resort the array of CS structures by CELLID only. This is needed by CalculateSumperiodEra
qsort) )void)CS, //base

)size_t)count, //count of of
arrays

sizeof(struct SOLUTION), //size of each array
LookAt5olutjoncelljd

) ; / /ccmpare
function

if) CalculateSursperiodEra)SolutionSheds, S_Era, count, CS, CV, Records) == FALSE
Bailout (86)

printf(" Finished double checking \n\n')
ii End DoubleCheck
/***************************************************************************

/ /*****aa*5555***00000000 These will print out ONLY those things for cells IN THE SOLUTION



I/Print out the Periodic values for the Value being optimized
PrintSolutionvalues(count, CE, DV, Records, tubErs, ACTUAL)

I/Print out the Big Trees
PrintsolutjonBjgTrees{count, CS, OV, Records, SubEra, ACTUAL)

//Print out the ERA values in S_Era
PrintSolutionEraValues]S_Era, SolutionSheds, ACTUtL);

I/Delete stuff on the free store
delete (.] PreMoveEra;
delete H BestEra;
delete H Best;

return TRUE;
)//end DelugeGoall

GOALS. H

//Mostly some functions defined in OOAL_CONTROLLER.CPP and are used by almost ll the GOAL .cpp files.

extern mt FillValueToOptimize)void);

extern double GetBaselinevTO)ulong count, struct SOLUTION Solutiont], double Pervalues]),
Struct

OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE DV]], ulonp Records);

exterm void SwaplAdjust] struct SOLUTION *ptrcs, ushort NG, ushort NB, double PerValues[], struct
OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE DV)],

ulong Records, struot ERA *ptr era);

extern void PrintSolutionValues)ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS[], struct OPTIMIZE_.SINGLE VALUE OV[],
ulong Records, mt SubEra[], mt Status);

extern void PrintSolutionBigTrees(ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS]], struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE DV]],
ulong Records, mt Subsra]] , lot Status);

extern mt DetermineEligibleCells)ulong Values)));

extern mt FillSolution(ulong Values]], struct SOLUTION Solution)], lot Status);

extern mt 000]sAtOSV(const void *ptrl, const void *ptr2);

extern mt CompareEraNinor(const void *ptrl, const void *ptrl);

extern mt LookAtSolutionNinor)const void *ptrl, const void 5ptr2)

extern mt LookAtSolutionCellid)ocnst void *ptrl, const voa,d *ptrl)

extern ulong Ccunt5olutjonWatersheds)ulong coumt, struct SOLUTION Solution]]);

extern inS Fill_Pvalues)ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS[] , ulong Records, struct OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE OV[] double
Value]] );

extern inS Inputsolution(ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS[]

extern void InputAndCalculateSolutcontras)ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS))

extern void PrintfolutionEraValues)struot ERA Era]], ulorg NoSheds, mt Status);

extern mt Fill_SEra(ulong NoSub, struct ERA S_Era]], ulong Count, struCt SOLUTION CS]] );

extern mt FillEndingEra]ulong NoEub, struct ERA S_Era]], ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS]]

extern void OutputlnitialGoal]void);

//this is really defined in EraStuff.cpp
extern mt CalculateSumperiodEra)ulong NoSub, struct ERA S_Era]], ulong Count, struct SOLUTION CS]), struct
OPTIMIZE_SINGLE_VALUE DV]],

ulong Records)

MG SOF,T . C P 1'

* rsgsort.0 *

******************************************************************/

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>

mt mgsort]void 5data, ml size, mt esize, mt i, mt k, mt )5compare)
)const void *keyl, conat void 5key2H;
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static mt merge(void *data mt esise, mt i, mt j, mt k, mt *compare)
(canst void *keyJ. Coost void 0key2\

// End of function definitions

mt mgsort(void *gata, mt size, mt esize, mt i, mt k, mt >*ccmpsre)
(const void 0keyl const void *key2)

/ *****************************************************************************

jOt 3;

* Stop the recursion when no more divisions can be made. *

if (i 0 k) f

* Determine where to divide the eiements

(int)(Ni k - 1)) / 2>;

* Recursively sort the two divisions. *

if (mgsort)data, size, esize, i, j, compare) -c 0)
retUrn -1;

if (rzgscrt(date, size, esize, j -o 1, k, compare) c 0)
return -1;

Merge the two sorted divisions into a single sorted set. *

**********************************************************************/

if Cmerge(data, esize, i, j, k, compare> -o 0)
return -1;

return 0;

merge

static mt merge(void *data, mt esize, mt 1, mt j, mt k, jot )*compare)
(const void *keyl const void *key2)

char *a = char )data

mt ipos
ipos,
apos;

* Initialize the counters used in merging.

****************************************************************************/

ipos = i;
ipos * 3 0

mpos 0;
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Allocate storage for the merged elements.

if ((ci = (char *)malloc(esize * k - i) * 1))) == NULL)
return -1;

* Continue while either division has elements to merge.

while (ipos *= j jpos s= k)

if (ipos > j)

The left division has no more elements to merge. *

****************************************************************/

while (jpos <= k( C

memcpy(&m[mpos * esize), &a[jpos esize), esize);
jpOs-**;
mpos**;

Continue;

else if (jpos o

* The right division has no more elements to merge. *

while (ipus <= j) C

memcpy(&m[mpos esize), &a[±pos * esizej, esize);
ipos*0;
Ispcs**;

cOnta.nue;

Append the next ordered element to the merged elements. *

**********************************************************************/

if corrare)&a[ipos * esize], &aEjpos * esize]) o 0) 1

mencpy)&m[zspos * esize], &a[ipos * esize], esize);
ipos55;
Isposz-4-;

else C

zsez*cpy)&m[mpos * esize], &a[jpos * esize], esize);
JpoS**;
mposz-*-;

* Prepare to pass back the merged data. *

memcpy(&a(i * esize], m, esize * oh - 1) * 1));

free(m);

* Free the storage allocated for merging.
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return 0;

?hER8IARSiiECPE'

/ ************************************************************************************************************
//This Preparefarsite.cpp tile contains the functions that are used to prepare and run farsite within this
//SAFED prograsi.
/ ************************************************************************************************************
/ ************************************************************************************************************

9include <stdio he
#include estdljb.h,
*include <strjng.h>
#include otime.h,
#include amath.h>
#include 'globals.h"
9include data.h*

I/Functions defined here in PrepareFarsite.cpp
mt PrepareFarsite(int period, mt weather);

FIDE *open_lnput(char *filene, mt rw);
mt close_fule(FILE *f char *filenas;e)

void InitialFiles(void);
void Rurd6akeper0 void);

void Makehunfarsite)int p)
void WhichOutput)int p);
void Makelgnition)mnt p(;
void MakeFiresl(int p);
void preparerun)int p. mt TotalHours);
mt Ignitionfoints(int p. mt weather);
void PrepareFarsiteEnvt(int p, mt drought)
void PrefirelnfoCint p. mt Hours, mt Drought, mt NoFires);

/ *************************************************************************************************
mt PrepareFarsite)int period, mt weather)
I *************************************************************************************************

// ***flpo5pp5 Remember that the LayerFile is made in PrepareFlasnrnap)) now, they both use
same file

//Some local variables
mt Hours, HoFires=O;

1/ Use to run all the PrepareFarsite functions

//Set the hours to burn as follows;
if (weather == 1)

Hours = 24;
else if (weather == 2)

Hours * 48;

Hours = 96;

HakeRunfarsite (period)
runit.bat file needed for each period

/ /Wet

/ /Moderate

I/Drought. weather is either 3 or 4 (mild or severe drought)

I/Rake the

Whichoutputs(period(; //Hake the "Farout' file
that specifies which output

I/raster grids to make.

Hakelgnition(poriod) ; I/Hake the ignition.txt
file needed for each period

HakeFiresl(period); //Nake th firesl.txt
file needed for each period

4ifndet RERUN_SIH
prepare_run)period,Hours); I/prepare run.txt to change the

start dates and how

//long the fire burns

hoFires IgnitionPointsperiod, weather); I/Create the ignition points needed
for this period
9endi f

PrepareFarsiteEnvt(period,weathor(; I/Create the envt.txt file so that
we can make the

I/necessary changes to it before it is used
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Prefirelnfo(period, Hours,weather, NoFires);

return TRUE;
)Ilend of PrepareFarsite

/ ************************************************************************************************************
FILE *open input)char *filename, mt rw)
/ ************************************************************************************************************

FILE *f.

errno = C;
char mode[2];

if(rw == 1) (mode[Q] * 'r'; rsode[1] *

if)rw == 2) (mode[O] = 'w' ; rsode[1] * '"0';)

if {filena*se == NULL) filename =
f = fopen)filenaxse,mnde);
if (f * NULL)

fprintf(atderr, 'open_input )\'%s\") failed; %s\n" filename, strerrorierrno))

return f;

/ ************************************************************************************************************
mt close_file)FILE *f, char *filename)
/ ************************************************************************************************************

irmt a * 0;
if (P == NULL) return 0;
errno = 0;
a = fclose)f);
if (S == EOF) perror('Close failed');

return s;

/ ************************************************************************************************************
void Initialpiles (void)
/ ************************************************************************************************************

I/This is to oreate the Batch file needed to change the directory and start process to pipe
I/a file tht-ouh Arc, which in turn will run the make_perisml

//Will create two files. 1) a file called make_peribat and the other called make_perltxt
I/which have a specific format as seen below

I/Don't need the period passed to this function because this w111 only be executed once
I/and it will automatically put it in the perU directory

FILE *QpenWrite;
chat WriteOut (150);
char StartArc[150]
char Arctommand(3501;

II End variable defining

I/stuff for .bat file
chat DirChange[100J;
sprintf)StartArc, "type %s%s%d",",perl","jsake_pert.txt

I
arc" PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_TO_UOE)

I/stuff for the .txt file
sprintf(ArcCommand, '&r %s%s';';make_perl.aml Us Us %d",PREFIX,ArslDir, MAIN USER, VT, FILE_TYPE);

I/Prepare and write the msake_perl.bat file and a command line to change directories
sprintf(WriteOut, "%s%s%d\\perO\\msake_perl bat' PREFIX, INPUTO,00Al_TO_UOE)
sprintf(DirChange, 'cd %s%s%d';\perl",",' PREFIX, INPUTS,00AL_TO_UIE);

Openwrite = open_input(WriteOut, 2); //open in write

fprintf)Openhrite, "%s\n', DirChange)
fprintf(CpenWrite, "%s\n', Itart,*mrc)
close_file(Cpenwrite, Writetut)

I/Prepare and write the make_perl.txt file
sprintf)WriteOut, %s%s%dO',',muake_perl.txt' PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE)

Openwrite * open_input(Rriteout, 2); I/open in write

fprintf(Openwrite, "Us/n", ArcComroand)
close_file(Openl;rite, Writeout)

I/Call up the RumS1akeprI{) to actually start the batch file
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Runliakepert ()

void RunRakeperl (void)
/ *

II This function will run the MAKE_PERO.EAT file which in turns calls up Arctnfo and then
/1 runs the make..psrO.aml located in the g/Eodel/a*sls/ directory. In essence, the initial
I/grid files needed before period 1 starts will be created and put into either the ./peri/
//or \inputs\Contar*t\' directory, so that when pen starts it can look in that directcry.

I/For Time information
clock_f Start, Finish;
double fluration;

Start clock));

char RunEatch[100J;

I/Make the command
sprintf)RunBatch, '%s%s%dO\\cakeperf .bat" PREFIX, INPUTS,00AL_TO_USE)

system )RunBatch);

Finish clock));
Duration = ( (double) (Finish-Start) / CLOCKS_PER_SEC
pnintf(\n**It took %.21f seconds to run the MakePerla*sl**\n, Duration

/ *************************************************************************************************************
void MakeRunfarsite(int p)

//Make the RUNFARSITE.EAT file needed by Farsite - on the fly

FILE *Openwrite;
char WriteOut[130);

char LayerFile[150]
char EnvtFile[150J
char IgnitionFilel5O]
char RunFile[150];
char BarrierFiletl5t]
char ChangesFile[151]
char OutputFiles)1501

End variable defining

/,'String together the current period directory path and the appropriate file names
sprintf (WriteOut, '%s%s%d\\per%d\\runfarsite.bat' PREFIX, INPIJTS,00AL_TO_TJSE,p)
sprintt (LayerFile, 'Es%s%d\\per%d\\layers. txt",PREFIX,INPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE,p)
sprintf )vtFile, '%s%s%d\\per%d\\farsite_envt.txt' ,PREFIX,INPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE,p)
sprintf)IgnitionFile, "%s%s%d's'sper%d's'signition.txt' ,PREFIX,INPUTS, GOAL_TO_DEEp)
sprintf )Runpile, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\run. txt' PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_TQUSE,p)
spnintf (OutputFiles, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\Farsite_out.txt',PREFIX,OUTPUTS,GOAL_TO_USE,p);
sprintf )BarrierFile, "%s%s\\barrier. txt" , FREFIX,Constantlnput)
aprintf )Changesfile, "%s%s\\changes.txt" , PEEFIX,Constantlnput)

Openkrite = open_input(WriteOut, 2); //open in write mode
fprint±)OpenWrite, "%s%s Es Es Es Es Es %s %s\n",PREFIX,Farsitewame,LayerFile,EnvtFile,

IgnitionFile,EunFile,OutputFiles, BarrierFile, ChangesFile)

close_file )Openkrite, WriteOut)

/ *************************************************************************************************************
void khiohOutputs)int p)
/ *************************************************************************************************************

II This function will make a file called ' outputs\per*\Farsite out.txt' . Inside of this file
//will be a list of the raster grids we want Farsite to output. This file is specified in the
I/above runit.bat file as the 6th parameter that Farsite is looking for and which the Farsite code
I/calls the 'OutputFile'. In tarsite, I have modified the code in Farreadcpp

ReadlnputFiles ReadRunlpecs
I/to strip off the last 16 ohararoters ) \Farsite_outtxt and then search for the first occurance
I/of per" and Set a pointer at the beginning of "per" to pass along and create output filenames
//such as perl", per2, ..., 'psrll'

//All we want for now are the FLAME lengths and unless we need more that is all that is going in.
I/The arrival grid will ALI'JAYS be made because that is needed for Farsite to do its calculations.

FILE OpenWrite;
char WriteOut[50)
char Gnidl[lf] 'flame';
char Temp[l50];

// End variable defining
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I/Make the correct filename
sprintf(Temp %s%s%d\\per%d\\Farsite_out.txt,PREFIX,ofrrpfrrsQOALTOt7SE,p)
sprintf(Eritedut, %sTemp)

OpenErite = open_input)Writeout, 2); I/open in write mode
fprintf(Openwrite, %s\n @ridl)

close_file (Openkrite, Writelut);

/ *

void Makelgnition(int p)
/ *************************************************************************************************************

I/Make the ignition.txt file which specifies to use fiiresl.txt as the file that has the name of
I/the ascii files which have the coordinates for fire ignition sources - this is all screwy but
I/that is how Farsite is coded and I have just followed along

FILE *Openwrite.
char WriteOut[lQQ];
char TextLine[lOO(;

I/Cat together the full directory path name and the file names
sprintf(TextLine, %s%s%d\\per%d\\firesltxtPREFIX, I1SPUTS,GCkL_TC_USE,p)
sprintf(WriteOut, '%s%s%d\\per%d\\ignitiontxtPREFIX,IRPUTS,GCAL_TC_USE,p);

4ifdef DEBUG_MFJfEIGRITION
I/print out to see if they are correct
printf %s\n" TextLine)

#er.dif

Openwrite = open input)Writelut, 2); I/open in write

fprintf)lpenwrite,' %s\n" ,Texttine);
close_fileCopenwrite, Writelut)

/ *************************************************************************************************************
void HakeFiresl)int p)
/ *************************************************************************************************************

//Make the firesl.txt file which specifies th potential three ascii files that can be populated
I/with data concerning fire ignition sources. They must be in the specified order because that
//is how Farsite is looking for them

FILE *0penwrite;
char WriteOut[50]
char Points[lOO] , Lines[lOO] Polyliff]

// End variable defining

I/Wake the full directory path name and the file names
sprintf(points, '%s%s%d\\per%d\\igpoints.asc' ,PREFIX,INPtJTS,CQAL_T3_USE,p)
sprintf(Lines, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\iglinesasc' PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_TC USE,p)
sprintf(Poly, %s%s%d\\per%d\\igpoly.asc' ,PREFIX,INPUTS,00M_TQ_tJSE,p)
spritf(WriteOut, '%s%s%d\\per%d\\fiiresl.txt' ,PREFIX,INPUTS,Ot,ALTCUSE,p)

Openwrite * open_input(WriteOut, 2); //open in write

FILE °CpenWrite;
char RunFile[lOO);

char Tirseftep(5]='0400';

come up with some sort of ratio of Time

Totalfiours because this really slows us

fprintf )Cpenwrite, %s\n' Points);
fprintf)OpcnWrite, '%s\n' Lines);
fprintf)Cpenkrite,'%s\n',Poly);

close_file(Openwrite, Writetut);

/ *************************************************************************************************************
void prepare_run(int p. mt TotalHours)
/ *************************************************************************************************************

// Change this value if npeded to speed up processing
//May want to

//step to the
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End variable defining

I/Create a String with th actual run.txt file name with the full directory path
sprintf(RunFile, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\run.txt' PREFIX, INPUTI,GOAL TO PEEp)

/ ***************************************************************************************************
/* We are going to generate new
dates and times according to the following process: The main program will send a
value to this function that os the of hours to burn. The burn Start month will be
randomly decided as either June or July. A random day and hour will then be picked and the
hours to burn will be added and the end hour, day, and month will be calculated. 'Y

/ ***************************************************************************************************

/ Randomly generate number to determine if start month is june or july
mmd )rand)) % 2);

i/NEW Bernie changed windfweather files to have only one month of date Augll-fept 14
//SO make it always Start in August 31 day month) 30 April 99)
MonthEtart 8;

//if md 0) Monthltart 6; //for June
/else MonthStart = 7; / / for July

//Randomly generate number to get which day of the month it is
//NEW(3OApril99) - must start on or after the 15th because of new .wnd and wIt files

/*if (Monthstart 6) md rand)) 9 30 * 1); //will get 0-29 and add 1 to get 1-30 days
in Jume

else md rend)) 5 31 *- U; //will get 0-30 and add 1
to get 1-31 days in July or August

if )Monthftart == 6)

dot
mmd rand)) 9 30 .c l)

)while)rnd c 16); //Farsite sometimes bail if start
date is the 15th - maybe because that is first line?

else //only for July and August since they both have 31 days. Modify if other months

dot
md = rand)) 0 31 * 1);

)while)rnd c 10);

Dayftart = mmd;

//Ramdomly generate number to get the start hour
I/NEW - Bernie wants fire to always start from 0000 to 2000 hours
//and they should start en Even hours to match weather and wind files)?? April 99)
do

md = rend)) 9 20 * 1);
)while)rnd c A )rnd 9 2) = 0);

HourStart = md;

//Determine how many days and left over hours there are from TotaiHours
Daysoffurning = )int) )TotalHoums / 24)
HouraLeft = )int) )TotalHours 5 24);

//Set Maxflay and Nasgours to make sure days and hours added to start date don't exceed a valid

switch (Monthftart)

case 6 MaxDay=30; break; //days in June
case 7; Maxpay=3l; break; //days in July
case 8 MaxDay=31; break; //days in August

//Calculate the ending Hours, days, and Month
Xday = 0;
HourEnd = Hourftart*}ioursbeft;
if(HourEnd > 24)

Xday HourEnd / 24; if more than 24 hours make another day
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'down with
long fires.

mt PerimeterRee = 200; /1 Change these two to speed up if coarser
res. is OK

mt DistanceRes = 200;
char RaetertJnitslloJ="rsetrjc";
mt Monthttart, DayBtart, Hooritart;
mt MonthEnd, DayEnd, HourEnd;
mt md;
mt DaysOfEurning, HoursLeft, Maxlay
mt Xday, VisEtep;

added;

month



Hourfnd HourEnd 24; //otherwise this is the final hour

DayEnd DayStart DaysCfBurning Xday; //set ending day
if(DayE.nd MaxDay) /jif days burning exceed allowable idays in a

MonthEnd = Monthftart + 1; / / increment to next month
DyEnd = DayEnd MaxDay; //reset ending day

Monthfnd = MonthStart; i/otherwise fire ends in saxe rsonth

i/Set the Visible Time Step equal to that of the TOTALHOURS time
Visftep TutalHours;

i/Prepare all the data to write back into a run, txt file so that it can be used by FARSITE
i/It has to be written in this exact format otherwise Farsite will bomb out.

I ***************************************************************************************************

Openwrite = open_input(RunFile, 2)

fprintf(OpenWrite, *l9955.2d%.2d%.4d\nMonthstart,Daystart,(Hourstart*lOO));
fprintf(OpenWrite, 'l9955.2d%.2d%4d\n'MonthEndnaytnd, )Hourfndllo)
fprintf (OpenWrite Ps\n' , Timeftep)
fprintf)OpenWrite, '%.4d\n', (Visftep*lOO));
fprintf (OpenWrite, Pd\n' , PerimeterP.es);
fprintf(OpenWrite, 'Pd\n,DistanceP.es)
fprintf)OpenWrite, %s\n,RasterUnits)

olose_fileCOpenwrite, Runpile)

//end of prepare_run

I*************************************************************************************************************
mt IgnitionPoiots(int p. mt weather)
I*************************************************************************************************************

This function will generate fire ignition points for each period. The output will be a file called
\inputs\\per*\igpeints.aso which FARSITS will use. The format of the file is standard AF.C/Info 'ungenerate"

form

PointID X-coord(in meters) y-coord)meters)

End

MOTE The data stored in Data. *(J (p1 is that BEFORE any fare cc that data is GOOD. After the fire
that information will be updated with new condition and can then be sent out for mapping, etc.

mt NoFireS, NewPoint = 0;
mt a,b, Row,Culumn, ContinueStatus, AnothercontinueStatus, EvalColumn;
FILE *Openwrite;

char Writeout[150];
ushort Points[l5( (2], RowsAway, OolumnsAway;
ulong *ptr_treelist;
mt md;
float XValue, YValue;

mt *ptr_srp; I/Starting Row Position
ushort *ptrgridooln, *ptrveg *ptr fuel, *ptrelev, *ptr fire;
mt r,c,HowEany;

// End variable defining

//Initmalize Points]] [C which will hold the ROW and COLUSB4 value for selected ignition points
for (a=S; acl5; a**)

for (b0 ; bw2 ; boo)

Pcints[aJ [bJ = 0;

//CHANGE; 7 June 99; Bernie now wants to have 5 - 15 ignition points regardless of
//whether it is a Wet, Moderate, or Drought period. The weather and wind files will adjust for conditions
//14 March 55 - changing to maw of 14 - FARSITS sometimes' hangs' with 15 fires????
do

NoFires = (rand)) 5 14 * 1);
)while(NoFires < 5 C;

do

Row = ) rand)) S ROWS * 1 1; //get 1 - ROWE
Column = C rand)) S COLUMNS -a' 1 ); //get 1 - COLUMNS

rod = C rand)) % 100 * 1); //assign random number to use for
probabilistic comparisons later
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Vegeation classification

I/Yes it was

loop

history. If it

polygons in the

there.

liklihood

in high elevation)

because new

enough that

Cycling.

//wet period

ptr...srp *

HowMany =
ptr_gridcoluron
ptr_treelist =
ptr_veg =
ptr.elev =
ptr_f ire *
ptr_fuel

//printfVRcw is Sd and Column is %d\n'Eow, Column);

CHECKER #1

II Check for WATER condition and any other immediate disqualifiers

//Fail

&link[Row-l] [1)
* )ptr_srp*l)

&Data.GridColuxcn[ )*ptrsrp)_l]
&Data,Treelist[ )*ptr_srp)_l)
&Data.InitialVeg[ )*ptr srp)-l]

&Data.Slev[ )*ptr srp) -1];
EData . FireHistory [ ) °ptr_srp) -11;
&Data.FuelModel[)*ptr_srp)_i] [p-i];

/ /Check to see cf the cell location was classified as water in the Initial

if) *ptrveg == GIl_WATER)

ContinueStatus = 1;
//FAIL, try another point

if) *ptr_fuel 98 H *ptrtreelist = NONFOREST)
I/should match with Fuel model 98 that was inputted in ReadData.cpp

BailOut (54)

break; //finished looking in this for..

//Cheek to see if this cell is in or out of the polygons that delineate previous Sire

//is out, give it a 40% chance of continuing because there are no fire history

I/NW portion of the Applegate and that would be crazy to exclude fire from starting

I/And only do this when not running with TINY or COMPARE watersheds (they are too
small and no points get picked)
#if !defined(TINY_RTJN) && (defined)COMPARE_RUN)

if) *ptr fire == NCCATARLAG) i/is outside any fire history
polygons

if) md c 60)
//give it a 60% chance of occuring anyways

Continueltatus 1; I/Fail, try
another point

break;
I/finished looking in this for. . loop

*endif

//Get a new random number
md = ) rand)) 8 100 * 1)

//put a probability factor in here to account for weather and elevation

//)i.e. in Net years, there is a smaller probablity that fires will Occur

get those values from Bernie - this method may not be the most accurate

I/random numbers are compared against new random points and it could cycle

I/ignition points get located in undesirable elevations just because of

(weather == 1)

if) *ptrelev >= )3000*FT2M)

if) md c 10)
//only 10% chance that this is allowable

ContinueStatus * 1;

break;
//finished looking in thio for. . . loop

else if) ptrelev (lSOO*FT2M(
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I/If the whole row is blank, pick another point
it) *ptr_srp == FALSE

/ means a zero was left in this spot durong MakeLink
Continue;

ContinueRtatus = I;
for )c=0 ; ccHowMany;C++)

if) *ptrgridcolumn Column) I/This is the Correct cell

/ /* Co any CELL SPECIFIC checking below, using the same format



IL) md 0= 30 md 0 25)
I/only 15% chance that this is allowable

Continueltatus = 1;

break;
//fonoshed looking in this for. - - loop

else
I/less than 1555 feet in elevation

if) rod 0= 29)
//a 75% chance that thos is allowable

ContinueS tatus = 1;

break;
//fonoshed looking in this for. - - loop

else if (weather 2)
//rnoderate period

jf) *pre 0= )30000T2M)

if) md o 15)
I/only 15% chance that this is allowable

ContinueStatus 1;

break;
I/finished looking in this icr. loop

eC,seif)*ptrelev 0= )1500FT2M)

If) md 0= 15 rod 0 50)
I/only 35% chance that this is allowable

Continueftatus 1;

break;
I/finished looking in this for.., loop

cisc
I/less than 1900 feet in elevation

if) rod 0= 50)
I/a 50% chance that this is allocable

ContinueStatus 1;

break;
//finiskcd looking in this for.. . loop

I/drought period - either Mild or Severe

If) *ptr_elev 0= (30l0FT2M)

If) md 0 11)
I/only 10% chance that this is allowable

ContinueStatus = 1;

break;
//fonsshcd looking in this for. - - loop

else if) 5ptrelev >= )1500*FT2M)

if) rod r= 10 rod c 55)
//only 45% chance that this is allowable

Continucltatus = 1;

break;
I/finished looking in this for, loop

//less than 1500 feet in elevation

if) md 0= 55)
I/a 45% chance that this is allowable

ContinueStatue = 1;

break;
I/finished looking In this for.., loop
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I/Fail

I/Fail

I/Fail

/ /Fail

/ / Fail

/ / Fail

I/Fail

/ /Fail



%d',Row,Coluxsn,r);

//we know the current evaluation row, get its SEP in link[I [1 and check that rows
Data.Gridcolumn values

ptr_srp = &link[r-l] [1]
HowNany = *)ptr_srp*l);

if(HowNany == 2) ,','there are no columns of data for this row - bad(

//printf)' which is FALSE because of lack of LINES\n');
Cuntifluettatus = 1;
break; /,'quit looking above

because there are a shortage of lines above

,','Oet pointer where this grid row starts in the Data. * arrays
ptr_gridcoluoon = &Data.GridColumn[)*ptr_srp)_1J;
AnotherContinuestatus = 0;
for )c=0; c<HowNany; c++

if) 'ptr_gridcolmun == Cclursn)
//YES, this row does have a cell in the same column

,','prsntf(" which is TRUE\n');
AnotherContinuestatus = 1;
break;

//Ouit looking at this row in Data.Dridoolu*sn

ptr_gridcolumn**;

if (AnotherContinuettatus 1)

continue; / /next
iteration of For(r=Row-l. . .( - check next cell above

else

if (Row 0= HOC)
with, pick another point

continue;
if (Row >= )COLU2g2S - HOC)

continue;
area, pick another point

if(Coluxsn o= HOC)
cent moe;

of data
if (Column 0= (ROWs - HOC)

Continue;
of data

that row
//we know the current evaluation row, look in link[( (1 and see it there is even any data in

(//end of checking the weather and elevation

(//end it) *ptrgridcol == Column)

ptr._gridcolumn+-..;

ptr_treelist+*;
ptr.veg*+;
ptr_elev**;
ptr_fire-..*

ptr_fuel*=NP

(I/end for(c=0;coHowNany;c+*)

point

if) ContinueStatus 1)

//get anotherContinue;

/****************************************CHECKER #2

I/Now check and make sure this cell is not within a 1 mile "buffer" of the edge. Do this by
ensuring

I/there is a miles worth of contiguous cells (HOC) BEFORE, AFTER, ABOVE, and BELOW the selected
cell.

//HOTE: All I'm checking here is to see it there is a valid cell in Grid.Gridcolurnn - that DOES
NOT

I/ensure there is data for all themes (i.e. tool, etc.), only that there was NOT nodata there
when

I/the Cellid.asc file was brought in. Check later to see it there is dt for necessary
themes.

,','the starting row is too close to begin

,'/starting row is too close to bottom of

'starting column is too close to left edge

''starting colursn is too close to right edge
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if(link[Row-lJ [2) == 0) ''there is no data for this row - occurs above or below
the geo. extent of current envt.

continue; //so pick another point

// ******************Lock ABOVE the cell for MOC valid cells ******************
//printf(" ***********Lookint ABOVE the cell for firepoint %d

*****************\n,NewFoint*l);
ContinueStatus
for (r=Row-l; r>=Row-NOC; r--)

//printf("Oelected ROE is Ed and COLU is Ed....and now evaluating row



,,praotf(' ... which is FALSE because there was NODATA above/n');
ContinueStatus
break;

column above was found

U ,end forruRow_l;r>=Row-64;r-_!

if(ContinueStatus 1) 7/failed to have MOC above that
column, try another point

Continue;

/ ************************ End of looking ABOVE the current cell
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I/NOTE: only gets here if everything above passes

/ *******************Look BELOW the oefl ror NOC valid cells ******************
//printf **************Looking BELOW the cell for firepoint SEd

**o***********0000\nNewpoint*t)
CofltiflueStatus = 0;
for (r=Row,-l; ro=Row*MOC; r**

//printf;'Oelected ROW is Ed and COLUMN is Rd----and now evaluating row
%d,Row,Column,r);

//we know the current evaluation row, get its SRP in link[J [] and check that rows
Data.Gridcolumn values

ptr_srp = &link[r-iJ [1);
Howxany = * !ptr_srp*l)

ifHowMany == O ,/there are no columns of data for this row - bad!

/Ipr±ntf(. - which is FALEE because of lack of LINER/n);
000tinueStitus 1;

break; I /guit looking above
because there are a shortage of lines belc:w

I/Ret pointer where this grid row starts in the Data. * arrays
ptr_gridcolur*n = &Dita.Gri;lColumn( !*ptrsrp)_lI
Ar*otherContioue5tatus = 0;
for)cO;coHowMany;c**)

if) *pfg dcolumn == Clursn)
I/YES, this row does have a cell in the same column

//printf!' .which is TRUE\n');
rmotherContinueftatus = 1;
break;

//quit looking at this row in Data.Gridcolurnn

ptr_gridcolu*esrc;

if(Ae*otherContinue5tatus 1)

continue; / /next
iteration of For(r=Ro;o*l, .) - check next cell below

else

,,printf!'. . which is FALSE because there was NODATA below/n)
ContiflueStutus
break;

column below was found

U/end for)r*Row*l;ro=Row*MOC;rrr)

jf)ContjnueStatus == 1) I/tailed to have MOC below that
column, try another point

Continue;

/ ************************End of looking BELOW the current cell

/ *******************Look BEFORE the cell for MOC valid Cells ******************
llprintf **************Looking BEFORE the cell for firepoint #%d

*****************\n',Newpoint-sl);

I/Set pointer where this grid row starts in the Data. * arrays
ptr_Srp = &link[Row-lJ[l];
HowNany *(ptrsrp*U;
ptr_gridcolumn = &Data.Gri000luews))*ptr_srp)_1J

//printf)'Selected ROW is Rd and COLUMN is Rd .....,Row,lolumn)

I/Increment the pointer up to where the actual Data.Oridcolurnn matches the current evaluation
column

ContinueStatus 0;

for r=O;rcHowNany; r--*)

if) ptrgri;lcolumn == Column)
//found the snatch - leave ptr_grideolumn here

Continueltatus = 1;

break;



BEFORE

AFTER

ptr_gridcoluzen**;

if(ContinueStatus 1) //This column, in this row, has
NODATA to begin with. - pick another point

//printf)' which is FALSE because this column has MODATA to begin with\nU;
continue;

//get another point

//otherwise, ptr_gridcclumn should be s+tt+ng on the right spot, check the continuity for MOC

Continue5tatus 0;
for (csl; co=MOC; c++)

//bump ptr_gridcolumn down the appropriate amount
ptr_gra.dcolumn--

//get the evaluation column
EvalColumn = Column - C;

//printfU\n. now evaluating column %hu',EvalColuum);

if)*ptrgrodcolumn != Evaltolumn) //Discontinuity

//printf U.. which is FALSE because there is NODATA here - DISCONTINUITY
BEFORE\n);

ContinueStatus = 1;
break;

if(Continueltgtus == 1) //There was discontinuity

//printf)' which is FALSE because column Ed had nodata\n',EvalColu*nn);

/ /get another point

//printf C" which is TRUE, there is continuity of data EEFDRE\n')

/ ************************End of looking BEFORE the current cell

//NOTE; only gets here if everything above passes

Look AFTER the cell for NOC valid cells ******************
//printt *************Locking AFTER the cell fcr firepoint ERd

*****\n",NewFoint-sl);

//Set pointer where this grid row starts in the Data. ° arrays
ptr_srp &link[Row-1CC1];
HowNany = 5(ptr_srp*l);
ptr_gridcoluam = &DataGridcclumn[)°ptr_srp)-l);

//printf("Eeleoted ROW is Rd and COLUMN is Rd....' ,Row,Cclumn);

//Increment the pointer up to where the actual Data.Gridcolurnn matches the current evaluation
Column

ContinueStatus = 0;
for(r=O;renowMany; roc)

if *ptrgridl;;;;r; == Column)
//found the match - leave ptr gridcolursri here

Continueltatus * 1;
break;

ptrgridcolumn+-s,

if(Continueltatus 1) //Thos column, in this row, has
NODATA to begin with., pick another point

//printf)' ....hich is FALSE because this column has MODATA to begin with\n")
continue;

//get another point

//otherwise, ptr_gra.dcolumn should be sitting on the right spot.. check the continuity for HOC

ContinueStatus = 0;
for(c*1;co=NOC; c+-.-)

//bump ptr_gra.dcclur*n up the appropriate amount
ptr,gridcolmsn++;
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//get the evaluation column
E'.alloluem = Column *

//printf( in.., now evaluating column %hu" . Evallolumn);

it(ptrgradcolumn != EvalColumn[ //Discontinuity

//printf)' ... which is FALSE because there is NODATA here - DISCONTINUITY
AFTER\n');

Continueftatus = 1;
break

if(ContinueStatus 1) i/There was discontinuity

//printf)" which is FALSE because column Ed had nodata\n',EvalColussn);
continue;

//get another point

//printf(" which is TRUE, there is continuity of data AFTER/n);

/ ************************End of looking AFTER the ourrent sell

II END OF ALL ERROR AND VALIDITY CHECKERS FOR THIS SELECTED CELL

//NOTE: only gets here if all CHECKERS have passed
Points [Newpointi [01 = Row;
Points [Newpoiot] [1] = Column;
NewPoint-.--.-;

)while(Newpoint Nofires);

/ / for o*0; coNoFires; C.-.-)

//printf) "%hu\t%hu\n Points [ci [0) Points [c) [1));

/ *******************************************************************************************
7/Now calculate actual coordinates for the points and send them out to a file for Farsite to read in.
/ *******************************************************************************************

I/first, create the file to send the point data to
sprintf(Writeout, '%s%s%d\\per%d\\igpoints.asc" PREFIX, INPUTS,00AL TO PREp)
Openwrite = fopen(WriteOut, 'w")

7/loop through the Points Liii array and convert each point
for )c*0; esNofiree ; cr.) //There are only "NoPires' points stored in this array
lout of a possible 15)

RowsAway * EONS - Po±nts[c] [Si; //really the Y-offset from th
lower left corner of original grid

ColuzsnsAway COLUNUR - Points[o)[]j; //really the X-offset from the lower left
corner of original grid

EValue * float)F_XLL + ICRLLSIZE * ColursoaAwayj;
YValue * )float)F_YLL * )CSLLSIZE * RowsAway);

I/print out the value
fprintf)Openwrite, "%d\t%.4f\t%.4f\n",c+j,Xpalue,Yjalue);

)//end for)e=0;csNoPires;c**)

//put in the final line in the igpoint.asc file
fprintf(Openffrite, 'ENL'fl"); I/needed by farsite because this is

Arclnfo unqenerate format

fclose(Openwrite)

return NoPires; //So this can be passed on to Prefirelnfo()

)//end IgnitionPoints))

/ *************************************************************************************************************

/ *************************************************************************************************************
void PrepareFarsiteEnvt(int p. mt drought)
/ *************************************************************************************************************

I/The farsate_envt.txt file called by Farsite specifies some files that Parsito will
I/use to set up the general parameters. We arc going to need to change things like
I/which weather and wind files it uses (based on whether it is a drought year or not) -
7/There may be additional reasons to change certain files at a later time.

//This file DOES SOT need to exist. It will be created from scratch using the data from below.

char customi2fi='CtJSTOM_FUSL_FILE' CustomFuelFile[60]

char conversi.on[20i='CONVERSION FILE", ConversionFile[60]

char weatheri2oi=1fEATHER_FILE", RetWeatherFile[60];
char
ModNeatherFile 160);
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period

mode

char
DroWeatherFile (60]

char wind(20J="WIND_PILE'
char
ModWindFile(60];
char
DroWindFile(60]

char frs5(20]=FUELMOISPUME FILE'
char
ModFMFile(60]
char
DroF'MF'ile(60(

char adustxnent(2E("ADJUSTMSsiT FILE'
char
ModAdustFi1e(6E(
char
DroAdustFi1e(6E(

char aeceleration(20( 'ACCELERATIQH FILE"

char spot(20(="SPOT_FILE', SpotFile(60(;

''Put together all the filenames
sprintf(CustorsFuelFile, '%s%s\\%sfarsite. fmd' ,PREPIX,00nstantlnput,SHORT_NAME);

sprintf(ConversjonFjle, '%s%s\\null,txt" PREFIX, Constantlnput)

sprintf(WetWeatherFile, '%s%s\\%s_wet,wtr" ,PREFIX, Constantlnput,SHORT_NAME)
sprintf)ModweatherFjle, '%s%s\\%s_modwtr" PREFIS, Constantlnput, SHORT_NAME);
sprintf(DroweatherFile, "%5%s\\%sdro,wtr" PREFIX, Constantlnput,SHORT_MAME)

sprintf)WetwindFile, "%s%s\\%swet.wnd' ,PREFIX,Constantlnput,SHORT_NANE)
sprintf(Modwjndpjle, "%s%s\\%s_rnod,wnd' PREFIX, Constantlnput,SHORT_NAME)
sprintf)DrowjndFjle, '%s%s\\%sdrowr,d PREFIX, Constentlnput, SHORT_NAME)

sprintf(WetFMFile, %s%s\\%swt.frss', PFEFIX,Ccnstaotloput,SHORT_NAME)
sprintf(ModFMFile, "%S%S\\%s_mcd.fms', PREFIX,00nstantlnput, SHORT_MANE);
sprintf(DroFMFile, "%s%s\\%s_dro,fms" ,PREFIX,COnSIaOtIOpUt,SHORT_NA1SE)

sprintf(WetAdjustFile, '%s%s\\%o_wot.adj' ,PREFIX,Constantlnput,SHORT_IIAME)
sprintf(ModAdjustFile, '%s%s\\%s_modadj' PREFIX, Constentlnput, SHORT_MANE);
sprintf(DroAdjustFile, '%S%s\\%s_drcadl" FREFIX,00nstantlnput,SHORT_MANE)

sprintf(AccelFile, '%s%s\\null.txt',PREFIX,Conotantlnput)
sprintf(SpotFile, '%s%s\\apotting,txt",PREFIX,Constantlnput)

hOse these to copy whichever of the above we want to a consistent output string name
char WriteOut[250(;
char OutWeather[250J
char OutWind(250(
char OutMoisture(250];
char OutAdjustment[250];

FILE OpenWrite;

lEow determine which of the files are going to be used
if (drought == 1) 7/ is a WET

else

strcpy (OutWeather, Wetweatherpile)
strcpy(OutWind, WetWindFile);
strcpy(OutMo±sture, WetFMpile)
strcpy(OutAdjustment,NetAdjustFilo)

else if (drought 2)

MODERATE period

strepy (OutWeather, Nodweatherpile)
strcpy(OutWind, HodNindFilc)
stropy(OutHoisture, ModFMPile)
stropy (OutAdjustment,ModAd(ustpile;

7/is a DROUGHT period Mild or Severe)
strcpy)Outweather, DroWeatherFile)
strcpy(Outwind, DrowindFile);
strcpy(OutHoisture, DroPMFile)
strcpy(OutAdjustrsent,DroAdjustFile)

,'/Create a string with the actual snvttxt file name with the full directory path
sprintf(Writeput, "%s%s%d\\per%d\\farsite_envt. txt" PREFIX, INPUTS,GOAL_TO rJpE,p)

Openwrite = opeo_input(WriteQut, 2); h/open in write

WetFMFile (60)

NetAdjustFile(60(

AeoelFile(6E]

fprintf(OpenNrlte, "%s \t%s\n", custom, CustompuelFile
fprintf(OpenWrite, "65 \t%s\n, conversion, Conversionpile)

)OetWindFile[60]
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fprintf(Dpenwrite, '%s \t\t%s\n', weather, Gutkzathzr);
tprintf(Openwrite, '%s \t\t%s\n' wind, OutRind)
fprintf(Openwrjte, '%s \t%s\n' fets, GutMoisture);
fprintfCOpenwrite, '%s \t%s\n' adjustment, OutAdjustntent)
fprintf(Dpznwrite, '%s \t%s\n', acceleration, AccelFile)
fpri.ntf(Openwrite, '%s \t\t%s\n', spot, SpotFils);
close_file(Oper*Write, WriteOut(

/ ***************************************************************************************
void Prefirelnfc(int p. mt Hours, mt Drought, jot NoFires)
/ ***************************************************************************************

II A little script to display vital data such as of fires, how many hours, drought year, etc
// Before Farsite runs so we can see this on the screen

prjntfV\n\t\ **************************************************************
printV \t\ t55
if (Drought == 1)
print( \t\ t55 Period %d -- This is a RET period.
else if (Drought 2)

printf(' \t\ t" Period %d This is a MODEF.ATE perIod.
else if (Drought == 3)
printf(" \t\t"" Period %d This is a MILD DROUGHT period \ *****
else
printt(" \t\ Period %d -- This is a SEVERE DROUGHT period.\ *****
printf( \t\ *****There will he %d fires this period \ *****\n',NoFires);
printf(" \t\ *****Burning for a total of %d hours. \n',Hour*(;
printf(" \t\ \ *****\n'
printf(' \t\ *****FARSITE is about to start and may take awhile \ t''"
printf(" \t\ t sss Sit bask and enjoy the ride \n'(
priotf t''" \n'
printf("\t\**************************************************************

SORT H

*****************************************************************************

* sort.h *

**************************************************,","***cssssossssssoos*s /

#ifodef SORT_H
#detine SORT_H

* Public Interface *

****************************************************************************/

mt issort(void 5data, mt sizz, mt esize, mt (*comparo) )const void 'koyl,
ernst void *key2((.

lot gksort(void °data, mt size, mt esize, lot i, jot k, jot ('compare)
(coast void °keyl, ernst void °kzyl));

jot mgsort(vuid 5data, lot size, mt esizz, mt i, jot k, lot *compare(
(const void °keyl, coast void 'key2(

mt ctsort(int *data, lot size, mt k(;

ir,t rxsort(irit 'data, jot size, mt p. mt k(

#eodif

void StandDataController(struct NEW_STAND_DATA SD[], mt bunt, struct TREELIST_RECOF,D F,ecords[J, jot NoRecords(;
void CalculatelndjvjdualBasalCanopywidth)struet TREELIST_RECGRD Records[], mt NoRecords);
void CalculateStandHeight(struct TREEL,IST_F.ECORD Records[),int NoReeords,struct MEW_STAND_DATA ItandData[], mt
Count)

void CaloulateStandHLc(struct TREELIST_RECORD Records[J, mt NoRecords, struct NER_STAND_DATA 5tanclDta[], jot
Couztt(
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STItJIDOATA. Itt

#include <stdio ho
#include <stdlib.ho
(i.nclude <string.h*.

#include ctime.h>
#include <math.h*
i.nclude globals,h" //to hold global DEFINES, etc. -
inolude "data.h'

//



void CalculateCBD(struct TREELIST RECORD Records((, mt NoRecords, struct NEW_STAND_DATA Standflata[], mt Count);

void CalculatestandClassjfjcatjon)struct TREELIST RECORD Records)) mt NoRsoords, struct STAND CLASS *Stand)

mt SortTallestTreelistFjrst(const void *ptrl coust void 5ptr2)
mt SortSrnallestfllcp'jrst(censt void *ptrl, 000st void *ptr2)
void RedoHlcCbd(vojd);

void NewStand}ILC( struct STAND_CLASS 5Stand

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void StandpataCentrcller)struct NEW STAND DATA SD[], mt Count, struct TREELIST RECORD Records(I, mt NoRecords)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function will farrs cut to other functions to calculate various NEW_STAND_DATA for the incoming
TREELIET_RECORD.
"Count is which line to use in SD[( while Records will hold all the actual treelist records. Remersher, that this
function is being called after an episodic disturbance which create a bunch of snags. Those snags are not
included in Records]] but that is OK, because these stand metrics being calculated are for live trees only,

mt a=O;
struct STAND CLASS StandClass;
struct STAND_CLASS ptr_stand;
1/

I/Initialize StandClass and its pointer
ptr_stand &StaaodClass;

mersset(ptr_stand, 0, sizeof(struct STAND_CLASS)

II REMEt5BER All these functicns are for live trees only

I/First, get the BASAL AREA and CANOPY WIDTH for each record
CalculatelndividualBasalCanopyWidth)Reccrds, NoRecords);

I/Get the three items we use in cur Veg-Structural classification
CalculateStandclassifjcatjon(Records, NoRecords, ptr_stand

//Fill in SD with data returned from ptr_stand
SD]CcuntJ Basal = ptr_stand-cBasal;
SD[Count] .VegClass ptr_stand-cVegClass;
SD]Count].Qrnd = ptr_stand-cQmd;
SD[Count] .CoverClass = ptr_stand-cCoverClass;
SD[Cormt] Closure = ptr_stand-cClosure;

End of variable defining

//Get the the average Stand Height
CalculateStandlleight(Records, NoRecords, ED, Count);
and "Height" after this

I/Get the HLC (or Base to Live Crown) -- being superceded by NewStandhLC for now l7Feb OS
//CalculateEtandHLC(Records, NoRecords, SD, Count ); //NOTE: Records will he ascending sorted by
'Status and 'Hlc"

II NEW HID stuff
NewStandHtC (ptr_stand);
ED [Count] . HeightCrown )ushort) )floor)ptr_stand-cHcightCrown * .0));

I/Get the Crown Bulk Density for the stand
CalculateCBD(Records, NoRecords, SD, Count);

) //end StandDataController

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void NewEtandHLC( struct STAND_CLASS *Stand

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

Use the old matrix that Jim and Bernie developed to classify the HLC based on the stands VegClass and Structural
stage corronet - which were already calculated and are in the *Stand structure function.

ushort VegClass, Qmd, CoverClass;
/1 End uf variable defining

/10mb values associated with current stand. It was calculated earlier in CalculateStandClassificaticn))
VegClass = Stand-*'VegClass;
Qmd Stand-cQmd;
CoverClass = Stand->CoverClass;

//printf(" Dot %hu %hu %hu here in CalculateNewhLC\n' ,VegClass,Qmd,CoverClass)

/.'NCTE Records will be descending sorted by "Status"
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if) Vegclass VC_DI{ VegClass VC_C)PEN(

if) Qmd == 0
Stand->Heightcrcwn = (float) (l*M2FT)

else if(Qrnd == 1
Stand->HeightCrooao= (float) (3*M2FT)

else if)Qrnd 2)
stand->HeightCrown = (fitat) )3*M2FT)

else if)Qind 3)

if)CoverClass == 0
Stsnd->HeightCrown = (float) )4*M2FT)

else
Stand-sHeightCrown (float) (f*M2FT(

else if)Qind 4)
Stand->HeightCrown float) (S*N2FT)

else
Stand->HeightCrown float) {0*M2FT(

else if) VegClass VC?INE VegClase == VC_KP

if) Qed == 0
Stand->Heighttrown = (float) (l*M2FT)

else if)Qmd
ftand-xHei;htCrown =(flcat( )3*M2FT(

else if)Qnd == 2)
Otand-oHeightCrown = (fltat) )6M2FT(

else if)Qmd = 3)
Stand->HeightCrown = )fltat( )1O*M2FT)

cisc if)Qmd == 4)
Stand-xHeightCrown = (float) (lO*M2FT(;

else
Stand->HeightCrown = float) (1O°M2FT(

else if) Vegtlass VCC}4 VegClass == VC_EH

if) Qmd == 0
Stand-xHeightCrown = (float) )1*M2FT(

else if)Qmd == 1
Stand-xHeightCrown= (float) (l*H2FT(

else if)Qmd = 2)
Stasad->HeightCrown = (float) (l°M2FT(;

else if)Qmd == 3)
Stand-x}leightCrown = (float) )1*M2FT(

else it)Qisd == 4)
Stand-olieightCrown (float) (l*M2FT(;

else
Stand->HeightCrown = (float) (l*M2FT(;

else if) VegClass == VC.)fC VegClass == VC_MC3(//I'm cheating here - JiCs matrix shows slight difference but I
average for the two

if) Qrsd 0

Stand-xheightCrown = (float) (l*H2FT)
else it)Qmd xx 1)

Stand-xHeightCrown = (float) (l*M2FT(
else if)Qmd c= 2)

Stand->HeightCrown = (float) (l*H2FT);
else if(Qmd == 3)

if(CoverClass == I)
Stand->HeightCrown = (float) )l*H2FT(

else
Starld->HeightCrcwn = (float) (7*M2FT(

else if)Qed 4)
Stand->HeightCrown = (float) )l.5*M2FT(

else
Stand->HeightCrown = (float) (2*N2FT(

else if) VegClass == VC_WP

if)Qrnd == 0
Stand->HeightCrown = (float) (l*N2FT)

else if)Qnd 1)

if)CoverClass == 0)
Stand->HeightCrown = float) (l*M2FT(

dee
Stand-xHeightCrown = (float) (3*M2FT);

else it)Qmd == 2)

if )CoverClass == 0)
Stand-sHeightCrown = )float) (l*M2FT(

else
Stand->HeightCrown = )flat) (45H2FT(

else if) Qmd 3)

if)CoverClass == 0)
Stand-xHeightCrown = (float) (l°N2FT)

else
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else

else if) Qmd == 4)

if)CoverClass 0)

Stand->HeightCrown
else

Stand->HeightCrown

else

Stand->HeightCrom float) )7*M2FT);

ltand->HeightCrown = float) )ll*M2FT)

else i/should be for VC..RF only

if)Qmd 0

Stand->HeightCrovm= float) )l*M2FT)
else if)Qrnd 1)

if)CoverClass == 0)
Stand->HejghtCrown (float) )1*IO2FT)

else
Stand->HeightCrorm = float) )5*M2FT)

else if(Qmd == 2)

if(CoverClass == 0)
Stand->HeightCrown

else
Stand->HeightCrown

else if) Qmd 3)

if(CoverClass == 0)
Stand-oHeightCrown (float) )l*M2FT)

else
Stand->HeightCrown= (float) )7'M2FT)

else if) Qmd == 4)

if(CoverClaaa == 0)
Stand-sHeightCrown )float) )l0'M2FT)

else
Stand-sHeoghocrown = )float) )l*N2FT)

Stand->HeightCrowao = float) )10'M2FT)

}//end NewstandHLC

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void CalculateCBD(struct TREELIST_RECORD Records[], jet NoRecords struot NEW_STAND_DATA StandData[J, ont Count)

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

CWD calculations were in FREMO from stafi John put in based on something Jim A. gave us.
Will try and copy what he did here.

mt a;
double StandCBD=3;
float Dbh, Tpa;
double CbdCF, ChdM3;
double ModCbd;
ii End of variable defining

i/Calculate the entire stand CED as a function of the individual species and equations for each
for) a=0; aeNoRecords; a**)

if (Records [a] Status *= LOVE

//Ret the Dbh & Tpa for ease of reading
Dbh = Records [a] .Dbh;
1'pa = Recorda[a[.Tpa;

if )Records)a] Model == BLACKOAK)

StandCBD ** 0. * Dbh * Tpa;

else if)Records[a] Model == DOUGFIR)
ill

StandCBD *= exp).2.0462a1.7009*log)2.54*DbhH0Tpa*2.2l46;
else it(Rosords[a[ Model == ICRDAW)

float) )2*M2FT)

float) )3*M2FT);

)float) )l'M2FT);

)float) )3*M2FT);
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else if(Records[aJ Model == KPINE Reoords[aJ Model PPINE)
//O or 5

StandCBD *= exp[_42612*20967*log)2.54*Dbh)[*Tpa*22046/
else if (Recordo[aJ Model == MADRONE)

StandCSD 0= l4*Dbh*Tpa;
else if (Records [a] Model == RFIR Records[aJ Model == WFIR

'/6 or 9
StandCBD += exp)_3.4662*l.9278*log[254*Dbh[[*Tpa*22046;

else if (Records [a] .Medel SPINE)

StandCBD 0= exp[-3 .9739.2. 0039*105)2 .54°r,bh) *Tpa*2 2046-
else if(Records[a[ Model == T.SNOAK)

//8
StandCRD c= 00*Dbh*)ppa;

else

I/all others
StandCBD e= [400./40J*Dbh*Tpa;

)//end for[azf

//Calculate the CBD per CF first;
CbdCF StandCBD / ( (StandData[CountJ .StandHzight - Standflata[Count] HeightCrown) * 43560

1/ in lbs/ft3

if)CbdCF < 0
CbdCF = 0;

I/Then calculate the CBD in kg per m3
CbdNJ CbdCF * 16,02;

// kg per m3

I/Store the kg per .53 data ir Stand
//StandData(Count] Density = )ushort) [floor)Cbdf43*DENSITY_SXp) I;

/ **********************************************************************************
II Below is the Bernie "tweak 17Feb03
/ **********************************************************************************
ModCbd CbdM3 *

( StandData]Count].Closure * ACRSSQ)

if) PlodCbd .30

ModCbd = .30;

//Store the kg per m3 data in Stand
Sta*odData [Count] Density = ((ushort) )NodCbd*DENSITY_SXP)

I/end CalculateCBD

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void CalculateStandHLC[struct TRSSLIST_RECOP.D Records]), mt NoRecorde, struct NSW_.STAND_DATA Staodbata[], jot
Count)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

double StandTga=0, Standijic;
double Threshold5l, MidStoryThreshold, MidStorylga;
double Group;
double Surslpa=O;
mt Tga5O, TpatoTree, Flag;
II End of variable defining

//Create an array to hold the Hticgroup for the records and initialize
mt (*HlcGroup) new int[NoRecords[;
if) HlcCroup == NULL)

printf)'Problems allocating memory for Hlc0roup with %lu elernentr\n'N*Records);
memset(HloGroup, I, sizeof(*HlcGroup[ * NoRecords[;

I/Fill the Recorda[].Hlc member and calculate the Standrpa
for (a=0 ; acNoRecords;a-i--s-)

If) Records [a] Status == LIVE)

Records[aJ.Hlc = Re.cords[a[.Height - [ )Reccrds[z] Height * Recordz[aJ Ratio) / 100
StandTpa 0= Records[a[ .Tpa;

//The Hlc rsernber needs to be sorted wjth smallest values first
qsort ( )0j* (Records

//base
size_t )NoRecords,

//count of records
sizeof (struct TREELIST_RECORD)

//size of each record
SortSmallestlilcFirot

I/compare function
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i/test print

if)Count C)

printf(The Hlc member RFTER sorting\n);
for ) a=C acNoflecords ; a**)

printt)'Recordst%d] Sic is %.2lf and .Ipa s %.21f\na,Reeords[aJ Sic, Recordstal .Ppa);

//Set some threshold values
Threshold5o = Standlpa * 0.1;
if)Threshold5l > 50

ThresholdsO = 50;

//printf)'\nThreshold50 just set to %.3lf\n\n,Threshold50);

else

i/I don't know why
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MidStorymreshnld = StandTpa * 0.05; i/I don't know why
if)MidStsryThreshold > 5

MidStoryThreshold 5;

//Fill the HtlGroup array
for )a=0; acNoRecords; a**)

Group = Records(a] Sic * 7.62 / 25 ;no ideal where equation came from
Hlcdroup(a] = (int)(floor(Group * 0.5));

//Now sum of Tpa for while threshold is not exceeded - no ideal why
aO;
while)SumTpa c ThreshoidlO ) i/Start looking from the top

SumTpa *= Records[aJ.Ppa;
if) Suwrpa a Threshold50

a**;

i/Get the nemt HtloGroup after above threshold violated - and set a marker for that tree
TpaSO = liioGroup[aJ;
Tpas0Tree = a;
//printf(Tpa5O set to Sd with TpaslTree at %d\n",TpaSO, Tpa5OTree);

Flag=0;
while) Flag == 0 )

//Doing something here
OlidStoryTpa = 0;
for )a=0;achoRecords; a**)

if) HlcGroup[sJ S Tpa5O ii Hlcqroup[aJ < Tpa50r4 //Look for a 3' increment
above PpaSO

MidStorytps e= Reeords[a).Tpa;

i/Doing something here
if) MidStoryTpa > MidStoryThreshoid)

Flag = 1;
StandRic Records[TpaSOTreeJ Sic;

a=0;
Tpa5O*+; i/increment up 1'

while) Recordsla] Sic < )TpaSO * 25 / 7.62) && Ce (NoRecords-l)

Ppa50Tree a;

//Doing something here
if) PpaSO > HlcGroup[NoRecsrds-l]

Flag =1;
StandHlc = Records [TpaSOTreeJ .Hic;

i//end while

/iprintf("Just got a stand HLC of Slit \n",StandHjc);

//Store in the Stand structure
StandData[Count).HeightCrown = )ushort) fioor(StandHlcrO.5)

//Delete stuff on tree store
delete [I HlcGroup;

I //end CalculateStandHLl



I *

mt SortlmallestHleFirst)const void 5ptrl const void *ptr2(
I *************************************************************************

I/Just to typecast them since we aren't actually passing in pointers
struct TREELIST_RECORD *eleml;
struct TREELIST_RECORD 5elem2;

olomi = )struet TREELIST_RECORD *(ptrl.
elernl = )struct TREELIST_RECORD *(ptr2;

If) eleml-,Status s elem2-sltatus I/Sort by
Status first

return -1;
if) elemi-,Status o elaml-*'Status

return 1;
else

if) elemi-sHic a elem2-,Hlc
Height to Live Crown

return -1;
if) eleml-,Hlc a elem2-sHlc

return 1;
else

return 0;
/ /Finished

/ /end SortfmallestHlcFirst

I ******************************************************************************************************************

void CalculatsStandHeight(struct TREELIST_P,ECORD Reeords[J,int Nokeeords,struct NES_STAND_DATA StandData)J, mt
Count)
I ******************************************************************************************************************

Calculate the average stand height by;

Has something to do with finding the records for those largest records whose TPA average out to something
like NO_TALL_TREES (using 5 at first) , I think Jim A, came up with this strategy

mt a;
float TallTpa=0, HeightTallTrees=0, Tallest=O;
1/ End of variable defining

//First, sort Records by height, with the Tallest trees first (and broken into LIVE, DkD, and SNAG)
qsort) )void* Records,

/ /base
size_t) NoRecords,

//count of records
sizeof) struct TREELIST_RECORD
//size of each record
SortTallestTreelistpirst

//compare function

while) TallTpa o NO_TALL_TREES && a C NoRecords

if(Records[a] Status == LIVE)

TallTpa *= Records[aJ Cpa;
HeightTallTrees 5= Records[a] Height * Rocordo(aJ ,Tpa;

if) TallTpa o NQ_TALL_TREEI
NeightTallTrees - Records[a] Height * (TallTpa-NO_TALL_TREES(;

)//end while)

I/Now average those trees out
if)TallTpa s 0

HeightTallTrees /= NO_TALL_TREES;
else

HeightTallTrees = 0;

I/Store in the Stand structure
StandData[Count).StandHeight )ushort) floor(HeightTallTreee-.-0.5)

/ /end CalculatestandHeight

I *************************************************************************
mt SortTallestTreelistFirst)const void *ptrl, Const void *ptr2(
I*************************************************************************
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//Iust to typecast them since we aren't actually passing in pointers
struct TREELIST_RECCP.L *eleml.
struct TREELIST_RECORD *ele&.

eleml (struct rREELIST_RECORD 5)ptrl
elem2 = (struct TREELIST_RECORD *)ptr2.

it) elemi-oStatus S elem2->Status
Status first

return -1;
if) eleml-*'Status o elern2-sStatus

return 1;
else

18) elemi-sHeight > eleml-oHeight
//Then by height

return -1;
if) elerol-oHeight < elem2-eHeight

return 1;
else

return 0;
/ /FINISHED

I//end SortTallestTreelistFirst

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void CalculatelndividualBasalCannpywidth)struct TREELIST_RECORD Records[], mt NoRecords)
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

This function will do two things;

- Calculate a Basal Area for each live tree record
2 - Calculate the canopy width for each live tree record

Not sure where PRENO got these canopy width coefficients but I am copying them straight from PP,EMO.

It appears that canopy width is a function of height c or < 4.5 feet), some
coefficient based on the Model species code, and either Dbh or Height again.

mt a;
ushort SpeciesCode;
float Height, Dbh;

//ISow idea where these caine frorH
double COl[TOTALSp]=(2,4922,4.4215,4.0920,2 6541,7 5163285413114632367 7.5183,38166);
double CO2[TOTAL5P]={Q.8544,Q.5329,Q.49l2,f.6400,0 44610 640005780062470 446105229)
double CO3[TOTALSP]={Q.l400,O.5l70,14l2004070,58150040700345004g600815004520)-

// End of variable defining

//Look at each record and calculate BA by formula in Forestry Handbook
for (a=O; a*dfoaecorcjs; a*+)

it) Records [aI.Status == LIVE

//Set some variable for ease
Dbh Reoords]a].pbh;
Height = Records[a] Height;
SpeciesCode = Records [a] .Hodel;

(value 0-9 to use in array subscript)

/5

//Calculate Basal area and put in the current record
Records[a).Basal = float)) pow[Dbh,2) * BASAL CONSTANT);

//Calculate Canopy Width and put in the current record
If [Height e 4.5)

Records[a] .CanopyWidth = float)) C0l[SpeoiesCode] * pow)Dbh,CO2[SpeclesCode])

elSe
Records [a] .Canopywidth = [float) ) 003 [SpaoiesCode] Height

I//end if (Status LIVE)

I//end for(a=0

I / /end CalculatenasalCamopywidth

/ ******************************************************************************************************************

void CalculateStandplassification(struct TREELIST_RECORD Records]], mt NoRecords, struct STAND_CLASS °Stand[
/ ******************************************************************************************************************

//SOrt by

//Use the modeling code
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The 5f (pointer) gets filled with data and is sent back without regards to what structure it will be going
into.

The equations were taken from PREMO and I believe they come from the work Lou Beers outlined in his paper
"Methods used to calculate Q, Veglype, and percent canopy closure on the Applegate watershed -24-95

MOTE:
#clefine BLACKOAII 0 //used as array subscripts
*define DOUGFIR 1

kief Inc ICEDAR 2

Idef inc KPIME 3

kief Inc MAGRONE 4

*define PPIME 5

define RFIR 6

#define SPINE 7

#define TANOAK 8

#define EFIR 9

NOTE: sometimes this functions gets called and only LiveP.ecords are passed in - sometimes not. So to be safe,
always check
that calculations are done for LIVE trees only.
5/

mt a;
double TempCover, TotalCoverI, StandBa=5, AdStandBa5, StandTpa=O, AdjltandTpa=D Qmd, Adjpmd;
double SpCover[TOTAL.SP]
double Real5tandBasal=O;
II End of variable definition

I/Initialise SpCover (SpeciesCover)
for )a=O; aCTOTALSP; a*+)

SpCover[a) 0;

Il

//Get an average stand Qmd
for )a=O; aeNoRecords; a**)

//Calculate the RealStandBasal for live trees only
if) Records(a].Status == LIVE

RealStandpasal . Records [a] Basal * Records [a] .Tpa;

if (Records[aI.Dbh 0*1 ) I/Only those larger than 1' contribute when
calculate Vegclass only!

StandEa *= Records[aJ Basal * Records [a] .Tpa;
StandTpa e Records]a[ .Tpa;

Qmd = pow) )StandBa / (BASAL CONSTANTStandTpa)), 0.5);

I/Put the RealStandBasal in the Stand structure
Stand-eBasal = (float)ReelStandBasal;

II Get the AdjQmd

//Go through records again and only count thcse that are larger than the above determined Qmd
for] a=0; asNoRecords; a**)

if) Records]a[.Status == LIVE)

if (Records]a[ .Dbh Cmd

AdjStandSa *= Recrds[a[ Basal *
Records [a] .Tpa;

,2) * Fl * Records]a].Tpa;

Get the average Cmd and stand BASAL

AdjStand03a
TempCover

//only calculate once
TotalCover
SpCover)Records[a[ .Mcdel] a'- TempCover;

AdjQrnd = pow) [AdjStandEa / [BASAL_COMSTANT*Adjgtandppa)), 0.5);

// Get the Canopy Closure
//Mot sure what PREMO is doing to the Spcover here - acme ccrnpensaticn for sq ft. per acre or something
for)a=O; aCTOTALSP;a++)

SpCover(a] (SpCover[a[ / TotalCover)*l00;

//Adjust TotalCover for acres -
TotalCover = TotalCover / 435.6; //43,560 / 100%

//printf["Just got a TotalCover of %.31f\n',TotalCover);

//Put the TotalCover in Stand-sClosure (this is the canopy closure percentage)
Stand-eClosure = (ushort) TotalCover;

II Get the vegclassification code
I/Get the category which is used as cur vegetation category for mapping and GIS stuff

*= Records[a[.Tpa;
= pow) )Records[a[ .Canopykidth/2)

TempCover;
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I/The following will try and copy what PREIlO had, but may be slightly different to ease reading and coding
if) Sptover[BLACKQAJf] a

PpCover (DOUGFIR) +

fptover[ICEDAR] a

SpCover(EPINB) +

SpCover[MEORONE] +

SpCover[PPINE] +

SpCover[RFIR) *

SpCover[SPTNE] a

SpCover(TII100AK] *

SpCover(WFIR) 20
Stesid-aVegClass Vt_OPEN;

//Open )?)
else if(SpCover[BLACKOAiO] o SpCover[WADRONEJ * SpCover[TANOA}t] a 30

if
SpCover [DOUGFIRI a

SpCover[ICEDAR) *

SptoveT [SPINE] a

SpCcver[PPINE] *

SpCover [RFIE]
SpCover [SPINE) --

Sptover [WFIR] a 30
Stand-aVegclass Vt_OH;

/ / OH

else if) SpCover[ELACKOAK] * Sptover[TANOAK] > 50
Stand->VegClaas = VC_EH;

//f H

else
Stand-avegClass = VC_DH;

/ / DH

else if) Sptover[RFTR] * Spcover]WFIR] a 50

if) SpCOver[RFIR] a Sptover[NFIR]
Stand-aVegClass = VC_RF;

else
stand-aVegClass = VCWF;

/ / NP

else if) Sptover[KPINE] a SpCover[PPINE] a SpCovcr]SPINE] 0 50
Stand-sVegClass Vt_MO;

/ /MO

else if) Sptover[PPINE] SpCover[SPINE] a Sptover[KPINEJ
Stand-aVegClass = Vt_PINE;

/ / Pine

else
Stand-aVegClass Vt_NP;

/ /KP

II Gst the CoverClass category used ss part of our structural stage

if)TotslCover a 60
Stand-acovertlass 0;

else

Stand-aCoverClass = 1;

II Get the OHS category that is also used as part of our structural stage

if)AdjQmd a 5)
Stand-aQmd = 0;

else if)AdjQmd a 9)
Stsnd-aQrnd 1;

else if(AdjQmd a 15)
Stand-aQmd = 2;

else if)AdjQmd a 21)
Starid-aQmd = 3;

else if)AdjQrsd a 25)
Stsnd-aQmd = 4;

else if)AdjQmd a 32)
Stand-aQrsd = 5;

else
Stand-aQrsd = 6;

//Readjust the CoverCiass for those stands that don't have a cover component because of the QHO the real young and
old stands)
if)Stand-aQmd == 0 Stand-aQmd =* 6 Stand-aQmd == 5

Stand-'CcverClass 0;

) I/end Calculategtandclassjfjcation

I******************************************************************************************************************

void RedoHlcCbd(void)
I******************************************************************************************************************

l7FebOO - Decided by Bernie and I that the HLC and CEO values coming from Premo were just not working. We
decided to try swd use the old way of calculating HLC. The old way for NLC) is by using the Natrix that Jim Agce
and Bernie originally developed to classify based on the stands VegClass and Structural Stage. The
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CBD measurements are more complicated and for now we are going to just tweak the values that are
being generated in Premo.

Values in Data.Vegcode are those 3 or 4 digits values that were either generated directly in PRENO or were slightly
modified by this progrom in FillprersoData() . Heidi gave me the following regarding what the PROMO codes meant;

2nd digit = (QMD)

3rd digit (Canopy closure)
0 <= 60%
1 o 60%

Alterations; F(lllnitialPremoData() changed thoSe with an original 1st digit of 5 to be either 5 (MC e 3000) or 10
(MC S 10000'),
so I can directly check for 5 or 10,

mt a, b;
ushort TempCode;
mt T*mpVeg, TempDiam, TerrCover;
float ModCbd;
7/ End of variable defining

printf I Recalculating the HLC end COD with diiferent algorithms than Used in PREMO\n"

//Go through ll of Data.
±or (a=0; aSUNIQUE; a++)

if(Data.Cellid[a[ == FALSE ) //no rsore cells to check
break;

if)Data.Treelist[a) == HONFORRIT
continue;

for )b=0 ; b<NP ;brr(

/ *******************************************************************************************
II Do the new HLC
/ *******************************************************************************************
TsmpCode = Data.Vegcode[a( [b] ; 7/The actual 3 or 4 digit code from

PREMO

I/extract the digits out
TeUNCover TempCode%10; 7/last digit

for determining stage (is closure, <=60% or x 60%
TempDiaxs ) (TempCode-Tsmpoover(%l00 ) / 10; 7/next to laat digit also for determining

stage (is the Q% group)
TempVeg = (TempCode-Tee*pCode%100) / 100; /71st or 1st t's'c digits fer

determining VegCode

it) TempVeg == VC_DN Tempveg == VO_OPEN)

it) TernpDiem == U
Data.HLC[a) [hi

else if(TempDiam ==
Data.HLC[a[ [b[

else if(TempDis*n == 2)
Data.HLC[a[ [hi

else if)TempDis*n == 3)

= (ushort) (flo<r)1*M2PT * .5));

)ushortHfloor(3*M2FT r .5));

= (ushort)(floor)3*M2FT* .5));

if(TempCover == 0
Data.HLC[aJ [b[ (ushort) (flocr)4*N2FT c .5));

else
DatajjLC[a[[b[ = )ushort)(floor(S*M2PT a .5));

else if)TernpDiam == 4)
Data.HLC[a[ [b[ = (uahort) )flccr(8*M2FT * .5));

else
Data.HLC[a[[b] = (ushcrtHfloor)8*M2FT * .5));

else it) TempVeg =* VC_PIOE
I I

Tempveg ** 'JO_OP
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1st digit = (veg. class)
1 CH #define VC_CH
2 OH %def ice VC_DH

EN #deiine VC_EM
4 CCP #define VC_KP
5 MC #define VCMC
6 open 0??? #defiine 'JO_OPEN

Pine *define 'JO PINE
8 RF )tdetine VC_RF
9 HF #define VC_I(F
(10)006 used in Premo #define VC_MCJ

0 0-4.9
1 5-8.9
2 5-14,9
3 15-20,9
4 21-24.9
5 25-31.9
6 32<



if) TempDiam == 0
bsta.HLC[a) )bJ (ushert) [floor)l*M2T * .5));

else if)Temptism 1

Data.HLC{a) )b[= )ushurt( )floor)3*M2FT * .5)

else ±f)Tempblarn 2)

DataF)LC[a))b) (ushurt)(floor)6*M2FT + 5));
else if)Temptiars 3)

Data.HLC[s[ ib) )ushort) (fl**r)10*N2FT 5 .5)

else it)Ternptiam 4)

Dals,F)LC[a[ [b) = (ushert) )floor)10*M2tT + .5));
else

Dsta.HLC[a[ [bi = )ushert) )flo*r)lO*N2FT * .5));

else if) TerspVeg == VC_CH Tempveg VC_EH

else if) TerepVeO == VC_NC Tempveg == bC_NC]

if) Tetflppiatfl == 0

DatS.HLC[s) [b)
else it)Teruptiam 1)

Data.HLC)a[ [hi
else if)Tempfliarn 2)

Data.HLC[a) [b[
else if[TempDiaa == 3)

if)TempCover 0)

Dat*.HLC)a) )bJ
else

tata.HLC)a] [b]

else

if) Temptials 0

Dst:s.FTLC[s[ [hi

else *f)Temptiam == 1
DstHLC[a) )bJ =

else ifTempfla.am == 2)
Dsts.HLC)a) [b)

else *f)TempD*am == 3)
Dsts.HLC[aJLb)

else if)Temptiam == 4)
Data.HLC)a] hi =

else
Data.HLC[a) )b) =

else if[TernpDiam == 4)
Data.HLCIa[ [b)

else
Dats.HLC[s] [b[

else if) Pempveg == Vt_hF

if)TempD*sm == 0
Data.HLC[a] [b[

else if)TempDiam 1)

if)TempCover == 0)
Dats.HLC)aJ (b]

else

Dats.HLC[[ [bJ

else if)TenpDiam == 2)

if(TespCover-= 0)
Data.HLC)a] [b]

else
Deta.HLC[s) [b]

else if) TempDiars == 3)

if)TempCover == 0)
Data,13L3[a[ [hi

else
Data,HLC[*) [b[

else if) Temptiars == 4)

if)TempCcver == 0)
Data.HLC(a] [b]

else
Data.HLC[s) [b]

else

= (ushert) )flocr)l*M2FT * .5));

)ushcrt) )floer)l*M2FT + .5));

)ushert))fleor)l*M2FT + .5));

usherS) (fl*er)l*N2FT * .5));

)ushort) )tic,*r)15M2FT * .5));

)ushurt) (fluor)15M2FT * .5));

= )ushort))fleer)l*N2FT e .5));

= )ushort) )floor)l*M2FT * .5));

)ushort) )floor)l*N2FT e .5));

= )ushort) )tl**r)l*M2FT * .0));

= )ushert) )floor)ON2FT * .5))

= )ushort))floor)l55N2FT * .5));

)ushort) )fl**r)2*N2FT + OH;

= )uhort) )fleor)l*N2FT * .5));

(ushort) )floor)ON2FT * .5));

= )ushort) )floor)3M2FT e .5));

= )ushortHfloor(1*M2FT + .5));

= )ushort) Ifloer)4*SO2FT + .5));

= )ushsrtHfloor)S5N2FT * .0));

= )ush*rt) )floor)75M2FT * .5));

= (ushertHlloor)2M2FT + .5));

= )ush*rt) )fileer)3*M2FT * .5));

Data.HLC[o[ [hi = )ushc,rt) )flotr(IO5N2FT * .5));

/ /should be fer VC_F.F enly

if(Temptiam == 0
Data.HLC[a [b[ = )ushort)(flotr)lM2FT * .5));

else if)Teruptiarn == 1)
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if)TempCover == 0)
Data.HLC[aJ [b) = ushort) )floer)l*N2FT * .5));

else
Data.HLC[ai [bi = )ushert) )floor)5N2FT .5));



)//end for(a*O.

)Ilend RedoHlcCbd

else if)TernpDiam 2)

if)TernpCever 0)
Data.HLC[a] )bJ

else
Data.HLC[a] [bJ

else if) TerspDiaxn = 3)

if)TempCover == 0)
Data 510(a) (b(

else
DataHLC[aJ )bl

else if) TempDiam == 4)

else

)ushort) )floor)l*M2FT - .5)

)ushort))floor)3*525T -* .5));

(ushort) )floor)l*M2FT * .5))

= )ushort) )floor)7M2FT -* .5));

if)TempCver == 0)
DataHL0[a) [b) )ushrt) )fleor)l0*N2FT * .5));

else
DataHLC(a) [b) = )ushert) (floer)l*M2FT * .5));

0ta.HLC[a] [b] = ushort) )floor)10M2FT *- 5));

/ *******************************************************************************************
// Do the new 030
/ *******************************************************************************************

ModCbd = )flct) ) )fleat)Dsta.Cbflensity[a[ [b[ / DENSITY_EN? * )Date*.Clesure[a] [hi * ACREEQ)

if) NodCbd 0 .30
Data.CSDensity[a)[b] = Iushert)).30 * DENSITY EXP);

else
Data.CBDensity[a] Ib) )ushort) )NedCbd * DENSITY_EN?);
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